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LETTER OF TRANWITTAL
To the President. and. Congress
of the. United Sta:e.=

1 have the honor -r transmitting herewith t Report of. the Natiinnal Advisory
Committee for Juvenile Justice and: DeliqUe=ey Prevention: Standards for the
Administration. of Juvenile Justice, prepared imaccordance with the_-,provisions of
Section 247 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency PreNiention Act (Public Law No.
531415, as 'amended,bv Public Law No. 95-411);:

The. JJDP Act created a major Federal initiativeto respond to the "enormofzs
annual cost and . unmeasurable loSs of huManl:life,.Perional security; and wasted

--- human .resOurces,'.' caused by juvenile delinquency and delegated theL-responsibility
foradrninistering and .coordinating the programs established under that initiative to
the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Law EnforceMent
Assistande Administration. As part of this, effort, the Act called fordeyelopthentof
national standards for the administration of juvenile justice. This report represents
the culMination of the first phase of an ongoing proCess to generate improvements in
the juvenile justice system. These standards provide direction for change and can be

..used as a benchmark for measuring progress toward iruprbvine.the quality of justice
for young people:in:the ,United States.

The Report, which reflects the basid.prineiples'and.policies of the jJDP Act; offers
specific strategies, criteria and approaches that :6:an he used in accomplishing some of
the important objectixTVof the Act. Ovef the p4st decade a number of state and
national groups, including many supported by LEAA, have carefully re-examined
existing laws and practices and formulated criminal and juvenile justice standards
and model \ legislation. This effort, which has benefited from these activities,
represents a significant contribution to the field in its own right. It Will serve as an
important resource for use, by policy makers, planners, youth kdvocateS, legislators,
judges, juvenile services agency administrators and other juvenile justice professiOn-
als and practitioners in all: parts of the country '

Respectfully submitted,

Ira M. Schwartz
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PREF
The Natio:mai Committee on Juvenile Justice. and Delinquency

.Prevention war.-.1:iiistierl by Section 207 of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Am.f( `Llimicrilaw-No. 93-05 as ainended by Public LaW 1,40: 95:417). It
consists of twerity-innemembers.appointed by the President to four-year-terms, and-L.___
includes indiridinils with SpecirAl knowledge of delinquency prevention and
treatment, tic= adMinistration of juvenile justice, school violence, vandalism, or
learning disabaiiies, as well as representatives Of private voluntary organizations and
community-based:programs. By law, over one-third of the committee must be less
than twenty-six years of age: at the time of appointment.

Section 201stie) of The act -dh-ects-the Chairperson-of-the 7National---Ativisory
Committee to appoint a subcommittee of at least five members to serve as ,au
Advisory Committee to,, the Associate AdMinistrator on Standards for Juvenile
Justiee, to asst the full body in:

Supervising the review of existing reports,.klates,_and_standards relating to the
juvenile Justice system in the United States by the National Institute for Juvenile
Justiee_mrd 'Delinquency Prevention;.....
'Recommending :standards for the administration of juvenile justice at' the
federaLlstate, and local levels; and
Recommending federal, state, and local action to facilitate adoption of these

' standards throughout the United States.
This report is Submitted pursuant to the National Advisory Committee's

standaids-setting responsibility. It contains the recommendations adopted by the
National Advisory Committee on September 21, 1979. The report represents the
culmination of more than four years of effort guided by the vision, dedication, and
diligence of Lawrence Seniski, Wilfred Nuernberger, and Margaret C. Driscolli,vho
served as chairs of the SUbdommittee on Standards:

The ,National Advisory Committee urges all those involved in efforts to prevent:
and .Combat- youth crime, programs providing.'assistancriO:Itheniles and their
families, and courts and agencies comprising the juvenile justice systenn,to examine'
thesFitiffdied§:eloiely:-The-Coinrriittee-recognizes that there will be disagreement
with some :of its propbOls,. that local problems and practices 'do .differ, 'and 'hat
implementation of the standards must, be accompanied, bY,irigorous'eValuation. The
needs- for changes in th,j.se recommendations is inevitable as the exPerience from the
'implementation processbeCoMes known and the committee standS ready to make
any necessary refinements. However,--the National AdvisoryCoMmittee is confident
that, taken as--a standards-and- strategies__contained ...in_ this volume
represent a workable response fO Many of the criticisms which .have.been leveled
against the American syStern\ of juvenile justice in recent .years, and that when -
implemented, they Will..help to reduce delinquency and materially, improve the
administration of justice. for the young people of our nation.

C. Joseph Anderson, Chairperson,/1978-1982

/
.1

J. a Anderson, Chairperson, 1975-1978



FOREWPRD
Standardthat which serves as a test or measure, or a flag or ensign around
which people 'unite for a common purpose)

1

In its initial report submitted in September 1975, the Subcommittee on Standards
outlined the tasks .before it:

To propose a set of recommendations addressing the full. range of law
enforcement. judicial, prevention, correctional, service and planning activities
affecting youth;
To organize these recommendations so that groups and agencies performing
similar functions would be governed by the same set of principles; and
To distilLthe best thinking from the standards; 'models, and public policies
proposed and adopted by national and state standards, commissions,
professional organizations, advocacy groups, and agencies:2

It also pledged to submit the first group of standards by September 1976, and the
remainder six months thereafter.

Following submission of this plan, work began in earnest. Meeting on the average
of every 'six weeks, the subcommittee reviewed materials presented by the National
Institute for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention on the patterns of existing
state laws, the proposed recommendations of the Natfonal TaSk Force on Standards
and Goals for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, the Institute of Judicial.
Administration/American Bar Association Joint Commission op Juvenile Justice

`.1. Standards, and the positions adopted by other state and national' organizations and j
agencies, and/ considered draft standards. By .September 1976, the standards on
adjudication had been completed.3 The work continued and in March 1977, the ;
standards on administration, intervention, and supervision, together. with a ,set of
prevention strategies, were submitted in "advanced draft" formi.e., without the
explanatory commentary.4

The pace then slowed as the personnel from the Office of Juvenile Justice and.
Delinquency .Prevention who had served as staff to the subcommittee, became
increasingly engaged in other duties, and as unceftainty, grew over whether the
authority to recommend standards under the Juvenile :ustice 'and Delinquency
Prevention Acts was vested in the subcommittee or full National Advisory
Committee.6 With the passage. of-the 1977 Amendments to the Act 7 clarifying that
the duty to recoT.nmend standards lay with the National Advisory.Committee as a
whole, and with the advent of an independent staff of consultants for the committee,
workon the commentary was renewed. By August 1979, the entire set of standards,

1. The ConsolidatedLWebster Comprehensive. Encyclopedic Dictionary,
. 705 (F. Meine, ed. 1958).

-

2. Report of-.the National Advisory Committee to the Administrator on
Standards for the Administration.of Juveniie Justice (September 1975).

3. Report (September 30, 1976).

.4. Report (advanced draft, March 1977).

5. Public Law 93-415, U.S.C. 5601 et.seq. (1976).

Up_to then, although the full National Advisory Committee had been kept
fully abreast of the subcommittee's progress, commended its eff-ort, and
"generally a ndorsed" its proposals; the standards and strategies did not
carry the v. . :fight of a National Advisory Committee recommendation.

. 7. Public Law 95-417, 42 U.S.C. 5601 et.seq. (1978).



strategies, and commentary was readYfor final review, and after extensive discussion,
this N,olume of recommendations was overwheliningly :adopted by .the National
Advisory Committee on September. 21, .1979.

The vcnume is diVided into six chapters. The first five contain the proposed
standards and. strategies and are divided along the functional lines noted above. The
sixth chapter presents a general implementation plan outlining criteria considered in
assessing the various implementation mechanisms available, and two implementa-

....--

-.-------tion-strategies-which-appear to meet-those criteria.
Appearing directly beneath each standard are the primary sources from which it

was derived. The terms "see generally" or "see alsO" preceding a citation denote that
while the recommended .standard is drawn in, large part from the listed source
material, there are some significant differences in the positions taken. A brief
commentary follows the list of sources. The commentary provides an explanation of
the standard, the premises on which it is based, and its relationship to other
recommendations in the volume, as well as a discussion of the consistent and
conflicting positions found in other authorities. The commentary.to several standards
also contains specific recommendations for facilitating their implementation. After
the commentary for'each standard is a list of the standards in the volurrie most closely
related to it.

The chapter on-the-Prevention- Function -includes-a-recommended-definition of
delinquency prevention together with thirty-seven possible prevention strategies.
These strategies are presented not as prescriptive standards, but as illustrations of the
types of services and actions which states and communities should consider in
developing a comprehensive prevention program that addresses local needs and takes
advantage of already available resources. Because of the myriad of possible programs,
and actions Which could be subsuthed under the rubric of delinquency prevention;the
variety of local problems-which these alternatives 'could be used to address, and the
lack of information concerning the effectiveness of particular approaches, it is
inappropriate to attempt to define, at a national level, vhat the exact content of a7
State or locality's prevention program should be. Accordingly, the strategies arie
intended as a road map showing important possible routes to consider rather than as
a compass indicating the one direction to effective prevention.

The recommended tool for states and communities to determine the routes which
they will take is the coordinated planning process delineated in the administration
chapter. To assist in this planning process, the suggested strategies are classified
according to the theoretical 'perspective on which they are based, the methods which
they use, and the agency, program or societal institution which they are designed to
affect. This framework is intended to facilitate the transition from planning to action
and the development of some consensus on the focus for preVention programs. It was
the Committee's view that 'without such a consensus, there will be little coherence on
or coordination among many state and local prevention efforts. A fuller explanation
of the organization and purpose of the framework, appears in the chapter's
introduction.

The chapter entitled the Administration Function, contains standards on the role
and responsibilities of the local, state and federal 'levels of government for. the
planning, management, and evaluation of the juvenile service system. The standards

; emphasize the need for. coordinated, multi-level planning process. This process is
intended to encompass the identification of prevention \needs and resources, the

-'development of a coMPrehensive preVention program consistent with those needs and
resources, as well as the design and implementation of measures necessary to

maintain and improve the operation of the traditional components of the juvenile
justice system. Other series of standards within this chapter discuss the selection of
the preservice and inservice training which should be Offered to juvenile service
system personnel; and the compilation, retention, correction, availability, and
disposition of identifiable records pertaining to juveniles.

_ _ _ The_Intervention- Function chapter concentrates on the point at which a public
official makes contact with a juvenile and/ or family because of alleged delinquency or
noncriminal misbehavior, or to protect a juvenile in danger of serious harm who has
no adult with whom he/she has substantial ties, or who is.willing and able to provide

9



protection against -.that harm. Intervention does not automatically -nor necessarily
result in a referral to the intake unit and the faMily Court. Suckreferralis only one of
a nurnbei of Options open to the intervening law enforcement officer, child protective
service worker, or welfare or health official. Other options inclade counseling and
releasing the juvenile, referring- the juvenile andior family to community services
provided on a voluntary basis, -or in some cases, :doing nothing. The standards
recommended in this- chapter .define 'rthe situations in which:intervention is

---appropriMe; set foi-11Ciitifia RiTilide decisions to refe-findividliaNto the intake unit -
and decisions to take a juvenile into custody; and delineate the procedures and rights
which should apply following. intervention. They reflect the principle 'of using the
least restrictive or intrusive alternati-Ve to achieve the objectives of the, intervention.
Hence, it is anticipated that many interventions will continue to result in nothing
more than a brief conversation or referral to services without coercion or continuing.,
supervi-Sion._The chapter also includes recornmendatiOns On the, role of sr:ecialized
juvenile units ii law enforcement agencies and juvenile sPecialistS in patrol terms or
units. .

The standards on the Adjudication Function recommend establishment of a family
court-with jurisdiction over nearly all legal :matters affecting children:- In addition,
they prOvicrefor the cjualifications.for and method of selection of family court judges
and staff, the rights, of the parties in judicial and administrative. adjudicatory
proceedings, some of the procedures which should apply to such proceedings, and the.
alternatives, riteria, and procedures for intake, detention, and dispositional
decisions.

,

The final chapter of standards concerns the Supervision Function. It is directed to
those agencies and programs supervising juvenile§ and families subject to the
jurisdiction of the family court ove delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, neglect
-and abuse. Particular attention is gis en to the size and nature of and the services and ,
staff :which should be available in residential programs such as training schools,
carimsand ranches, group homes, foster homes, detention centers, and shelter care
facilities. Although the National Advisory Committee strongly urges the reliance on
community supervision, in-home -s rvices, and small community7based residential
programs to the maximum extent ossible, it recognizes that training schools and
,k.it her large .congtegate facilities for juveniles will not disappear from the American'
,,ndscape overnight. Accordingly, the standards in this chapter recommend that such
.,:lilities be structured and proVided with the necessary services, staff, and resources

l!s accomplish the treatment objectives they were established to perform. The
... i.-,..ervision chapter also contains reCommendations regarding the. operation of.

. nonresidential progrartis and the serviceswhieh should be available to persons placed
in such program's; the 'rights of persons subject to court-ordered supervision;
disciplinary,. transfer, and grievance proce-dures; the use of methanical and medical
'restraints; the creation of an orabudsman prograM; and the responsibility for
operating supervisory programs.

Binding all these recommendations together are five basic themes:
. . e

1. The family remains the basic unit of our social ordergovernmental policies,
programs, and practices should be designed to support and assist families, not
ustinitheit functions;

- II Together with any grant of authority by-or to a' governmental entity mus0e the
establishment oft limits, on the exercise and duration of that authority and
mechanisms to assure accountabilityguildelines and review procedures should
be established-for all intervention, intake, custody, and dispositional decisions;

III. Age is not a valid basis for denying procedural protections when fundamental
'rights are threatenedjuveniles should -be accorded the best of both worlds
"the protection accorded to dults(and) the solicitous cage and regenerative
treatment postulated kir children." '''

8. Kent v. .United States, 383 U.S. 541, 556 (1966).



IV. Whenever there is a choice among various,alternatives; the-oPtion,1;vhich least
intrudes upon liberty and privacy should be preferredwhen yOu. swat a
mosquito on a friend's back, you should not use a baseball bat;"9 and-

V. When rehabilitation forms a basis for theimposition-oFrestraints-ory-liberty; an
obligation arises to offer a range of services reasonably designed to achieve the
rehabilitative goals within the shortest period of timegovernmental interven-
tion justified upon the doctrine of parens pdtriae trigger at least a moral duty to
provide the resources necessary to fulfill the promise of care and assistance.'"

The standards ar;e, of course, fully consistent with the Act's prohibitions against
confinement 9f/nonbffenders in detention and correctional facilities and the
comminglingof juveniles in any facility with adults accused or found guilty of having
committed a criminal iiffense.11

These recommendations and the principles on which they are based must . now
undergo an intensive period of examination, testing, and eValuatiori in the geld. Even
though they have the benefit not only of the broad experience of the. Members of the
National Advisory Committee over the years, and as indicated abovethe thinking
and re.earch of other multidisciplinary Standards-setting bodies and professional
organizations, their impact singly and as a whole is still a matter of conjecture in
Many instances. Moreover, in this nation.' of di..,,.rsity and this time of change, there
may be more than one good standard and,, as the committee's debates have shown-,
more than he path to attain an agreed upon goal.

.
.

Therefore, it should be clearly 'understood that these standards are not graven into
stone. Pursuant to its responsi t 'ilities under the Act, the Comtnittee will closely:

monitor the implementation and evaluation process, aridwill modify its recornmen-
.., dations wherever necessary in light of the impact, costs, and benefits of the standards,

new researchfindings, and the comments received from .practitioners, theorists,
youth, and the public at large. FOr only in this :way can individual 'standards truly. ..
serve as a test or measure and this\set of reconunend. '.ons become a flag or ensign
around which people "unite for (the) common purpose", of improving the adminis"-- '.

tration of juV1 enile justice. \ ', k x

The names 'of the many individuals who contributed to the preparation of thiS
iVolume are listed elsewhere. But at this pOint a fey special words of apprlectiation are

,

in order.: firist, to the members of the\ National' AdviSory Committee and especially
those who have served on the Subcommittee on Standards and spent.countless hours
And vast amounts of _their energies thinking through, talking over, and Iworking out
these standards ; often late at night\ and early,in.the morning, with candor ,.hamor
and a willingneSs, to listen; next, to Rich\ Foster and Wally Mlyniec, who undertook
the massive task of completing the Cornmentaries, and in their writing/captured' the
spirit and illuminated. the substance of the cominittee's proposals; also to Barbara
Allen-Hageri of the NIJJDP Standards Programs and the other members of the staff

1of the Office of Juvenile Justice-and-DelinqUency'PrcventiOn, Jeanne Halleck and the'
,staff of A. L. ,Nellum and Associates, and Thomas -Kanc_and the staff of Birchaven
Enterprises, Inc. who have been on hand 'to provide the material; support, and,,

\
k ;

.

V. Chambers, "The Principle of the Least Restrictive Alternative,: The Constitinional Issues." in the_
President's-CoMritittee on Mental' Retardation, The Mentally Retarded and the Law 487 (1976).

10. See. Bazelon,.qmplementing the Right to Treatment,' 36 U.ChaRev. 742, 747 (1969).

11. 42 U.S.C., §§5633(a) (12) and 13 (1978), 18 U.S.C.; §5035 (Con: Sun', 1979).

. *.



assistatice:requtred to carry on this effort; and finally, to. Dick Van,Duizancl, who has
seen this project through froth beginning to end and has COntribUted so much of
himself in the prOcess.

--

Margaret C. Driscoll, Chairperson of the
Subcommittee on Standards, 1980

Lawrence Semski,' Chairpersbn of the Subcommittee. .
on Standards, 1977-1979

Wilfred W. Nuernberger, Chairperson of the
Subcommittee on Standards, 1975-1977



Introduction(

; The Prevention, Function
IntroCluction,'
possible Delinquency Prevention Program Strategies

Focal Point: The.Indiviiival.
Type:,Corrective Prevention

4rea. of EmphasisThe Family
Cor.' -I Individual and Family Counseling
Cor. F-2 Parent Training 9
Cor. F-3 Protectiye Servicei 10

Area of. EmphasisHebfilth
Cor. H-I DiagnOstic Services 12
Cor. H-2 .Preventive and Maintenance Services 14
Cor. H-3 Treatment Services 15

Area of Emphasis--Educatioe 1.`

Cor, Ed -I. Learning Disabilities 16
Cor. Ed-2 Problems in .Learning 18
Cor. Ed-3 .Supportive Services 20

Area of EmphasisEmployment
Cor. Em-1 Preparative and Supportive CoUnseling 22

Area-of Emphasis-:=Recreation
,; ,,Cor. Ra-I Expatision. of Reareationil Opportunities 24

Area of Emphasis Religion \A .

Cor.\12-1 Counscliog (Religiou§) 26

Focal. Point: Social, Institutions
Type:,Correctiye Prevention

Area of,EMpbasis-Family . \
Cor., F -1 ProvisiOn for Basic Need ..28
Cor.F=2* .Day. Care 29 ..- I ,r

* Cor. F-3 'Crisis Intervention 31\\ \ \,.
Area:of EMphasisTEducation . '' -,

. Cor. E-.1-1, Comprehensive Program of Learning 32
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education 34
Cor. Ed-3 The Home as a_Learning Environment 36

.

Coy: Ed-4 UtilizatiOn of School FaCilities 38 .

Cor., Ed-5 Career Education 4 ... I

Area of Emphaiis7-EmplOyment ,.:
Cor. Em-I Expiansion of."Eroployment Opportunities 42

, Cor. EM-2 Community JoblqaceMent Information 43
`Cor. En-i3 'Age and.Wage Restrictions 45

Area .81.- Emphasi'sJustice _

Cii:-.1- Police-YoMf Relations 47
Area of Emp4asii-tecreatOn .

Cori Rc-I Expansion .of Recreational Opportunities 49
Area Of tilphasis-Lhousing . ° . .:

Cor. Ho-I 'Provision OfAdequate Shelter 51

Type: Instructional Preyentio
Area of EmphasisJustice

In J-1 Preventive. Pa ibl ',. 53%,
In. J'-2 School-Based Deterrence.

-
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Area of:Einphasis-Ntedia
,;ln. . Medi as a Method of Education '36

Type:. Mechanical Prevention -
Area oflEmphasis--Justice---

Mec: Jl Citizen --Efforts' to :Preveot Delinquency .57
Mec. J-2 .Hand Gun-Control 59

Area of EmPhasis-1-71-lotzing
Mec. H.1 Neighborhood, Security 611

Area of EmphasisFamily
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The Prevention Function
INTRODUCTION

This chapter concentrates on, particular preVention strategies. which the state and
local units of government can consider the development of their 'comprehensive
plans. BeCause of the need for local problem Identification and .planning, and the
uncertainty surrounding the impact of particular prevention, efforts, the programmat-
ic concepts contained in this chapter are presented as suggestions and points of
reference for local, state, and federal decision makers rather than as prescriptivt
national standards. To facilitate:the/development of an ordered prevention plan, the
suggested strategies have been arranged so'as to illuminate the theoretical perspective
on, which hey are based, the type/ of actions reqUiredto.imolement.theni, and the
i insttut(n or activity which-they emphas ze. . .

'Before examining the strategiesand the manner in which they are presented, delin,.
quency prevention itself must be defined. It' was the conclusion of the NatiOnal Advi
sory Committee that _delinquency prevention should be viewed as

A process* and the activ/ities resulting from that process directed at encouraging
laW-abiding conduct and reducing the incidence of criminal activity of all youth
under eighteen yeati olage except those who are receiving services on other than

. a voluntary basis as/a result of -contact-with tfie juvenile justice systein.

The ComMittee concluded further that the proCess andictivities.should -be focused,
on assisting' youth who lack appropriate access to, familY,schbol, and community
condition kthich promote laW7abiding behavior, and understbod a delinquent, act.to
be a violaiion of a/federal, state; or loCal statute orordinance by a )uvenile which
would be designated as criminal if committed by an adult. See Standard

.4 number of commentators' hive limited the ciefinitiOn of.,prevention tOmeasiires
' taken before a/criminalact has, actually: oCcurred. See, Cardarelli, J P.
Walker, and D. L. Billingsly, The Theory and Praetice of De4nquency Prevention in
theUnited SiatesiA Review, Synthesis and Assessment,'.14 (1976). However, the
Committeer/Observed4hat-, although self-report surveys- indicate` the overwhelming
majority of youth violate the criminal law once` before their :eighteenth birthday,
relatively/few commit _repeated. delinquent acts'. Hence,_ limiting__ prevention to-
measures taken before commission of a delinquent act would, at least. initially,

.:.severely, limit the scope of prevention programs. The Conimittee noted further,:that
even after intervention on the baSis,olalleged delinquent conduct, most juveniles are

not/r. .
eferred-TO:the intake unit' or the family court because of theinSignificant nature

" of the. act, the juveniles age and Prior: conduct; and the availability of service'
alternatives.. See IntroduCtion to the Chapter on the. Intervention. Function, and

/Standards 2.11 2.21, .2.221 and ..3:342-3.343.- Thus, -law ,enforcement agencies
,/- service prograins,. working with them;cilveii.yOUthlfrinn the juvenile justice prOcesS,

nol only preventing further entry into the but.also playing an importantToy,
in many 'instances,. in 'preventini 'the teoCenrrenee of delin,quency. The .Natidnal
Advisory. Committee conclUded,that where this diVersiOn occurs without continuing
Supervision or the threat of prosecution .,if an offer of services is declined either
initially or over a period; of tjme it-properly remains within realm of preVention.
However, this does. ribi,imply that agencies. and Organizations providing prevention
services could not also 'provide the -sarne-,serViCes for rehabiliative purposes: -

Ft As noted aboVe, the fraMeworkfisedtopresent the suggested program strategies is
designed to.elarify the links between theie strategies and theiheories on the causes of
delinquency. ,While it is recognized that the array of programs operating in most



communities owe their existence to political, .considerations : trio a -than- to the
aCceptance of any one theOretical model, for reducing delintiiiency; t e attempt:to set
forth these linkages, is premised on the belief :hat identifying, the Underlying
assumptions of proposed program strategies, will help td.abordinate the2JserVice"
delivery system and avoid ;the 'waste and frustration of having programs aimed at
achieving the same objective, work against each 'other.

The frameWork is divided into four levels:

Theoretical Focal Point
Type, of. Prevention
As of. Emphasi§
Po'ssible Strategy

The first level groups the various theories which attempt to explain why delin-
quency ;exists into three-Focal Points: The Individual,

.
Social Institutions, and Social

InteractiOn. The Focal Point on the Individual includes a wide range of psychological
and psyChoanalytic theories which address the emotional or attitudinal complexes
that underlie delinquent behavior. These theories encourage programs which rely on
"increas[ing] self-understanding" so that the individual can;.function'in a prosocial
manner in'the home, school, work and/ or the community." Cardarai, supra at 22,

The Social Institutions Focal Point includes those theories which address the
manner invhich Cultural and/or social patterns and institutions influence individuals
to conform or deViate from societal norms:: This perspective supports efforts for
societal and institutional reform which will allow families to raise children who will
act in a pdrocial manner. Cardarelli, supra at 23.

Theories which examine the extent and quality of the relationships that occur
within families, peer groups, racial and, other Societal groups in order to explain why
delinquency exigs are subsumed under the rubric of Social Interaction. This
approach directs \attention to the orientation process through which youth are
labeled, and societak.reaction to the deviant behavior. These theories urge programs .
which promote Societal flexibility and toleranceaS a means of decreasing the negative
-stiginatization associated with the official labeling process. cardarelli, supra at 23.

The sesond leVel. of', the classification system, the types of prevention, refers to the
manner jn 'whiclv_specific strategies are employed:: Four types' of prevention are
identified :

Corrective
Instructional
Mechanical
Redefinition

'Corrective prevention strategies address the condition§ which are believed. o cause
or lead to delinquent .or criminal activity e.g., poverty or a lack of adequate
educational oppatunities. :this Category constitutes: the most common thes bf
prevention. It is based on the principle that deviant behavior can be corrected
through the elimination or neutralization of the causes of thate.behavior, and that
juveniles exhibiting the deviant behavior tendencies can be. prevented from becoming

-adjudiCated delinquents through' the correction of the conditions responsible for
generating' the. delinquency behavior. See Cardarelli, supra ,at.,I5.

Instructional prevention relies on the threat of punishment to: deter potential
violators: This deterrence process attempts to discourage the potential offender by
increasing the chances of detection, the penalty for delinquen(behavior, and the
awareness .of those chances and penalties. National Task Force to Develop Standards
and Goals for Juvenile Justice and. Delinquency Prevention, PreVenting DelinqUen-
.eyA Comparative Analysis of Current -D'elinquency Prevention Theories (107).

Mechanical prevention includes' strategies designed to make commission of
delinquent acts re difficult, through "pcilice or citizen surveillance, improved
security, anti-theft plocedures and environmental design. It alsb inctudes alteration
of individual behavior patternslb limit. vulnerability to crime. See Cardarelli, supni,
at 15; Report o/ the Task Ford, supra.

22



The final typ-e of preVentionredefinition-':-incorporates efforts to limit stignati-
?Anon, by modifying or .seliminating prohibitions:and:Penalties:for specific types col
delinquent activity Se.generafiy Report the Task F6ree,'`iupra,.;

The SpeCific strategies undereach Focal.Point.and:Type,, are dividedintO Areas'of-
Emphasis roughly equivalent to the diViSiOn of responsibilities among; governmental
agencies and private organizationi. :These :'Arens,Of:,EMphasis include the family
education, employirient; health,recreation, religion, jusIice,sYStem, houiing,.and the
media. Thus, 4:persOn with an interest in fainily services, for exarnple, would examine
the strategies lisied under the- Family (F) area of emphasis under each ofthe relevant
theoreticaland operational approaches.

It should be clearly underitood' that this list' of strategies is not exhaustive nor
intended to constitute a definitive "national youth policy." Rather, the strategieS
reflect issues which the National AdVisory Committee believes are of particular -
importance. As indicated earlier, 163/--are set forth as points of reference to assist
states and local communities inAeveloping broad, well- integrated plans, programs
and policies, tailored to their specific needs and priorities. The national policies will
evolve as these plans and progrnms'Are implemented and, additional information
about what measures are effective in &eventing delinquency becomes available.



.opal Poiht:
The Individual
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
area of Empilasis:
Family
Strategy: Cor. F71

and Fimily couhseli
AI, . -

Provision of adequate individual and family counseling . community ay assist in lessening the social distancebetwecn-
worker and uvenile client.--See A.E. Forture, Images in theservices to promote social adjustment, stability and family

cohesion. Looking GlaSs, A Study of a Counseling Center fOr Runaways

Commentary

There is. general agreement among experts inthe fields of
juvenile justice 'and child deV:elopinent that the strength and
stabilitj, of the family._ unit - is crucial to the positiVe

; development and .1ke social well-being Or. .a child. Quite
naturally, children ink to family 'members fOr guidance_and
understanding in a world that is Often confusingand difficult
to understand:
There. are times,` however, when the family unit is' nable to

proVide the necessary guidance.. Dissonance due to marital
discord or divorce; financial and other outside pressures, or
deePly rooted psychological disturbanceS, may affect the life
of the family, whiCh in turn may damage a child's self- concept'
and world view. When.this occurs, an environment is created
wherein delinquent behavior"or child neglect may result.

liiteryention by means of individual counseling for parents
and children may provide the direction and guidance needed
to-cope with stressful circumstances. -Counseling can offer

. each; participant the opportunity to understand hiStber_w_ odd_
pfomote social- adjustment and fami47 stability, and assist in
the rational resolution to probletris before an actual crisis
develOps. Moreover, since- internal corifiiet_s often, and
external. pressures generally, involve' all, fainily mernber.,
counseling 'for the entire family permits solutions aceeptahle
and beneficial to all See National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justibe Standards and Goals, 'Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice' and DelinquencY Pre ention,
Standard 3.4 (1976).

(N.C.J.R.S. A ession Number 09900.00.009625): Similarly,
counseling for bubled- parents has been effective When
trained persons om the :Communityre used, follow-Ur
information regard' g financial assistance, alcohol and drug
abuse assistance are rovided,and a. 24-hoUr Crisis inter/en-
tion service is maintai dl See Focal Point Social 1nStitutions,
Strategy, Cor. F-3 and orninentary. Group, discussions, films

i
.

'and lectures. may also helt, family members:to recognize and
deal with an mpending c isis.

Many counseling measur s have gained the confidence and
respect of participants and omtnunity representatilles 'alike.
When utilized to the fullest, Ounseling programs have been
found to be an effective pr gram of great value to any
community. See c.w. Carte Alternative Routes Project.
(N.C. .R.S. Accession Number 09900.00.025628).

Rei ated Standards
1. (11-1.114 :Organization of t Local Juvenile Justice

. System
J21-1,12511Diganization of th State.luvenile 'Ser-Vice

System : ,

Data Base Development and Collection
Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juye-
niles

1,427, PlariningiPersonnel ,

1.429 , Administrative Pers nnel
1.51-1.56 Security and Privacy of Records

1.21-1.29,

p

Related Strategies.Various counseling programs may be effective. Utilizing'
volunteer, of unselor:s and youthful professionals from the Focal Point. individual



or. -2 Parent- Training

Focal point Social Institutions:
P Services

Cor. F-f Provision for Basic Needs

4 :

:Day CarC!
.Cor;!.:F Crisis Interykntioy
Fo Cal Point Social Institutions:
M,ee. F-1 'Behavior Patteins



ocalPcisiritt

Type, Of Prevehtio
CorroptiVe
Aepa: of Emphasis:

Strategy: C9r. F-2

ProviSion of parent education and preparation prGvams to
fostei family coheSion and child development and adjustment.

Commentary

Edudating parents to cope with the nee& of children and'
'the 'problems of raising 'them is an important factor. in the
development - of a secure family environment'5Very often
parents and prospective .parentS have unrealistic'.

: concerning the various stages of child rearing due tO,a lack of
.:. : knowledge or experience- regarding .proper parent and

family, life...Parent . training program's, can assist -parents and
priospective _parents to establish a successful and "`cohesive
family environment.

Parent training services may include training in prenatal
and postnatal care, preparatory courses concerning' the
various stages of child developMent, and suggestions for meth-
ods. to deal; with those, stages in an inforined and rational
manner. Practical information. regarding finances and con-
sumerlproteetion'enn alsci be ppovided. See: National AdVisory.
Committee on Criminal Justice Standar& and Gbals,'Report .

of the Task Foree on Juvenile- Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 3.3 (1976):

,

Through the use' of these programs,.prOspective parents. can
deVelop Skills relating to' icommunicating with their children,

_.

-,..,expressing their feelings And needs effectively, And 'settling
conflicts between competing needs'in a fair and appropriate
manner.: Moreover, A range of effective and nonalier:atin
techniques of 'child discipline can 'also be explored

Staffing for parent training programs should consist o \
community -based nurses6`and paramedical personnel. Since'
problems regarding delinquency''' and neglect can easily be
founcf through all segments of the community; parent training
should not be directed toward any one group'of pebpre. To be

most effective, pare training should be taught in secondary
schools to boys a girls alike as a regular part of the

Additionally;. adult education courses offered, by
schools, in conjunction with healthi)gene.des, can reach tO
those. beyond high se.h\jorage who need refresher Cutor
basic education in parent. effective-tie:Ss.

Strong, effective faMilies are crucial to the .deVeiopMent of '7
Secure, well -adjusted 'Children.,. and :'a significant factor in
reducing Anti-social behavior.-,.. Parent training can further
these goals.

Related Standards'
Organization of the Local Juvenile Servic
System

1.121-G125 Organization of the State.. Juvenile Service
System
Data Base Development and :Collection
Planningyersonnel
AdminiStrative Personnel
Security and Privacy of Records

1.21-1.29
1.427
1.429
1.51-1.56

!Et

Related Strategies
L

Focal Point Individual:,
,Cor. F71 lr,dividUal..and Family Counseling,
Cor. F-3 Protective $ervices
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cdr.. F-1 ProVisiOn for Basic NeG-ds
Cor. F -2 Day Care

or. F-3 Crisis Intervention
Focal Point Social,Institutions:
Mec. F4 Behavior Patterns

111111111111,1111MMINEWPMilms
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F9cal Point:
The 'Individual
Type of Prevention:
Correetive--

;ftArea of-Emphasis
Family
Strategy: Cpr. F-3
Protective Services
Prdvision of adequate protective services to children and
families to facilitate domestic adequacy and stability. /
Commentary

Without a doubt, the most critical manifestation of an in-
adequate family environment or serious parentaldifficUlties is
the existence of emotional or . physical 'mistreatment of
children Such episodes usually foster feelings of rejection
within the home, thereby shattering family life and-the normal
development process of a child. -See National Advisory:
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report
of the ..Task Force on Juvenile Justice' and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 3.5 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report
of the Task Force]. Correlations have also been noted between
child neglect and subsequent delinquent behavior.

When there is evidence that such a crisis has occurred or is
about to occur, protective S'ervices should be utilized. The
efforts of protective services are directed toward preserving the
family unit through voluntaiy efforts father than through the
use of the coercive power of the juvenile justice system.
Programs are directed both. at understanding and assisting
troubled parents, changing behavior patterns in the home, and
at mitigating the harmful effects that mistreatment has.on the
children. .

Several approaches have shown considerable promise for
changing the behavior of abusive parents. 'By providing".
intensiye counseling and training to those parents who were
themselves victims of child. abuSe, child abuse can be
significantly reduced. See .generally It; E. Helfer and C. H.

.Kempe, The Battered Child (1968) Additional service
components might encompass outreach activities to discover
families :that may need services as well as family advocacy
programs which focus on problems," within, the general
community that might contribute to abuse or neglect. Report

n

s{:

r1

of the Task Force, supra-at Standard 3.5 In addition, 24-hour
crisis intervention service is a vital component for providing
complete and adequate protective services to the entire
community. It helps prevent the severence of family ties and
keeps coercive intervention to a minimum. See CL. Johnson,
Two Community Protective Service Systems: Comparative
Evaluation of Systems Operations (NC.J:R.S. Accession
Number: 09900.00.04670,3). See. also 'dFocal ); Point Social
Institutions, Strategy, Cor. F-3. and Commentary.

Effective staffing is essential to the implementation of this
strategy. Personnel should be specially trained to deal with
cases of child abuse and neglect. See Standards 1.41 and 1.425.
In addition, the participation o c6mmunity volunteers
knowledgeable and sensitive to this problem are a vital pt of
tho, protective service operation. Evaluation of past operations
suggests That-active community involvement is also vital to
program success. See V. De Francis, Status of Child Protectiye
Services, (N.W.R.S. Accession Number 09900.00.0049037).

A basic issue which should be'considered by a community in
the delivery, of pr6tective services is that of clearly defined
goals and objectives. An agency should first evaluate the
extent of its community needs, then develop specific and
tangible goals based on the resources and manpower
available. Often an agency will try to do too much based on
insufficient resources and limited manpower, thus diminishing
its chances of success. Regular consultation with other groups
and organizations through a type of referral network, will
foster cooperation between community groups and result in
logical. planning, financing, and service implementation. See
Standards 1.21-1.29 and Commentary.

Protective services can be ,a valuable. asset when dealing
with the serious problem of"child abuse and neglect. When
coordinated and administered effectively, such a program can
greatly 'aid a community in preserving family units, thereby
establishing greater stability and control for'all. However,

)



inotective services hove.generally been considered the least
developed in the area of child welfare. Many communities do
'not provide protective services and often depend on police and
the courts , to handle the problem of abused and neglected
children. Often these groups possess few. alternatives for
placement of children or services to parents. See Report githe
Task Force, supra. at Standard' 3.5. Staff of each are Seldom
trained 'this .area. Even when training occurs, other
responsibilities often take precedence. thoSe government
officials and agencies considering policy and procedure in the
implementation of this strategy should critically review the
local procedures fOr handling this problem and draft
proposals to minimize the use of the police and courts.

Related Standards

1.IIJ-1.114 Organization of the Local
System

1.212-1.125, Organization of the State
System

Juvenile

Juvenile

1.21-1.29
1.425

1.427
1.429,
1.51-1.56

.,

Data Base Development and- Collection
Permit-1nel Providing Direct Services to Juve-
niles
Planning Personnel
Administrative Personnel
Security and Privacy of Records

.

Related Strategies

FocalPoint
Cor. F-I Individual and Rathily Counseling
Cot'. F-2 ''Parent Training
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-I Provision for.Basic Needs

Service Car. Day Care
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention

Service jFocal Point Social Institutions:
Mec. F-I Behavior. Patterns
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Focal Point:
The Individual
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Health/Mental Health
Strategy: Cor. H ®1
Diagnostic Services
Provision of comprehensive 'Physical and,. mental health
diagnostic services which are readily available and obtainable
by children and families at all stages of child development
from the prenatal through, the adolescent stages of matura-
tion.

Commentary
Diagnostic services which identify the physical and Mental

health problenis of juveniles can effectively alleviate some of
the conditions which nn ay contribute- to delinquency. Like
preventive services, Focal Point Individual, Strategy Cor. H-
2, diagnostic services address :health problems in their early
.stages,' Preventive service personnel may be instrumental in
referring a juvenile and his/her family to a diagnostic service
center. However diagnostic services are initiated, they are
effective in detecting health problems before they become
serious and in informing the public of the importance ofearly
detection,

Diagnostic' services assist in the pre ention of crime in a
number of ways. Any physical m ntal problem which
negatively affects a juvenile's health and well-being and
thereby his/her performance in school or Work, can have .a'
detrimental effect on that juvenile's self-image. This lack of
confidence may in turn cause the juvenile to drop out of school,
or render him/her unable to retain. employment: Once a
juvenile with a poor self-image'is left with empty and
unstructured time' and no stake in the community, conditions
are conducive for misbehavior.

Emotional and other health problems may result from
nutritional deficiencies, venereal disease, hearing and sight
disabilities, and, other learning impairments. Diagnostic
service personnel can detect these problems early and refer the
child for needed treatment. In addition, diagnostic services

can be utilized by-other family membersseekini to cope with
emotional or physical problems such as alcdholism or drug
abuse. 'Accord, National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on .

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 3.1
and 3;2 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Taik Force].

A comprehengiVe health plan mu eilcoinpa0 both '
prevention- and diagnostic services. Ju eniles should be'
encouraged to independently seek medki care, even in the
earliest stdges. Providing easy access to sees is demanding
but crucial. If diagnostic services are to be -effective in
identifying health problem's and initiating treatment, then the-

-existence of such services must be widely known and easily-
accessible. See also Focal Point Individual; Strategy, Cor. H-2
and. Commentary.

An effective way to guarantee that services meet the
communityN-needs and are widely Used is to initially establish
a local- planning authority as set. out, by Standard 1.111 to
develop a juvenile Service plan as anticipated by, Standards
1.112; 1.113, andi .122. State administered diagnostic centers
are emerging in this country and some commentators
recommend even. greater state administrative involvement in
the provision of diagnostic and all other types of services. The
National Advisory .Committee also 'contemplates federal
participation in juvenile justice programs, see Standards
1.131-1.134, and adeqUate funding for these diagnostic centers.
through federal and state soUrees. See StandardW 1:124 and

The staffing .requirements for diagnostic services is not
;:specifically set out in this strategy but other standards are
instructive. See Standards 1.41 and 1.425. Knowledge of and
sensitivity to the needs of juveniles and their special Pryblerns'
are essential. Qualifications and an ability to develop and
main aingopdrapptirtwith juveniles are also important.
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Uncaring and unresponsive persontielcatr deter juveniles from
seeking professional hap and musthe aVoided. See Report of {,
the .Task ..Force, supra at StandardP3.1.

Nonprofes'siona'l volunteers may be 'used to strengthen,
diagnOstie services. Lay volunteers are capable of handling
many of the components, of the total diagnoStic process.and
can.be used.tO expand the availabilitiof diagnostic services in
a community: .While locating competent and willing v.olun
teers may be difficult, the iniplementation.Of a comprehensive
health care program can instill the kind of feeling which
fosters volunteer action:

In addition to employing competent and sensitive staff
numbers, other means should be used to encourage juveniles
and their families to use these' programs. For example,
adVertisingtampaigns could be initiated. In addition ctimmu-
aity :diagnostic centers could involve youth in planning
program's by foaming youth councils to define:community
problems and to suggest possible solutions. See Report of the
Task Force, sUpra at Standard 3.2. Juveniles could also be
hired- as paraprofessionals. Id. Any action which attracts
juveniles to available health services should be encouraged. .6.
Active involvement in such serviCes will result in juveniles
utilizing these services, thereby alleviating ,some of4..the
conditions Conducive to misbehavior. See Report of the Task
Force,.supra at Standard 2.7. Byattractingju Niles and their

1

families to health services as both joalients, and participants,
this community program can become a resource of great value
to imprOve health and prevent criminal activity.

Related Standards;
1.111-1,} 14 Organization. of the Local" Juvenile Service'

System
1.121-1.125 Organization of the State Juvenile Service

System.
1.131 -1.134 Organizatio9 Old' Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Service Syste
Data Base Development-and Collection
Personnel. Providing Direct Services to Juve--
niles
Planning Personnel
AdministratiVe Personnel

1.21-1.29
1:425

1.427
1.429

Related, Strategies
Focal Point
Cor. 1.1 -2 Preventive and Maintenance Services
Cor. H-3 Treatment Services

13
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Focal Point:
The Indiyidual
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Health/Mental Health
Strategy: Cor. 11-4
Preventive and Services
Prdvision of comprehensive physical and mental health
preventive and maintenance,services available; to children and
families at all stages of child development.

Commentary

Comprehensive Physical and mental health preventive and
maintenance services ,are . an essential starting point in
addressing the p/roblenis of juveniles. Preventive services must
include. community/ awareness activities such as elasses,
:workshops, pamphlets, multi-media materials, speakers, and
newsletters/0 disseminate information about issues of
importance. At a minimum, information should be provided
regarding nutrition,. sex education, child abuse, and tech-
niquesyfor the early detection of breast cancer, sickle cell
anemja, and veneral disease. Maintenance services should
inchide routine medical'check -ups, eye and ear examinations,
dental care, and immunization for juveniles..Prenatal and
postpartum care, for mothers should also be provided.

/While
Preventive and maintentnce services have several purposes.

W primarily an .educational and health care tool, such
services also assist in preventing delinquent behavior.
Adequate health care can help prevent or control nutritional
deficiencies, learning disabilities, hyperactivity, and emotional
.problems which may contribute to delinquent behavior.

Public health services should be comparable to privately
:provided medical care. Aceord, National Advisory Committee
on' Criminal Justice Standards and Goals; Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and DelinguencY Prevention,
Standard 3.1 (1976). Standards 1.124 and 1.133 recommend

that the necessarS, federal and state fundingbe forthcoming to
develop these services. Oversight at the local, state, and federal
levels is provided by Standards 1.114, 1.125, and 1.134.

.

Staffing requirements are similar to those for diagnostic
centers. See Focal Point individual; Strategy, Cor. H-1 and
Cornmentary. The community should be involved in the
'organization and staffing of services and sensitive competent
personnel is essential. Id.

Related,Standards
1.111-1:114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service

System
1.121-1.125 ° Organization. of the State Juvenile Service

System
1.131-1.134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

JuVenile Service System
1.21-1.29 Data Base Developma and Collection
1.425 Personnel Providink Direct Services to Juve-

1.427
1.429

niles
Planning-Personnel
.Administrative Personnel

Related Strategies
Focal Point Individual:
Cor. i-1-1 Diagnostic Services
Cor. H-3 Treatment Services



Focal .Point
The individual
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Health/Mental Health
Strategy: Cr. 13-3
Treatment Semites

, Provision of comprehensive physical and mental health
treatment' services available to children and families= at all
stages of child development.

Commentary

delinquent activity 'more likely. Keeping a child in good
physical health may help to obviate this,result. Mental health
counseling may help the juvenile cope,with personal stress,
family. problems such as alcohol and drug .abuse, or the
emotional problems resultin from adolesence In addition to

Once an initial diagnostic evaluation is. made or after a',
jUvenile takes advantage of preventive and maintenance
service; the need for treatment: may be indicated. the
treatment services .advocated by this strategy are the final

,

component of a good health program. Working together, the
combinati'on of diagnostic, preventiye, maintenance, and-
treatment services: offers a comprehensive attack on health
conditions that may be related to delinquent or criminal
activity.

Treatment services include individual and family counsel-
ing, crisis intervention, and drug abuse services and emergen-
cy and long-term medical treatment for juVeniles as well as
their families. See Focal Point Individual, StrategY, Cor. F-1,
Cor. F-2, Cor. F -3. ;See also National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standar& and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Jui,enile Justice and Delinquency', Pievention,
Standads 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 (1976) [hereinafter cited as
Report of the Task Force].

Comprehensive health services must include both physicp.I
and .mental health treatment services. These services are
important during all stages of child development because, as
stated by The, Report of the Task Force, Suprd at Standard
3.1, "-. ...poor he alth is one of. the factors that must be
considered in. assessing the causes of delinquent behavior . . .

Failure to obtain needed medical care can be. extremely
detrimental to a child's development." Potir health can lead to
a juvenile's poor school performanee or to a desire to drop out
of school. This in turn may make the commission of

g
long-term therapy for juveniles and their families, short-term
counseling services, hot lines, drop-in centers, and community
centers should be available.

The staffing and funding recommendations would parallel
those discussed, in Focal Point Individual, Strategy, H-I and
H-2.

Related Standards..
1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service

System
1.121-1.125 Organization oT the State Juvenile Service

System
1.131-1.134 Organization and Coordination ...of .the

Juvenile Service System
1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and collection
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juve-

niles
1.427 Planning Personnel
1.429 Administrative Personnel

Federal

Related Strategies

Focal Point Individual:
Cor. H-I Diagnostic Services
Cor. H-2 Preventive And Maintenance Services
Cor. F-1 Individual and. Family Counseling.
Cor. F-2 Parent Training
Cor. F-3,. Protective Services



Focal Point:
The Inclivicklal
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Education
Strategy: Cor. Ec1-1
Learning Disabilities
Provision of diagnostics, treatment and educational' services
and 'assistance for obtaining such services to children with_
neurological impairments causing learning disability, as well
as support of research to-ascertain the relationship of !earning
disabilities to delinquency.

Commpntaty
The term "learning disabilitiei" covers a wide range of

disorders exhibited by. children who have a substantial
dficiency in a particular aspect of academic achievement.
These disorders, referred to avpercePtual handicaps, brain
injuries, minimal' brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and develop-
mental aphasia, may effect listening, thinking, talking,
reading, uniting, spelling, and arithmetic. C.A. Murray The

.,ink Between Learning Disabilities and Juvenile Delinquenay
0977).
'This strategy is based upon recent studies which have

attempted to link or correlate the existence of learning,
disabilities with juvenile delinquency. See, e.g., 29 Journal of
.Juvenile and Family Courts, No 1 (1978); K. y. Orger,
Learning Disabilities and JuVenile Delinqilency, (N.C.J.R.S.
Accession Number 09900.00.00.046082) [hereinafter cited, as
Learning Disabilities arid Juvenile Delinquency]. Althougb
recent study .by the American Institute for Research found
that the existence of a causal relationship between learning
disabilities and delinquency has not been established, it did
conclude that such a' link is suggested., See generally Orger,
supra. Even if a causa1,3ink is_not clear, oiler evidence seems
tosuggeFt that learning disabled children engage in delinquent
behavior more frequently than other children and that the
incidence oflearning disability in the delinquent popUlation is
Considerably greater than in the general population. See P.K.
&oder and J. Zimmerman, Relationship Between Self-

J.W. Podbox J.H. Barnes,- Diagnosis
Preminary Look At The Data (N.C.J:R.S. Accession Number
Reported Juvenile DelinqUency and Learning DisabilitiesA

of Specific Learning Disabilities Among a Juvenite Delin
qdent Population (N.C.J.k.s. Accession Number
09900.00.045689).

Because of these studies, this strategy recommends that
children be provided with,diagnostic, treatment, and educa-
tional services, and.that more research be conducted to
determine the precise_ linkage_between learning-disabilitY-and -,- --

delinquency. Accord '.National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and GOals, Report of,the Task
Force,. on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,. \
Standard 3.17 (1976)1 .

There is a great need for schools to implement programs
which can early identify the learning diSabilities of children
and develop adequate learning programs to educate them.
Learning diSabilitiess often cause poor.performance in school.
As a result, feeling's of frustration grow. Since feelings of
inadequacy often trigger anti-social behavior, special educa-
tion programs for 1Trning disabled childi.en can contribute to
the prevention of juvenile 'delinquency.

Law enforcement agencies and courts also, have an
important role to' play with respeCt to these programs. Family
court diagnostic units and state juvenile justice service
programs can assist the learning disabled child through'
psyChological evaluation, identification of home environment
demands and assessments. acadamic strengths and
weaknesses. See W.C.I.Ove, !tiagnostic Team APproach For
Juvenile Delinquents With Learning Disabilities," 26 Juvenile.
Justice 1 (1975); benver-Profect New PrideExemplary
Piofecl Validation Report (N:C.J.R:S. Accession Number
09900.W.039639).

Adinittedly, special eduCation programs are very expensiVe.
1;,



ineretore, state. and federal. support including funding, 1.427 Planning. Personnel
technical resources, and planning assistance will be necessary 1.429 Adinin!strative Personnel
to accomplish the goals of this strategy.. See Standardsl.121-6
and L131-4. See ,also P.L. 94-142,eodified.at 20 U.S.C. 1401
et. seq. (Education for All Handicapped Children Act)." Related' ttrategiei

Rica! Point Individual:
cot. Ed-2 Prdbletnsin,Learning \Related Standards

-.Cor-Ed=3:S-upportive Services
1.111-1.114 Organization of the _Local JfiVenile Service: Focal Point, Social Institutions:

System Cor. Ed-1" Comprehensive Programs of Learning
1.121-1.126 Organiiation of the State i Juvenile Service,

System
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education
Cor Ed-3 The Home as a Leaining EnVironinent

1.131.:1:134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal Cot.: Eth4 Utilization of School Facilities
JuVenile Service System Cor. Ed-5 Career Education

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collection, Focal Poini Social Interaction:
1,426 Educational Personnel ., Cor: E-1 De-emphasis on Labeling



Focal Point:
The Individual
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis.
Education
Strategy: Con Ed-2
Problems in Learning
Provision of assistance to children with problems in learning
and for the.acquisition of appropriate diagnostic treatment
and educational:services.

Commentary
Not all learning problems: are caused by neurological

disorders. While many diffieulties can be claSsified as learning
disabilities, see Focal Point Individuals, Con. Ed-I, some are
caused by undetected physical or emotional .handicaps.

2---,ChiVren who in the past have been lalvJed as lazy, inattentive,-
distractable, backward, slow, or aggressive may have had
speech or hearing disorders, visual impairments, or emotional
problems. The resulting poor ,performance and frustration
often give impetus to delinquency. Id. Since early diagnosis
and treatment may correct theSe problems, this strategy
requires. that these services be provided for juveniles who
dernonstrate the need for them.

The , National Advisory Committee on Criminal .;Justice
Standards and Goals, Report bf the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency: Prevention, Standard 3.16 and
COmmentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Force] focuses on the importance of teachers in initiating
actions to assist children with learning probfems. It is the
teacher, who must differentiate between a child who hai low
learning potential and one who is-not performing at his/her
potential due to a learning problem. A teacher:s response to a

. child experiencing such difficulties can either compound or
alleviate feelings of failure. This reaction may be pivotal in
determining whether a juvenile succumbs to his/her frustra-

s' tion. Report of theTask7 Farce, supra at Standard 3.16
recommends that teachers be trained in the etiology of
learning problems to enable them to identify candidates for

_diagnostic_testing. Teachers can als62participate in planning--

and implementing proper treatment programs. Diagnostic.
testing'can be proVided by a school district team of doctorS,
neurologists, and psychologiSts. With the help of health
professionals, special education experts, cOunselors and social
workers, and his/her farnily,,a child can overcome a learning
problem once it is identified.

Support for such diagnostic and treatment programs Must
come from state and federal government agencies sin e they .

require extensive planning, technical resources, and fu ding.
See. Standards .1.121 -6 and 1.131-4. See also -P.L. 94-142,

__codified at 20_U.S.C.: 1401 et. seq. (Education for '11

Handicapped Children Act).

Related Standards

L111-1.1144 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service/
System
Organization of the State Juvenile Servic
System

1.121-1 126

1.131-1.134

1.21-1.29
1.426

Organization and Coordination of the Feder
Juvenile Service SyStem
Data Base Development and Collection .

Educational Personnel
1.427 Planning Personnel
1.429 Administrative Personnel

Related Steptegies .

Focal Point Individual:
C6r. Eir-P-1 Learning Disabilities
Cor. Ed-3 Supportive Services
Focal Poilit Social Institutions:
eorlEd=-1Comprehensive Programs of Learning



or.'Ed72 Alternativetotieation
'COL Ed-3 The Hoine?as i Learning Environment
Cor. "Ed-4 Utilization of School Fabilities

tr

Cor. Ed-5' Career Education
Focal Point Social interaction.
COr. E -l: De-emphasis on Labeling

sN'



Fotal Point'
The Individual

:Typ.0._of P(eimptibn:
Qoprpctive...
Are4 of Emphasip:

N
Education
Strategy: Cor., -3Ed
Supportive Services
Provision 'by the educational system of a continuum of
supportive services to all children and their families with
particular emphasis on troubled or troubling children.

Commentary
,

This strategy recommends that the educational system
provide a wide range of assistance for juveniles to insure that
they perforin up to their potential. SuppOrtive services have
traditionally been taken to\mean Coungeling: This strategy,
however, contemplates a broader interpretation, which
includes eancational and supportive social services. Accord,
Nafional .."idvisorY Committee otriminal justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justite and
Delinquency, Prevention, Standard \3.15 and Commentary,
(1976). .

Supportive services should be available to juveniles, in ac-
cordance _with their particular needs. Anvy problems which
effect school perforMance should be remedied rapidly since
poor perfolmance may play a role in juvenile. delinquency:,
'Although the ,focal point of this strategy is 11e delivery', of

-supportive services for the individual juvenile, services should. .

also be aVailable for parents and the educational staff. These
People also need resources in order to help the juvenile during
the educational process. . , \ I

Supportive services include testing and diagnostic services,
_academic planning, remedial programs, tutorial -assist nce,
medical and dental screening, nutritional psograms, Consumer
education, and counseling. Different, types of counselingIstich
as career, personal, health, legal, and welfare counseling rriajr
be necessary. See Focal Point individual, Strategy, Cor' F-1,

- Cor: H-I, Cor. H-2,- Grin H-3, Cor. Ed-I, Cot...Ed-2; Focal
Point Social Institutions(Strategy, Cor. F-I, Cor. F.43, Cor.
Ed-I-Ed-5, Cor. Ho. I

I

Counseling services can effectively fulfill a juvenile's _need
for someone who listens, responds, and cares. Counselors can
be liaisons between the student and school staff if they develop
a. trusting relationship with juveniles. They 'also, provide
helpful information to the educational staff./ The National
Advisory Committee on Criminal .Justice Standards and " ''.
Goals, Community Crime Prevention, ftecomm6dation 6.6
and Commentary (1973) [hereinafter cited as Community
Crime Prevention] suggests that counselors and other
educational personnel design alternative programs for
disadvantaged students, contact Outside agencies, assist in
diagnosis and treatment of student needs, and coOrdinate
tutorial assistance programs, parent involvement strategies,
peer group.contacts, and specialty services. They can also be
instrumental in securing other suppOitive ; services reom-
mended by this strategy. They can direct research, conduct
studies of experimental learning conditions,.. and inform
school officials and other professionals of successful and
unsuccessful programs. Finally, 'they can use and help train
parents,. peers, and neighbors as paraprofessionals to extend
the range of services. Id. /.

AS with any of the services recommended by the .National
Advisory CoMmittee, local efforts in this area need support by
state and federal agencies. including planning assistance,
technical resources, and funding. See Standards 1.121-6, and
1.131-4. See also P.L. 94-142, codified at 20 U.S.C. 1401 'et.

,seq. (Education for all Handicapped Children Act).

Related Standards
1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service

System-
1.121-1.126 Organization of the State Juvenile Service

System



1.131-1.134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal
Juvenile Service System '

r 1.21-1.29 Data Bak Development and C011ection
1.426 Educational Personnel
1.427 Planning Personnel
1.428 Personnel Providing Support Services in Resi-:

dential Programs
Administrative Personnel1.429

Related Slrategies
Focal Point Individual:
Cdr. F-1 IndiVidual and Family Counseling

: Cdr. H-I Diagnostic Services

Cor. H-2 Preventive and Maintenance Services
Cot. H-3 Treatment Services
Cor. Ed-I Learning Disabilities
,Cor. Ed-2 Problems in 'Learning.
Focal Point Social Institutions.: '

Cor. Ed-I -Comprehensive PrOgrams of Learning
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education

\Cor. Ed-3 The Home as a Learning Environment.
Cor. Ed-4 "Utilization'of School Fwilities
Cor: Ed -5 Carew Education
Cor. F-1 Provision' for BaSic Needs
Cor. F-2 Day Care
Cor: 110-1 Provision of Adequate Shelter
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cot. E-I De-emphasis of Labeling



Focal Point:
The Individual
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Employment
Strategy: Cor. Ern-1
Preparative and Supportive Counseling

Provision of assistance to youth in overcoming personal
problems in relation to obtaining and maintaining employ-
ment-.

Commentary
Many researchers have cited unetnW.oyment and underem-

ployment of youth as a major factor contributing to crime and
delinquency. See National Advisorypnunittee on Criminal
Justice-Standards-and-Goals,LRepol:t _olthe__Task_Torce on__
JuVenile Alsace-and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 3.22 .

(1376). .The inability 'to find work often results. in feelings of
inadequacy and hostility toward the society and its lavi. While
part of_ the problem may rest in the unavailability of
employment opportunities for youth, see Focal Point Social
Institutions, Strategy, COP. ErnA, this strategy suggests that
the personal problems of-a youth may also be a hinderante to
obtaining and maintaining employment. Supportive counsel:,
ing services can ,effectively deal with this problem, thereby
enabling a juyenile_to obtain and maintain employment and
enhance his/her self-image and respeet.for others.

Typically, an absence of skills possessed by an individual
entering the job market permits only a limited number of
employment opportunities; With regard to the youth who may
have dropped out of `"school, holds a police record or is a
Victim of age, race or sex 'discrimination, the problem' is
'intensified. Counseling centers conveniently located in
neighborhoods accessible to yOuths can provide the special-, 1.425
ized. inforniation and .advice needed when seeking employ-
ment. Such counseling activities should include practical 1.427
methods of seeking employment; how to present 'oneself at a 1.429

job interview; the proper way- to fill out an application for
employment; methods of obtaining specialized,Inexpen'sive
training; and information on the availability of day care
centers for young mothers.

Moreover, job banks such as those suggested by ,Focal
Point Social Institutions, Strategy, Cor. Em-2 and employ-
ment counseling at the high school level arc both important .

measures which a community can'take to enhance counseling
services. See National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of !lie Task .Force onl`
Juvenile Delinguency and Prevention, Standard 3.24 (1976).

Counseling -services should be well staffed. CounSelots
should be sensitive to the difficulties that young people face in
obtaining employment as well as to the personal obstacles
juveniles must - overcome. Se'e Standards 1.41, 1.425, and
Commentaries.

Related Standards
1.11-1-1.114- Organization of the Local Juvenile Service-

- System
1.121-1.125 Organization of theState Juyenile Service"

System
1.131-1.134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Service System
1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collection

22.
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Personnel Providing Direct Seryices tb Juve-
niles -
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Administrative Personnel



'Related Strategies

Focal Point, Social institutions: .

Cora Em -1 Expansion of Employment Opportunities

Cor. Em -2 _Community Job Placement Information-
Cor. gm* Age and Wage Restrictions . -**



Focal Point
The Individual
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area 1of Emphasis:
Recreation
Strategy: scor. Rc-1
Expansion of Recreational Opportunities
Provision for the expansion and development of specialized tary (1973). Adventure activities such as hikes, nature study
recreational services which emphasize individual youth skills- 'trips, and camping teach juveniles 'self help and leardership
and provide effective mechanisms for-the identification and skills. Other: skills which can be _taught ,in the content .of
appropriate referral for services of troubled youth. recreational programs are crafts, photography, carpentry,

secretarial, business, accounting, and technical skills: As
summarized by the N,u6nal Adyisory Committee on
Criminal Standards and Goals, Report of the Task

Cornmentall Force on Juvenile/Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard e3.36 and Commentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as

The 'importance of community involvement in providing. Report of the,,Task gee], recreational activity -should help
recreational opportunities is -stressed in Focal Point Social "the individual develop realistic aspirations, relev..nt skills,
Institutions, Strategy, Cor. Rc-1. The focus of this strategy is aildva-b4lief that he/she has a personal stake insociety..Recre
somewhat diffetent.-Its emphasis is on the type of recreational ational programs that recognize the individuality of youths
services which should be provided for juveniles. can help provide the disadvantaged youth with a feeling of
recreational activities attract juveniles and provide z:for--- personal worth." To attain this goal, recrational planning
contacts with them, it-is fruitful for the ac itieero-1 evelop must be responsive to cultural programs and staff must be
individual skills in a constructiv ay. Reci-eational actiyie?.s specially trained and active in otheraspects of the community. -
can also provide staff with a wind setting in which to identify See Focal Point Individual, Strategy, Cot': Ro=1. See also
any problems that a juvenile may have and refer him/ her to. Report of the Task Force, supra at Standards 3.34-3.38.
proper services. Once a juvenile becomes involved in recreational activities,

A strong self-image is a necessary prerequisite to avoiding staff members should be'able to identify a juvenile's problems
;delinquent behavior. See Westinghouse National. Issues. and refer hiM/ her to appropriate services. 1.7,arly identification
Center,, Delinquency Prevention: Theories and Strategies is important to prevent a problem from worsening. Recrea-
(draft, April 1979). Recreational activities Ihqld develop a tional staff may also be able to identify neglected children and
juveniles-skills in ways whiCh will enhance his/her self-image refer the family for Counseling, protective servies, and other
and assist in the prevention of juvenile delinquency. For assistance. See Focal Point Individual, Strategy, Cor. F-1, F-
example, athletics may provide a basic format through which 2, and F-3; Focal Point Social Institutions, Strategy, Cor. F-1,
learning _skills and positive attitudes toward education itself F-2, and-F73 and. Cor. Ho-1.
can be developed. Using sports-related group discussions and This strategy 'contemplates that recreational staff have a
curricula and community leardership, juveniles can find some great, familiarity with local religious groups and other private
measure of ..nportance and contribution. .See National. service organizations who offer community services so that
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and referrals to the proper services are rapid and effective. See
Goals, Community Crime Prevention, Rec. 7-1 and Commen- Report of the Tdsk Force, supra at Standard 3.38.
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Related Standards
1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local

System
11.121-1.125 Organization of the State

System
'1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and
1.425 Personnel Providing .Direct

niles
1.427 Planning Personnel
1.429 Administrative Personnel

Related Strategies
Focal Point Individual:

- Cor. F-1 Individual and FamilyCounseling
Cor. F-2 Parent.Training
Cor. F-3 Protective Services
Cor. R-I Counseling (Religious)
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-I Provision for Basic Needs
COI.. F-2 Day Care
Cor. F-3. Crisis Intervention
Cor. Rc -1 Expansion of Recreational Opportunities
Cor. Ho-I Provision of Adequate Shelter
Cor. 1-1 Preventive Patrols

>

Juvenile Service

Juvenile Service

Collection
Services to Juve-
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ocal Point:

Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Religion
Strategy: Col% 11-1
Counseling
Provision by religious organizations of expanded specialized
counseling service to children and families to foster family
stability and social adjustment.

i. ,
Commentary

Traditionally, religious organizations have provided many
services to fainilies and individuals through their sponsorship
of community programs. This strategy recognizes this func-
tion of religious groups and the probability that such a role
wilt c ntinue. The strategy recommends that religious organi-
zation continue to provide and ekpand specialized counsel-
ing se ,ices to ildren and families .on a nonsectarian basis.
By fo using on individual problems And community disinte-
grafi n which can, contribute to delinquent behavior, church
grou s can foster family stability,. sociaradj ment, and
coin unity solidarity. Religious leaders are ab`l to instill
feelings of social responsibility and self-respect in some juve--
niles. Since a working relationship and rapport may already
exist, betWeen those juveniles and religious leaders, counseling
and community organization:may be very effective.

The National Advisory. Committee recognized that many
people feel more confortable seeking help from religious
leaders rather than from lay counselors or psychiatrists. When
coupled with the historical role that religious organizations
have played in providing such counielirig, there is a 'strong
basis for urging the of services. However, in order
for relHous organizations to effectively assist in the
prevention r.:ffort, religious leaders. may need to educate
themselves and, their congregations about juvenile delinquency

dbh i 1 bl

(1) Counseling in the areas of mental and physical health,
education, employment, and housing;

(2) Training volunteers in social service and counseling;
(3) Creating a human services referral network; and
(4) Organizing juvenile diversion and rehabilitative tiro-

grams and` Big Brother programs. National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,
Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention,-.Standard 3.42 (1976).

The one caveat to participation by religiods organizations in
delinquency prevention is suggested by Standard 4.45.'1',
Although that standard addresses the juvenile's right to
religious freedom while residing in a residential facility, it also
has relevance here. Where religious organizations create
programs which impact on delinquency prevention, they
sh uld be geared to a cross section of the community. 'People
sho Id not be excluded from programs because they, belong to

while.other 'or no religions. Similarly, sectarian religious
instruction may be part of the program, it' should not be a
mandatory.reqnirement for participatibn.This maximizes the
benefits of counseling and other program offerings while
respecting people's personarbeliefs. The benefits of ecumen-
ism have already been recognized by many chdrch leaders.
The betterment of the community is one activity where it can
be successfully implemented.

Related Standards
1.425 PersOnnel. Providing Direct Services to Juveniles
4.45 Religious nieedom

an e av ora pro ems.
'The National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Related StrategiesStandards and Goals recommended the following programs ,

and -services which religious organizations were specially Focal Point Individuals:
suited to undertake: Cor. 'F-1 Individual and Family Counseling
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or.: ,Preparative and Snpportive Counseling,
or Itc!1 Eitpansion of Recreational `Opportunities

Focal POint'Social institultons:.- I



pe of Prevention:
Corre6tive
Area of Emphasis:
Family
Strategy: Car. F-1
Provision for Basic Needs
AviAlability of assistance to children and families to assure the
provision of the basic shelter, food, clothing, and social needs.

Commentary
Providing for the basic needs of every laMify is a

`fundamental goal of every, society. When parents are unable to
accommodate, the needs of their familleS, all membeii\may
expetience feelings of frustration and anxiety. Such unsdti ing
conditions withinsthe family can foster delinquent behav
children. See generally National Advisory: Cornmitte
Criminal Justice. Standar& and Goils, Report of the
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 3.7 (1976) [hereinafter cited as. Report of the 7ask
Force]. Enhancing the opportunity to' meet survival needs is
critical for the physical well-being of, the family. It can also

-increase a parent's feeling of adequacy thereby freeing
him/her to attend to a child's emotional needs. Report oldie
Task Force, supra at Standard 3.7.

While various income maintenance programs exist, infor-
mution regarding the types of services available to families is
often, poorly disseminated This results in an ill-informed
titizenry and a costly, under;utilized public service program.
The respOnsibility rests with state and local government

. agencies to ptovide this nformation. See Standards 1.111-
,1.114, and 1.121-:1.125; see also Report df the Task Force,'
upra atStandard 3.7. In addition, local communities should
work to inform the public of available health' care; housing,
and employment information while simultaneously eliminat-

.ing the iligma which often surrounds the utilization of such
services Public service messages cartied by radio and
television can also greatly assist: in this effort..

4.

The ,condition of family divisiveness brought on by the,
inability to meet, basic needs can be effectively neutralized if
citizens and community agencies work together to bring about
this change,and provide its citizens with the services needed to -
fulfill this fundamental right of all people. Stich a comprehen-
sive program, however, will cost millions of dollars. States
cannot pCNSsibly meet this burden alone. Federal goieernment
policies. regarding basic assistance to families must be re-~
examined and redevelopeol so that all citizens enjoy this
birthright..

Related Standards
:

1.111..1.114

1.12 1 r1A5

Organization of thezLocal Juvenile Service
System
Organization of the State Juvenile Service

.

System
Organization and Coordination of the Federal
-Juvenile ServiCe System

1.214.29 Data Base Development and Collection
1.427 Planning Persoimel
1.429 Administrative Personnel.

Related Strategies
Focal. Point Individual:
Cor. F-1 Individual and Family. Counseling
Cor. F-2 Parent Training
Cox. F-3 . Protective Services
Focal Point Social Institution:
Cor. F-2 Day Care
Cor. F-3 Crisis. Intervention



Focal Point:
Social institutions
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Family
Strategy: z Con F-2
Day Care
Provision of adequate community eday care and drop-in child
care services for children of all ages.

Commentary.
A child's involvement in delinquency has often been traced

to parental neglect and lack of ',uperVision. See National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Report of the Task Force Jyvenik Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standard 3.8 [hereinafter cited as
Report of the Task Force]. However, the provision of
adequate parental care and, supervision of children .often
_conflicts with_t_he_ne_cessity to seek work. Adequate day care
centers can obviate this dilemma.

A child's visit to a daycare facility can be an enjoyable
learning experience when activities are structured in a proper
,fdshion. School will remain the most important social
institution affecting a child'slife,.Day care facilities, however,
can be a child's first positive introduction to social interaction
and self-awareness.

Sponsorship carpvary, utilizing' both .public and prk;ate
organizations to serve preschool children.'Day care programs
can direct children's activities. around self-image enrichment
and peer cooperation,s`cross-cultural appreciation and health.
Further, day ,,care programs can provide nutritionally
balanced .meals during the day, a variety, of ethnic material
from which children can begin to develop ctetural awareness,
and, field trips to supplement the centers' activities and expand'
the- child ren's k no-wledge..

In 'order to foster a child's well-being and "achieve the
overall goal of prornoting healthy and harmonious families,"
Report of.the ,Task Force, supra at Standard 3.8, day care
centers should maintain close coordination between their
programs and existing health, education, and welfare serv-

,

ices. Thus, other recommendations suggested by these
strategies are also implemented, See Focal Point Social
Institutions, Strategy, Cor. F-1, Cor. Ed-2, Cor. Itc-1; Focal
Point Individual, Strategy, Cor. Ed-2 and Cor. H-1.

Drop-in day care services can also provide child care on al
occasional or emergency. basis. ,Such services should c
located in an area easily accessible to parents. Facilities could

i i ibe located in schools for those parents wishing to continue .
their education and near, places of employment for those
parents who work. Neighborhood homes can join together to
develop theirown day care programs. Their staff support can
come from various other centers which employ day care
counselors and aides. Parents who assist in the program can
obtain day care at reduced or no cost or obtain vocational
training credit to become a counselor or, aide.

Day care programs are one way of alleviating the problem
of stress within a family. With its utilization, there may be less'
of a financial strain on the family and absenteeism at work can
decrease. Children will receive an enhanced opportunity to
interact and grow with, new and different children, learn to
cooperate with others, andi be properly cared for while parents
are working.

Related Standards
1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service

System
1.121-1.125 Organization'' of the State Juvenile Service

System
1.131-1.134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Service System
1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and collection
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juve-

niles



'Planning Persorihel
Adininistrative.-Personnel

Related ,Stiategiei
Focal Point.Individual:
Cor. F-I individual and Family Counseling
Cor. F-2_ Parent

or .= Otetj'); eqice§.
ciii.,, PiobiOiii:iii- eatain
Cor ii.gaaitic:S0iices
CO r::. R 1 oUnseliug -;(Iteligious.... ,..
Focal',Point:Scicial Institution':.
Cor:' "-..1-1.2, ProViiipi-for;BaSic Needs
Cor. ,F-3: ::,' Crisis: Intervention -..

_Cor.'_Ed-2_ Alternative-Education
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Provision of 24-hour crisis intervention services to assist Since links between crises and anti-social acts have been
children and their families. noted, and since family integrity is conducive to a law-abiding

Commentary

As indicated in Focal Po, nt Individual, Strategy, Cor. F-3,
the 24-hour crisis intery ntion service advocated by the

:National Advisory Com ittee is an important element in a
program geared toward providing comprehensive protective
services to a community. One of the primary functions of crisis
intervention is to provide shelter care and guidance to
abandoned children or to families who have lost their place o

y n

residence. Typically, crisis intervention is requij:ed when
young children are left unattended for an extended period of
time when the conduct of parents is temporarily detrimental
to a child, when parents die suddenly, become ill, or are taken
into custody leaving no one to care for their children.

Crisis intervention often provides the final attempt to
maintain family ihnfity-befoiCintervention by the family
court. The objective of the 24-hour service is to preserve the
family unit. whenever feasible and to provide trained
emergency caretakers to assist families in times of need.

Supported by the American Humane Association, crisis
intervention has proven to be a valuable asset to many
communities across the country and has been recognized as
such in. a comparative study .bf protective service systems
sponsored by the' Department of Health; Education and
Welfare.4. See Two Community Protective Service Systems
Operations (N.C.J.R.S. Accession Number 09900.00.046703).

society, 24-hour crisis intervention programs can have some
effect in detering delinquent behavior.

Related Standards

1.111-1.114 Organiiation of the Local Juvenile Service
System

1.121-1.125

1.131-1.134

Organization of the State. Juvenile Service
System
Organization and Coordination of the Federal
Juvenile Service System

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collection
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juve-

hiles
1.427 Planning Personnel
1 429 Administrative Personnel

,Related Strategies
FoCal -Point Individual: ,

Cor. F-1 Individual an&Family Counseling
Cor. F-2 Parent Training
Cor. F-3 Protective Services
Focal Point Social Institution:
Cor. F-2 Day Care ,-
Cer. F-3 Crisis Intervention

\
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ocal Point:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Cor:rective
Area of Emphasis:
Education
Strategy: Cor. Ed-1
Comprehensive Programs of Learning

rovision by the educational system of assistance to students
andheir families in establishing and achieving agreed-upon
objectives of academic proficiency at each level of educational
development.

Commeritary

Education Is the focus of many of the preventive strategies
because of the profoithd effect the school as a social institution
has on the behavior of juveniles. See generally Westinghouse
National-Issues Centereelinquency. Prevention: Theories
and Strategies (draft, April 1979): An emphasis on the
educational System in juvenile delinquency prevention can
accomplish two goals. First, preventive strategies can address
the structure of school programs\which are,belieVed to cause
or leak:to delinquent or criminal activity. Id. Second,
affirmative action can be taken to teach the juvenile positive
skills which will encourage law-abiding behavior.

This strategy recommends the ion by juveniles and
their families' in establishing the objectiveof the juveniles'
aaidemic performance The coordinated effortilf students, the
students' families; and educational personnel to develop
learning objectives for eacblevel of educational 'development
is essential to create valid leathing Programs. Accord,
National AdviSory Committee on Criminal JuStice Standard%
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on. Juvenile Justice anc4211-
Delinquency Prevention:, Standard 3.10 [hereinafter cited as
Report. of the Task Forte].. The strategy places the major
responsibility for this comPrehensive system on educational
persdnnel who must initiate efforts to obtain a 'consensus
regarding the objectives of academic prOficiencyateach level
of educational development. The Report of the Task Force.

supra at Standard '3.10 and Commentary, recommends that
community groups' and leaders should be included ay,
developing 'objectives.

Once these goals have been establiShed, the best medic,
for attaining them must be determined: 7raditional meth
of instruction are not effective for all stUdents. In orde
develop alternate methods of teaching, these children
evaluation of that child's learning ability must occur. I
pinpOint learning problems, !suggest proper remedial
grams and supportive services, and ,alert' parents t
existence of these learning barriers` Focal Point°
Institutions, Strategy, Cor. Ed-3.

The National Advisory Committee on Criminal,
Standards and /Goals summarized the role of the
system in guaranteeing a basic education in an indivi
manner:

". . . schools should establish systems of seq
organized learning experiences that permit the m
of student programs and provide whatever help is
to meet lehrning objectives on an individual basi

cis

to
an

can-

the
ocial'

Justice
-school'
ualized

entially
nitoring
ecessary

Report of' the Task -.Force, supra at Standard .10 and
Commentary. This strategy is a brOad one which will include a
recognition of alternative :career-edticatiOn as o ions for
nontraditional learning. It also recognizes the h me .as a
resource for learning. The strategies outlined in F caloint
Social Institinions, Strategy, Cor. Ed. 2, 3, 4; and 5 Will be
helpful in implementing this comprehensive learning rogram.

Of course, no effort as ambitious as this is possibl withOut
an aCtive role by the state and federal governments i proYid-
ing technical, financial, and programmatioresoU ces. See
Standhrds 1.121-1'.126, and 1.4314:134. See also Pi.. 94 -142,
codified at 20 U.S.C. 1401 et.' seq. ,(Education for all
Handiapped Children Act).
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cal. Point:
Souial Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Qorrective
Area of Emphasis:
Education
Strategy: Cor. Eci-2,
Alternative Education

1

Provision by the educational system of alternative educational
experiences which encourage experimentation and diversity in
curriculum, instructional methods and administratiVe organi=
nation of the learning process.

ment, can be incorporated into experimental and alternative
educational programs. Alternative programs May include
multi-cultural awareness, bilingualeducation, and community
service. One .innovative teaching method is the "family unit"
concept vvherc teachers remain with students as they progress

Commentary through grade levels. Other interesting techniques to imple-
ment alternative education are described in National Advisciry

Because not all juveniles can benefit from a traditional Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,
_ school environment and educational process, this strategy

recommends the >development of alternative educational
experiences.- This will require diversity and flexibility in the
schOol'S Curriculum, instructional methods and adMinistrative
organization. Seer generally Westinghouse National Issues
Center, 'Delirumency Prevention: Theories and Strategies extanded family setting.
(draft, April 1979). i . 2) State contracts could be granted to good private schools

_
The formallearningprocessoften -functicgrailyexclude-s-----to takeapercentage of dim vantage pupi s on a

many juveniles who, alternative ways to learn. If a .\ performance guaranteed basis, with performance criteria
particular student 'is not succeeding within the traditional .,:to emphasize social skills. 5

.

learning environment of a schools..-alternative educational" 3) Special classes with skilled teachers could be conducted
programs, should be used to address that student's needs. on a 4:1 or 5:1 student contact basis.

CommunitY,Crime Prevention (1973):
1). Large honse§,purehased by state governments could be

outfitted as learning centers. They could:have restricted
student enrollments and be staffed with Master teachers.
Parents and children could attend together in an

Some of the juveniles who may be well-suited for alternative , - 4) Young students could be apprenticed to artisans who
would direct them in projects of inteeest such as.
photography,

v glass staining, wood carving, race car
al construction, painting, sculpture, etc.
ah 5) Block schools, run by trained parents and teams of

educationl programs include those who are' school dropouts,
juvenile delinquents, and chronic .truants;; those. considered
incorrigible' or uneducable; and juveniles with emotio
problems and physical handicaps. Alternative ethicatio
programs may also be valuable for young' adults who have learning experts, could be set up in properly equipped
finished their high school educations but who need remedial homes in each block to conduct "Mini-schools" with very
academic or vocational training to funCtiOn in society. In their restricted numbers of students.
role of preventing juvenile delinquency, alternative educaticin- An Ialternative educational program in Atlanta, Georgia;
al.programs can assist children in the community who have Calle-c-1' the Atlanta Street Academy, provides educational,
not experienced delinquency problems as well as those. who 'opportunities to juvenile offenders and others in the
have been adjudicated as delinquent and are ready for community. The emphasis is on having a certain percentage of
reintegratiOn into society. the juveniles pass a high school eqUivaleney test. Atlanta

Other `nontraditional. alternatives to education, such as Street Academy, Final Evaluation Rep.Ort (N.C.J.R.S.
career education and using the, home as a !learning environ- Accession Number 09990.00.036537). Independent High is a



rivate.school for. unemployed youths.mllewark, New Jersey.
These juVeniles'. are either.: school: dropouts or pus ti o u t The
sehddl offers cOurses '. such as math, Englisli;- social Studies,
street.. law, job interview skills, archeology, and :nnsic:,The
schOO1 year, is divided into equal periods of outSidewOrk and
in school *ruction. This program is highlY-Stieeessful in part

size, the 7ecause of its smalstudent.

participation in de ision making and :the
l formality Of its ciaiSei;;;and the

s'

Of its staff: "Independence High A School for.Delinquents,"
Correction Magazine,. Vol: 3,- (Dec. 1977) (N.C.J.R.S.
Accession Number 09900.050762). -

\ It is important that alternative education be available to' all
stydents. participants should not be stigmatized and pa ici
pation must be optional. Alternative education, like any
ndotraditional learning program which is new toy, a school
system; will need community support, and funding to get
stliped. Federal and state agency support in the form of
funding_and resources will also be necessary. See Standards
1.121-126, 1.131-134, and Commentaria

1

Related Standards
1

---l.1 1-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service
System

1 121-1.126 Organilation of , the "State :Juvenile

1.131-1.134 Organization-and Coordination .6f= the Federal'
'Juvenile Service System

Data Base Development and C011ection
Personnel Selection
Educational Personnel

1.21;4:29
1.41

1:426

RelaterL,Strategles

Focal 'Poim
COr. Ed-I Learning Disabilities"
Cor..E0-1 Problems in. Learning
Cor. FJ.73 SUpportive Services
Fecal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. Ed,71 Comprehensive Programs of Learning
Cor. Ed-3 The Home as a Learning Environment
Cor. Ed-4 Utilization of School Facilities
Cor. Ed-5 Career Education
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor, E -1 De-emphasis on Labeling



ocal Point:
Social Institutions
Type-of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Education
Strategy: Core Ec1-3
The Home as a Learning Environment

CO

Development by the educational system in cooperation with Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile. Al
other community agencies of methods and techniques for ;Delinquency Prevention (1976) rhereinafter cited' as
enriching the potential of the home as a learning environment. the Task Force], also stressed the importance and a

of a family role in education The use of the home as
; environment:also ally foster positive -relationshiP
parents and children and between parents and school person-
nel. Parents will become more aware of, their imp rtant and ,'

Commentary

Since juveniles dO 'not spend all of their hours or years in
school and Since not all juveniles benef4 from the traditional
learning experience that schools most often prOvide, the hoMe
Can . become an important learning rest\urce. This strategy
recommends that the 'educational system and community
agencies develop methOds and techniquei for using the home
in the learning process. This strategy' recognized that by the
tineAheLchilcLbegins_schoo!,_helshe_has_already---been vastlY
influenced by his/ her homelife. Many patterns of behavior
have been set..it is during the early years:that children must be
exposed to positive role models and be treated in a way which
will provide them with a good self-image. Encouraging the
kind of homelife which will give the- child a healthy
environment in which to develop intellectually, emotionally;
and physically is the.goal of this strategy. This is an essential
reventive measure against .delinquency..

Implicit in thisstrategy is a recognition of the-importanceof
a parent's participatiOn in the learning process. Since, learning
pattern's develop earl)), evembefore schooling begins,. involving
parents in the education of their. children is essential. Using
Parents and the .home as part of the learning process can
effectuate early' identification of any learning' or behavioral
problems. Continued' learning in the horm., after the child
commences school is important because some children will
find the rigor ,and.7routine of a regular school Program. too
demanding.

The Commentary to Standard 3.13 of the National
Advisory COmmittee on Criininal .lustice 'Standards and
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continuing role in the education of their children. / . PO'Sitive T'

' role models are developed to, help shape' a child's self-image
and enrich his/her experience. The stimulatiOn an Challenge
that parents provide are part of an ongoing learni g process.
. This strategy places reliance on the ,educational ystem and

community agencies fOr-. inducing parental inv. olve erit. One
way of interesting parents in the edudation oftheir children in
the home is to involve.them in the.educational process in the
schools. Report of the Task Force, supra at Sta dard 3.13
recommends:

I) Utilizing parents as paraprofessionals;
2) Involving parents in the academic plamiing process,
3) DeVeloping currieula for home,learning and distributing _

materials for home use;
4) Coordinating efforts by parents aria teachers tb develop

new teaching methods; and
5) Team teaching by parents and teachers and providing"

special coulses to prepare parents.

A unique program called the Homework House Project was
developed in Berkeley, rCalifornia, to involve parents and the
home in the learning process. This program was sponsored by
the Office of Human Relations. It utilized a wide range of,
community resources including parents, organizations, neigh-.
hors, teachers, school administrative staff, and Bay area
resource personnel. Forty-eight homes ''were available as
"homework houses" .twice a .week for one and a half hours
each evening. The project was operated and staffed by

_



rkeley Its mair goals were to improve the' attitudes of
students towards education and to.provide tutoring m reading 1.211.:29

JUStiee.-;1Standard...4nd.,Gbal.- 1:426 -

Organization :and Coordination of;the Federa
Juvenile Service System r.' '
Data Base eye opment ,and Collection
Personnel Selection
Edueational'

It is obviouS that il enthusiastic Ideal effort is; necessary for_ Related StrategieSimPlementing. this strategy: State and federal resources would ;
be _necessary to solicit community -sI,101) it- and..mObilize FOcal Po-int '.IndiVidtial:
r6souroes to attain its'goals. See Standards. .121-1.12, '2.131- Cor Ed ...1 -Learning..Disabilities
1:134, and Cbmmentary. Cor.. Ed-2 , Pro ei"s in ,Learningbl n '

Cor. Ed-3: Supportive:Services :

Focal Point Social Instittnions :
cot'. Ed-1 Coniprehensive Programs
Car. Ed-2 -Alternative Education

of the Local Juvenile Service Cor. Ed-4 Utilization of School Facilities
Con Ed-5 Career Education , .

. ,

of the State Juvenile Service Focal Point Social Interaction
Cor. E-1 De-emphasiiThn Labeling

Related Standards
1.111-1.114 Organization

System
1.121-1. i Organization

System



Focal Point:
Social I nstitutions
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Education
Strategy: Cor. Ed-4
Utilization of School Fticilities
Utilization of school facilities and resources
community during nonschool hours.

by the local

Commentary

This strategy recommends that school facilities should be
fully utilized during nonschobl hours as a community
resource. The advantages of this approach, are many. The
utililation of school facilities fOr the whole community and
not just_ f,r academic education involveS the school in the

..problems of the' community. Academic, vocational, cultural,
recreational, and health services for children and adults can be
provided. 'Access to- Schools for these services will give area
residents the feeling-that the school is an integral part of the
community, thereby fostering citizen involveinent and
providing -a more enriching environment for the juvenile:
Since it is possible 'that the lack of community involvement
may be relevant 'to a juvenile's feqlirigs of alienation and to
his/ her ensuing juvenile delinquency, transforming the school
into a community center may help to alleviate the problem.

Wherever possible, schools should operate on a, twelve-
month, seven-day-a-week basis. Community organizatiorls
could supervise school facilities and oversee schOol activities
and services after schobl hours. See National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,, Report
of the Task Force 'on Juvenile ustic)? and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 3.19 (196) [h after cited as Report
of the Task Force]. School' libraries and Cafeterias 'can be
made accessible to the community. Child care and services for
the elderly can be provided in' school buildings. High schoOl
equivalency classes can be' offered as well as continuing
education 'programs. Teacher training for parents mentioned

7----nrfactiffretint SoLial lnstitutious; Strategy, Cor. Ed-3 can be
offered, as well as classes in parenting and in child growth and

0

developthent. See Focal Point Individual, Strategy, For. E-2.
The use of school facilities is a way.to implement career and
alternative education programs for the juvenile. Finally, the
community, can use the school for meeting /places; health..
diagnostic services; artistic productions, and sports evenjs.

An-example of a' program which utilizes school facilities is
Community Concern' 13 based in 'Philadelphia where ichool
facilities'are kept open on Satdrdays;Community volunteered
juveniles Operate a full recreational program. The program
organizes classes' in black history, culture, handicrafts, and
basic, literacy skills.' Report of the Task Foice, supra at /
Standard 3.19 :and Commentary: "

The utilization of school facilities for after school programi-
will need community suppoV and. participation. It will also

,,,need. state-and federal funding and guidance forimplementa-
tion and:operation. Standards 1.121-1.126, and 1.131-1.134
outline this kind of assistance ,

Related Standards ,
1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service

System
Organization of the State 'Juvenile Service
System
Organization and Coordination of the Federal
Juvenile Service System
Data Base Development and Collection
Personnel Selection
Educational Personnel

1.121-1.126

1.131.01.134

1.21-1.29
1.41

1.426

5 5'



ICor. Ed4 'Learning Disabilities
Cor. Ed72 Problems in Learning
Cor. Ed-3 Supportiye Services
Ft:teal Point' Social nstitutions:
Cor. Ed-1 Comprehensive Pr6grams of Learning
Cor. Ed-2 AlternativeIEducation

Cor., Ed-3 The Home as a Learning Environment
Cor. Ed-5 Career Educatcon
Cor. Rc-1 Expansion of Recreational Opportunities
Focal Point SocialInteraction:
Cor..E-1 De-emphasis on Labeling
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odal Point
Social Institutions
,Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Eniphasis:
Education
Strategy: Core Ed -5
Career Education
Provision by the educational system in conjunction with other determinin future. Vocational schools, as well as
appropriate co triunity resources of career experiences in traditional academic programs are both necessary for the
Specific areas of employment. . success of this endeavor.

,.
'Several school systems now provide these services. A career/ services.Coeducation program exists in the Seattle, Washington; Publicmmentary

/ School System and a career education mobile unit services
If schools' ;,ire to effectively 'assist in the prevention of rural school districts in Maryland. The Cleveland 'Impact

juvenile delinquency, they must provide education which can Cities Program has as its target group school dropouts..
Ile useful in selecting- a career. This strategy recognizes the between the ages of sixteen and .twenty7one, 36 percent, of

:advantages of an educational system which provides juveniles whom havc prior arrest' reconls. The progrant uses alternative
with career experiences. Relating education to .emploYment'Neduoational methods to provide the juveniles with qualifica-
makes learning more than an intellectual exercise. It prepares tions for employment. One of the project's goal's was to
a juvenile for entrance into the world of- adults. Career. minim1z4 the desire of the juveniles to commit crimes!.See
education .gencrrilly includes teaching job' skills, ,fferin National Advisory Conimittee on Criminal Justice Standards

' and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice andplacement services, and on-the-job-training... , ,

Unemployment has. been Identified as a condition which .
Delinquency FrC'venrion, Stanciard 3.21 and. Commentary

may cause of lead tO juvenile delinquenCy. If juveniles' are (1976): . ,-.

taught job skills and find satisfying employment, there is more 6-eer. education encOmpasses an awareness and explora-
,: incentive to function in the society in a law-abiding manner. tion of different careers, the preparation for these careers, and '.

Exposure to different career alternatives and work- study ar- placement services to 'effectuate the _career educational
rangements provide stimulation and challenge, positive role Process. The broad-based nature of this system will require
models, and a rewarding, enriched educational 'experience. changes irthe educational system. The'implementation and
Education directed toward a satisfying career gives juveniles a . expansibenf\career education will require federal and state
positive self-image. As an extra benefit, their academic skills funding. Statutory changes may also be necessary since
such as reading, writing, and mathematics may improve since innovative programs will not :always require daily ,school
these will be seen as necessary to succeed at most jobs. attendance. Planning, decisions making, technical and pro-

Career educatioii -can-be implemented-in-any-number-ofgrammatic-resources ill-be-needed-for-these-local-efforts and,

ways. Work-study programs, field placements, and on-the- will have to be supplied by federal and state government
job-training involve the school and employers : in the agencies. See Standaras 1.12171.126, and 1.131 - 1.134.
community. This approach allows-the-juvenile to supplement(
his /her family's incoin-e----a-IWto-:---benefit from positive Related Standard
relationships with outsiders, Invitations to people in different

Standards
.

,Decupations to speak in the classroom provide juveniles with 1.111-1. ; i4 Organization of \the Local Juvenile Service
exposure to the working world and give children guidance in System
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' 1.12171.126 ' Organiztion of the- State Juvenile
System

1.131-1:134 Organization and Coordination of the
Juvenile Service.System

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collection
1.41 Personnel Selection
1.426 Educational Personnel

Service/

Federal

Related Strategies

Focal Point Individual:
Cor. Ed-1 Learning Disabilities

r

1.

Cor. Ed-2 Problems in. Learning
Cor. Ed-3 Supportive Seivices
Cor. Em-1 Preparative and Supportive Counseling
Focal Point Social, nstitutions:
Cor. Ed-I Comprehensive Programs of LeArning
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education
Cor. Ed23 The Home as a Learning Environment

"Cor.'Ed-4 Utilizatiqu of School Facilities-
Cor. Em-I Expansion of Employment Opportunities
Cor. Em-2 Community Job PlaCement Information
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. E-I De-emphasis on Labeling



Focal Point: \

Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Eniplbrnent,
$trajegy; 'Con

c: tkpOititigh of.pmployment Opportunities.
1

.

Implemention of, a comprehensive employment program
strategy through a cooperative effort by government and

rivate enterprise to expand the number of available jobs.

There are many benefits to be derived from a strategy which
emphasizes cooperative efforts. comprehensive employMent
program strategy will provide information to bothetriPloyers- . and juveniles regarding employment opportunities. Juveniles

Commentary
The implementation of a comprehensive employment

program strategy is an important eleMent *in a delinquency
preirention program. UnemployMent and underemployment
have often been cited as major factors contributing to juvenile
delinquency. See National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice' Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Forc 'on
Juvenile Jujtice and: Delinquency Prevention, Standard .22
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Fo ce].
Cooperative efforts by government and priVate enterprise in
formulating and implementing a strategy to, expand the
number of jobs available for youth is critical to the success of
prevention programs. Government and private enterprises
must be cognizant of their respective capabilities in order Co
develop realistic job expansion strategies.

The National Advisory Committee for Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals recommended that government encour
age youth employment by.creating public service jobs and by
providing direct tax incentives to employers who create new

'job opportunities. This will encourage private enterprise to
consider the employment needs of youth and induce them to
work harder at providing employment opportunities.

42

who know what skill's employers are seeking will be able to
seek training to develop them., In addition, misconceptions
regarding potential young employees will be avoided, through
these combined efforts.

Related Standards
--- --

1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service
System

1.121-1.126 Organization of the State Juvenile Service
System

L-131-1.134 Organization and Coordinaiion of the Federal
Juvenile Service System

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collection

Related Strategies
Focal Point Individual:
Cor. Em-1 Preparative and Supportive Counseling
Focal Point Social. Institutions:
Cor. Em-2 Community Job. Placement Information
Cor. Em-3 Age and Wage Restrictions
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Focal Point:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Employment
Strategy: Core Em-2
Community Job Placement Information
Provision of readily accessible job placement and information
services to assist all youth in obtaining employment.

Commentary.
c

The provisiOn of readily accessible jab placement informa-
tion services to assist yOuth. in obtaining eniployment is an for coordinating services that will contribute the 'success of

. important aspect. n the prevention of juvenile delinquency,. As the center, and open the lines: of communication between .

noted by the National Advisnry Committee on Criminal : potential employers and juveniles. See generally Report of the
\ Justice. Commentaries,and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Task Force, supra at Standards 3.22-3:25 Commentaries,

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 3..22 W. T. Pink and D. E. Kapel,'pecentralization Reconsidered :
and CoMmentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report. Of the. School Crime Prevention Through Community. Involvement,"
Task Force], and other sociological. studies, unemployment of National Institute of Education, School Crime and Disrup.-
youth ,is a major factor' contributing .to their delinquency. tion, 115 (1978).. .

Accessibility is a Major factor in. the-effective functioning of A job placement and information service center must
employment service centers. Juveniles should be able .to con- perform other functions to insure its success. It can identify
tact suchcenters with few obstacles. Centers should be located skills and counsel juvediles in terms of .realistic ,emplOYMent
in areas having large numbersof young residents. See Report :expectations; keep records to assist in redefining employment

goals, disseminate information to employers" regarding
prospective employees, and detail the availability .of job
training programs.

To insure reaching a wide range of juveniles, the job
placement and information. service center should .utilize the
Media to disseminate information regarding the services that .

they provide. -See also Focal Point Social Institutions,
Strategy, In. M-1. In addition to radio and television .

announcements, .local community leaders should be encour-
aged to speak at center functions and to enlist the support of
the business community for activities of the center.

Summer employment programs' are an-especially crucial
part of a juvenile delinquency prevention program. According
to the Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 3.25; "the

since the particular characteristics of individual communities° . inability of youths to find jobs often produces frustration and
will determine the most practical appioach. financial hardship, which it turn may lead to delinquent

Job placement and information centers should perform
several important functions. Initially, the staff' of such centers

----should conduct an outreach campaign to involve the
community and gather local support for the center. The
outreach campaign will facilitate identification of the
employment heeds of the community, improve the potential

of the Task Force, supra at Standard 3.23 and Commentary.
-Familiarity with the location of job placement and informa-
tion service centers will facilitate early contact with the center
and its services.

The Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 3.23
suggests ,two possible approaches with respect to job
placement and service centers. One is to establish a specialized
community center that focuses solely on youth and their
unique employment problems: The other is to incorporate the
services into a multi-service center. It is also possible for
public, private, or religious organizations already established
within a community to be modified in order to provide job
placement and information services to youth. No specific type
of center is endorsed by the National Advisory" Committee
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behavior." Unfortunately, finding employment. opportunities
for juvenilesin the summer has traditionally been a difficult
task. Ideally the center should designate full-time employees
to identify; develop, and coordinate employment opportuni-
ties between employers and youth.. Preparation, advertising
and locating / employment should begin well before the
summer. SeetReport of the Task Forceisupra at Standard
3.25 and Commentary. See also E. Wenk, 'Tomorrow's
Education: Models for 'Participation," National institute of
Educatio/n,. School Crime and Disruption, 163 (t978). Since
the number of juveniles seeking employment will usually ex-
ceed the number of jobs, it may be necessary to'develop
criteria, whereby certain juveniles, .hased on "economic need,
employment problems or career interest" would have priority
in obtaining the available jobs. See Report of the Task force,
supra at Standard 3.25 and Conimentary.

Educational institutions and job centers should cooperate
and 'coordinate efforts to develop youth employment. The
educational system can play an impOrtant role in preparing
youth for summer employment. Contact, however, should
also be continued throughout the year to provide a continuous
flow of information relatng to employment opportunities. See
also Focal Point. Social Institutions, Strategy, Cr.O Ed-I, Ed-
2, and Ed 5:

Counselors within the educational institutiohs should work
with the job center staff to "maintain updated knowlecig.Af
current opportunities for youth, counsel youth with regard to
resume preparation and interviewing tezthniques,. create
practical work experiences during the academic .year, and
inform the job center of particular problems a juvenile may be

. encountering and the cause of the problems." See Reporl of
the Task Force, supra. at. Standards 3.23, 3.24sand Commen-
taries.

A crucial and additional responsibility that must be
undertaken, by the job plaCement and information center is
that of an evaluation. Monitoring the progress of an
individual youth can lead to the : identification of and
information about special probleMs or needs of the juvenile.
Early- identification of such problems may remedy minor

. difficulties which can lead to more serious consequences. See
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RepOrt of the Task Force,-supra.at Standards 3.22-3.25 and
Commentaries.

-The job placement and information center can function as
an effective juvenile delinquency preventive measure by
shas;ving juveniles, that their unique characteristics and
problems relating to employment are Understood by the staff,
If juveniles feel that they are being responded to in a
meaningful way, they will be- more likely to use the center and
develop respect for the jobs they obtain. Further, when
employment is obtained, the juvenile will have a greater stake
in his/her community and thus be less prone to deviate froth
its mores.

The viability of these community job placement and
information centers will depend on; local, state, and federal
support in terms of funding, planning assistance, and technical
resources. See Standards 1.12121.126, and 1.131-1.134:

'Related
1.111-1.114

1121-1.126

1.131-1.134

1.21-1.29

Standards
Organization of the Local Juvenile Service
System.
Organization of the State Juvenile Service
System
Organization and Coordination of the Federal
Juvenile Service System
Data Base Development and Collection

Re.ated Strategies
Focal Point'Individual:
Cor. Em-I Preparative and Supportive
Focal Point Social fhstitutions:

`Cor. Em-I Expansion of Employment Opportunities
Cor. Em -3. Age and. Wage .Restrictions
Focal Point Social Institutions::

Counseling.

In. M-I Media as a Method of Education
Cor. Ed-I Comprehensive Program of Learning
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education
Cor. Ed-5 Career Education



Focal Point:
Social Institutions,
Type of Prevention:
CorreOve
Area of Emphasis:

i-nployment
Strategy. Ernes
Age and Wage-Restrictions
Review of legislation that affects youth employment to ascer-
tain Methods of expanding youth employment opportunities
without exposing youth to substantial health and/or develop-
mental risks.

Commentary
This strategy recommends that legislation which affects

yob01:. employment be reviewed and modified in order to
expand ...those opportunities. This must be accomplished;
however, in.a way that insures that juveniles are not exposed
to substantial health or developmental risks. Current child

, - labor laws do not accurately reflect the realities of the labor
market' See 'National Advisory Committee oh Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 3.28
and CoMmentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the

; Task Force]. instead, these laws reflect a period in our culture
when children were in need of protection froM employers who
subjected then to:dehuitianizing working conditions. Because
of these laws, acadeMic \ education became the, primary
occupation of youth and restrictions on. child labor increased.
Today most statutes restrict' juveniles from meaningful_
employment until the age of sixteen See Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 3.28 and Commentary; J. Hrusk in
"The Obsolescence of Adolesence," in National Institute of :-

Education, School Crime and Disruption, 47 (1978).
Age restricting legislation isola.tes juveniles from a major--

part of th,!.i; world. Academic educational alternatives are not
always well-SUited to all youth. Where academic training is not
an enhancing experience for juVeniles, employment beconies
an attractive option. Without this kind of `meaningful
alternative to school; juveniles may turn to delinquent
hehavior. See Report of-the -.Task Force, supra at Standard

3.28 and Comnientary. For the juvenile who is successful in
school, the availability of bdth education and employment
opportunities giVes him/her two .alternatives from 'which to
gain experience and rewards. ;,

Since-prevention efforts have demonstrated thatthe benefits
of youth employment. are significant, this strategy recom-
mends that steps be taken to.expand employment opportuni:-
ties through. less restrictive age 'legislation. See Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard' 3.28 and Corninentary..
Current legislation must be reviewed in order to-discover what
impact the easing of youth .emOloyment age limits would have
on the' economy, whether 'the educational process could be:
strengthened to provide realistic alterriatives for juveniles not
satisfied or rewarded by7.pure academies; and whether the
barriers to 'comin unity involvement can. be broken . via'

.employment opportunitieS haVing,:other thau a profit motive.
Id. The Etnswers to these questions..will enable society., to
determine whether the current .legislation is relevant-to
employment conditions and toluveniles .today.

Current wage legislation may also deter employers from
offering juveniles some type of eMployMent. The advisability
of reducing minimum wage reqUirements for youth must.be.
reevaluated. ConsideratiOn should also be given to assisting
private employers through wage supPlements: Accord, Report
of the Task Force, supra at Standard 3.28. Programs similar
to the college workstudy program could also be. establiShed at
the high school level. These programs provide youth with the
opportunity to gain-the benefits of practical work experience
and the opportunity.toeremain in school., Rather than limiting .

the juvenile to the alternatives of either work or school,'
vocational programs currently . existing outside of the
eduCational setting could be transferred to the high schools.

The governMent subsidies to the private sector :are only a
part of a major effort that must be undertaken by state and.



federal gmfernment ageacies to assist these initiatives. See
Standards L 121-I .17,6, and 1.131-1.134Community encour-
agement from-business and labor is necessary if employment
opportunities are to be expanded and crime ,cleterred.

Related Standards

1.111-1.114 Organization of the . Local
System

. 1.121-1.126 Organization of the State
System -

1.131 -1.134 Organiiation and Coordination of the
Juvenile Service System

Juvenile Service

Juvenile Service

Federal

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and-Collect on
. .

Related,, Strategies

. Focal Point Individual:
Cor. Em -I Preparaiive and Supportive, Counselin

'Focal Point Social 'Institutions:
COE Ern-1 Expaasion of Employment Opportuniti s

Em-2 Community Job 'Placement l' aformation
Cor. Ed-1 CoMprehensive Program of Learning
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education
Cor. Ed-5, /Career Education
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Focal Point:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Corrective,
Area 1of. Emphasis:
Justice System
Strategy: Core J-1
Police-Youth !Relations
Provision of programs by the law enforcement agencies in
coordination with other community agencies which furnish
opportunities for more contact between youth and police on
an ,unofficial basis.

:Commentary

This strategy recognizes, that police officers have a social
service role as well as a laW enforcement role in society. The
traditional role of the police officer in our society and the
profound effect that the officer can have on a juvenile as an-
authority 'figure makes contact between the officers' and
juvenile an effective prevention strategy. However, these
contacts should not occur for law enforcement purposes only.
This strategy' suggests that law enforcement agencies work'
with other community agencies to provide programs which
will guarantee more contact between youth and police on an
unofficial basis.-Positive-interaction with juveniles is essential
if police officers are to establish a good relationshipWith
juveniles and broaden 'their role to include a preVentive
component.

A police officer should be very familiar with social service
agencies, organizations and youth service bureaus in the
community. Police officers can make a valuable contribution
to these agencies and organizations since they are in a unique
position to evaluate community needs and identify community
problems. See National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 6.2
and Commentary [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Force]. -

Youth service bureaus and community agencies. can offer
juveniles- a-. wide range of services including education,
vocational training, physical and mental health treatment, and
drug treatment. Police officers can provide leadership and

initiative by becoming counselOrS and recreationsupervisors.
They will increase the available personnel for those organiza-
tions while: solidifying preventive efforts. See Focal Point
Individual, Strategy, Cor. Rc-I; and Focal. Point Social
Institutions, Strategy, Cor. Rc- I: See also Report of Task.
Force, suprd at Standard 6.3 and. CoMmentary. Police officers
can also speak at schools, clubs, and athletic event regarding
laws which affect juveniles. Officers can, organize community
events, team \ a ctiv it ies, clean-up campaigns, or ride-along 7
programs. :

The combined effort by community and law enforcement
agencies to furnish opportunities for more contact between
youth and police on an unofficial basis is an :iinPortant,
component of a juvenile delinquency prevention program.
[Vice administrators should work with public and private
agencies to ensure 'the availability of adequate' services in
various neighborhoods. This type of cooperation within. the
juvenile justice system can result-in a more effective effort to
prevent juvenile delinquency. See also Standards 2.251, 2.252,
2.253 and Commentaries.

Related Standards

1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service.
System

1.121-1.126 Organization of the State Juvenile Service
System

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collectn. n
1.41 Personnel Selection
1.421 Law Enforcement Personnel
2.251-2.253 Police Juvenile Units

Related Strategies
Focal Point Individual:



Cor. Rc-1 Expansion of Recreational Opportunities
Focal Point Social Institutioris:
In. J-1` Preventive Patio's
In. J-2 School-based Deterrence
Mec. J-1 Citizen Efforts to.Prevent Delinquency
Mec. J-2 Hand Gun,Control

Cor2Itc-I .:ExPansiori of, Rctireatibrial OpportUnities
Foal Toint- Social. Interaction:
Cor..1.4 Divers:ion
Cor. J-2 Alteitiative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct. ,
Re. J-I .Statutgry Changes and Reform



Focal Point:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area-of Emphasis:
Recreation
Strategy: Cor. Rc-1
Expansion of Recreational Opportunities

,

Provision of recreational opportunities for all "youtitsincorpo- considered in planning for recreational programs. For
rating necessary service Tsechanisms and outreach programs ex.imple, recreational programs which emphasize the develop -
to`' involve youth who might not otherwise participate. ment of individual skills such as fine arts, performing arts,

crafts, cooking, photography, and,carpentry should be en-
couraged. Report of'the Task Force, supra at Standard 3.36

Commentary
,

ommentary v and Commentary. Developing- artistic talents exposes chil-
._

. - -

Recreational opportunities are an essential part of a juvenile..
delinquency prevention program because they initiate. and
maintain contact with youth and provide outlets where.
rewards can: be gained: This strategy recognizes the impor-
tanCe of recreational opportunities- and suggests that all

_necessary service -mechanisms and outreach programs be
incorporated into the program to involve those,who might not
othei4ise participate. Once the juvenile is involved in leistre
activities, a trusting relationship may develop between,
him/hetand the recreational staff. This provides thejuvenile
with some outlet for discussing feelings'and problems. At the
same time, free hours can be filled with constructive leisure
activities.

This strategy urges not only that recreational opportunities
be -generally available, but that steps be taken by the
community to involve those who might otherwise not
participate in them. Accord, National Advisory Committer on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention.
Standard 3.34 and Commentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as
Report of the Task Force]. The members of the community

. - must actively encourage juveniles to participate in recreational
activities by donating facilities, advertising, and volunteering
time and services.

Special activities and events, such as athletic competition,
hikes, beach trips, and study programs should be provided.
Special ethnic cultural awareness events can be used' o draw
juveniles to the program. Individual-needs should always be

dren to new cultural opportunities and provides them with
confidence and skills that assist in preventing delinquent acts.
See. Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 3,37 and
Commentary:

Another Way of,reaching and involving juveniks who might
not otherwise participate, is to offer them a role in the
planning, implementation; evaluation, and solicitation
funds for recreational (programs. This creates a stake in the
outcome of the .activity and helPs to';diminish feelings of
inferiority. See generally National ;Advisory Committee. on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,: Community Crime,,
Prevention; 154 (1973).

Since recreational staff may provide excellent role Models
for juveniles, the importance of ielecting qualified staff.cannot
be over emphasized. The key to a successful recreational
program lies in the ability of its staff to gain the trust of
juveniles and to involve them in constructive and meaningful/
activities. The ability of the staff to organize recreational'
activities designed to attract juveniles is also crucial. The staff'
must be able to understand the problems of youth and to work,
with them in a sensitive manner. To accomplish these
objectives, Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 3.38
and Commentary suggests that recreational staff be trained in
casework, community organization, leadership, and youth
counseling. Staff personnel should be fainilar with community
resources to enable them to make referrals when necessary.
This requires developing and maintaining good relations With
community groups: Report of the Task Force, supra -at.
Standard 3.38. and Commentary also recommends that



recreational leaderstup reflect the racial and ethnic make-up of
the community to insure sensitivity:and to provide the means
olattracting u wide range of juveniles.

Recreational programs may be initiated by educational
systems, see Focal Point Social Institutions,Strategy, Cor.
Ed-4, community groups, religious groups, see Focal Point
individual, Strategy, Car. R-1 or governmental organizations.
See Focal Point. Social Institutions, Strategy, Cor. J-I. Their
success, however depends on adequate support. See Stand-
ards 1.121-1.126, and 1.131-1.134.

Related Standards
Organizatio'n
System

1.121-1.126 Organization
System

of the Local Juvenile

of the State Juvenile

Service .

Service

1.131-1.134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal -..,.:
Juvenile Service System

..

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collection_
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to JuV,e-

. niles .1

1.429 Administrative Personnel

Related Strategies

Focal Point Individual:
Cor. Rc-I Expansion of Recreational, opportunities;
Cor. R-I Counseling
Focal Point Social Institutions:,
Cor. J-1 Police-Youth Relations
`Cor. Ed-4 Utilization of School Facilities



Focal Point.
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Housing
Strategy: Cor. Ho-1
Provision of Adequate Shelter
Provisioihy all !- eels of government cf adeejupte housing for
low income families through the expansion of new housing
units and the renovation of existing liotising.

Commentary

This Preventive strategy relates to housing conditions which
may negatively' influence a juvenile and contribute to
delinquent behavior and neglect of children: roviding
adequate shelter for all citizens must become a societal goal.
This strategy takes a corrective approach to formtilatlng and
implementing plans to attain this objective.

Providing adequate shelter should be: part of any juvenile
delinquency- prevention plan for_ two reasons. First, research
studies' have shown: that there is a relati,Isiship between
delinquency and deteriorated housing. Second, .there are
strong"correlations between rates of delinquency Arid housing
density. National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
JUstice and belinqUency prevention, Standard 3,39 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]:

There are many ways in which substandard, over-crowded
housing can affect 'a juvenile and contribute to the conditions
upon which juvenile delinquency feeds. Poorly maintained
buildings are places where crime is easier to commit and
harder to detect. Brightly lit open spaces do not encourage

crirriinal activity in the way that dark, shadowy hallways do.
Empty apartments poSe similar problems.since they provide
places to hide.. The National Advisory Committee on Criminal'
Justice Standards and Goals discussed the lack of community
ties in relation to inadequate housing. It stated that
Inadequate housing may actually deSiioy community life and

encourage many forms of deviant behavior." Report of the
Task, Fore, 'supra at Standard 3.39 and', Commentary.

The lack of privacy in substandard housing An also
negatively affect a juvenile. The juV,enile may turn to the
streets more often if _his/her home' is overcrowded on',
unpleasant. Crowded conditions at hoir4 can result in faMily /
tension and physical outbursts. OnCe family problem!e?cist,
there is a greater risk that the juveniles misbehave in ordef
to vent hostility and hurt feelings./

Another result of poorhOusing is poor health. Poor housing.
is just plain dangerous. Loose fiittui es; broken stairs, debris,
poor plumbing, fire,hazards, and peeling paint pose real health
dangers. Commentary to other.prevention:strategies indicate
the relationship between: heath probleins and juvenile delin-
quency. See Focal Point Individual, Strategies, Cor. Cor.
H-2, Cor: H-3, and Comrnentaries.

Finally; on a psychological level, there is anegative impact
on the sensitive jUvenile who, has to live in poor housing. A
positive self-image is essential fora juvenile to develop
properly and to stay out of trouble. Poor housing does- not
assist 'in this development..

The strategy calls /for participation by all 'levels of
government to provide for housing. The National Advisory
ComMittee on Criminal Justice Standards -arid Goals also
called \ for a coordinated effort by all housing and irban
developrnent agencies./See Report of the Task Force, supra it

-Standard 3.39. Local authorities should -be responsibl° for
identifying housing needs and then addressing theM in their
juvenile delinqueney prevention programs. See also Standards
1.112, 1.122, and11.124; Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standards 2.1,\223, 2.4, and 2.9.

/Adequate housing can be proyi6d in two .ways;. New
housing units can be built and/or existing buildings can be
renovated. This strategy does not indicate a, preference.
Compare Report of the Task Fcrce, supra 1.1t Standard 3:39.
In building new housing, authorities should consider whether
shopping, recreation, and transportation Opportunities are



adequate. One effective approach to providing housing is the
concept of "scattered site hciusing" in metropolitan areas.
Scatter site housing is public construction Of a few units of low
income housing in middle class residential areas. Large low

-income housing projects have proVed to be very expensive and
are sometimes' thought to be a social failure.

The housing plan that is chosen should be an integral part
of, a community's delinquency prevention program. Good
housing provides a safe and healthy environment in which to
rear children and eliminates conditions which are conducive to
criminal activity.,

Related Standards
1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service

System

1.121-1.126

1.131-1.134

1.21-1.29
1.429

Related

Focal Point
Mec. H-I

Organization 'of :the St
System
Organization'and Coordi
Juvenile Service System
Data Base Development a
Administrative Personnel

Strategies

Social Institutions: ,

Neighborhood Security

to Juvenile Service

ation of the Federal

d Collection



Focal Point:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Instructional
Area of/Emphasis:
Juenile Justice System
Strategy: In. J-1
Preventive Patrols
Provision of.. prOgram by law enforcement agencies to
increase the number of patrolmen walking a beat in
neighborhoods identified as having .a high rate of juvenile
delinquency. I a

Commentary I

This strategy recognizes the important .contribution
policemen walking a beat can have in juvenile delinquency
prevention. These patriols serve two prevention functions. By
walking a beat, a policI e officer maintains a constant but not
unnecessarily obtrusive surveillance_of an area. His presence is
a reminder to those 14o would commit crime that the chances
for successful completion of the act are small, while the risks
of detection. are high1 l CI National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and. Goals, Report of Me Task
For e on Juvenile 'Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 5.1 ( 76).

Secondly, t pr sence of an officer familiar with the
juvenile aware of the problems of the neighborhood,
creates an atmosphere where /positive interaction between

i

1

juveniles and law enforcemen personnel can occur. See
Standard 2.251 and Commentary. As their relationship
improves, links between the c immunity and law enforcement
agencies improve. With this irjiprovement, acts of delinquency
may decrease.

Related Standard
that

1.421 Law Enforcement Personnel
2.251 Police Juvenile U its
2.252 Specialization W thin Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Polities

_Related Stratgies
Focal Point Individual:

Rc-1 Expa.qion of Recreational Opportunities
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. J-1, Police -Youth Relations
Cor. Rc-1 Expansion of Recreational Opportunities
In. J-2 School Based Deterrence



Focal Point:
Social Institutions \
Type of Prevention:
Instructional
Area of Emphasis:
Juvenile Justice
Strategy: In. J.-2
School-Based Deterrence
The provision of school-baied programs to youth concerning
the purposes, operation, and regulations of the juvenile justice
system.

Commentary
The school as a social institution has a profqund effect. on

juveniles. Juveniles spend so much of their time in school that
it is imperative to use the school as a resource for prevention
of delinquency and child neglect:. See generally Westinghouse
National Issues Center, Delinquency Prevention: Theories
and Strategies (di.aft, April 1979). By establishing school-
based programs to 'each he purpose, operation, and
regulations regarding t'-,e juvenile justice system, children can
begin .to see the, of maintaining social tray.
Further, some juveniles made a'ware of the implications of.
delinquent activity, the chances of detection, and the threat of
punishment, may be deterred froth. committing crime.

School-based deterrence programs provide a neutral setting
in. which juvenile justice personnel and juveniles can meet to

...discuss the, positive elements of the juvenile justice system.
This is an essential ingredient for building trust and respect for
the law. At the same time, juvenile justice personnel who
participate in these programs may gain ifisight into the
problems of youth that may assist.4hern in. their work.

The most common of these programs are those which invite
the police officer, attorney,.or judge to school io address the
school body. Police officers also lecture on traffic and bicycle
safety and conduct precinct and/or court tours.. Anoth'er type
of program which may be initiated by a local police

--department involves the permanent assignment o; a police.
officer: to a school. Attitudes .of police _officers and juveniles
toward each other may improve if the police officer is seen as
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an unofficial counselor or confidante. See Institute of Judicial
Adminigtration/ Ainerican Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards;-Staiidards Relating to Police
Handling of JuVenile Problems, Standard. 4.2 and Commen-
tary (1977). See also National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 3.32 (1978): Participation in seminars can- also
improve communications between schools and social service
agencies.

One of the more :xciting programs now in existence is the
National Street La's, nstitute located in Washington, D.C.
Funded in part by LEAA and supported by the American Bar
Association Special Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship,, the program utilizes law students and specially
trained teachers to educate children regarding various areas of
law:The goal of the :program is to teach critical thinking and
legal survival skills as well as encourage youth advocacy skills
through its mock trial I program. Similar programs are

1sponsored by the Constitutional Rights Foundation in Los
Angeles, California, and the Law in a Free Society Project in
Calabassas, California. Such programs can enhance respect
for the law and assist in the prevention effort.

Related Standards

System
1

1.121-1.126 Organization of the
System

1.111-1.114 Organization_ of 'Vie Local Juvenile Service

State Juvenile Service

1.21-1.29 Data Base Developrnent and Collection
1.426 Educational Personnel



0.9cak Point Int4itutions:

Police -Yotith'7RelatiOns
Preventive.. Patrols-
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FocdrPoint:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Instructional
Area of Emphasis:
Media
ptrategy: in. M-1
Media as a Method of Education

ei

Provision. by priVate and public media groups of resources
designedAn present positive images for youth and to enhance
law-abiding conduct.

Commentary
The media has a profound impact on our society. Juveniles

are in a stage of emotional and intellectual development that
makes them very susceptible to its influence. This vulnerability
can be put. to good advantage,' hotweyer, if public and private
media groups use their influence develop positive role
models for emulation.

The messageS of television, radio, and print media all affect
a juvenile. Stereotypic views of society portrayed by the me-
dia may give the juvenile a distorted and prejudiced way of
looking at society. For the Black, Puerto Ricin, or Chicano
child who sees juvenile delinquents portrayed only as minority
members, participatitig in delinquent behavior may merely be
fulfilling a societal expectation.

For the child who lives his/her life through, television,
violence. can become exciting. Educators believe that great
amounts of television viewing may detract from a juvenile's
creativity and curiosity. Inaddition, television commercial
can increase aluvenile's feelings of mig':rialism and heighten
his/her sense of the division between the poor and the rich in
our society. For poor children whose parents cannot buy them
the- many toys 'and games that. are advertised on television,
frustration ;1 .ay result. This frustration can be the impetus to
shoplift what is not affordable.

Despite the negative effects that the mass media can havel
juveniles, the media can be a' positive and powerful tool in
preventing juvenile delinquency. Television, radio, and print
media which portray positive, meaningful messages can be as
effective an education tool as the traditiohal schoolroom or
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parental lecture. The National Advisory -Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 3.43 (1976) emphasized the importance of providing
a role for juveniles in media program productions. "Young
people should have an opportunity both to advise those
responsible for television programming /and advertising, and
to participate in programming when possible." Id. By also
using audio-visual programs within the school system, the role
of juveniles in the media can be expanded.

Local efforts within the televisick '' `.lio, and print media
.should focus on programming for the young which will instill
positive images and enhance law-abiding conduct. Positive
role models for juveniles can effectively shape and modify
behavior toward socially productive goals. Viewing or reading
about peer memberi who are functioning in society without
getting into trouble-and-yet who seem "normal" and fun-
loving can help juveniles resist peer pressure to.commit
delinquent acts and help them to remain law-abiding citizens.

Related Standards

1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service
System

1.121-1.126 Organization of the State Juvenile Service.
System

1.21- Data Base Development and Collection

Related Strategies
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education
Cor. Ed-3 The Home as a Learning Environment
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ocal Point:
Social institutions
Type of Prevention:
Mechanical
Area of Emphasis:
Justice System
Strategy: Mec. J-1
Citizen Efforts to Prevent Delinquency
Provisions of: community mechanisms to encourage and
involve ;citizens in efforts to prevent and control delinquency.

Commentary

An .underlying theme,running throughout these standards
and prevention strategies is the importance and value of the
community as a resource for juvenile delinquency prevention.
This strategy is concerned with encouraging community
involvement on anindividual basis. Conditions in a commu-
nity are related to juvenile delinquency. It is, therefore,
imperative that each member of the community addresses the
problems of juvenile delinquency.

Juvenile delinquency is more than just an individual
behavioral problem. It involves community organizations and
structure to a great, degree. See generally Westinghouse
National Issues Center, Delinquency Prevention: Theories
and Strategies (draft, April 1979). Community stability,
interest, and participati9n in programs for juveniles make
juveniles less vulnerable plciime.

Responsibility for crime prevention does notlie with law
. enforcement agencies alone, nor are law enforcement agencies
alone that effeetive. A doncert4c1 effort by the community, law
enforcement and social qervice agencies, and the school system
is necessary to combat juNenile crime. Id. Without community
involvement, responsibility for combating juvenile delinquen-

sy is left to impersonal public agencies which are too large and
often too removed to be responsive to specific neighborhood
needs. Becau of\ their organization, these public \agencies.
cannot be as effective in a preventive role as the local
community can. Designing and implementing a juvenile
delitqueney prevention program involves a keen awareness of
the community and its strengths and weaknesses. For that
reason, local involvement in planning and establishing a pro-

becomes essential. See Standards 1.111-1.114 and
Commentary.

This strategy contemplates that the juvenile justice system
will encourage citizen involyeMent in the prevention process:.
The justice _ system should: actively sponsor and mobilize',
citizen activities. This may inelude involving :local citizens in
the planS and deciSions of governmentagencies, encouraging
citizens to attend community relation meetings set up by the
local precinct, soliciting volunteers fOr juvenile service pro-
grams, aid establishing citizen surveillance I programs.
Lobbying for programs described in Other strategies is also an
important activity of community group's.

The National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals advocates the use of block crime pre
vention associations or police supervisory boards, and local
chambersof commerce to survey police effectiveness, propose
effective methdds of selecting judges, and promote support for
community-based corrections facilities. National Advisory

' Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and , Goals,
Community Crime PreVention,\ Standard 4.6 (1973). These
boards and associations should be independent of the police
and the courts. .A wide range o persons Should also be ',

consulted in the formulation o police policy, affecting
juveniles. Id. Pe e departments_should 'establish, citizen
participation pros ,ims to aid in assessing the effectiveness of
police department operations regarding juveniles. Id at
Standard- ,7.4.

There are othdreltizeds activities which can):oe encouraged
by the police. Crime reporting programs can. effectively
involve citizens in a juvenile delinquency preventiOn prograin.
These programs encourage citizens to report crimes in the
process of being committed, provide information that may aid
police hi solving crimes, and report persons and events
considered suspicious. See National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task



U, (111, Justice ana .weanquency rreventioq,. 1 .121-1';126
tandard. 3:30' (1976): Other community activities. reduce

crime include marking property bi/ owners or police to reduce 1.20.29'
burglary, and using local alarm systems and citizen street 2.251-2.253
patrolS.

Citizens can also become involved in court related activities.
Volunteers can provide services ranging from explaining the
,t.oui t process to juveniles and their families to volunteering to
participate in probation programs.

In sum, this strategy recognizes that a comprehensive effort.
. necessary to make a juvenile deling ency prevention

program succeed: While economic resources and effective
administration are important components of a prevention
program, they are only successful if an active citizenry joins in
the effort.

Related Standards
1.111-1.114 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service

System
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Organiiation- of the' State: :juvenile Service
System
Data' Base '.Development and Collection'
Police Juvenile- Units

Related Strategies
Focal Point. Individual:
Cor. Rc-1 Expansion of Recreational Opportunities
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. J-I Police-Youth Relations
In. J-2 School-based Deterrence
Mec. H-1 Neighborhood Security
Mec. F-I Behavior. Patterns
Focal Point Social interaction:
Cor. 17.1 DiversiUn
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
Re. J -1 Statutory Changes and Reform /



tS

cal Point:
ocial Institutions

pp of Prevention:
Mechanical
Area of Emphasis:
Justice System
Strategy: Mec. J-2
Hand Gun Control
Enactment of. and state legislation to prohibit_ the man-
ufacture and sale of handguns for other than official purposes. .

Commentary

This strategy seeks, legislative action by federal and state
-governments in the form of a ban on the manufactureand sale .
of handguns for .other than official purposes. When a handgun
is easily available, 'a juvenile is more likely to have access.to it
and consequently, more likely to commit a violent crime.
'However, wif that weapon is made difficult or impossible to

I procure, the chance of violent acts and bodily harm occurring
decreases. Accord, National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile JUs.tice. and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 3.33
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the 'Task Fo;'ce].

The Commentary to the RepOrt of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 3.33 recognizes that barring the sale and manufae-
titre of handguns except f r official purposes will be difficult.

`;Onder the Nation's go erpment structure,, restriction of
citizens' privileges never ian easy/step to-take,. and never
will such a decision be supporled by everyone. But, on
balance, the arguments for eliminating private possession of.
handguns have much greater merit than the argutn:mts for
permitting poksession of handguns for legitimate purpcs.se ."
Report of the Task Force. supra at §tindard 3.33.
However difficult, it would be to bar the sale and manufac-

__ Jure _of handguns except for official purposes, there are
hocking statistics which support the .-National._ Advisory
ommittee's recommended artion. In 1976, 9,202 persons

were murdered with handguns in the United States. Sixty-
eight percent of all murders in 1975 occurred among family

f

members, friends, and acquaintances because a loaded hand-
.

gun was available. There are 3,000 accidental gun deaihs each
year Children and young adults are the most frequently
victimized. See National Coalition to Ban Handguns, "Self-
Defense," (1976); and "Twenty Questions and Answers on
Handgun Control," (1977) [hereinafter cited as NCBH,
"Handgun Contron.

The obvious reason a homeowner possesses a handgun is
for self-defense. However, for every burglar stopped by asun,
four to six homeowners or family members are killed by a gun
in accidents. When a homeowner keeps a handgun in the
home, there is a great risk that children wiltdiscover it The
consequences may be grave. A juvenile may tike it out on the
streets or- carelessly handle it and become the victim or
perpetrator of a firearm accident. See NCBH,' "Handgun
Control," supra.

It has been argued that even if handguns are banned, a
violent crime would still be committed with another weapon
However, no other weapon is as certain to kill as a gun, nor is
any other as efficient. Handguns are especially easy to conceal
and convenient to use. See NCBH, "Handgun Control,"

.supra.
There is no doubt that the issue of handgun control is

controversial. Some special interest'groups see the issue as one
of government infringement upon an inalienable right of the
people to bear arms. Others see it as a forceful and direct
action necessary to preserve human life. The National
Advisory COmmittee determined that while certain rights of
the people were involved, action by legislators to restrict the
sale and manufacture of handguns was not an unreasonable
action. The benefits to be gained by the citizenry in the
reduction of violent crimes- and -the, preservation of human life
greatly outweigh any right a private individual may have to
possess a handgun.



Related:Strategies
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. J-I Police-Youth Relations
In. J-2 School-based Deterrence
Mec..J-2 Hand-gun Control
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. J-I Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
Mec. J-I Citizen Efforts to \Prevent Delinquency

I.1 11-1.114 Organization of the LoCal Juvenile
System

1.121-1.126 Organization of the State Juvenile Service
Systeth

1.131-;I.134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal
Juvenile Service System
Data Base Development and Collection
Police Juvenile Units
Employment of a Court Administrator

Service

1.21-1.29
2.251
3.125

t"".1 -so



Focal Point:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Mechanical
Area of Emphasis:
Housing
Strategy: Mec. H-1
Neighborhood Security
Utilization of improved environmental design and sercurity
codes in urban areas to discourage delinquent and criminal
activity.

commentary
This strategy recognizes the role that the physical environ-

ment plays tin urban ,cornmunities in either discouraging or
encouraging delinquent and criminal activity. The kpproach
of this strategy is similar to Focal Point Individual, Strategy,
Cora HO-I in that it focuses on aii external condition that may
influence a juvenile's actions rather than on the juvenile.
However, the type of prevention strategy it employs is

different. This strategy' s concerned with making delinquent
acts more difficult to commit rather than dealing with crime as
a symptom of other conditions which need correcting.

.There are many ways to discourage delinquent and criminal
activity through neighborhood security. The rationale Under-.
lying each tactic is. that the opportunity to commit crime
must be reduccd. Direct methods to accomplish this goal
include better street lighting, I security hardWare, building
design, and surveillance. These tactics reduce the possibility
that a crime will be committed. Further, when a crime is
Committed there is a greater chance of detection if security
measures make completion Of the crime less rapid than
otherviise.

Street lighting,can be improved through the installation of
sodium vapor or mercury vapor ,lamPs. Bette(' 'lighting_
increases the chances that a perpetrator of crime will,be seen
and therefore deterred or at !east appfehended. More
importantly, it encourages residents to walk on ttie street and
use public areas Which alSo reduces The incidence of crime.

Greater consideration should be given to security features
when parks, playgrounds, and commerical areas are planned.

(Adequate lighting should be designed in accordance with the
character and need of the area in which the program is to be
implemented. Citizen support and -attitudes 'determine the
effectiveness of such programs. Consequently, citizen groups
should be in any street lighting' program. NatiOrial
Advisory Committee .on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Coimunity Crirne Prevention, Standard 9.2'0973).

Security systems can deter the cOmmission'of a criminal act
and increase .the time it takes to complete it SOme security,
measures can be taken;-. by the . individual, others need
community, implementation. Unfortunately, while. housing is
built according to fire, safety, and .health codes, .nothing
similar has been- demanded for security in' housing. This
strategy recommends the adoption of such security. codes.
Accord, Id. The National Advisory Committee on Criminal:.';,
Justice Standards and Goals indicates,the function of these
codes. They can lay the groundwork to legitimize crime
prevention as a responsibility of the community, reassure the
citizens of 'the responses of government to their needs,
increase citizen awareness of different means 01 ,crime
prevention; and bring pressure upon the security industry to
improve its produCts Id. at Commentary:

Other effective security measures which can be taken
include installing loCks, doors with security hinges, burglar
and vandal resistant glass; alarm and. intercom systems, and
the speical placement and design of elevatOrs, doors, and
Windows is expecially, important that this issue be
addressed in a juvenile delinquency prevention plan since the
young and inexperienced person may be more easily
discouraged from committing criminal acts if security seems
extensive.

An effective use of building design can increase the ability of
residents to survey the area in which they liye. Thu!) the chance
that delinquent and criminal activity ;will go unnoticed is',



decreased: 'Oscar Newman; in his book Defensible Space:
Ohm Prevention Through Urban Design (1972); contendi
that increasing feelings of cornmunitr among residents
encourages them to take charge of their own security.\
Newman recommends designs and locations of housingwhich
increase surveillance opportunities. Some examples include
the following:

I) Making semipublic; areas such as elevators, halls,
'lobbies, and fire stairs visible to residents and passersby;

2) Positioning front. entrances along the street;
3) Designing lobbies so that all internal activity is visible

from the street;
4) Providing visibility into semiprivate areas such as paths

and hallways from windows: and
5) Monitoring elevators with electronic surveillance devi-

ces.

Since the ability to observe is meaningless without a quick
and appropriate response, a sense of community among
residents is essential. Newman suggests fostering a feeling of
proprietorship by designing buildings so that the residents can
easily identify areas around their homes ds,their own. Very
large buildings with great density tend tor;breate feelings of
isolatiOn and anonymity among residents rather than feelings
of responsibility and owner:;hip: To eliminate this shortcOm-

.
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ing., in existing, large buildings,
should be implemented.

The \utilization of improved environmental design,/
security codes 'in, urban areas is -important to diScourage
delinquent and criminal activity and should be part Of a
juvenile delinquency prevention program. In and of itself, this
is an effective tool to deter crime. Coupled with other
strategies, it can be part of a more comprehensive attempt to
guarantee both safe and adeqtiate housing.

Related Standards

1.111-1.114

L121-1.126

1.21-1.29

Organization of the Local Juvenile Service
System
Organization of the State Juvenile Service I

System
Data Base Development and Collection

Related Strategies
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-1 Provision for Basic-Needs
Cor. 1-16-1 Provision of Adequate Shelter
Mec. J-1 Citizen Efforts to Prevent Delinquency



oval Point:
Social Institutions
Type of Prevention:
Mechanical
Area of Emphasis:
Family
Strategy: Mec, F-1
Behavior l aUerris
Community-based dissemination of crime prevention infor-
mation based on practical nd proven steps to safeguard
individuals who are most frequently victimized by delinquent
acts.

commentary
Very, often people and property are victimized because

preventive measures have not, been taken. In some cases the
lack of caution is, merely a matter ofcarelessness. However, in
other cases people are not aware of the measures they can take
to limit their vulnerability. Community-based dissemination
of crime prevention information is an important means of\
preventing criminal acts.

An evaluation of recent research suggests that the juveniles
and not the elderly are the most victimized of all citizens. See
U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, Myths and .Realities abthit Crime (1973).
While senior citizen groups have directed a great deal of their
educational activity toward methods of preserving their
personal safety and protecting their property, few programs
have been developed to educate young people or handicapped
people to avoid victimization: This strategy recommends that
efforts be undertaken immediately.

A community wishing to implement such programs should
review police reports in order to determine which group within
the community is victimized in a disproportionate manner.
Ideally, information regarding crime, prevention should be
disseminated to the entire community._ However, a concen-
trated effort should be directed toward the most victimized
groups first.

Many successful measures are relatively easy to implement.

Houses should be well-illuminated on thc outside, especially in
high' crime areas.. Those persons leaving their homes for
extended periods should have neighbors inspect Periodically
for security. .A dark home with accumulating newspapers and
an untrimmed lawn is an invitation to crime. Expensive
appliances should be recorded by identification code numbers.
This will make them difficult to sell and easy to identify.

Conimunity groups should urge their local governments to
allocate funds for adequate street lighting. Places of business
may wish to equip their establishments with video monitors
and security guards or lighting to discourage shoplifting and
burglary. Most of all, individuals should be made aware of
places to avoid,, habits to change, and other methods of
insuring self-protection.

Public awareness campaigns sponsored by law enforcement
officials are an important asset to any community wishing to
educate citizens. Simple and uncostly measures taken early
may prevent costly losses to persons and property later.

Related Standards
Organization of the Local Juvenile. Servide
System
Organization of the State Juvenile SerVice
System
Data Base Development and Collection

Related Strategies.
Focal Point Spcial Institutions:
In. M-1 Media as a Method of Education
Mec. J-I Citizen Efforts to Prevent Delinquency.
Mec. H-I Neighborhood Security



eoretical Focal Point:
Social Interaction
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of Emphasis:
Justice System
Strategy: Cori. J

iDversion
The availability of appropriate state anti local mechanisms to
divert ym!th from the juvenile, justice' system either to

- alternative services or to their horiies.

,Commentary

This strategy recognizes that processing a juvenile through .

the justice system may not be the most effective way to prevent
further juvenile delinquency. Many juvenilecourts are already
so overloaded with cases that additional juveniles would
further diminish individual attention.; The. highly bureaucratic
and impersonal nature of some juvenile justice systems lends
additional support for diversion. But the most important
reason fair diversion is the ill-effect that the system can have on
some juveniles.

If a )uvenile is labeled by the system, he/she sometimes
becomes stigmatized. The juveniles family, friends, and
school officials may treat the juvenile differently, See

Westinghouse National Issues Center, Delinquency Preven-
,tion: Theories and Strategies (draft, April 1979). Certain
expectations are 'set for the youth who may then see no

-alte`rnative but to continue committing delinquent acts.
Rather than assisting the juvenile, the court experience may
produce a negative self-image.. See National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Repert
of the Task Force on Juvenile Justae and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 3.29 and Commentary (1976)..-See also
National Advisory Commission on criminal Justice Stand-
ards, and Goals, Community Crime Prevention, Chapter 3
(1973).

Implementation of this strategy would eliminate formal
contact with the justice system for some juveniles. Some acts
now labeled delinquent or criminal misbehavior could be
redefined ; JuvenileS committing other acts prohibited by the(
criminarcode could -be diverted away froin the courts to social

i
;

service or comm ity agencies and to youth service bureaus.
Youth service-- .ureaus should provide,. direct services. to
juveniles or ref r juveniler. to other.comthunity resources. See
Youthful Off inders ProgranProgram Evaluation final
Report (N. ./.1.R.S. ,.accession' Number 09906,00.068317);
-Youth Service Bureaus in california-i-Progr'eis : Report
(N.C.J.R.S. AccesSion,-Ntimber 09900.00.00948)

Such programs can be used to provide direct service to ,first
or second offenders., They can 'provide jobs for....youthsin..,.
community agencies .and in the Public schools, a-nd,provide
counseling and referral . services as well as: treatment and
residential -programs. Yinithful Offender Program-Program ,-
Evalvation final Report (N.C.J.R.S. Accessibn Number
09900.00.048517). It is iMportant to note that riot al' 'uveniles
will necessarily be eligible for diversionary proga.,,s. Some
programs limit their target population to first offenders, status
offenders, 1 unaways, or misdemeanants. However, the
development of more diversion programs is crucial foi
minimizing the use of the juvenile justice system. \

Related Standards

1.111-.1.114 Organization of the Local
SYstem

141-1.126 Organization of the State Juvenile
System
Data Base Development .and Collection
Jurisdiction over Noncriminal Misbehavior

1.21-1.29
3.112

Related Strategies
1Focal Point Social Interaction:
,Co{. J -2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
Cora E-1 De-emphasis on Labeling.
Re. J-1 Statutory Changes and. Reform



eoreticai Focal Pont.:i

Social Interaction
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area, of Emphasis:
Jutice System

IStrat y. Cor. J-2
Alternative approaches to Juvenile Miscondu
The development of alternative methods with which to deal
with youth involved in noncriminal misbehavior.

Commentary
.Noncriminal misbehavior, otherwise known as. status

,offene activity, may include taiancY,' running away without
.parental permission, incorri;ibility, drinking, promiscuity,
and any number of acts whi:h are, not criminal if'conI fitted
by an adult. There is much controversy over whether 'a family
court should have jurisdiction over thts,.type of,conduct. The
National Advisory. CoMmittee hag, however, advocated
limited family court jurisdiction as a last resort for this type of
conduct. See Standard 3112 and Commentary. In doing so,
the Committee strongly urged that fedeM1 funds should be
made available to assist any juOsdiction- willing to abolisa

'court juri:Aiction over noncriminal misbehavior or willing to
provide,necessary services to juveniles and t,I.eir families on a
'.olunta'ry basis. and to evaluate the results and impaCt of these
changes. hi.

This strategy recommends that tilternatiVx methods be
developed with which to deal with juveniles Accused of
noncriminal i rnisbeha,ior as' a prevention measure. While
family court jurisdiction over these acts.may exist, alternatives
to court' intervention are to be prth:rred whe;lever possible.

Tlt.! acts these juveniles have.c ilted are not crimes and
seldom pose a threat to, th ommtinity: Further, the stigma
involved and the; ex ure to those more sophisticated in .:,
criminal activit an make/ th'\farnily court eXperieUCe- a
negative one! i he types of'Suitable alternative m.liods with'
which to deal -with_.,these juyendes are sim ar to those,

_discussed in Focal Point Social Interaction, traiegy, Con
J-I, and. Standard 3.112 and toinrnentary.

i3elated Standards

1.111-1.114 Organization of the Locai Jti
System

1.121-1.126 Organization of the State Juv
System

1.21-1.29 Data Base Development and Collection
3.112 Jurisdiction over Noncriminal Misbehavior

nile Service

Related Strategies
Focal Point SoCial Interaction:
Cor. J-1 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
Cor. E-I De- emphasis on Labeling
Re. J-I S'tatutory Changes and Reform



/0

Theorteti041 Focal Point:
Social Interaction
Type of Prevention:
Corrective
Area of 'Emphasis:
Education.
Strategy: Cor.
De-emphasis,on Labeling

'The developtrNit.of methods to limit and restrict the Nbeling
of youth in the ieducational, setting. due to social, physical,
emotional, intellectual, and economic limitations/

Cornnientary
. A juvenile maybe labeled deviant anytime he/she socially
interacts in a way which is dk'-.;approved of by, society 6r.
possesses a characteristic viewed as:..abnormal by . the
educational systom. The position adopted by. this strategj, is
that labeling a juvenile is self-defeating and Stigmatizing. and
May result in differential treatment by family, friends, and
school officials. Once a set of certain expectations is created
'for -a juvenile, he/she often fulfills them.: He/she :begins to,
'commit or continues to commit delinquent acts, performs at a
Substandard level academically, or behaves in a manner which
is ,.self:destructive. COnsequently, a negative self-image is
developed in the juvenile and the cycle of. failure begins.

Labels like retarded, disturbed; and
-It

littlp to
alleviate a child's learning problem. -It contributes to 'under=
achievernent and row self-esteem. Some labels may be
unavoidable. Their use, however, should be circumscribed.
Goals and achievements should be stressed so that 'children,
and not labels, become thp focus of a community's efforts.

Labeling most often serves a bureaucratic or funding
purpose, It contributes nothIng'.to a juvenilI , s sense of self-,
esteem. Conseently, this strategy, recommends .that labeling
be 'eliminated 1,4?enever 'Possible in all systenis serVing youth.

c

reve,ntiniz: ,Theories and Strategies (draft, April 1979). When
i:cird, ,,, Westinghouse National issues Center;:

.used. at all, the information should not be readily dissemi- ,

nated. See Standards 1.53.71.56. Some ways to accomplish this
goal have been described in other strategies. Focal Point
Social Interaction, Strategy, Cor.. J-1 recommends that
instead Of adjudicating a child in the juvenile system, children

'sbould be provided with alternative services to .divert them
from the system. Focal Point Social Interaction, Strategy,.
Cor. J-2 recommends the development of alternatives to assist
those juveniles 'engaging in noncriminal misbehavior. Various
strategies addi-ess the problems of ,alternatives- to labeling in
the .education system., See Focal Point Individual, Strategy,
Cor. Ed-1.-COr. Ed-3;,and Focal Point Social Institutions,
Strategy, Cor..Ed-I and Cor. Ed-2

Related .Standards
Data Base Development and Collection
Completenesg of Records
Accuracy of Records

1:21-1-;29
. 1.54 .

1.55 )
3.112 Jurisdiction over Noncriminal Misbehavior

Related Strategies

Focal Point Individual:
Cor. Ed-I Learning Disabilities
Cor. Ed-2 Problems in Learning
Cor. Ed-3 .- Supportive Services
Focal Point/Social Instittitions:
Cor. Ethl "Comprehensive Programs of Learning
Cor. Ed -2 Alternative .Education
Cor. J-I/ Diversion
Cor. Alternative Approaches to Juvenile MisconduCt ./-



Theoretical Focal Point:
Social Interaction
Type of Prevention:
Corrective,
Area of, Emphasis:
Justice System
Strategy: Re. J-1
Statutory Changes and Reforth
A federal, state and local effort to assess and modify existing
legislation relating to juvenile delinquency.

COrpmentary

The National Advisory Committee Standards" provide. a
model; for a juvenile justice system and delinquency prevention
system'. The adMinistration, prevention, intervention, and
supervision functions are carefully outlined and address the
full and wide range of issues affecting youth.

This strategy recommends that g&wernment planners
reassess their juvenile systems with respect to those standards.
Legislators should analyze their state statutes, remove
outmoded or uifair laws and replace them with those
suggested by the National Advisory Committee. Citizen
groups should assist in lobbying for these changes. Standards
inn the chapter on administrative function explain the role
and responsibility of local, state, and federal governments for
the planning, management, and evaluation of the juvenile
service system. Included in this planning process is the
development of a comprehensive, juvenile delinquency
prevention program after a careful assessment of needs and
existing resources. The state agency is resiponsible for
providing technical, financial and program resources in this
planning process. See Standards 1.12'1-L12.6. If the
assessment indicates that changes in existin.g legislation are
necessary, then such changes must occur./

The modification of ,existing legislation relating to juvenile
delinquency must reeognize that the form of a system.also

plays a role, in determining its ultimate'effect. If the syStem is
fair and. geared to assisting children and families in times of
stress, respect for it will be engendered. If a juvenile justice.
system is viewed by the public as, accountable and fair, it'is
likely to assist in the prevention of crime as well as in its
punishment.

Standaids in the Intervention, Adjudication, and Supervi-
sion Function, as well as provisions 'of the Administrative
Function are directed to creating a fair system of juvenile
justice geared to assisting, children and families. If state
systems do not reflect the policies of ihese standards they
should be modified.

Related Standards

Administrative. Function
Intervention Function
Adjudication Function
Supervision Function

Related Strategies

Focal Point Social InStitutions:
Cor. J-1 Police-Youth Relations
In. J-2 Preventive Patrols
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. J-1 Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct ,

67
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THE ADMINISTRATION FUNCTION



The-Administration FunCtion
Introduction

This chapter addresses the organization and admini5tration of the entire juvenile
Service system. Hence, the series of standards on the responsibilities and roles of each
levet of government, -planning,.'evaluation, personnel se ectlion; training, and record
are intended to apply to the programs and activities described in the Prevention

.1Chapte- as well as :to the agencies and courts discussed in the chapters on
Inteivention, Adjudication and Supervision.

\The initial series of standards' concerns the development of a multi-level planning
and coordination process through which local communities in conjunction with a
single state agency can identify their juvenile service needs and develop appropriate
strategies for preventing delinquency and improving the juvenile justice system.
Standards 1.111-1.114. The proposed organizational frame ork assigns the decision-
making responsibilities to, the local community, the level of government which is
closest to the problems of youth and youth crime and moStfatniliar with immediate-

1resources and/programs available. The state agency would be responsible for
integrating local and state plans and services,' providing necessary technical,
financial, and programmatic resources to facilitate the planning process, and,/
developing an evaluation process to assess state-proVided services and state and loofal
planning activities. Standards 1.121-1.126. The Federal Government's role would be
to provide direction and appropriate resources, technical assistance, and training to../
tilt state and local communities. Standards 1.13-1-1.134.

The second series of Standards focuses on the planning proceSs. Standards.1.21.7
1.29. These standards delineate the necessary components.of the process which the
local community and the state can use to develop a plan to carry out the 'planning
responsibilities described above.. . _

. .
, IThe third :;cries of standards concerns the development .of an evaluation and re-

search capability. Standards 1.31-1.32. It identifies the methods and rnechy(nisms for
providing information regarding the effectiveness of current programs,', the scope of. ,
current problems, and the means for addressing those.phoblems to assist the local,
state, and federal planning process. i N

The fourth series of standards deals with the selection and training of juvenile serv-
ice system personnel: Standards 1.41- 1.429. TIT( provisions- On the selection stresses
that the staff of law enforcement agencies, faii..., c urts, educational agencies, and
other components of the juvenile justice service s tem should be chosen on a merit
basis and should include men and women om a variety of ethnic and social
backgrounds. The standards on training fo s on specific. types of personnel and
recommend that perservice and inservice...traimnz. he provided on the policies and
assumptions underlying the juvenile service .1? i:',.,-i as well as on techniques for
dealing with juvenile problems. .

The final series of standards.in the Administra:/:. Chapter sets forth the principles
which shotild govern the collection and use of records pertaining to juveniles.
Standards 1.51-1.56. Specific .. standards relating to the compilation, maintenance,
accuracy, and disposition of as well as access to such records are provided to assure
.both the 'preservation of important information and the protection of the youths who
are the subject of that infori- ation.

., .

In developing /these rec. .nmendations, the National Advisory l:' Immittee
recognized that the integration of state and local planning.efforts into a coordinated
planning pnic6s, and the extension of that proceSs to delinquency pre-,..c.ntion

I

activities, would -take time and dedication to achieve. Conflicts in values a7-ii.! goals
will have to be accommodated' and/or .resolved,Iand institutional and int:iv:111ml
relationships forged..HQwever, it -concluded that the creation of a more. effective,
More rational,' and fairer juvenile service system was worth Ow effort involved.

.



1.1 Roles and
Responsibility '
111. Lo(;a1--Levei
Participation
1.111 Orgd9ization of the
Local Juvenile Service
System
The local community, in conjunction with the state agency
described in Standard 1.121, should develop a juvenile justice
and delinquency prevention plann1ing and . coordinating
authority. The planning authority druid be responsible for
identifying and assessin all ofthe kcal juvenile service needs
and should possess the capability for developing strategies to

baleet those nee& according to e-silblished_state-standalds and
guidelines.

The composition of the local authority should consist of
youth, the policy-making officiaii of the major juvenile service
agencieS including schools, local executive management and
budget agencies, other governmental entities, citizen- groups,
businesses, and private nonprofit organizations providing
services for juveniles.

Sources:
See generally NatiOnal Advisory Committee. on Criminal

Justice Standards and Coals,, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.1,
2.1, 2.2, 2.5-2.9, and 25.3 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of
the Task Force];.. Report of the White House: Conference on
Youth; 722a-722b (1471); Institute of Judicial *Administra-

tion/ American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards"Relating to Planning
for Juvenile Justice, Standard 2.4 (A) and (C) (tentative draft,
1977) [hereinafter cited 'as 1JA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile
Justice]; R. Kobetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile . Justice
Administration (International Association of Chiefs of Police,
1973): 1

Commentary
The primary emphasis of this standard is the creation of a

process by Which the local community, be it a municipality,
county, or multi-couuty reg;on, can assess its juvenile service

i

needs for combating juvenile delinquency and develop
appropriate strategies utilizing available and supplemental
financial, programmatic, and technical resources. Due to the .

uniqueness of each local community's political, historic,
economic, and social characteristics, and its proxiMity to the
problems caused by delinqUency,it, is best able and should
have the opportunity to prioritize these problems and identify
solutions, develop and operate specific programs, and obtain
the feedback necessary to ascertain the effectiveness of varithr
programmatic approaches. \

State role should be that of a facilitating and supporting
agent rather. 'than directly controlling local planning- and
activities.

Since the standard recommends that he local community
should have the primary respOnsibility and:capacity to address
the problems of both./ delinquencyIqueney prevention and control
through a system -wide endow. missing :the entire
local juverii system, the secpnd paragraph of the
standard recommends that composition of the local planning
authority be drawn from the policy- making levels, of the
schools and:o servicesmajor juvenile seces agencies (preferably
the chief administrative officers), governmental entities, citizen
groups, businesses, and youth. To assure that the youth
representatives have the opportunity to actively and effectively
participate in the decision and policy-making. processes, the
planning authority should afford appropriate training in. such
areas as group process, decision-making analysis of social
systems, parliamentary procedures, research, and evaluation
techniques. It should also encourage the adult members to
accept and Solicit the youth repreSen,tativr,s' participation,

.share with them theii.expertzfice and expertLe, and advocate
for an expanded role for youth 3.n all aspects of the juvenile .

service systems: See generally Report of t.lte Task. Force, supra
at Co-~n-,:,.:tary to Standard 2 :7.

Th, re are a nti:n her of government levels, agereieS; and
community groups that should be involved in coping with



delinquency. Each of these has an important stake in the
prevention effort and'each holds resources, legal authbrity,
expertise, and political power necessary to supPort effective

,.. programming in the delinquency area.
The 1916 Standards and Goids Report also recommends a

separate local juvenile justi4 planning agency. See Report of
the Task Force, supra at Standard 6.1.

The 1JA/ ABA standards suggest that states should provide
for local juvenile justice boards in each city and county as a
final organizational element in a process of decentralizing
various aspects of juvenile justice services and planning
through stateand component regional youth service agencies.
Under this plan, the local entity would be respOnsible for
monitoring and supervising juvenile services within the
community as well . as planning and initiating program
proposals in an advisory capacity to the state and regional
service agencies. See 1J A/ A BA, Planning for Juvenile Justice,
supra at Standard 2.4(b).

Since the local boards are, for the purposes of planning, the
most effective agencies for directly involving those who are
concerned with juvenile justice services, this standard
provides them a clear role in the planning process either as
respondents to other agencies' proposals or as initiators of .
their own programs. While the effectiveness of the local
boards ..in influencing the outcome of the .overall state
planning process depends, to a greatextent, on the openness
of the central and regional agencies to the initiatives and
priorities of community, they still appear to be the best
opportunity to obtain\ . a meaningful 1eYel of citizen
involvement in juvenile jitstice planning. Id. at Commentary
to Standard 2.4(b).
While all of tile -recommendations, including those of the

National Advisory Comnnttee,. suggest increased policy -
making authority for the local community, the 1JA/ABA
standards limit local participation to an advisory role to a

. more powerful decentralized State Children's Agency. ,The
Report of the Task Force, Supra, as well as Standard.,1.121
recommends that the establishment of the local planning
nuthoritYi would / necessitate enabling state egislation: The
legislation should provide the authority -resources, statewide
structure, and other assistance necessary to organize the local
juvenile service system and provide supportive linkages
between local communities and the state and federal govern -
ments. 1

There are many similarities ,between the recommendations
;.;.f this standard and those. of the Report of the Task Force,
supra IJA! ABA Planning for Juvenile- Justice, supra. and
Kobetz and Bosarge, supra. A recommendation in Juvenile.
Ju7tice Adtninistration identifies the goal e f a similar
community. planning and coordinating entity.

The primary goal of such a council would be to provide a
vehicle for the restructuring of individual agency organiza-
tions, from independence to interdependency upon each
other for the effet..iv'e. delivery of services to yo6th. Such
interdependency, would 'enable the components of the
juvenile justice system to treat the child as a 'whole person'
rather than as a 'Collection of 'symptoms.' The organization
of the prcsent juvenile justice syitem haPhazard and

74

fragmented. The /proposed Juvenile Justice Coordinating
Council would restructure the system into a true 'organiza-
tion.' Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 58-59.
The Report of the Task Force, supra, also emphasized the

importance of the local community and recommended a
planning process for determining what the problems . are,
suggesting possible solutions, operating specific programs and
providing feedback on the success or failure.of programmatic
approaches.

An Office of Delinquency Prevention Planning should be
established , within appropriate units of local general
purpose government. This office-should be responsible for
coordination of local prevention efforts on an ongoing and
permanent basis. Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 2.2

Within a general framework of federal and state guidance
and support, the principal centers for innovation and action
in developing useful delinquency prevention tools appear to
be at the local level and particularly at the community level.
Report of the White House' Conference on Ybyth, supra at
7.22(a). , \If the majority of juvenile service provisions at the local

level, then resolution of divergent problems, urposes,
Methods, and goals should be accomplished b\. he local
agencies responsible for juvenile service provision. See
generally Repoit of tl7tcji__7skForce, supra at Standard 2.1;
1JA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile Ju-STICe, supra at. Standard
2.4; and Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 57 and 58.

The initial paragraph of the standard, together with
Standard 1.21, recommends that the local community, in
conjunction with the appropriate executive state agency,
organize the various components of the local juvenile service
system into a 'planning and coordinating authority. This
c6operativ1 e local and state effort, should provide a mechanism
through which the decision makers of the community and
particularly of the juvenile service agencies, can collaborate
among themselves, and when necessary with their state-level
counterparts, in the development of interagency, interjurisdic-
tional and interdisciplinary approaches to delinquency
prevention and control. While the state agency should assist
the local communities in the initiation, r.. sintenance,- and
evaltiatiorrof their planning and coordinating responsibilities,
considerable latitude should be given to the local authorities
to fulfill their responsibilities in accordance with their needs
and resources and established standards and guidelines.

But unfortunately, a mechanism is rarely provided for all
the essential participants in successful prevention efforts to
unitein a systematic fashion to plot out a comprehensive
approach to delinquency preyention.
Capacity for action in any delinquency effort can be

expected only after the parties exercising control over
necessary resources have corm- to some agreement about plans
of action. _Advisory roles in .hemselves are not sufficient.
Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard

,

2.5.

Staff assistance for the local planning units should be
available from the state agency. See Standard 1.121. The
regular planning staff resporn,;11 ^. for assisting the local

8 u



planning unit on a continuing basis in the de pm and;
imp:ementation of an annual plan should reside in the assisted

7community.
Specialized staff from the state agency should also be

available, as needed, to advise and assist the local planning
-unit and staff in particular area of the planning and
development process, e.g., statistical compilation and inter-
pretation, and Pror,r! n design. While the local planning stair
is accountable to . state agency for the organization and
adminiStration of, the local office, it should also be responsible
to the dictates of the Incal planning authority in the
preearation- and implementation of the local plan. See
Standards 1.122; 1.123, 1.124 and 1.125; see generally Report
of the Task Force, supra at Standard 2.2; 1JA/ ABA, Planning
for Juvenile Justice, supra at Standard 2.4(D); and Kobetz
and Bosarge, supra at 60-63.

StafrpersOnnel of the prevention office should reflect the
best available professional talents. They should be able to
offer technical assistance.and Provide useful information to
all participants in the planning process. The success of the
prevention effort, however, depends upon the ability of
various segments of the community to come together to
develop specific programs and resources. Therefore, staff
members should act not only as professiiOnal planners but
also as facilitatorS and coordinators of the prevention 1.133
efforts of all community groups. Report jol the Task Force, 1.134
supra at Commentary to_Standard 2.2' 1.21

The local planning authority recommended in this standard :1.22
together with the-state and federal agencies recommended in 1.23

Standards 1.121 and 1.131 represents an intergovernmental 1.24
structure designed to assist the local community in'utilizing 1.25

the divergent resources of each level of government in order to 1.26
address the problems of delinquency prevention and control; 1.27

To assure careful consideration of these delinquency problems 1.28
and appropriate corrective strategies, the utilizatiOn of 'a 1.29'
planning methodology-is recommended for the local and state\ 1.31
level in Standards 1.112 and 1.122. State and fedeial-level \1.427

supportive and sustaining services such as technical assistance,
training, standards development, and plogram coordination
are recommended in Standards 1.123-1.125 and 1.132-1.134 to
facilitate the community level implementation. Coordination
and evaluation activities are addressed in Standards 1.113 and
1.114.

Related Standards

1.112
1.113

1.114

1.121

1.122
1.124
1.125
1.126
1.131

1.132

Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
Coordination, Development, and Implementation of
Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
Evaluation and Modification of the Local-level
Juvenile Service System Program Efforts
Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
Office of Youth Advocate
Organization and 'Coordination of the Federal
Juvenile Service System
Development and Implementation of National Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards
Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
Evaluation of Federal, State, and Local Activities
Data Base Development and Collection
Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
Problem Identification and Prioritization
Needs Identification
Goal Development
Strategy Development
Program Coordination
Program Development

_Program Implementation
Development of an Evaluation System
Planning personnel



1.112 bevelopment of a
Local' Juvenile. Service
Plan
The local plannin and coordinating authority should develop of the interagency disputes, jealousies, and -jurisdictionalI.

a juvenile service plan in accordance with the requirements of difficulties which arise between service providers due, to
the state agency described in Standard 1.121. confusion over roles and responsibilities.' Through the
The local juvenile service plan should address those aspects of collective efforts of the local planning unit in identifying

strategies, conflicts can be:
,-.the services provided to juveniles related to delinquency pre- problems, categorizing purees, prioritizing .needs, and

vention, law enforcement, adjudication, and supervision, and developing goals and olvgrain
should contain. the following components: resolved and cooperative decisions reached. See Report of the

Task Force, supra at Coinmentary to Standard 1.1.a. Background data; . The local planning process should address those aspects of
b. An inventory of local juvenile service resources; the /services provided to juveniles related to delinquency
c Problem identification and analysis; . pre)i/ention, intervention, adjudication, and supervision. It is
d. A statement and prioritization of needs; apeicipated that this process will bring together many'of the
e. A statement of juvenile service system -goals; and separate planning efforts required for various state and federal
f. A description of program strategies. ./

programs, especially with regard to delinquency prevention.,
/ See Standards 1,121- 1.125, and 1.131-1.34.

Sources: The standard sets forth six essential components which
should be included in a juvenile service 'plan:

See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal' a) BabkgrOund data; .

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on 'b) An inventory of local juvenile service resources;
Jtivenile. Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1,1- c) Problem identification and analysis;
1.5: 1.7., 2.1, 25.2-25.4, 26.1 -26.5, and 27.1-27.4 (1976) d) A statement and prioritization of needs;
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; Report of the e) A statement of juvenile service system goals; and
White House .Conferenei 00 Youth, 772(a)-722(b) (1971); 0 A description of program strategies.
Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar Associa- The local planning unit should utilize existing juvenile
tion Joint . Commission on Juvenile. Justice Standards, ice system data collection -efforts whender possible. Specific
Standards Relating, to Planning for Juvenile, Justice (tentative guidelines iegarding/the type, quality, and frequency of
draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Planning for information collection should be established ir,:., the planning
Juvenile Justice]. . authority. The data should be used initially 'to identify the

scope and trends of the delinquency problem and - the
Commentary availability and use; of service provision: The collection

. _ process should also. be ,able to coordinate and augment
This standard outlines the necessary components for the existing data to facilitate specific administrative, .pianni 3,

development of a local juvenile service plan. The locai,level coordination, and evaluation decisions and activities Felating
planning process should follow the state guidelines to advanced phases in the planning process: See Standard
regarding content and format to expedite implementation, 1.21; see generally Report of the Task ,Force, supra at ...

statewide coordination and allocation of financial and Standards 1.2 and 25.4. In most cases, this data will not have
technical resources. See Standard 1,122. to ,be collected in identifiable form, See Standard 1.52. The

While the primary objective of the planning process is to
/provide the local community with a comprehensive plan to

meet its problems and needs, particularly in the juvenile justice
and delinquency

and

areas, it also affords a means of
educating local and state decision makers about the local
juvenile service ,needs as well as the funetions,.responsibilities,
and goals of service providers. The Planning process alSo
develops channels of communication and can mediate. many
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Report of the Task Forty, supra Points out.that:
There should, be estimates of The number. of youth who
might fall into various. target populations :for -primary,...
secondary, and tertiary prevention progranis. Data should
also yield information about theiVarious points'or
the juvenile justice system. A. flow chart Of the juvenile
justice system should be created and base rates calculated
for each major decision point:in the flow of vises through



the system. For example, there is a need for information
about the arrest rates fbr various juvenile offenses and data
about the numbers of yoUth who are diverted or who receive
informal dispositions. Report of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to -Standard 1.2.

1. The inventory of service resources should identify all the
community groups and agencies impacting on youth.
assist in the assignment of 2gency responsibility for various
aspects of juvenile service provision and indicate areas of serv-
ice duplication as well as areas for possible service coordina-
tion. See Standard I 22; see ,generally Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 1.5.

The listing of' agencies should be sorted as to location, types
of service provided, service delivery, area, and intake
criteria. For each program, there should be . a brief
description of the kind of services provided and the nature
of client groups. There should also be information' about
referral resources and descriptions,: if any. Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard 1.5.
The problem identification and analysis should utilize the

dataeolleetion process to ascertain the number and problems
of troubled youth as identified by the various components of
the juvenile service system: Given the emphasis on juvenile
justice and delinquency. prevention, the st-atistictil and resource
information should provide the basis for the development of
an accurate description of the delinquency problem at the
local level. It should alsb provide a detailed description of the
community's effectiveness in dealing with delinquency and
other related juvenile problems, as well, as identifying areas in
need of change. These descriptions animalyses can provide
the basis for setting goals and developing program strategy.
See Standard 1.23; see generally Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standards 1.3 and 26.1:

The statement of needs called for in paragraph (d) and
described in more detail in Standard 1.24 should include an
analysis of the interaction of the various components of the

. juvenile service system to address the problems identified. This
will facilitate focusing on specific aspects of' the juvenile serv-
ice system important to the alleviation of particular problems.
It should indicate the types of modifications and additions:to

. the existing system necessary to deal ,more effectively with
such problems. This identification of appropriate corrective
measures should assists in resource allocation and the
development of appropriate goals and program strategies. See
Standard. 1.25.

This analysis will help point out existing approaches to
curbing juvenile delinquency in the community, Further.
the analysis will help identify areas of needed, change and..

. .
can broaden, the range of inputs into delincuency preYen-
tion and control system particularly inputs from service
recipients. At the.same time, the analysis can function as a
method of conveying information from the juvenile justice
system to the general community, thus creating feedback tb
make the system more responsive to community needs.
Report of the Task Force, supra_a(Standard 26.1.
Once the, present situation has been analyzed and the

problems and needs identified, a statement of juvenile servile
system goals Should be developed., The goals should express
the desired, outcome of specific system improvement actions

that will be undertaken as' a result of the gap which exists
oetween the current situation and the desired situation, Since
the goal statement sho,?.ld represent the desired conditiOn of
the juvenile service system at some point in the future, it
should provide the focus for all subsequent planning activities
and reflect the desires of the community. The statement should
also be stated in a clear, measurable, and realistic Manner to
afford maximum guidance to the community. See Standard
1.25; see generally Report of the Task Force, supra at

-Standard 26.2._ ..
The fifth component of the plan concerns the development.

of appropriate program strategies to facilitite goal attainment.
Through the utilization of the local planning staffs expertise
and the technical assistance of the state agency, the local
planning unit should indicate the types and costs of necessary
programs, policies, and system modifications necessary to
meet annual plaaning goals. While this part of the planning
process does not concern the specific design of the program to
be implemented, it should be 'appraised in relation to the
findings of ;he foregoing aspects of the planning process.
There should be a clear relationship between the purpose of
the, recommended program strategies and the problem
analysis and the annual goals of the plan. This will assist
program design and implementation and the evaluatioU.of the
specific program as well as the local 'plan.

In the local juv.enile service plan, information should be
provided regarding why' particular strategies were chosen, and
the results ofssimilar strategies adopted in other communities
or the rationale for selecting an experimental program model.
See. Standard 1.26; see generally Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standard f.6.

While this standard recomp,ends that the local planning
authority should develop an annual plan, it does not prescribe
a particular planning model. But in conjunction with the
standards on planning in the 1.2 series, it identifies some of the
basic concepts or' components that should be incorporated
into any:model regardless of the structure and the sequence of
the recommended 'arming steps. By incorporating these
steps, the local. 'le service plan should provide the
community with a clear understanding of its delinquency

_prOblen and outline a specific strategy or strategies to deal
with the problem utilizing new and existing juvenile service
s)Istem resources. It should clarify' the roles of agencies,
groups, and individuate with respect to how their contribu-
tions will benefit` community endeavors.

Related Standards

1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Justice System
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines .,
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service'System Proyam Efforts
1:121 Organization .of the State Juvenile Service System
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources

L125. Evaluation of Local and State Effortl .

1,131 Organization and Coordination . of .the Federal
- Juvenile Service System



1.133`1.Allocation_of Financial and Technical Resources 1.26 Strategy Development
1.134 Evaluation* of Federal, State, and Local Activities 1.27 Program Coordination
l.21 Data' Base_. Development and Collection 1.28 Program Development.
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources 1.29 Program. Implementation
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization 1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
L24 N,eecis Identification 1.32 Development of a Research Capability
1.25 Oda! Development

1
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1.113 Coordination,
Developtnent, and.
Implementation of Local
Juvenile Service
Prcgrams and Cluidelines
Pursuant to thel local juvenile service plan, the planning

_

authority should facilitate the design, development, and
coordination of appropriate programs, pOlicies, and service
system modifica& !s. In conjunction with the state agency
described. in Standard 1.121, it should designate wl?icij local.
juvenile.service agencies, organizations, and ptograms should
be responsible for the provision of specific services and the
methods of providing those services either through the
development of new programs or the expansion, redirection,
and/or coordination of existing. programs.

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Tact:. r c e on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Stan6-:ads1.6, 2.1, 2.6; 2.8, 2.9,
26.4-5, and 27.1-4 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the
Task Fdrcii]; Report of the White House Conference on
Youth, 722(a)-722(b) (1971); Institute vi Judicial Adminis-
tration/American Bar ASsociation Joint Commission on Ju-
venile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Planning for
Juvenile Justice, ;Standards 1.2 and 2.4 (tentatiye draft; 1977)
lheieinafter cites! as IJA/ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice].

Commentary

This st/ndard recommends that the local planning authority
initiate the necessary actions to implement the vials and
strategies resulting' from 1 the process outlined in Standard
1.112. The local authority, in its efforts to achieve the goals,
should recogniz.. the limitations of new financial and
programmatic resources available from the state and federal
:governments, and identify the means for maintaining such
resources tijtroych local funding mechanisms... Given these

liriiitations. the local planning authority, in conjunction with
the.state,agency described in Standard, 1.121, should attempt,
whenever feasible, to accompli4h its objectives through the
Coordination and redirection of`` existing public ami rHIte,

,:- juvenile justice and delinquency prevention services. the
planning proccss provides the local community with the
!capability of assessing its juvenile service needs and the

existing system'seffectivewns__itt. meeting thoSe needs. 'of .1 \
establishing goals and strategies to resofveifie :ifeeds;-and-Of--1.
making the juvenile service, system adaptable and responsive
to`the local community_conCerns. Coordination suggests that .

policies of individual juvenile. service agencies should be
supportive and not contradictory,, and that /the participant
services in the service delivery system should contribute to a I

common community purpose. Unfortunately:, coordination is
a deceptively simple concept and not easily chieved,. because
of the need to resolve conflicts in values and objectives, and to
overcome the differences in perSpeLtives among various
agencies and' .Professions. IJA /ABA, Planning for Juvenile
Justice. supra at Commentary to Standard 1.2(a).

. . . successful coordination requires a clear consensus
about the goals of the organizations which are seeking to
coordinate Services; it demands a, system of information
interchange and clear definitions of the professional serv7
ices offered by each agency; and it requires an agreed theory
of how the several services and levels of governMent are and
ought to be related to each other for 'the coordinated
performance of services. JJA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile
Ju,s'tiee, supra at 33-34. . .

None of the conditions suggested above, can be realized
without considerable investment of time, interagency coopera
tion, authority, and money. Due to these Considerations, a
local community 'must review coordination as an on-going
process, achievable only at incremental levels'oyer a period of
'time. The planning authority /in conjunction with the state
agency should carefully discern what levels of coordin4tion
are absolutely necessary to accomplish its goals, what are tile

/most expedient yet realistic options available to implement the
coordination activities, if any, control 'is necessary

"to induce the affected age cies to comply with theTlanned
process of coordination regarding budget, personnel, andfor
rule and regulations. T4ee criteria have been suggested to
determine whether-coordifnation of services on a planned basis
Should be attempted

i

1 Can it be shol,Vn that greater economies 'of scale *ill. .--.)

'_ more than compensate for 'the costs of coordination
efforts; or

.
_ -

/;

ii. Can it be dem willnstrated that lack of coordination w(
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result in.inequitable distribution of services or resources
to juveniles;- or

iii. Is there a clear understanding existing among the
agencies to be coordinated concerning the function to be

'coordinated, the means by which coordination is to take
place, and the specific benefit to be realized by each
agency -and the client group? IJA/ ABA, Planning for
Juvenile Justice, supra at Standard _

While coordination is a method of eliminating waste and
inefficiency within the juvenile service systerri, the local
authority should realize, that in certain situations. the
duplication of services may be beneficial to the community
and service syStem. Purposive duplication is often suggested as

--an-alternative to planned coordination and utilized to achieve,
competition between-two agencies -and possibly improve the
efficiency and productivity of each. It is also thought to- be-
beneficial in servicing the needs of special groups, such as
cultural or ethnic Minorities, rural populations, or others
whose needs are not met through the formal structure.
,IJA/ ABA, Planning for JuveniiV Justice, supra at 37.

If planned coordination cann:; meet the goals delineated
durini-the: planning-process,.sec.Standards 1.112 and 1.122,
consideratiob should be given to new program development._
The program development process should identify the specific
goals to be satisfied by the program, the target population to
be served, the method to be used in servicing the population,
cost of the method, alternative, methods which have, been
comidered, the assumptions upon with the selection of the
method was baSed, and the means for measuring program
effectiveness. Also,- the agency re3ponsibl,, for implementation
.should be identified as well as other supporting agencies with
which' the program must, operate. Finally,- initial and

. continuing financial obligations should be explainCd to assure
maintenance of the program, if ccessful within the
community setting:. See generally Rep 1 of the Task For0,

.supra at Standard 26.4.
Program implementation plans Should be developed for all

new programs and those resultiug from planned coordination.
Such plans should pro: tele information to both the members
of the local planning authority and the program managers

concerning the necessary actions to initiate the program. The
plans should specify how the program is to fit into the
budgetary cycle of the organization responsible for the
'program funding, and the administrative procedures necessary
to acquire and disburse the necessary funds.

Actions, resources and time necessary for selecting and
training program staff, selecting and obtaining operating
facilities, and for developing an information system to report
regularly on the-operations of_tpe program and its impact
should also be indicated. See generally Report-of-the :Task'
Force, supretat Standard 26.5.

Related Standards
_Organization of the Local. Juvenile JuStice System

1.112 Development of a.--Local-Juvenile.Seevice Plan
1.114 _Evaluation and Modification of the LOCal Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts
1)121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technictil Resources
1.125* EValuUtion of Local and. State Efforts
1.131 Organization and Coordination-. of the Federal

Juvenile Set-Vice System
1.132 Development and lmplemena.tion of National Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards
1.0 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources .

1.134 Evaluation of Federal, estate and Local Activities
1.21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22- Inventory end. Analysis. of Community. Resources
1.23 Problem Identikation and Prioritization
1.24 Needs. Identification

.L25 Goal Developmen(
1.26 Strategy Development
1.27 Program Coordination
1.28 . Program DevelopMent
1.29 Program Implementation
1.31 Development of an EValuation System



1.114 Evaluation and
Modification of the Loca
Leve; Juvenile Service
System Program Efforts

VIM

The local planning and coordination authority in accordance
with the local juvenile service plan and established standards
and guidelines should evaluate, monitor, and, whin necessary,
recommend-modification of

I a. Nev, and expanded juvenile service programs, policies,
and system changes resulting from the planning process;

b. The existing local juvenile service system; 'and
c. The local planning process.

The evaluation and monitoring function should be conducted
on a regular and ongoing basis by the local planning authori-

-ty and the state agency described in Standard 1.121.

Sources:

. See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
':' Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.7,
525.1; and 27.1-27.4 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of t'le
Task l'orce]; Report of `the White House Conference on
Youth, 7.22(a)-722(b) (1971); Institute of Judicial 'Administra-

.. tion/ American Oar . Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards. Standards Relating to Planning

-- for...Vuyenile Justice, Standard 2.4 :(tentative draft, 1977)
\ fheieinafter cited as 1J A/ ABA,. Planning for Juvenile Justice].

:-

Commentary

Thk standard,recoMmends that the local planning authority
assume an e:yaluation function to determine the quality. of
juvenile services being provided and..to identify gaps in the
kinds of set-vices available. Since the local planning authority
is the element" of the planning process which is closest to thOse
receiving services, it is the element best able to directly involve
the juvenile services constituency in the planning process, to
assess programs from the point of view cif thoge "directly
.affected, 'and, initiate and review propOsals,for change based
on .evaluationAn this regard the standard recommends that
the local evaluatio.n 't Tort, on a regular and ongoing basis,
should focus' on three interrelated areas: new and ,expanded

Evalua ion should be viewed as' part of the ongoing
-planning rocess provAing fe.edbaek in the aforementioned
areas o enable the local planning authority to make
adjustmen s to meetthe needs of the existing system. hi order
to provide the local authority with the infortnation necessary
to ascertain whether a project's activities meet its - announced
goals, and

criteria
if any, actions shoUld be take:it,. adequate

evaluation Lviteria should be incorporated at tlienitial stages
of project d velopment and utilized throughout the iinplemen-
tation of t e project: This evaluation process, whether
focusing on new prOject, the 'existing system/ 'or the local
plan, is essen Tally the same in all cases. See generally Report
of the Task prce, supra at Standard 1.7.

While the ;evaluation-efforts of the local cornmunity
,

.

primarily foots on the project level where resources- are
utilized tr.N' prouce amerielprodutt or service, they also relate
to the program level of whiCh projects are components, and to
the system lev 1 of which programs and the implementing .,
agencies are th components. Each of the levels= project,
program, and l ystern=are progressively interrelated and
contribute to th objectives of the successive level. ' '

I .

Since .the pla ning ,activities of the state and federal.
'governments dea primarily with programs and systems, they
are dependent u on the evaluations at the project level to I

afford direction 1 the allocation of resources. See generally i

J.SI. Wholey et. I., Federal Evaluation Policy, 24 -(1971). ; I.
Thus, without an valuation function the other aspects of the I

_Planning process a e hindered by lack of knowledge about the !

present state of eit' er a specific project, a partidular program, !.

or the entire juv nile service syStern. See generally La*
Enforcement Assisi ance Adniinistration, Criminal Justice
Planning. Institute, Training Manual, 8-1, (draft, 1976)
[hereinafter cited 4, CJP1, Training Manual].

While evaluation as'many connotations, for the purposes
of this and related tandards it is defined in relation to two
functions: perform ce monitoring1,Ind intensive evaluation....,......
Performance monitp ing primarily concerns the measurement
of Project activities.' Intensive evaluation, on the other hand,
encompasses the ana ysis of project results to determine if they

juVenile service projects, programs; ---policies,,andsystem.'.-L--were----catnied-7-by4-p .ojectactivities:,-Thusr-projectShave------
changes resulting from the planning process; the existing local objeci4ves 'Which rel to to implementation activities (e.g., to
juVenile service system; and the local planning process. See serve .clients, to harden targets) that are assessed by
generally Report of the Task :Force, supra.- , ..performance. Monitoring; and objectives which relate to

I
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outcome (e.g., to reduce recidivism, to decrease the incidence
of criwintii activities) that are assessed by intensive evaluation.
See 04'1, Training Manual, supra at 8-1.

While the p1.Irpose of an evaluation, already. indicated, is
to ascertain the effezts of a project against the goals it'set out
to accomplish, evaluation has oecasionally been used for less
legitimate reasons, such as postponing decisions concerning a
project through a lengthy evaluation process; not assuming
responsibility for difficult decisions concerning the direction of
a project; attempting to cover project failures by avoiding
objective appraisal; and fulfilling grant requirements as a
ritual designed to placate the funding bodies. Because of such
misuse, it is' important that an evaluation indicate frirn the
outset what types of information is expected from the
p.ssessment of a project, how it' iS, to be utilized, who is to
conduct it,' the methods to be used, and when, it is to be

--completed. In addition, the standard recommends that
performance monitoring and intensive evaluation should be
baSed on the objectives of the specific project,airpropriate--
state and local standards and guidelines, and the systemwide
goals of the local juvenile.service plan. By utilizing these three
criteria, a program can be. assessed in relationship to the
services it provides as well as its interrelationship with other

thatthat comprise the juvenile,service systein on the
state and local leVels. Such information should assist the
project "manage: in providing the necessary ,,evaluative
inforMation to the local planning authority to facilitate
decisions concerning'cymtinuatim. modification, and replica-
tion of a project oil program: Sec' generally H.C. Weiss
Evuitigtion Research, 1,,7 (1972).

The audience for evaluation results can be divided into two
major groupsprojeet managers:and policy makers. Perfor-
mance monitoring which prcividesiregular and rapid feedback
is of primary se to the project manager. Policy makers, which
include the

f
local planning authority and the planning

personnel, must make decisions about the devielOpinent and
funding of projects, and as a result, rely on both thedata from
the performance monitoring for immediate decisions relating
to program continuation and results from intensive evaluation
for long-range decisions refating to the allocation of resources
for similar projects. See Training Manyak,supraat_8-3. In
addition,: digests of the ovalt4tion and monitoring reports
should be made available to all interested groUps and agencies
providing or planning to provide.similar 'Services. Funds for

'the dissemination of ;the information should be part of the
evaluat/ion budgetior each prograni or agency. See Report of
the Task Force, supra at 73,

----
Related Standatds
1.1 i 1 Organizatiotf of the Local Juvenile Service System
1.112 Develop .ent of a Local ,Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordi anon, DeeIopment, ,and Implementation of/'Loc)al Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile
- ervice System Program Efforts .

1.125/ Evaluation of Local and State Efforts,
1 . 1 Office of Youth Advocate .

1 1 Development of an Evaluation System
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re,,,utees It eXpetilL ;Atli\ tics beyond the scope e lace;
all. critic, .rich de,..,Hopment and implementai ion ol
st;i research. ihnovative services, and evaluation. If

-cement on the distribution of
-ice and delinquency prevention

r mean fewer sets of guidelines,
procedures for service provi-

. Planniug.for Juvenile Justice,
force, .supra at Standard 2.3

st, 1_-,pouisibilitic., dczentralized, the quality of their
,lance can h... eetc, to vary with the resources of the

performing :hem. f many, the agency, being central
houlei he mop,: .'eicr,, in the collection, analysis. and

de. minatkul ol 'tato; aim-. :Ind as a result have more impact
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on ideas throughout the state and even among the states. See
generally HA/ A BA, Planning fin. Juvenile Justice, supra at
Standard 2.1(b).

The relationship between the state agency and, local
planning authorities is defined in Standards 1.111-1.1.14.
Generally the state will provide assistance to local communi-
ties.in initiating or stalling the planning authority mechanisms
described in Standards 1.111-1.114. It should he responsible
for coordinating and evaluating the local planning efforts to
assure the equitable provision of services and distribution of
state and federal resources throughout the state. See
Standards 1.122 and 1.125.

Rela'L:2.d Standards

1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Ilan
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.121 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.126 Office of Youth Advocate
1.131 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Service System
1.132 Development and Implementation of National Juve-

nile justice end Delinquency Prevention Standards
1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State, and Local Activities
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1.122 Development of a
State Juvenile Service
Plan
The state agency, in conjunction with the local planning
authorities, should develop a state juvenile service plan which
addresses the problems and needs of all juveniles 0-18 years of
age and encompasses problems of youth who are dependent,
neglected', or abused. or who engage in delinquent conduct or

,noncriminal misbehavior. The., state juvenile service plan
should be developed on an annual basis and should designate
needed financia; resources and mechanisms for
implementation, monitoring, and modification.

The process for development of the state plan should include
the participation of youth, the policy-making officialsof the
major state juvenile service agencies, the executive manage-
ment and budget agency, other governmental entities, citizen
groups, businesses. and private nonprofit organizations
providing services for juveniles.

Sources:

See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals. Report 'of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 2.3,
2.7, and 25.1-25.3 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the
Task Force]; IrOitute of Judicial Administration/ American
Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile
Justice, Standards 1.1-1.7, and 2.1(A)-(C) (tentative draft,
1977) [hereinafter cited as 1JA/ ABA, Planning for JuvAile
Justice]; R. Kohetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Admin-
istration (1nterriational Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973).

Commentary
This standard recommends that the state agency dd'scribed

in Standard 1.121, should develop a state juvenile service plan
with the active participation of the local planning authorities
The plan shOuld address the probleMs and needs of youth-
provided services by the state-level juvenile service system and
other local concerns which can be best addressed by -state
agencies. It Should also integrate the local juvenile service
plans into a cohesive state strategy to assure the equitable
distribution Of state and federal resources au the state and local
level: This should not restrict the autonomy of the local
planning authority. Rather, it is intended to optimize limited

resource distribution calL avoid unnecessary duplication ar:'
conflicting agency goals and responsibilities.

Formulation of the plan is recommended as a means fo:
encouraging development of a cohesive and cornprehensiv::
juvenile service system which includes education, mental
health, physical health, recreation, welfare, supervision, law
enforcement, adjudication,,employment, and housing compo-
nents. The plan should cover both administration and service
provision, and should be closely coordinated with the services
provided by private agencies and organizations which utilize
state and federlfunds. The state agency should be responsible
for providing necessary personnel and financial assistance to
staff the local planning units, and coordinating local and state
planning efforts.

The organizational structure chosen to implement the
planning process should be consistent with the size and
complexity of the state juvenile service system. Planning units
could be operational at both the county and multi-county
level, and provide for the acquisition, supervision, monitoring,
and in some instances direct service provision according to the
annual operational plan. See generally IJA/ABA, Planning
for Juvenile Justice, supra at Standards 2.1(b), 2.2(c), and
2.4(b); Report of the Task Force, supra at Standards 2.3 and
2.7. See also Standard 4.11 and Commentary.

The second part of the standard recommends that state-
level planning efforts should inelude the participation of the
state and local service agency executives, political officials,
service recipients, business and labor mpresentativeS, private
citizens, and youth. Since juveniles are often not considered
equals within the predominantly adult decision- making
process because of limited expertise and experience, t.11,1y

should be given the necessary materials and training in such
areas as group process, decisio.,making analysis of social
systems, parliamentary procedure, research and evaluation
techniques. See generally Report of the Task Force, sutra at
Commentary to Standard 2.7. Through the state-level
planning process, the state agency should also supplement the
role of the local community in assessing areas. of need. in
establishing appropriate strategies to meet such needs, and in
recommending the utilization of federal and state resynrces
available to the various state agencies.

Capacity for action in any delinquency effort can be
expected only after the parties exercising control over
necessary resources have come to some agreement about
plans of action. Advisory roles in themselves are not
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sufficient. Representation by private yes should
include the right to decide and act with
as the public sector. Capacity to act requi=i, -.hat_ all of the
significant players are involved in a Repar:
of the Task Force, supra at Commentary .., Standard 2.5.
The state agency should be er.-7:)wered :( integrate ,a11

youth services in accordance with tr.::-Itate pi. facilitale 7T
implementation. In order to do effect .:.:: the agenr
should have the power to bring tot,,-'7Cr
organizations for the, accomplishm.:
upon objectives. It should have the ot r:

pursuant to the receipt and distribu.....,1 of siat... and tf;s7:7:
funds, by any agency group and/or -gar_..z_atit-- It
also be responsible for the approval yeariy prat 2t r,

Of state juvenile service agencLts to complianc,
juvenile service plan. To enzoura:,..: ppropriau
deelopment and improvements in :es, the acrr
should have the authority to e: 4e or
administrative controls to effect state . complian,
part of the participating groups, organl,.itions.
as well As have a strong program of 2.7,1 ' cchr
assistance to encourage and expeditt.

There are a number of governmei.: -level .es

community groups that should be inv(
delinquency. Each of these groups Is. ,,ts

authority, expertise, and the ower ar
support effective programming in the .t::-iinquenr' an:J.
state agency through its planning fu-,-;ctions 1, ,:es
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=ism to unite the local and federal resources in a
fashion for a comprthensive approach to delin-

_er.:zr.- prevention and control.

d Standarca

Organization of the local Juvenile Servic:. System
-.2 Development of a Local Juvenile Ser:ice

Coordination, Development. and Imcienraniation of
Local Juvenile Service Programs and: Gu:/i(nes

i4 Evaluation and Modification of the Juvenile
Service System Program Efforts

21 Organization of the Slate Juvenile Sez-7.::: Systen-
Development of Statt.-Standards and auldelines

.12-L Provision of Ftnancia-1and Technical'.L7e-,oF.trces
Organization and ...00rdination of thy F.
Juvenile Service Systt-fri

t.=P Development and lin:llementation of National im
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Stew-Pt
Allocation of Financial and Technical Resource

.1_74 Evaluation of Federal_ State. and Local
Data Base Development and Collection

.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resou

.2:5. Problem Identification and Prioritization

.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.26 Strategy Development

.21



1.123 Development of
State aandards and
Guidettimes
The state age.-21-1 .. in conjunction with the state uts.local
planning proce ,',... should initiate: .

a.. A review-,z-.--;::.7national standards for jto Re-. i..isti,'P-and
delinquency prevention;

b. The adoption, with' or without iiiiAtiiETation, or
development of appropriate stands.- z.- to 'rniinove t!'e
state juvenile service system; and

c. The development of necessary guidelines,
regulations. and, legislation to statewide
compliance with the state standard-

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Co=ittee Criminal

Justice Standar: and Goals, Report . Force on
Juvenile.- Justice Delinquency .Prel. .--'on, Standard 2.3
(1976) [hcreinl. -r cited as Report Task Force];
Institute of Judicial Administration/ Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile istice .Standards,
Standards Relating to Planningfor Juve-.: Justice, Standard
2.1(b), (tentative draft. 1977) [hereinaft.--__ijted as 1.JA/ ABA;',
Planning for Juvenile Justice].

Commentary
This standar:: recommends that the state agency should

assume the responsibility for the development of statewide
standards and guidelines for juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention.

The standards should address procedures, criteria, and
techniques designed to improve the effectiveness ancl fairness'
of the juvenile justice system and delinquency prevention
proarafris.' They should be specific and quantifiable where.
possible.

Activities required to monitor, set standards, and develop
innovative services require resource concentrations which
exceed those that could be justified by regional or local
agencies. Similarly these same functions employ large
numbers of profes:aonals, more readily available on a
centralized basis. Were these responsibilities decentralized,
the quality of their performance could be expected to vary
with the resources of the _locality performing them, and with
the exception of a few very large urban areas, the quality
could be expected to be uniformly lower than is' possible

thrc Lrntralized 1JA/ABA, Planning for
Juvenile .j.w.s.,:ce, supra at Comnientary to' Standard 2.1(b).
A crnirraliz:7,:c:standards development effort also affords an

opporarnity l'i:,:unsider and draw generalizable- conclusions
from ci.---,==ning problems and needs of::Various groups
of youth "J":',11-0: are served by the javenile service system
throughow. tnertate. It also permits the efficient dissemination
of the sta:riclittis to the local community for input and
compliance :monitoring. See generally 1JA/ ABA, Planningfor
Juvenile Justice. siipra. and Report of the .TaSk Force, supra.

Paragraph (a) of the standard recommends that a review
should be =atie of .the.national standards developed by the
federal agen responsible for juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention as standards developed 'by other national -
and state anizations. Related standards developed by other
federal a .ae; and gperaTio nal within the state should also
be incorpt.' ,ted into. thej review to avoid conflicts in the policy.
and to -; for redesign, various agencies' roles and respon-

L.

sibiiities.
. Paragn-,r,ir_ (b) suggests that the standards development

process result in either the adoption of existing federal
standarch....nodification of those standards to fit the needs and
problems of the state, or development of more detailed
standards, address specific problems within the state and/or:
certain 'ocal communities.

-Paragraph (c) recommends that the state agency should
assure that appropriate guidelines, regulations and legiSlation
to facilitate implementation of the standards be developed in
conjunction with the planning units and affected services. The
standards should be related to state and local goals and .thejr
achievement should make a contribution to goal achievement.
The planning process at. the state and local levels should
indicate the nature of contribution the standards are expected-
to make. Since the standards are related to the pia-lining
process, implementation should be in accordance with the
prioritization of the problems, .needs, and goals established by
the state- and local communities. See generally LIA/ABA,
Planning for Juvenile Justice, supra; Report of the Task
Force, supra.
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Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Seryice System
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Servide Plan
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1.113

1.114

Coordination...Development, and. Implementation of
_L.cal Juvenile Service Prograihs and Guidelines
fraluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile
'Service System- Program Efforts

1.125
1.126
1.131

Evaluation of LOcal'and State. Efforts
Office of Youth Advocate
Organization and .Coordination o the Federal
Juvenile Service System

1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System 1.132 Development and Implementation of .7National Juve-
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan nile Justice and Delinquency Peventann Standards
1.123 Development of State Standtards-and 'Guidelines 1.133 Distribution of Financial and Techni=a1 Resources
1.124 Provision of Financial and Teeliniaal Resources 1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State, and Loyal. Activities
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1.124 Provision of
FinaKial and Technica
Resources
In order to facilitate juvenile service planning and 3ro4
development at the state and local levels, the state: agency
should provide:

a. Personnel and/or necessary resources to staff ;fate and
local planning units;

b. Subsidy funds for juvenile services;
c. Training programs for juvenile service system profes-

sionals, paraprofessionals, volunteers, and other pro-
viding services to juveniles; and

d. Funds for new and innovative programs to upgrade the
effectiveness of the existing juvenile service ,-ustem as
well as for the assessment of such programs.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory' Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and. Goals, Report of the Task Force on

/ Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 2.3
(106) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force];
Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice. Standard
2.1 (B)-(1977).[hereinafter cited as 1JA/ ABA, Planning for
Juvenile Justice].

Commentary
This standard recommends' that the state agency provide

technical assistance and financial. F.upport to ensure that
sufficient money and expertise are available to facilitate
juvenile service planning and program development at the
state and local levels.

Paragraph (a) recommends that the agency assume the
responsibility of providing the personnel and/or necessary
resources to enable. the state and local communities to fulfill
their planning and coordinating responsibilities. See Com-
mentaq to Standard 1.111.

The state agency should coordinate existing and appropri-
ate state and federal technical assistance and develop
additional such resources as necessary to provide consulta-
tion services. See Standard 1.133; see generally Report of the
Task Force, supra; 'JAI ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice,
supra. Consultation services should be provided to assist
public and private agencies, institutions, and individuals as
well as state and local planning entities in upgrading existing
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services and/or facilities and in designing and implementing
new and expanded services.

Paragraph (b) recommends that the state agency coordinate
and/or administer the distribution of all state and federal
subsidies pertaining to juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention. The agency should assure that these funds are
used to supplement and increase but not supplant, to the
extent fea§ible and practical, the available state, local and
other nonfederal funds. All such funding should be in
accordance with the planning efforts of the state and local
communities and should be regarded as :an adjunc( to the
implementation plans of the planning .process and not the
primary purpose of the planning process. In order to assure
that such funding is necessary and is being used appropriately,
the agency should have the authority to review the budgets of
agencies which are recipients of such funds. See Standard
1.133; see generally IJA/ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice,
supra. Report of the Task Force, supra recommends a similar
responsibility for the state as a method to effectuate
coordination at the state and local levels.

It should have the power of budget review, with the
corresponding ability to receive and dispense funds. It
should also be responsible for the approval of yearly
operational plans of state youth services, financial assist-
ance to units of local government, engaged in prevention ,
activities, standard setting for state and local programs, and
program monitoring of all state-level services offered to
youth. Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to
Standard 2.3.
Paragraph (c) recommends that the state agency provide

training programs for juvenile service system professionals,
paraprofessionals; volunteers, and others connected with serv-
ices for children and youth. This would include but not be
'invited to planning, administrative, correctional, and law
enforcement personnel, teachers and other educational
personnel, probation officers and other persons connected
with the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency.
The curriculum for the training should utilize an interdiscipli-
nary approach with respect to prevention and control of
delinquency and the diversion of youth from the juvenile
justice system and other topics appropriate to the needs of the
state and local communities. In carrying out its training
function, the agency should coordinate the utilization of
available federal, state and local funds, services, equipment,
personnel, and facilities to develop and/or supplement the
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training capacity within the,existing state and local juvenile
service system. See generally Report c.f the Task Force, supra;
IJA/ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice, supra. See also
Standards 1.421-1.429.

Paragraph (d) recommends that the state agency sponsor
research and demonstration efforts to upgrade the effective-
ness of the existing juvenile service system at all levels.
Research should be directed at the development of new and
innovative programs which show promise of making a
contribution toward the prevention and treatment, of
delinquency as well as the assessment of such programs. The
state academic community, as well as other public and private
research agencies and appropriate individuals, should be
involved in these developments and evaluation activities. See
Standards 1.31 and 1.32. In conjunction with the federal
agency, the state should disseminate the results of such
research and demonstration activities as well as ether
pertinent data and studies to individuals, agencies, and
organizations concerned with juvenile delinquency and its
prevention and control. See Standard l.133; see generally
Report of the Task Force, supra; 1JA/ABA, Planning for
Juvenile Justice. supra.

Related Standards

1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System

1.112 Development of.a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination. Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of.State Standards and Guidelines
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.131 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Service System
1.132 Development and Implementation of National Juve-

nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards
1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State. arid Local Activities
1.421 Law Enforcement Personnel
1.422 Judicial Personnel
1.423 Prosecutorial Personnel
1.424 Legal Services Personnel
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juveniles
1.426 Educational Personnel
1.427 Planning Personnel
1.428 Personnel Providing Support Services in Residential

Programs
1.429 Administrative Personnel
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1.125 Evaluation of Local
and State Efforts
The state agency should develop an evaluation process to
assess services provided by the state as well as state and local
planning and coordination efforts:The process should focus
on program administration, operation, compliance with
standards and plans, and coordination of the state and local
juvenile services and planning activities. Dissemination of
information relating to the evaluation findings and appro-
priate recommendations should be made available to the
respective planning units and service agencies for considera-
tion and response. The state agency should be responsible for
determining the adequacy of compliance with the recommen-
dations and whether additional corrective measures are
necessary.

Sources:

National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-
ards and Goa ls,Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 2.3. 25.1, and 27.1-
27.4 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force];
Institute of .Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice, Stand-
ards 2.1. 2.2, 4.2, and 4.3 (tentative draft, 1976) [hereinafter
cited as IJA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice]; R. Kobetz
and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration (Internation-
al Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973).

Commentary

The state agency described in Standard I.i 21 provides a
mechanism for establishing, monitoring, evaluatihL. the
quality of the state's juvenile services system. This standard
provides for the development of a centralized evaluation
process by that state agency. As with the development of
standards and prograMs described in Standards 1.123 and
1.124. a successful evaluation program often requires greater
concentration of professionals in a centralized agency rather
than in several local agencies. A centralized state evaluation
agency can utilize resources and disseminate results more
efficiently than a decentralized system. The National AdVisory
Committee recognizes that a state agency has limited power to
control and enforce decisions about individual juveniles and
to effect the activities of local planning authorities. However, a
centralized state mechanism for assessing the quality of local
services would maximize the effectiveness of such services. A
state agency must adhere to evaluative procedures which
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ensure accuracy and consistency in the collection and
interpretation of data. In this respect, a centralized agency's
impact on the improvement of juvenile services will he more
significant than the impact of a decentralized system of
evaluation. See generally Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 60-64.

This standard also recommends that the state agency
develop an evaluation process which can assess not only
individual state and local juvenile service programs, but also
state and local program planning and coordination efforts.
As with local evaluation efforts, the state agency should utilize
both "performance inonitoring" techniques which evaluate
project activities and "intensive evaluation" techniques which
measure a particular project's results. See Standard 1.114. To
be comprehensive, the state agency's evaluation effort should
assess all state and local-level juvenile service projects,
programs, and service systems. Evaluation should fOeus on the
objectives of the specific projects, on state and local standards
and guidelines, and on systemwide efforts to coordinate
juvenile service plans. See generally Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standard 25.1 and Commentary. Evaluation "must
transcend individual agency needs and relate to . . system-
wide concerns." Id.

The standard also recommends that the state agency assist
local evaluative efforts which involve federalor state funded
services. In determining whether a federal or .,state program,
should be trarsferred to another locality within a state, the
state agency should use the most stringent evaluative
techniques to assure impartiality and accuracy in the methods
used and results obtained.

Coordination of planning, funding, and evaluation- should
occur at both the state and local level. State agency procedures
should encourage and monitor compliance with recommenda-
tions that arise from the evaluation process. However, this
standard permits prOgram representatives to respond to the
results and recommendations of any state agency evaluation.
In this way, officials of public and private juvenile service
agencies may respond to evaluation results offering their
operations and the existing juvenile service system. See
generally Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 25.1. In
some cases, such feedback from program representatives may
alter and correct final evalUation results and recommenda-
tions. In all cases, this opportunity to respond should
meaningfully involve program officials in the evaluation
proce : :s, thus engendering their involvement and cooperation
in carrying out the ultimate recommendations of the statewide
agency.

While development of an evaluative process is encouraged
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by this standard, a specific mechanism is not mandated. States
should mandate this evaluation process by statute. See Report
of the Tusk Force, supra at Standard 25;1 and Commentary.
This ,standard' leaves to the states determination or the
appropriate division of operations between the state and local
agencies involved. The state agency. in Conjunction with local
planning authorities, should allocate a specific percentage of
financial and technical resources for the evaLltion process.
and should provide a mechanism for the distribution of 'such
resources. cf Report of the Task Fori, Standard 2,3 and
Commentary.

The state agency should seek out local planning authorities
and state advisory committees in order to involve all members
of affected state, local, public and private groups. and
interested private citizens. in decision making regarding the
evaluation process.

Related Standards
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts
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1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State,.and Local Activities
1.21 Data Base Development' and Collection
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community' Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.26 'Strategy Development
1.27 Program Coordination
1.28 Program Development
1.29 Program lmplementatiou
1:31 Development of an Evaluation System
1.32 Development of-a Research Capability
1.535 Access for the Purpose of Conductin,s Research,

Evaluative, or Statistical Studies
1.56 'Destruction of Records
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1.126 Office of Youth
Advocate
The state government should establish an executive office of
youth advocate with the responsibility for investigating and
reporting misfeasance and malfeasance within_ the juvenile
service s-Jstem, inquiring into areas of concern, and conduct-
ing periodic audits of the juvenile service ystem to ascertain
its effectiveness and compliance with established responsibili-
ties.

The office of the youth advocate should have the authority to:

a. Examine all records pertaining to the juvenile service
system;

b. Subpoena witnesses and hold public hearings; .

c. Issue reports to the governor, legislature, family court,
and the director of the agenCy under consideration;

d. Recommend revocation of federal and state funding
and/or state certification;

e. Initiate legal action to obtain compliance with the
recommendations; and

f. Publish its findings and recommendations on an annual
basis for the general public.

The authority of the agency should extend over all juvenile
services receiving state and/or federal funding.

Source:

See generally White House Conference on Children, Report
to the :President (1970) [hereinafter cited as Report to the
President]; .National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice

. Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 2.3 (1976)

"hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

.commentary

This standard recommends that the state government
establish a single executive. Office of Youth Advocacy.
Although some programs currently function as youth
advocates, the range of services is too scattered and random to
effectively meet the special needs L,if youth. See generally
Report to the President, supra at 389-397 (1970); and ,Report
of the Task Force, supra.

Several. biases have been observed in present youth
advocacy programs, and such programs as presently constitut-
ed have been charged with creating more disarray than
responses to problems in the juvenile service system. See
Report to the President, supra. The biases that have been
noted are (I) present youth advocacy agencies tend to

emphasize program description rather than program impleL
mentation and evaluation, and as a result there are more
"paper programs" than actual ones; (2) such agencies are
usually dominated by one particular profession, the concerns
of which are often more "territorially dominated" than youth
oriented; and (3) such agencies often over diagnose and over
classify youth as a method for excluding them from particular
services. See Report to the President, supra at 390.

By establishing a single youth advocate office, this standard
could ensure the setting of standards and specific goals be
achieved by the state's juvenile service systein. The goals of
such nn office should include (I) ensuring a proper and
nourishing environment for children; (2) strengthening the
family by unifying a community's social services; (3)
improving and strengthening child and family services; (4)

\ providing baSic services individual youth in need of such
services; and (5) working for legislation, judicial, and admin-
istrative change to improve the system. See Report to the
President, supra at- 390. See also. R. Kbbetz and B. BoSarge,-
Juvenile Justice Administration, 450 (International Associa-
tion of Chiefs-of Police, 1973). Each of these five goals could
bebee furthered by psi Office of Youth' Advocacy.

The Office would be principally responsible for serving as a
centralized advocate for youth to Maximize' services through
existing community-:based facilities', See Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 2.3. 16 addition to remedying
current biases in the juvenile service system and setting more
relevant goals for these systems, an Office of Youth Advocacy
could remedy the lacl of accountability now evident in the
scattered agencies. See Report to the President, supra at 390.
These agencies currently lack accountability to the very
persOns they were set up to servejuveniles. All youth,.in part
'because of the legal incapacities imposed by their status as
children, require skilled and consci,enctious advocates. By em-
powering the Office of Youth AilvOcacy with the ability to ini-
tiate-legal action, hold hearings, publish findings, etc., this
standard attempts to ensure that children and their special
concerns will '`not be forgotten by the community or the legis-
lature. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary
to Standard The present lack of accountability

of
the

community would be diminished because the Office of Youth
Advocacy would be directly accountable to the governor of
the state. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary
to Standard 2.3.1

This standard gives the Office of Youth Advocacy authority
to examine all juvenile records, to subpoena witnesses, and to
hold public hearings. See paragraphs (a) and (b) of this stand-
ard. This authority will enable the office freely to probe
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allegations of deficiencies and illegality within the juvenile
service,system, and should minimize the ability of agencies to
im'pede the investigation of 'complaints. Consistent with the
authority conveyed in paragraphs (a) and (b) of this standard,
the office should be responsible for knowing the functions of
all relevant state agencies to reveal areas in which such
agencies inadequately serve juveniles and to work for
improvements. Accord, Report to the President, stipra at 392.

This standard also gives the Office of Youth Advocacy the
prerogative to recommend revocation of program funding or
certification. See paragraph (d). In so doing, this standard
greatly bolsters the office's ability to carry out the continued
improvement of a state's juvenile service system, and in turn to-
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remain a strong advocate for children.Si,e,Report of the-Task
Force, supra ht Standard 2.3 and Commentary; see also.
Report to the President, supra at 392. This ability to
recommend elimination of funding; supplemented by. the
ability to bring-lawsuits; gives the Office of Youth Advocacya
unique capacity and potency to act quickly to remedy' urgent
and profound conditions which disserve juveniles and which
abridge the letter or spirit of the law.

-

Related Standards
).121 Organization of the State Ju' enile Service System
4.82 ° Ombudsmen Programs



1.13 Federal-Level
Participation
1.131 Organization and
Coordination of the
Federal Juvenile Service
System
The Federal Government, through an executive agency
responsible for juvenilc justice and delinquency preventlir,,
should:

a. Plan, organize, and coordinate all juvenile sea ices
relating 'to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention at
the federal level; and

b. Coordinate all federal funds in direct support for
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention.

Sources:

See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 2.4,
.2.5, 2.8, and 2.9 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report oldie Task
Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice, Stand-
ards 1.2 and 4.1 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA / ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice]; Report of the
White House Conference on Youth, 7.22a (2) and 7.23a
(1971).

Commentary
This standard recommends that the Federal Government

should establish an executiveagency responsible for providing
the -leadership, coordination resources necessary to
increase the capacity of state and local governments and
public and private agencies to conduct effective juvenile justice
and delinquency prevention programs, research, evaluation,
and training services.

The current fragmentation of the juvenile service system
and the proliferation of agencies responsible for portions of
services delivered to juveniles and their families is often the
result of attempts by states and local communities to meet the
requirements of the many varied federal programs. It is this
resultant tangle of state and local agencies, boards, and offices
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with overlapping responsibilities and inconsi.,:yla policies for
care and treatment of children which necessitates consolida-
tion of the federal funding process and reduction of federal
organizational fragmentation. See generally Report of the
Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 2.4; IJA/
ABA, Planning.for Juvenile Justice, supra at Commentary to
Standard 4.1 (e).

The Federal Government has largely relied on a variety of
antipoverty, social and welfare, education, and employment
programs to help improve and upgrade the standard of
living, and at the same time hopr.ifully attack the root causes
of j.ivenile delinquency.

Specific efforts to address the juvenile delinquency
problem have been limited to either planning and funding
programs outside the justice system or programs within the
justice system. They have not been used in conjunction with
each other because of the legislation of the federal agencies
involved. No effective mechanism has been developed for
planning and funding programs and projects across
functional lines. General Accounting Office, How Federal
Efforts to Coordinate Programs to Mitigate Juvenile
Delinquency Proved Ineffective, 51 (1975).
The federal agency should provide leadership to facilitate

efforts of the intergovernmental structures at the state and
local level recommended in Standards 1.111 and 1.121. To
accomplish these objectives the federal agency should have the
authority to coordinate both existing services and funds
provided by other federal agencies which directly affect the
prevention and control of juvenile delinquency.

Paragraph (a) of the standard concerns the first of these
coordination responsibilities. In order to plan, organize, and
coordinate existing federal juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention services, the federal agency should develop criteria
for defining the characteristics of juvenile delinquency and its
prevention, the diverting of youth from the juvenile justice
system, and the training, treating, and rehabilitating of
juvenile delinquents. Utilizing.these criteria, relevant federal
programs and agencies shOuld be identified and, following an
analysis of the programs' relevancy to impact on delinquency,
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a comprehensive plan covering these prograMS should he
developed by the federal agency. The plan should indicate
modifications in the, program's' organization, management,
personnel standards, budget requests, and of
implementation which would facilitate coordination and
resource concentration at the local and state level. All federal
officials who exercise significant decision-makin2 authority
within the aforementioned agencies and programs should
advise and assist the federal agency in the coordination
overall polio, and development of objectives and prioritie, of
all federal juvenile delinquency initiatives.

However, the strategy to organise and coordinate federal
agencies, and as a result to concentrate federal resources,
proposed in paragraph (a) recogniss that most of the
decisions aficciing the allocation of funds provided by federal
programs arc made at the state and local levels. Accordingly,
the standard, together with Standards 1.111 and 1.121.
recommends integrated federal. state, and local approach.
The Federal (br,. ernment provides leadership and assistance
to state and lical agencies where the problems are most
immediate and decisi,ins are made.

This leadership can he exercised not only by setting policy
and prioritis. but also by removing obstacles to more
effective concentration and coordination of federal programs
at the point of service delivery. Cerain federal regulations, for
example, are designed to assure compliance with legislative
intent at the operating level. Some regulations may at the
same time stand in the way of a community's creative use of
program funds toward the achievement of program purposes.
When this is the case, the regulatory requirements should he
considered on a cost-benefit basis and, when aporopriate,
relaxed in a was to permit local program development while
maintaining accountability and protecting against abuse.
federal agency, in conjunction with the other affected federal
agencies should develop an appropriate mechanism to
respond to such requests from state and local communities.

The feedback from the specific efforts should provide the
federal agencies with a solid basis for recommending and
implementing changes in their programs, guidelines, regula-
tions, and or legislation. See generally 13A, ABA. Phmning
Jar Juvenile' Justice, supra -..t Commentary to Standard 4.1(h).

This standard's recommendation for an executive agency is
in accordance with the dictates of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 [hereinafter cited as
J.ID1)]. The law created the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Preventiw to identify existing and needed
resources, identifY and priorities, and develop strategies to
implement a comprefici, effort to bath prevent and control
juvenile delinquency and improve the. Federal Government's
coordination of such efforts. It also provides for ongoing
research, training. and he distribution of information on
delinquency.

The role ot the Government outlined in this
standard also parallels the -ecommendation of other standard-
setting groups. In most stances, such groups recommend
that, the Feder.,1 Governrr;:at concern itself less with the direct
provision of sdr ices and :.sore with the development of insti-
tutions to pros ide servid.:, through state and local govern-
ment. Thus. the cmphasi ,ceommended by such groups is that
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t ..etleral Government. through an appropriate executive
at _icy, assist states and localities to improve their capacity to
p .:f1 and manage the social services appropriate for reducing
C. mquencv. See Report qf the Task Force, supra at

Inmentar\ to Standard 2.4.
i-cderal tivenile justice policy should encourage the
:cductiou of the number of agencies in each jurisdiction,
innovation in services and organizational structure, and
new approaches to decision making. Federal funding for
juvenile justice should he allocated in such a way to give
incentives to states, localities and private agencies to pursue
these purposes. See 1.1A / ABA. Planning ./or Juvenile

supra at Standard 4.1(c).
In addition to ending the tendency for federal funding to

proliferate conflicting agencies in the state juvenile justice
system. a single federal juvenile justice agency should also
provide a grc.iter impact on the content and (.!ualit,' of direct
services to juveniles than is possible under the present
approach.

Paragraph (b) of this standard addresses the second
coordination responsibility noted earlier. It recommends that
the federal az.cnev administer and distribute all federal funds
in direct s.c.pport of juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention ;.,u.1 coordinate all other federal funds directly
related to th,.e same in accordance with the aforementioned
strategy. Through the coordination of the federal funding
mechanism, the federal agency can effect similar coordination
at the state and local levels, thereby facilitating the
concentration of resources at those levels. The structure of
federal grant programs has been shown to have a major
influence on the st-ucture Of state government. Both inside the
juvenile justice system, and more generally throughout the
rtr,ge of public services, states tend to organise the supervision
of their service-delivery systems to -cflect- at least in form
the guidelines of federal programs. See 1.1A ABA, Planning

jUr Juvenile Justice. supra at Co, mentary to Standard 4.10.
At present. it is clear that i ,e of the large number of
agencies giving money for chridren's services, and because
of the relatively small amount each federal agency is able to
spend on juvenile justice services, it is difficult for any
federal guidelines to insure that funding has had any impact
on services. 1.1A ,:- Planning /or Juvenile Ju.s-tice..mpra
at Commcntury t, 'standard 4.10,
The federal agen should provide or assure th:: an

organisational strucius-e exists through which federal re,.our-
ces can he made available to states and local communities in
sufficient amounts 10 meet local needs. The distribution of
federal resources should he in the form of block and formula
grant allocations. "I he allocations should he determined on the
basis of demographic charactk.,-istics associated with delin-
quency. Sec Report of Liu, Pask Force, supra at Commentary
to Standard 2X Insofar' as possible, guidelines for federal
grant programs should communicate as directly as possible
the original intent of the mabling legislation with as few
restrictions on the recipients as possible. "1 his should enable
the funding mechanisms to respond to variations in state and
local-level characteristics and integrate the federal funding
process into the state and local organisational model provided
through Standards 1.111-1.125. See gen:Tally 1.IA ABA,



Mann:- Or Juvenile Justice, supra at Commentary to
Stand,:

Fede:al funds must he the main source of money. The
re.-r,.tnsibility, however, for generating and running these
prit-Htams must lie with the communities. Once again,
fur, 2g agencies must broaden the categories of programs
col ..iered for support . . . By striking a new balance
bet ,ten those agencies charged with viewing the juvenile
fro the system's vantage point, and :.hose other agencies
ch.trged with viewing the system from the juveniles' vantage
point, we can conceivably channel some funds from one side
to the other. Report qf the White House Conlerence on
Youth, supra at Resolution 7.23(a).
In addition to its role as a source of funding and the

principal mechanism to affect federal-level coordination and
concentration or resources, the federal agency should also he
responsible for advancing the state of knowledge in JJDP
through standards, basic research, training, technical assist-
ance. monitoring, and eva!uation. See Standards 1.132-1.134.
"Ilic incorporation of a national institute as established in the
.1.1 DP Act of 1974 should provide valuable information into
the nature of human problems and methods for their

alleviztio7. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
2.4; and A / ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice, supra at

:try to Standard 4.1(c).

Re1E-1.,p.d Standards

1.111 '_.)rganization of the Local Juvenile Service System
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination. Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.112 Development and Implementation of National hive-

.. nile .Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards
1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State, and Local Activities
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1.132 Development and
Implementation of
National Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency
Prevention Standards
The federal agency should develop national standards for
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention through which
national goals, priorities and concerns should be stated. The
agency should provide the necessary resources to assist in the
review of the national standards and the development of state
and local standards.

Sources:

See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, .Report of the Task Force for
Juvenile and Delinquenu Prevention, Standards:2.4,
2.8. and 2.9 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Force]: Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards;
Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice, Standard
4\ I (tentative, 1977) [hereinaft..1 cited as IJA/ABA, Planning

for Juvenile Justice]; Report of the White House Conference
on Youth. 772a(2). 772h, and 723a (1971).

Commentary

This standard recommends that the federal agency assume
responsibility for the development and recommendation of
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention standards and the
means for facilitating their review and implementation by
federal agencies, states, and local communities. The standards
should represent the national goals, priorities, and concerns
related to juvenile justice and delinquency prevention. They
should provide both the .means for assessing the existing
methods of juvenile service provision at all levels of
government, and direction on how best to plan and manage
services that encourage law-abiding conduct and reduce the
incidence of delinquency. See generally Report of the Task
Force, .supra at 104.. However, the standards cannot
realistically be expected to anticipate the needs, structure, and
particular priorities of each state and local community. As a
result, the states and local communities should have the
opportunity to select those standards which best address their
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unique needs. The opportunity to modify the national
standards or to utilize the standards of other national groups
is recommended as a method to provide a variety of solutions
to-deal with the diversity of problems and needs. See generally
Report of the Task Force, supra; see also Advisory
Committee on Stanchrds for Juvenile Justice and Delinquen-
cy Prevention, Genoral Implementation Plan (September
1976). Review of the national standards and the subsequent
development of statewide standards should be a joint process
on the part of the state agency and local planning authorities,
The state_agency should provide a mechanism to assure such
collaboration in the entire standards development process.

To facilitate the review, development, prioritization, and
implementation of state and local standards, the federal
agency should utilize its resources such as the provision, of
incentives, technical assistance, research, evaluation, and
coordination of related juvenile service resources provided by
other federal agencies. See generally Report of the Task
Force, supra at Commentaries to Standards 2.4, 2.8, and 2.9.
The agency should utilize its funding capability to provide the
state with a means to initiate the standards review and
development process. It should also provide monies for the
exploration, development, and evaluation of various ap-
proacht±s, techniques, and models proposed in the standards.
Technical assistance should be provided to governmental and
private agencies in compliance with or in the process of
complying with the standards in order to provide information,
training, skills, planning, guidance, and other nonfederal aid.
Research and resources should also be employed to compare
present state and local practices and policies, those
suggested by the standards, to, explore and deRmstrate
various implementation strategies, and to determine /the effect
of compliance with various standards in local /find state
settings. Coordination efforts should be initiated to encourage
federal agencies supporting juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention services to utilize appropriate standards or selected
concepts contained in the standards in their respective funding
guidelines. Finally, the federal agency should disseminate the
standards and information concerning them through public
hearings, speeches, and seminars to encourage public debate
and comment.
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Related Standards

1.112 I Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juve: pile

Service System Piogram Efforts
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System

1.122 Development of a State .Juvenile' Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.131 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Servide System
1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State, and Local Activities
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1.133 Allocation of
Financial and Technical
Resources
In order to facilitate juvenile justice and delinquency
prevention planning, coordination, and program
development, the federal agency should provide appropriate
resources and direction to initiate and maintain coordination
among federal programs and services relating to juvenile
justice and delinquency prevAktion; support demonstration,
research, and evaluation prograis; and establish and improve
mechanisms for collecting and disseminating information
concerning theories, successful programs, and improved
methods of program development and administration. In
addition, the federal agency should assist states and local
communities through the provisi4p of technical assistance and
specialized training opportuniti designed to improve
juvenile justice and delinquency :.ntion services, and
allocation of federal funds appro.:.,,,ed kr the support of
state and local juvenile justice art. ..1dinquency prevention
efforts.

'..SOurces:

See ,,enerally National.: Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals Report of the Task- Force.on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency, Standards 2.4,-2.8, and 2.9
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; Insti-
tute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Asociation
Joint Commission on juvenile Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice, Standard'4,1 ten-
tative draft, 1977) [herinafter cited as IJA/ABA, Planning for
Juvenile Justice]; Report of the White House Conference on
Youth, 7.22a(2) and 7.23(a) (1971).

Corpmentary
Recognizing that the Federal GovernMent has played a

major role in guiding and subSidizingthe efforts of the states
and local communities to improve the quantity and-quality of
human services, this standard recommends that the allocation
or specific federal resources pertaining to juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention he the responsibility of the ederal
agency identified in Standard 1.131.

The st uctiirc of federal funding, programs has-been shown
to have.= or influences on the structure of state government.
Generally,.th mughout the range of public services, states tend
to organize thipervision of their service delivery systems to
reflect at least it form -the guidelines of federal programs.

This is paOiculary the case with respect to juvenile ice
programs. See generally IJA / ABA, Manning .for Juvenile-
Justice, supra at 98.

Unfortunately the conflicting goals and guidelines of these
programs have tended to fragment the system, generate a great
deal of organizational instability, and, in some instances,
produce inequities in services to juveniles. it s/clear that these
confusions and inequities result largely from the involvement
of a multiplicity of federal departments, agencies, and
programs in the effort to improve the quality of services to
juveniles, and from the resulting proliferation of service
providers and regulations. In light of the power of federal
programs to influence that structure of state government, it is
most unlikely that more coordinated and internally consistent
juvenile service systems can emerge in the states until the
Federal Government ends the fragmentation of juvenile
service resource allocation. In addition to encouraging more
unified state juvenile' service systern,,a single federal agency
could have greater impact on the content and,quality'of direct
services to juveniles than is possible under the current
uncoordinated approach. Thus,' this standard recommends
that the . federal agency have the authority, to reduce the
organizational fragmentation and to provide the states, and
local communities with the concentrated resources necessary
to innovate new services,. organiiiitional arrangements, and
decision- making processes. See IJA/ ABA.' Planning for
Juvenile Justice, supra at 98-100.

The standard also ,recommends that the federal agency
provide technical assistance and consultation to the states and
local communities. The asi;istance should focus on 'die :-
collection and dissemination; of information about and
theories, successful 'progritiils, and improved methods of
program development and administration. The scope of the
federal agency enables it 'to disseminate knowledge and
information that would otiferwise be lost because orthe
unorganized and erratic flow of information between states
and local communities regaldrug juvenile service provisiOn.
The technical assistance should utilize; experts. in various
program' areas to assist states and local communities with
various aspectS of program development, implementatiion,
and coordination. It should utilize the latest technology to
collect and distribute. information on theories,' ideas, and
programs as well as .provide specialized training opportunities
where information, skills, and techniques can be shared: See
Report of the Thsk Force, supra at 62.
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One of the most ctitical roles of the federal agency would be
the -provision of support for research and evaluation. Through
the provision of such support, programs can be designed
which are -based on theory and kntmledge that have been
strenuously tesyi and reviewed. by independent researcher;,
and practitiolfers. Technical assistance and consultation
should befoffered to state and local units of governments
Which want to develop their own research .capacities. There
should also be methods and procedures for training based on
the findings of the research and evaluation efforts as well as
methods for the dissemination. of information to the general
public. See generally Report of the Task-Force, supra at 62.

In sum, it is the view of the National Advisory Committee
that the Federal Government can best assist in improving
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention by concerning
itself less with the direct provision of services and more with
the development of an organizational- at the stitte and
local level and the provision of necessary 'financial and other
resources,

Related Etandards
1.111 Organization of the Local. Juvenile Service System
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.'113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local' Juvenile' Service Pi-ograms and Guidelines
1.121 Organization ;of the State Juvenile- Service System
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile-Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and. Guidelines
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1,131 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Service. System
1.132 Development and Implementation of National

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevent ion
Standards

1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State, and Local Activities



1.134 EValuation of
Federal; State, and Local
Activities
The federal agency should develop and implement on a
regular and ongoing basis, an evaluation of juvenile justice
and delinquency prevention activities at the federal, state, and
local levels to determine the effect of national and state

.standards and plans.

.Sources:

See generally National Advisory. committee. on Criminal
Justice Standards and "Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice .and Delinquency Prevention,:tandards 1.7,
2.4, and 27,1-27.4 (1976) [hereinafter cited, as Report of the
Task Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/ American
Bar Association Joint Commission 'on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Planning for JuivhilOr
Justice, Standard 4_1 (tentative draft, .1977) [hereinafter cited
as : IJA/ ABA, 'Planning for Juvenile Justice]; Report of the.
White HouSe Coi!ference on Youth, 7.22a(2) and 7.23 (1971).

commentary

In.addition to its role as a source of funding -for innovations
in juvenile justice and delinquency prevention, the federal
agency:', is also resPOnsible for the developmen of new
concepts through .basic research and through the process Of
evaluating :new and existing service. provision: efforts. If
programs are to be based on theory and knowledge that have
been strenuously tested, then the. Federal Government must
insist that a significant proportion' of all juvenile justice and

'delinquency '-prevention funds be committed to monitoring
and evaluation at all levels of program development...,
Accordingly, this stand rd recommends' that the ...federal
agendy directly:monitor a devaluate on a.selettedrbasis--
federal, 'state; -and local uvenile, justice: :and delinquency

;:prevention services which re of partieularsignificance. The
'agency :should .also provida and ..enebtirage related, federal
agenciefi to provide the fne essary, financial and technical .

:resources to states. and !oda! 'omniunities.for the asseSsinent
cif other, types of j venile services. See generall.i,
IJA/ A BA, Planning for Juveni e Justice, supra; RePort o/ the
Task Force, .supra

The 'information,: and InoWledge from- the .monitoring and
'evaluation., efforts concerning ideas, theories,. successful

. Program's, and improved methods\Of 'program development
. .

:
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and .administration shOuld be collected, assessed; and
disseminated through the technical assistance function of the
federal agency- described in Standard, 1.133. Otherwise the
knowledge will be lost due to the unorganized and erratic flow
of information between and within states, counties, and
regions. See.generally Report of the Task Force, supra at -I08. :-

While the role of the federal agency as indicated in this
standard is to support research and evaluation in order ,td
expand the base of knowledge about delinquency and the
methods for its prevention, it is also responsible for providing
resources forprograrn development based on that knowledge.
Unfortunately, research, eValtiation, and program
development functions have more often been regarded as
separate and distinct functions than coordinated and
integrated into a joint planning venture: This separation has
often contributed to the failure of each

Why do we find ourselves 'n danger of repeating old errors?
There area host of reasons but for most iris our failure to
gather knowledge .,On the -effects of our innovations=to
submit our programs to vigorous study aad evaluation.
Such a. failure-would be_ unthinkable in the field of medical
care or even in manufacturing industries, yet it has
traditionally;; gone unquestioned in the :.social realm.
Furthermore-much of our.failure is also due:tontheinabilitY
of scientific and program - people to collaborateSuccessfully

1

in the search-for knowledge even-though they have much to
contribute to each. other. L.T. Empey, A Model for'
Evaluation of PrggrrIns in Juvehile Justice, 1 1977).
Thus, the federal agency...to avoid the error of assuming that'

change can be equated -with- effectiveness and.::that new
programs will succeed where others have failed, should' initiate
and encourage; "other federal agencies, states, and 7 lodal
communities to: initiate collaboration between.the 'research,
evaluation, and program-development funCtions. In initiating
such "collaboration, certain elements must be jointly addressed
by the various functions. For examplethere must be, an
agreement; on, project: 't Oats, sz'a' definition of ,: the ;target-.
population, a\ theoretical' sidtertk ent of...tfii problem, the

AiYelopment of an interventioi strategy, and' firially, an'.:_
assessment of impficatiord, bnce the prbgr m .and research
haVe been completed;: CollaboratiNi efforts containing these
elements shouldspro,ide information on how to better orga,Y
nize new adtiorireSearch programs and to provide' a means of
assessing whether potential programs show :promise. See
Empey, supra at 14,



Related Standardt
1

1.123

1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System 1.125
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan 1.131
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines 1.132
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local -Juvenile

-Justice Service System Program Efforts 1.133
1:121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System 1.134
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan

Development of State Standards and Guidelines
Provisio)1 of Financial and Technical Resources
Evalcatio of Local and State Efforts
Organization and Coordination of the Federal
Juvenile Service System
Development and Implementation of National Juve-
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention. Standards
Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
Evaluation of Federal, State, and Local Activities

,.1
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,12 Planning
1.21 Data Base
Development and
Collection
The local planning authorities in conjunction with the state
agency should develop and maintain a data collection process
to facilitate the planning and evaluation of juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention services. The collection process should
coordinate with and augment state and local information
services available through the major juvenile service agencies.
Classification of the information should be according to four
areas: prevention, law enforcement, adjudication, and
supervision. The information should be objective and current
and should include budget data to facilitate cost effectiveness
estimates.

Sources:

See genera /h' National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.2, 25.4, and
26.1 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; R.
Kobetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration
(International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973).

Commentary.
This standard and subsequent Standards 1.22 through 1.29

delineate a series of steps by which states and localities, using
the organizational structure set out in Standards 1.111-1.114
and 1.121-1.126, can plan and implement an effective and
responsive juvenile justice service systefri. The planning
process describedin Standards 1.21-1.29 is comprehensive and
largely sequential. The steps enumerated first ideally should be
carried out first since they provide facts or value judgements
whch are prerequisite to later steps in the planning process. In
a nutshell, the planning process proposed is the following.
First this standard requires that an adequate uniformly
classified data base must be developed. Standard 1.22 requires
that all existing state and local juvenile justice services must be
inventoried,' analyzed, and initially assessed for effectiveness.
Next, Standard 1.-23 recommends that state and local
problems ;in the juvenile justice area should be identified, both
by their character and by their relative importance: The needs
of, the system should then be identified. (Standard 1.24.)
Fundamental systemic goals and specific preventive or
corrective strategies to meet those goals should be developed.
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(Standards 1.25 and 1.26.) Finally, specific programs which
are consistent with the strategies adopted should be developed
and implemented. (Standards 1.28 and 1.29.) All of these
recommended planning steps should be carried out coopera-
tively by local planning authorities together with the state
agency recommended in Standard 1.121 to enhance coordina-
tion, continuity, and cohesiveness within the statewide
juvenile service system. (Standard 1.27.) See also Standards
1.22-1.26 and 1.28-1.29.

This standard recommends that a data collection process be
developed in order to ease the planning and evaluation
functions of juvenile justice and delinquency, prevention
services. "Planning and evaluation cannot take place without
adequate data." See Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 25.4. This standard calls for the development of a
joint collection process between local planning authorities and
the state agency. It also specifies the types of data that should
be obtained.

Although good data collection entails substantial time and
money, see Report of the Task' Force, supra at Commentary
to Standard. 26.1, only good data can accurately identify what
parts of a jftvenile service system are working well. Coordinat-
ed efforts by local and state agencies are necessary to ensure
adequate bases and reliable data for juvenile service systerri.
The need for adequate data bases has been noted in several
prior national studies. See, e.g.,_President's Commissi\on on
Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice; White
House Conference on Children, Report to the President
(1970); President's Commission on the Causes and Prevention
of Violence, and Joint Commission on the Mental Health of
Children. Sound data will assist planners in setting priorities
for existing and proposed programs in the juvenile service'
system. See Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 21-22:

The need for the local planning authorities and the state
agency to develop and maintain an efficient collection process
is apparent. if the two groups conduct their own collection
processes, the variation in data quality will be pronounced.
"Comparisons between areas may. be distorted simply because
recordkeeping is more detailed and soPimicated in cities than
in rural areas." Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 20.

Current data colleCtion processes are inadequate for a
number of reasons. One problem is that inforf-nation collected
by different juvenile service and other agencies typically has
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not been shared. See Rep OH of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 1.2. Thus, the planning and
evaluation personnel involved in juvenile services "may
seriously misjudge the extent of the community's delinquency
problem... Id. Another problem is that much of the
information persently collected does not focus on prevention
and is therefore meaningless to many planners in the juvenile
services system. The net result of current collection processes
is that program planning may be premised on false
assumptions. hl.

Data collection should be limited to the purposes such
information is to serve. The IJA/ ABA Jdint Commission sets
out four purposes that have been derived nationally from the
overall goal of providing services to juveniles. These purposes
are: (1) to make lawful decisions; (2) to enhance provision of
services to juveniles; (3) to improve the delivery of services by
evaluating the agency; and (4) to facilitate approved research.
Information collected that does not rela!e to specific. purposes
will be haphazardly collected and is unlikely to be used. S.
Wheeler, On Record (1969).

In recommending that local planning authorities and state
agencies jointly develop and maintain a data collection
process, this standard encourages the sharing of necessary
planning and prevention information by all planning
authorities involved. This standard should also aid state.
agencies in focusing on prevention planning by providing
accurate information on total delinquent populations.

The information collected by local planning authorities in
conjunction with the state agency, and the data base
developed by such a coordinated process, should include all
major juvenile service system agencies in the state.- This
coordinated data collection process is not meant to supplant
the police or court's data collection systems, but rather to
provide systemwide .coordination and a more complete,
reliable, and effective data base. See Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standard 1.2.

The classification system setup by this standard would also
facilitate the development and collection of a valid.and useful
data base by creating -clear distinctions among the types of
information received. Classification into the'distinctdivisions
of prevention, law enforcement, adjudication, and supervision
will enable planners in each area to obtain comprehensive and
valid information in specific areas for specific purposes.

A, common practice of agencies has been to overcollect
information to insure "perfect" decisions. See IJA/ ABA,
Planning for Juvenile Justice, Standard 3.1 and Commentary.
Often "decision makers think the more information the better
.their decisions." Bartlett and Green, "Clinical Prediction:
Mies One Sometimes Know Too Much?" 13 J. Counseling
Psych 267 (1966). However, the classification system set up by
this standard will insure that "organizations . . . record only
information that has a clear-cut relevance to its concerns." See
generally U.S. Department of Health, .Education, -and
Welfare, Report of Secretary's Advisory Committee on
Automated. Personal Data ystems, Computers and The
Rights of Citizens, 6 (1973). Tlie-Ngitional Advisory Commit-

; tee thus endorses the present trend in data collection,
toward concentration on "'crucial bits' of information which
are most accurate predictions . ." S. Wheeler, On Record

(1969). By. establishing such a system, controls are built in to
prevent the accumulation of unnecessary information. See
generally IJA/ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice, Standard
3.1 and Commentary. Since only relevant information will be
collected,' the decision-making process of planners may be
shortened. Evaluating excess information is time consuming
and may "frustrate rather than assist the planning decision-
making process." See IJA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile
Justice, Standard. 3.1 and Commentary.

Examples of specific data that should be collected have been
well delineated by the Task Force as follows: (1) demographic
statistics accurately portraying the juvenile population; (2)
data on the number and ch-aracteristics of juveniles who have
had formal or informal contact with any juvenile .service
agency; (3) data on school dropout and truancy rates; and (4)
data on youth unemployment rates. Report of the Task Fora,
supra at Commentary to Standard 26.1. This standard
requires that the information collected should be objective and
current and should include budget data to assist planners in
establishing the cost effectiveness of juvenile service programs.
Accord, Report of the Task Force, supra. Data collected in
this way will present a more accurate and fiscally precise
picture of a state's current and developing areas of need. Id.

Duplicative, overlapping, and uninformative data should be
eliminated and a valid and useful data base should emerge. By
formulating an express policy of information collection, the
centralized state agency can insure against indiscriminate
collection. Rather, the agency should pursue a "conscious
practice of limiting information collection to relevant,
necessary, and lawfully collectible data." IJA / ABA, Planning

for Juvenile Justice, Standard 3.1 and Commentary. Note that
the information and data collected pursuant to this standard
should be susceptible to collection and maintenance in a form
which precludes identifying or associating any juvenile or
family with such data. Thus, the data collection process
recommended here should not normally require use of or
reference to information identifying a juvenile or a family. See
Standards 1.51-1.56, particularly Standard 1.535.

Related Standards .
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service Sys cm Program Efforts
1.125 Evaluation Local and State Efforts
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.26 Strategy Development
1.27 Program Coordination
1.28 Program Developrdern
1.29 Program Implementation
1.3 Evaluation and Research
1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
1.32 Development of a Research Capability
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
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1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emeigeney.cligt-o-dy,- and
Dispositional Records

1.534 Access to Child Abuse R 'bcords
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1.535 Access for the. Purpose of Conducting Research,
Evaluative, or Statistical S u dies

1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
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1.22 Inventory and
Analysis of Community
Resources
The lotal planning authority in conjunction' with the state
agency should develop and maintain an inventory of state and
local juvenile justice and delinquency prevention services.

The inventory should summarize the `functions of the public-
and private service agencies according to a standardized
format which lists:

a. The agency, name, location,_and service-delivery area;
b.. The types and descriptions of services provided;
c. A description and availability of physical facilities;
d. A desicription of client groups served and intake criteria;:

,e:- Information concerning referral Procedures, costs, jand

f. Tfie level, Source, and -type of funding utilized; and
g. A description of administrative and staff structures.

The inventory should be analyzed to _determine the scope of
the existing juvenile service system at the state and local level
and to identify gaps in the juvenile Service delivery system. In
addition, an effectiveness assessment should be undertaken of
existing programs intended to provide preventive and
corrective services.

Source:
`See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

JUitice Standards and Goals'," Report. of the Task Force on
Jtiveride Justic;e and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.5,
1.8 26.1, and 26.3 (1976)[hereinafter cited as Report of the
Task Force]; Institute, of Judicial'Administration/ American
Bar Association Joint. Commission on Juvenile Justice
Stapdards, Prop.osed Standards: Relating .to Planning for
Juvenile Justice, andards. 3.1-3.5 _,(tentative -draft,1976)
[hdeiriafter cited s 1-JA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice];
R. K., obetz and . Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration
(Intdrnational A. sociation\ of\ Chiefs of Police, 1973).

\
, \ \ ,

.. .

Co1 irmentary'
! ,

\ ,
.

.
.

MI important-function of the state agency, in conjunction
local planning authorities is the inventory and analysis

of, al state and local j:venile ,justice and delinquency
preve tion services. Such an inventory and analysis would aid

.
the panning `process both y identifying existing programs
and b i, determining program needs. See Report' of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 1.5 nd CommentaryrIn the absence

1 .

of an analysis of available resources, "there is a danger .that
programs will be f: agmented and will dupliCate services" to
youth. Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 1.5, and

CoMmentary.. ' tnethOds for reviewing extant pro7
. grams must be established to prOvide Comprehensive planning

for the state.ljuvenile service systern. See Report of the Task
.Force, supra. at Standard 1.6.,and COmmentary.

The inventory and analySis recommended by this standard
could be published, as suggested by thee, Task Force of the
National Advisory. Committee on .Criminal Justice, and
distributed to interested groups and agencies. See Report of
the Task Force,supra at Standard 1:5 and Cominentary. Sudh
an inventory. will point out existing aPprbaches'in the'current
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention system,..and will
function as .a periodic' audit of existing resources..lt will help,
planners 'determine , whether and how \ present progra.ms,,,:
address community problems. See IJA/ ABA, Planning for
Juvenile Justice, supra,,at Standard ,3.4 and COMmentary.

The inventory and analysis recommended by this standard
will identify areas where change is needed\and "broaderithe
range of inputs" available about the entire juvenile. service
system. Report of the Task ,Force,.suproattandard 26.1 and
Commentary. "The analysiS can also funetion'as a means of.
conveying information.from2the juvenile justice syStem to the
general community, thus creating' feedbdelk to make' the
system more responsive,to Community 'needs." Id.'
.ost information currently collected about juvenile service
systems is broken down into categories that -are too broad to
be helpful. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard_
1.3 and Commentary_:__ This- standard -proVideS--i process .

whereby-thefinVentory can .be broken down, analyzed, and
summarized, and as a result be more useful to personnel
within the system. Id. \

Inventory analysis would also provide public accountability
for an agency's information collection_policies and practices as
set out in Standard 1.21. Since publia accountability has been
lax in juvenile service systems, see Standard 1.126, the
recommended inventory 'and analysis can y. help 'ensure
accountability at least between local planning authorities and
the state agency; the inventory-process will be coordinated
jointly and will be ultimately. responsible to\ one central

; juvenile service agency. See IJA/ABA, Planning for Juvenile
Justice, supra at Standard 3.4 andiCommentar§.

The Task Force has suggested that inventory 'ILA analysis
should focus on tyro areas, e.g., (1) "the nature u7 juvenile
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justice problems". in the state and in local communities (based
on data retrieved through a data collection process such as the
one set out in Standard 1.21); and (2) "the resources available
to deal with juvenile justice problems." Report of the Task
Force, supra at St4ndard 26.1 and Commentary. The National
Advisory Committee supports this approach.

One system z'f analysis recommended by the Task Force is
the "".System rate method." The system rate method

uses a description of the various steps in the juvenile service
systeni, from the point Of the initial (contact) to final
discharge of an individual from the system. All decision

,.- -.points are located and the range of possible decisions is
identified. Data are collected to reflect what happens at each
of these decision points, in order "to deteimine how often
each option is exercised. _Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 26.1 and Commentary.

The data will reflect the "system's actual functioning" and as
such the systeni can be urately analyzed. Id. Using a similar
method, the central agency should be able to give all planning
units within the system relevant. information about existing
agencies. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 1.6
and Commentary... i'

By conducting an inventory according to the standardized
format set out in paragraphs (a)=(g) of this standard, the state.
agency will 1?e able to determine the scope of the existing ju-
venile service system, and the range of services available at
both. the local and state levels. 'By using data analyzed accord-
ing to this standardized format, planners will be better in-
formed and,more retined.jUdgments about the merits'of par-
ticular' programs will be possible. See. Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 1..6 and Commentary. See also
Standards-1.125 and 1.31. . :

This standard further provides that the inventory and
analysis, process should include,.at'least an initial
assessment of the effectiveness °t each inventoried program:

SueliTh-rsyStem-Wide- inventory; analysis, and effectiveness
assessment is a. prerequisite for the other planning steps

provided in these standards. The invr , ..alysis, and..
effectiveness assessment . process will ..-...tnners in
determining the extent and nature of jts = vstice avd
delinquency prevention problems. See Standard ; .23.,
make it easier to identify community perspectiVes and'gaps in
the system, and to evaluate existing programs and the input of
proposed programs on the existing system. See, e.g.,
Standards 1.114,.1.125, 1.25; and L28, and Commentaries.
See generally Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 22. This process
will permit the development of goals and programs on a
centralized statewide basis. See Standards 1.25 and 1.28. See
also IJA/ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice, supra at
Standard 3.1. By undertaking this inventory, and analysis
cooperatively, state and local planning authorities will achieve
greater awareness of available and needed programs and be
better' able to focus on special target groups and on stated
goals. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 26.3
and-Commentary.

Related Standards

1.113 Ctiordination Development, and 'Implementation- of
Local ,Juveni vice Programs and Guideline's

1.114 Evaluation and 1%1.6:lineation :of the Local Juvenile.
Service Systerri Prograni Efforts, ,

1.125 Evaluation of Local and-State Efforts
1.21 Data Base 07evelopment and Collection
1.23 Problem IdentiQsation and Prioritization

Needs Identificatipn '-

f.25 Goal Development
Y.

1.26 Strategy Development
1.27 PrOgram Coordination .

1.28 Program Development
1.29 Program Implementation
1:3 'Evaluation and .Research
1.31 Development of an Evaluation' System.
1.32 Development of a Research Capability



1.23 Problem
Identification and
Prioritization
The local planning authority and the state agency utilizing the
statistical data and inventory resource analysis described in
Standards 1.21 and 1.22 respectively, should develop a
descriptive statement of the delinquency prevention and
juvenile justice problems at the local and state levels.

The problem identification should include, at a minimum,
data relating to:

a. The incidence of adjudicated delinquency and recidi-
vism;

b. The incidence of adjudicated noncriminal misbehavior;
c. The incidence of dependency and adjudicated neglect

and abuse;
d. The number of contacts with and the rates of diversion

from the juvenile justice system;
e. The utilization of drug abuse, counseling, recreational,

and other programs serving juveniles;
f. The rate of school-related difficulVcs such as dropping

out, suspension, truancy, and problems in learning; and
g. The rate of youth unemployment.

The local planning authority and the state agency should then
identify and prioritize the specific problems toward which
prevention and system improvement efforts will be directed.

Source:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

,lustice Standards and Goals. Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justicc,,and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.3,
26.1, and 26.3 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the' Task
Force]: Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice, Stand-
ards 3.1-3.5 (tentative draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as
IJA ) ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice].

Commentary

This standard recommends that local planning authorities
and the state agency cooperatively develop a descriptive
statement of delinquency prevention and juvenile service
problems at the state and local levels. Such a statement can be
accomplished by using the statistical data and inventory
analysis described in Standards 1.21 and 1.22. respectively.

The Task Force calls for a "problem statement" analogous

to the "descriptive statement"- required here. A problem
statement "should specifically define the imbalance between
the desired and existing states in order to provide guidance to
the progam development process. See Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 26.3 and Commentary. Like the
Task Force, the National Advisory Committee recognizes that
developing a "descriptive" or "problem" statement is difficult
and requires knowledge of the complex interactions among
state and local agencies. Id.

However, a sound "descriptive" or "problem" statement is a
useful planning tool. By developing such a descriptive
statement, planners can discover where the present achieve-
ments of the juvenile service system diverge, from the goals
desired, and can identify the problem areas. Report of the
Task Force, supra. Guidelines can then be developed for new
or altered programs. Id. The White House Conference on
Children also recommends that existing departments should
consider "the advantages and disadvantages of different plans
and structures" within currently existing systems. White
House Conference on Children. Report to the President, 390
(1970). By doing this, the centralized agency would be able to
expose areas of inadequacy and prevent the dupfication or
supplanting of existing services.

. Another part of problem identification and prioritization is
identifying community perspectives. See' Report of the Ta.,:k
Force, supra at Standard 26.1. The community should have a
role in defining the scope and organization of juvenile justice
and delinquency prevention services.

What guidelines do exist today often do not express the
theoretical basis which underlies the choices made. See E.
Lemert, "Records in Juvenile Court," On Record, 556-57
(Wheeler, ed. 1969). The method of problem identification and
prioritization under this standard should enable local
planning authorities and the state agency to fOrmulate and
express theoretical bases for identifying and giving priority to
specific problems toward which prevention and system
improvement efforts can he directed.

Related Standards
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts
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.122 Development ()I a State Juvenile Service Plan .24 Needs Identification

.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines .15 Goal Development

.124 Provision of Financial and Fechnical Resources .16 Strategy Development

.132 De\ elopment and Implementation of National Juve- 27 Program Coordination
nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards .2S Program Development

.133 Allocation of Financial and technical Resources .29 Program Implementation

.21 Data Base De\ elopment and Collection .31 Development of an Evaluation System

.22 !mentor\ and Analysis of Community Resources .32 Development of a Research Capability



1.24 Needs loentificgon
The local planning authority in conjunction with the state
agency, following the review and analysis of the juvenile
service statistical data, resource inventory, and problem
statements described in Standards 1.21-1.23 respectively,
should identify the needs of the existing juvenile service system

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

JusticeStandards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.3 and 26.4
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; insti-
tute of Judicial Administration.American Bar Association
Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice, Standards 3.1-3.5
(tentative draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as 1.1A/ABA, Plan-
ning for Juvenile Justice]; R. Kobett and B. Bosarge, Juvenile
Justice ,,Ichninistration (International Association of Chiefs of
Police. 1973).

Commentary
This standard recommends that the local planning authority

in conjunction with the state agency identify needs within the
existing juvenile service system. This needs identification
would take place after the development of the collection
process. the information base, the resource inventory, and the
problem statements provided for in standards 1.21, 1.22, and
1.23. This standard and Standards 1.21-1.23 are intended to
pinpoint gaps and inadequacies so that the juvenile service
system can he made more responsive to the actual needs of
youth. See Kohetz and Bosarge, supra.

The 1.1A ABA Joint Commission suggests that a state
agency should regularly evaluate its information policies and
practices for two reasons:

I) in order to provide a guide for its own evaluation and
improvement of its operation. and

2) in order to provide a public statement so that interested
citizens and public officials can monitor its operations.
IJA. ABA, Planning fir Juvenile Justice, supra at
Commentary to Standard 3.4.

By carrying out the processes established in Standards
1.21-1.23, the state agency will identify needs more easily and
accurately. The identification of needs will further the
purposes of information collection, inventory analysis, and
problem identification and prioritization. Such a process will
also assist the state agency in establishing guidelines for

evaluation and improvement of its own data collection
processes, as suggested by the IJA/ ABA, Planning for
Juvenile Justice, in Standard 3.4. In addition, needs
identification will "serve to inform citizens and thereby
enhance public monitoring and the accountability of the
juvenile service system within the state." Id.

The Task Force recommends that following the steps
described in Standards 1.21-1.23, the next step is to "interact
directly with the system's operating elements to develop
programs by considering alternative solutions and selecting
the preferred one." Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 26.4. The goal of this standard is similar. By
collecting _.valid information, by taking inventories and
analyzing resources, and by identifying problems and placing
priorities upon them, the ste. agency will be able to develop
programs geared to specific problems. By identifying the needs
of a system, planners will be able to identify the overalJgoals
of the juvenile justice system, the target populations involved,
and each program's relation to overall system goals as
required by subsequent standards, e.g., Standards 1.25 and
1.28. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 26.4
and Commentary. After identifying such factors, planners
should be able to devise precise methods to deal with areas of
need. This approach will also enable planners to compare
alternative solutions in light of the needs identified. Needs
should he identified with as much detail and specificity as
possible.

Related Standards
1.112 Development of .a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.132 Development and Implementatitin of National Juve-

nile Justice and Deliquency Prevention Standards
1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1.21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.25 Goal Development
1.27 Program Coordination
1.28 Program Develorment
1.29 Program Implementation
1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
1.32 Development of a Research Capability



125 Goal Development
The local planning authority in conjunction with the state
agency should develop specific juvenile justice and delinquen-
cy prevention goall directed at the resolution of the problems
and needs identified through the planning process.
The goals developed by the local and state planning units:

a. Should-be baSed on available knowledge and stated in
clean and concise terminology;

b. Should reflect the desires, concerns, characteristics, and
available resources of the community;

c. Should aliow for measurement;
d. Should be achievable within a specified time frame;
e. Should provide the focus for all subsequent planning,

implementation, and evaluation activities; and
f. Should be responsive to modification and redirection.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory. Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.4
and 26.2 (1976); Institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile
Justice, Standards 3.1-3.5 (draft, 1976).

Commentary
The primary function of any centralized agency is to set

goals. A goal is "a statement of a desired condition of a system
at a fixed point in the future." Report of the Task Force, supra
at Commentary to Standard 26.2 This standard emphasizes
that local planning authorities and the state agency must work
together to develop goals directed at solving the problems and
needs identified through the processes described in Standards
1.23 and' 1.24. Goals developed cooperatively by the state
agency and local planning authorities should be the focal
point during all subsequent steps in the planning process. See
Paragraph (e) of this standard; and Commentary to Standard
1,21.

The goals developed should be clearly defined and should
"reflect the desires of the community." Report of the Task
Force. supra at Standards 1.6 and 26.2, and Commentaries.
Lack of feedback from the community has, in the past,
sometimes meant selection of the wrong goals, or the lack of
any clear goals at all. This lack of feedback may have resulted
from the false assumption within the juvenile service system
that juveniles can be treated in isolation from their families
and their communities. See R. Kobetz and B. Bosarge,
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Juvenile Justice Administration, 451-452 (International'
Assuciation of Chiefs of Police, 1973). In contrast, this
standard assumes that the most effective way to rehabilitate
juveniles is through faMilial and community support. See
generally Kobetz, and Bosarge, supra at 448-452. The
centralized agency should, therefore, seek out and solicit
community feedback to develop goals for an effective juvenile
service system which incorporates the perceptions of the
community. By involving local planning authorities and the
"grassroots" community, the goals developed should better
reflect the desires, concerns, characteristics, and available
resources of the community. Goals developed in this way
should be more appropriate and realistic. Solutions geared to
those goals are more likely to be implemented and to succeed.
See generally Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 451; and W.H.
Sheridan and H.W. Beaser, Model Acts for Family Courts
and State-Local Children's Programs, Part 11, Section 3(e),
(Department of H.E.W., n.d.).

The methods by which planners will attempt to meet these
developed goals will be facilitated by clear and accurate
statements of the intent and focus of these goals. Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard 26.2 and Commentary.
Planners in the juvenile service system should understand
sources of conflict within the community that may create
disagreement in formulating stated goalS. The National
Advisory Committee has become well aware that there are
widely differing views in the area of juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention. As the Task Force has pointed out,
these differing views stem from differences in how community
members define serious delinquency, how they feel about the
characteristics of individual juveniles, how they choose to
emphasize the various causes of juvenile contact with the court
system, how they access possible solutions to juvenile
problems, etc. See Report of the Task Force, supra, at
Commentary to Standard 1.4. Despite these complex
differences, paragraph (a) of this standard recommends that'
the goals developed should be stated in clear and concise terms
and should be based on "available knowledge." The Task
Force has suggested one approach for accomplishing this
requirement known as the "Delphi Method," which was
developed originally by the Rand Corporation foi use by the
Department of Defense. The Delphi Method proposes
distribution of a series of questionnaires to various individuals
in the planning process and the community. This method may
avoid problems and frictions that arise from more direct
interpersonal discussions of what the goals should be.
Through redistribution to the same individuals oe,successive
waves of follow-up questionnaires, goals can be narrowed and
concisely stated as required by paragraph (a) of this
standard--to avoid contradictory interpretation in the future.
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See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 26,2 and
Commentary.

In delineating "available knowledge" as one criterion for
setting goals, this standard anticipates that local planning
authorities and the state agency will seek community opinions
to ascertain what knowledge is "available" within the
community. The processes set out in Standards 1.23 and 1.24
may be helpful in fulfilling this recommendation.

Paragraph (b) suggests that the community must be asked,
among other things, "why a particular type of delinquent
behavior may be a cause for community alarm and what
values are threatened by different types of delinquent
behavior." Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 1.4
and Commentary. If local planning authorities and the state
agency accurately determine the perspectives of the communi-
ty, the possibility that at least some intracommunity conflicts
may be resolved at the outset should improve planning. Id. In
seeking to resolve conflicts among participants in the planning
process, a self-assessment survey process has been suggested
by the Task Force. The National Advisory Committee
endorses this suggestion. As the Task Force has indicated, a
self-assessment survey is one rough method to aid planners in
understanding their own assumptions about the juvenile.
process, and to better enable them to compare their own
assumptions with those of the community. See Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard 1.4. and Commentary. The
centralized agency will have a better idea of whether proposed
solutions will be supported or resisted by the community. Id.

Paragraph (c) of this standard directs that the goals devel-
oped should allow for measurement. The planning process
within a centralized juvenile service system should not stag-
nate. To prevent stagnation, the success or failure of the sys-
tem should be determined by reviewing and evaluating the
effectiveness of the implemented programs. See Standards
1.114, 1.125, 1.134, and 1.31, The goals developed must, there-
fore, be specific enough to be measured. The degree of im-
provement expected should be indicated numerically (by per-
centages or otherwise) whenever possible. For examples of
such specificity, see Report of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary,to Standard 26.2

The -measurement of the system and its services should
trigger inquiry into whether the goals initially developed are
being achieved, and whether the initial goals are realistic.
Measurement will permit time for planners, to correct or
modify goals if necessary, and will inform and perhaps modify
program funding decisions. SeeStandards 1.114, 1.125, 1.134,
and 1.31; and Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
26.2 and Commentary.

The goals set should be realistic, e.g., they should be capable
of achievement both pragmatically and politically. Political
facts of life (i.e., new budget constraints or agency battles for
limited funds), "countertrends" (i.e., movements for more
rather than lesspretrial detention of children, or more
widespread prosecution of juveniles within the adult criminal
system), and fluctuating resources are . all factors tc be
considered in determining whether stated goals were, and
continue to be, realistic. See Report of the Task Force, supra.

A time frame should be determined within which goals
developed will be met. Accord, Report of the Task Force,

supra at Commentary to Standard 26.2 Like the goals
themselves, the time frame specified for their achievement
should be realistic. Setting unreasonable time contraints on
goal achievement will only frustrate program participants and
may 'result in unnecessary and harmful rotation of children
among particular programs. See Report of the Task Force,
supra.

The trend among governmental units is toward five-year
time frames for budget forecasts. Id. As the Task Force has
noted, five years is short enough to predict accurately the
success or failure of a program and long enough to resolve the
minor problems that any new program will face. Id. at
Standard 26.2 and Commentary. For thtce reasons, the
National Advisory Committee recommends a five-year time
frame.

Paragraph (e) of this standard directs that the goals devel-
oped should be the focus for all subsequent planning, imple-
mentation, and evaluation. As stated in the opening para-
graph of this commentary; the goals of current juvenile service
systems have not always been realistic or even reasonable. By
complying with paragraphs (a) through (c) of this standard,
subsequent planning, implementation, and evaluation should
occur more smoothly. There should be little cause for the
wasteful, time-consuming stops-and-starts, or the wholesale
reversals in direction and emphasis which frequently have
frustrated the delivery of services to children.

Finally, paragraph (f) of this standard requires flexibility in
the, goal development process. As pointed out above in the
commentary to paragraph (c) of this standard, setting goals
should be a dynamic and ongoing process. See Report of the
Task Force, supra. No purpose would be served by adherence
to a goal that is out-dated or too rigid. Therefore, goal setting
should be responsive to modification and redirection. Id.
Changed circumstances should be met as they arise, to assure
a planning program which is up-do-date and responsive. If the
information, evaluation, inventory, and analysis data is regu-
larly reviewed by those setting goals, the goals development
process should not stagnate.

Related Standards
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of the Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts'
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1.21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.24 Needs Identification
1.26 Strategy Development
1.27 Program Coordination
1.28 Program Development
1.29 Program Implementation
1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
1.32 Development of a Research Capability
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1.26. Strategy
Development
The local planning authority in conjunction with the state
agency should develop strategies to indicate the specific
methods through which the goals described in Standard 1.25
will be accomplished.

The strategy development process should include:

a. The formulation of selection criteria;
b. A review of alternative strategies; and
c. The selection of the most appropriate strategies.

The strategies should specify the existing or proposed agency
responsible for implementation.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task. Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 26.2-
26.5 (1976); Institute of Judicial Administration/American
Bar Association Joint Commission on. Juvenile. Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile
Justice, Standards 3.1-3.5 (draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as
.1JA/ABA, Planning.for Juvenile Justice].

Commentary
Program implementation at the local level. must begin with

the development of strategies. Strategies are specific methods
through which the goals developed, pursuant to Standard
1.25, can be accomplished. This standard recommends that
local planning authorities and the state agency develop these
strategies jointly. This joint, coordinated process of strategy:.
development should enable the centralized agency both to
maintain the organiiation and structure of its programs, and
to help delineate the specific methods through whiCh the
juvenile justice. and ,delinquency prevention goals will be
achieved. This. standard emphasizes the need for continuity:
and centralization in a state's juvenile service System.

This standard recommends that the strategy development
process include the formulation of criteria .by which to choose
among competing strategies. The criteria for selection will be
meaningful and precise only if the goals described in Standard
1.25 are clearly defined. The selection criteria will serve to
ensure that the strategies adopted culminate in appropriate
programs to meet the announced goals.

A review of alternative strategies' must also be part of the
process of strategy development. Alternative strategies shoUld
be fairly compared. The target populations, problems, and
ways in which the methodology would deal .with these factors
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must be assessed. AssumptionS about the relationship between
the causes of the problems in a target population and the way
certain strategies will deal with these causes are other impor-
tant factors to compare in reviewing alternative strategies. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 26.4 and
Commentary. Information should be provided on each stra-
tegy to ensure informed decision making. Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 26.4 and Commentary.

The selection of the most appropriate strategies is the final,
step in strategy development. Strategy selection should follow
the planning processes set forth in Standards .21-1.25 and the
strategy development process set out in this standard.

Strategies are necessary in any juvenile service system
planning process. When strategies are developed and detailed
explanations -are provided, policymakers and planners can
make valid assumptions about how a particular program will
work within the total juvenile service System. See generally
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standards 26.4 And 26.5, ,
and Commentaries.

Finally, this standard requires that the strategies developed
specify which existing or proposed agency will' be responsible
for strategy implementation. By doing so, that agency will be
able to assess how a proposed program fits into its budgetary
cycle. The agency will be able to set 'up appropriate
administrative, accounting, auditing, and funding sources to
implement the proposed strategies and will be able to predict
activities, resources; personnel selection, and training time,
and to locate facilities. See Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 26.5 and Commentary.

Related Standards

1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination, Development, Implementation of Local

Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1:122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.132 Development and Implementation of National Juve-

nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards
1.133 Distribution of Financial and Technical Resources
1.21 Data Base Development', and Collection .

1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.27 _Program Coordination



1.28 Program Development
1.29 Program implementation

1.31' Developinent of an EValaatkon System
1.32 Development of a Reseal- Ch Capability



1.27 Program
Coordination
The local planning authority in _conjunction with the state
agency should foster juvenile service system coordination,
continuity, and:cohesiveness for both the implementation of
new programs and the provision of existing juvenile justice
and delinqueney prevention services.

The coordination process shOuld-assure that each of the local
and state-level juvenile-services proyiders:

a- Clarifies its interdependent relationship with other
service providers;

b. Standardizes professional definitions and methods of
inIetagency communication; and

c. Has the authority and capacity to enter into formal-and
informal agency agreements in accordance with estab
fished state and local standards relating to juvenile
service provision.

Standard:2.3 and Commentary -and Standards 1.121 - 1.126,
supra.

'The process of coordination recommended here should
create an interdependence of local and state-level juvenile
service providers. Inj creating a centralized juvenile service
agency' with all local and 'state-level agencies responsible to it,
this integrated and interdependent relationship must be
clarified for a 'number of reasons; Neither the centralized
agency nor state and local-level juvenile service providers'
operate in, a vacuum. Many other agencies provide informa-
tion and collateral services to the juvenile service system, and
the interdependent relationship emphaSized in this standard
should provide the coordination, continuity,' and Cohesiveness
necessary to sustain an effective system. Also, local and state-
level juvenile service providers should inform collateral service
prbviders about the impact of specific juvenile justice or

_ delinquency . prevention programs upon -one another. See
IS \generally Report of the Task Fori.e,,supra at Standard 1.6 andources:

Commentary; and-W.H. Sheridan ,and H.W. Beaser Model
See generally Natidnal Advisory Committee. on Criminal

-Justice Standar& and 'Goals, Report of the Task Force
Juvenile' JUstice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards-16
and 25.1 (1976); and Institute of Judicial AdMinistralion/
American Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile
Justice Standards,- Standards Relating to Planning for
Juvenile Justice, Standards 3.1-3.5 (tentative draft, 1976)
[hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile justice]:

Comiinentary

This standard emphasizes -program coordination between
local planning authorities and the state agency. Coordination
between the two should foster 'the continuity and
cohesivenesssuggested °throughout these :standardsin
implementing existing and new juvenile justice and delinquen-
cy prevention services. See Standar& 1.21-1;26, and 1.28-1.32;
and Commentaries. The centralized agency can accomplish its
purposes by coordinating 'the structure of all juvenile 'service
agencies within the state, thereby ensuring adequate delivery
Of services: Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 2.3
and Commentary.

The single, centralized. agency recommended in these
standards would integrate all juvenile services through the
planning process. Statewide,' planning will facilitate the
coordination of all-juvenile justice and delinquency prevention
services. See generally Report of the Task Force, supra at

Acts for. Family Courts and State and .Local Children's,
,,,prograrns, Part 11, Title Section 7 (Department of

Paragraph (b) 'Of: this standard recommends the standardi-
zation of professional definitions and interagency communica7:
tions. State and loCal-level juvenile service agendies should be
able to provide other Planning agencies with pertinent,
information about their experiences with specific programs.
Purposes and policies.of all juvenile service agencieS should be
available to, agencies within a state to provide a
comprehensive picture of a state's response to its juvenile
problems Professional definitions are often broad and vary
widely: Standardization of these definitions. would facilitiate
interagency communication. See generally Report of the.Task

-; Force, supra at. Standard 1.6 and Commentary..
Other. standards-setting groups have not specified the

authority of local and stateLlevel juvenile service providers to
-enter into formal and informal agency agreements. The Task
-Force does, however, recognize the need for a state to delegate
to specific, government units the responsibility for juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention planning and evaluation
and thus, implicitly, lo authorize 'these units to enter such
agreements. Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 25.1
and ComMentary. .

This standard specifically gives local and state-level juvenile
service providers authority to enter into agency agreements,
thereby insuring that all providers are responsible' for their
actions in the provision of juvenile justice and delinquency'



prevention services, and increasing systemwide coordination,
'continuity, and cohesiveness.

Related Standards
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 COordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.132 Development and Implementation of National Juve-

nile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards .

0

1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1.21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22. Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.26 Strategy Development
1.28 Program Development
1.29 Program Implementation
1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
1.32 Development of a Research Capability
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1.28 Program
Development
The local planning authority in conjunction with the state
agency should designate the appropriate service agencies to be
responsible for developing the specific programs, poll( es, and
system modifications necessary to implement the recom-
mended strategies described ioStandard 1.26.

The program development process should assure that pro-
gram plans: .

a. identify specific and measurable goals;
b. Define the target population;
c. Describe the program's relationship to the local and state

juvenile service system, the implementing agency and
the local juvenile service plan;

d. Specify the method and cost of service delivery; and,
'e. Delineate the criteria for evaluating the program's effec-

tiveness.

To facilitate the development process, the local planning
authorities and the state agency should provide technical
assistance and consultation.

Source:

See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
justice Standards and Goals, Reporrof the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and: Delinquency Prevention, Standards 1.6
and 26.4 (1976)- [hereinafter, cited as Report of the Task
Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Planning for Juvenile Justice, Stand-
ard _3.4 (tentative *aft. 1976) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ABA,
Planning for Juvenile. Justice].

Commentary

This standard recommends that local planning authorities
and the. state agency designate the specific service agencies
which will have responsibility for developing the specific
programs, policies, and system Modifications necessary to
implement the Strategies developed pursuant to Standard 1.26.
To implement the recommended strategies, the designated
'service agencies arc given guidelines for program development
in paragraphs .(a)-(e) of this standard.

Agencies should select programs that are sensitive to the
goals of a community, see Standard 1.25, and that are
responsive to the priorities established in thC comprehensive
juvenile justice and delinquency prevention plan, see Standard
1.23. See generally Report of the Task Force, vupra at
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Standard 1.6 and Commentary. By designating .appropriate
agencies, the local planning authority and the state agency are
delegating the authority for program development, thus pro-
viding interaction directly with the system. See generally
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 26.4 and Com-
mentary.

This standard suggests that program development should
involve five elements. Paragraph..0) requires that the approp-
riate agency identify specific 'and measurable goals in its
program plans. By announcing specific goals, program plans
that do not meet these goals can be identified and eliminated,
and the basis for comparisOn between programs will be
narrowed and clarified. A program plan must meet the specific
goals defined in Standard 1.25 in order to improve the overall
juvenile service Some early experiences with programs
funded in part by the Law /Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration (LEAA)e.g., theko-called "pilot cities" programs
amply demonstrate that the failure to identify specific and
measurable program goals is.an invitation to disaster.

Paragraph (a) requires that the goals specified for the
designuted agencies should be.,"measurable" goals. See also
paragraph (c) of Standard 1.25.. Program plans must have
measurable goals to properly interact with and effect the
current juvenile service system. The specific goals identified in
program plans should be keyed to the overall goals of the
system. Program developer should be explicit about the
means by which the 'success of failure of a program cart' be
determined. The measures of success or failure should be
clearly related to the measures determined in the goal setting
process, to ensure the continuity and cohesiveness of the
system's programs. The measurable criteria should be in-
cluded as an "integral part of the program;" the plan should
detail the method by which "the. measurable information will
be collected and analyzed." See Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standard 26.4 and Conimentary; W.1-1'. Sheridan and
H.W. Bcaser, Model Acts for Family Courts and State and
Local Children's Programs, Part 11, Title A, Section 3(c)
(Department of 1-1, E. W., n.d.).

Paragraph (b) of this standard requires that program plans
define the "target population." The target population is the
people the program plan is intended to effect. Tlie importance
of the target population within the overall population should
be described in relationship to the overall population' and to
the problems identified. This will assure that appropriate
methodologies will be created to deal with the target
populations identified in a particular program plan. See
Report of the Task Force, supra. at Standards 26.4 and 1.26,
and Commentaries.
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A program's relationship to the local and state juvenile
service system and to the implementing agency should he
considered in the program development pre;-ess, see para-
graph (c) of this standard, to help assure continuity and cohe-
siveness in the overall system. In describing this relationship
pursuant to paragraph (c), the program plan should include a
definition of the problems the plan is designed to remedy,-
informatidn can alternatives under its plan, information about
present programs that may be affected by the implementation
of the plan. and information about how the plan would ht into
the administrative and fiscal structure of the implem6-iting
agency. See generally Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standards 1.6 and 26.4. and Commentary.

The methods and cost of service delivery must also be
specified in a program plan. The Task Force recommends that
the precise methods a- program will utilize to deal with target
populations and the costs of these methods should be
specified. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
26.4. and Commentary. I his information'is needed in order
'for the agency to compare alternative programs intelligently.
Also recommended is that "specific attention he paid to the
assumptions about the relationship between the causes of
behavior in a target population arc' the ways in which the
methods- will deal with those causes." Report of the Task

Force, supra at Standard 26.4 and Commentary.. This stand-
ard provides the same guidance by its mandate in paragraph
(d) that methods must be specified.

The cost of service delivery must also be specified under
paragraph (d) of this standard. Duplicating or supplanting
programs already in existence has caused a tremendous waste
of limited juvenile service resources. .Se(' 1.1A." ABA, Planning

for Juvenile Justice, supra at Standard 3.4; White House
Conference on Children, RePori to the President, 390 (1970);
Sheridan tind Beaser; supra at Part II, Title A, §3(f)(g).

Paragraph (e) calls for the delineation of criteria for evalu-
ating a program's effectiveness. Effective evaluation is

critical to program development. The criteria set out in the
program plan vid enahle the agency to determine whether

. there is any need for modification or redirection of the
systemic goals developed pursuant to Standard 1.25. See
Standard 1.25 (1) and Commentary. Si,i;getierally HA: ABA.

Planning for Juvenile Justice, supra at Standard 3.4; and
Sheridan and .Beaser, supra at §3(a).

Finally, to ease the program development process, the local
planning authorities and the state agency should render
technical assistance and consulting advice to the designated
.agencies that are to carry out the process. R. Kohetz and B.
Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration, 60-63 (International
Association of Chiefs of Police, (1973). See generally Report
of the Task Force, supra at Standards 1.5 and 1.6, and Com-
mentary. This techniCal and consultant assistance could be
rendered in the form of recurring evaluations and advice to the
designated agency about evaluation results. Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard 26.2 and Commentary. Such
assistance could also take the form of the development and
communication of improved techniques which may improve
the juvenile service system. Techniques for training personnel
may also be a particularly fruitful area for state and loCal tech-
nical assistance to particular designated agencies. See
Sheridan and Beaser, supra at Part II, Title A, Section 4.

Related Standards
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Servico Plan
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines .

1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.132 Development and Implemenation of National Juvenile

Justice and Delinquency Prevention Standards
1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Resources
1,21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.27 Program Coordination
1.29 Program Implementation
1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
1.32 Development of a Research Capability
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1.29 Program
Irnplementation
The local planning authority in conjunction with the state
agency should approve and oversee the implementation of the
juvenile service programs, policies or system modifications
developed according to Standard 1.28.

Each program should have a detailed implerbentation outline.
The implementation plan should specify the sources, types,
and quantities of resources to be utilized, the timetable and
method for impfementation, the criteria and ,method of
evaluation, and the relationship to the juvenile service plan.

The local planning' authority and the state agency should
provide the necessary resources or serve as advocates for such
resources to facilitate the implementation of new and
expanded programs and assure the maintenance of existing
services.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 26.4
and 26.5 (1976); Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Planning and Juvenile
Justice, Standards 3.1-3:5 (draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as
'13A/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice].

Commentary

This` standard provides' that approval and oversight for
implementation of juvenile service programs developed, in
accord with Standard 11.28 should be handled jointly by the
local planning authority and the centralized state agency. This
approach takes ultimate responsibility for final program
implementation out /of, the hands of the individual service
agencies designated to develop programs pursuant to
Standard 1.28, and places it with the more centralized and
powerful state agency and local planning bodyt

The philosophy underpinning this and the preceding
standard is that with appropriate guidance, the individual
service agencies are best equipped to develop specific,
comprehensible, and workable programs with a realistically
narrow geographic scope, see Standard 1.28 and Commen-
tary, and that the local or regional planning body and the state,
agency are best equipped with the centralized authority
necessary to insure program implementation. See generally
LIA/ABA, Planning for Juvenile Justice, supra at. Standards
3.5A. and 3.5B.2 and Commentary. This standard specifically
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calls upon both local planning authorities and the centralized
statewide agency to provide necessary resources or to serve as
advocates to secure resources to, insure the implementation of
new or expanded programs, as well as to assure the
maintenance of existing services. Most other standards-setting,
groups have likewise recommended some form of centralized
responsibility for program implementation to guarantee the
support necessary forprogram innovation and expansion. See
W.H. Sheridan and H W. Beaser, Model Acts for Family
Courts and State-Local Children's Programs, §4 (1974); R.
Kobetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration,
(International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973); :?eport
of the Task Force, supra at .Standard 26.5 cf IJA/A13A,
Planning for Juvenile Justice; supra at Standards 3.5A. and
3.5B.2 and Commentary.

This standard would require the development of a detailed
implementation outline; such an outline is a prerequisite to
effective implementation efforts. The preparation of an
implementation outline requires reaching a high_ level of
specificity and concrete detail. Without it, an
conceived program might languish at the pre-imPlementation ,
stage. An implementation outline also infoims policy makers
and program managers about new programs. Accordingly,
other major standards-setting groups have likewise required
some form of implementation outline at' this stage'in the
planning process. See Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard, 26.5. Cf. 1JA/ ABA, Planning for Juvenile JuStice,
supra at Standards 3.5A. and 3.5B.2, and Commentaries. .,

This standard requires that the implementation outline
should specify funding sources, the types and quantities of
resources to be used, the timetable and precise method of
implementation, the criteria for and method of program
evaluation, and the program's relationship to the total juvenile
service plan. Basically, the outlinelike the similar implemen-
tation "plan" recommended by the Task Forceshould spell
out for both policy makers and program directors whatever
specific steps must be taken to implement the program. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard
26.5. '

Information about the source of prOgram funding will
enable program administrators to determine how the program
will mesh with current budgetary cycles. This part of the
outline should specify the administrative procedures necessary
to acquire and disburse funds. Accord, Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 26.5 and Commentary. The type and
quantity of resources to be used is critical in projecting
fluctuations in operations and allowances which must be made
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1

over he life of a program. Req
1

ired accounting and audit
proce ures should be spelled lout Id. ,

Th implementation outline should specify the steps and
meth ds necessary for implementation, and establish a
timet ble for undertaking those steps. This will permit sensible
admi istrative 7. esponses to new prograins, and will help
admi istratm3 make the bureauc atic adjustments necessary
to i plement new programs.10pianizational support for Or
oppo ition to the new prograin can he- gleaned within this
tint ble, and accommodations in the method of implementa-
listn ould thus be made in appropriate cases. See Report of
the ask, Force, supra. Tfie 'required timetables should be
prec 'se. For example, time for start-up, for staff selection and
trai ing, for facilities selectioh and procurement, for staff size
fluct ations, and any anticipated Periodic fluctuations in the
size of the client population.' shoUld all be specified. Id.

T is standard also requires' that ;the implementation Outline
sho Id specify the criteria and the! methods by.which the new
pro ram will be evaluated The...criteria and methods of
eva uation are no less important for a new program than for
an Id one. The Task Force:recommends that mechanisms be
deIeloped for obtaining feedback within the prOgram, and

.!fr m the program to the organization's policy makers. Id.
T rough such nechanisms formhl and informal evaluation
co Id occur frequently and prdblems could be identified.

...

Internal, feedbacklor program staff is particularly crucial in a
new program to deten2ine quickly whether any Modifications
are necessary ,to achieve the program's stated gOals.

Related Standards
1.112 Development/of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.122 DeVelopment of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines °

1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.132 Development and ImplFientation of National Juve-

nile Justice and DelinqUency Prevention Standards
.1.133 Allocation of Financial and Technical Ikes-.7.irces
1.21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22 Inventory. and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.26 Strategy Development
1.27 ' Program Coordination
1.28' Program Development
1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
1.32 Development of.a Research Capability
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1.3 Evaluation and
Research
1.31 Developm6nt of an
Evaluation Systein
The local planning authority described in Standard 1.111, in
conjunction with the state agency described in\Standard 1.121,
should develop an evaluation system with the capability of
assessing the juvenile justice and delinquency prevention
activities delineated in Standards 1.114 and 1.125. The
evaluation system should' standardize, coordinate, and
augment internal and external state and local evaluation
processes of 'the ju-venile justice system.

The evaluation system -should provide information to assist
the local and state planning and coordinating \ process in
defining the objectives of evaluation efforts and determining:

a. The issues capable of being evaluated in'accordance with
Standard 1.28;

b. Whether to accept or reject a program approach to
theory;

c. Whether to continue, discontinue? or modify prograttis,
practicer", and procedures;

d. Whether to institute similar programs elsewhere;
e. Whether to allocate resources among competing "pro

grams;
f. What information should be collected and 'why;
g. How that information should be utilized;
h. The method of and the persons responsible for the

collection, compilation, and analysis of the informalion;
e.nd

i. When and how the findings should be disseminated. t
Procedures should be established for evaluation information
to i e reviewed, and respOnses developed by appropriate
partic..4. including the programs and agencies .evaluated and:
assochnfid outside agencies and groups, prior to the accep-
tance and Implementation of the evaluation recommenda-
tions. ,

Sources:

See generally. National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and GO-Ms, Report :of the Task For"ce on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquenc'y Prevention, Standard 27.4
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task For4eJ; and S.
Isaac and W. Michael, Handbooi in Research and Evaluation
(1974),'

[22

Commentary
These . standards .recommend . that the local planning

authority assume an 'evaluatOn, furkicn- CO determine the
quality',,ofjuVenile,servicesheinglirbvided and to identify gaps
in the'kinds services available: See-Standard 1.114 Sinte

° the loCal,-plannink allthdrity' an element of the' planning
process which is tlostst to those, receiving services, it is the
element 'beSt.:ahle to directly involve the juvenile ,4rvices"
constituenty,),n; the planning process, to assess pr grams
'front the:Point of yiew-of those directly affected, and to initiate
and review proposals for change baied upon evaluati6. Id..

'This standard and subsequent Standard 1.32, :arid their
comMentaries,felescribe in detail this evaluation system and.,
how it shOuld "beiCbe'developed.

While evaluation hasman9,cnnnotations, fdr purposes of
theie;itandardS it can be defined in relation to two_functions:
Performance mOnitking,and-.intensive evaluation. Perform-
ante rmonitoririg P`rindrily oilcans the measui>ement of

,project activities: In orders to,do4his, standardized perforni,:-
.-taitte,:,meaSures diYpision rates, recidivism ,ratesj are

,gathered :-and,.. analyzed:*&complek research design or the .
permanent df social-sCientific Ciperts'is unneces. f

sar4 for effective performl, monitoring. Intensiveequa-
tion; on the other handy PncdtppaSseS the analysis of, project
results: to' deterMine, if thpy4ere caused .4.,:project activities.
For intensive ,eyaluation, ''additional data elements must be
,tolletted and analyzed; and the of social scientists is

kneceisary-The purpose of- intensive evaluation is.,19 find-Out
not only what viorks,.but also why it works:: Report of the
:779,s* Force; sUPra at IntroduCtiOn to Chapter 27. Thus,

:'.projects" have ,:ohjectives which relate by-implementation,
activities. e.g.,- `to 'serve "Clients, to harden targets-Lthat ,are"-
assessed by perforMance monitoring; and objectives whith
relate to outtornes=e.g., to reduce recidivism, to decrease the
incidence of criminal,-actiyities=lhat are assessed by intensive
evaibation: See Law Enforcement.A'Ssistance 'Administration,
Criminal justice., Planning Institute, Training Manual, 8-1

`(draft,'1976) [hereinafter, cited as CJPI: Tratiiing 'Manual].
This, standard primarily addresses evaluation by means-of

performance monitoring. Standard 1,32 primarily addresses
intensive.ellatuation,. "Intensive..evaluation7 is also frequently
referred ,, to as `evaluation research," and Standard 1.32'
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discusses the development of such an evaluation research level of which projects are components, and to the system level
capability. The term "evaluation" is also used throughout of which both programs and their implementing agencies are
these standards in a generic sense to refer both to performance the components. See Standard 1.114 and Commentary. Each
monitoring and to more intensive evaluation research, See of these levelsproject, program, and systemare progres-
Report of the Task Force, supra at Introduction to Chapter sively' interrelated and contribute to the objectives of the
27. successive level. The importance of the planning and

It is left to each locality or region, in conjunction with the evaluation which take place at the local level cannot be over-
state agency described in Standard 1.121, to determine the emphasized. All planning activities of the state and federal
optimal mix of performance monitoring and evaluation governmentswhich deal primarily with programs and sys-
research that best meets local evaluation needs. The National temsultimately are dependent upon local evaluations at the
Advisory Committee, like the Task Force,contemplates that project level to afford direction in the allocation of resources.
performance monitoring will constitute the fundamental part See generally J.S. Wholey et,a1., Federal Evaluation Policy, 24
of the evaluation process. See Report of the Task Force, supra (1971). Thus, without a local evaluation function, planners at
at Standard 27.2 and Commentary. Research can best he used other levels are obstructed by lack of knowledge about the
to suppleme-it the basic performance monitoring system de- present state of a specific project, a particular program, or the
V eloped pursuant to this standard. See Standard 1.32. entire juvenile service system. See generally CHI, Training

The first portion of the remaining commentary discusses Manual, supra at 8 -I. See Standard 1.114 and Commentary.
evaluation in its generic sense. It stresses the importance of Before any effort to develop a new evaluation system such
routinely providing administrators with information about as that suggested by this standard, the local planning authority
the extent to which programs are meeting their stated goals. It should specify the goals and strategies of the evaluation effort.
describes the control and direction over project evaluation Goals are what the evaluation system should accomplish.
which should be exercised by the local planning authority Strategies specify how goals will he met and include the
including developing the goals and strategies for he overall general design of the evaluation syoem. See Report of the
evaluation system; identifying what data must be.collected: TilSk rOice, supra at Standard 27.1. As an important part of
and selcting the methods of data collection and analysis most these first steps, the local planning authority should determine
appropriate to the locality. The latter portion of the remaining what kinds of information decision makers need the most, in
commentary discusses the basic methods of the "performance rank order according to the utility of each kind of
monitoring" method. The importance of routinizing the information. Accord, Report of the Task Force, .supra.
systemwide collection of monitoring data is emphasized. The
proper dissemination of evaluation findings is discussed. Each local community will have somewhat different
Finally, the commentary defines the different uses made f)y, informational needs. However, it is anticipated that all
project managers and policy makers of basic performance, evaluation systems will require information about the number
monitoring versus intensive evaluation research. kof juveniles needing various services, about the size and

Whether it takes the form of performance monitoring or characteristics of the total population of persons receiving
intensive research, evaluation can supply information neces- various serviccs,under the dispositional jurisdiction of the
sary for effective program planning, Administrators, who arc family court, about client improvement, about program
increasingly faced with shrinking resources to meet human efficiency and effectiveness, and about the performance of the
needs, desperately need informat on to help them effectively total juvenile service system: The evaluation system should at
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allocate scarce resources. In the past such data has seldom least be able to provide basic information about performance
been available to juvenile justice managers in a usable form, of individual programs, of combinations of programs, and of
The National Advisory Committee believes, and this standard the total juvenile service system. Accord, Report of the Task
seeks to assure, that administrators are routinely provided Force, supra at Standard 27.1 and Commentary. Although

meetingwith information on the extent to which programs are this star,:,rd leaves it to the discretion of the local planning
their goals. See D. Glaser, Routinizing Ev aluation: Getting authority, through its evaluation system, to define the objec-
Feedback on Effectiveness of Crime and Delinquency Pro- rives of all evaluation effor's, the issues capable of being
grams (National Institute of Mental Health Center for Studies evaluated, and the information to be collected, related stand-
of Crime and Delinquency, 1973). See also Report of the Task ards specify certain types of information which, at a

Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 27.3, minimum, should be available. See Standards 1.21-1.24. See
also Report of the Task Force, Commentary to Standard 27.1.The particular evaluation efforts provided in this standard

and Standard 1.32 are those of the local community --be it a This standard also provides that the evaluation system
municipality, count: or multi-county region. Standard 1.125 should provide information to assist the local planning
recommends that the centralized state juvenile service agency authority to determine the method and the persons responsi-
should also develop a sophisticated evaluation process to hie for the collection, compilation, and analysis of informa-
better assist :::nd monitor state and local juvenile service tion. No single rigid method of data collectione.g., ongoing
efforts. See Standard 1.125 and Commentary. The evaluation and longitudinal versus episodic: computerized versus manu-
efforts of the local plannt, organization provided in this al--is mandated by this standard. All realistic methods
standard ne:essarily will focus upon the project level where of evaluation data collection should he considered. The special
resources are utilized to produce an end product or service. needs of local areas should he carefully considered. See
However. local evaluation efforts also relate to the program Standard i.21; and Report of the Task Force, supra.



A performance monitoring system of evaluation can he
developed without the assistance of social-scientific experts in
research des:gn, statistics, etc. --except perhaps at the early
development and phase-in stages of such an evaluation
system. More intensive evaluation research, such as that
further discussed in Standard 1.32, cannot, on the other hand,
he left in the hands of personnel unsophisticated in research
design. survey research and statistics. See Report a / the Task
Fmce. Commentary to Standard 27.2; .see also Standard 1.32.

There are t hree basic components to performance monitor-
ing. First, the goals of the program or system are defined in
measurable terms. See e.g., Standards 1.25 and 1.28. Second,
benchmarks or indicators of performance are identified by
which progress. if any, toward program goals is judged. See
Standards 1.25-1.26. Third, routinized procedures should he
eslahlished for eQmparing the program's performance-

by the identified performance indicators with the
program's goals. Sec Rejiort of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 27.3. For an operational example of
how this approach can work in practice, see the parent
training project example discussed by the Task Force. Report
of the .lush Force, .supra at Commentary to Standard 27.3.
Meaningful performance monitoring should also include
tillr%6ti of the pt.-ceptions of the client population as to the
effectiveness of and deficiencies in programs.

A prerequisite to effective program monitoring is a uniform.
standardized set of performance indicators and definitions.
For example, measures of performance such as "recidivism."
"cost per unit of service," and "diversion rate" must he defined
consistently. Each local community should develop perform-
ance measures which employ standardized definitions. It
should he the ultimate responsibility of the centralized state
agency to assure the standardization of performance indica-
tors and definitions within and across agencies, and among all
local communities and planning authorities. See Standard
1.125. Accord, Report of the Task Force, supra at Commen-
tary to Standard 27.3.

It is of critical importance that the collection and reporting
of monitoring data become one of the regular, routinized
functions of each program within the system. Any meaningful
study of recidivism, for example. must he capable of following
identified juveniles in each and every local agency and
program. The local planning authority is vested with the
responsibility to ensure that all agencies and programs
institute regular. routinized measures for collecting and
reporting basic data necessary for basic monitoring. This
superficially simple task may well require considerable
commitment, coordination, energy, and perseverance. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard

he standard also recommends that the evaluation process
incorporate a method to allow the representatives of specific
projects (\i. programs or agencies being assessed to respond to
the findings or recommendations of an evaluation. l'hus. as in
other aspkets of the planning process, the evaluation of
juvenile service actin ities should provide the officers from the
various/public and private juvenile service programs and
agencies with an opportunity to he represented in decisions
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affecting their operations and the existing juvenile service
system. See also Commentary to Standard 1.I25,

The local planning authorities, in conjunction with the state
agency, should allocate a specific percentage of financial and
technical resoruces for the purpose of evaluation and should
provide appropriate mechanisms and methods for distributing
these resources among projects, programs and agencies. See
Commentary to Standard 1.125.

This standard leaves it to the local planning authority, in
conjunction with the state agency, to determine when, how,
and to whom the findings of an evaluation should he
disseminated. Usually there should he no reason to circums-
cribe the dissemination of program monitoring findings, so
long as project or program administrators have an initial
ability to respond to and if necessary correct evaluation
results before those results are made public. This standard
explicitly provides for such prepublication or predissemina-
tion response by affected programs or agencies. Digests of
evaluation and monitoring reports should he made available
to all interested groups and agencies providing or planning to
provide similar services. Funds for th,c dissemination of
evaluation results should he part of the evaluation budget of
each program or agency. See Commentary to Standard 1.114.

Although monitoring reports should he available to
interested citizens, the basic audience for evaluation results
can be divided into two groups: project managers and policy
makers. the performance monitoring discussed in this
standard, which provides regular and rapid feedback about
project performance, is of primary use to the project manager.
Policy makers, which include the local planning authority
itself, must make decisions about the development and
funding of projects. As a result, policy makers rely both upon
the data from performance monitoring for immediate
decisions relating to program continuation, and upon results
from intensive evaluation research. see Standard 1.32, for
long-range decisions relating to the allocation of resources for
similar projects. See Standard 1.32. See als.o. C.J P . Training
Manual, supra at 8-3.

Related Standards
1. 1 14 Evaluation and Modification of the Local-Level

Juvenile Service System Program Efforts
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.134 Evaluation of Federal, State. and Local Activities
1.21 Data Rase Development and Collection
1.)2 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.26 Strategy Develop neat
1,27 Program Coordination
1.28 Program Development
1.29 Program I nip lementat ion
1.535 Access for the Purpose of Conducting Research.

Evaluative, or Statistical Studies
1.56 Destruction of Records



1.32 Development of a
Research Capability
The local planning authority described in Standard 1.111, in
conjunction with the state and federal agencies described in
Standards 1.121 and 1.131, should develop a research
capability for the generation of knowledge relating to juvenile
justice and delinquency prevention. The state and federal
agencies should provide the necessary financial and technical
resources to support such resehiTh.

The planning and conduct of research should proceed
according to the following outline:

a. Identification of appropriate research problems;
b. Survey of the relevant literature;
c. Definition of the problem in clear and specific terinTs4
d. Statement of underlying assumptions which govern the

design of the research and interpretation of results;
e. Formulation of a testable hypothesis and definition of

the basic concepts and variables;
f. Construction of the research design;

Specification of the data collection procedures;
h. Selection of the data analysis techniques;
i. Execution of the research plan; and
j. Evaluation of results and the development of conclu-

sions.

A mechanism should be established by each level of govern-
ment to distribute, assess, and utilise the results of tie research
in program development and evaluation in accordance with
Standards 1.28 and 1.31.

g.

S jurce :
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals. Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Itt.,tice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 27.1-
27.3 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]:
and H.C. Weiss, Evaluation Research, 1-23 (1972).

Commentary
This standard requires the development of a research

capability that would focus on special research problems that
deserve closer evaluation t Han the standard monitoring system
can afford. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
27.4 and Commentary. At least three alternative categories of
research methods should he available to researchers probing
such special problems. These three methods are: (I) "non-
experimental" methods surveys, case studies, and
"quick" information gathering): (2) "quasi-experimental"

methods (using rough comparison groups to test hypotheses);
and (3) "controlled experimental" methods (a narrowly
defined category. where treatment results must he rigorously
compared with a control group, seeking a clear indication that
the results were caused by a particular interaction). Id. This
standard recommends the formulation of specific testable
hypotheses relevant to special research problems: research
planners should have freedom to select whatever methodology
and research design is appropriate to the research task at
hand.

When appropriate. "pilot testing" should also he used
pursuant to this standard. Pilot testing is testing on a trial
basis -a type of "dry run" of the proposed research design.
The limited size of the sample employed in'pilot testing makes
data collection and analysis more manageable. See Report of
the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 27.4 The
National Advisory Committee recommends that pilot testing
be considered before implementation of a fullscale research
design, to allow for initial testing of the research design and to
indicate what results can be expected.

This standard recommends the distribution, assessment,
and utilization of research results by each level of government
to assist in developing and evaluating programs. See
Standards 1.125, 1.27, and 1.31. Special research and
evaluation should focus on providing the information needs of
the decision maker. Accord, Report of the Task Force, supra
at Commentary to Standard 27.4. By establishing a mecha-
nism to distribute. assess, and utilize research data, valid
research results can he absorbed or acted upon by planners
and decision makers at all levels of government.

Related Standards
1.112 Development of a Local Juvenile Service Plan
1.113 Coordination, Development, and Implementation of

Local Juvenile Service Programs and Guidelines
1.114 Evaluation and Modificatitin of the Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts
1.122 Development of a State Juvenile Service Plan
1.124 Provision of Financial and Technical Resources
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.24 Needs Identification
1.25 Goal Development
1.26 Strategy Development
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1.27 Program Coordination 1.29 Program ImpleMentation
1.28 Program Development 1.31 Development of an Evaluation System
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1.4: Personnel
1.41 Personnel Selection
The professional and nonprofessional staff of the family court
and of all agencies providing services to juveniles subject to
the jurisdiction of the family court should be selected on a
merit basis and should be comprised of individuals, including
minority group members and women, from a wide variety of
backgrounds.

A personnel selection piiocess and a set or sets of criteria
should be developed and tilized by each of the agencies of the
juvenile justice service system, to afford, impartiality and
objectivity in the development of job specifications and the
selection of those who can best fill the job.

Source:
See generally Irititute of Judicial Administratio.n/ Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Juvenik Probation Func-
tion, Standard 4.1(d)(e) (draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as
1JA/ABA, Probation Function].

Commentary
This standard specifies a number of factors to be considered

when selecting professional and nonprofessiRnal staff for the
family- court and other agencies that provide, services to
juveniles. Among the factors to be taken into account in the
personnel selection process are the backgrounds of the
'candidates, the merit of each candidate, and factors.to assure
minority group representation within the youth service
system.

Each juvenile's backgroundand accordingly the types of
attention he she will require from the systemvaries widely.
The National Advisory-Committee therefore recommends that
persons providing services to youth should be selected from a
wide variety of backgrounds. By matching up the varied
backgrounds and skills of personnel with the needs of
particular juveniles, the juvenile justice system will render its
services more efficiently and effectively. CI: 1JA/ ABA,
Probation Function, supra at Standard 4.1 and Commentary.

This- standard also recommends that personnel be selected
on .a "merit" basis. The personnel best qualified for a
particular service function should be assigned to that function.
Merit selection can only serve to enhance the effectiveness of
the youth service system and is a hallmark of these standards.
See, e.g., Standards 2.253, 3.123, 3.131, 3.141, 4.2122, and
4.251.

The standard recommends that minority group members

and women should be included among those serving youth.
More than in other fields of employment, a particular back-
groundincluding the backgrounds of minority group mem-
bers and of womenis a genuine occupational qualification"'
for staff positions serving juveniles. If a juvenile within the
system comes from a particular minority background, or is
female, then personnel with similar backgrounds can often be
especially effective in dealing with that particular juvenile. In
some cases, where a youth is predisposed to communicate or
respond to persons with backgrounds similar to his/her own, a
juvenile, justice system which fails to provide such a staff
person will not meet its most basic responsibilities to that
juvenile.

This standard further recommends the deyelopment of a
specific personnel selection process, including a set of criteria
to be'used by agencies within the juvenile justice system. Such
standardized procedures and criteria should enhance impar-
tiality and objectivity in the development of job specifications,
and assist the selection of those persons best suited to do
particular jobs. In addition to giving guidance for personnel
`election to agencies throughout the system, a formal selection
!process helps prevent the fragmentation of staff energies and
efforts by utilizing personnel in accord with their back
grounds, experience, training, and specific skills.

The., National Advisory Committee has strongly recom-
Mended ,the family court should be a co-equal part of the
highest court of general jurisdiction so that the quality of
justice offered juveniles is at least comparable to that available
to adults in civil Or criminal trwtters. See Standard 3.121: The
recommendations in this standard for rigorous "merit" selec-
tion of court and noncourt juveniles service personnel,
together with similarly high selection standards for judges
themselves, see ,Standards 3.123 and 3.122. and effective
personnel training programs, see Standards 1.421-1.429,
should assure that the family court can function effectively, as
a division of the highest trial court, to serve both the:juvenile
and the community.

Related Standards
1.421-1.429
2.253
3.121
3.123
3:131
3.141
4.2122
4.251
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Personnel Training
Personnel Policies
Relationship to Other Cotirts
Judicial Qualifications and Selection
Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile
Organization of Intake Units
Staff Qualifications
Foster Homes--Staff
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1.42 Training
1.421 Law Enforcement
Personnel
All law enforcement officers should be provided with training
on the law and protedures governing matters subject to the
jurisdiction of the family court; the policies established for
those matters by the local law enforcement agencies and
agencies responsible for intake and protective services; the
local and state groups and agencies providing services to
juveniles and their families; causes of delinquency and family
conflict; the most common legal problems involving youth in
the local community; personal and family crisis intervention
techniques; ethnic, cultural, and minority relations.

Inservice education programs should be provided to all law
enforcement officers to assure that they are aware of changes
in law, policy and programs. Law enforcement officers as-
signed to the juvenile unit of the police department or desig-

rted as patrol unit juvenile specialists should receive, in ad-
dition to the training described above, instruction on methods
for controlling and preventing delinquency and family
conflict, and should periodically visit programs and facilities
providing services to juveniles.

Sources:
See general!)' National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report to the Task Force on
Justice, and Delinquency Prevention, Standards-7.6-7.8 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; and R. Kobetz
and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration (Internation-
al Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973).

Commentary
This standard, recommends that all law enforcement

personnel be provIded with preservice and inservice education
programs, to assure quality police service to juveniles and to
the general public, and to assure that police responses to
juvenile problems are premised upon the most accurate and
up-to-date sociological, legal, and factual information.

This standard specifically provides that all law enforcement
personnelwhether or nat they ultimately may be assigned to
a police juvenile unit, see Standard 2.253--Lshould be provided
with both preservice and inservice training relevant to police
work with juveniles and families. Accord, Report of the Task
Force, supra at-Standard 7.7 and Commentaty. All police
officers, even those who never specialize in youth service work,
are likely to encounter and to intervene into quarrels,
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instances of apparent neglect, abuse, or delinquency, cases
where children are estranged from their families, and instances
where children are lost or endangered on the streets. See
generally Standards 2.21-2.248. Therefore, each and every
police officer needs to be informed about the family court,
about the services available to juveniles, and about the special
problems of juveniles and families. Accordingly, this standard
explicitly provides that each law enforcement recruit should
be provided with preservice training regarding family court
procedures, the policies of agencies involved in the juvenile
justice system, and the character of the agencies themselves,
and should be instructed about the causes of delinquency and
of family conflict, legal issues, intervention techniques-, and
ethnic, cultural, and minority relations. In addition, the
standard also provides for continuing education for all police
officersagain, regardless of the officers'_ specialty or' unit
assignment. Such inservice training should be .designed _to
keep all officers up-to-date in laws, policies, and progrims
pertaining to juveniles.

The standard further recommends that officers who are
assigned to the juvenile Unit of the police department or who
are juvenile specialists, see Standard 2.253, should receive
additional inservice training about juvenile police work above
and beyond the juvenile-related training which' is provided to
all officers. This additional inservice training, for officers
specializing in pOlice work' should include instruction in
methods for dealing with and preventing delinquency and
family conflict, and regular visits to programs and facilities
which serve juveniles.

For each training program discussed' 'above, complete
cooperation between youth service agencies and law enforce-
ment personnel is necessary to assure up-to-date training
programs of high quality.
--Law enforcement work directed at juveniles has traditional-
ly been perceived by many police officers as "social work," as
wholly unrelated to "real" police work, as a job for wOmen, or
as ultimately a dead end. See Report of the Task Force, supra
at Commentary, to Standard 7.6. The National Advisory
Committee recommends that every effort be made to reverse
completely the traditional perception of juvenile police work
as an inferior job assignment. Such efforts must include (1) the
establishment of stringent basic entry qualificitions, see
Standard 2.253; (2) the establishinent of special selection
procedures, Id.; and (3) the special preservice and inservice
training programs recommended in this standard: With



regard to basic entry qualifications, Standard 2.253 specifies
that juvenile officers should be already experienced line
officers with demonstrated aptitude and expressed interest in
police work, Along 'similar lines, the Task Force. has
recommeided that juvenile officers also exhibit above average
intelligence, the desire to learn, and a basic understanding of
human nature. See Report of the. Task Force, supra at

'Standard 7.6 and Commenitary. See also Commentary...to
Standard 2.253. The Task Force also recommends the
development of a better procedural mechanism for the initial
selection of juvenile officers including personal interviews in
addition to written exams; a formal oral interview with a
selection board composed both of police and of individuals
from other juvenile service agencies; and psychological
testing. See Report of the Task Force, supra, The National
Advisory Committee concurs with these recommendations.
See Commentary to Standard 2.253. By such selection
methods, supplemented by the training programs recom-
mended in this standard, youth service work should'be raised
from its current position in the "basement" of police work to
the status of a demanding discipline to which experienced
officers will aspire, and which requiresas it doesunusual
maturity, high intelligence, and highly specialized skills and
training.

This standard, in contrastto the Task Force's Standard 7.7,
does not mandate the precise method of training required or
the length and frequency of training. However, the National
Advisory Committee recommends that each state should
develop such specifics on a statewide basis to assure the same
high 'quality training programs .throughout the state. This
standard is intended to encourage flexibility and experimenta-
tion by the states in the development and improvement of
training programs and to permit responsiveness to special'
localized problems'and needs.

The National Advisory COmthittee als'O encourages person-
nel involved in juvenile justice to pursue undergraduate and
graduate studies in disciplines related to their jobs. The
Committee further recommends the provision of academic
leave with:Tay for such purposes. Such additional education
can give personnel new skills and perspectives to help them

serve juveniles more effectively. Accord, Report of the Task
,Force, Standard 7.8 and Commentary.

Finally, this standard *vides that law enforcement
officers who specialize 'in juvenile work should perionnally
visit correctional, detention, and other program facilities for
juveniles on a regular basis. Similarly, the Task Force seeks to
expose police officers to juvenile placement and program
facilities by recommending short-Vrm personnel exchanges
among police departments and youth service agencies. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 7,7 and
Commentary. Officers, responsible for! dealing with youth
should have firsthand knowledge about conditions in such
facilities, and about the various programs available to
juveniles. Such officers are frequently responsible for the
initial decision to take a child into custody, see Standards
2.21, 2.231-2,233, and 2.242-2.243, and should have a tangible
sense of what that custody .decision could mean for the
individual juvenile. Also, to the extent that police officers play
an informal role in diverting juveniles and families in trouble
away from the family court, see, e.g., Standard 2.241 and
Commentary, they should know the range of available
diversion programs and services.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
2.251 Police Juvenile Units
2.252 Specialization Within Patroi',Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
3.123 Judicial Qualifications-and Selection
3.125 Employment of a Court Administrator
4.2122 Staff Qualifications
4.2192 High Security UnitsStaff
4.222 Camps and RanchesStaff
4.232 Group HomesStaff
4.251. Foster HomesStaff
4.262 Detention Facilities; Staff
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities



Family,' court judges should be provided, with: preservice
training on the law and procedures governing matter subject
by the family court; local law. enforceMent agencies, and' ,.

agencies responsible for 'intake and protective service;, the
local and state groups and agencies.. providing services, to
juvenilei and other families; the causes of delinquency and
family conflict; the methods for preventing .and controlling
such conduct and conflict; and the most common legal
problems involving youth in the local Commtmity.

Inservice education programs should be provided to judges in
the family court to assure that they are aware of changes in
law, policy, and programs. In addition, each family court
judge should periodically visit pro rams and facilities
providing services to juveniles and bei g utilized ;as disposi-
tional alternatives.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory ommittee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Repo 1. of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency P eventipn, Standards 17.1,
17.2, and 17.5 (1976) [hereinafter c\ ted as Report of the Task
Force]; and R. Kobetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Ad-
ministration (International Association of Chiefs of Police,
1973).

Commentary
Preservice ,training and inservice education programs

should be provided to family court judges in accord with this
standard. Other standards-setting groups and commentators

-have made similar recommendations. See Report of the Task
Force, supra; and Kobetz and Bosarge, supra. Kobetz and
Bosarge have pointed out: .

The task of a juvenile court judge is a demanding one. It
requires judicial administrative'skills, knowledge of psycho-
logical, sociological, and emotional problems afflicting
children and their parents, and h ability to ,wisely
determine the most suitable means by which a delinquent
child can be rehabilitated. These skills and abilities , : . must
be learned and acquired through education, training', and
experience. Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 326.
There are at 'least three fundamental respongibilities of

juvenile court judges: (I) to!protect the. community; (2) to act
:in the best interest and for the welfare of child; and (3) to
uphold the dignity of the law and public faith in the: judicial
system. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 17.1;
and Kobetz and osarge, supra at 283. To insure that these
rules and resn nsibilities are effectively and efficiently,
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this standard recommends that judges receive extensive
preservice and inservice training in all areas'relevant to the
juvenile justice system. These areas are explicitly set out in the
text of this standard.

The quality of juvenile court judges has been frequently
criticized. See Report of the Task. Force, supra at Commen-
tary to Standard 17.1. Part of this problem can be attributed
to the fact that most family court jtidges receive training only
on the job. See Report of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 17.2. Although such practical on-
the job training is not without some value, see Kobetz and
Bosarge,' -supra at 311, this standard recommends that such
informal training can, and should be 'supplemented_ and ".
facilitated by formal preservice training. Because of the iinique-.
combination of roles played by the family court Judge; special
judicial training is highly important. Accoid, Kobetz and
Bosarge, supra at 299; and Report of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 17.2. .

By providing juvenile court judges with preservice training,
judges will be better, able to play the leadership role that is
necessary to fulfill the responsibilities of the family court. See
Kobetz and Posarge, supra at 284., Also,through the Contact:
with law enforcement agencies and, other juvenile:; agencies;
recommended in this standard, .thee judge will be able to
understand the material and Psychological needs ofilie 'court
organization and of the juveniles and .adults who anpear
before the family court: Id. The preservice 'judicial, training
and orientation set out in this standard should bee- made

, mandatory. Cf. Report of ,the Task Force,. supra at.
Commentary to Standard 17.3.. The subject :Matter to be
covered during preservice training should:be tailored to family
court concerns, and specific subject:matter areas are explicitly
set out in the text of this standard. The curricula suggested by
the Task Force ciinforms to the curricula recommended heie.
See. Report of the Task Forc& supra at Commentary to
Standard 17.2.

This standard also .provides for continuing inservice
education programs for :judges:, Such inservice education
programs should focus upon relevant changes in juvenile law,
policies, programs, and -procedures. Atdeast some inservice'
training programs should be . interdisciplinary in nature, to
help judges make the difficult social and psychological
judgements which family court judges are so often called upon
to make. \

4

This standard, like the Report of the Task Fprce, does.mot
specify how often judges should receive supplementary insert/
ice training. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
17.2 and Commentary. Kobetz and Bosarge, supra would
require a juvenile court judge.to attend an inservice training
institute at least once every five years, and would have state'
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,;. _governments establish' minimum statutory requirements
.... ''governing continuing educatiOn of juvenile cOurtjudges..Even

'. though this standard-does inn \mandate specific intervals, the
:. .. National Advisory Committee Iiitlieves that inservice training

should be considered an integ al part of the judge's
responsibilities.. Acrorcl, Report 'Of le Task ForCe, supra at
Cornmentary to Standard 17.2.'Obvi uslY, if judges are to be
aware'of changes in law, policy, and program, then inservice
training must .be provided at regular interVals; and once every
'five' yearsas suggested by Kobetz and Bosarge, 'supra
seems too infrequ.cnt. Some formal continuing judicial, .
education should probably occur at least once every six
months. Yearly conferences with representatives from the
comMunity, the bar, and the.judiciary would be another useful
form of inservice training for judges. See generally Kobetz and
Bosarge, supra at 284-316. Such joint conferences could also
facilitate open 'communicatitin among the. representatives
attending, and provide a forum' within which family court
judges could informally exercise their leadership role Within

, the. community.
This standard further provide:4 that each family court it'd&

shtild make. periodic, on-site visits to correction and other
facilities serving juveniles. It is. the 'strong belief of the
National Advisory Committee that only by inspecting juvenile
facilities \and programs for themselves can family court judges
understand\ the impact of detention, disposition, and other
judicial orders, upon a juvenile. Accord, RePort of the Task
Force, supra at\Standard 17.2 and Commentary.; and Kobetz
and Bbsarge, supra' at 320. Particularly in the case of
residential, correctional or inpatient mental health facilities,
only personal visits ean adequately inform judges 'whether
such placements will truly be in a youth's best interest. The
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commonplace hearsay writtcn or oral reports by 'program
representatives or social workers describing such,facilities are
alwaysby their very natureincomplete;',. and may be
misleading. These visits by judges should' occur without
advance notice to the facility or program to be inspected.

Unlike the Report of the Task Foree, supra at Standard
17.5, this standard does not specifically recommend that
nonjudicial court support personnel be directly involvedin.,
training programs for judicial personnel. Such involvement is..
not critical. The National Advisory Committee does recom-
mend, however, that there should be a 'constant flow and
interchange of information and ideas between family court
judges and coui-t support staff at all levels. See Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard 17.5 and Commentary.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the,Local Juvenile Service System
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
2.251 Police Juvenile Units
2.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
3.123 Judicial Qualifications and Selection
3.125 Employment of a Court Administrator
4.2122 Staff Qualifications
4.2192 High Security UnitsStaff
4.222 Camps and RanchesStaff
4.232' Group HomesStaff
4.251 Foster HomesStaff
4.262 Detention FacilitiesStaff
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
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1.423 Prosecutorial
Personnel
All attorneys assigned to the staff of a prosecutor's office
should be provided preservice training on the law and
procedure governing matters subject to the jurisdiction of the
family court; the policies established for these matters by the
family court, locallaw enforcement agencies, and the agencies
responsible for ,intake and protective services; the local and
state groups and agencies providing services to juveniles and
their families; the causes of delinquency and fatni), conflict;
and the most common legal problems involving youth in the
local community.

Inservice education programs should be provided to all
attorneys in the prosecutors' offices to assure that they are
aware of changes in law, policy, and programs. Attorneys
assigned to the family court section of the prosecutor's office
should receive instruction on the methods for controlling and
preventing delinquency, and family conflict in addition to the
training described above, and should periodically visit
programs and facilities providing services to juveniles.

Sources:
See generally NatiOnal Advisory Ctinimittee on Criminal

Justice ...Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquently Prevention, Standard l5.6
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; and R.
Kobetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration
cliiternational ASsociation of Chiefs of Police, 1973).

.Commentary
Until 1967 and the decision of the Supreme Court In re

Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1976), the prosecutorial role in family court
proceedings was not a prominent one. Today, however, the
juvenile justice system requires fulltime ,-,prosecutors to help
insure that the rights of respondents and of,the community are
protected at all stages. See .Kobetz,and Bosarge, supra at 270-
271. This standard recommendS*-thal prosecUting attorneys--
including prosecutors not assigned to the family court section
of the prosecutor's officebe provided with both preservice
and inservice- training and education about the family court.
its practices and procedures, and about the problems it seeks
to address. This standard is one component of a comprehen-
sive system of training for all personnel working within the
juvenile justice system. See Standards 1.421, 1,422, and 1.424-
1.429.

Preservice training is particularly important in the prosecu-
torial area because of the highly specialized nature of juvenile
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law and practice. See eport the' Task Force, supra at
Standard 15.6 and Com vntary. Training is also important
due to the complexity of fl e :juvenile prosecutor's dual role.'
The prosecutor must not o ly function as the community
protector against delinquen , but must simultaneously
protect the rights of accused j veniles and act in a manner
which is,consistent with fundame tal fairness. See Kobetz and
Bosarge, supra at 270. The presery ce training proVided in this
standard would enhance the ove\all effectiveness of the
juvenile justice system by making 111 prosecuting attorneys
aware of the special concerns and needs of the juvenile and of
the- family court. The recommended inservice training is

intended primarily to insure that all prosecutors are aware of
new developments in the specialized area of family and
juvenile law. This standard specifies the subject matter areas
which should be covered during preservice and inservice
training.

The training and education required in this standard should
include. at least some multi-disciplinary training. Accord, e.g.,
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 15.6. Prosecutors
of juveniles, like family court judges and defense attorneys, see
Standards 1.422. and 1.424, need basic psychological,
sociological, and cultural information aid training in order to
evaluate "expert"' assessments about the needs of various
juveniles and about the value of placement and treatment
alternatives. Moreover, the ,family court prosecutor needs to
develop a, working relationship with tither agencies in the
juvenile justice systern...See Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 272.
This standard, therefore, contemplates that the various
juvenile service agencies should contribute to and participate
in the preservice and inservice prosecutor's training programs.
Reciprocally, family court prosecutors should assist in
preparing and presenting the police training programs
recommended in Standard 1.421. Accord, Kobetz and
Bosarge; supra at 273. Prosecutors' offices should also seek

' funding for attendance at relevant outside multi-disciplinary
training programs to supplement the "within house" training
established by this standard. See Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at
273.

This 'standard would also require that those prosecutors
who are assigned to the family court section of the
prosecutor's office periodically visit programs and facilities
which provide the services to juveniles. Accord, e.g.Report
the Task Force, supra at Standard 15.6. Such periodic visits
would permit' family court prosecutors to determine the kind
and, quality, of the care and rehabilitation available in various
plaCements, programs, and institutions serving juveniles. Only
with this kind of personal, firsthand knowledge of placement



facilities and programs can prosecutors make intelligent
placement and dispositional recommendations. The visits,.
like the similar visits by judges and legal services./personnel
recommended in Standards 1.422 and 1.424, should preferably
occur without advance notice. to the facility being visited.

Nonprofessional staff persons in the prosecutor's office
should also be educated about alternative prOcedures and
techniques for dealing with juveniles with whOm they come
into contact. This trainine, of nonprofessionai staff could be
provided chliet ji111111, along 11/41111 the Halning provided to
staff attorneys, or otherwise. Since both professional and
nonprofessional members must work together closely to
contribute to the overall effectiveness of the family court
prOsecutor, at least some joint training programs involving
both professionals and nonprofessionals might enhance
coordination and cooperation among all staff members.
Accord, Report of the Task Force. supra at Standard 15.6;
and Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 272-273. For both
professional and nonprofessional staff, the training recom-

-mended. here can help convey the overall, importance of
properly performed. duties, and can lead to ,greater job
satisfaction and efficiency: See Report of the Task Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 15.6.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service, System.
1.12! Organization of theState Juvenile.Service System
1.421 TrainingLaw Enforcement Personnel
1.422 TrainingJudicial Personnel
1.424 TrainingLegal ServiceS Personnel
1.425 TrainingPersonnel Providing Direct Services to

Juveniles
1.426 Training Educational Personnel
1.427 Training-,Planning Personnel
1.428 TrainingPersonnel Providing Support Services in

Residential Programs
1.429 TrainingAdministrative Personnel
2.251 Police Juvenile Units
2.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
4.2122 Training SchoolsStaff Qualifications
4.2192 High Security UnitsStaff
4.222 Camps and RanchesStaff
4.232 Group Homes- -Staff
4.251 Foster HomesStaff
4.262 Detention FacilitiesStaff
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
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1 A24 Legal Services
Personnel
Attorneys on the staff of public defender agencies, or who are
regularly appointed to represent 'persons unable to retain
counsel for themselves, should be provided with preservice
training on the law and procedures governing matters subject
to the jurisdiction of the family court; the policies established
for those matters by the family court; local law enforcement
agencies and the agencies responsible for intake and protective
services; the local and state groups and agencies providing
services to juveniles and their families; the causes of
delinquency and family conflict and the most common legal
problems involving youth in the local community.

Inservice education programs should be provided to attorneys
on the staff of public defender r gencies and made available to
attorneys in private practice to assure that they are aware of
changes in law, policy, and programs. Attorneys assigned to
the family court section of a public defender agency or who
are regularly appointed to represent juvet ,)cs should receive
instruction on methods for controlling and preventing
delinquency and family conflicts in addition to the training
described above, and, should periodically visit programs and
facilities providing services to juveniles.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards- and Goals, Report of the Task Force on,
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 16.8
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Ta3'k Force]; and R.
Kobetz, and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration
(International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973).

Commentary
The Supreme Court Decision of In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1

(1967), extended the constitutional right to counsel to
juveniles accused of delinquency. Although many states had
insitituted, systems to guarantee legal representation to
juveniles even prior to Gault, see Commentary to Standard
3.132, the Gault decision created a nationwide need for
attorneys trained and proficient in the specialized `task of
representing juveniles.

This standard recommends that legal services, personnel
should be provided with preservice and inservice education
programs. By "legal services personnel," this standard refers to
attorneys who regularly represent juveniles, including both
attorneys on the staff of public defender agencies and private
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attorneys who are regularly appointed to represent pelions
unable to retain counsel for themselves.

The presence of a competent, independent legal representa-
tive for the child (and, in neglect and abuse cases, also for
persons accused of neglect or abuse) is necessary to guarantee
rudimentary due process to parties who are called before the
family court. Effective legal representation is the keystone of
every other procedural mechanism .designed to assure
fundamentally fair proceedings. See generally In re Gault. See
also The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, 86 (1967).
Nonetheless, fully thirteen years after the Gault decision, there
remains a shortage of competent attorneys with training or
substantial experience representing juveniles. 'See Report of
the 'Task Force, supra at Standard 16.8 and Commentary. It
should be noted that both the public defender model for
providing legal counsel *to juveniles, and the volunteer
privately appointed counsel model, have their advantages and
disadvantages. The volunteer system can vary widely in the
quality of representation afforded to any particular juvenile.
See Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 274-282. On balance, the
public defender model is the better system, because public
defenders are available from the earliest possible monient, see
Standard 3.132 and Commentary, and because the defense
provided by a trained public defender is usually better than
that Provided by an appointed private attorney who may have .1

no experience or genuine interest in representingjuveniles. Id.
The early availability of public defender representation is
particularly advantageous under the representation scheme set
up by these standards, which recommend that the right to
counsel should attach at the earliest possible moment
including immediately after a juvenile is taken into custody,
and at intake. See Standard 3.132. Nonetheless, the National
Advisory Committee felt that it would be unrealistic to
recommend a single inflexible representation scheme for all
states and localities. These standards, therefore, leave the
states free to experiment with public defender, volunteer; and
mixed forms of representatioh fOr, persons called before the
family court. These standards recommend formal preservice/,
and inservice training for private counsel who are regularly
appointed, at state expense, to represent juveniles and other
parties in family court, as well as for fulltirne public defenders.

The text of this standard specifies what matters should; at a
minimum, be addressed during the recommended inservice
and preservice training programs. Inservice training should
include training about the causes of delinquency and of family
conflict; about tbe-common legal problems of juveniles; about .

the laws, procedures, and policies relevant to the family court;
and about the nature, policies, and procedures of all agenCies .

Fl



dealing with jtiveniles, including local law enforcement,
intake, and pr}itective service agencies,

Inservice eqUeation programs shiould include the disseminaF
tion of new and current information-about family and juvenile
law, and family court procedureS;- about the policies of
juvenile sejlvice agencies; about placement and dispositionai
alternative's; about new 'techniques and procedures to k
followed/ to establish the client's eligibility for various
programs; and about the various statutory and other'
mechanisms available for funding special programs and serv-
ices'. for ,individual -juveniles, e.g., special educational pro-

See generally Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 16:8 and Commentary; and Kobetz and Bosarge,
supra at 282. Given the speed with which critical laws and
Poli6les can change, the recommendation of Kobetz and
Bosarge that such inservice training programs should be held
atleast annually Is a practical one, and should be carefully
considered in determining the frequency of the inservice
education recommended by this standard. See Kobetz and
Bosarge, supra at 282.

Much of the specialized training most desperately needed by
attorneys representing juveniles is multi - disciplinary in
character, and the training programs recommended by this
standard should include such training. Accord, Institute of
Judicial Administration/American Bar Association Joint-
'Commission on .Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Counsel for Private Parties, Commentary to
Standard 2.1(a) (tehtative,.draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, Counsel for Private Parties]. For example, many
juvenile attorneys could benefit from the experience and.
advice of. psychologists 'or psychiatrists in how. best to go
about the sensitive tasks of interviewing-'juvenile clients and
examining such clients on the witness stand. Sekgenerally H.
Freeman & H, Weiliofen, Clinical Law Train'ing, 458-463
(1972); and R. Cipes, Criminal Defense Techniques, Sections
60.06[3] and [4] (1974). -Attorneys should also ,be able to
recognize and deal with the special problems of their juvenile
clients. Accord, Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
/16.8 and ComMentary. Juveniles' attorneys should also be
trained in how to construct placement and dispositional plans
for,clients and in how to evaluate and if necessary, critique
alternative dispositionai proposals presented by prosecutors
or social workers. See e.g., 1.1A/ ABA, Counsel for Private
Parties, supra at Commentaries to Standards 1.4 and 2.1(a).
Accordingly. this standard specifically requires that attorneys
who represent juveniles should make periodic visits to
programs and facilities providing services to' juveniles". See
Commentaries to Standards 1.421-1.423.

Attorneys representing juveniles must alSo become inti-
mately acquainted with the eligibility requirements and
procedures for all juvenile rehabilitation and training
programs,: including special educational programs, and should
know the releVantate and federal. statutes by which public
funding for such programs may be made available. See', e.g.,
-the Education for All HandiCapped Children Act, Pub. L. No.
94-142,. (codified at 20 U.S.C. §1401, et. seq.); and the Civil
Rights Act for Handicapped Persons, §504 of the Rehabilital
tion Act of 1973, (codified at 29 U.S.C. §794). As noted above,
since the prerequisites 'and procedures for such programs
change frequently, inservice education for legal services
personnel, must inclUde the sharing .afid dissemination of up-
to-date information about such laws and programs. Both the
inservice and preservice training recommended here should
include discussions and other training about the role of the
attorney representing a juvenile. Special training is particular-
ly ly necessary in how to go about representing the very young
client, and about the participation, if any, of guardians ad
litem. See Standards 3.134 and 3.169. See also Report of the
Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 16.8.
Attorneys should receive education and information to help
them to formulate and evaluate longrange plans which may be
proposed for the very young client.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System
1.121 Organization' of the State Juvenile Service System
1.421 Training Law Enforcement Personnel
1.423 TrainingProsecutorial Personnel
1.425 Training Personnel Providing Direct. Service to

Juveniles
1.426 TrainingEducational Personnel
1.427 TrainingPlanning Personnel
1.428 TrainingPerSonnel Providing Support

Residential Programs
.429 TrainingAdministrative Personnel'

2.251 Police Juvenile Units
2.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
4.2122' Training SchoolsStaff Qualifications
4.2192 High Security UnitsStaff
4.222 Camps 'and RanchesStaff
4.232 Group HomesStaff
4.251 Foster HomesStaff
4.262 Detention FacilitiesStaff
4.27 Shelter Carel Facilities ,
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-
All personnel providing direct services to juveniles subject to the clients of the systern." National Advisory Committee' on
the jurisdiction of the family court should be provided with Crimminal JuStice Standards and Goals, Corrections,. 469
preservice training on the law and procedures governing (1973). The development of thOrough. pre-' and inservice
matters subject to the jurisdiction of the family court; education progranis to provide juvenile justice personnel with
departmental policies; rights of adjudicated juvenilei; supervi- a clear sense of the purposes of the total juvenile justice system
sion and security requirements; ethnic, cultural, and minority should minimize "attitudes and indifference, among staff, and
relations; crisis intervention techniques; background and should enhance the provision of services to juveniles
needs of the client population; and causes and treatment of The specifics of the training programs which are explicitly
delinquency' and family conflict. 1; set out in this 'standard stress developing the competencies of

service personnel to deal effectively with juveniles. Staff ability--nservice education should be provided. to all supervisory
personnel to assure that they are zw to interact directly with juveniles and todirect their immediateitre of changes in law,
po)iy, and programs;,,new information relating to the,causes problems should, be enhanced by the provisions in this

and t7atment of delinquency and family conflict; the kcal standard for training about. ethnic, cultural, and minority
relations; about crisis intervention about theand state groups and agencies providing services, to juveniles
backgrounds and needs of the client population; and aboutand then familiei; ongoing problems faced by supervisory

tasks and p ogram settings; and periodic visits ;to prbgrams

the causes and treatment of delinquency and faintly Conflict.personnel and methods of resolution; preparation for' new
The ability of staff intercede effectively on behalf of their

and facilities p\ roviding services to juveniles clients before the court will be'strengthened by the training
.

Sources:
See; generally National Advisory Comittee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task" Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 12,10 .

(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; and..
Institute of .Judicial Adininistration/ American Bar Associa-
tion -Joint:. Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standard:: Relating to CorreCtional Administration, Standard
3.3 (draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as IJA /ABA, Correctional
Administration].

Commentary
This standard recommends, that preserviee and, inservice

education programS be developed:for personnel providing
direct services to juveniles. The National Advisory Commit-
tee, in recommending such educational-programs, recognizes
the importance of insuring that juveniles coming into contact

'_with the system are encountered by personnel. who are familiar
with juveniles special problems and characteristics: Such
personnel should also,be knowledge ble about the court and
service system within' which. the j venile client has' become
enmeshed. , As : the : National Ad isory Committee aptly
Observed in 1973, a "lack of staff development reflects an
attitude of indifferenceabout the services that staff provide to

required here about the, law and procedures- of the farriily
court; and by inservice education about changes in pertinent
law, policy, and programs. ()fifer standards specifically
require that persons directly serving juveniles must act
aggressively to bring deficiencies in services to the attention of
the family court.

This standard further provides for initial and continuing
education about, departmental agency policies,. about the
rights of adjudiCated juveniles, and about all local and state,
groups and agencies providing services to juveniles and their
families. This training should equip staff, with the technical..
wherewithal to assure that no adjudicated juVenile goes
without helpful and supportive services merely for lack of staff
familiarity with the full range of services available to that
juvenile at the 'local, State, and federal levels, and from private
community resources. Staff persons should be made intimate-
ly familiar with state and federal laws which might directly
provide7-Or financially underwritespecial services to juVe7
niles. See, e.g., Pub. L. 94-142, (codified at 20 U.S:C. 140Iet
seq.).

_-

This standard further provides that persons' providing direct
services to juveniles should periodically visit other programs
and facilities providing services to juveniles. These visits
would provide "intramural." exposure to other programs
serving juveniles within the region or state Facility or
program staff could thus acquire and share ideas about new or
otherWise special programs or approaches which might be



adopted to benefit juveniles. Such cross-fertilization should
maximize the possibilities for flexible, creative 'approaches to
providing direct services to youth.

The primary difference between this standard and those of
the American Bar Association aid the Task Force is that the
hider groups specifically require at least eighty hours of
preservice training and set additional minima for inservice
training. See Report of the Task Force, .supra at Standard
19.10; and, IJA. ABA, Correctional Administration, supra at
Standard 3.3. For example, the 1.1A, ABA Joint Commission
would require forty-eight hours of training within the first six
months, of an individual's employment. :Sec 1.1A ABA
Correctional Administration, supra at Standard 3.3 and
COmmentary. This standard does not mandate a specific
minimum number of training hours. The absence here of
specific minimum training-hour requirements is intended to
permit flexibility within the centralized state system to set
rational priorities with respect to personnel training. How-
es the National Advisory Committee recommends that the
LIA ABA, Corrections Administration, supra and The
Report of the Task Force, supra requirerrients should serve as
guidelines to administrators to determining the specific
number of training hours necessery for specific staff positions.

This standard contemplates that the establishment and
direction of staff training programs should he the ultimate
responsibility of the centralized statewide juvenile service
agency. See Standard 1.121 and Commentary. Accord,
Report of the Task Force, .supra; and 1,1A ABA, Correctional
Administration, .supra. Such centralization is a focal point of
these standards. The centralized agency must insure that
adequate training i':sources and staff time are made available
to meet the prescrvice and inservice training requirements

established here. See Standard 1.121 and Commentary: and
1.1 A / A BA, Correctional Administration, supra at Commen-
tary to Standard 3.3.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
1.41 Personnel Selection
1.42 -t raining
1.421 Law Enforcement Personnel
1.422 judicial Personnel
1.123 Prosecutorial Personnel
1.424 Legal Services Personnel
1.426 Educational Personnel
1.427 Planning Personnel
1.428 Personnel Providing Support Services in Residential

Programs
1.429 Administrative Personnel
2.251 Police Juvenile Units
1.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
3.123 Judicial Qualifications and Selection
3.115 Employment of a Court Administrator
4.2122 Staff Qualifications
4.2192 High Security Juvenile Units -Staff
4.222 Camps and Ranches -Stair
4.232 Group Humes -Staff
4.252 Foster Flurries Services
4.262 Detention FacilitiesStall
4.27 Shelter Care Facility
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1.426 Educational
Personnel
All teaching and school -based social service support personnel
should be provided with preservice training on the law and
pro lures governing matters subject to the jurisdiction of the
fatuity court; local and state groups and agencies providing
services to juveniles and their families; causes of delinquency
and family conflict; the most common educational problems
involving youth in the local community; personal and family
crisis intervention techniques; ethnic and cultural and
minority relations within the community; and the types,
causes, and methods of handling disruptive behavior and poor
performance in the classroom.

inservice education programs should he provided to all
educational personnel to assure that they are aware of changes
in law and educational policies and programs as well as the
current findings regarding specialized educational processes to
assist troubled youth. Educational personnel should periodi-
cally visit programs and facilities providing sca-,, ices

troubled youths.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice (..{andards and Goals, Report of the Task Force or,
Juvenile% Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 3.18
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard seeks to provide teachers with programs that

will give them relevant "real world" information for and about
juveniles to be incorporated into the teaching process. The
White House Conference on Children has reported:

1-he school is second only to the parents in influencing a
child's character and personality, in preparing him to live in
and with his environment, and in determining what kind of
an adolescent he grill become . . . There must he relevance
between what is taught and how the child lives and his
projected way of lite. The White House Conference on
children, Report 10 the President, 394 (1971) [hereinafter
cited as Report to the President] (emphasis added).

The training recommended in this standard is intended to
assist the teacher in bringing home to his her students how
their schooling is or can he -personally meaningful to them.
as well as to inform teachers about some of the special
problems of juveniles. including the problem of juvenile
delinquency. Since students' personal, social. and legal
problems can intrude into the classroom and frustrate
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learning, teachers inevitably become involved in such
problems. S,,e Report to the President, supra. The training
recommended in this standard should also help teachers
mininnic disruptions of the learning process and to more
effectively counsel troubled students.

I he pleservice training recommended here will assist
teachers in identifying and dealing with juveniles who are
currently or who may become involved with the juvenile
justice system. "[A] teacher may be supportive and lead the
student toward solutions; or they may compound problems by
responding inappropriately." Report of the Task Force, supra
at Standard 3.18 and Commentary. In order to prevent inap-
propriate responses, by teachers to student problems, the text
of this standard specifies broad categories of valuable
Mformation for inclusion in preservice teacher training. The
information provided should also help teachers to identify,
anticipate, and prevent student delinquency problems--
hopefully before the delinquent act occurs.

The inservice programs required here should help assure
teacher awareness of new developments in educational policies
and programs, and of special programs to assist juveniles with
particular problems.

Educational personnel should also be encouraged to visit
diverse programs and facilities other than school-based
programs to inform them of the range of possible solutions to
particular problems. If contact is made between teacher and
student about a problem, a teacher's inability to suggest
alternatives could lead to feelings of frustration on the part of
the student; in effect, all the teacher's preservice training and
background are of little help in guiding the student if no real
alternatives can be devised to help the youth. Both inservice
teacher training, and teacher visits to various special non-
school programs, should suggest alternative solutions to
student problems. The teacher could then choose to meet the
problem either by creating new or ad hoc school programs, or
through student participation in an existing off-campus
program.

Both formal training programs and visits to nonschool
facilities can help minimize misdiagnosis by teachers of
student problems. It will not help a student if an organic
learning disability is diagnosed as an "attitude" problem. This
standard specifically provides for continuing education of
teachers about new findings and methods of special education,
and about changes in law and educational policies and
programs. The -legal" component of such continuing teacher
education should include special training with ..!gard to
eligibility for obtaining student access into suitable special
educational programsincluding training about the purposes
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and icquirements of relevant statutes, including federal
statutes such as the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act and the CR it Rights Act for Handicapped Persons, as well
as any pertinent state statutes. .S'e'e Public Law 94-142
(codified at 20 U.S.C. §(401, el, Seq.)(1975); and Section 504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (codified at 29 U.S.C.
§794;( 1973 ).

Related Standards
1.111 Organization ot. the Local Juvenile Service System
1.121 Orgatniation of the State Juvenile S,:rvice System

2.251 Police Juvenile Units
2,252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
3,123 Judicial Qualifications and Selection
3.125 Employment of a Court Administrator
4.2122 Training Schools --Staff Qualifications
4.2192 High Security UnitsStaff
4.222 Camps and Ranches Stall
4.132 Group HomesStaff
4.151 Foster HomesStaff
4./6/ Detention Facilities- Staff
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities



1.427 Planning. Personnel
All planning personnel working with the juvenile service
system should he provided with training on the law and
procedures governing matters subject to the jurisdiction of the
family court and the policies established for those of the
family court and the policies established for those matters by
the local law enforcement agencies and agencies responsible
for intake and protective services; the local and state groups
and agencies providing services to juveniles and their families;
causes of delinquency and family conflict; the most common
legal problems involving youth in the local community; and
particular planning methods, procedures, and activities
unique to the organization and community.

Inservice education programs should be provided to all
planning;. personnel to assure that they are aware of changes in
the law, policy, and programs of the state and local
community; prepa..ation for new tasks and program settings;
periodic visits to programs and facilities providing services to
youth; community organization; proposal and grant develop-
ment; new methods and findings in juvenile service planning,
research, evaluation, coordination, and dissemination of
information to the public.

SourCes:
See generally National \dvisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report -of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 2.2
(1976) (hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard recommends that planning personnel within

the juvenile justice system should he provided with preservice
training and with inservice education programs. Existing
programs have been developed by planners in accord with
existing laws. policies, procedures, and other factors. Planners
must he told when such factors change so that programs will
conform to new laws, policies, etc., and so that programs will
he relevant to the current goals of the juvenile justice system.
The training programs recommended by this standard must
therefore provide a continuous, systematic means of convey-
ing cirrent relevant information to program planners.

Since planners plan for people, planning cannot and should
not go on in an ivory tower. Planners should know as much as
possible about the people and the systems for which they plan.
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Accordingly, this standard provides planners with mecha-
nisms for achieving and maintaining a broad prespective
about community opinions, resources, and programs. Accord,
Report of the Tusk Force, supra at Commentary to Standard
2.2. Planners need current information about local and state
groups and agencies providing services to juvenileS, about
changes in policy, about state, local, public, and private
programs, about community organizations, about the com-
mon legal problems of juveniles in localities for which they
plan, and about planning methods, procedures, and research.
This standard specifically requires both preservice and
inservice training and education for 'planners in each of these
areas..

The 'collection of the information which this standard
recommends should be conveyed to planners will inevitably
bring planners into direct contact with diverse groups within.
the community. Under this standard, planners must keep in
constant touch with all segments of the community, both to
update and assimilate the information to be taught in formal
planner training "programs, and during periodic visits by
planners to programs and facilities which serve youth. This
constant interchange and contact by planners with the
community will permit planners to act "not only as

professional planners but also as facilitators and coordinators
of community prevention efforts." Report of the TaSk Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 2.2. Through this process,
planning personnel can and must maintain continuous contact
with the system and the people for whom they plan.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Loral Juvenile Service System
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
2.251 Police Juvenile Units
2.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
3.123 _Judicial Qualifications and Selection
3.125 Employment of a Court Administrator
4.1222 Training SchoolsStaff Qualifications
4.2191 High Security UnitsStaff
4.222 Camps and RanchesStaff
4.232 Group HomesStaff . .

4.251 Faster Homes,--StalT
4.262 Detention FaciltiesStalf
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities



1.428 Personnel
Providing Support
services in Residential
Programs
All 'personnel responsible for proViding support services in
residential programs such as ground Ind building mainte-
nance, laundry, and meal preparation, should be provided
with preservice and inservice training on the law and
procedures governing matters subject to the jurisdiction of the
family court; causes of delinquency and family conflict; crisis
intervention techiques; the backgroud and needs of the client
population;;, ethnic, cultural, and minority .relations, and
supervision and security requirements.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Tusk Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 19.10
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force];
Institute 'of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Assicia-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Correctional Administration, Standard
3,3 (draft 1976) [hereinafter cited as IJA /ABA, Correctional
Administration].

Commentary
SuppLirt personnel play as important a role as personnel

providing direct services to juveniles in residential programs.
The, National Advisory Committee has achnowledged the
importance of support staff in adopting this standard which
provides specific training for such personnel. Recognizing that
support personnel have close and frequent contact with
juveniles in residential programs, the National Advisory
Committee's recommendation should further the consistency
of purpose and of philosophical approach among all staff
working in residential facilities. This standard should also
enhance the quality and effectiveness of support personnel in
residential programs.

Support persons enjoy at least as much contact with
juvenile residents as do teachers, childcare workers, and other
direct service providers. Cf: Standard 1.425. The role
modeling provided by ground maintenance persons, building
janitors, cooks, and other support staff may be more familiar
to some juveniles, and more akin to some juveniles'
expectations for their own social and economic futures; than

the'role modeling provided by professional teachers, psychol-
ogists, and others who offer more direct services to youth. See
Standard 1.425. The impact of support staff contact upon
residents' behavior and personal growth may be more tangi-
ble and effective in many cases than the impact of personnel
who provide teaching, psychiatric, childcare, and other more
direct services. Some juveniles may, for example, confide more
readily in support staff than in their more judgemental
teachers or therapists. For these reasons, it is imperative that
support staff be aware of the backgrounds and needs of the
client population, of the philosophy and goals of the total
Juvenile Justice' System, and of the specific treatment
approaches (if any) used i>9 the particular facility where they
are employed.

Preservice training will provide support staff with a general
introduction to the field and to the role and goals of the
state's 'Youth Servies Agency. See Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standard 19.10 and Commentary. This formal
initiation may prevent conflicts that individual support staff
members who are unfamiliar with the juvenile service system
might otherwise initially encounter with the philosophy and
objectives' of the centralized youth service agency.

inservice training is also recommended here. Such training
should be tailored to assist employees further define and
achieve their professional objectives and convey information
about any changes in the system that might affect their role or
the juvenile clients to whom they provide services. See Report,
of the Tusk Force, supra.

Through pre- and inservice training programs, support
personnel will become a more integral part of the juvenile
service system. Traditionally taking a spectator's view of the
system, support personnel will gain perspective about the
juvenile system and insight into the needs of juveniles.

Because support staff and persons more directly serving
juveniles often must work together closely, training topics
which are pertinent to such personnel groups might best be
taught to both groups jointly to enhance communication and
cohesiveness among all personnel serving in residential
programs. Because all staff contribute alike to the total
effectiveness of any residential program, some joint training
should provide greater staff cohesion and effectiveness. To
convey how each person's role fits into the overall goal of a
residential program and of the. total youth service system

5 ;.)
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enhances coordination, cohesiveness, and job satisifaction
among both professional and nonprofessional staff.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local .luveniie Service'System
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
1.41 Personnel Selection

1.42 Training
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services- to Juveniles

.1.426 Educational Personnel
2.251 Police Juvenile Units

2.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
2.253 Personnel Policies
3.123 Judicial Qualifications and*Seleetion
3.125 Employment of a Court Administrator
4.2122 Staff Qualifications
4.2172 Responsibility Toward Patients
4.2192 High Security Juvenile. Units Staff
4.222 Camps and Ranches Staff
4.232 Group HomesStaff
4.251 Foster HomesServices
4.262 Detention FacilitiesStaff
4.27 SE-Ater Care' Facility
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1.429 Administrative
Personnel
All administrative personnel responsible for the management
of juvenile services should be provided with preservice and in-
service training, appropriate with their responsibilities, on
budget preparation, fiscal records, personnel management,
supervision, training, procurerrient. space and facilities
management, planning, research, evaluation, coordination,
community organization, and the dissemination of informa-
tion to the public. Instruction should also include training in
the,:law and procedures governing Matters subject to the
jurisdiction of the family court over deliquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, those matters by the local law enforcement,
intake, protective service, and supervisory-agencies responsi-
ble for providing -services to juveniles and their families;
causes of delinquency and family conflict; crisis intervention
techniques; and the most common legal problems involving
youth in the local community. Administrative' personnel
should periodically visit programs and facilities providing
services to juveniles.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goal,Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Ju:gtice and DelinqUency Prevention, Standard 19.10
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force.]

Commentary
Administrative personnel play an important role in

maintaining the continuity, consistency, and effectiveness of
the agencies and services provided within the juvenile service
system. Administrators managing service programs are vital
to the effectiveness of these programi. Administrators must,
therefore, always have complete and current information
about the policies and procedures at each level of the juvenile
service system, and about all other-information pertinent to
effective program administration. This standard recommends
the development of a systematic training effort designed to
educate and "up-date" administrators about such matters.

The scope of the pre- and inservice training recommended
by this standard is extensive, and should enable'administra-
tors to be aware of new developments that may affect the ad-
ministration and effectiveness of programs. The breadth of the
pre- and inservice training recommended here should assure
that juvenile service program administrators will be well
trained and well informed.

Administrators of youth service programs should receive
broad-based training in the law and procedures of the family

-court, about the relevant policies of pertinent ,agencies,
including local law enforcement, intake, protective service,
and other supervisory agencies; about the common legal
problems of youths; about the causes of delinquency and
family problems; and in crisis intervention techniques.

In addition, adMinistrators must know how to prepare and
present budget requests, how to maintain physical records and
conduct audits, and how to. hire,' train, and supervise'
personnel: Administrators should also be taught at least .

enough about planning, research, evaluation, and program
, coordination, to enable them to communicate effectively with
program planners, researchers, and evaluators, and to
coordinate efforts among .related programs. To enable
administrators to coordinate most effectively 'with Other
program: ;, and to facilitate and create cross-fertilization 'of
ideas and approaches among 'administrators of different
programs, the standard provides that administrative personnel
should periodically visit the-programs and facilities providing
services. to juveniles:

Administrative personnel should also be trained in how to
communicate effectively witii community groups,,members of
.the press, and individuals from the community. Many
residential programs for youth have been halted or 'driven
away by intense opposition to such programs from within the
community. Under the worst of circumstances, youth program
administrators shoUld know some-thing. about how to defuse,
deflect, or discourage community opposition' to a residential
y:itith facility. Under better circumstances, an 'administrator
shotild know how to organize and galvanize community
support behind new or additional youth services programs or
facilities. Along these lines, this standard specifically provides
that youth program administrators must be trained formally
both in community organization techniques and in how to
disseminate information to the public.

The Task Force, - unlike this standard, mandates a specific
number,. (forty) of inservice training hours for:administrative_
personnel.before or within their first year of employment. See
Report 'of the Task Force, supra. ,Although the National
Advisory Committee wishes to allow flexibility for state and
local adoption of reasonable minimum training hours, the
forty-hour preservice training minimum suggested by the Task
Force should be Closely considered' in establishing minimum
hourly training requirements.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System.
1.121 Organization of the State Juvenile Service System
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2.251 Police Juvenile Units
,,2.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units
-2.253 Personnel Policies
3.123 Judicial- Qualifications and, Selection
4.2122 Staff Qudlifications
4.2192 High Security UnitsStaff

L:4.222 Camps and RanchesStaff
4.232 Group HomesStaff
4.252 Fogter HomesServices
4.262 Detention FacilifiesStaff
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
1.41 Personnel Selection
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1.42 /Training
1.421 Law Enforcement Personpel
1.422.. Judicial. Personn,e1
1.423 -Prosecutorial Personnel
1.424 Legal Services Personnelt,
1.425' Personnel Pro'viding Direct Services to Juveniles
1.426 Educational Personnel
1.427 Planning Personnel
1.428 Personnel Providing Support Services in Residential

Programs
3.125 Employment of a Court Administrator

1
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1.5 Records Pertaining to
Juveniles
1.51 Security and Privacy
of Records
Each state and the Federal Government should enact statutes
governing the collection, retention, disclosure, sealing, and
destruction of records pertaining to juveniles to assure the'
accuracy' and security of such records and to protect against
the misuse, misinterpretation, and improper dissemination of,
the information contained therein.

RecOrdkeeping practices should be reviewed periodically to
i determine whether, the inforrntion collected is necessary and
whether it is being gathered, retained, utilized, and disseminat-
ed properly. Privacy councils should be established at the state
and federal levels to assist in this review and in the
enforcement of the statutes and regulations governing records
pertaining to juveniles.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards- and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency,Prevention, Standards 28:1

, and 28.3 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Tack
. Torce];' Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar

Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Records and Information Systems,
Standards 2:1, 2.2, ;1.1, 11.2, and 19,1 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter- cited as IJA/ ABA, Information Systems]; See
also Search Group, Inc., Standards for Security and Privacy
of Criminal Justice Information, §§ 1.1-1.3, and 21 (1975);
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Criminal Justice System, §8.1 (1973) [hereinafter
cited as Criminal Justice System].

Commentary
As recordkeeping methods have become increasingly

numerous and sophisticated, there has been growing concern
over the unnecessary stigmatization caused by the mainte-
nance of the records of a person's childhood mistakes for
decades after that person has reached adulthood, as well as
over the accuracy, use, and misuse of data concerning
juvenihs and their families collected by private and public
agencies. The various federal privacy statutes and regulations
seek ro identify recordkeeping systems, assure access by the
subject of a record to the information contained therein, limit

access by others, and provide procedures for correcting 'and
updating records. However, except for records maintained by
schools, the impact of these provisions on juveniles subject to
the jurisdiction of state family courts is quite limited. See 20
U.S.C: §1232(g) (Supp. 1976); 43 C.F.R. §§99.1(a) and 99.3,
(1976). i it example, the Federal Privacy Act governs only \,
identifiable information maintained by federal agencies, 5
U.S.C. §552a (Supp. 1976). The LEAA regulations on
Criminal Justice Information Systems include records
pertainitig to juveniles only to the extent of requiring that state
criminal justice history record information plans assure that
juvenile records arising from delinquency and noncriminal
misbehavior proceedings are not disseminated to noncriminal
justice agencies except (a) when authorized by statute,
executive order, or court rule or order; (b) for administrative
purposes; or (c) for research, evaluative, or statistical
activities. 28 C.F.R. §§20.21(b) and (d) (1976).

As for the states, one commentator has observed that while
"most states have laws which serve as a general declaration
that persons should not be denied oppbrtunities based upon a
juvenile record . . . [they] do not have laws specific enough to
assure that the general legislative purpose is achieved."
Altman, "Juvenile Information Systems: A Comparative
Analysis," appearing in L. Boxerman, Computer Applications
in Juvenile Court, 1, 9 (1974).

First, there are no laws defining the purposes for which
information may legitimately be collected and utilized . . .

SeCond, there are no laws establishing any quality controls
with regard to practices of collecting and using information
. . . Third, there are no laws which presently recognize that
a juvenile court's thirst for information should be weighed
against a juvenile's right and need for privacy. This means
that the juvenile justice system assumes that once it obtains
jurisdiction over a child it may collect any and all
information, no matter how "private" that information may
be, no matter whether that information is only marginally
relevant to a particular decision, and no matter how limited
the scope of that decision may be . . . Id. at 5.
This standard urges that the federal and state governments

enact comprehensive legislation to improve the quality and
consistency of data-gathering and recordkeeping practices,
and to protect the privacy of children and their families. It is
intended to refer to recrods relating to children maintained by ,
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educational and social welfare departments as well is by
juvenile and criminal justice agencies,- and to handwritten or
typed records as well as to those on tape, computer cards,
microfilm, or microfiche. Many of the features of such
legislation are discussed in the remaining standards in this
series.

The provision then recommends that recordkeeping
practices should he subject to periodic review to assure
compliance with the letter and the spirit of the law. Such
regular audits are recommended by most of the commentators
and standards groups which have addressed this area. See,
e.g., Report of the Task Force, supra; IJA/ABA, Information
Systems, supra at Standard 2.6; Regulations on Criminal
Justice Information Systems, 28 C.F.R. §20.21(e); and Search
Group. Inc., .-tipra at §23. Civil and administrative remedies
and strong criminal penalties should be available when the
statutory or regulatory provisions on privacy are violated. See
IJA ABA, IntOrmation Systems. supra at Standards 2.3-2.5;
Search Group. Inc., supra at §24; and Criminal Justice
System. supra at §8.1.

In ordef to facilitate such audits, the standard recommends
formation of Privacy Councils to institutionalize a concern for
juvenile records, to provide a mechanism for promoting
consistency in recordkeeping practices and to insure visibility
in recordkeeping decisions. IJA/ ABA. Inibrtnai %On Systems,
supra. Criminal History Record Control Boards were first
proposed by the Search Group in 1971, to oversee compliance
with state and federal privacy legislation and regulations. See
Search Group, Inc.. supra. The concept has been endorsed by
the National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice'
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Standards and Goals in Criminal Justice System, supra, and
applied to the juvenile area by both the Report of the Task
Force, supra, and by the IJA/ ABA, Information Systems,
supra. However, unlike the Report of the Task Force. and
IJA/APA, Information Systems, the National Advisory
Committee concluded that creation of a council on children's
records separate and apart from a general state security and
privacy committee would add to the proliferation of agencies
and committee without providing significant additional
safeguards or benefits, especially since many of the same
individuals would be likely to be asked to serve on Both
committees. However, each State Privacy Council should he
authorized to establish a subcommittee to address juvenile
records if it considers such a subcommittee to be necessary.

Related Standards
1.21 Data Base Development and Collection
1.22 Inventory and Analysis of Community Resources
1.23 Problem Identification and Prioritization
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.54 Completeness of Records.
1.55 Accuracy of .Records
i.56 Destruction of Records
3.147 IntakeNotice of Decision
3.172 Public and Closed Proceedings
3.186 Predisposition Investigations
4.214 Development of a Treatment Plan
4.233 Group Homes Services



1.52 Collection and
Retention of Records
Information identifiable to a juvenile or family should not be
collected by law enforcement agencies, prosecutors' offices,
courts, public agencies legally responsible for providing
services to juveniles and to their families, or private
-organizations or programs under contract to such agencies or
licensed to provide those services, unless essential:

a. To provide necessary services;
b. To make decisions regarding the juvenile or family in

conjunctionHtlt the initiation, investigation, processing;
adjudication, and disposition of a ::omplaint or petition
submitted pursuant to the jursdiction of the family court
over delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or neglect
and abuse;

c. To Make decisions regarding the juvenile or family in
:onjunction with the appeal of the adjudication or an
order in a delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior or
neglect and abuse proceeding;

d. To provide services pursuant to a refeo al from an intake
unit or the dispositionai order of the family court;

e. To administer the court, agency, organization or
program effectively and efficiently;

f. To monitor and evaluate the court, agency, organization
or program; or
To conduct authorized research, evaluative, or statis-
tical studies.

Such identifiable information should be retained in retrievable
form only if it is accurate; protected from unauthorized
access, disclosure, and dissemination; physically secure; and
essential to accomplish one of the purposes specified in
paragraphS (a) through (g). The subjects of such information
should he notified that the information has been retained, and
that they have the right to inspect the records and to challenge
their accuracy and retention.

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration; Ameri-ca,Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice

Standards, Standards Relating 10 Records and Information
Systems, Standards 3.2 and 4.1-4.4 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter cited' as 1JA ABA. ',Om:anon Systems]; we
also National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals. Report of the Task Force on. Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 28.1 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard sets out basic principles to guide the

caection and retention of data pertaining to juveniles. It is-
premised on the view that limiting the information collected to
only that which is absolutely essential is one of the most
effective means of protecting the privacy of individuals,
simplifying the problem of keeping identifiable records
confidential and secure, and reducing the cost of data
gathering and recordkeeping. See Standards 3.147 and 3.186.
As is noted by both the Report of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 28.1, and the IJA/ ABA, Informa
don Systems, supra at Standard 3.1:

Too much as well as too little information can inhibit the
decision-making process;
The need for information is directly related to the number
of options available to the decision maker;
The risk of abuse or misuse increase as the amount of
information collected increases; and
Much information now .being collected is not used.

However, this is not intended to imply that no information
pertaining to a juvenile should be collected nor records
containing such information, retained. As is indicated in the
standard. identifiable information is needed to make the
critical decisions in delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior,
and neglect and abuse cases, to provide services to juveniles
and their families: to conduct research into the nature and
causes of delinquency. see, e.g., M. Wolfgang, R. Figlio,and
T. ScIltn. Delinquency in a Birth Cohort (1972): to evalu-
ate agency and program effectiveness; to facilitate proper
planning z.nd management for the juve le service system; andtil
to assure the accountability of individu. Is and programs. The
intent of the standard is to increase awareness that identifiable
information should not be utilized when nonidentifiable
information will achieve the sal,le objectives, and to assure
that data is collected and stored only when the potential
benefits from its use outweigh the potential injury to privacy
and related protected interests. National Advisory Commit-
tee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals. Criminal
Jusfice System. $8.2 (1973) [hereinafter cited as Criminal
Justice System].

The standard covers all components of the juvenile service
system. including the traditional juvenile justice agencies and
the schools, protective services. welfare. health and mental
health zigencies. and private groups. organizations, or
programs which Must obtain a license to provide services to
juveniles or which provide such services under contract to a
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public agency. See 1.1A/ A BA. hybonation Systems, supra at
Definition I.

This broad coverage is necessary because of the network of
interrelationships between the agencies comprising the
juvenile service system: .For example. family courts and intake
units require information on the services which have been
provided to juveniles and their families'in order to make the
decisions required under Standards 3 .143 - 3.145. 3.151-3.158,
and 3.182-3.184. Education records may he relevant in many
noncriminal misbehavior cases as well as to residential
programs providing educational services to juveniles subject
to the jurisdiction of the family court. See. e.g.. Standards
3.182. 4.2161, and 4.263. In addition, since contractingfor
services is encouraged throughout these standards, the
inclusion of private service providing programs appearS
necessary to assure consistency in recordkeeping practices and
the privacy of individuals receiving the services. See. e.g..
Standards 4.2, 4.213, and 4.233.

Information or records identifiable to an individual refers to
information which is indexed or able to he 'etrieved by name.
identifying code or number, address or other personal
characteristic. Thus, police blotters, court dockets. and other
records compiled chronologically are not intended to he
covered, nor are notations concerning an individual made in a

file concerning another person. The effort involved in sifting
through chronologically ordered records seeking occasional
notations substantially reduces the risk of harm. See Report of
the Task Force. supra; and Regulations on Criminal History
Information Systems, 28 C.F.R. §20.20(b) (1976). The
standard is also not intended to affect retention of appellate
decisions in juvenile cases, although in accordance with
Standard 1.53 and the current practice in most states, the
juvenile's name should not appear in the opinion.

The standard recommend that the decision to retain
information be separated from the decision to collect it. Too
often information which has proven to be inaccurate,
irrelevant, or of only shortlived value is retained simply
because of inertia. and gains importance and credibility by
virtue of its existence. 1JA ABA, htformation Systems, supra.
Like the provisions on collection of information, the
paragraph on retention applies only to records which are in-
dexed or accessible h'y name or other identifier. It urges that
before a decision to retain information is retained, its accuracy
and completeness should he verified. see Standards 1.54 and
1.55. and its confidentiality and physical security assured. See
Standards 1.53-1.535. It specifies further that information
should he retained in identifiable form only if "essential" to
accomplishing at least one of the seven reasons for collecting
the information. These safeguards follow, in principle, the

1
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recommendations of the 1JA/ABA, In/'ormation Systems,
supra, see also 28 C.F.R. §20.21(a); and Criminal justice
System, supra,. though the "essentialness" test is more
stringent than the criteria proposed in the other provisions.
Finally, the standard recommends that immediately after the
decision to retain a record has been made, the retaining agenCy
should notify the subject of the record of its existence, that
he/she is entitled to inspect it subject to certain limitationS,
and of the procedures which ,apply to and identification
requiied for gaining access to the record and to challenging its
accuracy and the agency's right to maintain it. Standards
1.533, 1.534, and, 1.55; see also 1JA/ ABA, Information
Systems, supra at Standard 4.4; Institute of Judicial Admin-
istration/American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Neglect and
Abuse, Standard 3.5 (tentative draft, 1977): Without such
notice, the subject's rights of access would be meaningless,

The principles recommended in this and the other standards
in this ,series are intended to apply to automated as well as
manual record systems, and to centralized as well as ,locally
maintained systems. While each type.,of record system has its
benefits and its dangers and while no jurisdiction should rush
headlong into automating and/or _centralizing its records
without assessing the costs, the 'basic issues of what
information should be collected and retained, when and to
whom identifiable information should be disclosed, how such
informationcan be kept secure, complete, and accurate, and
when it should be sealed or destroyed remain the same. But cf
1JA/ ABA, Information Systems, supra at Standards 4.6 and
4.7; and Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 28.4.

Identifiable records which are retained should not include
summary conclusions or labels which describe a juvenile's
social, emotional, medical, or behavioral history, or predict
future behavior or attitudes unless the underlying or actual
basis, meaning, and implications are explained in terms that
are understandable to laymen, and the use of such profession-
al jargon cannot be avoided. IJA/ ABA, Information Systems,
supra at Standard 4.5.

Related Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.35 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
3,146 Intake Investigation
3.186 Predisposition Investigations
3.187 Predisposition Reports



1.53 Confidentiality of
Records
Identifiable information retained under Standard 1.52 should
nut constitute a public record. Access to such information
should be strictly controlled.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 28.2
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the TaSk Force]; see also
Insiitute of Judicial Administration/American liar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Recoi.ds and Information Systems,
Standards 15.1 and 20.1 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as IJA/ ABA,' Information Systems].

Commentary
This standard urges that records pertaining to juveniles

and/or their families which are indexed or retrievable by name
or other identifier should be strictly controlled. The laws
regarding the confidentiality of and access to identifiable rec-
ords pertaining to juveniles vary widely with regard to both
the stringency of the protection and the types of agencies
covered. The intent of such statutes is to reduce the risk of
stigmatization and dissemination resulting from contact with
the juvenile justice system. However, Michael Altman points
out that :

This is 'a lofty purpose but, as many studies have indicated,
it hasn't worked. It hasn't worked because many employers
and educators believe that they are taking risks when they
employ, or enroll a person with a record; because many
employers and educators are unwilling to expend funds to
conduct a complete investigation to determine whether the
existenc..: of a record actually reflects upon the person's
present qualifications or trustworthiness, and because there
are many loopholes and inadequacies in the laws which seek
to preserve confidentiality and eliminate collateral disabili-
ties. Altman, "Juvenile Information Systems: A Compara-
tive Analysis" appearing in L. Boxerman, Computer
Applications in Juvenile Court, 1, ,4 (1974).
Confidentiality of records pertaining to juveniles and closely

controlled access to them have been endorsed by all of the
major standards groups and model legislation which have
addressed the problem. E.g., groups and model legislation
which have addressed the problem. E.g., Report of the Task
Force, supra; IJA/ ABA, Information Systems supra; IJA / A-

BA Joint Commission, Standards Relating :to Neglect and
Abuse, Standard 3.4 (tentative draft, 1977); Model Act for
Family Courts, §§45 and 46 (1975); Uniform Juvenile Court
Act, §§54 and 55 (1968); U.S, Department ..of Health,
Education and Welfare, ;Proposed Model Child Act, §24
(draft;-August 1977); see dlso Regulations on Criminal Justice
Information Systems, 28 C.F.R. §20.21(d);(197f4); 18 U.S.C.
§5038 (Sapp. 1976).

it should be noted that the National Advisory Committee
has drawn a distinction between the'cOnfidentiality of records
and the confidentiality of family court proceedings. Standard
3.172 recommends that respondents in delinquency, noncrim-
inal misbehavior, neglect arid abuse cases should be entitled to
open the proceedings to the public, and that news coverage be
limited. only by:

Written voluntary guidelines . . . developed by the news
media in conjunction with the family court [which]
outline the items related to family court proceedings that
are and are not generally appropriate for reporting.
The distinction is based on the impact which "free ,and

robust reporting, criticism, and , debate" can have on public
understanding of the law and on the accountability of the
judicial system, see Nebraska Press Association v. Cox, 427
U.S: '539, 587, (1976) (Justice Brennan, Concurring), the
prohibition announced -in the Nebraska Press A.4ociation
case, on imposing a ban on publication of information
available to the public, id. at 570, and'the knowledge that in
most cases, retention of identifiable inforniation obtained at
an open hearing will be subject to the limitations of memory of
the relatively few people who attend the hearing or who may
have been told about the experience. Records, on the other
hand, unless access and retention are ,restricted, will remain
available long after the . court proceedings have been
concluded to' r.-i,.,!ons wholly unconnected with the case, and
wiil, regardless of whether they have been .updated, retain an
aura of authority which may be out of proportion to their
significance at the time of examination. Therefore, identifiable
records appear to have a far greater potential for misuse.

Standards 1.531-1.535 set forth detailed recommendations
regarding access to law enforcement, court, intake, detention,
emergency custody, dispositional, and child abuse
investigation records, as well as access to identifiable records
pertaining to juveniles by persons or agencies conducting
research, evaluative, or statistical studies: Although not
covered by these sta.ndards, the National Advisory Committee
on Standards urges that the news media impose similar
controls on access to their files on juveniles who have come in
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contact with the Juvenile Justice System.. Access.to education
records is governed by, the regulations implementing 20
U.S.C.A. §1232(g) (Supp. 1976), 45 C.F.R. Part 99 (1976).
For purposes of these standards the most relevant sections of
those regulations are §§99:11-99.12 on the procedures foe'
amending education records without parental or, student
consent, inter a /ia, to officials of another school Or school
system in which the student seeks to enroll, state and local
officials to whom the information is statutorily required to be
disclosed, and to comply with a court order. See also 145
C:F.R. §99.37 on disclosure of directory information.

The provisions on 2'7.cess to records are intended to limit
redisclosure of identifiable information by persons, other than
the subject of the record,. who have been granted access. Stiff
civil and criminal penalties should apply to unauthorized
disclosure. See Standard 1.51.
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Related Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Dispositional Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1.535 Access for the Purpose of Conducting Research,

Evaluative, or Statistical Studies.
1.56 Destruction of Records
1172 Adjudication ProceduresPublic and Closed Pro-

ceedings
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1.531 Access to Police
Records
Access to records and files maintained by law enforcement
agencies pursuant to Standard i.52 should be restricted to:

-a. The juvenile who is the subject of a record and his /I er
counsel;

h. The parents, guardian, or primary caretaker of a juvenile
named in the record and their counsel;

c. Law enforcement officers when essential to achieve a law
enforcement purpose;

d. Judges, prosecutors, intake officers, individuals con-
ducting a predisposition investigation, and individuals
responsible for supervising or providing care and
custody for juveniles pursuant to the dispositional order
of the family court, when essential to performing their
responsibilities;

e. Individuals and agencies for the express purpose of
conducting research, evaluati7-,,, or statistical studies;
and

f. Members of the administrative staff of the maintaining
agency when essentia! for authorized internal adminis-
trative purposes.

Access under paragraph ,(c) should only be granted to law
enforcement officers in another jurisdiction when the juvenile
has been adjudicated or when there is.an outstanding order to
take the juvenile into custody,

Access under paragraph (e) should be subject to the conditions
set forth in Standard 1.535.

Intelligence informationidentifiable information compiled
in an effort to anticipate, prevent, or monitor specific acts of
delinquency and investigative information identifiable
information compiled in the course of the investigation of
specific acts of delinquencyshould he maintained separately.
Access should he limited to law enforcement officers within
the agency when essential to achieve a law enforcement
purpose, and to officers in other agencies to confirm
information in the files of the other agency or to assist in an
ongoing investigation.

Sources:
.S'ee generally Institute of Judicial Administration Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Records and Infrrmation
Syslems, Standards 20.2-20.3. (tentative draft, 1977) [herei-
nafter cited as 1.1,A ABA, Information Vslems]; Search
Group, Inc., Stadards for Security and Privacy of Criminal

Justice Information, §§ 15(c) (2) and (3) and 15.2 (1975); see
also 28 C.F.R. §20.21(g) (1976).

Commentary
Standard 1.531 recommends restrictions on the

dissemination of identifiable information pertaining to
juveniles maintained by law enforcement agencies. As noted in
In re Gault, 387 U.S. I, 24-25 (1967):

Police departments receive requests for infoi-Mation from
the FBI and other law enforcement agencies, the armed
forces, and social agencies, and most of them generally
comply. Private employers word their application forms to
produce information concerning juvenile arrests and court
proceedings, and in some jurisdictions information
concerning juvenile police contacts is furnished private
employers as well as government agencies.
While the issuance of regulations governing dissemination

from criminal justice information systems receiving LEAA
support has, limited access to law enforcement records
rega0ing juveniles to some extent. 28 C.F.R. §§20.2 (b) and
(d) (1976), the degree to which such records remain available
to persons and agencies inside and outside the juvenile justice
system continues to vary greatly from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction. In light of this variation, the standard specifies
the groups and individuals who should he given access, rather
than including a general clause allowing access for persons or
agencies with a "legitimate interest" who have obtained an
order from the family court. See, e.g., Model Act for Family
Courts, §46(b) (3) (1975).

Paragiaph (a) recommends that the juveniles and/ or their
attorneys should be given access to law enforcement files
concerning them. Such access should he on request and
subject to reasonable published rules and regulations. The
policy of allowing access by the subject of a record is

becoming increasingly accepted and is endorsed by section
524(h) of the Crime Control Act and the regulations issued
pursuant thereto, 28 C.F.R. §§20.21(g) and 20.34; the Federal
Privacy t...ct, 5 U.S.C. 552a(b) (i) ISupp. 1976); the National
Advisor Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and
GotCs, Crimina/ Justice -System, §8.4 (1973); and the
1.1A ABA, InlOrmation Systems, supra; but see National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals. Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Preven,ion, Standards 5.14 and 28.2 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]. Access by the
subjects of records or their counsel is intended to assure the

1
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accuracl?, of records ati., compliance with the prescribed
recOldkeeping, practices. and policies. If a complaint or
petition has been tiled, access should be limited by the rules of
discovery until after dismissal or disposition. See Standard
3.1.67.

.

Pagragraph (b) is intended to provide access to parents or
parental surrogates alleged or found to have neglected or
abused their child or repeatedly misused their parental
authority, as well as to the parents. guardians or primary
caretakers of jtjAcniles accused or proven to have eon-united
delint.fuent-riots or'engaged in noncriminal misbehavior. See
1.1:\ A ji.:\, hifirmatii;iiSy,1/2t!,:m.v. supra at Standard 20.2;
.1-b(41i/ -Ict /or himi/r Court.y.".Nvra; but see Report of the
lask hnc., .upro. 1 he same rea\ons underlying access by
juseniles support access by their par nts.

Paragraphs (2) and RI) recom nend access by law
enforcement and juvenile justice:.',otlicials involved in
investigating. re% iev, inv.. processing. or adjudicating the case.
or responsible for supers ision or custody of the juvenile.
How e% cr. the pros ide that records should not he disclosed
unless it is ''essential to carrying out the judge's. official's, or
officer's lawful duties. As in Standard 1.52. the "essentialness"
test is intended to he more stringent than that cortained in the
source pros kiwis.

Extra precautions are recommended for transfer of
information to lass enforcement officials in jurisdictions other
than that of the maintaining agency. Si) as to limit the spread,
and thus enhance the control of information pertaining to a
juvenile. Records of juveniles whose cases were dismissed or
have not yet been adjudicated, should not he disseminated in
other jurisdictions in order to avoid misinterpretations and
unss arra nted inferences. See 1.IA ,. A /3, hrlOrmation Systems,
supra at Standard 20.3.

.

Access by researchers and evaluators to identifiable data
can be critical to efforts to understand the nature and causes
of delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, neglect and abuse,
to examine society's response to it. and to improve the
operation of the juvenile juslice system. Paragraph (e)
provides for such access. subject to the safeguards recom-
7.1ended in Standard 1.535. See ILA ABA, IttlOrmation
Sy.vtems, supra at Standards 20.3 and 5.6: 28'C.F.R. supra at
§ 20.21: 28 C.F.R. F,,rt 22 (1976); but see Report of the Task
Force, supra.

Paragraph (1) provides access when essential for monitoring
or administrative purpose:; This is not intended to include
screening records when an individual seeks a job as a police
officer or another governmental post. See IJA/ ABA.
Information Sy.rtem.s., supra at Standard 15.3(e); itiodel Act
for Family Courts, supra; 28 C.F.R. §20.21(d) and comment
thereto: but see Search Group, Inc...thpra at §§11 and 12. See
aim) Hawaii Res iced Statutes §571-I (Supp. 1976). The
commentary to the rceulations on Criminal ,Justice
Information Systems. points out that 28 C.F.R. 20.21(d)
"denies access to records of juveniles by federal agencies
conducting background investigations for eligibility [sic] to
classified information under existing legal authority." The
National Ads isorY Committee recommends in addition, that
ether relevant federal statutory and regulatory provisions be
modified to prohibit requests to law enforcement agencies by
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the armed services fur access to the juYmile records of
applicants for enlistment See, e.g., 10 U.S.C. § 504 (1976);
and 32 C.F.R. §§571.2(e, (5) (b), 729.6 (b) (4); 888.2(c) and
888.7 (1976). The Com..iittee is in agreement w;th the
resolution adopted by ;he National Council of Juvenile Court
Jud;.7.es in July 1976, that the armed services can "exert a great
rehabilitati,:e factor in transforming young troubled citizens
into responsible mature adults 'leading meaningful and
disciplined lives." AlthouL,,11 under Standard 1.54 law
enforcement records would include the disposition of
matters listed. and under Standard 1.55 the .,:;bidets of such
records would be able to correct errors and ambiguities. the
examination of law enforcement records regarding offenses
alleged to have been committed by juveniles retains too great a

risk of misinterpretation to warrant the apparent authority to
request record checks from local police. One of the traditional
reasons for confidentiality of family court proceedings is to
allow juveniles to outgrow .their mistakes. While as Altman
points out, the arguments for allowing prospective employers
to sec a juvenile's arrest record are very strong in extreme
cases---e.g., the child molester seeking a job as a day care
teacher-- the effort to encourage positive life roles disci..-;sed in
the prevention chapter and the growing importance of
government, jobs in the employment market supper the view
adolpted by the OA/ ABA Joint Commission, the Model Act
lin- Family Courts, and the Criminal Justice Information
Systems Regulations that the general rule for adults included
in the Search materials should not be extended to juveniles.

The final paragraph of the standard sets out stringent
restrictions on the dissemination of intelligence and
investigative information. As noted he commentary to the
provision recommended by the Search Group Inc., supra:

Because of the sensitive and potentially damaging nature of
criminal intelligence information, much of which often is
unverified, the maintenance, dissemination, and use of such
information should be strictly limited to criminal justice
purposes . . . In additon, there should be sonic reasonable
limits on the instances in which intelligence information
concerning an individ,,a1 may he collected and the period of
time it may he maintained in the absence of sonic indication
of its continued usefulness and relevance.
It should be noted that unlike the Search provisions, the

standard limits disclosure to instances in which the informa-
tion is essential to the perfOrmance of law enforcement duties
rather than to those in which the requesting officer has merely
a "demonstrable need."

It is intended here and in the other sections on access, that
agencies with access to identifiable records pertaining to
juveniles should authorize a limited number of individuals to
receive and review such records, and that reproduction or
divulging of disclosed records, other than by the subject of the
record, be prohibited.

A provision suggesting guidelines and limits for finger-
printing and photographing of juveniles is included in the
chapter on intervention. See Standard 2.246.

Destruction of law enforcement records should he governed
by the principles set forth in Standard 1.56. Stringent penalties
should he imposed for unauthorized disclosure of identifiable
information by lass enforcement personnel or by individuals.



other than the subject of the information, who have had access 1.56 D ;truction of Records
to law enforcement records. 2.21 AL.nority to Intervene

2.22 Decision to Refer to Intake
2.221 (.riteria for Referral to Intake-L-Delinquency

Related Standards 2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal
Misbehavior

1 51 Security and Privacy of Records 2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

153 Cor,idcntiality of Records 2.23 Decision to Take a Juvenile Into Custody

1.532 Access to Court Records 2.231 Criteria for Taking a Juvenile Into CustodyDelin-

1,533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency, Custody. quency

and Disposiiional Records 2.232 Criteria for Taking a Juvenile Into CustodyNon-

1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records erimirmi Misbehavibr

1.535 Access for the Purpose of Conducting Re,earch,
Evaluative, or Statistical Studies

2.233 Criteria for Taking a Juvenile Into Emergency Pro-
tective Custody

1.54 Completeness of Records 2.246 Procedures for Fingerprinting and Photographing

1.55 Accuracy of Records Juveniles
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1.532 Access to Court
Records
Access to case records and files maintained by court under
Standard 1.52 should be restricted to:

a. The juvenile who is the subject of the record and his/her
counsel;

b. The parents, guardian, or primary caretaker of the
juvenile named in the record and their counsel

c. Other parties to the proceedings and their counsel;
d. Intake officers, judges, prosecutors, and individuals

conducting predispositional or presentence
investigations, when essential to performing their
responsibilities;

e. Individuals and agencies for the express purpose of
conducting research, evaluative, or statistical studies;
and

f. Members of the clerical or administrative staff of the
family court if rssential for authorized internal
administrative purposes.

In addition, objective information such as the nature of the
complaint or petition and its disposition should be available to
an individual or public agency directed by a dispositional
order to take custody of a juvenile or to provide services to or
supervise a juvenile and/or his/her family; to a law
enforeeroent agency when such information is essential to
executing an arrest warrant or other compulsory process or to
conducting an ongoing investigation;. to the state motor
vehicle department for licensing purposes when the juvenile
has been found to have committed a traffic offense; or to an
agency or individual when essential to secure services or a
benefit for the juvenile. Notice of such disclosures should be
sent to the juvenile and his/her parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker.

Access granted under paragraph (e) should be subject to the
conditions set forth in Standard 1.535.

Access to identifiable intake, detention, emergency custody,
and dispositional records maintained by courts should be
governed by the principles set forth in Standard 1.533.

Source:
See .generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards. Standards Relating to Records and Information
Systems, Standards 15.2 and 15.3 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter cited as LI A, ABA. Information Systems].
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Commentary
According to M. Levin and R. Sarri; Juvenitr Delinquency:

A Comparative Analysis of Legal Codes in the Un;:, d States,
58 (1974), forty-three states forbid public inspe(!ion of rec-
ords maintained by juvenile courts. They note, that
"these provisions commonly allow the juvenile court judge to
release these reco;ds when he chooses;" and that "meaningful
statutory guidelines regulating the exercise of the discretion
are lacking." This standard recommends promulgation of such__
guidelines for all court files and records pertaining_tojuverilies
which are indexed or retrievable by_naine-ar other identifier,
and which result from the filing, processing, adjudication, or

.disposition of delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or
neglect and abuse complaints and petitions, or from the ap-
peal of interlocutory decisions, adjudications, or dispositions
in such cases. Similar if not more stringent restrictions should
be imposed on access to identifiable files and records
maintained by 'prosecutors' offices and agencies providing
legal services to juveniles and their families, in addition to the
traditional privileges anci ethical considerations which now
apply. Access to intake, predispositional, community supervi-
sion, and residential facility records maintained by courts and
juvenile service agencies is discussed in Standard 1,533.

Paragraphs (a) and (b) are parallel to provisions on access
to law enforcement records in Standard 1.531. Access by the
juvenile and 'parent is essertial for providing sufficient notice
of the allegations. See Standard 3.171. For similar reasons,
paragraph (c) recommends access by the prosecuting attorney
who is handling the ci.:se and to other parties to the
proceedingse.g., the schools in a noncriminal misbehavior
proceeding based on allegations of truancy or a corespondent.
Cf. Standard 3.167; See IJA/ ABA, Information Systems,
supra; see generally National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 28.2 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Force. Paragraph (d) is intended to cover judges in both the
family court division and the criminal div. °ions of the highest
court of gene ;al jurisdiction, as well as individuals responsible
for preparing predispositional or presentence reports. This is
to accommodate transfers of delinquency cases to the criminal
division, and sentencing of young adults convicted of
committing offense. See Standard 1.56 and IJA(ABA,
Information Systems, .supra. Access is subject to the stringent
need-to-know policy applied throughout these standards.



Paragraphs (e) and (f) are identical to their counterparts. in
Standard 1.531. See Standard 1,535; HAI ABA, Information'
Systems, supra; Report W the bask Force, supra.

The standard also recommends that certain portions of the
court's case tile may be made available to supervision Or other
public agencies mitered to provide care and custody to a
juvenile, or to provide services to or supervise a juvenile
and/or family; to motor vehicle departments authorized to
revoke or refuse to issue a driver's license upon adjudication of
a traffic offense; and in limited circumstances, to a law
enforcement agency. These portions include the order issued
in the ease, the complaint and petition, the juvenile's name and
address and docket entries if any, but not transcripts,
evidence, reports, briefs, or memoranda which have been

. submitted. Generally, such agencies require only a copy of the
charge and of the dispositional- order and not the other
material included in court records: hence there is little reason
to provide access. See 1JA; ABA, information Systems, supra
at Standard' 15.3. For access' to the predisposition report, see
Standard 1.533.

In addition, the standard provides 'that information
regarding tie charge or the disposition may also be provided,
presumably by the agency responsible for community
supervision. see Standards 4.11 and 4.31, to another agency or
individual if disclosure is essential to obtain a service or
benefit. It is intended that such informatibn should be
disclosed orally and solely on a need -to -know basise.g., for
an employment program designed for adjudicated
delinquents. See Search Group, Inc., Standards Security
and Privacy of Criminal justice Information, § 13.2 (1975); see
,also HA. ABA, IWOrmation Systems, supra at Standards
15.3(E) and 15.4(E) (2). Prompt notice of such disclosure
should he sent to the juvenile and his/ her parents-or parental
surrogate in order to provide them an opportunity to send
additional information to the individual or agency to which
the disclosure- has been made, to correct any errors and to
facilitate monitoring of disclosure practices. See Standards
1.51 and 1.55. As is the case with law enforcement records,

fedelral statutory and regulatory provisksns should be
modified to prohibit requests to courts by the armed services
for access to the juvenile records of applicants for enlistment. .

See Commentary to Standard .1.531.
No special provision is made. for access to records by the

press. While this is not intended to precluded attendance ar
and reporting of proceedings held in open court pursuant to
the guidelines recommended in Standard 3.172, it does restrict
media access to identifiable records both contemporaneous
with and subsequent to those proceedings unless the provision
on access for research, evaluative, and statistical studies
applies. See Standard 1.535.

Court records should b. subject to the provisions for
destruction of records disc.ussed in Standard 1.56.
Unauthorized disclosure of identifiable court records, should
be subject W.stringent sanctions. These should apply to
persons, other than the subjects of the records, who violate the
statutory provisions governing confidentiality of identifiable
information pertaining to juvenilLs after having access to
count records.

Related Standards
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention,.Emergency Custody, and

DisPositional Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1.535 Access for the Purpose of Conducting Research,

Evaluative, or Statistical. Studies
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
3.11 Jurisdiction
3.167 Discovery
3.172 Public and Closed Proceedings
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1.533 Access to Intake,
Detention, Emergency
Custody, and.
Dispositional Records
Access to records regarding intake, detention, emergency
custody, and dispositional decisions and proceedings
maintained by courts pursuant to Standard 1.52, and public
agencies responsible for intake, detention, and emergency
custody decisions; public agencies responsible for supervision
of juveniles and/or families prior to disposition or pursuant to
a dispositional order of the family court; public agencies
responsible for preparation of presentcnce reports; public
agencies responsible for the care and custody of juveniles prior
to disposition or pursuant to a dispositional order of the
family court; or private programs under contract to -or
licensed by such agencies to provide for the care and custody
of juveniles subject to the jurisdiction of the family court,
should be limited to:

a. The juvenile who is the subject of the record and his/her
counsel;

b. The parents, guardian, or primary caretaker of the
juvenile named in the record and their counsel;

c. Intake officers, judges, prosecutors, and individuals
responsible for conducting predispositional or
presentence investigations or for supervising juveniles or
families prior to - disposition or subject to the
dispositional order of the family court, when essential to
performing their responsibilities;
A public agency directed to take custody of or provide
services to the juvenile who is the subject of the record;
Individuals and 'agencies for the express purpose of
conducting research, f.:v a luat iv e, c:. statistical studies;
and ..--Th

f. Members of the field or -administrative staff of the
maintaining age my when essential for authotized
internal administ Live purposes.

The maintaining agency should also be authorized to disclose
portions of such records to an agency or individual on a need-
to-know basis when disclosure is gssentia1 to secure services or
benefits for the juvenile and/or family. ;Written notice of such
a disclosure should be sent to the juvenile and his/her parents,
guardian, or primary caretaker.

. \
When the subject of a record or his/her parent, guardian, or . This standard governs disclosure of identifiable reports, files'
primary caretaker request access to records which contain. and records likely to contain social history, diagnostic, and
information that is likely. to cause severe psychological or other subjective information pertaining to juveniles and their
physical harm to the juvenile or to his/her parents, guardian, families.,As stated in U.S. Department of Health, Education

d.

c.

or primarY caretaker, that information should ordinarily be
disclosed to the requesting person's' attorney ,or other
independent representative, or through a counseling or mental
health professional. In cases in which there is an exceptional
risk of severe harm and disclosure through an intermediary is
not feasible, the maintaining agency should apply to the
family court for authorization to withhold the harmful
information or to delete it from the records, such applications
should be heard ex parte, but the requesting party should be
notified of a decision to grant an application to withhold
information and of the reasons therefore.

Access to medical and mental health records should be
governed by the laws defining the scope-of the doctor-patient
privilege, the therapist-patient privilege and other applicable
privileges, except that records containing information
obtained in connection with the provision of counseling,
mental health, or medical services to a juvenile which the
jug enile has a legal right to receive without the consent of
his/her parents or guardian, should not -be disclosed under
paragraph (b) and should not be granted without the juve-
nile's informed written consent.

Access under paragraph (e) should be subject to the conditions
set forth in Standard 1.535.

Sources:

SPe generally
tion/ American Bar Association Joint ommission on
Juvenile Standards, Standards Relating /o Records and
Information Systems, Standards 5.2, 5.5(a) and (b), and 15.4
(tentative draft, 1977) [herein:, r cited.. -.as IJA/ ABA,
Information Systems]; American Association, Standards
Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures, §4.4
(1968) [hereinafter cited as ABA, Sentencing].

Institute of Judicial Adreinistra-

Commentary
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and Welfare, Standards for Juvenile and Family Courts, 177

(1966)
. . . [S]ocial records.contain.so many matters affecting the
intimate, personal affairs of individuals, they require . a

greater degree of protection than that recommended in the
case of legal records.
The standard. applies to reCords maintained by courts,

intake units, public agencies responsible for the preparation of
predisp9sitional reports and for the supervision of juveniles
and/ or their families, and public and private agencies and
programs responsible for providing care, custody, or services
to a juvenile or family prior to disposition or pursuant to a
dispositional order of the family court. See Standards 3.141,
3.186-3.187, 4.11, and 431. Intake unit records are included
siri:e.-they may contain information concerning services
provided, to juveniles and then families, the responses to those
services, and other nonobjective information. See Standards
3.143-3.146. .

Consistent with Standards 1.531 and 1.532, paragraphs (a)
and (b) ream-fin-tend that the juvenile, the juvenile's counsel,
the juvenile's parent or parental surrogates and their counsel,
should all have access to intake, dispositional, and other such
records. See 1JA," ABA, information. Systems, supra; and
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Forcbti Juvenile
Justfre and -Delinquency Prevention, 'Standard 28.2 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]. Disclosure. of
the information contained' in those records, especially when it
is the basis for significant decisions/affecting custody' and
treatment, is essential to assure a,c6uracy and fairness. See

Kent v. United States; 383 U.S./541, 562 (1966); Standards
1.55, 3.147, 3.155- 3.157. and 3.187. However, social
infOrmation concerning one corespondent should not
ordinarily be given to anoth'r corespondent, his/her parents,
or counsel.

Social histories, unlike case tiles, may contain information
which could detrimentally affect a parent's or juvenile's
zmotional health or aggravate exisitng family conflicts. In
sitpations in which the parties are represented by attorneys,
'assuring that any fact of opii:ion which could serve as a basis
for, a decision adversely affecting an- individual is. at least
disclosed to counsel proteas fairn.-..ss while providing a means
for safeguarding- the parties ,from harmful information. See

Standards 3..155-3.157, and 3'.187. But in vievt, of the fact that
requests for dispositional information may be made following
disposition whep the juvenile or family is not actively
represented by an attorney, this standard provideS in

addition, that disclosure may be made through an
independent representative who can weigh ttie riSk of harm,
or through a professional counselor mental health
professional who can provide the necessary treatment and
support. This follows the recommendations tidoPted by the
1.1A /ABA, hybrmation Systems, supra at Standard 5.5; and
Report of the Task Force, supra. The 1JA/ ABA, Information
Systems recommends as a third alternative, that" the agency
simply delete the potentially harmful informatiOn and,assure
that the information "will not be used in any way against the
juvenile." See also Report of the Ta.vk Force, supra. This fails
to provide for the possibilit,' that the information ;n:ty have

already been used at the time.nf the request e.g ;, to deny the
juvenile entrance into., a particular- program. .Hence, the
standard' provides that in the event that no intermediary is
.available and the risk of harm is particulfirly':acute, the
maintaining agency may apply to the family court to withhold
potentially harmful items. Notice that information has been
withheld should be given to the parties and the decision to
withhold information should be subject to appeallate review.
This Proceditre is comparable to that. recommended by "the
ABA, Sentencing, supra at .§4.4(b).

The standard also recommends that information resulting
from counseling, psyChological, psychiatric, or medical
services :which the juvenile lawfully obtained without the
consent of his/ her parents, should be withheld from the par-
ents unless the juvenile authorizes. its disclosure. See gen-
erally IJA/ ABA, Information Systems, supra at Standard'
5.2(B). Depending on state law, this may include instances:in
which older juveniles have lawfully received birth control
counseling, received treatment for drug or alcohol abuse,
received psychiatric help, been treated for venereal disease, or
had an abortion without their parents' knowledge. See

generally Institute of Judicial AdministrationlAnterican Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile JustiCe Standards,
Standards Relating to the Rights of Minors, Part IV (tentative
draft, 1977). While such information may not fail within the
narrow definition of harmful informationdiscussed'above, its
inadvertent disclosure could adversely affect attempts to.,

-strengthen family ties and discourage,,,Voluntary utilization of
available counseling and other services by juveniles....

Paragraph (c) recommends access by judges, Prosecutors,.
and intake officers assigned to; the case, and to individuals
supervising the juvenile and/or family before or after
disposition. see Standards 1.531, 1532, and 1.534; IJA/ ABA,
Information Systems, supra; Report of the Task Force, supra;
Model Act for Family Courts, §45 (1975) .

Paragraph (d) provides for automatic access by the public
correctional or social services after disposition. However,

laccess by private agencies or programs which have contracted
with a public agency to provide such services, is subject to the
discretion of the maintaining' agency and requires the
notification of the juvenile named in the record or his /.her
parents, guardian, or primary caretaker. Disclosure to such
private ,agencies and programs should be limited to that
information which .is- essential to the procurement of .the .
needed services or benerds, See Standards l.531,- 1.532, and
1.534. These restrictions are consistent with those imposed in
Standard 3.187 and are recommended in view of the lesser
degree of control and security which many small service
programs and private group homes can provide for intake and
predisposition reports and diagnostic records. The. provisions
concerning access by researchers and administrative staff are
identical to those in the 'other provisions in this' series.

Before disclosUre is made to any of the individuals or
agencies listed, the-maintaining agency should a=zure that the
information contained in the files is verified and accurate.
Unreliable information should be purged from the files, and so
should the working' notes of the individual collecting the
information as soon as they are no longer necesOy for the
investigation and reporting process. See Standard 1.54.
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For.the reasons discussed. in the CoMmentary to 'Standard
1.531, federal statutes and regulations should not perMit.the
armed services to seek access to the intake; detention,
emergency custody, or dispositional records of applicants for
enlistment.

Destruction of the types of records discussed in this
. -provision should be governed by the principles set forth in

Standard 1.56. Stringent oenaltit.s, should be applied in the
event of unauthorized disclosure, by agency or court
personnel or individuals, other than the subjects of the records
who violate the statutory provisions governing confidentiality
of identifiable, information pertaining to juveniles...

1,534 . Access to Child Abuse Records
1.535 Access for the Purpose of Conducting Research,

Evaluative, or Statistical Studies
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
1141 Organization of Intake Units
1146 Intake investigation
3.186 Predisposition Investigations
3.187 Predisposition Reports
4.11 Role of the State
4.214 Development of a Treatment Plan
4.2171 Initial Health Examination and Assessment

Related Standards 4.223 Camps and RanchesServices
4.23g.. Group Homes--services

.1.52 Collection and Retention of Records 4.263 Detention FacilitiesServices
1.53 Confidentiality of Records 4.54 Disciplinary Procedures
1.531 Access to Police Records 4.81 Grievance Procedures
1.532 Access to Court Records
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1.534 Access to Child
Abuse Records
Access to records which are r:T.aintained under Standard 1.52
and which pertain to the reporting or investigation of alleged
incidents of child abuse as defined in Standard 3.113(1iNr to
the initiation of a neglect or abuse complaint should be limited
to:

a. The juvenile named in the report or complaint and
his/her attorney;

b. The parents, guardian, or primary caretaker of that
juvenile and their attorney;

c. Individuals or public agencies conducting an
investigation of a report of child abuse, or providing
services to a juvenile or family on a voluntary basis
following such a report, when access is essential to per-
forming their responsibilities.

d. Intake officers, judges, prosecutors, a,,d individuals
responsible for conducting predispositional investiga-
tions or supervising families subject to the dispositional
order of the family coact, when access is essential to
performing their responsibilities;

e. A public agency directed to take custody of the juvenile
who is the subject of the record, or to provide services to
the juvenile or his /her, parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker;

f. Individuals for the express purpose of conducting
research, evaluative or statistical studies; and

g. Members of the clerical or administrative staff of the
maintaining agency when essential for authorized
internal administrative purposes.

The maintaining agency should also be authorized to disclose
portions of such records to an agency or individual on a need-
to-know basis when disclosure is essential to diagnosis or
treatment of the juvenile's conditions or to secure services or
benefits for the juvenile and/or family. The agency sb mld also
be authorized to disclose to a person required by law to report
instances of possible child abuse coming to his/her attention,
a summary of the actions taken following such a report.
Written notice of all disclosures should be sent to his/her
parentG, guardian, or primary caretaker.

Access by the subject of a record of his/her parent, guardian,
or primary caretaker, or to a person -.vho made 'a report of
abuse or cooperated in a subsequ.t investigation thereof, and
access to medical and tnenta' lealth records should be
governed by the prinripes al procedures set forth in
Standards 1.533. Access under paragraph (f) should be subject
to the conditions set forth in Standard 1.535.

Sources:

See generally Institute of Judicial Administra-
tion/ American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards,, Standards Relating to Records
and Information Systems, Standards 5.2, 5.5, and 15.4
(tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,

. Information Systems]; U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Proposed Model Child Protection Act, §24
(draft, 1977)

Commentary
This standard sets forth the principles governing' the

disclosure of records pertaining to- the reporting and
investigation of child abusei.e., a physical injury or injuries .
inflicted nor.accidentally by a juvenile's parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker, which causes or creates a substantial risk of
death, disfigurement, impairment of bodily function, or bodily
harm. See Standard 3.113(b). Questions concerning the
confidentiality of such records are especially significant in
view of the current emphasis on enactment of broad child
abuse reporting statutes. See, e.g., Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act, Pub. Law No. 93-247 §4(b) (2), (1974).
Like the other provisions in this series, no diStinction is made
l'etWeen information maintained locally and that maintained
in a central register.

The standard closely follows the provision in Standard
1.532 ;,n access to intake, detention, emerge.ncy custody, and
dispositional records. It recommends disclosure of e"'Id abuse
records to persons named in the report or complaint,
including both the juvenile and the juvenile's parents or
parental surrogates, Such disclosure is necessary to provide
both proper notice of the allegations and an opportunity to
correct misunderstandings and supply explanatory and/on
exculpatory information. Accord, Institute of Judicial Ad-
ministration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Neglect and
Abuse, Standard 3.4(c) (2) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as HA/ ABP., N,,vect]; U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Proposed Model Child Protection
Act, §24 (draft, 1911); 45 C.F.R. 1340.3-3(5) (1976). It is

anticipated that as with intake and predispositional repots,
child abuse investigation and reporting records will :dinarily
be disclosed to the attorneys for the parties rather than
directly to the parties themselves. See Commentary to
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Standard 1.533. It Would then he for counsel to decide what
information should he withheld so as not to cause severe
psychological or physical harm to the juvenile, to his/ her
parents. guardian. or primary caretaker, or to a person who
reported the alleged abuse or furniShed information during the
investigation or the allegations. As with the information
covered in Standard 1.533. when the juvenile or parent is not
represented by counsel. harmful information would be subject
to excision from a record or report only when the family court
finds that the risk of harm is exceptionally great. and
disclosure through an independent representative or a

counseling or mental health professional is not feasible.
Whether or not to disclose the uientity of persons making

child abuse reports to the subjects of those reports is a major
point of difference in the proposals on child abuse reporting.
On the one hand. it is argued that disclosing the identity of
informants will discourage persons from reporting instances
of child abuse, A. Sussman and S. Cohen. Reporting Child
Abuse and Neglect: Guidelines fur Legislation. 47-50 (1975):
IJA /ABA. Neglect. supra.On the other hand. Commentary to
the Proposed Model,. Child Protection Act, supra at §21(h),
suggests that :

Only with informed vigilance of persons who are the subject
of reports can the accuracy of the information in it he fully
assured. Thus. under this subsection, a subject of a report
may receive a copy of all the information about him

/contained in the register at any time. Such notice is a matter
/of fundamental fairnesspeople ought to know what
information a government agency is keeping about them.. .

Nevertheless . . . the subject of the report's right to access is
not absolute. The identity of any person who made the
report or who cooperated with the subsequent investigation
may be withheld when . . . such information is "likely to. be
detrimental to the safety or interests of such person." The
withholding of informatio i is not to be automatic, burmust
t)e based on the individual facts of each case.
The National Advisory Committee concluded that the latter

view, on balance. best protects the rights. interests, and safety
of all the indiN iduals involved, and that the family court is the
appropriate forum for decisions to Withhold information.

Paragraphs (c)-(e) call for access by individuals, agencies.
and courts when such access is "essential.' to investigating or
adjudicating child abuse reports. complaints, and petitions. or
providing treatment and services to the juveniles and families
named in those reports, complaints, or petitions. Sec
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IJA/ ABA, 'Neglect, suPra; Proposer! Model Child Protection
Act, .supra. In family court proceedings, such records would
he handled in the same manner as any other identifiable
information. But c/ Proposed Model Child Protection Act,
supi-a; and '45 C.F.R. 1340.3-3(5) (1976). Included among
those persons to whom the maintaining agency may disclose
child abuse reports or records is a physician diagnosing or
treating the injuries allegedly resulting from abuse. See 45

§1340 .3-3(5), supra; Proposed Model Child .

Protection Act, .supra; but see, A. Schuchter, Child Abuse
Intervention: A Presciptive Package, 38 (1976).

In addition, the standard urges that agencies receiving and
investigating reports of child abuse he authorized to furnish to
persons required by law to report instances of abuse coining to
their attention. a summary of the actions taken as a result of
any reports which they have made. To reduce administrative
costs and unnecessary dissemination of identifiable
information, such summaries should he provided only upon
request. It is anticipated that this will help to encourage
accurate reporting by providing verification, of the diagnosis
and feedback on the care and services provided to the child
and family. See Model Child Protection Act, supra.

Stringent penalties should be provided for unauthorized
disclosure of child abuse records. These should apply to
individuals other than the subjects of the records, who violate
the statutory provisions governing confidentiality of
identifiable information pertaining to juveniles after having
access to child abuse records.

Related Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
I .533 Access to Intake. Detention. Emergency Custody. and

Dispositional Records
1.535 Access for the Purpose of. Conducting, Research.

Evaluative, or Statistical Studies
1.55 Accuracy of Records
2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.21 Authority to Intervene
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.146 Inn ke Investigation



1.535 Access for the
Purpose of Conducting
Research, Evaluative, or
Statistical Studies
Access to records maintained under Standard 1.52 should not
be granted to individuals or agencies for the purpose of
conducting a research, evaluative, or statistical study unless an
application is filed with she court or agency maintaining the
record, which describes:

A. The purpose of the study;
b. The qualifications of the individuals conducting the

study;
c. The identifiable information sought and the reasons why

the purpose of the study cannot be achieved without
using information in identifiable form;

d. The methods to be used to assure that the anonymity of
the subject of the records is preserved; and

e. The methods to be used to assure that the information
will be physically securz..

Decisions approving or disapproving applications for access
should be in writing and should be subject to review.

identifiable information collected for research, evaluative, or
statistical studies should be immune from legal process and
should not be used for any purpose in any judicial, legislative,
or administrative proceeding without the informed written
consent of the person to whom the information pertains.

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
StandardsVtandards Relating to Records and Information
Systems, Standard 5.6 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited
as IJA., ABA. Information Systems]; and Regulations on
Confidentiality of Identifiable Research and Statistical
Information, 28 C.F.R. Part 22 (December 15, 1976).

Commentary
Research, evaluative and statistical studies, in addition to

their critical role advancing knowledge. are increasingly
being crdled np.on to assist in the management and assessment
of juvenile service s,stern agencies and programs. and in the
monitoring of recordkeeping practices. See Standards 1.31,
1.32, and 1.51. This standard sets forth procedures governing

disclosure to researchers iind evaluators of identifiable
information pertaining to juveniles maintained by courts and
agencies pursuant to the principles set forth in Standard 1.52.
It requires individuals or agencies seeking access to
identifiable information for research purposes to submit a
detailed application. This followsthe procedure recommended
in IJA/ ABA, Information Systems, supra, and is comparable
to the privacy certificate required to be submitted for research
sponsored under the Crime Control Act, Pub. L. 93-83,
[codified at 42 U.S.C.A. §3701 et.seq. (Stipp. 1976)]; see
Regulations on Confidentiality of Identifiable Research and
Statistical Information, 28 C.F.R. §22.23 (1976). It should be
noted however, that under 45 C.F.R. §99.31 (a)(6)(1976),
educational records cannot be disclosed to researchers without
the written consent of the juvenile's parent unless the research
is intended to develop, validate, or administer predictive tests,
administer student aid programs, or improve instruction.

The standard provides that the application should he sent to
the maintaining agency. The provision approved by the
IJA/ ABA, Inforbiation Systems, supra' requires a copy of
such applications to be sent to the Privacy Council as an extra
safeguard. Given the broad scope of the Privacy Council's
responsibilities, under Standard 1.51, this seems like an
u:rproductive and time-consuming alternative. However, a log
of disclosures should be maintained to assist the Privacy
Council and others monitor reeordkeeping practices. See
Standard 1.51

Paragraph (a) requires that the application describe the
purpose of the study. This, like the other proposed
requirements, is not intended as a curb on academic freedom.
It is simply meant to assure that the study has "a valid
educational, scientific or public purpose," IJA/ ABA, In-
formation System, supra at Standard 5.6(B)(2), and that it is
not intended to cause legal, economic, social, or physical harm
to the persons whose identity is revealed. See 28 C.F.R.
§22.26(b).

Paragraph (5) is intended to assure that only individuals
with the level of training and experience necessary to conduct
the proposed study and to assume responsibility for the
protection and proper use of identifiable records are granted
access to such records. See 1.1A/ ABA, Information Systems,
supra.

Tlie explanation of why the study could not he conducted
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without identifiable ipformation required, in paragraph (c) is
the most important section of the application. As in the other
access provisions, disclosure should only be made to
researchers when essential to achieving the purpose of the
research, evaluative, or statistical study. If those purposes can
be achieved by using information from which the identities
havetheen stripped, the required information should be turned
dyer in nonidentiliable form, See 28 C.F.R. §22.26(b).

Among the methods which may he used by researchers in
preserving the anoriymit of the subject of identifiable records
pursuant to paragraph (d) are:

e Omitting any data from research findings and reports
iyhich is labeled ht name or other personal identification
or which by virture of sample size or others factors can be
reasonably interpreted as referring to a particular private
person,
Providing identifiable data to project officials, employees,
and subcontractors only when disclosure is essential to

or statisticalaccomplishing the research, evaluation,
purposes of the project:

* Requiring execution of a transfer agreement between the
researcher and the recipient of the information before
secondary disclosure is made to nonmembers of the
project staff:
Requiring a di.,itiled justification for transfer of
identifiable information to a nonmember of the pi oject
staff or to the sponsoring agency. See 28 C.F.R. §22.23,
22.24, and 22.26.

Para;?:raph (c) requires applicants to iridicate 'now the
identitiaMelIliformation will he protected against theft, fire,
flood, and other national disasters.

Like other administrative decisions, approvals or
disapprovals of applications fo'r access to records pertaining to
juveniles should he subject to administrative and ultimately,
judicial review. The standard goes further .than the provision
proposed by the 1.1A ABA, Information Systems, supra, by
recommending that approval as well as disapproval of an
application should he subject to review at the request of a
third part. e.g., the subject of an identifiable record or the
Privacy Council.

I he final paragraph of the standard recommends that
identifiable information collected during the course of a
research. evaluative, or statistical study should be immune
from subpoena or introduction as evidence in a judicial or
administrative rp:oeceding unless the consent of the subject of
the information has been obtained phis follows §524(a) of the
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Crime Control Act of 1973 (Pub. Law 93-83) and the
regulations proposed pUrsuant thereto. 28 §22 et.seq.;
see also National Academy of Sciences, Protecting Individual
Privacy in Evaluation Research 7 (1975); and P." Nejelski and
H. Peyser, A. Researcher's Shield Statute: Guarding Against
the Compulsory Disclosure of Research Data (1974). The
recommendation primarily addresses information collected
directly from the individuals named in the records rather than
the records themselves. The need for such immunity was
forcefully outlined in the National Academy of Sciences
report, supra:

. : Some kind of legal protection of research must be
considered, to guarantee that respondents who give
information about themselves to researchers . . . need not
fear that the information will be revealed to their detriment
in a court or to an investigative body. Without such
protection, it will become more and more difficult to obtain
the information needed for valid evaluation of the effects of
government programs.
Identifiable information obtained for research, evaluative,

or statistical purposes is excepted from the provisions on
destruction of records outlined in Standard so as to
permit longitudinal and other long-term research studies as
well as after-the-fact assessments. However, this exception is
not intended to exempt individuals from the strong ivil or
criminal penalties which should apply to unauthorized
disclosure of identifiable information pertaining to juveniles.
28 C.F.R. §22.29; and Crime Control Act at §524. In addition,
the maintaining agency should terminate access rights
whenever it determines that the study or any member of the
staff thereof has' violated the terms of the application or the
rules and regulations regarding access.

Related Standards

1.31' Development of an Evaluation System
1,32 Development of a Research Capability
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody and

DispoSitional Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
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1.54 Completeness of
Records

,Procedures shoo id be developed to assure the completeness of
records maintained pursuant to Standard f .52.

Included in those procedures should be provisions requiring:

a. That written notice of the disposition or dismissal of a
delinquency, noncriminal. misbehavior, or neglect and
.abuse complaint or petition be sent within 30 days to law.
enforcement, protective services,; supervision, and other
public agencies or programs involved in the investigation
of the report complaint or petition, in the taking into
custody, detention or custody of the juvenile, or in the
supervision of the- juvenile and/or family, and

b. That the information contained in the notice be entered
within 15 days of its receipt on any identifiable records
pertaining to the juvenile which are maintained by such
agencies.

Sources:
See generally 28 C.F. -R. §20.21(a) (1976); Search Group,

Inc., Standards for Seciirity and Privacy of Criminal Justice
Information, §§17.1(b) and (c) (1975); institute of Judicial
Administration i American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Jiistice Standards, Standards Relating to Records
and Information S/.tstem.s. Standard 15.3(b) (tentative draft,
.1 977) [hereinafter/cited as 1J A / ABA, Information Systeins]:

Commentary -

In order to minimize the risk of misinterpretation. records
should be rkept as accurate and complete as posSible. This
standard./ together with Standard 1.55, urges agencieS
maintaining, identifiable records pertaining to juveniles to
institute procedures which will facilitate identification and
correction of information which may he erroneous at the time
of collection or which. has become inaccurate or incomplete
with the passage of time.
.../ This provision specifically addresses the problem of law

;'enforcement and other records which note that a juvenile has
been taken into custody but not the disposition which
resulted. Paragraph (a) recommends . that notice of a
disposition or dismissal or of a delinquency, noncriminal
Misbehavior. or neglect and abuse petition or complaint, be
sent to the agencies involved in taking a juvenile into custody,
referring him, her to the intake unit, or investigating a report

of child abuse; to the intake 'Unit; and to the agencies .

responsible for detention, custody,. or supervision of the
juvenile and/or family, The terms ."dispo:tition" and
"dismissal" include failure .to file a complaint following
intervr;anion or following investigation, of report' of 'child
abuse; dismissal of a complaint by the intake unit with or
without referral to services; dismissal of a complaint by the
prosecutor because it is legally insufficient; diSmissal of .a
pefition ..by the prosecutor the family court prior to
adjudication; issuance of a dispositional order following
adjudication; and dismissal of a petition following appeal. The
standard requires that the otice be sent :no, more.than thirty
days after the dismissal or dispositional order is fina4 and that
the record be .correctedho more. than fifteen days after the.
notice has been receive ...The Regulations on Criminal Justice
Information Systems, 8 C.F.R. §20.21(a)(1) provide a ninty-.
day notification per) :il. The sho 'rter ninty-day' Period, was
selected in order to-be consistent with the strict /time limits
recommended th.oughout. these standards. See Standard

,

3.161. !

Related Standards

1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records .

2.221 Criteria for Referral to IntakeDelinquency
2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal'

Misbehavior
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
2.234 Form of Citation, Summons, and Order to Take into

Custody
2.241 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to

Intake
2.321 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal

Misbehavior
2.34: Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to

Organization of Intake Units
Review of Complaints
Decision to File a Petition
Petition and Summons
Determination of Probable Cause
Dispositional Hearings
Right to Appeal
Role of the State

3.141
3.142
3.163
3.164
3.165
3.188
3.191
4.11 ,
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Atcuracy ofi
',Records .

Procedures should be developed to assure the- accuracy of
records maintained .under Section 1.52.

Included in those procednres should be provisions which
permit the subject of an identifiabe record to challense it
accuracy or completeness, and which provide- for
adritinistrative- and judicial review of a refusal by the
maintaining agency to correct or. deStroy challenged
information.

Sources:

. See generally 28. C.F.R. §§20.2iya).and (g) (1975); Search
ft)Group,- Inc., Standardsr Security and Privacy. of Criminal

Justice Informatiott, §§14.1(1r5); . Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards; Standards ,Relating to .Records
and Information Systems, Standards 2.6(A) and (0),.16.1, and
21.1 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited .as 1.1A/ ABA,
Information Systems...

Commentary

source materials as well as the Federal Privacy Act of 1974, 5
U.S.C.A. §552a(d) (Supp. 1976) . and other recent federal
legislation. Sue; e.g., Family Educational Privacy Ai ct of 1974,

§1232g(a)(2); and pair Credit Reporiing Act, 15
U.S.C.A. §1681i; see also Nationai Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards .and Goals,. Report of the Task
'Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 28.1 (1976),

Written rules should be issued governing inspection of and
challenges to records. These rules should be well 'publicized.
They might include reasonable requirements for verifying e<
identity of the perSon requesting access, prohibitions'on-access
'to. investigative and intelligence inforMation, .ye'Stand a rd.
1.531, and appropr:ate limitations on access to information
which could, be considered harmful under-Standards 1:533 and
1..534. There should also be eons for administrative
appeals of decisions not to correct Or destroy a record, as well
as judicial review for.thsrfew ca5es,,in which the administr
tive review process-is unable to resolve the differences betwee

' the subject of the record and the maintaining agency: Se
Standards i.54, 1.56; and 3.2; and Search Group, Inc.., s

This standard calls. upon all courts and agencies
maintaining identifiable .records pertaining 'to .juveniles to
establish procedur:s for assuring that those records are
accurate. These procedure should im;lude data collection,
entry, storage, and auditing methods which "will minimize the
possibility of recording and storing inaccuiai, information
and whicl. require that upon the detection of "inaccurate

:1 information, of a material nature," all individuals; courts
agencies known to have received that information.,will'bt.,

. notified of it. Regulations on Criminal .,'ustice information
SYstems, 28 C.F.R. §20.21(a)(2); see also Standards 1.'54 and

/1.56. They should Aso include the right of the subjedt ofla
record to inspect it and challenge both its accuracy, and the
authority of the agency.to maintain it. See.Standards 1.52, and
1.531-.1.534.. This is in accord with the recommendations in the

Related Standards

1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court' Records
1.534 Access to Child :Abuse Records
1.54 Completeness of Recyrds
1.56 Destruction of Records
3.147 Notice of Decision
3.156, Review of the Conditions of Release
3.; 67 Discovery
3.187 Predispoition Reports
3.2 Noncourt Adjudicatory Proceedings



1.56 DestrJclion
Records
The destruction of a record should he mandatory and should
not be contingent upon receipt Of 0 request by the subject of
that record.

Records retained under Standard 1.52 which result from the
investigation, initiation, processing, and disposition of a
delinquency complaint or petition, should be destroyed no
more than fi,e years after the date on which they were created
unless:

a. The allegations in the petition are proven beyond a
reasonable doubt, in which case the records should be
destroyed no more than five years after termination of
the disposition imposed; or

b. An adjudication is held at which the state fails to prove
the allegations in the petition beyond a reasonable
doubt, in which case 07; records should be destroyed
immediately.

Records retained under S.andard 1.52 winch result from the
investigation, initiation, processing, or disposition of a
noncriminal misbehavior complaint or petition, should be
destroyed no more than five years after the date c > which they
Iv ere created or at the time the juvenile named in those records
attains the statutory age of majority, whichever occurs first,
unless an adjudication hearing is held at which the state fails
to prove the allegations in the petition beyond a reasonable
doubt, in which case the records should be destroyed
immediately.

Prior to destroying a record, the maintaining agen,:y should
advise the subject of the record that the record is being
destroyed and that the subject and his/her family may inform
any person or organisation that with regard to the proceedings
from which the record resulted, they were not arrested, held in
cinitody, named in a complaint or petition adjudicated, or
subject to a dispositional order of the family court.

Notice of destrudtion of a record should also be sent to all
persons, courts, agencies, and programs which may have,
copies of or notations regarding such records, Persons, courts,
agencies and programs, receiving such a notice should
promptly destroy all copies of the record or portion or
notaions . thereof colitaped in their files; un;ess the
information was obtained for :-esearch, evaluative, or
statistical purposes pursuant to Standard 1.535.

Source:
See,i;e;:crah, intitute or Judicial Administrative American

Bar Association Joint Commission on ,luv,:nile justice

Standards. J7uudurd. Relatin,L, to Records and Inlormation
Systems, Standards 17.1, 17.5, 17.6, and 17.7(A) (tentative
draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as 1.1A ABA, hiformation
.Sr 'stems].

Commentary
While accurate and complete records are necessary for the

effective operation of the juvenile service system, such records
can also result in a lifelong stigma hecaore of youthful
mistakes in judgment.

Many job opportunities, or governm.mtal agencies, arc
expHaily forelosed to those with juvenile records. A record
involving a delinquency also can preclude membership in
labor unions or apprentice programs, or licensing for regu-
lated occupations. The difficulties in finding employment
are rampant even in unskilled labor jobs and increase with
the level of skill required. Moreover, a juvenile with a
record often is prevented from obiaining the education or
training necessary to make gainful employment possible.

These disabilities are not the most devastating results of
juvenile records; indirect economic and social effects
resulting from adverse public sentiments rarely distin-
guished between a person merely arrested and then released
and a person actually adjudicated a delinqu:nti, for
example. National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report o/ the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice Standards and Goals, 782 (1976) [hereinaf-
ter cited as Report of the Task Force].
Recognizing that the vast majority of juveniles who commit

a delinquent offense do not pursue criminal careers, most sets
of standards, model legislation, and manv state codes provide
for either scaling or destroying identifiable records pertaining
to juvernies after a specified period of time has elapsed
following termination of supervision. See, e.g., HA, ABA,
Information Systems, supra; Report oldie Task Force, supra,-
Institute of Judicial AdrnMistration:Ameriean Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating- to Neglect and Abuse, Standard 3.4(B)
(tentative draft. 1977) [hereinafter cited as 1,1A: ABA.
Negle,..t]; U.S. Department of Health, Education and \Veil-are,
tile Proposed Model Child Protection Act. §21(F) (draft.
1977): Uniform Juvenile Court Act. §57 (1968): Model Act fo,-
Family Courts. §48 (1975): and 18 U.S.C.A. §5038 (Stipp.
1976): we also the.Search Group, Inc.. S'taHdardsfim Security
and Privacy of Criminal Justice InfOrmation,§18,4 (1975): and
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards

Ll
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tnJ dual;. Criminal ,lustice ..SYstem.§7.5 (1973) [hereinafter
cited as Criminal Justice .System;.

li.e groups taik wring sealing of records i.c., removing
the Fee irds (lout routinely i ailable status to a statm
requiring special proceduies for access, Search Group Inc..
mon/ arime (hot destruction of the records imposes
an 111111ut:e,,,,a1A pediment to 1010,2-t.C1111 and retrospecti\e
iesearch studies essential for liCICCInining the characteristics of
delmquencc and the factors contributing to the development
of criminal ciiievis: and makes it possible for indkiddals to
prose. subsemient to the date of destruction. that they were
acquitted. that the former charges were dismissed, or that

deliquent conduct are lake or
exaggelated. Nee kcport r,l the last, Force. supra. On the
other hand, it is argued that sealing records. in practice. is
inellecti e except as a wiiiv in which the maintaining agency
can exclude those ylioni it does not wish to see the records
!Font gaining access, and that the advantages of treeing
persons from the hurdcn of a record of youthful misconduct
outweigh the relato.els rare instances in which the record
w ((W.' he needed for rest:ki:1i or exoneration. See cencrallii
Li \ Th/HIHmtiotr wroia.

\\ lute recommending that records he destroyed rather than
sealed. the National A(.1%. isoliv (...oniminee has sought to
answer the problems which hits;: been raised as well as the
need of corn ts and corrections agencies for information about
the acts of dclinquene% committed hr young adults while they
were under ice eighteen. See Standard 3.114.

Standard 1.56 recommends that V, it 11 two excptious,
records resultute boar the imiestig,ation, arrest, summoning.
intake. detention. or ,. hearing of a youth alleged to have
committed a delinquent act should he destroyed automatically
. ithin of their creation. Because of the need to
pro% Rie some period her and the termination of a dispositional
order before a record is dcstro cd. premising destruction upon
the application of the subject of a record is 1.11111k Clk 'o he
effecti e. I hi. Me-scar maintenance period is based on the
conclusion of the National Advisory Committee that the
records ,l1-1',111,2., from an adjudi;;ation of didinqueney are of
Mlle I evivnee if the subject e,t thoike records has stayed out of
trouble for Inc sears. and that user, ".,se instances in which
the indi\idua' commits ant,/: offense during the
maintenance period, intormation which IS over five Years old
tv ill he of (ink peripheral %.dite. I he recommendations or
other groups :Iry regarding the time and other limits w hich
should ,ippl% to exptuniement or sealing or records: .

1.I:\ S1 qcm.5, .viepra tit:Hillard 17.3
(destruction two ears otter discharge it no charge is pending):

ini/or,H .1/ever/de Court .ifer pealing two years alter dis-
charge if the child is rehabilitated and moral turpitude was
trot involved): .t/okie/ Act Courts. (five years unless
another charge is pending): Propovied Afoc/e/ s!'rotetiorr
...!(( (stripping or identifiers Me years following submission of
a child abuse report unless there has been a new report
rook ing the fainth 1.1.A .Veglect, .supra (stripping

seen sear; after the o,igutrtl report): Search Group. Inc..
supra (sealing or purging of records seven cars after
cons iction of an adult for a felons, five years alter conviction,
for a misdemckmor). Itrvirice ..ystetn, supra
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lexpungement ten years after a felony conviction. Me years
after a misdemeanor conviction).

Tihe first exception to the proposed five-year ruie is when
the juvenile has been adjudged delinquent as the result of an
admission or the state having sustained its burden of proof at
an adjudication hearing. In such instances, destruction of the
records concerning the case should be delayed for up to five
gars after the expiration of the dispositional order. The
second exception is when the state fails to sustain its burden of
proof at the dispositional hearing. In such cases the records
should he destroyed. immediately.

In noncriminal misbehavior cases, the standard provides
that unless the family court finds that the state has tailed to
sustain its burded of proof. records resulting front the
investigation. arrest. summoning. intake. detention, or
charging of a s owl; oc parent should he destroyed five years
after their creation or when the juvenile reaches the age of
majority specified by statute, whichever occurs first. As in
delinquency cases, when a noncriminal misbehavior petition is
dismissed for lack of proof at the adjudicatory stage of the
proceedings. the records should he (lest at once.

No provision is made for immediate deskeuction of records
when the arrest of a juvenile,or the filing of a delinquency or
noncriminal misbehavior petition or complaint does not result
in an adjudication hearing, in order nut to discourage referral
of the juvenile to services and dismissal of the complaint at the
intake stage of the proceedings. See Standards 11423.144:
hut see. e.g., Search Group. Inc.. supra; 1.1A A I3A,
hii:nmation .S'ystems, supra at Standard 17.2(A) and (13): and
Model for L'md Courts. The standard requires that
prior to destruction. a notice should he sent to the person to
whom it pertains. This is to assure that the subji..ct of a record
has an opportunity to obtain,a copy so that he :die will later
he able to prove what he/she did or did not do. or the results
of any evaluations or diagnoses documented in dispositional
records. See Li/V.. ABA. h?firrmation S.s.tetn.s., .supra at
Standard i7,6.

Following the position adopted by the Task Force to
Develop Standards and Goals for .luvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention. the standard urges that the subjcc, of
a record and his her family should he entitled to deny that a.
of the matters to which the ri.cord refers. ever occurred. As
noted in the conunentary to the Task Force provision, this is
not intended as a pardon. Rather. it is designed to allow the
errors or youth to he forgotten and to avoid hindering a
person's ability to find a job and become a productive membe
of society. C/. 1.1A ABA. ln/Ormation Systems. supra at
Standards 17.6(13) and 17.7(13).

Finally, the standard provides for not ymg persons. courts.
and agencies which have Iv! access to a particular record in
accordance with Standards 1..531-1.535. that the record has
been destroyed and that they are obligated to destroy any
copies or references ti, it contained in their files. An exception
is made, however, for identifiable information obtained for
research. evaluative, and statistical purposes Limier Standard
1.535. As noted above, this exception is to permit longitudinal
and other long-term research studiei. as well as after-the-fact
assessments. in, making this limited exception, the National
Advisor% Committee rccogniied that based on past



csperience, II I. higiiIN onlikel\ that identifiable intormation
collected tor rescaich purposes \kould he inisuseLl to harm ft,:
subject of that intormation. 110Ae\ er. this pro\ ision is not
intended to eNempt persons \vlio ha\ e obtainer; information
ohtaine(1 under Stamlard 1 535 from the strong eiNil and
criminal sanctions yitich should apply to unantliortied
disclosiiic id identifiable inlovination retraining to itivcnilcs.

Related Standards
1.51 tir2curit and Pri\ Reeord.,

.52

.53

.531

.531

.s33

.54

U011C01011 :11111 Retention of Records
Confidentiality of Records
Access to Police Records
Access to Court Records
Access to Intake. Detention, Emergency Custody, and
Dispositional Records
Access for the Purpose of Conducting Research
Evaluative, or Statistical Studies
Completeness of Records
Accuracy of Records
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The Intervention Function
Introduction

This chapter concerns interventions into the lives of juveniles and their families by
public officials such as police officers, child protective services, welfare, school, and
other public health, mental health, and social services personnel, in response to
apparent neglect or abuse, noncriminal misbehavior, delinquent conduct, medical
emergencies, and / or family crises. The term "intervention" is meant to indicate the
moment the public official :lakes contact with the youth or family. It is not
synonymous with referral to the family court or removal of juveniles from their
home. Though one result of intervention may he placing a child in custody and
referring the matter to family court for adjudication, intervention ordinarily will be
more cloSe1y linked to the prevention activities described in the previous chapter.
Hence, intervention is simply the point of contact precipitated by specifically defined
conduct by or/ involving a juvenile and the actions which immediately follow that
contact.

This definition of intervention reflects current practices. Although limited to
contacts based on delinquent conduct, a number of studies have shown that most
interventions do not result in referral of the matter to the intake unit and family
court. For example, of the juveniles actually arrested because of an alleged delin-
quent act, an average of 30 percent to 45 percent are either counseled,and released or
referred to community services. See, e.g., M. Klein and K. Teilrnann, Pivotal
Ingredients of Police Juvenile Diversion Programs 9 (LEAA, (976); W. Webster,
Crime in the United States: /978, 228 (1979); President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and the',Adniinistration of Justice, Task Force Report: Juvenile
Delinquency and Youth Crime, 18 (1967). In some police departments the
counsel /community referral rat.. may exceed 70 percent. Klein.and_Teilmannsupta,
at 10,

While intervention practices affect hUndreds of thousands of juveniles and their
families each year, there have been comparatively few guideposts to assist law
enforcement officers and child welfare, protective services, school, and other public
social services personnel in determining whether to refer a juvenile or family to the
intake unit and whether to take a juvenile' into custody. The standards recommended
in this chapter identify the basic principles on which to base intervention decisions,
and propose procedures to improve the consistency of those decisions, increase the
accountability of the decision makers, and assure the fairness of the intervention
process.

The chapter is divided into three major sections. ThelnjtJaieli cater the
circumstances in which intervention' is appropriate. Standards 2.11-2.13. While tiley
are keyed to the resammendations regarding the jurisdiction of the family court, the
criteria for intervention are necessarily broader, since, as is noted above, referral to
the intake unit for possible submission to the family cotirt is only one of the
alternatives available upon intervention. (T. Standards 3.11' 3.113. For example, a
police officer 01 protective services worker may intervene when a child is alone and in
need of immediate medical cap°, even though the harm or threatened harm does not
fall within the definition of neglect and abuse set forth in Standard 3.113. However.
the steuidards make clear that except in medical emergencies, services should not be
provided on other than a voluntary basis except upon an order of the family court
issued following completion of the procedures described in the chapter on
adjudication.

The second series of standards focuses on intervention by law enforcement officers.
Standards 2.21-2.253. Since police officers are often the first societal agents who must
deal with accidents, emergencies. family crises, and criminal conduct, the standards
Net :.orth explicit guidelines, for determining whether to refer matters to the intake unit
following intervention. Standards 2.221-2.221. and whether to tin. a juvenile into
custody. Standards 2.231-2,234. While the condue: leading to intervention %rides. the
types of options available are similar in delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, and
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neglect and abuse cases. Hence, the decision-making format is identical although the
specific criteria differ depending on the nature of the conduct involved. CI: Standards
3.142-3.144, and 3.151-3.154. In addition, the standards in this series define the scope
of authority to intervene, Standard 2.21, the rights and procedures which apply
following intervention by a law enforcement officer, and the role of specialized
juvenile units in law enforcement agencies and juvenile specialists in patrol teams or
units.

The standards in the 2.3 series cover the authority of other government agencies
e.g.. child protective service agencies and health or welfare departmentsto
intervene into the lives of juveniles and their families, and the criteria, rights, and
procedures which shOuld apply following such interventions. These provisions are
parallel to those for law enforcement agencies, but are limited to intervention because
of noncriminal misbehavior, neglect or abuse, or the need for immediate medical
care.

Together these standards provide a framework on which systemwide intervention
policies and guidelines can be developed and the intervention practices of individual
agencies assessed.
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2.1 The Circumstances in
Which Society Should
Intervene
2.11 Intervention for
Commission of a
Delinquent Act
li is appropriate for society to intervene in the life of a juvenile
who has committed a traffic offense or an act which if
committed by an adult would be designated a criminal offense
under, federal, state, or local law.

Sources:

-See kenerally National Aivisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goal.C, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 9.1
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; 18
U.S.C. §5031 (Supp. 1979).

Commentary

This standard and those-which follow are intended to clarify
when it is proper for society to intervene in the lives of
juveniles. As noted in the introduction to this chapter, the
term "intervene" is intended to indicate the moment at which a.
public official makes contact with a juvenile because he/she is
in danger of or is being harmed by others, is engaging in
..::unduct harmful to him/herself, or is engaging in conduct
which harms others. While the sets of standards examined
define limits for the jurisdiction of the, family court, none ad-
dress the question of intervention because of delinquent
conduct.

Standard 2.11 declares that it is proper for theauthorities to
intervene when a j,tvenile commits a criminal act. Put another

way, it states that it would be anomalous to ignore conduct
which a jurisdiction has chosen to consider criminal simply,
because it was committed by a person under the age of 18. The

'standard does not distinguish between felonies and misdemea-
nors, and includes both traffic offenses and violations of
regulatory PaWs or ordinances. Consequences of the interven-
tion and the court or lgt:ncy which shbuld intervene may vary
depending on the naturF: and seriousness of the violation. See
Standards 2.221, 2.231, 3.1)1, and 1:143. For example,
Standard 3.111 -pecifies that traffic offenses other than those
cha:g-d against a juvenile who was too young to obtain a

license at the time the offense is alleged to have occurred, those
for which there is a mandatory term of incarceration upon
conviction, as well as traffic offenses such as vehicular homi-
cide, reckless driving, driving while under the influence of al-
cohol or narcotics or dangerous drIgs, and leaving the scene
of an accident, should be cognizable in the court or admini-
strative agency. having jurisdiction- over adults for such
offenses, rather than in the family court.:

The standard excludes noncriminal misbehaviori.e., con-
duct such as truancy, running' away, and 'repeated disregard
for' parental. authority for which only juveniles may .be
detained and adjudicatedfrom the definition of delinquency.
While noncriminal misbehavior may be an appropriate basis
for intervention," see, e.g., Standards 2.12 and 3.112, the
criteria which apply in noncriminal misbehavior cases and the
restraints which may be imposed on juveniles alleged to have
engaged in such conduct should differ from those applied.and
imposed \in cases in which criminal conduct is involved, since
considerations regarding protection of the community are not
at issue. See Commentary to Standard 2.12.. Subsequent
standards in this chapter- and in the chapter on_adjudication
indicate what some of those differences should be. See also 42 ,

U.S.C. §5633(a)(12) (Supp. 1979).

Related Standards

2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior
2.13. Intervention to PrOteet Against Harm
2.21 Authority to InterThe (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.221 Criteria for Referral IntakeDelinquency (Law

Enforcement Agencies) s

2.231 Criteria for Taking Ju\veniles Into Custody
Delinquency (Law Enforcetn7t Agencies).
Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake2.242

3.111
3.143
3.1151

Delinquency (Law Enforcemen gencies)
Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
Criteria for Intake becisionsDelinquency
Purpose and Criteria for Detention .1tid Conditioned
Release Delinquency
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3.152 Criteria for Detentidn Secure Facilities 3.182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
Delinquency 3.18IC Enforcement of Dispositional Orders Delinquency

3.181 Duration of Disposition an Type of Sari: ion
Delinquency

.J
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2.12 Intervention for
Noncriminal Misbehavior
It is appropriate for society to intervene in the life of a juvenile
and/or family when they are in need of services because of:

a. Disregard for or misuse of lawful parental authority;
b. Violations of the state compulsory education laws;
c. A juvenile's unauthorized absence from his/her ap-

proved place of residence; or
d. A social or dysfunctional behavior by a juvenile resulting

from his/her excessive use of alcoholic beverages.

Intervention in such circumstances should be limited to the
provision of services on a voluntary' basis unless such services
have been offered and unreasonably refused or have proven
ineffective after a reasonable period of utilization, and referral
tG the intake unit is otherwise appropriate under the criteria
set forth in Standard 2.222. Juveniles alleged to have engaged
in noncriminal misbehavior should not be taken into custody
in the circumstances described in Standards 2.232, 2.33, and
2.245.

Source:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and GOals. Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 10.3-
10.7 .(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

I

Commentary
While fervid debate continues over whether the jurisdiction

of the family court should include noncriminal misbehavior,
`see Commentary to Standard 3.112. there is substanti:11
agreement that there must be some means available to provide
services to families in conflict and children who run away from
home, stay away from school, or abuse alcoholic beverages.
See; e.q., Arthur, "Status Offenders Need Help Too," 26 Ju-
venile Justice 3 (1975); Institute of Judicial Administration/
American Bar 'Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Jus-
tice '. 'Standards, Standards ;?elating to Noncriminal
Misbehavior, 15 (tentative 'draft. 1976) [herinafter cited as
IJA/ABA, Non- Criminal Bisbehavior]; National Council on

-Crime and Delinquency, 21 Crime and Delinquency, 77
(1975); R. Kobetz and B, Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Adminis-
tration (International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973);,-.
and Report of the Task Force, supra.

This standard describes the instances in which intervention
because of noncriminal misbehavior is appropriate. Consist-
ent with the definition set forth in the introdUction to this
chapter, intervention in such cases should ordinarily he

limited to the provision of services on a voluntary basis.
Subsequent standards set forth the criteria which should he
applied in determining whether to refer the matter to the
intake unit, whether to place or retain a juvenile in custody,
whether to submit the matter to the family court, and if there
is an adjudication, what dispositionai alternative should be
selected, as well as specifying the rights and procedures which
should apply. See Standards 2.222. 2.321, 2.232, 2.243, 2.342,
3.143, 3.153, 3.183, and 3.181 I .

One criticism often levied against statutes authorizing
intervention because of noncriminal misbehavior, is their
breadth :and vagueness. See, e.g..- MN/ ABA, Noncriminal
Misbehavior, supra at 9. Accordingly, this standard seeks to
specify with greater clarity. the types of conduct which call for
intervention. As with the other provisions in. this series, the
circumstances in which intervention would be permissible are
closely related to, but less circumscribed than those set forth
for the jurisdiction of the family court, see Standard 3.112, in
order to limit the possibility of out-of-home--placement or the
provision of services on a nonvoluntary basis to the more
serious cases without curtailing the opporwAities to oiler
voluntary assistance programs.

Four sets of circumstances are described. The first addresses
the type of family conflict which is generally labeled being
incorrigible or beyond parental contr'. The standard,
following the lead of the recommendation of the 1976
Standards and Goals Report re: y family court jurisdic-
tion. includes both disregard for parental authority by
the child, and misuse of that authority by the child's parent.
guardian. -or primary caretaker. This is to permit juveniles to
challenge "unreasonable -and pointless parental demands" that
a-ce producing serious familial conflict, and to seek resolution
of family problems through established channels rather than
through acting out or running away. See Report of the Task
rorce, supra at Standard 10.6. it is anticipated that inmost
instances of intervention under paragraph (a), the family will
be offered counseling and other necess ry services. Only when
there has been repeated disregard for or misuse of lawful
parental authority and all available and appropriate noncoer-
cive alternatives have been exhausted, should interventioh
result in referral to the intake unit and the family court.
Standards 2.222, 2.321.3.112. and 3.144.

Paragraph (b) recomniends that intervention he authorized
when a juvenile misses school without the consent of his; her
parent. guardian, or primary caretaker. The inclusion of
truancy as a ground for intervention is based on the
traditional emphasis placed on educationforty-nine states
and the District of Columbia have, compulsory school
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attendance laws and the need m contemporary society for at
least basic reading and mathematical skills in order to earn a
living and obtain decent ',Aid and shelter. While truancy may

. he one facet of a larger pattern of antisocial behavior, it may
also he the result of unmet physical. mental, or emotional
needs; an inahilit% to afford adequate clothing or to pay for
books and other Ices; family problems, an inability to speak
or understand Lnglish: or sometimes an inadequate and
uninteresting educational program. See Children's Defense
Fund, Children Out of Scluml in America (1974). Most of
these problems should he soluble without court intervention.
Hence. it is the intent .of the standard that the schools take
primary responsibilty for resolving truancy problems includ-
ing counseling the child and faintly, advising them of the
availability of social and financial services, and providing
alternative educational programs. When there is a pattern of
repeated unauthorized absences or the juvenile is habitually
absent from school, and all a%ailable and appropriate
noncoercive alternatives have proven ineffective after a

reasonable trial period or have heen unreasonably refused. the
matter v mild he cognizable by the tinnily court. Sec
Standards 2.222. 2.321. 3.112. and 3.144. InLirvention because
of actions by parents pre% eni mg their child from obtaining the
educanon ie_iquired by law is covered in Standard

I he third type of conduct identified in the standard
running It is estimated that mule than 750.0o0 youths.
both male and female. run away each year. I he reasoes for
running away and the response req.' 1 vary greatly, Jut the
urgency of pro) iding additional ten, ptiiiary shelter. counseling
services. and other iesourees outside the juvenile justice
sys: in remain, iionstant. Sec The Runaway Youth Act. 42

.,5701 soy. (Stipp. 1979): National Council of
Jewish Women. Symposium on Status Offenders, 68-90
(197(0; U.S. Department of Health, tion and Welfare,
/he Mc/de/ire and Vaunt' of Runaway 9en(Avior (1975). While
law enforcement officers or other public officials may conduct
investigations and searches immediately upon receipt. of a
report that a ju%enile has run :. .tiv. court involvement is
limited to cases of repeated unit; iorized absences for more
than twenty -four hours from He place of residence approved
by the juvenile's parents. guardian. ,)t- primary caretaker, and.
as is the ease with the circumstances described in-paragraphs
(a) and ( h), in which all a%aiiable :end appropriate alternatives
provided on a voluntary basis have i n exhausted. Sec
Standards 2.222. 3.112. and 3 144.

The !mirth instance in which intervention is warranted is
when a itivcnile exhibits asocial or dysfunctional behavior as a
result of excessive use of alcoholic beverages. As noted in the
1976 Standards and Croak .spurt:

In 1971. the White House Conference on Youth repo:7ed
that one off he most insidious problems of modern youth is
the use and abuse of alcohol. I he proportion of American
children who drink to excess has substantially increased in
the past tew years. This excessive use of alcohol among
outh presents a problem in its oy% n right apart from. the

effect it may have on future adult behavior. Report of the
Ta.s.k Force. supra at Commentary to Standard 10.7.
In light of the increasing number of jurisil itions which have

decriminalized public intoxication for adults, Standard 3.112
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does not include alcohol abuse as one of the types conduct
cognizable under the jurisdiction of the family court over
noncriminal misbehavior. However, this provision acknowl-
edges that there must he some authority to provide public
services to juveniles with alcohol problems. The standard
limits intervention to those instances in which excessive use of
alcoholic beverages results in a youth engaging in disruptive
behavior or impairment of the youth's ability to carry on
his her normal activities at home, at school, or at work. While
not condoning Moderate use of alcoholic beverages by
jueimiles, paragraph (d) does not suggest a duty to intervene
unless the specified conditions are present so as to avoid the
type of over- reach which has plagued current juvenile justice
system efforts to assist juveniles engaiginiei in noncriminal
misbehavior. However. nothing in the standard is intended to
discourage the use and improvement of alcohol abuse
education programs in the scho, ' and community.

As noted earlier, the 1976 Standards and goals Report
recommends court jurisdiction over noiieriminat misbehavior.
but does not directly address the question of intervention.
Report of the Task Force, supra. The LlA A BA Joint
Commission. on the other hand, while recommending that
jurisdiction over such conduct be virtually eliminated, has
proposed standards encouraging provision of "ti broad
spectrum of services reasonably designed to assist a juvenile in
conflict with his ii itimil% to resolve their [si] conflict.- and
permitting law e," joreement officers to take juveniles into
"limited custody" whom they reasonably determine arc in
circumstances "which constitute a substantial and immediate
danger to the juvenile's physical safcty.- 1.1A; ABA, Noncrimi-
nal .ifislyhavior, supra at Standards 2.1 and 4.1. These
provisions are intended to cover children who have run away
from home. Id. at Standard 3.1 Another volume of the
1.IA ABA Standards encourages schools to take primary,
responsibility for reducing recurrent or extended unjustified
student absence's. Institute of Judicial Administration 'Ameri-
can Pat- Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Schools. and Education,
Standard 1.11 (tentative draft, 1977).

The National Advisory Committee recognized that the
question of what is the proper response to noncriminal
misbehavior, is one of the most difficult and volatile issues in
the juvenile justice field. The retention of family court
jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior proposed in
Standard 3.112 is seen as an interim step %%Inch could
ameliorate many of the concerns which have been raised
regarding current practices until such time. as th e are
sufficient voluntary services. available for all families and
children to obviate the need for court jurisdiction. Whether or
not jurisdiction over status offenses is ultimately abolished.
the identification and implementation of rational principles
and criteria governing intervention decisions, and the creation
and use of more and better services available to juveniles and
families on a voluntary basis can greatly improve the quality
arid fairness of the administration of juvenile justice.

Related Standards
2.11 Intervention for Commission of a Delinquent Offense



2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm 3.1811 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNoncriminal
1.21 Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies) Misbehavior

Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe- 3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal
havior (Law Enforcement Agencies) Misbehavior

2.232 Criteria for Taking Juveniles into Custody
Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement .Agen-
cies) Prei.-Thrition Strategi....s

2.2-13 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake
Noncrim...al Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen- Focal Point The Individual:
cies) Cor. R-1 Individual and Family Counseling

2.31 Authority to Intervene (Non law Enforcement Agen- Cor. F-3 Protective ServiCes

cies) Cor. Ed-3 Supportive Services
2.321 Criteria for Referral to Intake-, '.-.:oncriminai Misbe- Focal Point Social i ;tutions:

havior (Nonlaw Enforcement ,A2encies) Cor. F-3 Crisis lntep.rention
2.342 Procedures Following a Deeisr. to Refer to intake Cor. Ed-3 Alternative Education

(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies) Focal Point Social Interaction:
3.112 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
3.144 Intake Criteria--Noneriminal Misbehavior
3.153 Criteria for Detention and ReleaseNoncriminal

Mishcha ior
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2.13 intervention to
Protect Against Harm
it is appropriate fur society toiutervene.in the life of a juvenile
and/or family when the juvenile has no parent, guardian,
relative, or Other adult with whom he/she has substantial ties,
who is willing to provide supervision and care, and:

a. The jur enile's physical health is seriously impaired, or is
likely to be so impaired;

h. The juvenile's emotional health is seriously impaired
c. The juvenile has been sexually abused; el.
d. The juvenile's parent, guardian, or priniat;,. caretaker is

preventing him/her from obtainirtg il:e education
r..quired by law.

4 when immediate medical care is required, intervention
circumstances should not include reni"val of juveniles

from their homes, or the provision of services on other than a
voluntary basis unless the harm or risk of harm to the juvenile
is cognisable under the jurisdiction of the family court
described in Standard 3.113 and there is no other nvasure
which will provide adequate protection.

Source:

None of the standards or reports reviewed address
directly. .S'ec generallt .National. Advisory Corm
Criminal Justice Standard.r1,1 Cloak. Report of I,

issue
:c on
Task

'orce on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Ptevention,
Standards 5.3 and 12.9 ( 1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of
diet Thsk Fore],

Commentary
There is little question that soci, has a respon:ability to

protect children against harm. But it is Asc., clear that in too
many instances, intervention has resulted in .prolonged, often
multiple out-of-home placements when less drastic alterna-
tives could have provided as good or better protection. See J.
Areen "Intervention Between Parent and Child: A Reapprai-
sal of the State's Role in Child Xealect and Abuse Cases." 63
Geo. L. Rev. 887. (;12-916 (1975): A. Schuchter. Child Abuse
Intervention..A Prescriptive Package, 7 (1976); I CIP:Alert,
~':,Mural Council of Juvenile Court Judges, 1977). Hence, the

critical issues appear to be: when is harm serious enough to
warrant interventioa, ;,at types of services should be
provideti, and should services he provided on a voluntary or
compulsory basis.

In view of the present -state of the art." whatever is done by
government in cooperation with private agencies in the arely
of deahriu with maltreatment of children has to he viewed as
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experimental and-requiring special safeguard against the
kinds of "knowledge over-reach" and "legalistic overkill"
that characterize current Child protection efforts. In this
regard, the purposes and goals of . . . [a] proposed model
child abuse intervention system need to create a realistic and
reasonable balance between the use of state authority to
intervene . . and the capacity of public and private
resources for follow-up and treatment . . .; the legitimacy of
state legal intervention to protect children from physical
abuse, and the limitations of the legal system to positively
contribute to changes in the behavior or abusive parents
. . .; [and] the advantages of continuing ongoing "imp::r-
feet" parent-child relationships with those of the alternative
placements that can be made available. Schuchter, supra at
22.
In setting forth the circumstances in which intervention is

appropriate, this standard is broader than. the jurisdictional
limits of the family court in neglect and abuse cases
recommended in Standard 3.113, in that the actual or
threatened harm to a juvenile described in paragraphs (a) and
(b) is not limited to that caused by the juvenile's parent or
parental surrogate. Hence, a child who is injured in a traffic
accident, or who is found wandering alone, or who is the
victim of an assault outside the home may be assisted as well
as the child who has apparently been neglected or abused. The
standard is premised on the belief that in .many cases, the
counseling and other services p..7cessary. to protect.a Fhild from
further harm can be provided on a voluntary baSis. Thus,
except in emergency cases when immediate medical care is
required, see Standard', 2.245 and 2.344, assistance should not
include services offered on a nonvoluntary basiS unless the
actud or threatened harm is included under the grounds for
the jurisdiction of the family court over neglect and abuse, and
there is no other way to protect the child trom the actual or
threatened harm. See Standards 2.223, 2.322, 3.112, and
3.145. Similarly. a child should not be removed from his/her
home unless the matter falls within the family court's
jurisdiction under Standard 3.113(a)-(h) and removal is the
only way in which the harm can be prevented.. See Standards
2.233, 2.33, and :3.154. The continuity of relatk,nships with
parents o'r parental surrogates is often of critical importance
and should net be disrupted unless necessary to protect
against the specific harms listed in the standard. See J.
Goldstein, A. Freud, and A. Solnit, Beyond the Best Interests
of the Child (2nd Ed, 1973); J. P. owiby, Child Care and-the
Growth of Love (1965).

The standard conditions intervention on the absence of a
person with whom the juvenile has substantial ties who can



protect the juveniic from one of the enumerated harms, or the
unwillingness or inability of such a person to do so. Withk.ut
both elements of this conditioni.e., lack of a protector and
presence of a specific harm or threatened harmintervention
could occur whether or not a juvenile's parents are performing
their duty to provide protection, or could be premised solely
en the parent's, guardian's caretaker's lifestyle, values or
morals, without regard to whether the juvenile's physical or
emotional health was impaired or his her physical health is
demonstratively threatened. Similarly, the condition suggests
that when older juveniles have demonstrated the ability to live
on their own, it is not in the interest of the juvenile, the state,
and in most instances, the parents, to attempt to intervene on
groo:ids of parental abatidonment or neglect.

Paragraph (a) would authorize intervention when a juvenile
has suffered or is threatened with a physical injury which
creates a substantial risk of death, disfigurement, impairment
of bodily function. or bodily harm. As noted above, this
provision is intended to coveriuveniles injured or threatened
with injury outside the home, as well as children who have
apparently been abused by their parent, guardian, or primary
caretaker, or left by their parent or parental surrogate in some
inherently dangerous situation--e.g., playing in a room with
exposed electrical wiring. However., an necessary assistance
or services should he' rendered on a voluntary basis unless
emergency medical treatment is required: or the injury was or
is likely to be inflicted nonaccidently by the juvenile's parent,
guardian, or primary caretaker: or the juvenile's health is
seriously impaired as a result of conditions created by his /her
parent or parental surrogate or the failure of such persons to
proVide adequate supervision or protection. See Standard
3.113(b) and (d). The paragraph is also intcnded to permit
intervention when the juvenile's physical health i endangered
becaus tf. his her parents, guardian. or primary caretaker fail or
are unble to provide him. her with the basic essentials of life.
When/the family is unable to provide food, shelter, 'Clothing,
or health care for financial reasons, the necessary services or
funds should he providei.i through social service or welfare
agencieA vvithout referral. to the family court. Failure to
provide sho/ut..1 not he subject to the jurisdiction of the family
court unless the child has been seriously harmed in order to
discourage disrupton of family life because of the parent's
lifostyle or values, and to provide some guidance to judges
asked to order an operation or other medical treatment for
children whose parents Object on religious grounds. See
Report ()I. the 'rusk Force, supra; Institute of Judicial
Administration American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standurd(Relating to Neglect
and Abuse, 3738.(tentatiVe draft: 1977; [hereinafter cited as
IJA ABA, Neglect]: E. Browne and L. Penny, Thr Nonclelin-
quern Child in Juvenile Court: A Digest of Case Law, 9-13
(National Council. of Juvenile Court Judges, 1974): and Note,
"Court Ordered Nonemergency Medical Care for infants." 18

L. Rev. 196 (1969).
\ The second circumstance in which intervention is warranted
is when the juvenile's emotional health is seriously impaired.

provisim. addresses the highly uncertain and difficult
issue of emotional neglect. Many current neglect statutes have
been criticized for failing to protect the mental or emotional

health of children in the same manner as their physical health.
See Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to.
Standard 11.12. However, there is little agreement on the

'definition of emotional neglect, even among mental _health__
professionals. See Areeu, supra at... 933. Because of this
uncertainty, the-standard would, r.q..iire that there be serious
impairment of a juvenile's embtiotm1 health before interven-
lion is authorized.

.

.. ,[1]t is particularly essential that intervention with regard
to emotional neglect he premised solely on damage to the
child. Withovit actual damage it is extremely difficult both
to predict the likely future development of the child and to
assess the impact of intervention. M. Wald, "State
intervention kn Behalf of Neglected Children: A Search for
Realistic Standards," 27 Stan. L. Rev. ,985, 101'7 (1975):
A child who. e mental health has been impaired could be

brought to the attention of the family court. pursuant its
jurisdiction over civil commitments,'see Standard .3.11, or if
the. juvenile's ---paentS, guardian, or primary caretaker fail to
provide or coope ate with treatment for the juvenile's mental .

health 'problem, ursuant. to its jurisdiction over neglect and
abuse. See Stand rd 3.11.3 (c). .

Paragraph (c) p °vides for intervention when a juvenile has
been sexually abus-d. This would permit provision.of services
to a juvenile who has been raped, molested, or who may have
been a victim of 'parental .sexual miscondtit, regardless of
whether the 'person \ llegedly re-s-pOnsible is prosecuted.:There
is growing awarenes. of and sensitivity to the needs of'ictims
of sexual assault. Se , e.g:, L. Brodyaga, M. Gates, S. Singer,
M. Tucker. and..R. bite, Rap, and Its Victims: A Report for
Citizens, Health Facilities., and Criminal Justice Agencies
(1975). Under the sta tclards-on'adjudication, cases involving
inceSst or other forms) of intra-family sexual abuse may be
submittetf to family court .pursuant to its jurisdiction over
neglect and abuse o,' intra-family criminal offenses, See
Standards 3.11, 3.113, nd 3.117. However, they encourage an
approach which seek. to assist the family rather than
puninhing the offen.dr. SeeCommentary to. Standard 3.113.

The fina7 situation n Which the standard urges that
intervention be authon .ed is when a parent or parental
surrogate may be prevehting a juvenile from obtaining. the
education required by la . The standard is not intended to
affect the riglas or parents to limit, to some extent, theirchild's
education for religious ref sons. See Yoder v. WisconSin, 406
U.S. 205 (1972). The ter 1 "required by law" is intended to
refer to the compulsory attendance- laws in force in all but one
state Although inter.venqn is authotized, Standards 2.233,
2.33, and 3.54 would prohibit placing a child prevented from.
obtaining the education required by law in protective custody
since his/her safety 'is not ti,t..isSue. As with the other grounds
for intervention, the :natter should be submitted to the family
court only when use of voluntary alternatives have failed. See
Standards 2.33. 3.112. and ...I45. In such cases. ultilization of
the court's jurisdiction over neglect appears to be a better
means of protecting,a juven)le's opportunity for an education
than-seeking-to- impose -the- criminal penalties-containe,i,- in
many compulsory school attendance laws. When the juvenile
is absent from school without parental, permission, the
authority to intervene deSeribed under Standard 2.12 ..
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Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior would be appliCa-
ble. The term primary caretaker is used in this provision and
throughout these standards to denote 'a person other than a

'child's parents, or public or pris..ate agency, institutkin or
organization, which is providing or has taken on the
responsibility for providing care and supervision of .a child
without having been designated the child's legal guardian.

As noted above. none of the materials reviewed in the
course of preparing this standard delineate the circumstances
in whiCh society may intervene to protect a child, although
they propose limits on removal or -other_forms of coercive

'intervention. For example, IJA/ ABA, Neklect, supra at
Standard I. provides that coercive intervention should occur
only when a child is suffering specific harms. The only
Situation in which a physician, law enforcement officer, or
social services /official would be authorized to take physical
custody of a child or take other emergency measures over
parental objections is when such custody is necessary to
prevent the child's imminent death or serious bodily injury.
and the child's parents are unable or unwilling to provide
protection. Id, at Standard 4:1. The Report of the Task Force,
supra states that the police "should have clear authority to
intercede to provide necessary protection for children whose
health or safety is endangered," but does not define the term
"endangered" except for purposes of the jurisdiction of the
family court. Report of the Thsk Force, supra at Standard 5.3.
The proposed U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Model Child Protectio,n Act, §§ 4-7, 9, and 16 (draft),
1977) pecifies the circumstances in which a child abuse report

,should be filed provides for'investigation si4:11 reports; and
states tharta law enforcement officer, a physician, and,
optionally, a child protective services worker May take a child.
into protective custody if there is reasonable cause to believe
that an imminent danger to the child's lifejor safety exists and
there is. no time to obtain a court order.

The National Advisory Committee recognized the complex-
ity of intervention decisions in the child protection area and
the competing values which must be taken into account. It
concluded that setting out the circumstances and criteria for
each of the intervention decisions more explicitly would assist
in promoting gieater understanding and improving the
consistency and quality of intervention decisions.

1

Related, Standards

InterVention for Commission of a Delinquent Act
Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior.
Authority to/Inlervene (Law Fnforcement Agencies)
Criteria for ;Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.233 Criteria for; Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-
tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.244 ProcedureS Following' a Decision to Refer to Intake
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile Need of Immediate
Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.31 Authority to Intervene (Nonlaw Enforcement Agen-
cies),

2.322

2.33

2.343

2.11
2.12
2.21

.2.223

Criteria' for Referral to Intake Neglect and Abuse
(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

.

Criteria for Taking Juvenileyinto Emergency PrOtec:-
tive Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
Procedures Upon Tal2ni a Neglected or Abused
Juvenile Into Emergency Protective Ci'stody (Non-
law Enforcement /Agencies) .._

//2.344 Procedures Whein a JuVen;k: is irr Need of Immediate
Medical Care,;(i4onlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.113 JurisdictiwyOver. Neglect and Abuse
3.145 Criteria f r Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse
3.154 Criteria/and Procedures for Imposition of Protective

Meak-/res in Neglect and Abuse Cases
3.184 DOositional Alternatives and CriteriaNeglect and

.use
,

. i7
3.185 riteria for Termination of Parental Rights
3 1812 Revitew of "Dispositional OrdersNeglect and Abuse

.

/ i

3.181. Enforcement of DiSpositional OrdersNeglect and
/ ( Abuse

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point he Individual:

Cor. F-1 ":ndividual and Family Counseling
COr. F-3 Protective Services i

Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention.
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2.2 IrEtaventicn by Law
Enforcement Agencies
221 Authority to
Intervene
Law marcentent afficersshould br,,,statutorily a r.horized to
intervener in mw lUe of a juvenile in:73e same circurastance .as
they are .tutitorized to intervene iar,ar.he lives of ..noults in tae
course mnforthvg, federal. ltata.. :and local laws defining
crirr,-,t-Tad =al tr-..affic offenses.

lr .....a111Y4-um. trtfor-cemen.: cfficers should be ile7,E;Tv.I.Grily
sauttooril ae ..traenveneati the 1;1;e,ofitzveniles when -14.5..i.v nave
a relizsanziirfetelliel that, any. of the clr...-zurnstances set :::7rth in
St4haards; 2.12 and 2.2:.3 exist.

Si Unif0-77r t Act, §I : Latzlzal
TartfirrInce t.,1,CommiSs;.Jners on State
litr,raz= of Jua'cLial

Conmissiion Justice S: d_.-Js.
Ric....:,onr no Noncrirnitzul - iisbehavior,

2.1 ita)tive,2 draft.. ::77) 1:hereinafter cited as
..V0=zrrn.inal or]; U.S Department of Eiealtr...
--..3d=attiah Proposer: :Model Child Proz.ectio7.
Act: 1977); and Terry ..Oino, .392 U.S.1

Canrrientary
4cts of standarts and model legislatior

rewieve.,-A ndd....--, when a juvenile ray be taken into custody.
ncLae.addNx tbre!41-ld questi,:t of whea law enforce-
mena .4uthorized r atterverra Similarly, MOK,

proybde authority police officers to tak.r
strq-,,ectee, into custody, but few provide an
explicit a child in "protective custody" or fc7.
intervening: a! _LS wt,-;:n there is no actual or threatened
violation ca. law. See Task Force to Develo:
Standards and shoal :or Juvenile Justice and Delinquenc-:
Prevena:on A Compcn-ltiye Analysis of Standards and Star..i-
PracticeL.: PLyirf-Juv.enile Operations,' 27-36 (1977). The
importance c7F. .ths araission the fact that a high
percentage of ....ntacts with: juveniles are not due to
suspected and that relatively few interven-
tions do or shocL: :-esult in taking a child into custody.
.Indeed, placcaner r astody should be the last alternative,
taken only wizen miormal resolutions or use of a citation or
summons are nor 'aifficient. and upon a stronger base of

information than a street stop or -orelirrunary. investigation.
See Standards 2.231 2.233, and 2.33. Hence, this provision,
following the decision of the Supreme Court in Terry v. Ohio,
urges that law enforcement officers be given explicit statutory
authority to intervene when they have a "reasonable belief"
that a juvenile has or is about to engage ir. a criminal act, has
engaged in of the forms of noncrimnal misbehavior
specified in Standard 2.12, or is in need of protection for or=
of the reasons set forth in Standard 2.13. A reasonable belief
would also be reouirca to stop a juvenile for traffic offense
except in those : :sates permitting general automobile safety
and driver's license checks. According to the opinion in Terry,
in determining, 4,,netner a police officer's actions meet
constitutional rec ir.irements:

. . .[D]ue weir must be given. not to his inchoate and
unparticularize: ...,:aspicion or "hunch," but to the specific
reasonable info- ?.,,ces, which he is entitled to draw from his
experience. 392 3. at 27.
. .[I]n justifyinc .-ne particular intrusion the police officer
must be able to po:nt to specific and articulable facts. which
taken together v :h natural inferences from these facts,
reasonably warm:. :: the intrusion. 392 U.S. at 21.
The _facts necess.--/ to form a reasonable belief may be

gained frpm a'\ cvmplaint which has been filed, direct
observation by the ;If-leer, or a reliable informant. See Adams
v. Williams, 407 US. 143 (1972).

Although it is generally accepted that the police may
intervene when a crime has been committed, questions have
been ilaised whether it is appropriate for law enforcement
officers to become involved in noncriminal misbehavior and
neglect ,and abuse cases. Report of the Task Force, supra at
35. As noted in :he commentary to the IJA/ABA, Neglect,
supra at 43, there must be some means of dealing
with the welve-y ear-Old who is prowling the subways at
midnight or is otherwise in circumstances of immediate
jeopardy," and the police are often the only public agency
available on a 24-hour-per-day basis. It is anticipated that the
rising educational level of police officers, coupled with the
training recommended in Standards 1.421 and 2.253, the
criteria recommended in Standards 2.221-2.223 to guide
decisions to refer a juvenile to intake, and the criteria provided
in Standards 2.231-2.233 to guide decisions to take a juvenile
int. custody will help to assure that thesenoncrime related but
essential duties are carried out effectively, safely and fairly.
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However, the recommendation to prov de explicit authority
for law enforCement agencies to intervene,to protect juveniles
against harm is not intended to preclude\protective services
agencies from .establishing and maintaining a 24-hour-per-
day, seven-day-per-week capacity to respond. to reports that a
juvenile is in danger. Police officers should ordinarily allow
personnel from such agencies to handle child protection
matters unleSs immediate action is required to safeguard the
juvenile, ..

Standard 2.31 et. seq. outline the authority' for and the
criteria which should apply to intervention by nonlaw
enforcement agencies.

Related Standards
2.1'1 Intervention for Commission of a Delinquent Act,

Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior
2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.221 Criteria for Referral to Intake Delinquency (Law

Enforcement Agencies)
2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.223. Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(Law Enforcement Agencies)
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2.231 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody
Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.232 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into CustodyNon-
criminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Intd Emergency Protec-
tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.241 Procedures Following a 'Decision. Not to Refer to
Intake (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.242 Procedures Following .a Decision to Refer to Intake
Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.243 Procedures.1-7ollowing a Decision to Refer to Intake
Noncriminal. Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.244 Procedures Following .a Decision to Refer to Intake
Neglect and Abuse (Law EnforCement Agencies)

2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.246 Procedures for Fingerprinting and Photographing
Juveniles (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.247 Procedures Applicable to the Interrogation of Juve-
niles (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.3! Authority to Intervene (Nonlaw Enforceme7it Agen-
cies)
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222 Decision to Refer to
intake
2.221 Critera for Referral
to I ntake Delinquency
Law enforcement agencies should promulgate wriTten regul4-
tions for guiding decisions to refer to the intake unit a juvenile
alleged to have committed an:act which would be a crime or
major traffic offense if committed by an adult. In determining
whether referral would best serve. the interests of the
community and the juvenile, law enforcement officers should
consider whether there is probable cause to believe the juvenile
is subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over
delinquency, and:

a. Whether a complaint has already been filed;
h. The seriousness are the alleged offense;
c. The role of the juvenile in that offense;
d. The nature and number of contacts with the law

enforcement agency and the fs lathy court which the
juvenile has had, and the results of thoSe contacts;

e. The juvenile's age and maturity; and
f. The availability of appropriate persons or services

outside the juvenile justice system willing and able to
provide care, supervision, and assistance to the juVenile.

A juvenile should not be referred to the intake unit solely
becatts' he/she denies the allegations or because.,, the
compl inapt or victim insists.

Sou ices.

See/ generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Stand-
ards, Standards Relating to the Juvenile Probation Function:
Intake and Predisposition Investigative Services, Standards
1.6 and 1.8 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/iABA, Probation]; National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Cask

iFo7 on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standards 4.4, 5.7, 5.19, and 5.11 (1976) [hereinafter cited as
Repiort of the Task Force]; Institute of JUdicial Administra-
tion/ American Bar Association Joint Commission on
JuVenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Police
Handling of Juvenile Problems, Standard 2.6 (c) (tentative
draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Police Handlirzl.

Commentary

The standards in this series set forth the bases on which

,.,'visions to
draw ,

t.. :he next
to take a y

Pa

the intake unit should be made.
ween the decision to refer ayouth

tiltju-,. -.tile justice system and the decision
c...rody. See Standards 2.231-2.233,

3.151-3.154. It is anticipated that.
encouragin separate decisions on referral and
custody 'T-....ater consistency, reduce referrals
made sc.:elh_ becatusec,1 need to take a child into emergency
protecti e -itstoy, and avoid the taking of youths into
custody in '-',tijutyclion with a referral when a citation' or
summons

In so don1s. -Luest. wandurds recognize that police officers do
and shoul dit.:retion during the course of their
duties. Re .:e ! indicate that 36.6 percent of
juveniles 'Ito aistody are handled within.the depart-
ment an:;:. .1 without referral to court. An additional
1.99 percci
Crime in
of .youths
official a--

Enforcent,
ment; Dr
(1976). A, stiti,
Justice km:-
Chiefs cif

The use
been a
and in L.
Writers
reluctar:
discreti

society

The
cannot
proced:L7e

ff;.::73:d to welfare agencies. W. Webster,
Slates: 1978, 228 (1979). The percentage
the police and released without further

,.;:mated to be even higher. See Law
drninistration, Program Announce-

=all from the ,Juvenile System, 23
1,Tobetz and B. Bosarge in Juvenile
117 (International Association of

733

,:tiorzary judgment by police officers . . . has
if much debate both within the profession
and legal circles since the Colonial era. The

States Consti',:ution themselves were
..t police the use of too much administrative .

ecisions to detain or arrest . .

the nature of the police role in a democratic
(.1s the right of the police to exercise some
udgment in the performance of their duties.
) arrest or not to arrest in a particular case
,ecificaily delineated in any manual of
to the diversity of each individual case . . .

The police . ve become "quasi-judicial" officers because
of the mantic which the concept of criminal justice is
defined in the _:sited States. While the concept of criminal.
justice theoret, lily refers to equal punishment by society
for an offense t_:_ainst society, at the practical level "justice"

,-,
J' t~i
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to establish a proper balance between competing

2.221-2.224 focus on the factors to be weighed in
mat balance for .referral decisions, by law enforce-

net- .:;z7.-s. Standards 2.231-2.233 concern the considera-
--must be balanced decisions by law cnforcament

of :take juveniles into c.r.:_ody. Standards 2.321-1322
.. .. address referral and decisions made other

iTicials.
.:;a-rd 2.221 sets forth criteria _tor referrt.

c. interventions based on commission a an of
a violation of applicable fezera__ .:tate,

statute or ordinance wIrch would be desigrraaa. as
fial if committed by an adu_t, a traffic offer:i.e. -.riarzed

a juvenile who was too y.itung to obtain -1.:....tecinc. to
-it rte time the offense is tiller:pi to have occur . .1., we!!

ar homicide, reckless civing, driving
1-111.1fre of alcohol, narcotics.. Jr dangerous drugs.:. vine

:Jf. , traffic Man accident and othr trac offenses for whi
2. mandatory term of incarceration upon con-victim,

'117.zard 3.111. The guidelines and criteria proposai is
ii-Ldard should also apply to criminal type cases

which are not cognizable by the family court e.g
--:- offenses other than those listed abOve. The crirtr.;:-...
tied are closely coordinatecLkfrth those recornmendeeic:-..
e: See Standards 3.143-3.145_

many of the other provisions on - discreticnaaTy
.....eit-sions, the 'standard recommends the promulgati of
V,. 7.t 2n regulations to guide individual decision makersiTh::ese

_. ations should operationalize the recommended criteria
aLi. other prOcedures.' Development of such guideline has
r-.' . proposed by most recent standards efforts. Report the

Force, supra at Standards 4.4 and 5.7; Kobetz. and
E. .irge, supra at 179-180; 1JA / A BA,,Police Handlir.!. supra
at ...,Landard,2.6(c); National Advisory Committee on iminal
.7:1.,.ice Standards and Goals, Police, §§4.3 and (1973);

-esident's Commission, on Law Enforcement _.=d the
7,,_tlrainistration of Justice, Task Force 'Report: .1uvenile

ei4zquenc and Youth Crime, 19 (1967); ABA, S;:ndards
Rela.zing to the Urban Police Function, §§4.1-4.5 (approved
draft. 1973). These guides should' apply to referral
made by officers itit he field as well as those made. at the
stationhouse. To the greates extent possible, law enfc-te-ement
agencies in areas served by a single family cour: should
develop regulations cooperatively so as to promote c:easisten-
cy. In (addition, the development procesS should include
consultation and coordination with the family the
agencies and programs affected by referral decisions, ri.-47-sen-.
tative citizen task forces, and youth advocacy groups. the
Standards and Goals Task Force observed :

Without adequate 'guidelines governing the use of liseere-
tion, the police -handling of juveniles may be affecter:f ay
such factors as race, attitude of the juvenile, type of
department ( "professional" v. "informal"), attitude of
victim and some situation of the minor. As the President's
Commission on Law Enforcement and the Administra:ion
of Justice pointed out, this often leads to discriminatory and
arbitrary decisions on the Part 'of the police officer-. Report
of the Task Force, supra at 189.

The National Advisory Committee recor the
development of rules and guidelines govern..- , referral
decisions as an action which agencies can take
without a major' reallocation of resources, to m 'rove the
administration of juvenile justice.

The standard lists seven points for consideratio-7..iThe first is
-whether the officer has probable cause to that :the
juvenile is subject to the jurisdiction of the famE,t ..ourt over
delinquency. See Standard 3.111, No juvenile ould be
referred unless the officer determines that Cm7c is such
prob::::,le cause to believe On the basis of direct or:nervations,
affitim%11s, or statements of the juvenile. The 4 rag of a
coniiri.aint prior to intervention would ordinaril -;ply the

or that belief, though the officer would s heed the
evel of certainty that the juvenile na:- in the

;,;_dnt was the same as the youth who had beer- :..upped or
r OM a warrant or summons was being sow=

if there is probable cause:to believe the juvenile has
:=Ited a delinquent act or major traffic offense. the officer

Aiotad_consider the factors listed in paragraphs (a)-.1). No one
of:traese factors is intended to predominate. Each should be
cora:tiered and weighed against the others. For example,
whit: the filing of a formal complaint necessarily limits the
scope of an officer's discretion, it should not preclude a
decision not to refer a juvenile if the offense was minor, the
juvehile had no prior record, and his/her parents appear
willing and able to provide the necessary guidance.

The first factor:listed is the.seriousnessof the delinquent'
conduct, i.e the nature and extent of harm to othe:, resulting
from the alleged offense. The provision appro..- by the
1JA/ABA Joint Commission on which this stands is based,
lists as specific criteria "whether the conduct caused death or
personal injury, severity of personal injury, extent of proper-
ty damage, value of property damaged or taken, whether
property taken is recovered, and whether victim was
threatened or intimidated by display of weapons, physical
force or verbally." 1JA/ABA, Probation, supra at I.8(b)(1).
Others have suggested that a serious offense be defined in
terms of the felony-misdemeanor distinction or in -terms of a
list of specified offenses. See, e.g., Ferster, Cout-tless, and
Snethen, "Separating Official and Unofficial Delinquents:
Juvenile Court Intake," 55 Iowa L. Rev. 874 (1970). How-
ever, juveniles who commit some acts that ale technically
felonies or one of the enumerated offenses may not constitute
such a threat to society as to warrant judicial handling of the
matter on that basis. The President's Commission on Crime in
the District of Columbia, Report, 661 (1966); Kobetz and
Bosarge, supra at 247-248. 1

The second criterion is the role which the/juvenile allegedly
played in the offense. The LIA/ ABA; Police Handling-
provision proposes that when a group of juveniles is alleged to
have committed a delinquent act together, equity requires that
they be treated alike. Hence, in a leader-follower situation, if
the police officer, on the basis of the seriousness of the prior
record and other factors, determines that the leader Of the
group should be referied to the intake unit, the entire group
should ordinarily be referred. While not intending to denigrate
the importance of equal treatment, the standard goes no



1

further thiml recommending role as a- appropriate point to
consider.

The thini7.' [actor is the nature, nuni7.77zr, and result of rrior
contacts the law enforcement .deney and the family
court. !nation regarding past refer.7..ils and the juvenile's
response..., ncm appears essential if is to be retained
and encc..,a::-.ged as an alternative. list of such records does
imply thieshold decision on whether a juvenile should
or should t be referred may be based. in part, on unproven
allegatia: pis use appears lntle different than the
commori :__:Lepted practice o: using', arrest records in

...spositions --and-sent noes ---in--delinquency and
criminal eclings. To assure th. incomplete or inaccurate
informal... ot used, and that :_inwarranted assumptions
are not -7-rn records of pri-t,r contacts, the standard
requires -:-.suits of any prior contactnot only the
nature aid -nur-'7777r of thoSe eon:actsbe considered. See
Standard :andard 1.531 would permit access to
identifiab_.. int _-__ntion maintained by a law enforcement
agency of that agency when it is essential to
achieving a -7.mforeement purpose. The Standards and
Goals Task and a number of commentators and
standard. gr,.. :Tave endorsed consideration of a juvenile's
prior contacts with the law enforcement agency and the family
court. See Report of the Task Force, supra. at Standard 5.11;
1.JA/ ABA, ..P7- supra at § .8(b); Kobetz and Bosarge,
supra at 248.

The fourft. ideration is the juvenile's age and maturity.
The fact .7articular juvenile .is ten or seventeen should
not in and itself be determinative whether or. not to
recommend tiling or a petition. It must be weighed
together wi: ii the other factors, See IJA/ ABA,' Probation;
supra at St., :cd 1.8(b); Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 5

The final .,erion, is the availability of persons (including
the juvenii: parents) and/or services outside the juvenile
justice system which are suited and can ,provide the juvenile
with any necessary assistance. The unavailability of services
should not necessarily imply.that a youth should be referred to
the intake Aunit when other criteria suggest that referral to
services or simply dropping the matter is the proper disposi-
tion..-

The juvenile's attitude is not listed as a factor which should
be considered. While the suspect's attitude has been identified
as akey element in actual arrest and referral decisions, see D.

11.burow, Justice Advocacy, 107.108 (1974); R,M..
-4.rietssohn, "Offense v. Offernder in .Juvertiie Court," ..juvenile
Jus:...:ce 2 (1(;72), as obseri.ed, by the Preslident's Commission

L.aw Enforcement and Criminal Justitze:.
Can the police, or anyca-, else for that: matter, accurately

rtect the difference bet -_en feigned and genuine resolve to
-11..:71ati one's ways, or b-...-Llween.genuine- indifference to the
lam .....ammands and fear- engendered defiance? PreSident7s
`..:_--7:mission, supra at but see Kobetz and Bosarge,

at 89 .and 146; _:_port of the Task Force, supra;
1.; ABA, Probation,

provision makes cLar, however, that law enforcement
of.....-z7s should not refer vouths to the intake unit solely
be s they assert their -.ocence or because the complain-
in- 7,-:.:tness objects to otr alternatives.

REtalfted Standar=

1.53 Confidentiality of +-records
1.53_ Access to Police R.. orris
1.52. Completeness of F..ceords

Accuracy of Reco-is
1.56 Destruction of Records
2. 1 Intervention for Commission of a Delinquent Act
2.21 Authority to Intet-vene (Law. Enforcement Agencies)
2.222 Criteria fdr Refel-7.-al to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (Law Enforcemebt Agencies)
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(Lav...Enfiircement Agencies)
2.231 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into. Custody.

Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.241 Procedures Following a Decision not to Refer to

Intake (Law Enf.-71cerrient Agencies)
2.242 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake

Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.248-- Form of Complaint .

3.111 Jurisdiction over Delinquency .

3.143 Criteria for Intake DecisiOnsDelinquency

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. J-1 Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct

185



2.222 Criteria for Retrral
to-Intake--Noncrim hal

Misbehavior
Law enforcement agencies should promulgate NV regula-
tions for guiding decisions to refer to the ::::mke unit
individuals alleged to have engaged in noncriminci

In determining whether referral best serves-the th.;,1-1:sts ,:;,f the
juvenile, the family, and the community, law ,:r.r,Jorcement
officers should consider whether there is :prob.ani, cause to
believe that the individual is subject to the juris.diction of the
family court over noncriminal misbehavior, and:

--a. Whether a complaint has already been fitoti;
b. The seriousness of the alleged conduct and the

circumstances in which it occurred;
e.. Tie nature and number of contacts with the law

enforcement agency and the family ccart -which the
individual and his/her family has had;

d. The outcome of those contacts; and
e. he availability of appropriate perscns or services

utside the juvenile justice system.

Juve 'les should not--be referred to the in 'lake unit solely
.becatis - they deny,, the allegations or because 1.:ae complainant
or victim insists.

Sources:
None of the standards or model legislation reviewed address

this issue directly. See C .generally institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile,. jur ice Standards, Standards Relating to the
Juvenile Probation Function: Intake and Predisposition
Investigative Services, Standards 1:6 and 1.8 (tentative draft,
1977).

Commentary

Serious questions have been raised about the large number
of juveniles alleged to have engaged in noncriminal misbehav-
iori.e., unlawful conduct which would not be a crime if
committed by an adultwho have been referred to the family
court. See, e.g.. National Council of 'Jewish Women,
Symposium on Status Offendc-s: Proceedings May 17-19,.
1976, 8-13 (1976); institute - of Judicial Administra-
tion /American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Noncrimi7
nol Misbehavior, 1-21 [tentative draft, 1977); but see Arthur,

"Status Offenders Need Help TOO," 26 Juvenile. Justice 3
(1975). Cmr;stent with Standard 3.112Jurisdiction over
Noncriminal Misbehavidithe criteria set forth in this
standard s:;A to limit referrals to the intake unit to those
instances in which all available and appropriate noncoercive
alternatives to assist the juvenile and the juvenile's family have,
been exhausted, and to encourage communities to meet their
obligations to juveniles and families by developing a full range
of voluntary services.

Like Standard 2.221; the provision recommends that law
enforcement agencies should issue written regulations to assist
individual officers in making referral decisions. The regula-
tions should apply to-referral decisions made by .officers in the
field as well as those made at the stationhouse. To the greatest
extent possible, law enforcement agencies in areas served by a
single family court should develop regulations cooperatively f
so as to promote consistency. The development process should
also include consultation and coordination with' the family
court, the agencies and programs affected by referral
decisions, .representative citizen task forces, and youth
advocacy groups. The National Advisory Committee recom-
mends the development, of rules and guidelines governing
referral decisions as an action which agencies can take
immediately, without a major reallocation of resources, to
improve the administration of juvenile justice.

The standard. urges that in making the decision whether or
not to refer a noncriminal misbehavior matter, to the intake
unit, a law enforcement officer must first determine that there
is probable cause to believe that the Conduct falls within the
limits of the jurisdiction of the family court over - noncriminal
misbehavior. Hence, the law enforcement officer must be

-aware of facts and circumstance "sufficient to warrant a
prudent . . . [person] in believing that . , ."

a. There has been a pattern of repeated unauthorized
absences or habitual unauthorized absences &mit school
by a juvenile subject to the compulsory education laws, if
any, of the state; or

b. There have been repeated unauthorized absences for
more than twenty-four hours from the place of residence
approved by the juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker; or

c. There has been repeated disregard for or misuse of
lawful parental authority; or

d, There have been acts of delinquency by a juvenile below
age ten. See Standard 3.112; Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89,
91 (1964).



Accordingly, interventions based, for example, on a 1.54
juvenile's having missed a single day' of school without .1.55
permission or on asocial or dysfunctional . behavior by 1.56
juvenile because of excessive use of alcoholic beverages, -2.12
cannotr.result in referral :of the juvenile to the intaxe unit. See 2.21
:Standards 2.112 and 1112. 7 - 2.221

The six criteria listed for consideration following the
L:.termination of probable cause are parallel to those
-:commended for referral decisions in delinquency cases. See
Sitandard 2.221 and Commentary. However, in the context of
thisstandard, the teriu"seriousness" in paragraph (b) refers, to
such factors as he length of the juvenile's absencesrom home .

or from school and the nature of the demand disregarded or
-misused, rather than to the extent of harm caused to others, In
addition,- paragraphs (c) and (d) focus on the family rather
than the juvenile/alone, since many instances of noncriminal
Misbehavior are a result of family conflict or require the
cooperation of the entire family for their resolution. Like the
criteria listed in Standard 2.221, no one factor is intended to
predominate. Each should be considered and weighed against
the others.
- Finally, if should be noted that the standard attempts to
balance the need, of the officer for sufficient_information on
which to base a decision, and the juvenile's and family's rights
to privacy. Most police forces have neither the time; expertise,
nor resources to perform extensive social history investiga-
tions, and detailed information about the juvenile's and
family's ec:Jnornic status, educational level, health, interests,
and activities is unnecessary for and possibly a hindrance to
:making a referral decision. By ipecifying the basic factors
which should be taken into account by law enforcement
officers at the point of initial intervention, the standard seeks
to assure the fairness and consistency of referral decisions and
limit the use of coercive measures in noncriminal misbehavior
cases to the greatest extent possible.

-Related Standards
1.53 ,Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records

Completeness of Records
ACcuracy of Records
Destruction of Records
Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior
Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)
Criteria for. Referral to IntakeDelinquency (La*
Enforcement Agencies)

2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.232 Cliteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody
Noncriminal M is behavio r (Law Enforcement_Agen,--
cies) '

2.234. Form of Complaint
2.241 -.Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to

Intake (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.243 PrOcedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.321 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-
havior (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal :Misbe-

havior

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor. F-1 Individual and Family
Cor. Ed-3 Supportive Services

Counseling



2.223 Criteria for Referral
to IntakeNeglect and
Abuse
Law enforcement agencies should promulgate written regula-
tions for guiding decisions to refer to, intake unit juveniles
alleged to have been neglected or_abused, and the parents,
guardian, or primary caretaker of such juveniles.- Those
regulations should be developed in close cooperation with the
agencies responsible for providing protective services.

In determining. whether referral. best serves the interests of the
juvenile, the family, and the\ community, law enforcement
officers should consider whether there iS probable cause to
believe that the .family is subject to the\jurisdiction of the
family court ov_er_neglect and abuse, and:

a. Whether a complaint has already been filed; and
b. The seriousness of the alleged neglect or-abuse and the

circumstances in which it occurred.

Sources:

None of the standards or model legislation reviewed address
this issue directly. See generally. National Advisory Committee
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the. Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 5.3 (1976)'[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task

"Force].

Commentary

Althbligh .protective services agencies should develop and
maintain a 'Capacity to respOnd to reports of child abuse or
neglect at any hour, day or night, seven-days-per-week, the
police in many communities are often called upon to intervene
when a child is endangered, within or outside the home,
because they are the only agency available on a 24-hour basis,
See generally Report of the Task Force, supra; Institute of
Judicial Administration / American Bar Association Joint
Coinmission on Juvenile :Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Noncriminal Misbehavior, 42 (tentative draft,
1977). This standard recommends the criteria which law
enforcement officers should use in deciding to refer a neglect
or abuse matter to the intake unit following intervention.
Unlike Standard 2.233--:-Criteria for Taking Juveniles into
Emergency Protective CustOdythis provision is written in
terms of neglect or abuse rather than juveniles "alleged to have
been harmed or in danger of harm," since only cases involving
juveniles who are endangered by- acts or omissions of their'
parents, guardians, or primary caretaker are subject- to the

family court's jurisdiction over neglect and abuse. See
Standard'3:113. However, pursuant to the recommendations
in Standards 2.13 and 2.21, law enforcement officers may
intervene in a broader range of cases--e.g., children who have
becoMe separated from their parents in a crowd-and eVen-
take them into emergency protective custody in order to take
theni home or to an appropriate nonsecure shelter or medical
facility, without invoking the jurisdiction of the family_ court
so long as services other than emergency medical treatment
are provided on a voluntary. basis. See Standards 2.244 and
2.245. This distinction explains' the use of the probable cause
level of certainty in this proviSion, and-:the loWer, reasonable
belief level of certainty in Standard 2.7:33. Whenever.
practicable, law enforcement officers should permit personnel
from agencies responsible for providing:protective services to
make referral- decisions when it..is alleged that a juvenile haS
been neglected or abuSed.

Like the other provisions in this series, Standard 2.223
recommends' that law enforcement agencies should-issue-77
written regulations to assist individual officers in .Making
referral decisions. See Standards 2.221 /and 2.222. The
regulations should apply to.refertal decisions made by officers...,
in the field as well as those made at the stationhouse. To the
greatest extent possible, law enforcement, agencies in areas
served by a single family court should develop. regulations
cooperatively so as to promote consistency..The deVelopMent
process should also include, consultation-and-coordination
with the family court, the agencies and programs affected by
referral decisions, representative citizen task forces, and youth
advocacy groups. Close coordination with the agency or
agencies responsible for providing protective services to
Children is of particular importance. The National Advisory.
Committee. recommends the development' of rules .\and
guidelines governing referral "decisions as an action which
agencies can take immediately, without a major
of resources, to improve the administration ofjuventle. justke.

Only two factors are listed for ,consideration. by lraw
enforcement officers in making referral whether a -

complaint has been filed, and the-seriousness 'of the alleged
neglect or abuse and the circniristance.; in which it occurred.
As in the other proyisipbs on referral decisions, neither,factor
is intended to-pfedominate. Thus, the absence of a formal
written- complaint, see Standard 2.234, should riot preclude an

___ffi__ocer from referring a case to the intake unit-when there is
probable cause to believe a child has beenseriously abused or
neglected. The term "seriousness" is intended to refer to the



severity of the harm to the juvenile and to the likelihoiid and
immediacy of any threatened harm as defined in Standard
3.113.

It was the conclusion of the National Advisory Committee
that police officers should not be required to consider such
factors as the'number and results of prior contact iith the law
enforcement agency, child protective services agency.pr family
court whichihe family hasliad, the availability of appropriate
services outside the juvenile justice system, and the willingness
of the family to accept-Those services, in making referral
decisions in neglect and abuse cases. But see Standard 2.233.
The determination of whether, in light of such factors, a case
should be presented to the family'court rather than referred to
community services offered on a voluntary basis, should be
left to protective services agency and intake personnel who
have the specialized training and experience necessary to select
the least restrictive approach which will adequately protect the
interests of the juvenile, the parents and the community. See
Standards, 2.322 and 3.145. However, this is not intended to
prohibit law enforcement . officers from referring a family
directly to services when the severity of the alleged neglect or
abuse does not warrant submission of the case to the intake
unit..

Related Standards

2.13. Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.21 Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.221 Criteria for .Referral to IntakeDelinquency (Law'
Enforcement Agencies)

2.222 Criteria, for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-
havior (Law. Enforcement Agencies)

2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-
: tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.241 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to
Intake (Law -Enforcement Agencies)

2.244 ProCedures Following a Decision to Refer to_Intake,_
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.245 .Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate.
Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.248 Form of Complaint
2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.145 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. Y-1 Diversion
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor. F-3 Protective Services



2.23 Decisions to Take a'
Juvenile Into Custody
2231 Criteria for Taking
a Juvenile Into-Custody
Delinquency

,
Whenever praCticable, an order issued.by a family court judge
should he obtained prior to taking into custody a juvenile
alleged to have committed a delinquent act.

Ar.order 'should not be issued nor a juvenile taken into___. --- ) ..
custody without .an order unless there is probable cause to

.

believe that the juvenile. falls within the jurisdiction of the
family court over delinquency described in Standard' 3.111.,
and:it is determined that issuance of a summons or citat on
would not adequately protect the jurisdiction or process of hi
family court; would not adequately protect the juvenile fr m
an imminent threat of, serious. bodily harm; or would of
adequately reduce the risk Of the juvenile inflicting seri us
bodily harm on ,others or committing ;serious prop rty

*offenses prior to adjudication.

In making this determination, the family court judge or law
enforcement officer should consider: ,

a. The nature and seriousness of the alleged offense;
b. The juvenile's--record of delinquency offenses--including

whether the juvenile is currently subject to dispositional
authority of the family court or released pending
adjudication, disposition, or appeal;

c. The juvenile's record of willful failures to appear
following the issuance of a summons or citation; and

d. The availability of noncustodial.alternativec, including
the presence of a parent, guardian, or other suitable
Persons able and willing-toprovide supervision and care
for the juvenile and to assure his/her compliance with a_
summons or citation.

Written ruleS and regulations should, be developed to guide
custody decisions in delinquency matters.

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can. Bar Association Joint Commission on juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Interim Status, Standard
3.2, and Standards Relating to Police Handling of Juvenile
Problems, Standards 2.4, 2:5(13), and 3.2(A) and (B) (tentative

draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as ,IJA/ ABA, Interim- Status,
and OA/ ABA, Police !kindling, respectively]; R; Kobetz and
B. Bosarge,' Juvenile Justice Administration (International
Association of Chiefs of Police, 1973); Gerstein v. Pugh, 420
U.S. 103

1

112-113 (1975).

\

Com mentary

Although exact figures are not yet available, it is'eStUriated
that on any given day over 12,000 juveniles are held in
detention or correctional facilities pending adj 'cation or
disposition. Children in Custody: Advance R. 'On on) the
1977 Census of Public Juvenile Facilities, 3 (1' 1 ecent.
studies have shown that the rate of detention and the reason
for detention vary greatly froM jurisdiction to jurisdiCtion.
Standards 2.231-2.233 seek to define the purposes of detention
and the prinCiples.and criteria which-should guide, decisions to
take a young person into custody. Subsequent standards
address the rightS-affd-prateditres-Which *should apply when, a
decision_to_take a juvenile into custody. has been made. See
Standards 2.242, 2.245, 3.151, 3.152, 3.155, and 3.158. It is the
intent of these standards that most juveniles subject to the
jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency be released to .

the custody of their parents, guardian, or primary caretaker
without iniposition of any sUbstantial restraints on libertj',
and, when this is not' possible, that the least restrictive
alternative be employed.

This standard sets forth the basic. principles governing
decisions to take into custody juveniles alleged to have
committed a delinquent. act. It is intended to apply to the
deciion by a family court judge whether or not to issue an
order to take a juvenile into custody as'well as to decisions by
law enforcement officers in the field. In keeping with current
practice, the term "take into custody" is used rather 'than
arrest. While the constitutional limits imposed on arrests
apply to the taking of juveniles into custody in- delinquency
proceedings, see Besharov, Juvenile Justice Advocacy, 103-
104 (1974), and,1.1/ABA, Police Handling, supra at 60-62,
the term "may \be viewed as an attempt to mollify the
harshness of the erlminal system, to free the child from tile
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stigma of arrest, or to enable him to state on employment
questionnaires, for example, that he has never been arrested."

fAs. S. Davis, Rights of Juvenile: The JuVenile Justice System, 46
(1974). Moreover, the generic term "take into custody"
encompasses the concept of protective custody traditionally
applicable to juveniles: 1JA/ ABA, Police Handling,-supra at
60-62.

The standard expresses a clear prefereyce for obtaining a
court order before taking a juvenile into-custody. As stated by
the Supreme Court in Johnson v. U4ed States, 333 U.S. 10,
13-14 (1948):

The point of the Fourth Amendment, which often is not
grasped by zealous officers, is not that it denies law
enforcement the support of usual inferences which reasona-
ble men draw from evidence. Its protection consists in
requiring that those inferences be \drawn by a neutral and
detached magistrate instead of beihg judged by the officer
engaged in the often competitive en
crime.
The "whenever practicable" test-. for

taken from Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1,

erprise of ferMtiiig out
. .

btaining a warrant is
20 (1968). Consistent

with the recommendation against t4se of quasi-judicial
decision makers, warrants are to be is \ued by family court
judges and not a referee or magistrate. See Standard 3:124.

This standard applies to delinquent cases the "probable
cause" level of certainty constitutional) required before an
adult Alleged to have committed final offense may be
arrested. Gerstein, 420 U.S. at .:L See so Cupp v. Murphy,
412 U.S. 291 (1973); and Beck v: Ohio,1 79 U.S. 89 (1964):
The Supreme Court has defined probable cause terms of
facts and circumstances sufficient to warian a prudent man in
believing that the [suspect] had committed o was committing
an offense." Gerstein, 420 O.S. at 111412; B k, 379 U.S. at
91.

The deter,minations recommended in the second paragraph
of the standard are intended to induce judges and law
enforcement officers to make a Conscious choic between
custody and use of -a summons or citatio "based on factors
relevant to the necessity of arrests!" AmeriCan Bar XSsocia-

...

Lion; Standards Relaling tc Pretrial Release, 32 (approved.
draft, 1968): Hence, the .provision specifies that a jUvenile
alleged to have engaged in delinquent conduct should only be
taken into custody if no less restrictive meansi.e.; citatidris
or summonswould be sufficient to prevent the juvenile from
fleeing or being taken from the jurisdiction; to safeguard \a
juvenile whO is in circumstances which present an immediate.
danger of serious physical' injury; or to prevent juveniles`
alleged to be delinquent from seriously harming others or
committing serious property offenses such as 'arson or
burglary in the first degree. See, e.g., IJA/ ABA,' Interim
Swum, supra; National Council on Crime and Delinquency,
S:andards and Guides for Detention of Children and Youth
(1971); Uniform Juvenile Court Act, Section 14 (National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 1968);
Model Act for Family Courts, §20 (1975); and National
Advisory Committee on 'Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevenliqn, Standard 12.7 (1976) [hereinafter
cited as ,'report of the. Task Force].

Although preventive detention has been'a highly controver
sial issue in adult criminal cases, the-imposition of high bail
has often been used to achieve the same purpose. Preventive
detention of juveniles, in one form or another, is allowable
under the juvenile codes of a substantial number of states and
has been approved by the National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Courts, 298-299 (1973)
(to protect person or properties of Tithers); the Model Act for
Family Courts, supra (release presents a clear and substantial -

threat of a serious nature to the person or property of others);
the Uniform JuVeni/e_Court--Act-(te-protect -the. person-and
property of others); Report of the Task Force, supra (to
prevent infliction of bodily harm on others or intimidation of
any witness); and the 1.1.A/ ABA, Interim Status, supra (to
prevent infliction of serious bodily harm on others). But see
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Corrections, Section.8.2(7) (1973). Because of the
difficulty of predicting future conduct, the adverse impact of
incarceration on a juvenile, and the cost of detention,
subsequent standards limit placement in secure detention
facilities to a few specified situations. See Standards 3.151 and
3.152. In addition, those standards provide for an independent
decision by the intake officer whether juveniles taken into
custody by alaw enforcement officer should be.detained, and,
if so, in what type of facility they should be'plaCed. Intake
officers' decisions to detain a juvenile in either a secure or
nonsecure facility should be subject to mandatory review by a
family 'court judge within twenty-four hours. See Standard
3.155. If tbe juvenile remains in custody after the initial
hearing, review hearings before a family court judge should be
held at least every seven /days to assure that detention or
emergency custody is still \yarranted and.to encourage prompt_
adjudication. See Standard 3.158. \

Like" Standard 2.221_el. !seq., this provision and those that
follow recognize that pdlice officers are constantly and
properly called upon to exercise discretion in making
decisions whether or not to take a juvenile into custody.. See
Commentary to Standard 2.221: and Kobetz and Bosarge,
supra. af117. However, as with the decision to refer to intake,
guidance is needed to assure consistency and fairness.. Hence,
the standard sets forth ,criteria to assist, in applying the
principles discussed above and recommends the promulgation
of written rules and regulations to govern custody/ release_
decisions. Most recent standards-setting groups have recom-
mended the development Of such regulations to guide custody
decisions, see, e.g.? Kobetz and Bosarge, 'supra; IJAIAB ,
Police Handling, supra; Report of the Task hirce, Supraat

\ Standards 4.4 and 5.7; President's Commission on Law
\Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, Task Force

.

Repoit: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime, 19 (1967);
Standards Relaling to the Urban Police Funclion, §§4.1-4.5
(4pro`yed draft, 1973), but only the "IJA/ABA, Inierim

\
Sianis,\stipra.specifies the content of those regulations.

As with the other recommendations in these standards
1 \

regarding the development of, guiding rules;-law enforcement
,.

agencies \i\,n . areas served by A single family court, should
kdeveldp regulations cooperatively so as to promote consisteri-
cy. In\ addition, the development procesS should. include
consultation . and coordination with the faMily court, the
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agencies and programs.affeeted by referral decisions, represen-
tative citizen task forces, and youth advocacy groups. The
National Advisory-Committee recommends the development
of rules un...1 guidelines governing decisions to take a juvenile
into custody as an action which can be taken inunediately,
withdut a major reallocation of resources, to improve "the
administration of juvenile justice.

The criteria recommended in this prOvision follow closely
those contained in Standard 3.151 regarding the decision to
intake officers to retain a juvenile accused of committing a

--de nq ue nt ffense-irrcust od y" pend intadjild itkid ri:" N6 one
factor is intended to predominate. While it is anticipated that
a citation-or summons will be issued when a juvenile is alleged
to have committed a traffic offense, misdemeanor, or
nonserious felony in keeping with the policy of using the least
restrictive alternative, the standard does not mandate release
in such cases. Neither doeS it require custody in serious felony
cases. Each of the criteria including the availability of
noncustodial alteTnativeS should be considered and.weighed
before a decision is reached. On the other hand, the provision
adopted by the IJA/ A)3A Joint Commission requires release
when the alleged offense is punishable by a sentence of less
than one year "unless the juvenile is in need of emergency
medical treatment, requests protective custody, or is in a
fugitive status," and encourages release\in other cases unless
there is "clear and convincing evidence" that the jtivenile is a
fugitive, has a recent record of willful failures to ,appear, or
that the juvenilels charged with a violent felony and is already
under the jurisdiction of a juvenile court. IJA/ ABA, Interim
Status, supra at Standard 5.6. This standard also differs from
the IJA/ ABA provisions by not limiting the taking-of a
juvenile into protective custody to situations in which the
juvenile requests such custody. Id. at Standard 5.7. While
juveniles should not be placed in a secure facility for protective
reasons ufilesS they request it, see Standard 3.152, there may
be situations & which a juvenile involved in delinquent
activity is clearly endangered: A law enforcement officer
should not be precluded from taking the child into protective
custody in such a situation, though the custody decision and
subsequent actions should be guided by the criteria and
procedures set forth in Standards 2.233, 2.242, 2.244, and
2.245.

After taking a juvenile into custody, :a law enforcement
officer should immediately explain to th:: juvenile his/ her right
to -remain silent, right to an attorney, and the fact that any
statements made may be used against hira/ her. These
explankions should be in language which the juvenile is able
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to understand. Following these warnings, the juvenile should
be taken twthe intake unit withdut delay unless emergenCy
medical treatment is required. See Standard 2.242. In
addition, the juvenile's parents, or prirhary
caretaker should be notified of the reasons the juvenile has
been taken into custody, the juvenile's whereabouts, and the
rights to ,,which the juvenile is entitled. Finally, a report
explaining the reasons for intervention', referral, and custody

,should be prepared and a copy given to the intake unit. See
Standifr2:242:As noted above, procedures and criteria to
gb Vef--nt i ser recommended in Standards
3.141-3.147, and 3;151-3.158.

Related Standards
IQ Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
2.11 Intervention for Commission of a Delinquent Act
2.21 Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Age cies)
2.221 Criteria for Referral to Intake--Delinquency. (Law

Enforcement Agencies)
2.232 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody.

Noncriminal. Misbehavior (Law Enforcement /Agen-
cies)/

2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-
(lye Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.242 ProceduresFollowing Decision.to Refer to Intake-7-
. Delinquency (Law .,Enforcement Agerities);

2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Ittimediate
MedicaiCare (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.246 ProcedUres for Fingerprinting and Photographing
Juveniles (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.247 Procedures Applicable Jonthe Interrogation of Juve-
niles (Law Enforcement Agencies).

3.111 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile
3.151 Purpose and. Criteria for Detention and Conditioned.

ReleaseDelinquehcy
3.152 Criteria for DeteriQon in Secure Facilities

Deli nYuency
3.155 Initial Review of- Detention Decisions
3.171 Rights of the Parties
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2.232:ciateria, for Taking
of Juvenile Into Custody--
Noncriminal Misbehavior
Whenever practieable an order issued by the family court
judge Should be obtained prior to taking into custody a
juvenile alleged tai haVe engaged. in noncriminal misbehavior..

An 'Order should, not be issued nor a juvenile taken into./
custody withoniqin4rder unless there is probable cause to

.believe that the circumstances set forth in Stand .:-'' 1,12 exist,
and it i's determined that there is no person wilhn and able to
provide supervision and care for the juvenile and the juvenile
is unable to care for himself /herself, or that issuance of a
citation or summons would not atiequately protect the
juvenile from an imminent danger of serious bodily harm.

In making this determinakion, a family -court judge or law
enforcement officer should consider:
. a. The nature and seriousness- of the alleged conduct;

b. The juvenile's age and maturity;
c. The nature and number of contacts with the law

enforcernent agency or the faMily court which the family
has had;

d. The outcome of those contacts;
e, The.. existence of circumstances which present an

imminent threat of serions. physical_ injury to the
juvenile; and

. A

f. The availabuity of noncustodial alternatives including
the presence of a parent, guardian, or other suitable
person able and willing to provide supervision and care
for the juvenile.--

.

:Written rules and regulations should be developed to guide
__custody decisions. in noncriminal misbehavior matters.

Sources:
..

National Advisory Committee on Criniinal Justice Stand-.
ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 12.8 (1976) [hereinaf-
ter cited as Report .of the Task Force]; Institute of Judidial,
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standafds Relating lo
Noncriminal Misbehavior. Standard 2.1; Standards Relating
to Interim Staius, Standard 5.7; Standards Relating to Police
Handling of Juvenile Problems, Standard 2.5(c)(1) and (2)
(tentative drafts,. 1977) [hereinafter cited asTJA/ ABA,
Noncriminal Misbehavior,' 1JA/ ABA, Interim Status, and
IJA/ ABA, Police 'Handling, respectively].

Commentary
;.This standard sets out the criteria applicable in determining

whether a child accused of engaging in noncriminal misbehav-
ior should be taken into custody. Noncriminal misbehavior is
defined in Standar& 2.12 and 3.112. It is intended to apply to
the decisions by.family court judges whether or not to issue an
order to take a juvenile into custody, as well as to decisions by
law enforcement officers in the field: In keeping with current
practice; the term "take into custody" is used rather than
arrest. See Commentary to Standard 2.231. The generic term
"take, into custody"; encompasses the concept of protective
custody traditidnally applicable to juveniles. See IJA/ ABA,
Police Handling, supra at 60-62. The term is. wholly/
appropriate as applied here to Cases. of noncriminal misbehavd
ior, since under these standards the sole purpose for police
intervention in such cases is to protect the child.,from. bodily
harm or lack of adequate,'care. See also Standard 2.12; cf.
Standard 2.231. . .

The broader arguments for and against the assertion ofany

. ."
'forrnof juvenile "court jurisdiction over nc neriminal misbehav-
ior are covered in the 'Commentary to Standard 3.112.The
National Adyisory, Cominitteelike the Task Force but
unlike. the DA/ ABA,J oint Commissionrecommends reten-
tion of a highly cireinnscribed version of family court
jurisdiction over children who display noncriminal. misbehav-
ior. See Standard 3.112; accord, Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standards 10. 1' and 103 -10.8; contra, IJA/ ABA;
Noncriminal Misbehavior, 'supra at Standard 1.1. In keeping
with that position, strict limits are placed on the manner and
occasions in which a .child may be taken into rcustody for
alleged ads . of- misbehavior that 'do .not viblate the criminal
law. Briefly, these safegUards include: obtaining a custody
order "whenever practicable;" requiring, probable cause to
believe that an act of noncriminal, misbehavior has been
committed before a child is taken, into custody; permitting the'
child to be fallen into custody only if no less restrictive

'alternative will. protect him/her from, imminent' bodily harm,
or if the childsuffers from inadequate care; and providing a
set of specific c iteria to hedge M the 'custody decision.

The standard expresses a clear preference for obtaining a
court order before taking n, juvenile into custody. See Johnson
v. United Slat's ,f ;333 U.S. -10,--13714 (1948), , and: the.
Commentary to! Stindard 2.231. A. custody -order must be

--___
obtained " whenever practicable." See Terry v. Ohio,-392_,U.S.
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1. (196. Consistent with the. recommendation against the use
of quasi judicial decision mdtkers.,.suCh orders are to be issued
by. family `,court 'judges and,not a 'referee or magistrate.. See
Standard 3\124.

;n additiUn, the standard applies to Ilontriminal misbehav-
ior eases the probable cause" level .9f certainty which is
constitutiopally required before an adult alleged to have
committed a criminal offense May be arrested. See Standard
2.231; .Gerstein v. Pugh, supra, 420 U.S. at 1 1 1 ;.see alsei Cupp
v. Murphy, 412 U.S. 291 (1973); and Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S.
89 (1964). The Supreme Court has defined probable cause in
terms of facts and circumstances "sufficient-to warrant a
prudent man in believing'that the [suspect] had committed or
was committing an offense." Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103,
111-112; Beck, 379 U.S. at 91. Courts considering the issue
since In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967) have consistently required
probable cause in delinquency cases before a child may be
taken into custody. See Standard 2.231 D. Beshatov, Juvenile
Justice Advoca4, 104-105 (1974). There appears to be little
justiilcation for applying a lesser standard than "probable
cause" to custody decisions in ndncriminal mishavior cases.
See Standard 3.155.

It should be noted that although "probable cause" is
required before a child is taken/into custody, Standard 2.222
Would permit an officer to interveneshort of the point of
custodyupon a "reasonable belief' that the youth has
misbehaved noncriminally. For example, an, officer may
intervene--short of taking custodyto escort a Child home or
back to school. See Standards 2.12(b) and (c), or to suggest
that an intoxicated and rowdy teenager should stop drinking
and "cool off" See Standard 2.1 2(d). However, if at any point
the child is rIo longer, free to leave the officer's presence, the
point 11(' custody is reached and "probable cause" is required to
justify custody. .

As' indicated above, this standard would permit an officer to
take a child directly into custody f.n- alleged noncriminal
misbehavior.. where it is not prac is le to seek a custody.
order from a judge. Professor 3a. dale! Davis, on the other
hand, has argued, that law enforcement officers should never
take a child into, custody without a court custody order where
the child is accused merely of noncriminal misbehavior, rather
than with a criminal offense,. unless the juvenile's safety is in
immediate peril. S.M. Davis, Rights of Juveniles: 'The
Juvenile Justice System, 48 (1974). Accord,, New York Family
Court Act, § 1024 (McKinney Sum). 1974). The National
AdVisory Committee believes that the restrictions set out in
this standard and in Standard 2.12 provide adequate
safeguards against possible abuse.

The standard also urges that a juvenile alleged to have
engaged in noncriminal misbehavio: should only be taken into
custody when no less restrictive alternative will protect
him.) her from imminent-bodily harm, or when there is no.
person willing to 'provide supervision and care for the child,
and the child is unable to care for him / herself. Standard 3.153
Provides thitt_children charged with noncriminal misbehavidr
shouid..,orily- he placCd by the court in the least restrictive
shelter facility, and never in a secure detention facility. See §42
U.S.C. 5633(a)(I2) (Supp. 1979). The Task Force is in general
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accord: police authority to take a child charged ,with
noncriminal misbehavior-into custody "should not include the
authority to 'place that youth in a police detention," Report of
the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 5.6; only
the least restrictive shelter care placement may be utilized, id.
at Standards 5.6 and 12.8; and even shelter care should not be
used unless "clearly necessary to protect:the child from bodily
harm and unless there is no other available alternative. Id. at
12.8. A similar philosophy is expressed in 1JA/ABA, Police
Handling, supra at Standards 2.5(C)(I) and (2). Although the
1JA/ ABA Joint Commission rejected formal court jurisdic-
tion over children alleged to have engaged in noncriminal' .
misbehavior, 1.1A/ ABA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, supra at
Standard 1.1, it nonetheless sanctions "limited" policy custody
of such children. This form of "limited custody" would permit
an officer to take custody of a child for up to six hoursto
transport the child home or to a "temporary nonsecure
residential facility"where the officer "reasonably deter- /
mines" that custody is required to safeguard the child from a
"substantial and immediate danger" to his/her physical safety. .

Id. at 2.1.
Finally, to guide individual custody decisions, the standard

lists a set of criteria and recommends that written rules and
regulations be developed. See Commentary to Standard 2.231.
In /making the custody decision, the criteria to be applied are
similar to those recommended in Standards 3.153 and 2.222.
No' one factor is intended to predominate. The existence of
circumstances which present an imminent threat of serious
physical); injury to the juvenile is added in this standard as a
criterion, to emphasize that custody in noncriminal misbehav-
ickr cases is intended to protect solely the childnot the

`community at large. See IJA/ ABA, Interim. Status, supra at
Standard 5.7.

In developing rules and regulations to guide decisions to
take a child into custody, law enforcement agencies in areas
served by'a single family court, shOuld work together to make
their policies as consistent as possible. The development
process, especially for the provisions addressing noncriminal
misbehavior, should also include consultation and coordina--
tion with the family court, the agencies and programs'affected
by custody decisions, representative citizen task forces,- and
youth advocacy groups. TI-p..National Advisory Committee
recommends the development of rules and guidelines
governing decisions to take a juvenile into custody, as an
action which can be taken immediately, without a major
recollection of resources, to improve' the administfation of
juvenile justice.
/ After taking a juvenile into custody, a law enforcement

Officer should immediately explain to the juvenile his/her right
/to remain silent, and rights to an attorney, and the fact that
/ any statements made may be used against him/her. These

explanations should be in language which.the juvenile is able
to understand. Following these warnings, the juvenile should
be taken to the intake unit without delay unless emergency
Medical treatment is required, and the juvenile's parents,
guardian, or primary caretaker should be notified of the
reasons the juvenile has been taken into custody, of the
juvenile's whereabouts, and of the rights to which the juvenile.
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is entitled_ A report explaining the reasons for intervention,
referral .and custody should be prepared and a copy given to
the :ntake .twit. See Standard 2.241

As noted above subsequent standards prohibit placeinent of
juveniles alleged to have engaged, in noncriminal misbehavior
in. any secure detention facility, and strictly limit placement
even in shelter facilities to instances of danger of imminent
bodily harm. See Standard 3:153. In addition; these standards
pro4vide for an independent decision by .\.the intake officer
whether such juveniles taken into custody by a law
enforcement officer should be placed in a shelter facility, and,
if so, in what type of facility they should 'be placed, if the
juvenile is placed in a shelter facility, review hearings/before a
family court judge should be held at least every seven days "or
whenever new circumstances warrant an earlier review," to
assure that custody is still warranted and to encourage prompt
adjudication. See Standard 3.158.

Related Standards
1.53 Confidentiality of Records

L531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
155 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior
2.21 Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal \ Misbe-

havior (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.231 Criteria fore Taking' Juveniles Into Custody

.Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-

tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.243 Procedures Following Referral to Intake

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.153 Criteria for Detention and ReleaseNoncriminal

Misbehavior

tor. +
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2.233 Criteria for Taking
a Juvenile Into
Emergency Protective
Custody
Whenever practicable, an order should be obtained from a
family court judge prior to taking into emergency custody- a
juvenile alleged to have been harmed or to be in danger of
harm.

An order should not be issued nor a juvenile taken into
emergency_ protective custody without an order unless there is
a reasonable belief that any of the circumstances set forth in

_
Standard 2.13 (a)-(c) ex;st, and it is determined that no other
measure can provide adequate protection or that issuance of a

.summons or citation is inadequate to protect the jurisdiction
or process of the family court.

In making this determination, a family court judge or law
enforcement officer should consider:

a-. The nature -and seriousness of the harm or threatened
harm;

b. The juvenile's age and maturity;
c. The nature and number of contacts with the law

enforcement agency, child protective service agency, or
family court which the juvenile or family has had;

d. The. presence of a parent, guardian, relative, or other
person with whom the juvenile has .substantial ties,
willing and able to provide superyision and care; and

e. The family's record of willful failures-to appear following
issuance of a summons or citation.

'Written rules and regulations should be developed to guide
decisions regarding taking juveniles into emergency protective
custody: These regulations should be developed in close
cooperation with the agencies responsible for providing
protective services.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Jtstice Standards and GoalS,.,Report.of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and gelinqtiency PieVention, .Standards 5.3,
12.9, and 12.10 (1976); [hereinafter cited\ as Report of the Task
Force]; Institute 'of Judicial Administration / Aineiican Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Police Handling of Juvenile' Problems,
Standard 2.5 (c) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, Police Handling].
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Commentary
Although agencies responsible for providing protective'.

,services for children should develop and maintain the capacity
to respond to reports that a juvenile is in danger at any time,
day or night, seven,days-per-week, in many communities law
enforcement officers are fr lueritly called upon to make the
often difficult decision to take a child into emergency
protective custody.. While law enforcement personnel should
ordinarily allow protective service agencies toNhandle such
matters, see Standard 2.33, this standard sets out principles
and criteria to assist family court judges and police officers in
those communities in which law enforcement agencies are the
only entities able to respond to such emergency situations.

A child may be taken into emergency protective custody
under this standard only when there is a reasonable belief that.
a child has been sexually abused, that 'a child's emotional or:
physical health is seriously impaired, or"that a child's physical
health is likely to .become seriously impaired,) see Standard.'
2.13 (a)-(c),and where it appears that no other measure short
of custody. can adequately protect thechild or preserve family
court jurisdiction. See Standards 2.33 Sand 3.152..

The term "emergency protective. 'custody" means suck
teniporary care and Control as is appropriate' to the condition..
of the endangered. child. For example, erhergency protective
custody includes initial emergency care by a law enforcement
or protective services..officer, and the emergency placement of'`
a child in a hospital or other facility designed for the care of
such children. See Standard 2.245. . ,j

Most instances. of emergency protective custody will involve'
alleged abuse or neglect However, this and related standards

,also cover other situations in whicka child health is seriously
impaired or endangered, such as irtstan es in which small
children have become separated from tt "parents in a crowd
or a traffic accident in which the child is injured. See Report of

., the. Task Force, supra. In such .cases, ,mergency protective
custody will b' e required solely to take the child borne or to a.,
hospital, and no court action will be ecessary.. .

Like the other provisions in this eris, Standard 2.233 '.
states a preference for obtaining an order. from thefamily
court before. taking a juvenile into custody, but would not
preclude action by law enforcement When there is no..
time to obtain such an order. Accord, U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,. Proposed Model Child
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Protection Act. §9(a) (1977); Report of the. Task. Force, supra
at Standard 12.9. A sotnewhar lesser degree of certainty is
required before a family court shOufd issue .an order or-a-law
enforcement officer is authorized to take a youth into
emergency custody than would be required, under Standards
2.231 or 2.232 regarding custody in delinquency or noncrimi-

, nal misbehavior cases. See Uniform JuVenile Court Act, §13
(National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
LawS, 1968); Proposed Model Child PrOtection Act, supra; A.
Sussman and S. Cohen, Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect:
Guidelines for Legislation, §6 (1975); Institute of Judicial
Administration/American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justide Standards, Standards Relating to
Noncriminal Misbehavior,' Standards 2.1 and 6.1 (tentative
draft, 1977); but see Institute of Judicial Administration/
American Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile
Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Abuse and Neglect,
Standard 4.1(A) (tentative draft, 1977). The substitution of the
need for a reasonable belief rather than probable cause, and
the protective intent of the custody should not be employed as.
a means of evading the requirements for custody decisions in
delinquency and noncriminal, misbehavior cases. See Stand-
ards 2.231 and 2.232. Removing children from their home or
even faking them into protective custody outside the home can
often prove extremely traumatic for both the child and the
parent. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary
to Standards 12.9 and 12.10; J.' Areen, "Intervention Between
Parent Child : A Reappraisal of the State's Role in Child
Neglect and Abuse Cases," 63 Geo. L. Rev. 887, 889 (1975); J.
Bowlby, Child Care and the Growth of Love (2nd Ed. 1965);
A. Schucht0-,.prescriptive Package: Child Abuse Interi)ention,
18 (1976). Hence, there must be dernonstratable facts and;
circumstances supporting the belief that the harm or threat of
harm to the child is serious, see Standard 2.13 (a)-(c),.and that
there are no other. means of providing protection or
preventing the .juvenile from fleeing or being taken from the
jiirisdictitin. But c): Proposed Mode! Child Protection Act,
supra.

The criteria listed in..paragraphs (a)-(d) are intended to
Promote consistency and to assure that .all alternatives are
considered before a decision is made to take a juvenile into
custody No one of the criteria .is intended to predominate.
Each should be weighed and balanced against the others in
order to determine the least intrusive and restrictive approach
which will adequately protect the safety of ,the: child. Finally,
the standard provides that written rules and regulations be
issued applying the listed principles and criteria to, the
circumstances faced by law enforcement officers in the tours
of their duties.

Under no circumstances should a law enforcement officer
keep any child in emergency protective custody for longer
than folir :hours. Within four bours.--and preferably much
soonerItlie officer_ must either release the child pursuant to

- .Standard 2.241, or refer the child for intake as neglected.or

abused pursuant to Standards 2.23 and 2.244, or take the child
to an appropriate medical facili ty. hil-dneedsrm. ical

.-care immediately. See Standard '2.245.
When a juvenile is brought to the intake unit, Standard

.3.154 provides for an independent determination by the intake
officer regarding -what type. of 'emergency protective measures
are required. If emergency custody is continued, Standard.
3.157 calls for a hearing before a family court judge no More._
than twenty-four hours after the juvenile was taken into
custody to review :whether there is probable cause to believe--
that the juvenile is neglected or, abused,, and if so, whether
emergency protective custody is necessary. Standard 3.158.
would require periodic review, and provides for modification
and appeal of decisions to place a juVenile in emergency
protective custody.

Like he other provisions in this series, Standard 2.233 urges
that written rules or regulations be developed to assist in
making difficult th:f:isions regarding emergency protective
custody. To the ,greatest extent possible, law enftircement
agencies in areas served by a single family 'court should
develop regulations cooperatively so as to promote consisten-
cy. The development process shtiuld also include consultation
and coordination with the family court, protective services
and other agencies affected by emergency custody decisions,
representative citizen task forces, and youth advocacy groups.
The National Advisory Committee rrcommends the develop-
ment of °pc. rational guidelines governing emergency custody
decisions as art action which can be taken, without a major
reallocation of resources, to improve the administration of
julienne justice.

Related Standards
2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.21 Authority to InterveneLaw Enforcement Agencies
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.231 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody

Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.232 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into, Custody.

Noncriininal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement' Agen-
cies)

2.244 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical Ca% (Law Enforcement 'Agendies),.
Authority t: Intervene--Nonlaw Enforcement.Agetr-

N cies
2.33 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-

tive Custody; (Nonlaw Enforceinent Agencies)
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse ,

3.154 Criteria ant Procedures for Imposition of Protective
Measures :7 Neglect and Abuse Cases

,
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0.2234 Form of Citation,
-- Summons, and Order tc
Take into Custody
A citation should direct the individual named therein to Y .1,,
to the intake unit within three calendar days. The citation
should specify the individual's name and address; the name
and address of the person, if any, to whose care and
supervision the indi idual is being released; the time, manner,
and place of conduc which the individual is alleged to have
committed; the date f issuance; and the address and
telephonuminber of the intake unit. In addition, the citation
should explain the rights to which the individual is entitled.
Citations should be signed by the issuing officer as well as by
the individual to whoM it is issued or the person, if any, to
whose care and supervikon the individual is released.

A summons should specify the issuing court and the legal
provisions alleged to have been violated, in'addition to the
directions, information, and explanations contained in a
citation.

An order to take an individual into custody, should authorize
. law enforcement officers throughout, the jurisdiction to carry'
out'its edict. The order should include the same. .information
and explanations contained in a summons except that if the
name or address of the 'individual is unknovin, the order
should, contain a description by which ,that: person can be
identified with reasonable certainty.

A copy of an issued citation, a serve& summons, or an
executed order should be provided to the intake., unit as
promptly as possible.

Sources:
See generally Uniform Rules of Criminal Procedures, §222

(1974); Institute of Judicial Administration / American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards on Interim StatUs, Standards IA 3 and -2.14
(tentative draft,-I977).-

Commentary,
In recommending' a form for summortie,s,_ citations, and

orderS to take individuals into custody, the standaid seeks to
ssure that the documents clearly inform the persons to whom

th refer of their rights and responsibilities and of the basis
for \I suing the, document. The provision is ,'vritten to be
applica le to the adults as well as juveniles who may be subject
to the ju *scliction of the family court. See Standards 3.112
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aq 3.113. The selection of three days as the response period
for persons receiving a citation or s mmons is in keeping with
the stringent time periods set fo mily court proceedings in
Standard 3.161 and the seven-day-per-week availability of
intake services implied in Standards 3.141-3.157.

The form recommended for a summons is the same as that
for a citation 'except for the addition Of the name of the issuing
court and the reference to ithe law or-ordinance alleged to have
been violated, and the deletion of the signature requirements.
But see Uniform Rules of Procedure, supra at Rule 222(a).

The form of the custody order is similar, though provision is
made for instances in which the name of the person to be
taken into custody is unknown. A supporting affidavit is not
required since the 'time, manner, and place of the conduct
appear on the face of the order itself. Nothing in, the
paragraph is intended to prohibit a juOge from specifying the'
time or manner for executing the order.

The final paragraph of the-standard provides for prompt
notification to the intake unit that an individual has been
served with an order or summons or issued a citation, in order
to facilitate review of the case by the intake officer. If a person
receiving a' citation or summons fails to appear within the
three-day period, the intake officer or a law enforcement
officer or other appropriate official may apply for an order to
take that person into custody, if 'such an order would be in
accordance with the principles and criteria set forth in.

Standards 2.231-2.233 or Standard 2.33. i

Related.Standards
2.221 Criteria for Referral to IntakeDelinquency (Law

Enforcement Agencies),.
2.222 Criteria Tor- Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (Law Enforcement Agencies) -

2.223 Criteria for Referral ,to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.231 Criteria for Taking . JUveniles into _Custody-
Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.232 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody--
Noncriminal 'MisbehaVior (Law. Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.233 Criteria for Taking:Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-
.tive Custody (Law .Enforcement Agencies),

.2.242 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to
Intake (Law Enforceinent Agencies)

2.10



2.243 yrucc6ares-Fal owing a Decision to Reter to Intake
Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.244 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake,
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.245 Procedures When a JuVenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical Care'(Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.321 Criteria forReferral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-
havior (NonlaW Enforcement Agencies)

2.322. Criteria for Referral to Intake Neglect and Abuse
(Nonlaw Enforcement AgenciEN,)

2.33 Criteria forjaking Juveniles Into .Emergency Protec-
\tive Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

2:342 Procedures Following Referml to Intake (Nonlaw

Enforcement Agencies)
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a. Neglected or-Abused

Juvenile Into Emergency ProLective Custody (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

2.344 Procedures When .a Juvenile is Need.:_of "mmediate-
Medical.Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.111 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency.
3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal' Misbehavior
1.113 Jurisdiction Over Negl;ct and Abuse,
1132 Representation by k.;ounselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Representation by Counsel-For the Parents
1141 Organization of Intake Units
3.164 Petition and Summons
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2.24 Rights and
Procedures
2241 Procedures
Following a Decision Not
to Refer to Intake
Individuals who are not referred to intake by a law
enforcement officer should be released without condition or
ongoing supervision. Although those individuals and their
families may be referred or taken to community resources
offering service on a voluntary basis.

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Repc.-.q of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 5.7 (1976) [hereinafter
cited as Report of the Task Force]; R. Kobettand B. Bosarge,

:Juvenile Justice . 41dministrarion, 166-167 (international
Association -of Chiefs of Police, 1973).

Commentary
This standard recommends against the use of informal

,probation, by law enforcement agencies. This is in accord with
the position adopted by the Standards and Goals Task Force,
`Report of'the Task Force, supra; Ko,betz and. Bcsarge, supra;
and the Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar
'Association Joint Commission on juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Police Handling of Juvenile Problems,
Standard 2\.4 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
!JAY ABA, P, o c e Handling]. It is also consistent with the
limitations On informal ,probation recommended in

alsostandards on \ intake. See Standards 3.141- 3.142; see also
President's co mission on Law Enforcement and..Adininis-
tration of Just ce, TaSk Force Report.- Juvenile Delinquency

' and Youth e, s119-', (1967); and National; Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goais, Police,
Standard 4.3 and ,Conmtentary:(1973).-Kdbetz and ,Bosarge,

166 out ine the reasons underlying this policy as
followS4

1. Voluntary pp Ve.probation lias no legal basis.'
2. : While the .ave age ;police-juvenile officer is expected to

possess training and skills in the proper handling of
juvenile offenders, he is not a psychologist nor a social
worker and should not be'expeeted or allowed to serve as
one. .
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3. A police department, because of limited Manpower. and
resources, must utilize its available juvenile officers to the
best advantage; therefore, to Maximize. Manpower
resources, the police department should limit its. police-
juvenile worker to delinquency prevention, apprehen-:
sion, and referral.

4. It is not the function of the police department to develop
treatment resources if the community lacks thetri; the
police, hoWever, should cooperate with other community
agencies in bringing the need for such resources 'to the
attention of the municipal governing body.

5. Police departments are not appropiiate settings for,
treating children; many children with behavioral
problems become more aggressive when faced with
authority such as that represented by the police.

6. Voluntary police probation programs.duplicate the work
of other, agencies, such as the probation department 'and
social welfare; it is the objective of a community juvenile
justice system, of which the police are a component, to
avoid. duplication of services.

Although the standard urges that law enforcement agencies
not provide direct services nor induce an individual to utilize
services under the threat of being referred to the intake unit
and the family court, it is not intended to prohibit police ''

officers from transporting a youth to nrunaway shelter, or an
injured, child to a 'hospital, or an, intoxicated juvenile to a
voluntary alcohol treatment program. See Standards 2.243
and 2.245. Neither is it intended. to discourage law enforce-
'client agencies from working for the establishment of needed .

community :services.' Report -of the Task Force, stipra at -

Standards 6.2-6.5; IJA/ AAA, Police' Handling, supra at
Standard 2.5; and Institute of Judicial Administration/ Amer-
ican Bar Association Joint -Comrnission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards' Relating t Youths Service_ Agencies; ,c
Standard 4.6 (tentative draft, 19 7). ..

No formal record should be retained of contacts which do .,,
not result in a youth being referred to the intake nnit. Asis
stated in the Commentary to Standard 1,:52 in'- formulating;
recordkeeping policies, the potential benefits of collecting and
retaining information must be weighed against the potential'
injury to privacy and related- protected interests. It was the

1: .:



conclusion of the National Advisory Committee that the
danger of misinterpretation and misuse of, or misplaced
emphasis on cursory records arising from incidents not
warranting referral to the intake unit under the .criteria .set'
forth in-Standards 2.22 F-2.223, substantially, outweighed the
possible benefits of forrnal.w ritten notification to parents that
their child has had contact with the police. -But see Repoll'of
the Task Force, supra at Standard 5.1. When notice of a police
contact would serve, to encourage the family to play a
preventative role, it can be given informally either the
intervening law enforcementagency or an agency or program
providing services on a voluntary basis to whibh a juvenile has
been referred.

Standards 2.242-2.247 set forth the rights and procedures
which are applicable when a juvenile has been referred to they
intake unit and/or taken into custody by law enforcement'
personnel. Standards 2.341-2.344 apply the same principles to
nonlaw enforcement agencies authorized- to intervene under
Standard 2.31.

Related Standards,-
2.21 Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.221 Criteria -for Referral to IntakeDelinquency (Law
Enforcement Agencies)

2.222 Criteria-for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-
havior (Law Enforcement Agencies) ...

2.223 Criteria for Referral-to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
/(Laiw Enforcement Agencies)
Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency, Proteo: _-
five Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.244 Procedures Following a Decision td Refer to Intake/
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement .Agencies)

2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.341 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to
Intake (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.141 Organization of Intake Units

Prevention Strategies

Focal Point Social interaction:
Cor: S-1 Diversion.
Cor. S-2 Alternative Approaches to \Juvenile Misconduct



.-22zt? PrOcedU res
Following Referral to
Intake POIOC4pOncy.
Immediately upon referring to the intake unit or taking into
custody juveniles alleged to be subject to the jurisdiction of the
family court over delinquency; law enforcement officers
should explain in language understandable by such juvenilei,
their right' to remain silent, their rights to an attorney, the fact
that any statements they make may be used against them in
court, their right to stop answering questiops at any time, and
their right to have present a parent, guardian, primary
caretaker, or another adult as provided in Standard 2.247(d).

A law enforcement officer taking into custody a juvenile
alleged to be delinquent should bring that juvenile to the
agency's juvenile unit or directly to theintake unit without
delay, unless the juvenile is in need of 'emergency medical-
treatment. The officer should also assure that the juvenile's
parent, guardian or primary caretaker is notified of the fact
that the juvenile has been: taken, into custody, of the reasons
therefor, of the juvenile's whereabouts, and of the rights to
which the juvenile is entitled. .

A juvenile: taken to a law enforcement agency's juvenile unit
shouldbe brought to the intake unit without delay and in any
case within four hours of being taken into custody unless
released earlier.

A report- should be prepared explaining. the reasons for
intervention referral and if releyant;sustody, and a conMlaint
filed, unless the victim or complaining witness has done so
alreaily\. A copy of the. report and the complaint shouid_be

: promptly given: to the intake. unit.

Sources:
National Advisory. Committee on Crinakial Justice Stand-

aids and Goals, Report of the Task Force ion Juvenile Justice
and ,Delinquenvy Prevention, StandarcIS 4.5 and 15.8, (1976)
[hereinafter,cited as Report.of the Task Force]; Model Actfor

COurts, .§19(b)(4) (1975); Institute of Judicial
'Administration/ Arherican Bar AsSociation Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, StandardslRelating to Pretrial
Release, Standard §32.2(d); and Standards Relating to
interim StatuS, Standard -5.3(P). (tentative draft, 1977)

.[hereinafter cited as 1JA/ ABA,., Pretrial Release, and
., DA/ABA, Interim Status, resp6ctively].

Commentary

This standard specifies the responsibilities of law ;enforce-

r
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merit officers in handling a juvenile, alleged to be delinquent,
who k being referred to the intake unit and taken into
custody. The provision recommends that officers advise the
juvenile immediately of his/ her rights, prepare a report; and
file a. complaint 'if one has not been filed already. The officer
should promptly deliver the juvenile to the agency's juvenile,
division or the intake unit and notify the juvenile's parents,
guardian, or primary caretaker. In cases where the juvenile is
in need of emergency services, the.apPlicable procedures are
delineated in Standard 2.245.

The standard requires that juveniles taken into custody or
referred to the intake unit must be warned ,that they have a
right to remain silent; that any statement they make may be
used against them in court; that they have a right. to be
represented by counsel and to haVe counsel present during any
questioning; that if they cannot afford counsel the court will
appoint counsel free-of-charge; and that they may stop
answering .questians at any time. The. United States Supreme/
Court has long required thatsthese. "Miranda Warnings". be,
given to adults Who are taken into custody for alleged criminal:
Violations: Miranda v:Arizbria, 384:U.S. 46 (1966). SinCethe
Supreme Court's decision. In re Gault, 387 U.S.' 1 (1967);
almost every court whiah, has reached the.question has held
that juveniles taken .,::. into ,custody for alleged .actji of
delinquency are saniesifeguards,announced in
Miranda. See S.M. Davis, ,Rights of Juveniles: The Julienne

Justice "System, A (1974):., Likewise, every',major previous
:standards-setting group has mandated that the full Miranda
warnings must be administered to juveniles taken into custody
for alleged delinquenf- acts. 1JA/ ABAInterim Statusfil supra

_at Standard .5.3(A), Report of the' Task siftpra at
Standard 5.8, and alSd,Standards 4.5, 5.6, and 5.12-; ,National.
Advisory Cordmittee on Criminal .`Justice StandardS. add'
Goals, COrreciloriik, Standard .811(2)(1) (1973). Cf. Model Au
for Family supia at Sections 25 and 26::The:National
AdvisOrY Committee is in full accord with this.clear majority
positidri affording Miranda :rights to juyendes//ior,reasims"
4iscuised much More fully.in the Commentaryi;to Staridard
2.247.' ConseqUeritlY; under these standards any statements
taken from an accused juvenile in .the absence of Miranda
warnings may not.be introduced in court agairi$ the juvenile
at a fact-finding hearing during the government's case-in-chief.
Miranda v. Arizona, supra:

See Standard 2.247; cf Harris v. New York, 401 U:S. 222
(1971).



As delineated in .this standard, the Miranda warning takes presented to the intake unit. Like these standards, the Joint
--int-O-accOunt -the-special -eircumstances-of-a-juvenile-in-Commission-also-gives-the-intake-Officer:theoption-to disagree
., custody-namely, that the law enforicement officer also inform with the police officer and release rather than detain the

the accused youth that .he / 'she has 'a right to have preSent a juvenile. IJA/ ABA, Interim Status, supra at Standard 5.3(F).
parent, guardian, primary caretaker, or some other "friendly The purpose of a tinie limit is to guard against the holding OP

--',=adult; " -as provided for in Standard 2.247(d). The Commen- juveniles in police custody solely for reasons of convenience or
tary to Standard 2.247 explains more.fully the reasons icir this for prolonged interrogation. The National Advirry. Commit
additional admonition, and the positions taken by previous ::ee believes -that in setting a. four-hOui diner limit upon the
standards- setting groups. ' duration of police custody will prove more feasible than two

It is of prime importance that the law enforcement officer hours. &en in rural areas with remote intake facilities, four
explain all the required rights in terms which will make them hours should give police more than ample time to notify
comprehensible to a juvenile. If the juvenile's primary Ian- parents and to determine whether the'child iri custody should
guage is not English, the officer should arrange to have the be referred for intake. It is unrealistic to recommend 'against
explanations 'made in the juvenile's primary tongue. taking a juvenile to ,the police station ,house,at all, given the':

Almost all recent standards-settings groups and model widespread use of police juvenile bureaus. However, the time
legislation have called for, notification of a juvenile's parents in police custody should be held to a minimum. The specific
when the juvenile has been taken into custody. Report of the four-hour maximum lends precision missing from _current
Task Force, supra at Standard 5.6; Model Act for Family statutory schemes, the most specific of which merely rlequire
Courts,-supra. _This notice is used forrtyvo primary purposes: presentation to intake "immediately," "forthwith:" See
to inform the parent, and to assess the availability'of a parent HAI ABA,-Interim Status, supra at Commentary to Standard
or parent surrogate. Availability of a parent or otheY 5.3 (citing Ferster and Courtless, "Juvenile Detention in 'an r
responsible adult is a major factor used by courts, police, and Affluent County," I 1 Fam, L. Q. 3, 17 (1972).
intake officers in -determining whether a juvenile should or Juveniles should not be held for any length of time in a
should not be detained. These standards follow this-general secure juvenile detention facility pending transport to the
rule by identifying parental availability to care for a youth as a intake unit unless the factors set forth in Standard 3.152
key factor in determining' whether a youth should be released apply. These standards would, of course, completely bar even
or detain0. See Standards 2.231 and 3.151. Moreover, the the temporary holding of any juvenile in a police "lock up," or
juvenile ih custody is often in need of the support and advice in any facility with adult detainees. or adult Offenders. Accord,
which a parent can,give. The explanation to the parent of the IJA/ ABA, Interim Statui, supra at Standard 5.4; Report of
juvenile's rights can only enhance .the meaningfulness of such file Task Fori'e, supra,- 42 U.S.C. §§5633(a)(12) and (13).
parental advice. (Supp. 1979).

The reasons, for referral, or custody should be clearly
explained in a written report prepared by the law enforcement
Officer and given to the intake unit. ft e MeMel Act for Family Ftelated StandardsCourts, sitpra requires that a written statement of'the reasons .

for taking the juvenile into Custody be given both to the intake 2.11
,.unit and to. the court; and that the 'Parent, guardian, on 2.21'
caretaker be notified orally and in writing. Model.-Act for 2.221
Family Courts, suprO; §19(b)(4).. The report contemplated by
this standard serves as a,basis for further investigation by the 2.231

.. law enfOrcernentagericy, by the intake unit, and by the family
..court:-section 'of the prosecutor's offite. The report will ;also 2.241
prOVide a means for monitoring referral and custody decisions

. in order to promote 'Consistency and even- handed treatment.' 2.243.
See--3-1.1A-FABA,--Pretrial Release, supra at. §2.2(d). Although
the standard- does not require that thiS-Written-report-(as_______
oppoSed to oral notice) be given immediately to.theichild's 2.245
parentifa caretaker? the officer's report 'is discoverable by.

H.. 'counsel for the youth under Standard 3.155. See also 2.248
Standard :3.167. 2.251

The standard _urges that a juvenile taken into custody be 3A32
presented to the intake unit "without delay and in any case, . 3.141
within four hours." The IJA/ ABA,Joint CommisiOh arrived 3.142
at a two -hour time limit within which the. "must be 3.171

Intervention for Commissionof a Delinquent Act
AuthOrity to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)
Criteria for Referral to IntakeDelinquency (Law
Enforcement Agencies) .

Criteria for Taking' JuvenileS Into Custody-
Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
Procedures Following a Decision N.ot to Refer to
Intake ,(Law Enforcement Agencies)

cies)

Following.a Decision to Refer to Intake--
Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-

Procediffes-When-a-Juvenile is in Need of Immechre
Medical ,Care (Law:Enforcement Agencies)
Form of Complaint
Police-JuvenileUnits .

Representation by Counsel-For the Juvenile
Organization of Intake Units
Review of Complaints -'
Rights of the Parties

203
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(Immediately upon referring to the intake1/2unit or taking into
)custody individuals alleged to be subject to the jurisdiction of
the family court over noncriminal, miibehavior, law enforce-
ment officers should explain, in-language understandable by
such individiials, their right to remain silent, their rights 0 ant,
attorney, the fact that any statements they make may be used
against_them in court, their right to stop answering questions
at any time, and their right to have present a Parent, guardian,
primary caretaker, or another adult as provided in Standard

'"/"\2.247(d).

A law enforcement officer taking into custody an individual
alleged to have engaged in noncriminal misbehavior should
bring him/her to the agency's juvenile unit or directly to the
intake unit without delay, mess the individual is in need of
emergency medical treatment the individual in custody is a
juvenile the officer Should also assure that the juvenile's
parents, guardian, or primary caretaker are notified of the fact
that the juvenile .has been.taken into custody, of the reasons
therefor, of the juvenile'S whereabouts, and of the rights to
which the. juvenile is entitled. .

An individual taken to a law enforcement agency's juvenile
uhitshould be broUght to the intake unit without delay and in
any 'case within four hours of being-taken into custody unless
released earlier.

Juveniles alleged to have engaged in noncriminal misbehavior
`should never be placed in a secUre detention facility or a
facility in which they will have regular contact with accused or
convicted adult offenders...

Commeiltary
This standard sets out the responsibilities of law enforce-

ment officers upon referring to intake or taking into custody,
juveniles alleged,to haye engaged in one of the forms of.'
noncriminal Misbehavior .described in Standard 3.112 and'
adults alleged to have repeatedly rnistited their pdrental
authority. Briefly stimmarized, it reCommendsthat officers
advise the individual., of his/her rights, prePare
fepoq, and file a complaint" if one has not already been filed. .'
When'a person has been taken into custody, the officer should
deliver that individual,t6..\the intake unit promptly, and any
case .within four hours; \and if the individual is a juvenile,,
should notify his/her parents, guardian or primary caretaker.:
In cases in which the juvenile is in need of ernergenck serviceS.

. the applicable procedures*e delineated in.Standard 2.245:In
short, thii standard apPlieS.,0 perSons alteged to have engaged
in noncriminal misbehaviot,_ the same rights and procedures,
during custody and intake which Standard 2.242 a' pplies to
juveniles charged with delinquency.

None of the other standard-setting groups or. model acts*
fully addresses the procedures which apply following.,

. interventionin noncriminal misbehavior cases. The DA/ABA
Joint Commissionprescribes certain limited protedures (such -a
as notice to parent) When a child's* physical safety requires.
"limjied" short-term police custody,or where a child has run
aw Y from home: IJA/ ABA, Noncriminal MisbehaViors, supra
at tandards 2.1 et. seq.,' and 3.1 et. seq. Howeveri the

*IJ /ABA Joint Commission removes' status' offenders from
e jurisdiction of the family court. Id. at Standard 1.1. The
'norm Juvenile 'Court 'Act includes jurisdiction over

"unruly" .children and does not:'.distinguiSli .betkveen: the
procedures which, apply to juvzniles who are alleged to be
Unruly and thOSe alleged to be delinquent. Uniform Juvenile
Court Act, Section 16 (National Conference of Commission-
ers on Uniform State Laws; 1968). The only procedural
distinction in the Uniform Juvenile Court Act is a proThibition
upon placing-unruly, disobedient children in "a jail or other
facility ;intended or.used- for the detention of adults charged .

With criminal or of children alleged to be delinquent."
Id. The Report of the Task Force, supra addresses some but
not all questions regarding postintervehtion procedures in
noncriminal misbehavior cases. For example, the Task -Force

oruil:-Advisory---,C-Ornmittee-ort-Crimitril
_Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the .Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention; Standards 5p,

12.9(.1976) [hereinafter cite-d*as- Report of the-Task
Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/American/Bar
Association. Joint'` CommiSsion on JuVenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to 136lice Handling of Juveniles,/Stand-
ards 2.4 and 2.5.. (tentative draft, 1977), and4:Srandarcts
Relating to Noncriminal Misbehavior,Standard 2.2/tentative?
draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as 1JA/ABA, Polk Handling,
and IJ A/ ABA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, respectively].



does not appear to address directly whether a childaccused of
noncriminal misbehavior must be. administered Miranda-type
warnings. See Report of the Task Force, supra at. Standard 5:8
and Commentary. However, the Task Force does provide for
"immediate" delivery of such' children to the intake unit, and
prohibits, police from holding nondelinquent. youths (expect
certain "runaways") in secure police detention facilities. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standards
5.9 'and 12.8. .

This standard explicitly extends to individuals alleged to
have engaged ,in noncriminal misbehavior, the constitutional
requirementS delineated in Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 486
(1966), by requiring law enforcement officers to explain to
detained perSons that they have a right to. remain silent, the'
right to'an attorney, that any statements made May be used
against them, that they may stop answering questions at any
time, and that they may have present a _parent, guardian,_
primary caretaker, or another "friendly" adult as provided in
Standard 2.247(d). This is Consistent 'With the recommenda-
tion in Standard' 3.171 that the parties in. noncriminal
misbehavior cases should be entitled to the same rights as

. , t ho s e applicable in delinquency proceedings. Although these
standards prohibit the confinement of a youth found involved
in noncriminal misbehavior in any "secure" detention or
correction faciliti,(see Standards 3.153, 3.183, 4.21, and 4.26,
the consequenceSAof noncriminal misbehavior still include
'both the stigma of'being labeled as disobedient and unruly or,
for the child under ten, as a child who commits delinquent
acts. See Standard 3.112(d). The child alleged to have engaged
in noncriminal misbehavior. also faces the possibility of
placement' for tip to six months in a "nonsecure" residential
facility. -See Standard' 3.183. Furthermore, while- these
.standards depart from such practice, seestandards3.112 and
3.183,.a large proportion of the resources of American family
courts have-nistorically 'been devoted' to the detentlon and
incarceration of "status offenders." See Commentary to
..Standard 3.112. Stigma is also involved for adults subjedt to a
noncriminal misbehavior proceeding Accordingly, there
appears to be no sound basis fOr according persons accused Of
noncriminal misbehavior less stringent pretrial procedural

guard a arst the holding o juveniles in police custudy-solely-
tot' rea ons of cn i invenience.or for prolonged nterrogaton. See

Commen 6ry \to- Standard '2.242 and .Standard 2.247. As a
similar s feguard, the IJA/ABA, Nonciiminal MisbehaVior,
supra reot ires t`hat if a juvenile's phySiCal safety requires that a
law en 'rcement -officer-must-take-the-child into "limited
custody,/ such custody should last no, more than!six hoars
beyond the time of the child's initial contact with the officer
and th' such custody should not involve bringing the child to
a poliq station. IJA/ ABA, Noncriminal MiSbehavior, supra
at StOdard 2.1.\

Ndtice to a child's parents is.reqUired when the child has
beefs taken into custody. This notice requirement is important,

- particularly in runaway cases. A full discussion of this notice
requirement may be found in the Commentary to Standard
2.242.

protections than those accorded. to alleged delinquknts.
Applying the Miranda requirements to noncriminal misbehav-
ior cases will also reduce the possibility that jurisdiction over
noncriminal misbehavior might be used by some police
officers as a means to circuinvent the strictures placedupon
deliquency investigations. 2.245

In light of the 'fact that .police intervention with unruly
uveniles often does not result in referral to .intake, see D. 2.248
.Besharbv, .Justice Administration, 108 (1975), thiS . 2.251
standard does not Precltide bringing a juvenile to the police 2.341

station fo'r a very .brief status determination by'' the officer, .
, :rather than directly to the intake facility. However, a juvenile

taken' into custody must be presented to the intake unit
"without delay and .in. any case, within fOur hours" after, the
juvenile's apprehension. The time in police custody should be
"held to a minimum. The four-hout time Unlit is intended to 3.171

AS in delinquency. cases, the law enforcement officer, must
prepare a written report clearly explaining the reasons for
referral and custody. A copy. of this written report should be
given promptly to the intake unit. The report contemplated by
this standard serves as a basis for further. investigation by the
law enforcement agency, by the intake unit, and by the family
court section of the prosecutors office. The report will also
provide a means for monitoring referral and custody decisions
in order to promote consistency and even-handed treatment.
Such monitoring is particularly invariant in noncriminal
misbehavior cases in which. the 'determination whether, to
intervene is frequently a :close and difficult decision. A
complaint should be filed promptly following intervention,
unless filed previously. It is anticipated that 'in many
noncriminal misbehavior cases a complaint will already-have
been- filed. by a school official or family memberTbefore.the
youth is taken into custody.

Related Standards
2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior
2.21 Authority,to Intervene (Low Enforcement Agencies)
2:222 Criteria for Referral to' IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-

tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.242 -Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake-

3.132
3. Q3-
-3.141

3.142

L
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Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
Procedure's When a Juvenile is in. Need of ImMediate
Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)
Form of Complaint
Police-Juvenile Units
Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake
(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
Right to Counsel.For the Juvenile
Right to CounselFor the 'Parents
Organization of Intake Units.
Review of Complaints
Rights of the\ Parents



Immediately upon referring to the intake unit individuals
alleged to be'rubject to the jurisdiction of the family court over
neglect and abuse or taking into emergency custody a juvenile
alleged to W!.ve been neglected or abused, law enforcement
officers should explain in language understandable to the
accused_ individuals their right to remain silent, their rights to
an attorney, the fact that any statements they make nay be
used against them, and their right to stop answering questions
at any time.

k law enforcement officer taking into emergency custody a
juvenile alleged to have been neglected or 'abused should bring
the juvenile directly to the intake unit or to facility
authorized to provide care for such juveniles without delay,'
unless the juvenile is in need of emergency medical treatment.
If a parent,..guardian, or, primary, caretakegthay be
unaware that the juvenile has been placed in protectiVe
custody,. the officer should_.nssuie that such persons at.e
notified of the fact that the juvenile has been into
emergency custody, and of the reasons therefor, advise them
of their rights, and recommend that they contact the intake
unit immediately.

A report should be prepired the reasons for
intervention, referral, and if releva' t, emergency custody, and
a complaint" filed if the complaining witness has not done so
alrestdy. A copy of the report and the complaint should be
promptly provided to., the intake unit and the protective
services agency.

Sources:
See generally U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, Proposed _Model Child Protection Act, §9(é) and (e)
(draft, 1976); National Advisory Committee on Criminal

,JUstiee Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquedcy Prevention, Standards 5.3
and 5.6 [hereinafter/cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard describes the resporisibilities of law enforce-

ment officers upon referring a juvenile's parent, guardian, or
primary caretaker to the intake unit because of apparent

neglect or abuse, or upon taking into c stody a child who
_allegedly has been neglected or abused. e Standards 2.223
and 2,233. .

It calls for law enforcement officers to dminister the full
and precise warnings called for in Miran a v. Arizona, 384
U.S. 436 (1966), to parents. or others acc sed of neglect or
abuse. Thus, after a referral to intake, pe4ons charged with
neglect and abuse should have explained; in language'

-f..understandable to them, their right to re ain silent, their
rights, to aa attorney, the fact that any state ents they make
may be used against them,. and their right to atop responding
to questions at any time. This recornmenda ion is wholly
consistent with Standard 3.171, .which applies after the' court-
proceeding' is underWay, and which' grants to individuals
accused of neglect-or abuse essentially the same proCedural
rights as -a respondent ia delinquency. proceeditii. See
Standard 3.171 and Commentary; see alsO.Sta,nlard 3:113.
Such periOns are often threatened With- the:permanent loss of
the companionshiP of their children, with stigmatization as
"abusive" 'or "neglectful," and with the responsibility of a .1

parallel criminal prosecution. Therefoie,. the notifying offiCer
should at least tell such persons the truth that anything they

t_say..rriay (and probably will) be used against them, 'and'that
they are entitled to all the additional rights identified- in
Miranda.

Other standards-setting groups have not gone as far as the
National Advisory Committee's recommendation of full
Miranda-type warnings in such cases. The; IJA/A13A Joint

_Commission volume- governing abuse "-and _neglect 'does
provide certain procedures applicable to parents or others
charged in connection with abuse.and neglect,-e.g., Institute of
Judicial Xdininistration/ American' Bar AssOciation Joint

,Commission on - Juvenile -,-Justice Standards; Sianclards'
Relating to Neglect and Abuse, Standards 4.3(A) and 5.1(E);

.,see' alsO Standard 4.1(A) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as IJA/ ABA, Neglect]. flowever; under the'approach
taken by the Joint. CommissiOn such formal notifications do
not occur until-a petition is filed by the agency taking custody
of the allegedly neglected or abused child. Id. Also, the
IJA/ ABA

jWould
not appear to require notice of the right to

remain silent. regarding allegations of abuse or neglect. ki at
Standard 5.1(D).

This 'Standard procedure provides further that allegedly



neglected or, abused children taken into custody should' be
brought, without delay, directly to the intake unit or to a
shelter care, foster home, or other facility specifically
designated to provide care to neglected and abused children.
See Stanards 3,154, 4.25, and 4,27; cf. Standards 2.242 and
2.243. There is no justification for taking a neglected or abused
child to the police stationhouse, even for the briefest "interim"
period. It would be senseless to remove a neglected child from
the purported dangers of his /her home Situation merely to
subject that child to the proven dangers of a stationhouse or a
jail. See Commentary to Standard 3.154;,see also Report of
the Task Force, supra at Standard 12.9 and Commentary. The
only exception to taking the child directly to the intake unit
would be in instances where the child is in, need of emergency
medical treatment. See Standard 2.245. Fbllowing intake,
children subject to the court's neglect and abuse jurisdiction
Should not be placed in any type of facility housing accused or
adjudicated delinquent or adult offenders. See Standard 3.154.
Both the IJA/ABA, Neglect, supra at' Standard 4.1(C), and
the Proposed Mbdel Child Protection Act, supra §§9(c) and
(e), are in accord with these provisions, prohibiting any
exposure of neglected or abused children to jails, station-
houses, or detention facilities. See also Report of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 12.9.

, Notice is required to parents who were not at home at the
time of the child's removal, or in circumstances where the
neglect or abuse occurs or is discovered outside the home
e.g., at school or some other institution. The standard specifies
that the intervening officer should report to the parent the fact
that the child is in custody, the reasons for custody, and the
intake unit that is- handling the matter. However, it does-not
require a police officer to disclose the exact location where the
child is being held as part of the initial notice to the parent,
since there are some cases, such as where there ,is unusual or
severe abuse or neglect, or reason to believe the parent or
primary caretaker may attempt forcibly to'regair custody of
the child, when it may be necessary initially to limit contact
between the parent and child, until appropriate counseling
may take place. But cf. Standards 2.242 and 2.243. The
Proposed Model Child Protection Act, supra follows this
limitation upon parental notice. The Proposed Model Child
Protection Act, Commentary to Section 9(e). Particularly

where parental visitation is thus curtailed, speedy review by
the family court of the initial custody decision is imperative.
See Standard 3.155. Accord, Proposed Model Child Protec-
tion Act, supra.

A report by the law enforcement officer explaining the
reasons for intervention and for referral to the intake unit is
also required. In addition, the officer should file a complaint if
one has not been filed previov.:Iy. A copy of the report and
complaint should be promptly given to the intake unit and the .

protective services agency to provide the initial basis Tor
further, action. If the case is petitioned, the report and
complaint should be made available during discovery to
counsel for the individuals charged with neglect or abuse. See
Standard 3.167.

Related Standards
2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.21 Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.233 Criteria For Taking Juveniles into Emergency

Protective Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.242 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake

Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.243 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake .

Noncriminal Misbehavior
2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of immediate,

Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.248 Form of Complaints
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a Neglected or Abused

Juvenile Into Emergency Protective CustOdy (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.141 Organization of Intake Units

.3.142 Review of Complaints
3.154 Criteria and Procedures For Imposition of Protective

Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases
4.25 Foster Homes
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
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2245 Procedures When
a juvenile is in Need'of
Immediate Medical rre
If a law enforcement officer has probable cau to b lieve that
a juvenile whom the officer has taken i o cu ody is in
immediate need of medical care, the office h r d take the
juvenile or arrange to have the-juvenile taken to a medical
facility which has been authorized to provide emeigency
examinations and treatment.

The officer should assure that prompt notice of the juvenile's
condition and location is given to the juvenile's parents,
guardian, Jar primary caretaker in addition to any information
required under Standards 2.242-2.244.

If the emergency medical care can be provided on an out-
patient basis and custody is not required, the juvenile should
be released to his/her parent, guardian, or primary caretaker,
or if such persons are not available, to another-adult who is
willing and able to provide supervision and care, and with
whom the juvenile has substantial ties. If out-patient care is
provided and custody is required, the juvenile should be taken
directly to the intake unit, or, pursuant to Standard 2.244, to a
facility designated to provide care to juveniles who have, been
neglected or abused.

A report should be prepared, describing the facts and
circumstances requiring emergency medical care and the
reasons for the actions taken. A copy of the report should be
provided to the juvenile's parent, guardian, or primary
caretker, and. if the juvenile is to be referred, a copy should
alzo be promptly provided to the intake unit.

Sotirce:
See generally Wee of Youth Development, Department of

EduCation and Welfare, Model Ac: for Family
..Courts, §19(e) (1974).

Commentary
This standard sets out the procedures applicable whena law

enforcement officer discovers a child who is malnourished,
injured, or otherwise seriously ill, during the course of duty or
during an investigation of delinquent conduct, noncriminal
misbehavior, or neglect and abuse. For analogous provisions,
see Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to. Neglect and Abuse, Standard 4.1
(tentative draft, 1976), and Standards Relating to Noncrimi-
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nal Misbehavior, Stan rd 61.1 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter 'cited as 1JA/ ABA, Neglect, and IJA/ ABA,
Noncriminal Misbehavior, reactively]; and the Model Act

for Family Courts, supra. Cf. Institute of Judicial Adminis-
tration /American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Stanaurds Relating to Interim
Status, Standard 4.5 A.1.b.; and Standards Relating to Rights
of Minors, 'Standard 4.5 (tentative drafts, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as IJA/ ABA, Interim Status, and IJA/ ABA, Rights of
Minors, respectively]; and the National' Advisory,Committee
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standards 12.9 and 12.10 (1976).

k number of safeguards are required whenever a law
enforcement officer seeks to take a child in his/ her custody
directly to any medical facility. These provisions include: the
officer must first have probable cause to believe that a medical
emergency exists; the child's medical needs must be urgent and
immediate; a court hearing should be held within at least 24
hours after thc child is taken into custody; and ewritten notice
and report explaining the actions taken must be promptly
communicated to the parent or other priinary caretaker. These
important safeguards are mine fully explained below.

A law enforcement officer .who takes a 'child to a medical
facility pursuant to this standard, must first 'have probable
cause to believe that a medical emergency exists, i.e., the
officer must be aware of facts and circumstances "sufficient to
warrant a prudent . . . [person] in believing that . . ." the
juvenile is in immediate need of medical care. See, e.g., Beck v.

and 3.157; accord, IJA/ ABA, eglect, supra at Standard 4.1.
Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 91 (1964); se also Standards 2.231, 2.232,

In contrast, the standard in the IJA/ ABA volume on
noncriminal misbehavior which deals with medical emergen,
cies caused by mental or emotional disorders, requires only
"reasonable cause" to believe there is "an immediate need for
emergency medical care," IJA/ ABA, Noncriminal Misbehay-
ior, supra at Standard 6.1. The Model Act for Family Courts,
supra requires only a belief that the child is "suffering from a
serious mental health condition, illness, or injury, which
requires either prompt treatment or prompt diagnosis for
evidentiary purposes . ."

The requirement of probable cause rather than a mere
"reasonable belief' of immediate medical necessity is intended
to prevent any tendency to interpret this'tandard as a catchall
provision justifying emergency custodial intervention even

,



where the child's health is not seriously impaired or threatened
and no independent basis for custody exists.' Unlike Standard
6.1 in IJA/ABA, Noncriminal Misbehai;ior, supra, this
standard does not give a law enforcement officer an
independent basis to intervene or to take a child into custody.
For example, under related standards, an officer inay
intervene and take a child into emergency protective custody
based upon the officer's reasonable belief that the child's
physical or emotional health is seriously impaired, and that no
measure other than intervention can adequately protect the
child. See Standards 2.13 and 2.233. If such independent
criteria for intervention and custody were satisfied, this
standard would authorize the officer to take the child directly
to an appropriate medical facility; if, in addition, the officer
had probable cause to believe the child needed immediate
medical care. Removing children from their home or even
takinga child into custody outside the home can often prove
extremely traumatic for both the child and the parent. See
Commentary to Standards 2.233 and 2.13. Even a brief stay by
the child in a medical facility can compound this trauma,
particularly where the facility is a mental hospital or a similar
institution. Therefore, this standard requires that before
taking a child to a medical facility, a law enforcement 6-Meer
must have an independent basis to intervene' (based upon
Standards 2.11, 2.12, or 2.13); an independent basis to take
the youth into custody (based updn Standard 2.231, 2.232, or
2.233); and, in addition, probable cause to believe that the
youth is in immediate need of medical care (based upon this
standard). In protective custody cases, it is.anticipated that the
facts which give an officer "probable 'cause" to take a child
directly to a medical, facility will frequently be identical to the
facts which originally gave the officer a "reasonable belief'
that the child must be taken into emergency protective custody
in order to prevent serious impairment of the child's physical
or emotional health. See Standards 2.13 and 2.233.

. While the .term "immediate need for medical care"
compasses serious manifestations of mental disorder as well as
physical illness, it is not intended to authorize emergency
medical custody where a child merely "acts out" or is upset
emotionally. Similarly, Standard. 2.13(b) does not authorize
initial intervention to protect a child against emotional harm
unless the child's emotional or mental- health is already
seriously impaired. .

Where evidence of a medical or emotional disorder, or of
drug intoxication; is the basis for emergency medical custody
under this standard, the law enforcement officer should have
probable cause to believe that the juvenile is suicidal, or is
seriously assaultive or seriously destructive toward others, or
otherwise similarly shoWs an immediate need for medical care.
LI A/ A BA,.-Noncriminar Misbehavior, supra at Standard 6.1.
However, commission of specific acts (other than those which
are prerequisites to initial intervention and custody under
Standards 2.11-2.13 and 2.231-2.233, respectively) are not
required before a juvenile what.' the officer has taken into
custody may be taken for emergency psychiatric medical care:
Accord, IJA /ABA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, supra at
Standard 6.1 and Commentary. It may, for example, be
sufficient that a youth convincingly threatens suicide or a

serious assault, or arms him/ herself with a deadly weapon.
Even under such circumstances, the officer should never
automatically refer child to any psychiatric facility in the
absence of. probable cause to believe that an immediate
medical need for treatment exists. The option --o-f-"predictiye
intervention" should he sparingly exercised. Accord,
ABA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, supra at Standard 6.1 and
Commentary. Rarely, if ever, should an officer take a youth
directly to a mental health facility where , the assertedly
suicidal, destructive, or assaultive behavior, or asserted threats
of such behavior, were made outside the presence of a law
enforcement officer, and where the youth, while in custody,
does not exhibit an immediate need for psychiatric care.

Unlike the Model Act for Family Courts, supra at §19(g),
this standard does not authorize an officer to take a child in
custody directly to a medical facility fot the mere purpose of
obtaining a "diagnosis for evidentiary purposes" in the
absence of an immediate need for medical care or treatment.
These standards take the position that emergency custody for
"evidentiary" or "diagnostic" purposes only, without probable
cause for immediate medical treatment, is inappropriate at
least in the absence of a court order. The IJA/ABA draft
standards on noncriminal misbehavior are in general accord
with this position, and

or
an "immediate need for

emergency psychiatric or medical evaluation and possible
care" before a child may be taken to a psychiatric' or medical
facility.

IJA/ABA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, supra at Standard
6.1 (emphasis added).

TheStandard requires that an officer whb takes a youth to a
medical facility must assure that prompt notice of the
juvenile's -condition and location is given to the youth's
parents, guardian, or primary caretaker, in addition to any
information to which such persons are promptly entitled
under Standards 2.242-2.244. Accord, IJA/ABA, Noncrimi-
nal Misbehavior, supra at Standard 6.2. See IJA/ABA,
Rights of Minors, suprdat Standards 4.2 and 4.5 B1 Where a
child is in need of emergency medical care but his/ her life is
not immediately threatened, parental consent may be
necessary before treatment, and the requirement for prompt
notice will facilitiate timely parental consent. Also, a parent or
custodian has a right to know about substantial dangers to the
child, and such dangers would always exist whenever action is
appropriate under this standard.

Each juvenile admitted to a medical facility after action by a
law enforcement officer under this standard shoUld be
evaluated as soon as possible and should be ,offered
appropriate medical care. The juvenile's informed consent
should be obtained before any treatment is given, unless it is
the professional opinion of the attending physician that the
youth is incapable of rationally judging whether or not to
accept treatment. When a youth's condition prevents him/her
from giving consent, the informed consent of the youth's
parent, guardian, or next of kin (if the youth is emancipated)
should be sufficient. No consent should be required to
treatment deemed necessary to save a child's life. See
IJA/ABA, Rights of Minors, supra at Standard 4.5. Where
appropriate consent cannot be obtained prior to emergency,
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medical treatment, consent should be obtained for any further
treatment. See IJA/ ABA, Rights of Minors, supra at
Standard 4.5(B).

The third paragraph of the standard explains what action is
required when the attending physician determines either that
the necessary medical care can be provided on an out-patient
basis, or that no medical care is in fact necessary. In such
instances, the law enforcement officer should release..the
juvenile into the care of a parent or other suitable caretaker
with whom the child has substantial ties if custody is not
required under the criteria set out in Standard 2.231, 2.232, or
2.233. This is in keeping with the principle throughout these
standards limiting the occurrence and scope of intervention
into the lives of juveniles. If out-patient care is appropriate but
custody is required on some basis independent of the child's
medical needs, the juvenile should be taken direttly from the
medical facility either to the intake unit or to a' facility
designated to provide care to neglected or abused children.
See Standards 2.242- 2.244.

The fourth paragraph of this standard requires that a full
report be given to the parent explaining why emergency
medical action was taken. It is anticipated that in many cases
the taking of a juvenile into custody in order to secure
emergency medical care will not require or result in refeiral to
the intake unit. For example, in the "lost child" situation
where a child is injured, after being separated from parents,
both emergency custody and emergency hospitalization are
necessary although no court action is contemplated or
required. See. also Standards 2.242-2.244. Therefore this
standard provides that a copy of the law enforcement officer's
report should ,always go directly to the parent or caretaker,
and that an Aditional copy should go to the intake unit only if
the youth is in fact referred to intake. When a referral is made,
the "notice" and the "report" required by this standard should
be in combined form where possible for reasons of efficiency.

2W

Related Standards
2.11 Intervention for Commision of a Delinquent Act
2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior
2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.21 Authority to Intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.221 Criteria for Referral to IntakeDelinquency (Law,

Enforcement Agencies)
2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-...

havior (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.231 Criteria . for Taking Juveniles Into Custody

Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2232 Criteria for Taking Juv-miles Into Custody,

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-
tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.241 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to
Intake (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.242 ProceduresFollowing a Decision to Refer to
IntakeDelinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.243 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake
Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.244 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer,to Intake,
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.248 Form of Complaint
2.344 Procedures When a Neglected or Abused Juvenile is in

Need of Immediate Medical Cate (Nonlaw Enforce-
ment Agencies)

3.141 Organization of Intake Units
4.25 Foster Homes
4,27 Shelter Care Facilities
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2.246 Procedures for
Fingerprinting and
Photographing Juveniles
Law enforcement agencies should promulgate regulations
governing the collection, use, dissemination, and retention of
fingerprints and photographs of juveniles.

A juvenile's fingerprints or photograph should only be taken
rvhen essential to establishing identity during the investigation
of an act which would be a crime if committed by an adult. If
the juvenile's fingerprints.do not match those found during the
investigation of the offense, the card containing the juvenile's
fingerprints and other copies of the fingerprints 'should be
destroyed immediately. If the comparison is positive and a
petition is filed, the fingerprints should be &livered to the
family court section of the prosecutor's office. If a petition is
not filed or if the juvenile is not adjudicated delinquent, the
fingerprint card and all. other copies of the juvenile's
fingerprints should be destroyed.

A photograph taken of a juvenile, under the above-described
circumstances should be maintained in essentially the same
manner as a juvenile's finierprints. Such a photograph should
be destroyed if a petition is not filed or if the juvenile is not
adjudicated delinquent.

Fingerprints and photographs which are not destroyed as set
forth above, should- be maintained in accordance with the
principles and limits contained in Standards 1.51-1.53, and
1.54-1.54. Access to such materials should be limited to law
enforceMent officers when essential. to conducting an ongoing
investigation,, to a member a the clerical or administrative
staff 'of . the maintaining court or agency for authorized
internal administrative purposes,The juvenile, his/her counsel,
and the juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary caretaker.

Sources:
,See generally National AcMsory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (1976) [hereinaf-
ter cited as Report of the Task Force]; Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Records
and Information Systems, Standard 19.6 (tentative draft,
1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA Information Systems];
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Model
Act for Family Courts and State-Local Children's Programs,
§§47, 48 (1974). .

2 2 0

Commentiry
This standard restricts the collection, use, dissemination

and retention by the government of fingerprints and
photograp'fis of juveniles.. It should be read in conjunction
with standards pertaining to the collection, retention,
maintenance, accessibility, and destruction of juvenile records.

Fingerprints and photographs are important tools of law
enforcement which facilitate the identification of suspects in
criminal and delinquency. cases. Nonethelds, the use of
fingerprints and photographs by law enforcement agencies is
subject to abuse. For example, such "evidence" may ,be used
deliberately or inadvertently to psychologically reinforce
tentative eyewitnds identification of suspects. Photographs
may distort or conceal physical characteristics. PhotOgraphic
identification procedures are often unnecessarily suggestive,
and can lead to the tragic and often irreparable identification
of the wrong person. Also, whenever law enforcement
agencies keep a juvenile's photographs or fingerprints'on file
e.g., in a "mug-shot" bookthe youth's photos and prints
may be repeatedly used, with little or no justification, for
comparisons, in later delinquency or criminal investigations.
This practiee not only exposes the youth to a high statistical
risk of mistaken identification as a culprit; but may also label
the youth as 'a likely suspect in the eyes both of investigating
officers and of citizens. See generally Manson v. Braithwaite,,,
432 U.S. 98 (19.77); Simmons v. United States, 390 U.S. 377
(1968); see also United States v. Ash, 413 U.S. 300 (1973);
Wall, Eyewitness Identification in Criminal Cases, (1968);
Note, "The Psychology of Criminal identification: The Gap
from Wade to Kirby," 121 U.Pa. L. Rev. 1079. (1973);
Buckout; "Eye Witness TestimOny,"'231 Scientific American,
23 (1974). /

The National Advisory. Committee recognized both the
dangers and the utility of fingerprints and photographic
identification procedures. It therefore recommends that such
procedures should be permitted only in the limited circum-
stances, and only with the safeguards described in this
standard and commentary.

The standard permits the taking of a juvenile's fingerprints
or photograph only ' when such action is essential to
establishing the juvenile's identity during an ongoing investi-
gation where the act alleged would be .a crime if committed by
an adult. This "when essential" test is intended to ensure that
there is a specific, and compelling law enforcement purpose
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before a -.child may be .fingerprinted or photographed, A
similar test is employed in these standards to restrict access to
juvenile records generally. See Standards 1.531-1.535.

Other STandard-Setting groups andsets of model legislation
provide similar, ,'safeguards. The Report of the -Task Force,
supra allows fingerprinting or photographing only if the
juvenile is already in custody for an alleged law violation, or if
the fatally court judge has determined that there is probable
cause to take fingerprints or photographs. The Model Act for
:Family. Courts, supra limits the fingerprinting of children-not
already in custody to juveniles fourteen years or older, who
were "referred to court for an alleged delinquent act" which
would be a felony if committed by an adult. However, the.
Model Act for .Family Courts allows fingerprinting, regardless
of age, if during an investigation'a police officer has reason to
believe that the fingerprints found are those of a juvenile
already in custody. Under the Model Act for Family Courts,
the taking of the juvenile's photograph in delinquency cases
Would require a court order. Id. 47(d). The IJA/ ABA,
Information Systems, supra restricts fingerprinting to cases
that would: be.felonies if committed by adults.: However, the
1JA/ ABA Joint Commission permits a juvenile's photograph
to be taken when "necessary for a :Pending investigation"
regardless of whether the allegation would Constitute a felony
or a misdemeaner if committed by an adult. Id. at Standard
19,6 (D), The National Advisory Committee sees no reason to
distinguish between: photographs and fingerprints for these
purposes. This standard accordingly applies the same rigid
safeguards to both methods of identification. Under the
standard, all fingerprint cards and copies'should be destroyed
when the fingerprints of the juvenile do not mtitch those found
during the investigation of the offense. Ali major standards-
setting groups are in.. fundamental agreement with this
provision. See Report'of the 'Task Force, supra; IJA/ABA,
Information Systems; and the MOdel Act. for FaMilY Courts,
supra. When no petition is filed or where the juvenile is not
ultimately adjudicated delinquent, all fingerprints (and all
photographs) should be automatically deStroyed. However, if
the comparison of fingerprints is positive and :a petition is
.filed, the prints should be delivered to the family court section
of the prosecutor's office. The Task Force and the IJA/ ABA
Joint. - Commission both recommend turning over the prints to
the family court if the case is petitioned. However, since it is
the prosecutor who is required to introdUce thelingerprints or
photographs into- evidence, and since the prosecutor is an
'officer of the court who should be .subject to the same
restrictions as the court, the family court section of the
prosecutor's offices appear to- be an appropriate interim
cult ditto, At disposition the prosecutor' would then be
required to turn such records over to the court.

The third paragraph provides that photographs taken of
-juveniles shall be handled and maintained in basically the
same manner as fingerprints. Such photographs must- .be
destroyed if a petition is not .filed or if the juvenile is not
adjudicated delinquent. However, where one juvenile's
.photograph is taken in accord with these standards and is not

Identified from a photographic array, this standard would not
prevent a prosecutor from.maintaining that photograph as
part of the entire array, for purposes-of the trial (including any
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appeal) of another juvenile or adult whose photograph was
identified from the photographic array; at the termination of'
the trial and appeal of the ideitified juvenile, any photographs
in the array of nonadjudicated juveniles must be promptly
destroyed.

If a juvenile is adjudicated delinquent, the standard calls for
preservation of any photographs, fingerprint cards, and copies
in the same manner -as other identifiable records pertaining to
juveniles. See Standards I.51-1'.56. However, consistent with
analogous standards and model legislation, access to prints or
phOtographs is far more limited than other types of records.
Cf Standards 1.531-1.533. The Mode! Act for Family Courts,
supra, and 1JA/ABA, Information Systems, supra, limit such
access to "law enforcement officers or staff of the central state
depository "for comparison purposes . only in the investi-
gation of a crime." IJA/ABA, Information Systemssupra at
Standard 19.6(c). The Report of the Task Force, supra would
limit, inspection of fingerprints and phofographs to "law
enforcement officers when necessary for the discharge of the
official duties," and to others when "authorized by the court in
individual cases upon a showing that it is necessary in the
public interest." Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
5.12. The ,restrictions imposed by this standard -upon police
access to photographic and fingerprint records are more
stringent than those imposed by either the Model -Act for
Family Courts or the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission, since it
would authorize access to such materials by police officers
only when such access is "essential, to conducting an ongoing

=investigation." (emphasis added) The standard also makes
provision for internal access to such materials by the 'court. or
agency maintaining them; however, such access is permitted
solely to internal clerical or administrative purposes which
have been specifically authorized by the maintaining court or
agency. Additionally, the standard provides for access by the
juvenile, and by the juvenile's attorney and parent, guardian,
or prime caretaker. Such access to his/her own records affords
the youth a means of challenging-the accuracy and-complete-
ness of the information accompanying the prints or photo-
graphs. See Standards 1.54-1.55.

Finally; written guidelines should be developed to ensure
clear, consistent, and sound policies governing juvenile
fingerprinting and photographing procedures. Cf. Sfandards
2.21-2.23.

Related Standards.

1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Dispositional Records
1.534 Access to Child';Abuse Records
1.535 Access for the Purpose of Conducting Research,

Evaluative; or Statistical Studies
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Recdrds
1.56 Destruction of Records ,-
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2.247 Procedures:
Applicable to the
-Interrogation- of ,Juveniles

6

Juveniles accused of committing a delinquent offense or
engaging- in noncriminal misbehavior should not be ques-
tioned regarding such offenses or such conduct, and formal
oral or written statements by those juveniles should not be
accepted, unleSs it has been "explained in language under
standable by the juvenile:

a. That the juvenile has a right to remain silent;
b. That any statement, which the juvenile .makes may be

used against him/her in a subsequent court proceeding;
c. That the juvenile has a right to have.an attorney present;
d; That the juvenile has a right to have an attorney

appointed when any of the circumstances listed in
Standard 3.132 apply;

e. That the, juvenile has a right to have present his/her
pannt, guardian, or priniary caretaker, or another adult
who is within a reasonable distance and with whom the
juyenile has substantial ties; and

f. That the juvenile has a right to stop answering questions
at any time.

No statement made by any juvenile while in the custody of
law enforcement officer shall be admissible against the
juvenile as part of the government's case-in-chief, unless such
statement was made either in the presence of a parerit other
adult described in paragraph (e) above 'or in the presence of
the juvenile's attorney.

BefoTe accepting a formal written or oral statement from a
juvenile, law enforcement officers or other public officials
Working in their behalf should assure that the juvenile fully
understands the matters explained and that the statement is
voluntary, not only in the sense that it is not coerced or
suggested, but also that it. is not the product of adolescent
fantasy, fright, or despair.

Sources:

See generally In re Gault, 387 ,U .S. 1, 55 (1967); Miranda v.
Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).

Commentary
This standard sets forth three sets of require nts

considered...necessary to guarantee the volunta ss and
trustworthiness of statements derived from juvenile interrOga-

liOn. First, it requires that Miranda-type warningsmodified

slightly to take into account the special circumstances of
youths in custody-L-be given to juveniles. Second, it would
establish a per se rule that ro statement made by ,a juvenile in
custody shall be admissible against him/ her as substantive
evidence in any juvenile or criminal case, unless the statement
was made either in the presence of a parent, or oilier "friendly
adult," or the youth's attorney. see paragraph (e) of this
standard. Third, it requires that the police assure that the
tatality of the circumstances during interrogation are
supportive of the juvenile, so that any statements will be
products of the juvenile's -free- will, rather than of adolescent
fantasies:fright, or despair. See In re Gault.

The National Advisory Committee strongly recommends
that Miranda 'warnings be administered to juveniles in
custbsiy. The Miranda warnings were established as minimum
proCedures to be followed and as prerequisites to the
introduction of statements obtained during custodial interro-
gation as substantive evidence against. the accused. Miranda
- mandated that an accused must be warned that:

(I) He /she has a right to remain silent.
(2) Any statement given may be used against him /her.
(3) He/ she has a right to be represented by counsel and to

have counsel present during questioning. .

(4) If he/she cannot afford counsel one will be appointed to
represent him / her. ei

(5)' If at any time prior to or during questioning he/she
indicates a desire to remain silent, all questioning must
stop. Id. at 444, 467-74.

The Supreme Colin has not -yet explicitly ruled, that
Miranda applies with full force to juveniles'. However,
numerous lower courts, for the most part relying on In re
Gault, supra, have found that full Miranda warnings must be
given to juveniles in custody during the investigatory stage of
any proceeding. See; e.g., In re Myers, 25 N.C. App. 555, 214
S.E. 2d 268 (1975); In re Gennis M, 70 Cal. 2d 444, 450 P.2d.
296, 75 Cal: Reptr. 1 (1969); In re Teters, 264 Cal.. App. 2d.
816, 70 Cal. Rptr. 749 (1968); In re Creek, 243A. 2d. 49 (D.C.
Ct. App. 1968); Leach v. State, 428 S.W.2d. 817 [Tex. Civ.
App: (1968)]. Moreover, in response to In re Gault and
Miranda, several states have implemented legislation requir-
ing that Miranda-type warnings must be given to juveniles.
See, e.g., Colo. Rev. St. Ann. §19-2-102 (3)(c)(i) (1974); Pa.
Stat. Ann., Lit. 42, §6338(b) (Purdon Supp. 1978); Ga. Code.
Ann. §24A- 2002(b) (5,40p. 1973); N.D. Cent. Code §27-20-
27(2) (1974); Tenn. Code Ann. §37-227 (Supp. 1973); see also



S. Davis, Rights of Juveniles: The Juvenile Justice System
(1974). Recently the Supreme. Court "assume(d) without
deciding" that the Miranda principles were fully applicable to
a juvenile proceeding. Fare v. Michael C., 99: S.Ct. 2560
(1979).

All required warnings must be given in language under-
standable to the juvenile. "The recipient's age and edueational
level must be considered when notice is given . . ." Institute of
Judicial Administration/ American Bar Association Joint
Commission on Juvenile Justice" Standards, Standards
Relating to Pretrial Proceedings, Commentary to Standard
2.1 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ /OA,
Pretrial Proceedings]. 'A certain amount of discretion is left to
the police in this matter. However, neither language barriers

-nor technical legal or police jargon should deprive the juvenile
of the ability to understand and effectively Utilize the notice
given. Related standards provide that parents, guardians, or
prime caretakers should also be advised of the rights ,to which
their child or ward is entitled. See, e.g., Standards 2.242 and
2.243:

The second set of safeguards seeks to ensure that before
questioning, each juvenile receives the advice and assistance of
some "friendly adult," The standard recommends that the
juvenile be advised, in addition to the Miranda statements
Which apply strictly to adults, that he/she has a right to have
present his/ her parent, guardian; or primary caretaker, Or
another adult who is within a reasonable distance and with
whom the juvenile enjoys substantial ties. It would also
establish a-per se requirement that 'no statement made by a
juvenile in custody shall be admissable against that juvenile as
substantive evidence in any juvenile or criminal case, unless
the statement was made in the presence of a parent or other
"friendly adult," or the youth's attorney. Both _of: these
recommendations find support in the language- of pertinent
opinions of the Supreme Court. See, e.g., Haley v. Ohio, 332
U.S. 596 (1948); Galligos v. Colorado, 370 U.S. 49, 54 (1962);
cf. In re Michael C., supra. In Haley, supra a fifteen year old
youth had been held incommunicado during a lengthy period
of questioning. Writing for the majority, Justice Douglas
noted that:

No friend stood at the side of this fifteen year old boy as the
police, working in relays, questioned him hour after hour,
from midnight until dawn. No laWyer stood'guard to.make'
sure the police went so far and no further, to see to it that
they stopped short, of the point where he became the victim
of coercion. No counsel or friend was called during the
critical hours of questioning.
The concept that a juvenile needs "counsel or friend" during

questioning was. reiterated in Galligos, 370 U.S. at 54, which
held inadmissible, on due prOcess grounds, the confession of a
fourteen-year-old suspect. The Court noted that a juvenile
could not presently be "compared, with an adult in the full
possession of his senses and knowledgeable of the consequen-
ces of his admissions," and held that young Galligos had
needed :

The aid of more 'mature judgment as to the steps he should
take in the predicament in which he found himself. A lawyer
or an adult relative or friend could have given the petitioner
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the:protection which his own immaturity could not. Id. at
54.
The Supreme:Court recently decided, in a limited holding,

that a juvenile' request to see his. probation officer is not per.
se an invocation of the juvenile's Fifth Amendment rights, as
pronounced. in Miranda. Fare v. Michael 99 S.Ct. 2560
(1979). However, the Court also stated:

'.Where the age and experience of a javenile indicate that his
request for his probation officer or his parentS is,, in fact, an
invocation of his right to remain silent, the totality
approach .will allow the court the necessary flexibility to
take this into account in making-a waiver deterinination."
Id.
Concerns ,similar to those expressed by'the Supreme Court

in Haley and Galligos have also lead other standards.-setting
groups to place the highest premium upon assuring that

juveniles are not interrogated without the presence, assistance,
and advice of counsel and /or some friendly adult. The Task
Force and the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission, for example,
both urge that a youth should not be permitted to waive the
right against self-incrimination mahout the advice of counsel;
and that the .right to presence of counsel itself should be
nonwaivable. See, e.g., National Advisory' Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and' Delinquency Prevention,.
Standards 5.8 and 5.12 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of
the Task Force]; and IJA/ ABA, Pretrial Proceedings, sapra
at Standard 5.1. Also a growing ntimber of states now require
bistatute the presence of a parent during questioning, Or.the
presence either of a parent (or "friendly adult") or of counsel,
before a juvenile's statement may be admitted against that
juvenile during the government's case-in-chief. See, e.g., Colo.
RevStat. Ann. §19-2-102(3)(c)(1) (1974); Conn. Gen. Stat.
Ann. §17-66d (1975); and Stat. 'Ann. §13-,4-25(A)
(Supp. 1973). i .

Because of the extreme vulnerability of the juvenile in police
custody, the National Advisol'y Committee considers it
imperative to assure that either the youth's counsel, or a
parent or other adult friend, is present by the juvenile's side
before and during any questioning. Preferably, the juvenile in
custody should ha.ve the advice and assistance of both his/ her
attorney and a parental figure. This standard accordingly
provides that the youth in custody must be advised of the right
to have present prior to any questioning, not only an attorney
but also a parent or other adult friend who may be near by. It
further specifies that any statement taken by the police from
the juvenile when neither an attorney nor a parent figure is
present shall not be admissible against the juvenile during the
government's case -in- chief. The National Advisory Commit-
tee considered and discarded the position of the Report of the
Task Force, supra and the IJA/ ABA; Pretrial Proceedings,
supra, that a juvenile can validly waive the right against self-
incrimination without the presence of the legal counsel. While
the National Advisory Committee does not assume that a
parent or other lay adult can fully take the place'of a lawyer;
(indeed, this assumption was rejected by the Supreme Court in
Fare v. Michael C., supra) it concluded that if.professional
legal counsel were unavailable, a juvenile should at least have



access to the mature judgment and advice of an interested
adult. Although on occasion parents' :can theiriselves act
coercively toward their child who is in poliCe custody, on
balance, the presence of a friendly acidly:Will be supportive and
protective, of the juvenile. Moreover, this standard provides
the additional safeguard of a modified "voluntariness"
standard which emphasizes the poke officer's responsibility to
ensure that interrogations of youths take place in. an
atmosphere free even ,:from subtle forms. of coercion." Taken
together, the various safeguards provided in this standard'
shduld adequately protect juveniles in custody whOm the
police seek to interrogate.

The third set of safeguards prdvides that the' government
.

should' bear ,,the burden of demonstrating by dear and
convincing evidence that any statement introduced_ against
any juvenile (whether in the government's case-in-chief or in
rebuttal) must be "voluntary" not only in the sense that it was
"not coerced or suggested, but also that it is not the product of
'adolescent fantasy, fright, or despair." The quoted language is
from In re Gault and is included verbatim in the text of the
standard. If a juvenile's statement is not demonstrated to be
"voluntary" in this sense, the statement may not be introduced
by the government against the- juvenile at any stage of any
adjudicatory proceeding.

In adult criminal cases, the goVernment must demonstrate
that a defendant's statement which it seeks to introduce must
be "voluntary" only in the sense that the statement is not the
product of active police suggestion, coercion, duress, physical
abuse, etc. The National Advisory Committee believes that
such a "voluntariness" standard is inadequate to protect
juveniles, who are intrinsically more susceptible to police
influence than are adults. Young people are inherently
vulnerable to influence by the interrogation setting (whether it
be a squad car or a stationhouse); by the-.display of police
badges, uniforms, and weapons; and by the fact that police
both as publici officials and as adultsconstitute authority
figures.

For these reasons, the administration of Miranda rights and
the presence ,of a parent or counsel--although important
rightsdannot be expected to eliminate fully the subtle
coerciveness Whichis inherent in most police interrogations of
ajuvenile. A juvenile in custody is less likely than. an'adult to
regard the Miranda advisements as concrete 'rights which
he/she has a genuine option to assert as opposed to a rote
litany of legalisms _which: the . officers expect the youth
immediately to Waive.See A. B. Ferguson and A. D. Douglas,
"A Study of invenile Waiver," 7 San Diego L. Rev. 39, 53-54
(1970). Court-appointed attorneys may be insufficiently
familiar with' .the youth at .. the interrogation stageor
insufficiently vigorous in their representation-7to prevent
fantasy, fright, or despair from influencing their clients. And

in some cases, parentsor even attorneys, with misconceived
notions .about their ethical obligations to juvenile clients--

:.may themselves add to the syndrome of coercive factors which
can overbear the will of a young person in police custody. See/
McMillian and McMercury, "The Role of Defense Counsel in
the Juvenile CourtAdvocate or SOcial Worker?" 14 St.
Louis 561 (1970); cf. In re Michael C.,Asupra-:

The "voluntariness" standard should be modified for
juveniles to take their special susceptibilities into account, and
to impress upon police officers their full responsibility for the
atmosphere within which interrogations of juveniles are

conducted:
This duty would include an obligation to reduce or

eliminate coercive factors)whiCh-do...pot originate in police
conduct, where such external factors threaten to instill fear or
despair or otherwise to overbear the youth's will. For
example, in some instances, this standard might require an
officer to intercede, where the officer perceives that parents'
threats might coerce a statement from their child which would
be "involuntary" as defined in this standard. (In such a case,
the officers' intercession might take the form of merely a re=
administration of the youth'S Miranda rights to tibth parents
and child, or removing the youthbriefly from therSource of the
coercion (i.e., the parents), or-whatever othee steps reasonably
appear necessary to re-establish an atmosphere free ifrom
coercion.)

When implemented, the provisions of this standard will
substantially-assist to assure the trustworthiness of statements
admitted as evidence against juveniles in family 'court, as well
as to assure lair and humane procedures for pdlice interroga-
tion of juveniles.

Related Standards,

2.21 Authority,to InterVene (Law. Enforcement Agencies)
2.242 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to I ntake

Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.243 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake--

NOncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.251 Police Juvenile Units
2:343 ProCedures Upoh Taking' a Neglected or Abused,

Juvenile Into Emergency Protective Custody (NonlaW
Enforcement Agencies)
Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
Jurisdiction OverNoncriminal Misbehavior
Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile

3.111
.3.112
`3.132
3.146
3.171

Intake Investigation
Rights of the Parties
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2:248 Foin of Cornp.14irit
A complaint is a written statement of the essential facts
constitutiitg. a delinquent qffense, noncriminal misbehavior,
neglect, or abuse, signed under oath by a person who of

- his/her own knowledge, or on the basis of information
supplied by others, has probable cause to believe that the facts
stated in the complaint are true.

Source:
See generally Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, 3.

Commentary
The filing of, a complaint initiates the legal proceedings

'against a perSon alleged to have committed a delinquent act,
to haVe engaged it* noncriminal misbehavior, or to have
neglected or abused a It provides authorization for the.,
intake unit to carry out the activities described' in .Standards
3.141-3.147: Norinally, a complaint will be filed - before a
warrant or summons is issued.

The complaint contemplated by this standard is similar to
that required, in federal criminal cases. Fed:R. Crim. P. 3.
Specifically, the complaint should contain the facts necessary
to' establish jurisdiction of the family court, the name, and
address (if known) of the individual alleged to have engaged in
that conduct; the date on, and place and time at which the
alleged conduct occurred; and the approximate age of the

-juvenile allegedly involved. Although these matters need not
he phrased in formal legal language, they E;hould be stated as
clearly and precisely as possible.

Although most juvenile court acts permit. the complaint to
be given orally, Institute of Judicial Administration/ Atneri-
can Par Association Joint Commission, Standards Relating to
Pretrial Proceedings, Commentary to Standard 1.1 (tentative
draft., 1977), this 'standard rejects that approach. Since the /.
complaint will provide the basis for intake screening 1.342

procedures, prosecutorial digcretion in charging, and prelimi-
3/.142
3.147
3.163
3.164

I

knowledge of the events described, or by a police officer
authorized protective services worker on the basis of the facts
and statements obtained.dUring an investigation. No juvenile
court act requires that the Coynplaint be made under oath and
few require the cdmplaintito be hised on, personallcnowledge.
Id. However, it was concluded that complaints will be more
trustworthy and less -4bject to abuse if a complainant is
required to sign under bath. Similarly, the requirement that
the information' be: sufficient to establish probable cause, at
least in the mind of the /Complainant, will reduce the likelihood
that anunfounded c4nplaint will be filed.

The complaint is used Solely to initiate the initial screening
procedures and not IS a substitute for the petition.required by
Standard 3.164. The/petition is to be used to formally initiate
judicial action after/appropriate screening by intake officials'
and prosecuting attorneys.

Related St ndards
2.221 Criteria :,for Referral to Iiitake-L-Delinquency (Law .

Enforcethent Agencies)
2:222 :Criteria!/fOl Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior(Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.223 Criteria for ReOrrai to Intake-L.-Neglect and 'Abuse

(Law/Enforcement Agencies) , .

2.242: PrO.Cedures Upon Referral to IntakeDelinquency
. (Law Enforcement Agencies) .

2243:- PrOceddres Upon Referral to IntaleeNonaiminal
Misbehavior (Law. Enforcement. Agencies)

2.244 procedures Following Referral to-intakeNeglect
and ,Abuse (Law Enforcement Agendes)

2.321 /Criteria for Referral to IntakeNonciiininal Misbe-
/' havior '(Nonlavv Enforcement Agencies)

2.322 Criteria for Referral to. IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(No-111a%! Enforcement Agencies) .

ProcedUres Following Referral to Intake (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

nary judicial action, a written'document is preferable to an
oral, report. -

The standard also requires that the complaint be signed
underloath by the victim or other person with dir^,ct personal

Review of CoMplaints
Notice of (Intake) Decision
Decision to File 'a Petition,
Petition and Surniiions.



2.25 Specialization of
Law Enforcement
Off icers
2.251 Police-Juvenile
Units
Law enforcement agencies with More than fifty sworn officers
shoUld establish a specialized unit to-assist in handling matters
inVolving juveniles. The person in charge of the juvenile unit
should be responsible ;for:

a.. Assisting in the development and implementation of
policies and regulations governing law eim..!Grcement
practices and decisionS relating to juveniles;

b. Serving as the liaison, to other components of the
juvenile justice systeM as well as agencies,- groups, and
organilationi inyolved in delinquency prevention;..and

c. Taking chnige of. cases which go beyond initial and'
informal handling.

The person in charge thethe juvenile. unit should be i of.
sufficient rank to assure that the unit has a status equal to that
of other specialized units of the law enforcement agency.

In law enforcement sgencies with less than fifty sworn officers,
et least, one officer should be aisigned the rsponsibility;for
performing the dutim,outlined 'Wove.

Sources:
See' generally-institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri-

can Bar. Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards= Relating to Police Handling of JaVenile
Problems, Standard 4.2 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited: as IJA/ ABA, Police Handling]; National ,AdYisory
Committee on,Criminal Juitice Standards and. Goals, Report

:of the Task 'Force on Juvenile Justice. and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 7.1 ;1976) [hereinafter cited at Report
of the 'Task'. Force]; R. Kobetz and BI Bosarge, Juvenile
Justice Administration; 155-156 (International AssoCiation of.
Chiefs of Police, I971)

...

The incidence of,crime among jiiv niles has risen dramati-
cally over the past few years.. While the increase haS been'
attributed to various causes, and Wh the :proposed cures
have failed to significantly diminish t e rate` of juvenile
criminality, it has become clear that every

must
that comes

into contact with youthful law violators must In' equipped to
deal with their sPecific prohlems.

Along with the increase in law violations \by children,
society has witnessed an increase in thenuinber o\phildren
who have been neglected and who are running : way from-,
hoine, who are unable to get along in schoril or at home,'
and/Dr who have been neglected and: mistreated by their
parents. Again_ the causes are Multifold. Nevertheless it
remains clear that every agency concerned with this phenom,
enon must be prepared to handle complaints in an appropri te
fashion. -

Delinquency cases--and in im.ny instances of noncrimina \
misbehavior, neglect, and abusethe first public agency to '
become involved is usually the police department. In the past,,
resources of police departments-were not particularly adapted
to working" with the special problems of jnveniles and their
families. See IJA/ ABA; Police Handling, supra at Standard

. 4.1 and Commentatir; Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 7.5 and Commentary.

While police departments cannot and should
ry

not be
expected to be the primary service agency for juveniles and,
their families, it has become apparent that hi order to fulfill
their mandate to proteathe public and assist in.the prevention
of crime, police departments must allocate resources,!in a _
manner which recognizes the increased number of juveniles
involved in criminal activities, the correlation between the
mistreatment of children and future criminal conduct, and the
special police problems attendant in dealing with children and
families.

Different theories have emerged regarding the optimal '-
means by Which a police department should manage and
administer its services when dealing with familiei and
children. This standard recommends the establishment of
specialize4 units within the department Ao deal with juvenile
matters in addition to the training of all line' officers 'in
techniques to handle those cases. See Standard 1.421. This

Commentary
/

This standard recommends the creation of specialized
agenciespolice-juvenile units for those law enforcement agencies with

more than fifty officers._In units of less than fifty 'officers, the
standard recommends that at least one officer be assigned the
identified responsibilities.
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concept has also been recognized by the IJ,A/ ABA, the
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards

.and Goals, and the ,International Association of Police Chiefs
as anoptimal me /hod of organization to "develop and pursue
streamlined prodedures with the juvenile cot and receiving
or detention facilities." Kobetz and I3osarge, supra at 154.. See
American Bar Association, Standards Relating to the Urban
Police ,Function ,(approyed draft, 1972); National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and-'Goals, The
Police (1973). '

There are many ways in which juvenile specialists become
an asset to the overall police operation. They become
knowledgeable in the prtiblems of children and families, .

cultivate useful contacts to serve as sources of intelligence Or
resources for promoting rehabilitation, and become.adept at
responding to the complexities of juvenile crime and assist in
the training of other officers about the special procedures
required by law for handling youth. Kobetz and B.osarge,
supra at 154. Finally, juvenile specialists can foster community
cooperation through successful law enforcement against
juvenile crime. 15 Police 20, 21 (Nov. -Dec. 1970); see also
Report 'of the Task. force, supra at Commentary to Standard
7.4.

The recognition of the need for specialization in police wor:
is not new. In 1850, the City Council of Boston assigned an::
officer sole responsibility for dealing with young people.
Similarly, in establishing the first juvenile court in 1899, the
Illinois Legislature encouraged the creation of a special squad
of juvenile officers in the Chicago Police Department.

_IJA/ ABA, Police Handling, supra at Commentary to
Standard 4.2. This standard takes the' traditional concept and
adapts it to modern -day conditions.

The standard divides the functions of the specialized unit
inte three parts': policy developinent, coordination, and
implementation; liaison with \other juvenile justice compo-
nents; and responsibility for cases which go beyond initial and
informal handling.

Paragraph (a) recommends that the person in charge of the
juvenile_ unit be responsible for . the development and
implementation of pOlicies and regulations governing law
enforcement practices and decisions as they relate to juveniles.
Yhe National Task Force to Develop Standards and Goals for
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency ,Prevention, Comparative
An'alysis of Standards rand State Practices and Police - Juvenile
Operations, 21-25 (1975) qsuggests. that police policy should
concentrate or maintaining a flexible response readiness
toward existing and emerging service and control needs in the
community ,arid on assuring that a maximum of possible
alternative remedial resources exists to which problem cases
can be referred for further work. See also IJA/ ABA; Police
Handling, suprdat Commentary to Standard 4.4. Emphasiz-
ing that policy should rely on "the least coercive measures of
control while, maintaining full regard for considerations' of
legality, equity, and practical effectiveness," the Task Force
suggested 'that the juvenile officer formulate procedures
regarding the role of the uniformed patrol officer, the transfer
of Cases from the uniformed patrol to the juvenile unit, the
transfer of cases from the police to other agencieS, and the
limits 'necess'ary for counseling and advice provided by
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juvenile officers. Comparative Analysis, supra. Finally, the
authors suggested that the supervising officer formulate policy
in close coordination with the community relations unit or the
officerof the department. Id.

The development and implementation of policies and reg-
ulations are essential if,the specialized unit is to act fairly and
appropriately to all juveniles with whom its merf.oers come
into contact. Because the poliCy is to- be formulated in a
manner that is consistent with 'ovel,all police department
procedures, the person in, charge of tii7 unit is required to-
assist in the process rather than be the sole determiner of the
policies and regulations. This position is consistent with the
recognition of the specialized unit as a part of the entire police
operation rather than an entity unto itself..lt iS also consistent
with recommendations by other groups. See, e.g:, 1.1/./ ABA,
Police Handling, supra at Commentary to Standard 4.4:

Paragraph 2.251(b) recommends that the officer in chargeof
the juvenile unit serve as liaison to other components °Late'
juvenile justice' system including government agencies,
community groups, and private organizations involved in
delinquency prevention. Because the police, like other
organizations impacting upon children and families, cannot
develop policies without an understanding of the obstacles
facing all other agencies operating in the juvenile justice
system, an open flow of information is essential. The i:ead of
the juvenile unit will be, most familiar with the concerns of the
police both in the specialized unit as well as in other units
which involve the handling of children. Because. of his/her
expertise, the head of the unit will be able to draW on the
experiences of other participants in the system ,to? further
refine police policies and regulations. Conversely, others in the
system will see 'him/her as a person knowledgeable, in the
special 'problems of youth and not as just another police
officer with general institutional concerns. As a result, the
working of the entire system will be improved.

Paragraph 2.251(c) recommends that juvenile officers ti.te
charge of cases which go beyond initial contact and informal
handling. While initial contact with the juvenile is usually
made by a patrol officer, the standard recommends that
specialized juvenile officers be assigned to cases in which the
juvenile is referred to intake in accord with Standards 2.22,1,
2.222, and 2.223 or those in which a juvenile is taken into
custody puisuant to Standards 2.231, 2.232, and 2.233. Such
cases necessitate the use of a specially trained juvenile officer
for follow-up investigation. Additionally, .in serious cases
where primary responsibility for the case falls on other
segments of the department, juvenile officers should partici-
pate in investigations and prosecutions. Finally, in those cases
which have gone beyond initial contact with the other officers,
but do not require referral to intake, juvenile Officers might aid
in the disposition of the case by offering counseling, guidance,
and advice.

The standard recommends that the person in charge of the
juvenile unit be of sufficient rank to assure that the entire
juvenile unit has a status equal to other specialized units in the
police department. The Report of the Task Force reported
that "all too often [the juvenile) function is looked upon with
derision in tradition-bound police departments and is
considered to be a 'social work' job unrelated to 'rear police
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work." Report of the _Task Force, supra at Commentary to
Standard 7.6. Further, it noted that the\ assignment was
considered "a'clead end job for these not deemed capable of
succeeding in the detective division or command structure."
Id: To perform its function successfully, t1-1 unit must be
recognized as an integral and important. part of the
department. To assure that this occurs, the head of the unit
must bear .a rank equal to leaders in other specialized units.

The size and organization of the specialized juvenile unit
must, of necessity, vary with the size of the entire police
department. Officers assigned to the juvenile unit should,
however, be available at each stationhouse on a 24-hour,
seven-day-per-week basis. Report.of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 7.1. In small departments, officers
should be available at a minimum, during Close perioes in
which it has been determined that the greatest number of
police-juvenile contacts occur. See Kobetz and Bosarge, supra
at 155; Report of the Task Force, supra at' Commentary to
Standard 7.1. .

Finally, 'no matter how small the department is, at
officer should be charged with the duties delineated
standard. While the amount of contact between famili
children and ine police will generally be less in nonurba
where police forces are generally smaller, contact
nonetheless occur. To accomplish the goals set forth in the.
standards, generally,- at least one ,officer in every police
department must be equipped to handle these problems.

one
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2.252 _Sppcialization
Within Patrol Uhits
Every patrol unit should contain at least one officer to Whom
probleths involving juveniles\ are assigned. Such officers
should remain under the administrative control of the patrol,

unit, but should, whenever possible, serve-is a formal link
between the patrol unit and the juvenile unit and receive the
specialized training described in Standards 2.253 and 1.421.

Source:

Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Police Handling of Juvenile Problems,
Standard 4.3(b) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ABA, Police Handling]. \

Commentary
,

This'standard recommends that at least one officer in each
field patrol unit be assigned, in addition to general patrol.
duties, special responsibility for handling field situations
involving juveniles. Pkrol officers have traditionally borne the
responsibility fothe initial police encounter with a wide range
of problems. Their _duties require that they be knowledgeable
.of the entire spectrum of law enforcement functions and that
they be able to determine whether the resolution of the:-..
problems they encounter requires transfer of the case to

- another unit with more sophisticated capability, oradjustment
through their own efforts. See generally IJA/ABA, Police
Handling, supra, at Commentary to Standard 3.4./ Recently police organizations have been experimenting with
the-concepts of team policing and generalist/specialist officers
in order to eliminate grade distinctions between assignments
and to make better use of individual officer talents to enhance
police work within the Community. in. recognition of the
apparent success of these programs, the standard recommends
the use of' a generalist / specialist trained in family dynamics
and youth problems in all police patrols. While all police.
officers should possess some familiarity with juvenile problems
and police procedures for handling juveniles, see Standard
1.421, the generalist/specialist will receive additional training
in this area. See Standard2.253. He/she will then 639..assigned

) .special responsibility for field contacts with juveniles and their
families. ' '
.. When a- problem is refered to the juv fide specialist of the

patrol unit, the problem will remain one of team competence
rather than one solely for the specialist. Thus the distinction in
status between the numerous patrol officers and the few.

1,4,

k

specialized'juvenile officers. will be a'Joided. However, the
specialized knowledge of the juvenile generalist/specialist will
permit the : unit. to make more appiopriate judgments
regarding children within.the confines of sound police actidn
to protect the community and prevent crime.'. ..,

Other advantages of the generalist/ speciali1st model include
the presentation of the .identity of the Offieer charged_ ith
family crisis responsibilities as a "real cop' in the eyes of
his/her colleagues and of the public; efficient delivery of a .

'needed service, in a large Organization without. sacrificing
general uniformed patrc:1 coverage; implications for other
generalist / specialist- roles in which each officer has a
specialized _area' of expertiSe, thereby avoiding the need for
each officer to be all things to all, people; respiect (Or the patrol
officer's special expertise by colleagues and b the public; and
the adVantageous use of natural or latent tale ts of Patrolmen.
See genirally M.-Bard, Family Crisis Intervention: Prom
Concept to Implementation (1973) regarding the advantages
of the "generalist/ speeialist":.model.

While remaining under the administrative control of the
patrol unit as a team:member, the juvenile specialist will also
serve as a link between the patrol and the specialized juvenile
units. See Standard 2.251. For example, as a patrol officer, the .

juvenile generalist/specialist will attempt to handle juvenile
problems which occur on patrol through channels influence.
as they exist within the cultural context of. the com nay. If,
however, such problems involve serious crimes or all gations
of neglect or abuse or require extensive police w rk, the
generalist/ specialist is expected to transfer them t fficers in
the specialized juvenile unit.

In smaller departments which do not', have sufficient
personnel to provide a youth specialist for each patrol shift, all
field officers should be provided with some specialized training
to eniure the availability cf such services when the need arises.
'See. Standard 1.421; Bard, supra.

1
I
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,
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L421 Training of Law Enforcement Personnel
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2.253 Personnel Policies
Officers serving in specialized juvenile units or as juvenile,
specialists. within patrol units should, at a minimum, be
experienced line officers. They should be selected on the basis
of nimonstrated aptitude and expressed interest, and should
receive both initial and inservice training to obtain necessary
knowledge and skills.

Officers should . be able to pursue careers as juvenile
specialists with. the same opportunities for promotion and
advancement as other officers, and should receive compensa-
tion commensurate with the duties and responsibilities of the
job performed.

Sources:

See generally' Institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Police Handling of Juvenile
Problems, Standard 4.5(b) (tentative draft, 1977), [hereinafter
cited as 1JA/ ABA, Police Handling]; National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report
9f the 'Task Force on Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 7.6 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
force]; see also R. Kobetz and B. Bosarge, JuvenileVustice
Administration, 158-161 (International Association of hiefs
Of Police, 1973).

Commentary
This standard recommends basic qualificatiOns for the

selection of juvenile officers in a specialized juvenile unit or as
juvenile generalist/ specialists within a patrol unit. Specifical
ly, the standard recommends that juve_nile---spetialists be
experienced lir... Officers selected-ar fh-ebasis of demonstrated
aptitude and expressed interest. Furthermore, the standard
recommends initial and inservice training for such personnel
and urges that career juvenile specialists be given opportuni-
ties for promotion and advancement commensurate with
thoSe of other officers, with correspOnding pay increases.

Basing selection on merit twill assist, to.upgrade the quality
and status of police-juvenile operations. As explained by the
Task Farce, and noted in the Commentary to Standard 2.251,
the police-juvenile function has been traditionally looked
upon `with derision in many police departments.. For many
years the juvenile section has been an automatic assignment
for; women officers and for those not deemed capable of
succeeding. in other divisions. See Report of the Task" Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 7.6. Thus, employing both
past performance as a police officer and aptitude for and an
interest in the work as selection criteria is required to insfire

that top quality personnel are assigned to the poSitions.
1JA/ ABA, - Police Handling, supra ,at Commentary to,
Standard 4.5. -,

The-Task Force elaborated upon the general terms of the
standard by listing basic and secondary criteria necessary for
the selection of a police juvenile officer. Among the, list of
basic criteria, the Task Force included general patrol
experience, above-average intelligence, a desire to work with
young people, and a basic understanding of human behavior.
To, compliment the list of basic criteria, the Task Force
recommended secondary criteria which included a formal
education evidenced by a bachelor's .degree in law enforce-
ment, criminal justice, or the social and behavior sciences; an
ability to communicate with a broad range of people and to
write effectively; and the possession of basic investigative skills
including an ability to interrogate, to interview, and, to present
information in a courtroom. See Report of the Task Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 7.6. Although the presence
of a bachelor's degree may be a useful index of potential, this
standard recognizes that small departments. may not be able to
fulfill this goal. Nonetheless, whenever possible, a bachelor's
degree should be required.' Similar criteria for assignments
have also, been advancedbythe IJAJ ABA, Police Handling,
supra at Standard 4.5./See generally Report of the Task Force,.
supra at Standard 7.6 regarding the probess of officer
seleCti.

'To further upgrade the quality and status of Ithe police .

juvenile unit, the standard recommends that provision be
made for professional advancement and that salary increases
should be awarded. upon performance of certain duties and
responsibilities. Furthermore, the standard advises that
opportunities' for promotion and advancement should be
commensurate with those of other officers. Clearly one of the_
greatest impediments to the development of a highly effective
juvenile unit has been its low status in the departmefit. If the
effectiveness is to be enhanced, a total 'commitment to
upgrading the position by the police department is necessary.
The standard recognizes that the importance of a position is
often acknowledged only if it provides salaries commensurate
with others of equal responsibility and rank, and advancement
opportunitifs equal to other positions seen as important. ,

6Without 6 commitment of resources and the recognition of
talents, it is nlikely that specialized juvenile police positions
can ever be filled with top quality people or that increased
effectiveness can be achieved.

Finally, the standard recommends specialized training of
police juvenile officers to ensure the high quality of the police
juvenile unit. This training is in addition to the training
recommended for all police officers. See Standard 1.421. The
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. Task Force recommends at least eighty hours of either
preservice or contemporaneous training before or within one
year of assignment. Report of the: Task Force, supra at
Standard' 7.7. The International Association of Chiefs of
Police (MCP) recommends pre-assignment training in such

. matters as the "philosophy of police work with children,
review of juvenile laws, interdepartmental relations, interview-
ing techniques, dispositional alternatives, community resour-
ces, juvenile recor. , developing external department rela-
tions, and delinque cy prevention." Kobetz and Bosarge,
supra at 158. While Kobetz and Bosarge, supra recommends
that state law e orcement training commissions develop
statewide stand ds for preservice training of specialized
pRlice juvenile ti cers, they also urge the directors of the state
la nforc nt training commissions to establish, with the
assista of individuals from within the juvenile justice
system, national training standards- to ensure national
compliance with a minimal training requirement. Kobetz and
Bosarge, supra at 159.

The training of juvenile officers should continue beyond
preservice training by periodic inservice training programs.
The [JA / ABA, Police Handling, supra recommends that
during theii probationary period as specialized juvenile
officers, officers should receive full-time inservice training for
at least two weeks with the juvenile court, the schools, or with
some juvenile social service agency. [JA / ABA, Police
Handling, supra at Standard 4.5(b). In this way, the officers
will be exposed to the procedures and problems of institutions
with which they will have to work. When the officers function
in a full-time, independent capacity as juvenile specialists, the
Task Force recommends continued inservice training by
attendance at one forty-hour training per year. Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard 7..7. Attendance can also be
satisfied by participation in a local department program or in
a regional, state, or national workshop. Officers attending
such programs should receive full salary and be considered on
duty. Through these programs, practitioners can becoMe
acquainted with new court rulings, juvenile procedures and
community programs as well as having the opportunity to
exchange information in problem areas. See IJA/ ABA, Police
Handling, supra at. Commentary to Standard 4.5(b).

Inservice training programs can also be developed with, an
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intercity juvenile officer exchange program to enable officers
to observe procedures employed,,by other jurisdictions. See
Report or the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard
7.7. Such exchanges will broaden the perspectives of officers
and lead to more efficient implementation of juvenile services.
Intercity training fosters the establishment of better working
relationships throughout the entire system and may serve to
encourage pre-adjudication disposition and referral to social
service agencies as officers, become acquainted with more
community diversion programs. Report of the Task Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 7.7. Rather than using the
exchange, as a means to reward service or as an isolated
training tool, the intercity exchange could be incorporated as
an element into formal training. qee IJ A/ ABA, Police
Handling, supra at Commentary to Standard 4.5(b).

Inservice training programs can also be developed with an
intercity juvenile officer exchange proicam to enable officers
to observe procedures employed by other jurisdictions. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary .to Standard
7.7. Such exchanges will broaden the perspectives of officers
and lead to more efficient implementation of juvenile services.
Intercity training fosters the establishment of better working
relationships throughout the entire system and may serve to
encourage,,pre-adjudication disposition and referral to social
service agencies as officers become acquainted with more
community diversion programs. Report of the Task Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 7.7. Rather than using the
exchange. as a means to reward service or as an isolated
training tool, the intercity exchange could be incorporated as
an element into formal training. See IJA/ ABA, Police
Handling, supra at Commentary to Standard 4.5(b).

Related Standards
2.251 Police-Juvenile Unit

-.2.252 Specialization Within Patrol Units

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. J-1 Police-Youth Relations
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2.3 Intervention by Other
Governmental Agencies
2.31 Authority to
Intervene
Child protective services agencies, public schools and other
designated governmental agencies providing services to
juveniles and their families should be statutorily authorized to
intervene when there is a reasonable belief that any of the
circumstances set forth in Standards 242 and 2.13 exist.

Child protective services agencies should be required to
develop and maintain the capacity to respond to reports that a
juvenile is in danger at any time of the day or nignt, seven-
days-per-week, and should be specifically authorized to
investigate reports of neglect or abuse.

Sources:
See generall Model Act for a State Administered Program

for the Prevention and Treatment of Delinquency and
Neglect, §§14(a)-(d) and 15 (1975); Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Proposed Model Child Protection
Act\;, §16(a)-(b) (draft, 1977). 1.

C mmentary
he standards in this series set forth the principles

go erning, intervention by public agencies other than ,law
en rcement agencies. They cover public child or family
se ices, as well 'as welfare, health, and education agencies.
PrEvate organizations such as hospitals, are not covered unless'
they are providing intervention services under contract to a
public agency. With the emphasis on use of alternatives to the
traditional juvenile justice system, it is essential that both the
authority of nonlaw enforcement agencies to intervene, and
the criteria, rights, and procedures 'which should apply upon
intervention, be clearly defined.

Standard 2.31 recommends that public agencies other than
law enforcement. agencies be given statutory authority like
that of police and sheriffs' departments to intervene when
there is a reasonable belief that a 'child is in need of protection
for any of the reasons specified in Standard 2.13, or that
noncriminal misbehavior as defined in Standard 2.12 has
occurred. See Standard 2.21. The recommendation would not
extend to such agencies the authority to intervene because of
delinquent conduct. The fact that law enforcement agencies
hive authority to intervene whin a child is in danger should
not preclude child protective services agencies from establish-
ing and maintaining the capacity to-respond in such cases 24-

.3

hours-per-day, seven-days-per-week. See Proposed' Model
Child Protection Act, supra at §16(a). Indeed law enforcement
officers should defer to child protective services personnel in
making referral and custody decisions when a child is in
danger unless immediate ,action is required to assure the
juvenile's safety.

The "reasOnable belief' called for in the standard is
intended to be more than an "inchoate or unParticularized
suspicion or 'hunch'." Terry v. Ohio. 392 U.S. 1, 27 (1968).
The intervening official must be able "to point to specific and
articulable facts which taker, together with natural inferences
from these facts, reasonably warrant the intrusion." Id. at 21

Standards 2.321 and 2.322 outline the criteria which should
be considered in determining whether to refer "a 'child to the
intake unit. Standard 2.33 sets forth the criteria to be
considered in determining whether to plaCe in emergency
protective custody a juvenile in danger of or actually suffering
one of the types of harms described in Standard. 2.13.
Authority to take into custody a juvenile -engaging in
noncriminal misbehavior is recommended only for, law
enforcement officers although this is not intended to prohibit
taking a runaway to an appropriate shelter facility. Standards
2.341-2.344 specify the procedures which should apply. These
criteria and procedures follow closely those recommended
elsewhere in these standards for law enforcement officers and
intake unit personnel. See Standards 2.221-2.223, and 2.231-
2.233.

Most of the other".Sets of standards and model legislation
which address. this issue urge that nonlaw enforcement
agencies have authority to intervene, but the extent of the
permissible type of intervention varies greatly. Cf._ In addition
to the source materials, National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and GO'als, Report of the Task
Force -On Juvenile Justice and Delinquency' Prevention,
,Standards 3.5 and 10.2(1976); Institute of Judicial Adminis-
tration /American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Neglect and
Abuse, Standard 4.1, and Standards Relating to Schools
Education, Standards 1.11 and 1.12 (tentative drafts, 1977),

Related Standards,

2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal Miibehavior
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2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.21 Authority to. InterveneLaw Enforcement Agencies.
2.321 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Mit-

(Nonlaw Enforeement Agericies)
2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.33 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Prot c-

tive Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.341 Procedures. Following a Decision Not to Refer to

Intake (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.342 Procedures Following Referral to Intake (Nonl4lw

Enforcement AgencieS)
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a Neglected or Abused

Juvenile Into Emergency Protective Custody (Nor4w
Enforcement Agencies) 1

rr
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2.344 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical,Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavio
3.113 Jurisdiction-Over Neglect and Abuse

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor. F-3 Protective Serviites
Focal Point Social Instif (ions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
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2 32 Decision to Refer to
I ritake
2.321 Criteria for Referral
to IntakeNoncriminal

isbehavior
Agencies authorized to intervene under Standard 2.31 should
promulgate written regulations for guiding decisions to refer
to the intake unit individuals alleged to have engaged in
noncriminal misbehavior.

In determining whether referral best serves the interests of the
juvenile, the family, and' the community, agency personnel
should consider whether there is probable cause to believe that
the individual is ,subject to the jurisdiction of the family court
over noncriminal misbehavior, and:

a. ,,Whether a complaint has already been filed;
b. The seriousness of the alleged conduct and the

circumstances in which it occurred;
c. The nature and number of contacts 'with the law

enforcement agency and the family court whiff the'
individual and his/her family has had;

d. The outcome of those contacts; andM
e. The availability of appropriate persons or se es

outside the juvenile justice system.

A juvenile pihould not be referred to the intake unit solely
because he /she denies the allegations or because the
complainant or victim insists.

Sources:
None of the standards or model legislation address this issue

directly. See generally. Institute of 'Judicial Administration/
American Bar Association Joint Commission On Juvenile
Justice Standards, Standards. Relating to. the Juvenile
Probation Function: Intake and Predisposition Investigative
Service, .Standards 2.6 and "2.8 (tentative' draft, 1977)
[hereinafter cited a's 1JA/ ABA, Probation].

commentary
The standards in this series set forth the bases on which

decisions to refer a juvenile to the intake unit should be made
by the appropriate officials' of child protective services
agencies, public schools and other governmental agencies
providing services to juveniles and their families which have
been authorized to intervene pursuant-to Standard 2.31. Like

c.

the provisions on referral decisions iv law enforcement
officers, these stand:Iris draw a distinction between the
decision to refer a youth to the next level of,the juvenile justice
system and the decision to take a youth into custody. See
Standards 2.33, 2.221- 2.223, 2.231-2.233, 3.141-3.145, and
3.151-3.154. It is anticipated that encouraging conscious and
separate decisions on referral and custody will result in greater
consistency, reduce referrals made solely because of the need
to take a child into emergency protective custody, and avoid
the taking of youths into custpdy in conjunction with a
referral when a citation or summons would serve. ti

Standard . 2.321 recommends criteria for use in making
referral decisions in noncriminal misbehavior cases. Serious
questions have been raised about the large number of juveniles
alleged to, have engaged in noncriminal misbehavioni.e.,
unlawful conduct which would not be a crime if committed by
an' adultwho have been referred to the &frilly court. See,
e.g., National Council of \Jewish Women, Symposium on
Status Offenders: Proceedings May 17-19, 1976,;8 -13 (1976);

Ninstitute of Administration/American, Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to .Noncriminal MisbehaVior, 1-21
(tentative draft; 1977); but see Arthur, "Status Offenders Need
Help Too," .26 Juvenile Justice 3 (1975).. Consistent with
Standard 3.112Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior,
the criteria set forth in this standard seek to limit referrals to
the, intake unit to those instances in which all available and
appropriate noncoercive alternatives for assisting the juvenile
and the juvenile's family have been exhausted, and 4o
encourage communities to meet their obligations to juveniles
and their families by providing a full range of voluntary serv-
ices.

Like the provisions on referral Idecisions made by law
enforcement officers, Standard 2.321 urges that written
regulations shduld be established to assist personnel of
governmental agencies 'providing services to juveniles and
their families in making referral decisions. To the greatest
extent possible, agencies in areas served by a single family'
court should develop regulations cooperatively to promote
consistency: The development process should also include
consultation and coordination' with the family court, law
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enforcement agencies, programs affected by referral decisions;
__representative citizen task forces which include juveniles, and

youth advocacy groups. The National Advisory Committee
recommends the development of rules and guidelines
governing intake decisions as an action Which agencies can
take immediately, without a Major reallocation of resources,
to improve the administration of juvenile justice.

The standard urges that in making the decision whether or
not to refer a noncriminal- misbehavior matter to the. intake
unit, child protective services workers, youth workers, or
school officials must first determine that there is probable
cause to believe that the conduct falls within the limits of the
jurisdiction of the family court over noncriminal misbehavior.

Hence, beforeireferring a matter for possible submission to
the family court, they must be aware of facts and circumstan-
ces "sufficient to warrant a prudent . . [person] in believing
that . ."

a. There has been a pattern of repeated unauthorized
absences or habitual unauthorized absences froM school
by a juvenile subjectto the compulsoryeducation laws, if
any, of the state; or

b. There have been repeated unauthorized absences for
more than twenty-four hours from the place of residence
approved by the juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker; or' .

c. There has been 'repeated disregard for or misuse of
lawful parental authority; or

d. There have been acts of delinquency by a juvenile below
age ten. See Standard 3.112; Beck' v. Ohio; 379 U.S. 89,
91 (1964).

,
Accordingly, interventions based: for example, on a

juvenile's having missed a single day of school. without
permission, or on asocial or dysfunctional behavior by a
juvenile because of excessive use of alcoholic beverages,
cannot result in! referral of the juvenile to the intake unit. See
Standard 2.12.

The six criteria listed for consideration following the
determination of probable cause are---Parailel to those
recommended for law enforcement officers. See Standard
2.222. In the context of ,this standard, the term "seriousness"
in paragraph (b) refers to such factors as the length of the
juvenile's absences front home br fr6m school and the nature
of the, demand disregarded or misused, rather than to the
extent of harm caused to others. In addition, paragraphs (c)
and (d) focus'on the family rather than 'the juvenile alone,
since many instances of noncriminal misbehavior are a result
of family conflict or require the cooperation of the entire
family for their resolution.. Like the criteria listed in Standards
2.221-2.223, no one factor is intended to predominate. Each
should be considered and weighed against the others.
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Finally, it should be noted that the standard attempts to
balance the need for sufficient information on which to base a
decision, and the juvenile's and family's right to privacy. The
standard recognizes that too much as well as too little
information can inhibit the decision-making process. By
specifying the basic factors which should be taken into
account by agency personnel at the point of initial interven-
tion, it seeks to assure the fairness and consistency of referral
decisions and limit the use or, coercive measures in 'noncrimi-
nal misbehavior cases to the greatest extent possible.

Related Standards

1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Disposition Records
1.534 Access to Child-abuse Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal Misbehavior
-2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2:243 Procedures Following Referal to Intake

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Nonlaw Enforcement
Agencies)

2.31 Authority to Intervene (NonlaW Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies) .

2.341 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to,,
Intake (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal Misbe-

havior

`Prevention Strategies
Focal Point Social nstitutions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
Cor. Ed-2 Alternative Education
Focal Point Social Interaction:.
Cor. J-1 Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor. F-1 Individual and Family,,Counseling
Cor.. Ed-3 Supportive Services
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2.322 C iteria for Referra
to Intak Neglect and
Abuse
Agencies authorized to intervene under Standard 2.31 should
promulgate written regulations for guiding decisions to refer
to the intake unit families of juveniles alleged to have been
neglected or abused.

In determining whether referral best serves the interests of the
juvenile, the family, and the community, agency personnel
should consider whether there is probable cause to believe that
the family is subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over
neglect and abuse, and:

a. Whether a. complaint has already been filed;
b. The seriousness of the alleged neglect or abuse and the

circumstances in which it occurred;
c. The nature and number of contacts with the law

enforcement agency, child protective services agency, or
family court which the family has hid;

d. The outcome of. those contacts;
e. The availability of appropriate services outside the

juvenile justice system which do not involve removal of
the juvenile from the home; and , .

f. The willingness of the family to accept those,services.

The matter should not be referred to the intake unit solely
because the alleged neglect or abuse is denied.

Source:
See 'generally U.S.. Department of -Health, Education and

Welfare, Proposed Model Child Protection Act, §16(b) (draft,
1977).

-

.Commentary
This standard recommends the criteria which Officials of

child protective services agencies, .public schools, and other
designated governmental agencies providing services .to
juveniles and their families,, should use in deciding to refer a
neglect or Ow matter to the intake unit following
intervention. Unlike Standard. 2.33Criteria ,for/ Taking
Juveniles into Emergency Protective Custody, this provision is
written in terms of', neglect or abuse rather than juvenile's
"alleged to have been harmed or in danger of ,liarm," since
only cases involving juveniles who are endangered by acts or
omissions of their parents, guardian, or primary caretaker are
subject to the family court's jurisdiction over neglect and
abuse. See Standard 3.113. However, , Pursuant to the

recommendations in Standard 2.13, officials of the public
agencies enumerated under Standard 2.31 may intervene in a
broader range of casese.g., children who have become
separated from their parents in a crowdand even take them
into emergency protective custody in order to take them home
or to an appropriate nonsecure shelter or medical facility,
without invoking the jurisdiction of the family Court, so long
as services other than emergency medical treatment are
provided on a voluntary basis. See Standards 2.343 and 2.344.
This distinction explains the use of the probable cauSe level of
certainty in this provision, and the lower "reasonable belief'
level of certainty in Standard 2.33.

Like Standard 2.321, this provision recommends that
written regulations should be issued to assist in making
referral decisions To the greatest extent possible, agencies in
areas served by a single family court should develop
regulations cooperatively so as to promote consistency. The
development process should also include consultation and
coordination with the family court, law enforcement agencies,
programs affected by referral decisions, representative citizen
task forces including juveniles, and youth advocacy groups.
The National Advisory Committee recommendS the develop-
ment of rides and guidelines governing referral decisions as an
action which agencies can take immediately, without a major
reallocation of resources, _to _improve the administration of
juvenile justice.

Since it is anticipated that individuals, employed by the
types of agencies covered in this standard, who are authorized
to intervene, will have more specialized training and
experience in child neglect . and abuse care than law
enforcement officers, a more extensive list, of faators to be
weighed is recommended in this provision than that proposed
in Standard 2.223. No one of the criteria contained in
paragraphs (a)-(f) is intended to predominate. Each should be
weighed and balanced against the others in order;to determine
the least intrusive and restrictive- approach which will
adequately protect the juvenile from the actual or threatened
harms, the interests of the parents in raising their child, see
Griswold v, Connecticut, 381 U.S. A79 (1965), and the interest
of the community in preventing harm to children. In so doing,
the provision reFognizeS that unnecessary or Overly intrusive
intervention as well as failure to intervene can result in harm
to a child. See A. Schuchter, Prescriptive Package: Child
Abuse Intervention 3-4 (1976); National Advisory Committee.
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of'the Task'
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Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 11.16 and Commentary (1976); Institute for Judicial
Administration/American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Abuse
and Neglect, Standard 1.3 and Commentary (tentative draft,
1977).

The term "seriousness" in paragraph (b) is intended to refer
to the severity of the harm to the juvenile and to the likelihood
and immediacy of any threatened harm. See Standard 3.113.
Like the provision on referral decisions in noncriminal
misbehavior cases, the standard focuses-on -the family.and is
intended to channel as many cases as po'ssible to services
outside the juvenile justice system.

Hence, among the factors to be considered in making the
intake decisions are listed the family's prior contacts, if any,
with the intake unit or .the family court, and the results of
those contactse.g., dismissal of the complaint without
refenral, to services, referral, to scrvices and cooperation of the
family with thoSe services, or the disposition imposed
following adjudication of a petition; the availability of serv-
ices offered by public or private agencies that are not
components of the juvenile justice system; and the willingness
of the family to cooperate with those services. See Standard
2.321.

Refated StandardLL
1.53 Confidentiality, of IKecords .

1.531 Access to Police itecords
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L532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Dispositionai Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse/

(Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.31 Authority to Intervene (Nonlaw Enforcement Agen-

. cies)
2.321 Criteria for -Referral to Intake-L-Noncriminal Misbe-

havior (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.33 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-

tive .Custody (Nonlaw .Enforcement Agencies)
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a Neglected or Abused

Juvenile Into Emergency Protective Custody (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

2.344 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of immediate
Medical Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies),

3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.145 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point Social Interactions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor. F-3 Protective Services



Criteria for Taking
Juveniles Into Emergency
Protective Custody
Whenever practicable, an order should be obtained from a
family court judge prior to taking into emergency custody a
juvenile alleged to have been harmed or to be in danger or
harm.

An order should not be used nor a juvenile taken into
emergency protective custody without an order unless there is
a reasonable belief that any of the circumstances set forth in
Standard 2.13 (a)-(c) exist, and it is determined that no other
measure can provide adequate protection or that issuance of a

\summons or citation is inadequate to protect the jurisdiction
or process of the family court.

In making this determination, family court judges or
authorized child protective services personnel should con-
sider:

a. The nature and seriousness of the harm or threatened
harm;

b. The juvenile's age and maturity;
c. The nature and, number of contacts with the law

enforcement agency, child protective service agency, or
family court which the` juvenile or family has had;

d. The presence of\st parent, guardian,. relative, or other
person with whom the juvenile has substantial ties,
willing and able to provide supervision and care, and

e. The fairrily's record of willful failures to appear follotiing
issuance of a .summonor citation.

Written rules and regulationshould be developed to guide
decisions regarding taking juveniles into emergency Protective
custody.

Sources:
See-generally_National, Advisory Committee on Criminal

justice -Standards and Goals, Report' of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and 'Delinquency Prevention, Standards 5:3,
12.9, and 12.10 (1977) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Fatfce].

Commentary
This standard sets forth principles and criteria to assist

family Court judges, in deciding whether to order that a child'
be taken into emergency protective custody and tb provide a
guide for personnel of child-Protective services agencies and
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other designated governmental agencies providing protective
services to juveniles and their families. Protective service
agencies should :develop and -maintain a capacity to respond
24-hours-per-day, seven-days-per-week to report that a child
is in danger of harm.

The term "emergency. protective custody" refers to brief
periods of initial custody, which are necessary when an
authorized child ,protective services officer determines that a
child has been sexually abused, or that a child's emotional or
physical health is seriously impaired, or that a child's physical
health is likely to become seriously impaired: See-Standard
2.13'(a) -(c); see also Standards 2.233, 2.244; 2.343, and 3'.157.
It covers any situation in which. a _child's...healtkis seriously:
impaired orendangered whether_ or not parents or custodians
are responsible. Thus, this standard governs instances in
which youths' are endangered outside the homee.g., small
children who have become separated' from their parents in a
crowd, or a traffic accident in which the child is injured, as well
as cases of neglect or abuSe. See Report of the.Task Force,
supra. In such Cases, emergency protective custody will be
required solely to. take the child home or to a hospital, and no
court action will be necessary.

Like:Standards 2231-2.233, this standard -states a prefer-
ence for obtaining an order from the family , court before
taking a juvenile into custody, but would not preclude action
by designated agency personnel when there:is no time to
obtain such an order. Accord, U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Proposed Model Child Protectfon
Act, §9(a) (1977); Report of the Task FOrce, supra at
Standard 12.9. A somewhat lesser degree of certainty is
required before a youth may be taken into custody than would
be required under. Standards:2.231 or 2.232 regarding custody,
in delinquency or noncriminal misbehavior cases.
Uniform Juvenile Court. Act,§13 (ivational ,Conference of.
Com Stite-rafv-s71968); --Proposed.'
Model Child Protection Act, supra; A. Sussman and S.
Cohen, Reporting Child Abuse and Neglect: Guidelines for
Legislation, §6. (1975); Institute of. Judicial Administration/
American Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile
Justice Standards, ,Standards Relating to Noncriminal
Misbehavior, Standards 2.1 and 6.1 (tentative draft, 1977);
but see Instltute of 'Judicial Administration/Ameriban Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Abuse and Neglect, Standard 4.1' (A)
(tentative draft, 1977). The substitution of the need for a
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.-,--reasonable,belief-ratherthahprobahlecauselthe fact that the
child .would be taken into custody by nonl?w eriforCement-:
personnel, and the protective intent of the custody should not
be employed .,as a means of eVading the requirements for

in
,

custody decisions n delinquency-and noncriminal misbehav-
- ior cases. See Standards 2.231 and 2.232. Removing children
.frodi their htitne or even taking thentinto Custody outside the
home can often prove extremely traumatic for both the child
and the parent. See RePort of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standards 12.9 and 12.10; J. Areen,
Intervention Between Parent and Child: A Reappraisal of the
.State's Role in Child Neglect and AbUse Cases, 887, 889

/(1975); J.-Bovvlby, Child Care and the Growth of Love (2nd
Ede -1965);- A.- Schuchter, -PrescriptiVe. Package,...alla Abuse
Intervention; 113 (1976). Hence, before a child is-taken into
effiergency protective custody, there must bedemonstratable
facts and circumstances supporting the belief thatthe harm or

, threat of harm to the child is serious, see Standard 2.13 (a)-(c),
and that there are no other means of providing protection or
preventing the juvenile from fleeing or being taken from the
jurisdiction.

The criteria listed in paragraphs (a)-(d) are intended to
promote consistency and to assure that all less severe
alternatives are considered before a decision is made to take a
juvenile into custody. No one of the criteria is intended to
predominate. Each should be weighed and balanced against
the others in order to determine the least intrusive and
restrictive approach which will adequately protect the safety
of the child.

Finally, the standard provides that the responsible agencies
promulgate rules andguidelines based on the listed principles
and criteria. Tothe greatest extent posiible, agencies in areas
serviced by a single family Court should develop regulations
cooperatively to promote Consistency."' The development
process should also include consultation and coordination
with the family court, .law enfOrcgment agencies, programs
affected by referral decisions, representative citizen task forces
including, juveniles, and youth adyocacy groups. \ The National

I _Advisory Committee recommends the development 'of rules
and guide.!Lies governing referral decisions as ant action which
agencies can take immediately, without a major reallocation
of resources, to impiove the administration of juvenile justice.

Under no circumstances should a child protective services
." officer (or any other child protective services personnel) keep
- any child in emergency protective custody for longer than four

hours. Within four hours=and preferably much soonerthe
protectiVe services officer must either release the child
(pursuant to Standard 2.341), or refei: the child for intake as
neglected or abused (pursuant to gtandards 2.232 and 2.343),

O

or take the child to an appropriate medical facility if the child
\ifeedChiediCal carelinmediately(pursuant-to Standard-1-344-7
See Standard 2.233 and Commentary.

When a juvenile is brought to the' intake unit, Standard
3.1 :provides for an independent determination by the intake :
office regarding what type of emergency protective measures

uired. If emergency custody is continued, .Standard
s for a hearing before a family court judge no More
ty-four hours after-the juvenile' was taicqn into

eview whether there ls' probable wino to bolloVo
ile is neglected or abund, and, if So,. 'Whether
tective custody is necessary. Standard 3.158

riodic review and provides for modification
cisioris to place a juvenile' in emergency 2

protective custody.

are re
3.157 ca
than twe
custody to
that the juv
emergency pr
would require p
and appeal of d

Related/Standa ds
1.53 Confidentiality of ecords
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, EmergencyCustody, and

Disposition Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1:54 Completeness of. Records .

1.55 Accuracy of Records
2.13 InterVention to Prevent Harm
2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-

tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.31 Authority to -Intervene "(Nonlaw. Enfor'cement Agen-

cies)
1%

2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

2.341 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to
Intake (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a Neglected or Abused
Juvenile Into Emergency Protective Custody (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

2.344 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need. of Immediate.
Medical Care (Nonlaw Enforcement AgenCies)

3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of Protective

Measures in Neglect Abuse Cases

Prevention Strategies.
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor.' F-3 Protective Services
Focal, Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
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:13!ghts and
roeedures

2341 'rocedures
Folipwit4:4'.'DO00i0p..:-.NOt
10..'ROfOrto-tiritake-:
An individual or family who is not referred td intake by an
agency authorized to intervene under Standard 2.31, 'should
be released without condition or ongoing supervision
although the individual and his/her family May be provided
with services offered on a voluntary basis or referred to or
taken to community resources offering services on that basis.

Sources:

the question of such supervision by nonlaw enforcement
agencies. The National Advisory Committee conaluded that it
would make no more sense to vest protective services
personnel unilateral quasijudicial discretion to attempt
to compel participation in probation-type Programs, than it
would to sanction such authority for the police. If' the
provision of services is called for, the, subjeCt of the complaint
should be referred to the proper ageney or private program
and the complaint proinptly dismissed unless the referral is
refused, ignored, or shown to be inappropriate within thirqi'See' generally National Advisory. Committee on Criminal
days. See Standard 3.142. Informal probation, despite goodJustice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
intentions, can result in imposing substantial constraints onJuvenile Justice and Delinquency preventiOn, Standards. 5.7 liberty under. threat of prosecution without adeqtlate dueand 12.9 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task "process safeguards. See J.S. Gorelick, "Pretrial Diversion:Force].,
The. Threat of Expanding' Social 10 Harv. C. R-.
C.L.L.Rev. (1975); President's Commis-sion on Law Enforce- ..

COMMentary
1

This .standard recommends againit the use of "informal
probation" or supervision by child protective services; or by
agents of other designated agencies authorized to intervene
under Standard Z31. This policy is consistent not only with
Standard: 2.241, supra, but. also with the limitation's on
informal probation recornmended in the standards on intake.
See Commentary to. Standards 3.141 and 3:142. All other
major standards-setting groups similarly recommend against
attemptS by pOlice officers to compel. "treatment" and
"rehabilitation" through informal probation or SupeNision in

i-the absence of a formal court referral. See presi ent's.
Commission On Law EnfOrcement and lAdministratiO qv
Justice, i ask Force ;Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Y uth
C'eime, 19 (1967); National Adyisory Committee on Criminal

'---Justice-,-Standards-and_Goals,Po/ice, Standard 4.3 _(.1973);_
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 53; and Institute
for JudiCial Administratiqn/ American Bar Association Joint
Commission on Juvenile ,Justice Standards, Standards_!
Reldting to Police Handling`ofiJuvenile Problems Standard'`
2.4 (tentative 'draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,
Police Handling]. See also R. KObeti and B. Bosarge, Juvenile
Justice Administration (International Association of Chiefs of
Police, 1973). But no other group 'directly addresSes

pent and Administration of Justice, supra at 17;"Kobeti and
Bosarge, supra at 259; National Council on Crime and
Delinquency/National 'Council of Juvenile "Court Judges;
AiOdel Rules for JUyeriile,Court, 15 (1969);but see National
Advisory Committee on Crirdinal Justice Standards and
Goals; Coirections 225 (1973). Moreover, 'many commenta
tors qttestion the effectiveness of "coerced treatment.": See,

U.S. Departnient. of 'Health, Education and Welfare,
Standards for Juvenile and Family CoUrts,'58 (1975); and D.
Fogel, We are the Living Proof: The- Justice Model,for
Corrections .(1975).

Although the standard urges that protective services
agencies should not induce any individual to utiliZe' services
under threat of being referred to the intake unit and the family
court,' itis not intended to" prohibit protectiVe services officers
from offering to make services available on a voluntary basis;
or froM referring or taking an individual to another agency or
community resource which offers-appropriate- services=on -a
voluntary, basis. M 'long as the provision' of ..services - is
v 1 ntary.,. the range of seryices which protective: services
agencies may offer to make directly available may be broad.

At 'the lower end of the scale of possible services are the
types of. incidental serviceswhich even a law enforceMent offi-
aer may. provide without a formal referral to the court intake
unit. For example, a protectiye services officer mayindeed,
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is obligated to transport a youth to a runaway shelter or an
:injured child to a hospital, or an intoxicated juvenile to 'a
voluntary alcohol treatme program See Standards 2.342
and 2.343.

At the upper end of the kale, Piiiledife-SaVices- agencies
maY offer,-on a voluntary basis, to provide whateVer services
appear needed to hold a famiiy together; to encourage the
family to play a preventive role; to prevent recurrences of
neglect Or noncriminal mithehaviOr, etc. Such voluntary serv-
ices may include, but are not limited to, honsehold monitoring
andrsupervision by protective services workers, specifically
tailored homemaker services, family and child counseling, and
referrals for more intensive psychotherapy anApSychiatry, or
for any'.other needed service which the community can
provide. See Institute of Judicial Administration/ American
Bar. Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Youth' Service Agencies,
Standard 4.6 (tentative draft, 1977). Cf. Report of the Task
Force. supra at Standards 6.2-6.5; 'and 1JA-ABA, Police
Handling, supra at Standard 2.5.

No formal record should be retained of contacts which do
not result in a yOuth being referred to the intake unit, As is
stated in the Conimentary to Standard 1:52Colleetion and
Retention of Records, in formulating recorilkeepingpolicies,
the potential benefits of collecting and retaining information
Must be weighed against the potential injury to priyacy and
related protected interests. It was the conclusion of the
National Advisory Committee that the danger of misinterpre-
tation and Misuse of, or misplaced emphasis on cursory
records arising from incidents not 'warranting referral to the
intake unit, substantially outweighed the possible benefits of
formal written notification to parents that their child has had
contact with a protective services officer. But cf. Report of the
Task Force, ,Supra at Standard 5.1. When notice of 'a
protective services contact would serve to encourage the
family to play a preventative role, e.g., in some cases Of
noncriminal misbehaviOr, it can be given informally by either
the intervening protective services agency or by another

agency or program providing services on a voluntarY basis and
to which a juvenile has been referred.

. Standards 2.342-2.344 set forth the rights.'and procedures
which are applicable when a juvenile has been referred to the

--intake unitor:takeninto custody, by protective services agency
personnel pursuant to Standard .2.33. Stand-alAs 2.242:-2:247
apply the same principles to enfOrcement agencies authorized
to intervene under'Standard 2.21.
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'Related Standards
2.241 Procedures Following a' Decision Not to Refer to

Intake (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.31 Authority to Intervene (Nonlaw lnforcement-Agen-

cies)
2.321 Criteria for Referral to 'IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior. (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and_ Abuse'

(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.342. Prodedures Following Referral to Intake (Nonlaw

Enforcement Agencies)
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking. a Neglected or Abused

Juvenile Into Emergency Protective Custody (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

2.344 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

Prevention Strbtegies
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor. F-1 Individual and Family Counseling
Cor. F-3 Protective Services
Focal Point SOcial Institutions:
Cor: F-3 Crisis Intervention
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. J-1 Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches
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Prodeduire...

I. ntake

Juveniles alleged to haVe engaged in noncriminal misbehavior
and who are referred to the intake unit by agencies authorized
to intervene under Standard 2131 should, at the time of
referral, be advised of their rights as set out in Standard 2.247.
These rights should be explained in language understandable
folhe juvenile.

Individuals alleged to have engaged in neglect or abuse and
who are referred to the intake unit by agencies authorized to
intervene under Standard 231 should, at the time of referral,
be advised of their rights as set out in Standard 2.343 (C).
These rights should be explained in languageunderstandable
to the person being referred.

A report should be prepared explaining the reasons for
intervention, relerra!, and if 'relevant, emergency custody; and
a complaint filed if the .coMplaining witness has not done so.
iiready. A copy of the seport and the complaint should be
promptly provided to the intake unit.

.1

Sources:
None of the standards' or model legislation reviewed address

this issue directly. See generally Institute of Judiciil
Administration/ American Bar Association JOint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating' to ,the
Probation' Function: Intake 'and PredispoginifififiViiiikation
Services, Standards 1.6 and 1.8 (tentative draft, 1977).

Commentary
This' standard-sets out the procedures applicable whenever

an emploYee of a child protective services agency or other
public nonlaw enforcement agency which is authorized-to
intervene pursuant to Stnadard 2.31, refers any person to the
intake unit of the family court. As used in these standards, the
term "referral" means the act of officrlly vesting a case with
the "'intake unit" of the family coat for purposes of possible
legal, action. This is done by filing a written report and
complaint the intake unit. See Standard 1322.

Under Standaid 2.31, child protective services or other
authorized-nonlaw.enforCement agency may, intervene incases

.of noncriminal misbehavior, see Standard 2.12, and in cases
where, intervention is necessary to protect a juvenile against
harniinoSt coMmonly'in cases of perceived neglect or abuse.
See Standard 2.13. Accordingly, this standard -delineates the

procedural obligations of such personnel upon referring to the
intake unit persons alleged to have engaged in'.noncriminal
misbehavior, and a' parent, :guardian, or primary caretaker
wilt, is alleged to haVe engaged in neglect or abuse, These
procedural obligations are similar to the obligations of law
enforcement officers. who. makereferrals_to court 'Under similar
circumstances. See Standards 2.242and 2.243:

Whenever a proteCtive services worker refers to intake a
person alleged to have engaged in noncriminal misbehayior,
that official is to advise the juvenile or adult iminediately of
his/her rights, Prepare a report, and file a complaint if one has
not already been filed. When a juvenile has been taken into
custody, the,agency officer should deliver the juvenile to the
agency's intake unit promptly, and in, any case within four
hours, and should notify the juveniles parents,. guardian, or
primary caretaker. See Standard 2:343. in cases in which the
juvenile is in need of emergency medical services, the applica-
ble procedures are delineated in Standard 2.344.

None of the other standards-setting groups or Todelacti
fully addresses the procedures which apply, following
intervention in noncriminal misbehavior' cases. The IJAi ABA
Joint Commission presciibes certain limited procedureS'(such
as notice to parent) when a child's physioal safety requires
"limited" Short-term police'custody, or where a child has run
away from home. Institute of JudiciaLAdminiStrationf Ameri-
can Bar Aisociation JOint Commission on Juvenile Justice-
Standards, Standards Relating to noncriminal ?Ifisbehavior,
Standards 2.1. et. seq., and 3.1 et seq. (tentatiVe draft, 1977)
[hereinafter cited as 1JA/ABA,-Noncrirriinal Misbehavior]
However, the 1JA/ ABA Joint Commission niemoves status
offenders from the jurisdiction of the family court. Id. at
Standard l',1. The Uniform Juvenile Court Act includes
jurisdiation over "unruly' children, and does not distinguish
between, the procedures which apply to juveniles who are
alleged to", be unruly and those alleged, to be delinqUent.
Uniform Juvenile Court -Act, §16 (National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,- I968).- The only
procedural distinction in the Uniform Juvenile Couri Act is a
prohibition upon placing unruly, disobedient children in "a
jail or other facility intended or used for the detention of
adults charged with criminal offenses or of childreri-mlieged to
be delinqUerif.". -Id.- The-:National 'Advisory.: Committee- on
CriMinal justice Standards and GOals, Report .of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Taik. Force], addresses

1
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some but not all quektions regarding pOstinterVention
proCedures in noncriminal misbehavior: For example, the
Report of the. Task Force, supra does not appear to address
directly whether a child alleged to have engaged in rincrimi-
nal, misbehavior must be administered Miranda-type warn-
ings. See Report of the Task Force, suprdat Standard 5.8 and
Commentary: However,. the Task! Force does provide for
"immediate" deliVery of such children to t e intake unit, and
Prohibits police front holding nondelinq ent-youths (exeept
certain "runaways") insecure police dete tion facilities. See
Report of the Task Force, supra It Stan ards 5.9 and 12.8,
and Commentary.

This standard explicity ektendS to youths alleged to have
engaged in , noncriminal misbehavior, the constitutional
requirements delineated in Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 486
(1966). It provides that protective services officers must
explain to the person detained that he/she has a right to
remain silent, is entitled to an attorney, that any Statements
made may be used against him/ her., that he/she may stop
answering questions at any time, and that he/she may have
present a parent, guardian, primary caretaker, or another
"friendly" adult as provided in. Standard 2.247(d). This
recommendation is consistent, with the recommendation in
Standard 3.171 that parties- in noncriminal misbehavior cases
should be entitled to the same rights as those applicable in
delinquency proceedings. Although these standards prohibit
the confinement of a youth found involved in noncriminal
misbehavior in any "secure" detention or correction facility, .

ee Standards 3.183, 4.21, and 4.26, the consequences of
n ncriminal misbehavior still include both the stigma of being
labeled as disObedient and unruly or, for the child under ten,
as a) child who commits delinquent acts. See Standard
3.112(d). The child alleged to have engaged in noncriminal
misbehavior also faces the possibility of:placeinent for up, to
six months in a "nonsecure" residential facility. See Standard
3.183.Ftirthermore, while.these standards depart from such
practice\, see Standards 3.112 and 3.183, a large proportion of
the resources of American family courts have historically been

-devoted ,-to the 'detention and incarceration of "status
offenders." See Commentary to Standard 3.112. Accordingly,
there appear's to be no sound baSis for affording juveniles
alleged to have engaged in noncriminal misbehavior less

_tringent_pretrial-procedural wotections-than-those-accorded,-
to alleged delinquents. Applying the Miranda requirements to
noncriminal misbehavior cases will also reduce the poSsibility
that jufisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior might be used
by -some child protective services officers as a means to
circumvent the strictures placed upon police officerS conduct-,
ing delinquency 'investigations.

Upon referring a case to the intake unit, the agency official
must prepare a written report clearly explaining the reasons
fOr referral and, if relevani,.custody. This report will serve as a
basis for further investigation by a law enforcement agency,
the protective services ,age cies, the intake unit, and by the
family court section of the prosecutor's'office. The report will
also provide a means fo monitoring referral and custody

:-dedisidni in order to promote consistency and, even-handed
treatment.. Such monitoring is paiticularly important in
noncriminal misbehavior cases, Where the determination

whether' to intervene is frequently a close and difficult
decisiOn. In addition, if a complaint has not already been filed,
the intervening official inue,,file one promptly. See Standard-,
2.240. However, it is anticipated that in--Many noitcriminal.
misbehavior cases a complaint will alreitdy have been filed by
a school official or family member before the youth is taken
into custody.-

In addition to rights and procedures' regarding persons
alleged to have. in noncriminal misbehavior,- this
standard also describes the similar respo'nsibilities of nonlavd
enforcement agency officials upon citing a juvenile's parent or
primary caretaker for neglect or abuse. Standard 2.343t,
describes in more detail the procedures required upon taking
into custody (pursuant toStandard 2.33) a child Who allegedly
has been neglected or abused;

This provision recommends that agency persOnnel should
administer the full and precise warnings called for in Miranda

,to' parents, guardians, or primary caretakers accused of
neglect or abuse, hus, after a referral to intake, persons
charged with neglect and abuse should have explained, in
language understandable to them, their right to remain silent,
their rights to an attorney, the faCt that any statements they
make may be used against them, and their right to step
responding to questions at any time. 'See Miranda v. Arizona,
384 U.S. 436 (1966); see also Star lards 2.244 and-3.171. Other
standards-setting groups have not gone as far as the NatiOnal
Advisory Committee's recommendation of full Miranda- type.,
warnings in such cases. The IJA/ ABA Joint Cornmission
volume governing Mime and neglect does, provide certain
procedures applicable to parents or others' charged
connection with abuse and neglect, e.g., Institute of Judicial
Administration/American Bar Association Joint Commis&on
on Juvenile Justice Standards', Standards Relating to Abuse
and Neglect, Standards 4.3(A), 5:1(E) and Standard 4.1(A)
(tentative draft, 1977). However, under the approath.taken by
the OA/ ABA Joint Commission, such formal neC,..ations To
not. occur until a petition is filed by the agency taking Custody
of the allegedly neglected or abused child. Id. The IJA/ABA
Joint CommiSSion would not appear to require notice of the
right to remain .silent regarding allegations of abuse or neglect.
Id at Standard 5.1(D).

The National Advisory Committee Concluded that persons
accused of abuse or ne-glect, should receive full Miranda *:

warnings, whether or not their child has,been taken 'from them
and into protective custody. St:e Standard 2.343. Such persons
are often threatened with the permanent loss of the
companionship of their children, with stigmatization as
"abusive" or "neglectful," and with the possibility of a parallel
criminal' prosecution. Therefore, the agency official who
comes into contact with :parents, guardians, or primary
caretakers during or after taking their child into emergency
protective custody should at least "tell such persons the truth=
that anything they say may (and probably will) he used against
them, and that they are entitled to all the.additiOnal rights
identified in Miranda. Furthermore, in the "'relatively small
percentage of cases where criminal chares against an abusive
parent or caretaker may be appropriate, failuretO proper.13!
instruct before obtaining admissions coUld prove fatal to. the
prosecution's Case. Standard 2.244 iniposes the same Miran7



do-type warning requirement upon police officers acting in
neglett and abuse cases.

As is the cake following referral forinoncriminal misbhavior,
a report should be filed which explains the reasons for
intervention and for referral to the intake unit, together with a
complaint if one has not previously been filed.,.A copy of the
report and complaint should be promptly given to. the intake
unit: In either noncriminal misbehavior or neglect and abuse.,,
cases, if a petition is filed the report should be made available
during discovery to counsel for, the individuals charged with
neglect or abuse. See Standard 3A67.

Fielated,Stalidards
2.243. Proeedtire.! Following a Decision to Refer to,Intake

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.244 Procedures Following a Decision to. Refer to intake
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

I

2.2 ;8 Form of Complaint
2.31 Authority to Intervene (NOnlaw Enforcement Agen-

cies)
2.321 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse

(NonlaW,Enforcement Agencies)
2.341 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to

Intake (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a Neglected or Abused

Juvenile Into Emergency Prote'4.iVe Custody (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

2.344 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.132 Representation by Counseli* the Juvenile
3.133 Representation by Counsel--For the Parents
3.141' Organization Of Intake Units
3.142 Review of Complaint's
3.171 Rights of the Parties

0
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2.343 Procedures Upon
Taking aNeglected or
Abused Juvenile into
Emergency Protective
Custody
Juveniles allegecik to have been neglected or abused who are
taken Into custody by authorized child protective services
persninel, should be taken directly to the intake unit or to a
facility ,authorized to provide care for such juveniles without
delay, unless the juvenile is in need of emergency medical
treatment.- If a juvenile's [Arent, guardian, or 'primary
caretaker may be unaware that the juvenile has been placed in
emergency custody, the individual taking the juvenile into
custody should assure that such persons are advised; in
Etitguage underStandable to them:

a. Of t fact that the juvenile has been taken into
prof ctiie custody;

b. O the reasons therefor;
c. f their rights, including their right to remain silent,

their rights to an attorney, the fact that any statements
they make may be used against them, and their right to
stop .answering- questions" at any time; and

d. That they should contact the intake unit immediately.

Source:
See generally U.S. Department of Health, Education and

Welfare, Proposed Model Child Protection Act, §9(c) and (e)
(draft, 1976).

Commentary
This standard describes the responsibilities of authorized

child protective services personnel or officials of other agencies
authorized to intervene under Standard 2.31, upon taking into
Custody (pursuant to Standard 2.33) a youth who allegedly has
been neglected or abused. in large measure, it parallels
Standard 2.244 which describes the responsibilities of law
enforcement officers acting under similar circumstances.

The standard directs that allegedly neglected or abused
children taken into custody should be brought, without delay.
directly to the intake unit or tot shelter care, foster home, or
other facility specifically designated to provide care to ne-
glected and abused children. See Standards 4.25 and 4.27;
cf. Standards 2.242. and 2:243; Commentary to Standard
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3.154; and National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 12.9 and
Commentary (1976) [hereinafter cited to Report of the Task
Force]. The only exception to taking the child directly to the
intake unit is when the child is in need of emergency medical'
treatment. See Standard 2.344. See Commentary to Standard
2.244. To assure immediate postcustody placement in an
appropriate environment, the 1JA/ ABA Joint Commission
makes provision for a designated state agency to render
temporary custodial care to abused and neglected children.
See Institutt of Judicial Administration / American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Neglect and Abuse, Standard 4.1(c)
(tentative draft, 1977) [hereiwifter cited .as 1JA/ ABA,
Neglect]. Similarly, the Model Child Prolection Act, supra,
requires the establishment of an adequate, appropriate, and
well-planned facility, which operates on a regular basis to
shelter abused and neglected children. Model Child Protection
Act, supra at §9(c) and (e). See also Report of the Task Force,
supra at Commentary. to Standard 12.9. These standards,
likewise, require the provision of adequate shelter care
facilities which meet the criteria specified in Standard 4.27."

Upon taking an allegedly neglected or abused child into
emergency protective custody, the agency official has the duty
under this standard to notify the child's parents, guardians, or
primary caretaker only if they were not present when the
action was taken or in other circumstances in which they may
be unaware of what has occurred, e.g., when the neglect or
abuse occurs or is discovered at school, -in an institution, or
elsewhere outside the home. Specifically, the intervening
official should report to the parent the fact that the child is in
custody, the reasons for custody, and the intake unit that is
handling the matter. However, the protective services officer is
not required to disclose the exact location where the child is
being 'held as part of the initial notice to the parent. In most
cases, the child will be brought to the intake unit. However, in
cases of unusual or severe abuse or neglect--where there is
reason to believe the parent or primary caretaker may attempt
forcibly to regain custody of the child, or where'll. is otherwise
necessary to limit contact between the parent and childthe
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exact location of the child should not be disclosed in the initial
notice given to the parent. Accord, Proposed Model Child
Protection Act, supra at Commentary §9(e). Particularly
where parental visitation is thus curtailed, speedy review:by

the family court of 'the initial 'custody decision is imperative.
\,.Accord, Proposed Model Child Protection Act, supra.

Standard 3.15 provides for such prompt judicial review within
no more than twenty-fair hours after custody

. The standard provides further that if sl protective-services
worker comes into contact with a parent, guard] n, or primary
caretaker after a decision has been made to refei'lhat person
to intake for neglect or abuse, the officer should promptly
administer the full and precise warnings called for in Miranda
v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966). Thus, after a decision to refer
to intake (or after a child has been taken into emergency
protective custody for alleged neglect or abuse), persons
charged with neglect and abuse should have explained, in
language understandable to them, their right to remain silent,
their rights to an attorney, the fact that any statements they
make may he used against them, and ,their right to stop
responding to questions at .any time. S'ee"Miranda. This is
consistent with Standard 3:171, which applies after the court
proceeding is underway, and which grants to individuals
accused of.. neglect or abuse essentially the same procedural
rights as a respondent in a delinquency proceeding. Persons
alleged to have abused or neglected a child are often
threatened with the permanent loss .of the companionship of
their children, with stigMatization as "abusive" or ."neglect-
ful," and with the possibility' of a parallel .criminal. prosecu-
tion. Therefor, the child protective services officer who comes
into contact/with parents, guardians, or primary caretakers
during or after taking their child into emergency protective
custody shOuld at leas't tell such persons the truththat
anything they say may (and probably will) be used against
them, and that they are entitled to all the additional rights,
identified in Miranda. Furthermore, in the 'relatively small
percentage of cases where criminal charges. against an abusive
parent or caretaker may be appropriate, failure to properly
instruct before obtaining admissions could prove fatal to the

prosecution's case. Standard 2.244 imposes the same Miran-
da-type warning requirement, upon police officers'acting under
the same circumstances.

Other standards-setting groups have not gone as far as this
recommendation. The IJA/ ABA Joint CommisSion volume
governing abUse and neglect does provide certain prOcedures
Applicable to parents or others charged in connection with
abuse and neglect, e.g., IJA/ ABA, Neglect, supra at
Standards 4.1(A), 4.3(A), and 5,1(E). However, under the
approach taken by the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission such
formal notifications do not occur until a petition is filed by the
agency taking custody of the allegedly .neglected or, abuse
child: Also, the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission would .not
appear to require notice of the right to remain silent regarding
allegations of abuse or neglect. Id. of StaTntdard 5.I(D).

Related Standards

2.13 Interierlicm to Protect Against Harm
2.244 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake,---

Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.31 Authority to Intervene (Nonlaw Enforcement Agen-

cies)
2.341 Procedures Following a Decision not to 'Refer to

Intake (NOnlaw Enforcement ,Agencies)
2.342 Procedures Following a Referral to Intake (Nonlaw

Enforcement Agencies)
2.344 Procedures When a JUvenile is in Need of Immediate'

Medical Care
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.141 Organization of Intake Units
3.142 Review of Coinplaints
3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of Protectiye

Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases
'3.17f Rights of the Parties'
4.25 Foster Homes
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
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2,344 Procedures When
a Juvenile is in Need of
Immediate Medical Care
The procedures and criteria applicable to law enforcement
'officers under Standard 2.245 should also apply when
personnel of agencies authorized to intervene undei Standard
2.31 have probable cause to believe that a juvenile is in
immediate need of medical care.

Source:
See generally Office of Youth Deyelopment, Department of

/Health, Education and. Welfare, Model Act for Family
/ Courts, §19(g) (1974).,

Commentary
This standard sets out the procedures applicable when an

employee of a child protective services agency (or other public
agency), who is authorized to intervene (pursuant to Standard
2.31) discovers a child who is malnourished, injured, or
otherwise seriously ill. Most commonly the situation ad-
dressed here arises where a protective services officer takes a
medically endangered child into custody during an investiga-
tion of neglect or abuse. See Standards 2.31 and 2:13. For
analogous provisions, see Institute of Judicial Administra-
tion /American Bar Association Joint Commission on

-JuVenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Neglect and
Abuse, Standard. 4.1 (tentative draft, 1977), -and Standards
Relating to Noncriminal Misbehavior, Standard 6.1 (tentative
draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Neglect, and/
1JA/ ABA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, respectively]; and the
Mode' Act for Family Courts, supra; cl Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Interim
Status, Standard 4.5(A)(1)(b) (tentative draft, 1977); /the
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report-of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, 'Standards 12.9 and 12.10 (1976);
and Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Rights of Minors, Standard 4.5
(tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Rights
of Minors].

A number of safeguards are required whenever a public
agency employee seeks to take a child in his/her custody
directly to a medical facility. These include the requirement
that-the child protective services or other authorized agency.

r
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employee have probable cause to believe that a medical
emergency exists before taking a child in his/her custody
directly to any medical facility, the child's medical needs must
be urgent and immediate; a court hearing must be held within
at least twenty-four hours after the child is taken into custody;
a written notice 'and report explaining the actions taken must
be promptly communicated to the parentguardian, or other.
primary caretaker. -See Standard 2.245.

For probable' cause, the employee must be aware of facts
and circumstances 'sufficient to warrent a prudent . .

[person] in believing that . . . "'a juvenile whom the official has
taken into cusaidy is an immediate need of medical care. See,
e.g., Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 91 (1964). ,See also Standards
2.231, 2.232, and ,3.I55. The IJA/ ABA standards governing
neglect and abuse also require a level of certainty equal to
probable cause. See 1JA/ ABA, Neglect, ,supra at Standard
4.1. In contrast, the analogous !JAI ABA standard governing
noncriminal misbehavior,'which. deals with medical emergen-,
cies. caused by mental or emotional disorders, requires only
"reasonable cause" to believe there is "an immediate need for
emergency medical care." IJA/ ABA, Noncriminal Misbehav-
ior,. supra at Standard 6.1. See Commentary to Standard
2.245.

The standard's requirement of probable cause rather than a
mere "reasonable belief" of immediate medical necessity .is
intended to prevent any tendency by agency employees to
interpret this standard. as a catch-all, provision justifying
emergency custodial intervention even where the child's health
is not seriously impaired or threatened, see Standards 2.13 and
2.33, and even where no other independent. basis for custody
exists. For example, under related standards, an authorized
child protective services employee may intervene and take a
child int: emergency protective custody based upon the
officer's reasonable belief that the child's physical or emotional
health is seriously impaired, and that no measure other than
intervention can adequately protect the child. See Standards
2.13 and 2.33; see also Standard 2.233. If such independent
criteria for intervention and custody were satisfied, this
standard would .authorize the agency employee to take he
child directly to an appropriate medical facility, but only if in
addition the employee had probable cause to believe, the child
needed immediate medical care. Removing children from their
home or even taking a child into custody outside the home can
often prove extremely traumatic for both the child and the
parent. See Commentary to Standards 2.233 and 2.33. Even a



brief stay by the child in a medical facility ,,!an compound this
trauma, particularly where the facility is a mental hospital or .a
similar institution. Therefore, thiS standard requires that
before taking a child to a medical facility, an authorized child
protective services employee must have an independent basis
to intervene (based upon Standard 2A1, 2.12, or 2.13), an
independent basis to take the youth into custody (based upon
Standard 2.33) and, in addition, probable cause to believe that
the youth is, in immediate need of medical care (based upon
this standard). In protective custody cases; it is anticipated
that the facts which give the employee "probable cause" to
take a child directly to a medical facility will arise from the
same circumstances which originally gave the employee a
"reasonable belief' that the child must be taken into,
emergency protective custody hi order to prevent serious
impairment of the child's physical or emotional health. See
Standards 2.13 and 2.33.

With regard to the requirement of an "immediate need for
medical care" although the term encompasses 'serious
manifestations of mental disorder as well as physical illness, it
is not intended to authorlie emergency medical custody where
a' child merely "acts,.out," or is upset emotionally, but where
there is not probable cause to believe that a true medical
emergency exists. Similarly, Standard 2.13(b) does not
authorize initial intervention to protect a child against
emotional harm unless the Child's emotional or Mental health
is already seriously impaired.
! Where evidence of a mental or emotional disorder, or of
drug intoxication, is the basis for emergency medical custody,
the protective services officer should have probable cause to
belieye that the juvenile is suicidal or is seriously assaultive or
seriously destructive toward others, or Otherwise similarly
shows an immediate need, for medical care. These guidelines
,track the more detailed provisions in IJA/ ABA, Noncriminal
'Misbehavior, supra, particularly Standard 6.1.

Unlike the Model Act for Family Courts, supra, this
standard does. not authorize a protective services employee to
take a child in custody directly to a medical facility :for the
mere purpose of obtaining a "diagnosis for evidentiary
purposes.", See Model Act for Family Courts, § 19(g). in the
absence of an immediate need for medical care or treatment.
The. IJA/ ABA standards on noncriminal misbehavior..are in
general accord with this position, and. require an "immediate
need for emergency psychiatric or medical evaluation and
possible care" before a child may be taken to a psychiatric or

i facility. IJA /NBA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, supra
at Standard 6.1 (emphasis added).

For notice, the standard requires that an agency employee
who takes 'a youth to a medical facility must assure that, the
youth's parents, guardian, or primary caretaker, are promptly
advised of the juvenile's condition and location in addition to
any information to which such persons are promptly entitled
under Standards 2.342- 2.343. Accord, IJA/ ABA, Nonalmi-
nal Misbehavior, supra at Standard 6.2. See IJA/ ABA,
Rights of Minors, supra at Standard 4.2 and 4.5(B). This

provision is explained in the Commentary to Standard
2.245. .

Each juvenile admitted to a medical facility aftefaction by
an authorized child protective services employee under this

standard should be evaluated as soon as possible and should
be offered appropriate medical care. The guidelines assuring
"informed consent" spelled out in the Commentary to
Standard 2.245, supra, should be 'followed. However, no
consent should be requited for treatment deemed necessary to
save a child's life.

The third paragraph of this standard explh.ins what action is
required when the attending physician determines either that
the necessary medical care can be provided on an'out- patient
basis, or that no Medical care is in fact necessary. Where out-
'patient care (or no medical care at all) is appropriate, and
where custody is not required under the criteria set out in
Standard 2.33, the protective services empldyee should release
the juvenile into the care of a parent or other, suitable
caretaker with whom the child has substantial ties. is in
keeping with the principle throughout these standards limiting
the occurrence and scope of intervention into the lives of
juveniles. See, e.g., Commentary to Standard 2.231. If out-
patient care is appropriate but custody is required on some
basis independent of the child's medical needs, the juvenile
should be taken directly from the medical faCility either.to the
intake unit or to a facility designated to provide care to
neglected or abused children. See Standard 2.343.

The final paragraph of.the standard requires that a,' full
report be giyen to the parent explaining why emergency
medical action was' taken: It is anticipated that in some cases
the taking of a juvenile into custody in order to secure
emergency medical care will not require or result in referral to
the intake unit. For example, in the "lost child" situation
where a child is injured after 'being separated from parents,
both emergency custody and emergency hospitalization are
necessary although no court action is contemplated or
required. Therefore this standard provides that a copy of the
agency. employee's repOrt should alwrays go directly to the
parent or caretaker, and that an additional copy should go to
the intake unit only if the youth is in, fact referred to intake.
See Standard 2342. When a referral is made, the "notice' and
the "report" required by this standard should be in combined
form where possible for reasons of efficiency.

Related Standards
2.12 Intervention for Noncriminal MiSbehavior
2.13 Intervention to Protect Against Harm
2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Immediate Need of

Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.31 Authority to Intervene (Nonlaw Enforcement Agen-

cies)
2.33 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-

tive Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.341 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to

Intake (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
2.342 Procedures Following Referral to Intake (Nonlaw

Enforcement Agencies)
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a Neglected or Abused

Juvenile Into Emergency Protective Custody (Non-
law Enforcement Agencies)
Organization of Intake Units
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The Adjudication Function

Introduction

The standards in this chapter address the jurisdiction and organization of the court
having matters relating to juveniles, the rights of the parties in delinquency,
noncriminal misbehavior, neglect and abuse proceedings, and the criteria and
procedures applicable to intake, detention, and dispositional decisions.

The first series of Standards, 3.11-3.118, recommends establishment of a family
court with jurisdiction over all matters affecting juveniles and theit families other
than tort, contractual, and probate questions. Detailed definitions of the family
court's jurisdiction over delinquency, neglect and abuse, and noncriminal misbehav-
ior are offered. With regard to noncriminal misbehavior, Standard 1112 urges that
the court should exercise its authority -only, when all appropriate noncoercive
alternatives have been exhausted. Subsequent standards make clear thati' if
noncriminal misbehavior is proven beyond a reasonable doubt, both the family and
'the relevant service agencies as well as the juvenile should be involved in developing
an appropriate dispositiOn and should be subject to the court's dispositional
authority. At no time under these Standards would placement in a detention or a
correctional facility of a juvenile alleged or-fowl:1 to have engaged in noncriminal
misbehavior be sanctioned. As for neglect and abuse, Standard,3.113 emphasizes that
judicial intervention 'should occur only when a child's health is impaired or
demonstrably threatened, and not when there is merely disagreement with the
parent's values, life style, or words. A further explanation of the terms of and
reasoning underlying these recommendations is contained in the commentary to
these standards. Other issues addressed in the 3.11 series include the scope of federal
delinquency jurisdiction, transfers of cases from the: jurisdiction of the family court,
and the maximum and minimum ages at which juveniles are subject to the family
court's jurisdiction over delinquency and noncriminal misbehavior.

The provisions in the 3.12 series cover the relationship of the family court to other
courts, the tenure and qualifications of family court judges, and the employment of,:
referees and court administrators. They urge, inter alia, that the family court should .

be a decision of the highest court of general jurisdiction, and that ordinarily, an
assignment of a judge to the family court be limited to two consecutive two-year
terms.

The third series of standards in this chapter delineate the right to and the role of
counsel for the state, the juvenile; and the juvenile's parents in family court
proceedings. When adopted, these provisionstogether with those in the 3.16, 3.17
and 3.1 , serieswould° provide each party in delinquency and noncriminal
misbehavior proceedings with the rights-afforded juveniles under In re Gault 387
U.S. 1 (1967), In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970), and Breed v. Jones, 421 U.S. 518
(1975), plus those due defendants in criminal proceedings other than the rights to
indictment by a grand jury, trial by jury, and-money-bail.The-same-rights-apply
neglect and abuse proceedings except that the level of proof required for a finding of
abuse or neglect is clear and convincing evidende rather than proof beyond a
reasonable doubt. The fundamental interests at stake in delinquency, noncriminal--
misbehavior, and neglect and abuse proceedings, warrant the extension of the full
state of due process safeguards. These series of standards also suggest the time limits
which should apply in family court proceedings, outline the role of guardians ad
Wein, and urge that a ban be placed on pleabargaining in delinquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, and neglect and abuse cases. N,

Like the standards in the chapter on the Intervention Function, the 3.14 and 3.15
series distinguish between the decision to recommend initiation of- formal- court
proceedings and the decision on whether the juvenile should be detained or held in
emergency protective custody. Standards 3.141-3.147 outline the organization of
intake units, the qualifications of intake officers, and the procedures, alternatives, and
procedures applicable to intake investigations and decisions. Standards 3.151-3.158
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examine the bases for improving pre-adjudication restraints on a juvenile's liberty
and recommend .stringent judicial review of all restraints imposed. Placement of
juveniles alleged to have committed. a delinquent act in secure facilities is limited to a
set of closely defined situations. Placement of juveniles alleged to have engaged in
noncriminal- misbehavior or have been neglected or ,abused in detention facilities
would be totally prohibited under these standards as would placement of any juvenile
in a facility on .which he/She would come intocontact with adults alleged, or found to
have committed a crime. See 42 U.S.C. 05633(a)(12) and ('13) (Supp.. 1979).'

The standards on disposition, 3.181-3.1813 set forth the procedures and..criteria
which the family court should follow in making dispositional decisions and describe
the procedures for review, modification, and enforcement of dispositional orders.
While the criteria are intended to channel the current opendiscretiodenjoyed by
juvenile and family-court judges in many jurisdictions, they provide the,court with
greater authority over the supervisory programs'and services to he provided.

The final standard in this chapter discusses the rights to which juveniles should be
entitled in adjudicatory type proceedings before administrative, correctional,: and
educational agencies. The. standard is intended to assure that basic safeguards are
present whenever the juvenile is threatened by a government agency with the
substantial abridgement ofit fundamental right, the curtailment of an.enertial benefit-
or ...the 'imposition. of sanctions. .

It is anticipated. that the standards in this chapter, if implemented,will provide for
greater equity, consistency and fairness in proceedings affecting juveniles, a more
efficient and respected court, and stronger, 'more effective system of justice for
juveniles, their families,'and' the public.

0
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3,1. The Courts
3.11 .4tirisdictiOn
Jurisdictionm.ver matters relating to juveniles should be placed
iin afamily court.
The family court should have exclusive originr,1 jurisdittion
over matters relatih to delinquency as specified' in Standaid
3.111; noncriminal misbehavior as specified in Standard
3.111; neglect or ,abuSe of juveniles as specified in StandardN
3.113, adoptions and terminations of parental rights;
appointment of a legal tguardian for juveniles; admission for
,services for the mentally ill or mentally retarded' persons and
persons addicA to alcohol or narcotic drugs; the interstate
compacts on juveniles and on the placement of children;
divorce; separation; annulment; alimony; custody -and
sappOrt of children; paternity; and the uniform, reciprocal
enforcement of support act; as well as intra-family criminal
offenses and contributing to 'the delinquency of a minor as
specified in Standard 3.117.

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on. CriMinal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinguenq Prevention, Standard 8.2 (1976) [hereinafter
cited as Report of the, Task Force]; Institute of Judicial
AdMinistration/ American liar Association Joint ComMission
on Juvenile Justice Standards and Goals, Standards Relating
to Court Organization and Administration, 'Alternative
Standard (tentative draft,_ 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ A-
BA, Court Organization]; U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Model Act for 'Family Courts,
Sections 7, 10 (1975).

Commentary
This standard endorses the 'formation of a family court with

jurisdiction over most matters affecting juveniles and families.
Several states (including Delaware, Hawaii, New York, and
Rhode -Island), the District of Columbia, and a number of
counties have adopted the family court model, although the
scope of jurisdiction varies significantly. The remaining states
rely on the traditional juvenile court structure with jurisdic-
tion limited primarily to delinquency, noncriminal misbehav-
ior, neglect, abuse, adoption, and the Inteistate Compacts on
Juveniles and on the Placement of Juveniles.

As noted in the introduction to the Task Force's chapter on
court structure:

Today's reality in the overwhelming majority of states is
that families beset with legal problems are dealt with by

different ,courts or court divisions, diffe7nt 'judges, and'
different' prObation personnel. Even lawyers are:sometimes
uncertain to the particular forum where a\n action shou:d
be initiated.\Characteristically the child's delinquency is
heard in one court, his parent's, divorce in a second court, a
family inember'Onental illness commitment prOceedings in
still a different court, and an assault between two members
of, his family in yet another court. Typically there is no

.
systematic provision for different judges to learn of tilt:
related cases which have involved thiS family. infOrmation
which is important to developing 'carefully crafted decisions
is frequently unavailable to the decision maker. F rther,
there may be. ortaitizationally separate juvenile. pro ation,

1

felony probation, misdemeanoi probation, court domestic
relations counselors, and a Variety. of social .service
personnel, all Operative with-this family in an Uncoordinat-
ed fashion. .

it is anticipated that. the family' court structure will allow a _,
more consistent approach to the solution of legally-related
family problems and eliMinate many of the, artificial,
jurisdictional and administrative barriers that have develoPed.

The scope of jurisdiction recommended in the- standard' is
substantially the,same as that proposed by the Report of the
Task Force, supra, and, with one major exception; parallels
the position adopted by the !Mil/ ABA, Cdurt. Organization,
`supra, and the .Model Act for Family Courts, supra. That
exception ..is the inclusion of jurisdiction over noncriminal
misbehavior. A definition of this jurisdiction appears in
Standard 3.112. Explanations of the jurisdiCtion ove?
delinquency, neglect and abuse, intra4aMily offenses, and
contributing to the delinquency of &minor are presented in
Standards 3.1,11,. 3.113, and 3.117, respectively. ;Like the

, source materials, this standard recommends that the family
court handle commitment or admission to services proceed-
ings involving adults as well as juveniles. This is preMised
upon the =jai impact on a family when a parent is placed in
or.' returned from a residential facility because of menial
illness, or alcohol or drug addiction, and the need for ancillary
services in many cases in. which out-patient treatment is
ordered. There will, of course, be some commitment
proceedings involving individuals who do not have a family.
However, the additional burden imposed by these cases is not
anticipated to be.significantienough to .Aarrain splitting the
jurisdiction over commitments.

Although it is anticipated that the family structure will be.a
more efficient as well as more effective way of dealing with
family legal problems, the expansion of juvenile court
jurisdiction must be accompanied by a concomitant expansion
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in resources. It is anticipated that this reallocation of resources
will be facilitated if the family court is included as a division of
the highest court of general juriSdiction. See Standard 3.121.

Related Standards
1.111 Organization of the Local Juvenile Service System
1.121 . Organization of the State Juvenile. Service System
1.422 Training pf Judicial Personnel
3.111 Jurisdictieb Over Delinquency
3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
r3.114 Jurisdiction of the Federal. Courts Over Delinquency

1,:th

3.115 Maximum and Minimum Age
.3.116 Transfer to Another CourtDelinquency
3.117 Transfer of Jurisdiction-1ntra-family Criminal Of-

fense, Contribution to the Delinquency of a Minor
3.118 Venue '
3.121 Relationship to Other Courts
3.125 Empl-oyment of a Court Administration
4.11 Role of the State

.

Prevention Strategies

Focal Point Social InteraOidn:
Re: ,1-1 Statutory Changes and Reform

04
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-3.111 Jurisdiction Over
Delinquency.

The jurisdiction of the family, court over delinquency should
include only violations of an applicable federal, state, or local
statute or ordinance 'that would be designated as criminal if.
committed by an adtilt, and violations of an applicable state or
local statute or ordinance defining a major traffie offense.

For purposes of these standards, major traffic offenses include
any traffic offense charged against a juvenile who was too
young to obtain a license to drive at the time the offense is
alleged to have occurred; vehicular homicide; reckless driving;
-driyfng while under the influence of alcohol, narcotics; or
dangerous drugs; leaving the scene of an accident; and traffic
offenses for whiCh there is a mandatory term of incarceration
upon conviction.

All traffic offenses not enumerated above should 'be
cognizable in the court or administrative agency having
jurisdiction over adults for such offenses, notwithstanding
that the alleged offender's age is within the limits set by
Standard 3.115.

Spurges:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal JuStice,

ards:and Goals, Report of the Task Farce Juvenile Juilice
and Delinquen6, Prevention, Standards 9.1 and 9.7 (1976)
[herein-after cited as RePort of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard defines the types of conduct cognizable under

the delinquency jurisdiction of the 'family court over
= delinquency. It includes all conduct that would be a criminal

offense if committed by an adult. No distinction is made
between felonies, misdemeanors, violations of local ordinan-
ces, or violations of regulatory provisions t Which criminal.
penalties have been attached. This follows the definition
-adopted by the Report of the Task Force, su ra, and the
Uniform Juvenile Courts Act, section 2(2) (Natio al Confer-
ence of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 1968,But see
U.S. Department of Health, EduCation and Welfare, -A
Model Act for Family Courts (1975) (local ordinances not
specifically included); Institute of Judicial Administration/ A-
merican Bar Association Joint CommisSion on Juvenile
Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Juvenile Delinquen-
cy and Sanctions, Sections 2.2-2.4 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter cited as I.JA/ ABA, Sanctions] (offenses not
punishable by imprisonment and certain "victimless crimes"

excluded). Although all states define delinquency to include
conduct that would be a felony if committed by an adult, some
make a distinction between d'elinquent and "miscreant" (i.e.,
misdemeanor) offenses, and others do not specifically include
violations, of municip-.1 or other lO'cal ordinances by juveniles
within the definition of delin4uency.

The standard also recommdnds that serious traffic offenses
and traffic offenses committed by juveniles too young to
obtain a driver's licenSe shoulrbe handled by the family court.
The exclusion of minor tra c violatiOns from delinquency
jurisdiction is based. On several considerations: juvenile drivers
are exercising adult. privileges nd should assume at least some
adUlt responSibilities; Minor traffic, violations are 'essentially
administrative Matters and are not evidence of delinquency
requiring rehabilitative remed es;;and excluding minor traffic
offenses would leave the family court free to devote its
resources and energy to more serious matters: On the other

-- hand, slrious traffic offenses.and those committed by children.
too young to qualify for a license should not be so frequent as
to "overload the court and reduce

the
opportu'nity for

individualized treatment'," -Report of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 9.71 and the dispositions available
lo the familycourt arc far more appropriate forjuveniles who
have committed a major traffic offense than the jail terms and
high fines imposed on adults in such cases. Report of the Task
Force, supra; IJA/ ABA, Sanctions, supra at Standard 2.2; see
also Uniform Juvenile Court Act, supty;,and.Model Act for
Family Courts, supra. Most states distinguish between major
and minor offenses for purpoSeS of juvenile or family court .

jurisdiction, although the definition of what constitutes a
major traffic offense varies: I

The jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency should
not include conduct that would not be a crime if committed by
an adult nor violations of dispOsitional orders in noncriminal
Misbehavior cases. See Standards 3.112 and 3.1811. A careful
effort has been -made throughout these standards to distin-
guish between the considerations that should apply to and the
alternatives that should be available in delinquency and
noncriminal misbehavior cases. See: Standards 2.11, 2.12,
2.221, 2.222, 2.231, 2.232, 2.242, 2.243, 2.31, 3.143; 3.144,
3.151, 3.152, 3.153, 3:188, 3.183, 4.21;4.22, and 4.26. Most of
the recent standards and model legislation efforts have
strongly urged that. juveniles who. fail to attend school, run
away, or who "are beyond parental control" not be treated or
identified in the same manner as juveniles who steal or who
harm property or other people. See Report of the Task Force,
supra; IJA/ ABA, Sanctions, supra; Institute of Judicial
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Administration/American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards, Relating to
Noncriininal Misbehavior' (tentative draft, 1977);. Model Act'

'for Family Courts, supra; President's Commissions on Lay
Enforcement and Administration of, Justice, Task Force
Report: JuVenild Delinquency and Youth Crime, .25 -26

41967); National Advisory ComMittee on Criminal 'Justice..
Standards and Goals, Courts, 294 (1973); see also 42
Sections 5633(a)(12) and 5701 et.seq. (Suppl 1979) (Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Act an the Runaway Youth Act).
Most states currently diqinguish, at least to some extent,
between juveniles engaging in noncriminal misbehaVior and\
those who have committed a delinquent act.

Related Standards
2.1 I Intervention for Commission of a Delinquent Act
2.221 Criteria for Referral to Intake Delinquency
2.231 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody

Delinquency

ustody
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Delinquency
3.11 Jurisdiction.
3.1.12 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.114 Jurisdiction of the Federal.Courts -Over Delinquency
3.115 Maximum 'and Minimum Age
3.116 Transfer to Another CourtDelinquency
3.118 Venue
3.143 Griteria-for-Zniake-DecisionsDelinquency
3.151 Purpose and Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

Release
3.152 Criteria_for Detention _in Secure Facilities
3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
3.171 Rights of the Parites
3.174 Burden and Level of Proof
3.181 Duratitin of Disposition and Type of Sanction..

Delinqueney -
3.182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
3.1810 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersDelinquency
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3.112 Jurisdiction Over
oncriminal Misbehavior

The, jurisdiction of the family court over conduct by a juvenile
that would not be designated as criminal if committed by an
adult should be limited to:

a. A pattern of repeated absences or habitual unauthorized
absence him school by a juvenile subject to the
compulsory eduCation laws Of the state;

b. Repeated unauthorized absences for more than twenty-
four hours from the place of residence approved by the
juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary caretaker;

c. Repeated disregard for or misuse of lawful parental
authority; and ,

d. Ads of delinquency committed by juveniles below age
ten. _

Jurisdiction over such conduct should extend to the juvenile,
his/her parents, guardian, or priniary caretaker, and any
agency or institution with a legal responsibility to provide
needed services to the juvenile, parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker. ,

The family court should not exercise its jurisdiction over
sscritninal misbehavio7.iinless all available and appropriate

noncoercive alternatives to assist the juvenile and his/her
family have been exhausted.

Source:
National Advisory Committee on. Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force 0;7 Juvenile Justice,
and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 10.1-10.8 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task FOrce].

Commentary
jurisdiction over noncriminal misbe-

, havior, conduct that is unlaWful for juveniles but not for
adults, is one of the most hotly debated issues in juvenile
justice today. Opponents of such jurisdiction; such as the
National 'Council on Crime and Delinquency, 'argue that:

The judicial system is simply an inept instrument for
resolving intwa-family conflicts, and dealing with these cases
in that it results in a vest disproportionate draining of time
and resources, to the detriment of cases of neglect or abuse
or delinquency which are properly there and represent

ts-to-safety which thec-ottffritiSt address-.
. In the, great majority of American jurisdictions, status

offenders are subject to exactly the same dispositions as
minors who commit crimes, including commitment to state

T.

training schools . . . A system w ichallowstheaame
sanctions for'parental defiance as for armed robberyoften
with only the barest glance at the reasonableness of parental'
conductcan only be seen as 'inept or unfair; Institute of
Judicial Administration/American Bar Associatibn Joint
Commission On Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards.
Relating to Nonjriminal MisbehtMor, Introduction (tenta-
tive draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Noncrimi-
nal Misbehavior].
On the other hand, proponents of jUrisdiction over \

noncriminal misbehavior, such as the National Council of
Juvenile and Family Court Judges; 'contend.:

If we'remove the status offenses frorn.the juvenile courts, to
a great degree we are removing the underpinnings that the
law has provided for parents: If a child disobeys, or wants to
rim off with undesirable friends, he can go to his =parents...;
and say, "I'm leaving, what; are you going to do about it?"
The parent will have little he can do except use.his pOwers, of
persuasion; and the parents whose children need this type of
external support the most,.are apt to be the parents who
have the least powers of persuasion. I think the public
would hesitate to remove, the family category status
offenses.. ,.7

I believe that status' offenses are among the most serious
matters that come before our courts, as serious certainly as':;.
car theft and shoplifting and possibly burglary. Status
offenses are the tip of the iceberg, or maybe more
appropriately, the tip,of the yolcano. What little we see on
the surface: skipping some school, staying out late, dating
boys the father doesn't like, looks rather small' and
harmless: But for these who get as far as the court, there is
usually much under the surface. Status offenses are an
indication of some serious trouble. That this is the place
where- we can help, where we can and_should_provide
compulsory help if the family is not willing to seek help.
This is the place where we can reduce the crime rates of the,
future. Because if we can help a child to unravel
incorrigibility, absenting, truancies, drinking, then I think
maybe we can do much through social work to make
happier children, more contented children, better citizens
. . . which is maybe what it's all about. Arthur, "Status
Offenders Need Help, Too," 26 Juvenile Justice 3, 5 (1975)
Although exact figures are not available, the most recent

estimates froth the National Center of Juvenile_ Justice _
indicate that 15 percent of the cases filed in American juenile
and family courts are based on status offenses, more than 66
percent of the noncriminal misbehavior referrals are handled
by intake personnel without filing a petition. However, even



with this high rate of infOrmal disposition, nearly-one-third of
.- the juveniles charged with noncriminal behavior spend time ill

a secure jail or detention facility before or after adjudication,
and approximately 5 percent of_those Adjudicated, are sent to
juvenile institutions. D. Smith,-T. Finnegan, H. Snyder,.and J.
Corbett, Delinquency 1975:1Inited States Estimates of Cases
Processed with Juvenile, Jurisdiction '(19.75). In addition, a
disproportionate number of those who are plaCed in detention
or correctional facilities are female.

In recent years, the number and percentage of juveniles
confined because of noncriminal misbehavior has declined.
This trenu is expected to accelerate--- as a. zesult of the

-7implementationoftheJ-uvenile--JusticeandLDelinquency
Prevention Act, 42 U.S.C. Sections 5601, 5633(a)(12) (Supp.;
1975) and the increased attention being directed to the issue by
the states and national professional and. child service
organizations. But the basic jurisdictional question remains.

After considering a wide range of views, the National
Advisory Committee 'concluded that although its'goal was to
obviate the need for court jurisdiction over noncriminal
misbehavior by assuring the availability of sufficient'services
for all families and children, current programs were neither
numerous nor effective enough to warrant a recommendation
that the family court be stripped of its power to order -the
provision of services to families when certain situations were
sho!'n to exist. It concluded further that although abuses had

..occurred, the juvenile courts had been able to assist juveniles
and their families and to increase the services available in the
community.

Although agreeing .with that goal, a substantial.'number of,
National Advisory Committee members diSagreed with .the
means chosen to achieve it, favoring instead a recommenda-.
.tion for immediate elimination of jurisdiction over noncrimi-
nal misbehavior. In support of this position, it was argued that
schools, social services departments, and other agencies will
not take: the initiative for developing alternative means of
handling. noncriminal misbehavior cases as long as the family
court. retains jurisdiction: that traditionally girls have been
subject to-harsher penalties fOr running away or incorrigibility
than boys; and that in practical terms little distinction has
be:rt drawn between ,status offenders and' delinquents.

After reviewing the standard's provisions and the bases on
which it had been approved, the Standarcis Advisory
Committee as a whole remained unconvinced that elimination

_zol_family... court jurisdictionovernoncriminalmisbehavior
would induceother public agencies to establish necessary serv-
ices and programs where few had existed before:' It concluded
that by recommending that. jurisdiction be limited to those
cases in .which all-appropriate tioncoercive alternatives have
been exhausted, and that by .urging that public. institutions
that have provided, have attempted to provide, or are
intended to provide services to juveniles and their families be
made. parties to noncriminal misbehavior proceedings. and
subject to the dispositional authority of the court,--Standand
3.112, together with Standards 2.222, 2.231, and 3.183, was
more likely to generate the alternative programs needed to
provide aid and support for troubled faMilies: it concluded
further that'the narrowed definition of the types of conduct
cognizable by the family, court; the specific criteria proposed
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\vto- guide ntake, detention, and dispositional decisions; the
rights pro ided juveniles subject to the court's jurisdiction;
and the repeated recommendation against placingjuveniles
accused or adjudicated of having engaged in noncriminal
misbehavior in institutional detention or correctional facilities
would, if adopted, provide protection against the inequities to
which the jurisdiction over noncriminal,misbehavior has been
subject in the past. .

Accordingly, the National Advisory Comniittee, pursuant
to its statutory authority, recommends Standard 3.112 and
related provisions as a model that can significantly, improve
the administration of juvenile justice until such time as family,
court jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior is no:longer
necessary, even as a last resort. However, in response to the
concerns voiced over such jurisdiction, the-National Advisory
Committee recommends, in addition, that federal funds
ihoitid be made available td assist finy juriSdiction willing to
abolish court jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior, to
provide necessary services ta juveniles and their families an a
voluntary basis, and to evaluate the result's and impact of this
change.

'Specifically, the standard recommends jurisdiction resulting:
from four types of behavior. Paragraph (a) defines truancy in
terms of "a pattern. of .repeated uria. uthorized 'absences or
habitual unauthorized absence." It thus seeks to differentiate
between the child who occasionally plays hooky; and the child
who regularly misses school. Only in the latte7 instance does
the possibility of coercive intervention appear justified. The
standard does net set a particular number, of unauthorized
absences as a-threshold, because there aPpears to be no figure
that can accurately demarcate the line between the child who
misses an occasional day, on "impulse or caprice" and the
confirmed dropout, without Setting it so high as to preclude
intervention until "the underlying cause of that behavior, has
had a chance to fester- and become.-a.. grave and possibly
-unsolvable problem . . ." Report of the Task Forte, supra at
COmmentary to Standard 10.5. The term unauthorized
absence is intended to' refer. to absences that have not been
consented to by the juvenile's parents, guardian, or custodian.

The inclusion of truancy within the noncriminal-misbehav-
ior jurisdiction of the, family court is-based on the traditional
emphasis placed on' education-4orty-nine states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia have compulsory school attendande laws
and the need in contemporary society for at leastliasic reading

-7and- mathematical skills in order to,earn a living and obtain
decent food and shelter. !Although truancy may be one facet of
a larger pattern of anti-social! b.;havior, it may also, be the
result of unlitc:t. physical, mental, or emotional needs; an
inability to afford adequate clothing or to pay for books and
other fees; family problems; ail inability to speak or
understand English; or sometimes an inadequate and
uninteresting educational program. See Children's Defense
Fund, Children Out -of School in America (1974). MoSt of
these problems should be solvable without court intervention.
Hence, it is the intent of the standard that the schools take
prim nary responsibility for resolving truancy pr, blems,
including counseling the child and family, advising them of the
availability of- social and financial servico, and' providing
alternative educational programs. Similarly, ;Misbehavior in
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school that does not constitute a criminal offense should be
dealt, with by school authorities, not the court. See Standard
3,2. Condbct that would be a crime if committed by an adult is
cognizable under the family court's delinquency jurisdiction.
See Standard 3 . 1 1 1 .

Tr'uancy is included within the jurisdiction of the juvenile or
family courts of thirty-nine states and. the' District of
Columbia. The IJA/ ABA Joint Commission recommends
that court jurisdiction Le invoked as a last resort and limited
to developing a plan for supervised attendance. Institute of
Judicial Administration/ American Bar Association Joint
Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Schools and Education, Standard 1.11 (tentative
draft, 1977). U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, The Model Act for Family Courts, Comment to
Section 2(19)(iii) (1975) subsumes such conduct under the
rubric of neglect. See also Fla. Stat. Ann. Section 39.01(10)
(Supp, 1975). National Conference on Commissioners on
Uniform State Laws, The Uniform Juvenile Court Act,
Section 2(4)(i) (1968) places juveniles who are "habitually and
without justification truant from school and who are in need
of treatment" in a separate "unruly child" class of jurisdiction.
R. Kobetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile Justice Administration,
77-78, 218 (International Association of Chiefs of Police,
1973) and the Children's Defense Fund, supra recommend
elimination of court jurisdictions based on truancy. See also
Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice Special Study
ComMittee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Juvenile
Justice Standards and Goals, Standard 11.2 (2nd draft, 1975).

Paragraph (b) delineates- the scope of jurisdiction over
juveniles who run away from home. A startling number of
youths, both male and female,runaway each year. Estimates
range up to as many as one million annually, although many
of these may be short-term and resolved without outside
intervention. See U.S. Department of. Health, Education and
Welfare, The Incidence and Nature of Runaway Behavior
(1975). The red:sons for running away and the response
required vary greatly: However, given the magnitude of the
problem and the need to provide support for troubled families
and to assure that runaways are treated fairly, continuation of
family, court jurisdiction over runaway behavior appears
justified.

The standard recommends iliat children must be absent
from their home or other approved place of residence (e.g., a
boarding school, camp, or the home of a friend

'or
relative)

without the consent of their parent, guardian, or primary
caretaker for twenty-four hours before family court jurisdic-
tion can be inyoked. This is to prOvide an opportunity for the
conflict to cool and the juvenile to return or be returned
without referral to the court. However, nothing in the
standard is intended to prohibit law enforcement officers or
child protective services workers from condUcting investiga-
tions.and searches within the 24-hour period and returning the
juvenile home or to an authorized runaway shelter. See
Standards 2.12, 2.21, 2.241, 2.31', and 2.341.

The standard recommends that a noncriminal' misbehavior
petition should not be filed when juvenile has runaway for

"the first time. As noted in the commentary to the Task Force
standard: "very rarely do isolated instances of runaway

behaviOr indicate severe family dy'sfuncton or persoli:21
problems." Report of the Task Force,\supra at Commentary
to Standard 10.4. Only after repeated\ acts of leaving home
without permission and the attempted tilization of nOncoer-
cive service alternatives should the fa ily court be asked to
determine whether the conduct occur ed, and, if 'so, what
disposition best,serves the interests of th juvenile, the family,
and the community. See Standards 2.2 2, 2.231 and 3.144.
This approach) is in accord with the emphasis in the Federal
Runaway Youth Act on meeting the needs of runaways and
addressing their problems and those of their families outside
the law enforcement and juvenile justice system..

The provisions adopted by the. IJA /ABA Joint Commission
recommend- involvement -of the family court only-if a-juvenile's__
parents refuse to allow their child to return home or if the
juvenile and his/ her parents cannot agree%n an ,alternative
place of residence. See. LIA/ ABA, Noncriminal Misbehavior,
supra at Standards 3.2 and 5.4.'he International Association
of Chiefs of Policerecommends total elimination of court
jurisdiction over runaways. Kobetz and Bosarge, supra. See
also Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice, supra. The

Model Act for Family Courts, supra recommends intervention
of The (fOrnily court, under its neglect jurisdiction as a last
,resort. 'See also Fla.*Stat. Ann. Section 39.01(10), supra. The

Uniform Juvenile Court Act, supra includes juveniles who
have "committed an offense applicable only to a child and who
are in need of treatment or rehabilitation" under its special
jurisdictional category for "unruly children." All states

currently provide for jurisdiction over runaways, either
specifically or under the provisions covering incorrigibility or
beyond, parental control.

Paragraph (c) addresses the type of family conflicts formally
brought into court as "incorrigibility" or being beyond
parental control. It seeks to narrow those broad labels,
requiring that there be repeated disregard for lawful parental
authority and, like the other forms of noncriminal behavior,
that appropriate noncoercive alternativehave been tried and
failed. The provision, followingahe proposal of the Repor of
the , Task Force, supra, would also permit challenges
"unreasonable and pointless parental demands" that are
producing serious familial conflict. This would allow juveniles
to seek resolution of family problems through 'established
channels rather than through acting out or running away. In
trying to determine whether parental demands were reasona-
ble, the judge should consider the overall family situation and
whether or not the demands served the purposes of family
harmony, discipline, or the child's welfale. The term
,"repeated" is intended to require some pattern of disregard or
misuse of parental authority, not merely a few insignificant,
isolated incidents. The. IJA/ ABA Joint Commission, for the
reasons indicated earlier, recommends that jurisdiction over
disobedience to parental demands be eliminated. See
1JA/ ABA, Noncilminal Misbehavior, supra; see also Kobetz
and Bosarge, supra; Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice,
supra. It is the expectation of these authorities that in nearly
all cases, the services required can and will be available from
public and private agencies. As with the other forms of
noncriminal misbehavior, the Model Act for Family Courts,
supra recommends inclusion under neglect, and the Uniform
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jitvenile Court Act, supra includes habitual disobedience of
reasonable and lawful parental demands Under a PINS -type,
"unruly child" clasSification. Most states include incorrigibili-
ty in one form or another within the jurisdiction of the familY
court,

The fourth type a noncriminal misbehavior cognizable by
the fainily coort- is delinquent conduct committed by juveniles
under the minimum age of the family court's jurisdiction over
delinquency,. See Standard 3. 15.

Paragraph (d) is included in recognition that children under
age ten do commit acts that would constitute a crime if
committed by an adult, but that "there is little purpose in
authorizing delintfifeicY jurisdiction over juveniles who are
too young and immature to understand that engaging in
certain' behavior constitutes a criminal offense." Report of the
Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 10.8. The
general practice in the states when juveniles under ten are
apprehended for, committing what would otherwise be a
delinquent offense has been to place the child with a service
agency without referral to court Or to invoke the court's

'neglect or noncriminal misbehavior jurisdiction. Children
under twelve are rarely adjudicateddelinquent because of
difficulty in proving that 'such 'a young child is capable of
forming the requisite intent, the recognition that such children
require treatment not sanction, and the reluctance to further
those children's contacts..with older delinquents. Unlike the
Task Force provision, the standard does not specify that there
must be repeated or serious delinquent acts in order to submit
the matter to the family court. However; as with the other
forms of noncriminal misbehavior, a petition should not be
filed unless all appropriate noncoercive services have been
refused or have proven ineffective, after a reasonable trial
period.

Other commonly found bases_for jurisdiction over noncrim-
inal misbehavior were considered but rejected. It was
concluded that although there should be authority to intercede
when there is substantial and immediate danger to the
Juvenile's physical safety or when a juvenile is engaging in a-
social .or dysfunctional behavior resulting from repeated
excessive use of alcoi.olic beverages, and to provide services
on a voluntary basis in such circumstances, court jurisdiction
is unwarranted unless the behavior described falls within the
four situations described in the standard or _constitutes a
delinquent act, neglect. or abuse. See Standards 2.12, 2.131,
3.111, and 3.113. Attempting to predict dangerousness is too
uncertain an art to avoid the potential fdr continuation of the
a-buses of discretion cited by !opponents to status offense
jurisdiction. See 1J A / A BA, Noncriminal Misbehavior, supra.
Alcohol abuse by adup \iincreasingly being handled as a
medical problem withot.Nneed of court intervention unless
there is a threat to the safety of others, such as when an
individual drives while intoxicated. There is no reason why
this policy should not extend to juveniles as well. See Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, Diversion of. the
Public Inebriate from the Criminal Justice System (1973); but
see Report of the Task Force, supra. As for curfew
-violationsanother common offense applicable only to
juvenilesmany communities have been able to cope with the
problems that curlew regulations are intended to address
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without imposing such regulations. Moreover, curfews are
subject to highly selective and often arbitrary enforcement.
Again, nothing in the standard is intended to preclude return
of children to their homes. See Standards 2.11 and 2.241. It
suggests only that thoSe juveniles should not be subject to
adjudication or coercive dispositions. Standards 2.11, et. seg.
address 'the circumstances that justify societal intervention
into the.Tife of a child and the procedures and safeguards that
should apply.

As indicated earlier, the family court's jurisdiOon in
noncriminal misbehavior cases should extend over the
juvenile, his/her parents, guardian, or primary caretaker, and
any agency or institution with a legal responsibility to provide
services to juveniles. and/or their families. The latter would
include, for example, the public schools in a truancy matter or
a public social service agency' \to which a family has been
referred. The standard is not intended to transform a simple
referral to a private agency into 'a legal obligation to provide
services. Hence, the family court's jurisdiction over noncrimi-
nal misbehavior would not inclulde private agencies.

The term "all available and' appropriate alternatives have
been exhausted" in the last Paragraph of the standard
contemplates identification of dile services tillat are available
arid determination that those serrces have been offered to the
juJenile and his/her family, and that such services have
proven ineffective after a reasonable trial period or have been
unreasonably refused. See Standards 2.222, 2.321, and 3.144.
As noted above, the exhau. tion of services provision is
intended to apply to each of the forms of conduct included
under the noncriminal misbehavior jurisdiction, including
commission of delinquent

/
acts by juveniles below age ten.

Related Standards
2.12 Intervention for i "s oncriminal, Misbehavior
2.21 Authority to intervene (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (La Enforcement Agencies)
2.232 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

,

2.241 Procedures Following .a Decision Not to Refer to
Intake (La Enforcement Agencies)

2.243 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake
Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.31 Authority to Intervene (Nonlaw Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.321 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-
haviOr (Nonlaw- Enforcement Agencies)

2.341 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to
Intake(Nonlaw Enforcement .Agencies)

2.342 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake
(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

3.11 Jurisdiction
3.111 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.143. Criteria for Intake Decisions.Noncriminal Misbe-

havior



3.153 Criteria for Detention and
Misbek4,vior

3.183 Dispo,:tional Alternatives and
Misb ,havior

3.1811 EriJrcement of Dispositio nal
Misbehavior

4.21 Training Schools
4.26 Detention Facilities

ReleaseNoncriminal

CriteriaNoncriminal

OrdersNoncriminal

Prevention Strategies

Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
Focal Point Social Institutions:

1 Cor: F-3 Crisis Intervention
Cor. Ed-3 Alternative Education
Focal Point The Individual:
Cor. F1-1 Individual and Family Counseling
Cor. F-3 Protective Services

0
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3.113 Jurisdiction Over
Neglect and Abuse
The jurisdiction of the family court over neglect and abuse
should incude:

a. Juveniles who are unable to provide for tluanselves and
who have no parent, guardian, relative, or o:har adult
with whom they have substantial ties willing ,ad able to
provide supervision and care;

b. Juveniles who have suffered or are likely to 'suffer
physical injury inflicted rionaccidentally by their parent,
gaardian, or primary caretaker, which causes or creates a
substantial risk of death, disfigurement, impairment of
bodily function, or bodily harm;

c. Juveniles who have been sexually abused by their par -
ents, guardian, primary caretaker, or a member of the
household;

d. Juveniles whose physical health is seriously impaired or
is likely to be seriously impaired as a result of conditions
created by their parents, guardian, or primary caretak-
er, or by the failure of such persons to provide adequate
supervision and protection;

e. Juveniles whose emotional health is seriously impaired
and whose parents, guardian, or primarrearetaker fail
to provide or cooperate with treatment;

f. Juveniles whose physical health is seriously impaired
because of the failure of their parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker to supply them with adequate food,
clothing, shelter or heahh care, although financially able
or offered the means /to do so;
Juveniles whose physical health has been seriously
impaired. or is likely to be seriously impaired or whose
emotional health has ',oeen seriously impaired because
'their parents have placed them for care or adoption, in
violation Of the law, With an agency, an institution, a
nonrelative, or a person with whom they have no
substantial ties;

h. Juveniles who are committing acts of delinquency as a
result of pressure from or with the approval of their
parents, guardian, or primary caretaker; and

i. Juveniles who parents, guardian, or primary caretaker
prevent them from obtaining the education required by\,
law.

Jurisdiction over neglect and abuse should extend to the
juvenile, his/her parents, guardian or primary caretaker, and
any agency or institution with a legal responsibility to provide
needed. services to those persons.

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

g.
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ards and Goals, Report of te,' Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention( Standards 11.9-11.13, and 11.15
(1976) [hereinafter cited ag Report of the Task Force];°U.S.
Department of Healthducation and Welfare, Proposed
Model Child Protection/ Act, Section 4(c)(iii) (draft, 1976); see
also J. Areen, "Inter ention Between Parent and Child: A
Reappraisal of the S ate S Role in Child Abuse and Neglect
Cases," 63 Geo. L/ Rev. 7337 (19''5); Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justicle Standards, Standards Relating toLlegleer---
and Abuse, Starklard 2.1 (tentative draft, 1.97-7)-thereinafter
cited as IJA/ ABA,

Commentary'

This standard provides a definition of neglect and abuse for
jurisdictional purposes. It is intended to focus attention on
specific harms to the child rather than on broadly drawn
descriptions of parental behavior. It weighs both the interests
of the juvenile in avoiding harm and the interest of the family
in avoiding unnecessary state interference in child rearing, but
clearly recognizes that the protection of the juvenile is the
primary purpose of state intercession. As formulated, the
standard does not require a showing of "parental fault."

In a system intended to protect endangered children . . .

reliance on formalistic legal concepts is inappropriate . . ,
intervention shoti,.,1 be a nonpunitive act. The objective of,
helping parents protect their 'children will be furthered if
intervention does not require. that parents be labeled
blameworthy or made to feel so. Report of the Task Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 11.3.

Moreover, the standard se "ks to discourage intervention
based solely on the parent's lifestyle, values, or "inoiais" when
the child's physical or emotional health is not impaired or
demonstrably threatemd and to encoureze reliance on public
assistance programs of executive agencies rather than on the
jurisdiction of the family court when a child's parents,
guardian. or primary caretaker are too poor to provide
him/her with adequate food., clothing, shelter, health care, or
education. The continuity of relatiOnships with parents or
parental surrogates is often of critical importance and shoula
not be disrupted unless necessary to 7rotect against the
specific harms listed in the standard. See J. Goldstein, A.
Freud, and A. Solnit, Beyond the Best Interests of the Child
(2nd Ed. 1973); J. Bowlby, Chad Care and the Gruwth of
Love (1965).

It is anticipated that, in many cases, the counseling and
other services necessary to protect.a child from further harm,
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following submission of a complaint can be provided on a
voluntary. basis through a referral of the family for services by
the intake officer. See Standards 3.142 and 3.145. The family
court should not exercise its jurisdiction unless it is evident
that the available noncoercive alternatives cannot adequately
protect the child or the child has been placed in emergency
custody.,44§tandards 2.223, 2.233, 2.322, 2.33, 3.112,.3.145,
3.155, and 3:157.

In accordance with these general principles, the standard
recommends that the family court should be authorized to
assume jurisdiction in order to protect children from any of
nine defined types of harm. Paragraph (a), rather than simply
listing "abandonment" as a gro' nd for jurisdiction, see, e.g.,
U.S. Dept. of Health, Edtratic n and Welfare, Model Act for
Family Courts, §2(' 9). (1975), suggests that unless one of the
harms specified in paragraphs (b)-(i) can be demonstrated, it is
not necessary to involve the jurisdiction of the family court on
behalf of a.child who has been entrusted by his/ her parents to
a relative or otheradult to whom the child has formed an
attachment and who is willing and able to provide supervision
and care. See Report of the Task Foyce, supra, and discussion
of paragraph (g), infra. Similarly, it suggests that when older
juveniles have demonstrated the abiliiy to live on their own, it
is not in the interest of the juvenile, the-state, and, in most
instances, the parents to attempt to intercede on grounds of
parental abandonment or neglect. Most states currently
provide authority to intervene when a child has been
"abandoned," leaving the term to be defined by: the courts on a
`case-by-case basis.

There can be little question that the law should seek to
protect children, no less than adults, from being intentionally
assaulted or otherwise harmed by others. The major issue is
the threshold for intervention. A child should not have to be
permanently maimed before assistance is available, but neither
should court intervention be authfori?,ed when the risk of '1a-m
is highly speculative. See Report-4412e Task Force, supra;
Wald, "State Intervention on Behalf of 'Negleeted' Children:
A Sear.th for Realistic Standards," 27 Stan L. Rev. 985, 1012-
1013 (1975). Under' paragraph (b), the family court's
jurisdiction would include children who have suffered some
form of bodily harm as a result Of a deliberate act of their
parents, guardian, or primary caretaker. Intent to inflict the
particular injury that the child has suffered need not be
proven, but there should be evidence that the child was not
struck; burned. or otherwise injured accidentally. The term
"primary caretaker" is used here and throughout these
standards to denote a per,ion other than child's parents or
public or private agency, institution, or organization that is
providing or has taken on the responsibility for providing care
and supervision of a child without having been designated as
the child's legal guardiar k. a g ra p h (b) does not require that
the injury to the child \oe serious because of the danger
presented by the repetitive nature of child abuse. Se,' e

Proposed Model Child Protection Act, supra at Section 4(c);
but see Report of the Task Force. supra; 1JA/ ABA, Neglect,
supra. The term "impairment of bodily-function" is intended
to include a child's failure to thrive."

Paragraph (c) addresses the problem of sexual abuse. Like
physical abuse and abandonment, it is clear that incest and
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other forins .of sexual abuse are matters warranting judicial
intervention. In the past, when such conduct has been
reported, it has often been treated 'as a criminal offense. The
focus on -assisting the family rather than punishing an
offender, the availability of counseling and other services, and
the fact that the parental sexual misconduct is often
conjunction with oth, r forms of abuse or neglect, Y. Toi mes,
Child Victims of Incest (1968), and S. Weinberg, Incest
Behavior (1955),, make it more appropriate to handle such
matters as neglect and abuse cases, even though under
Standards 3.11 and 3.117, intra-family criminal offenses could
be heard in the family court.

Paragraph (d) defines the most commonly used basis for
jurisdictionserious impairment of a juvenile's health because
of the failure of-the juvenile's parents, g.uardian, or primary
caretaker to provide adequate protedtion or supervision.
Unlike many current statutes, the definition requires that
harm or threat of imminent .harm be shown in order for the
matter to be cognizable in the family court. See Report. of the
Task Force, supra; 1JA/ ABA, Neglect, supra; Areen, supra;
but see Model Child Protection Act, supra: As noted above,
this is intended to discourage intervention on the basis of the
family's lifestyle, values, or poverty when the child's health is
not endangered. The paragraph encompasses situations such
as the young child who is regularly left unattended or is
allowed to roam the streets alone at night, the child allowed to
play regularly in a room with an exposed and accessible high
voltage wire. or a defective heater, or the child who is
repeatedly abused by a sibling or a visitor to the home. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard
11.11. When a parent is unable to correct the dangerous
condition or provide supervision for financial reasons, the case
should ordinarily be referred -to the appropriate public or
private agency for provision of the necessary services on a
voluntary basis and the complaint dismissed, unless no
measure short of temporary emergency custody will be
sufficient to protect the child until the condition is corrected or
the homemaker or other services provided. See Standards
3.145 and 3.154. Because the hazards of prediction are greater
in the situations covered by this paragraph than in the
intentional abuse cases covered by paragraph (b), "serious"
impairment of the child's physical health, or a substantial risk
thereof, is required before the jurisdiction of, the faMily court
can be invoked. However, this limitation is not intended to
prohibit the provision of services on a voluntary basis to assist
the family. See Standard 2.13.

Paragraph (e) addresses the highly complex and uncertain
issue of emotional neglect. Many current neglect statutes have
been criticized for failing to protect the mental or emotional
health of children in the same manner as their physical health.
See Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to
Standard 11.12. However, there is little agreement on the
definition .of emotional neglect, even among mental health
profesSionals. Paragraph (e) draws together elements from the
Areen, sr,pra; Report of the Task Force, supra; and
1JA / A BA, Neglect, supra, proposals. Like Professor iAreen,
the National Advisory Committee co,:cluded that the state of
the art of child psychology is no yet sufficient to provide a set
of precise, reliable, and inclus'ive symptoms that can be.
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fashiLned into a statutory definition of emotional neglect or
abuse. See Areen, supra at 933; but see Report of the Task
Force, supra; 1JA/ ABA, Neglect, supra; and Draft .Model
Child Protection Act,. supra at Section 4(g). However, unlike
the Areen proposal, 'supra at 933, the paragraph does not
require determination that the. parents are the cause of their
child's' emotional problems. Rather, it follows the recommen-
dation of the Task Force that the family court should be
authorized to take cognizance of the matter only when the
parents refuse to allow their child to receive treatment or are
otherwise unwilling "to make meaningful efforts to resolve the
problem." Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to
Standard 11.12. Paragraph (e) also limits jurisdiction to
situations in which actual harm has occurred. CI: Paragraphs
(b), (d), and (g).

. . . [lit is particularly essential that intervention with regard
to emotional neglect be premised solely on drage to the
child. Without actual damage it is extremely difficult both
to predict the likely future development of the child and to
assess the impact of intervention. At a 'minimum, sound
predictions would require extensive observations of the
child and family. At present we lack ...the resources to
undertake such evaluations. Even if there were adequate
resources, our knowledge of child development is still too
limited to insure sound long-term predictions. Wald, supra
at 1017.
A few states--e.g., Florida, South Carolina, and Utah

have statutes authorizing judicial intervention for failure ofa
child's parents to provide psychiatric help. Several others have
statutes specifically 'addressing emotional neglect in other
ways.

Paragraph (1) is based. on SectiOn 4(c)(iii) of the Draft.
Model Child Protection Act, supraIt is intended to cover
situations in which. a 'child's health is endangered because
his/ her parents, guardian, or primary caretaker fails to
provide hini /her with the basic essentials of life, .although
financially able or given the means to do so. When the family
is unable to provide food, shelter, cloth ing,or health care for
financial reasons, the necessary services or funds should be
provided through social service or .welfare.agencies without
referral to the family court. Most states provide for
jurisdiction in cases of destitution or make no exception in
"failure 'to provide" statutes for lack of financial resources. As
n paragraph (d), this provision urges that failure to provide

should'. not be subject to the jurisdiction of the family court'
unless the child has been seriously harmed, in order to
discourage disruption of family life because of the parent's
lifestyle or values and to..provide sore" guidance to judges
asked to order' an operation or other .,dical treatment for
children whose parents object on religious grounds, See
Report of the Task Force; supra,.. 1JA/ABA, Neglect, supra;
E. Browne and L. Penny; The Nondelinquent Child in
Juvenile Court: A Digest of Case Law, 9-43 (Mational Coun-
cil of 'Juvenile, \CoUrt Judges, 1974); Note, "Court Ordered
Nonemergency Medical' Care for Infants," 18 i'Cleeeland-
Marshall Law Review 296 (1969). Like paragraph (C), the
provision limits court jurisdiction -to instances in which the
child's health has actually been impaired.

Paragraph (g) is included in recognition of the large number
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of children placed for adoption each year with unlic nsed
agencies or voluntarily relinquished to institutions or pe sons
with whom they have no substantial ties. When .uch
placement results ip serious physical or emotional harm t the
child or the threat. of serious physical harm, court actid to
protect the child ;appears warranted. The provision.:is \not,
intended to include voluntary placements with a relativel or
with a person with whom the child has fpirted a clse
attach.1ent, although neglect or abuse of the child by such
persons would be included under the other paragraph of this.
standard. A number of states currently include placement of a
child in unlicensed facilities as a ground for declaring the child
neglected or abused. Both the Model Act for Family Cowl',
supra at Section 2 (19)(iv), and the Uniform Juvenile Court
Act, Section 2(5)(iii) (National Conference of CommissionetT
on Uniform State Laws, 1968) include "children placed for
care and adoption in violation of the . law" within the
jurisdiction over the neglect or abuse, although neither
requires evidence of harm to the child before such jurisdiction.
can be exercised. I

Paragraph (h) provides for family court jurisdiction in
instances in which children are actively encouraged to engage
in delii,,juent conduct by their parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker. Like the Report of the Task Force,,, supra, and
1JA/ ABA, Neglect, supra provisiOns from whichlt is drawn,
the paragraph is not intended to include situations in which a'
juvenile is believed to have committed the delinquent acts
because of lack of parental supervision Or one of the other
forms of neglect or abuse. See Report of the .Task Force,
supra at Commentary to Standard 11.15. As in sexual abuse
cases, the focus of and services available through the faMily
court's jurisdiction over neglect and abuse appears. to be a
more appropriate means of dealing with the problem of
encouraged delinquency than prosecuting the parent or
parental surrogate in a criminal proceeding.

1

Failure to provide a Child with the education required by
law is often grouped together with failure to provide adequate
clothing, shekel; food: or health. care. See paragraph (f). It is
listed separately because it protects the child's interest in
receiving at least an adequate education rather than the child's
physical health.' Hence, children alleged to have been
prevented from obtaining the education required' by law
should not be placed in emergency custody. See Standards
2.233, 2.33, 3,154, and 3.157. The standard is not intended to
affect the rights of parents to limit; to:some extent, their child's
education or to secure an alternative form of education for
religious reasons.' See Yoder v. Wisconsin, 406 U.S. 205
;1972). The term "required by law" is intended to refer to the
compulsory school attendance lawsin force in all .but one
state. For the reasons discussed in connection with paragraphs
(c) and (h), utilization of the court's jurisdiction over neglect
appears to be a) better.: means of protecting, a juvenile's
opportunity for an education than seeking to impose the
criminal penalties contained in many compulsory school
attendance laws.

The final paragraph of the standard recornmends that the
family court's jurisdiction in neglect F.nd abuse cases, like that
in noncriminal misbehavior cases, should extend' over public
agencies with a legal responsibility 'o provide services to
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juveniles and t'aeic families, as well as over the juvenile and
parent, guardian; or primarycaretaker named in the
complaint or petition. This authority is.necessary when the
public agencies are alleged to have allOwed children in their
charge to be neglected Or abused; see, e.g., New York State
Association for Retarded Children v. Rockefeller, 357 .F.
Supp. 752 (E.D.N.Y. 1973); Wyati v. Stickney, 344 F. Supp.
387 (M.D. Ala. 1972); Nelson v. Heyne, 1351 F. Supp. 451
(N.D. Ind. .1972); Inmates of Boy's Training School v. *fleck,
346 F. Subp. 1354 (D. R.1. 1972), to make certain that services
ordered by the court are actually. provided, ani to assure that
noncooperation with those services is brought to the court's
attention. See Standards 1.126, 1184, 3.189, 3.1812, and
3.1813.

2.245

2.322

2.33

2.343

2.344

3.11
3.111
3.112
3.117

3.145
Related Standards 3.154

2.13 Intervention to Protect Against .Harm 3.157
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse / 3.184

,(Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles into Emergency Protec- 3.185

tive Custody (Law Enforcement Agencies) 3.1812
2.244 Procedures Fdllowing a Decision to Refer to Intake 3.1813

. Neglect and Abuse' (Law Enforcement Agencies)

Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate.
Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies)
Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Nonlaw. Enforcement Agencies)
Criteria for Taking Juveniles into Emergency Protec-
tive Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
Procedures Upon Taking 4 Juvenile into Emergency
Protective Custody (NonI14w Enforcement Agencies)
Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate
Medical Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
Jurisdiction
JUrisdiction Over Delinquency,
Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
Transfer of JurisdictionIntrafamily Criminal Of-
fense, Contributing to the Delinquency of a Minor
Criteria for Intake DecisionsNqlect and Abuse
Criteria and,ProCedures for Imposition of Protective
Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases
Initial Review of Emerge:, Custody Decisions
Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNeglect a/nd
Abuse
Criteria for Termination of Parental Rights
Review of Disposition': OrdersNeglect and Abuse
Enforcement' of Dis, tonal OrdersNeglect and
Abuse
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3.114 Jurisdiction of the
Federal Courts Over
Delinquency
The jurisdiction of the United States District Courts over
offenses comAted by juveniles that would be designated as
criminal if committed by an adult should be reduced to the
greatest extent possible.

Source:
None of the sets of standards or model legislation reviewed

address the appropriate scope of federal jurisdiction over
delinquency. See generally 18 U.S.C. Section 5032 (Supp.
1979).

Commentary

Over the past ten years, the number of delinqueney cases
adjudicated by the U.S. District Courts has steadily.declined.
Between July 1917 and June 1978, the U.S. District Courts
heard a total of only ninety-five cases under the Federal Juve-
nile Delinquency Act, 18. U.S.C. Section 5031 et. seq, (Supp.
1979), and between October 1977 and September 1978, fed-
eral correctional facilities housed only seventeen persons ad-:
judicated under that act. These figures demonstrate a sub-
stantial reduction over the past decade. As a re3ult, few if any
U.S.. District Court judges now try delinquency cases on a
regular basis or are selected to hear such cases under the
criteria recommended in Standard 1123; few federal proba-
tion officers have an opportunity to become familiar with the
problems of juveniles adjudicated delinquent; correctional

-programs for juveniles are limited; and the :federal correction-
al facilities to which adju icated delinquents are sent are often
far from the juvenile's' ho e and family and huase adult as
well as juvenile offenders. There will inevitably remain a
handful of juvenile offenders'who will have tome tried in the
federal courts becauSe the states lack concurrent jurisdiction
over the offense (e.g., violations of immigration, currency
Counterfeiting and federal tax laws) or over the place where
the offense was committed (e.g., sky jacking or crimes
committed on `.he high seas). This stan'dard urges that these
cases continue to be held to a minimum. Among the ways in
which this could be achieved is to strengthen the longstanding
policy in favor of deferral of jurisdiction to the. states
embodied in 18 U.S.C. 5032 (Supp. 1979), by deleting the
provision is that section permitting federal prosecution when
.a state refuses to assume jurisdiction. In addition in state
which have not exercised the option provided in Sections 6
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and 7 of Public Law $3-20 (1953) to assume jurisdiction over
criminal offenses and civil causes of action arising on Indian
reservations, increasing reliance can be placed on deferral of
delinquency cases to the tribal courts. Such relianCe should be
accompanied by the programs, training, and other resources,
necessary to assif the tribal courts to administer effective and
equitable justice and enable the tribes to provide or purchase
the necessary services. A nuinber of such programs are already
undei way. Furthermore, jurisdiction over an act of
delinquency committed on military installations could be
ceded back to those states that did not retain such jurisdiction
when the land for the installationfaiiferred to Me. .'was
Federal Government. Because the number of Federal Juvenile
Delinquency Act cases' is already small, these measures should
not excessively burden the family courts of most jurisdictions.

In those cases in which' the federal courts must retain
jurisdiCtion over delinquent conduct, correctional services,
when required, should continue to be obtained through
contracts with state and local agencies or private orgaMia-
tions. Authority for procurement of such services is already
provided in 18 U.S.C. Section 5040 (Supp. 1979). Disposition-
al decisions should be made in accordance with the prOdures
recommended in Standards 3.181 et..seq if a custodial
alternative is selected, the custodial facility in which the
juvenile 'is placed should ordinarily be as close to the juvenile's
place of residence as possible. The National Advisory
Cofnmittee remtmends that the operation of correctional
facilities and programs by the Federal Government for
juveniles adjudicated delinquent by the U.S. District Courts
should be discontinned. See Standard 4.12.

This standard is not intended as criticism-- of -the perfor-
mance of the U.S. District Courts or the Federal Bureati of
Prisons. Rather, it arises from the recognition that the
administration of juvenile justice is and should continue to be
a state and local responsibility and, therefore, that jurisdiction
over delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and-
abuse should be vested in state and local courts. As was noted
by the District of Columbia Court of Appeals:

As between the local community and the federal govern-
ment one would hardly say 'that juvenile delinquency is
primarily a federal concern because it is evident it is at
bottom a responsibility of the community. If we have, as we
do to a distressing degree, juvenile delinquency, they are not
either local delinquents cr federal delinquentsthey are
juvenile delinquents and* they are the problf. in of the local
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community primarily, barring a controlling statutory
provision to the contrary. District of Columbia v. P.L.M.,
325 A.2d at 600,601 (DCCA 1976).
This standard recommends reduction of such statutory bars

to a minimum.

Related Standards
1.134 Organization and Coordination of the Federal

Juvenile Service System

3.1,1 Jurisdiction
3.111 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
4.11 . Role of the State
4.12 Role of the Federal Government



The jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency should
include any person charged with an offense that allegedly
occurred on or after that person's tenth birthday and prior to
that person's eighteenth birthday, and for which the statute of
limitations, applicable if the offense had been committed by

:77 an adult, has not run. The dispositional authority of the family
court over an adjudged s ouldn-ot-extend--beyond
that person's twenty-first birthday.

The jurisdiction of the family court over noncriminal
misbehavior should only be invoked with regard to persons
under the age of majority established by statute. The
dispositional authOrity of the family court in matters under its
noncriminal misbehavior jurisdiction should not extend
beyond the date on which the person with regard to whom
that jurisdiction was invoked attains the statutory age of
majority.

Sources:
National ,Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenqe Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 9.2-9.4, IV.8, and
14.14 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task'Force].

Commentary
This standard sets a maximum age limit on the jurisdiction

of the family- court over persons charged with acts of
delinquency Oi; noncriminal misbehavior, a minimum age
beloW which a child may not be charged as a delinquent, and a
limit on the duration of the family court's fdispositional
authority.

Establishing a .maximum jurisdictional age is a somewhat
arbitrary decision because the age at which individuals mature
varies. However, because there appears to be little agreement
on methods for actually measuring maturity, specification of a
chronological age remains the most viable approach. Eighteen
was. selected as the age at which a person accused of
committing an act that 'violates the criminal .lay'' will be

_:_handled as an adult offender rather than as dn antged
delinquenf,Thecanse it- corresponds to the,age at which most
young persons complete their high schooTeducation-begin to.
/loosen their family ties, and become eligible for such adult
rights and responsibilities as voting and military.Service:

The date of the -alleged conduct is designated as the date
controlling family court jurisdiction. This follows the practice
in a majority of States, and is intended to remove the incentive
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to delay prosecution of a case until after a juvenile's eighteenth
birthday so that he/she can be tried as an Idult. Standard
3.116 provides guidelines for transfer to a court of general
criminal jurisdiction-of accused delinquents, sixteen and over,
for whom dispositions by the fl family court would be
inappropriate.

ThestatureWlithitations applicable in delinquency cases
should be the same as that applicable in adult criminal
proceedings. See Report of the' Task Force, supra.. The
IJA/ ABA \Joint Commission has recommended special
statutes of limitations for delinquency matters. The rationale
for such special provisions is that an isolated incident more
than three yeals old has little bearing on a child's need for
treatment or punishment and that if there have been no
subsequent acts of delinquency, society's interest n preventing,
future criminal conduct can probably be best sh.ved by leaVing
the child alone. Institute of Judicial Administration/ Anteri
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice is

Standards, Standards. Relating to Waiver of Juvenile Court
Jurisdiction; Standard 1.3 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as 1JA/ ABA, Waiver]. However, the screening and
referral procedures recommended in Standard's\ 2.221, and
3.1413.147 accomplish the same objectives more 'simply. and
directly.

The maximum age for jurisdiction in noncriminal misbe-
havior cases is set at the statutory age of majority. Because the
conduct included under the rubric of noncriminal misbehavior
is not proscribed, for adults, the standard recommends that
both adjudicatory and dispositional jurisdiction should
terminate at majority- and makes no provision for continuing
jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior. Thus, 4, juvenile
who runs away or is truant cannot be subject tb cOurt action
for thoSe acts after he /she reaches the age of majority.
Similarly a dispositional order, rendered in a proceeding
initiated by a minor for repeated abuse of authdrity, would
automatically terminz.te when the minor reached majority. In
contrast,. juveniles committing a delinquent act before their
eighteenth birthday . but hot apprehended until after that
birthday would still be subject to the family court's
delinquency jurisdiction, although they could be transferred to
a court of general criminal jurisdiction under Standard 3.116.
.Forty-one states set the beginning of adult status at eighteen
years of age, three at nineteen, and the remaining six at the
traditionalage of _twenty-one, althougli many states place
separate age restrictions on the availability of alcohol'',
beverages, eligibility for public office, and the ability to convey
land. I-1.W. Beaser, The Legal Status of Runaways, 317-318
(1975).
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The standard endorses the minimurn age ten for
delinqUency cases recommended by the Report of the Task
FOrce, supra, and the Institute of Judicial Administration/
American Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile
Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Juvenile Delinquen-
cy and Sanctions, Standard 2.1 (draft, 1977). The minimum
age limit recognizes that the number of children under ten
years of age committing criminal acts is relatively small, that
there is serious question about the ability of most children a'ge
nine, or below to understand the proceedings or his/her
actions, and that delinquency cases involving young children
are likely to be family problems which can be addressed more
effectively through the provision of counseling and services,
either voluntarily or, when necessary, through the family
court's jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior or neglect
and abuse, See Standards 3.112 and 3.113. Accordingly, no
minimum age is set for these other types of jurisdictions. The
vast majority of states either have no set policy or follow the
common law presumption that children under the age of seven
are not capable of understanding the consequence of their
behavior- and therefore cannot be charged with a crime or
delinquency. Two states have statutes setting the minimum
age,at seven and four statp-set the minimum at ten.

Finally, the standard adopts twenty-one years as the
maximum age for the exercise of continuing jurisdiction over

adjudicated delinquent, It thus follows the Prevailing
practice, The purpose of providing continuing jurisdiction is

to relieve the pressure that would otherwise exist to:transfer to
adult court large numbers of cases involving juveniles just
under the manimiim jurisdictional age. Dispositions extending
beyond a person's eighteenth birthday would still be subject to
the statutory, durational limits established in conjunction with
Standard 3.181. As, noted above, dispositions in noncliminal
misbehavior cases may not extend beyond the date on which
theluvenile to whom the petition refers reaches majority. In
delinquency cases, the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts, Section 9 (1973)
specifies age nineteen unless terminated prior thereto. The
IJA/ ABA Joint Commission recommends that jurisdiction
continue until eighteen if The dispositional order is entered
before age fifteen, and up to a maximum of three years if the
order is entered between the ages of fifteen and eighteen.
OA/ABA, Waiver, supra.

Related Standards
3.111 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
3:112 Jurisdiction Over.Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.116 Transfer to Another CourtDelinquency
3.18 Duration of Disposition and Type of Sanction

Delinquency
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3.116 . Transfer to Another
Court - Delinquency
The family court should have the authority to transfer a
juvenile charged with committing a delinquency offense to a
court of general criminal jurisdiction if:

a. The juvenile is at least age sixteen;
b. There is probable cause. to believe that the juvenile

committed the act alleged in the delinquency. petition;
c. There is probable case to believe that theiict alleged in

the delinquency petition is of a heinous..or aggraVated
nature, or that the juvenile has committed repeated
serious delinquency offenses; and

d. There is clear and convincing evidence that the juvenile is
not amenableto4reatment by the family court because of
the seriousness of the alleged conduct, the juvenile's
record of prior adjudicated offenses, and the inefficLey
of each of the dispositions available to the family court.

This authority should not be exercised, unless there has been a
hiff and,fair hearing at which the juvenile has been accorded
all essential due piocesS safeguards.

Before Oidiring trilliSfer,lhe court 'Should state, on the record"
the basis for its finding that the juvenile could not be
rehabilitated through 'any of the dispositions available to the
family court.

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and.Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile JustiT
and. Delinquency Prevention, Standard 9.5(1976) [hereinafter
cited as Report of the Task Force]; Ifistitilte of Judicial
Adminit tration/ American Bar Association*Joint Commission.
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Waiver
of Juvenile Court Jurisdiction, Standard 2.2 (tentative draft,
1977).[hereinafter cited as 1JA/ABA, Waiver].

Commentary
The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the

AdminiStration of Justice, Task Force Report: Juvenile
Delinquency and Youth Crime, 25 (1967) termed transfer of
accused delinquents to adult criminal courts, "a necessary evil,
imperfect but not substantially more so than its alternatives."
Waiver of jurisdiction in cases involving juveniles for whom
the specialized services and programs available to the family
court are inappropriate, functions as a safety valve to relieve
the pressure to reduce the maximum age of family court
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jurisdiction and to facilitiate the provision a services to those
juveniles who appear more likely to respond:

This standard, following the lead of the Report of the Task.
Force, supra, and United Stafes v. Kent, 383 U.S. 541 (1966),
recommends criteria to relate the operation of this safety
valve to assure that thosejimenilesior_whorn treatment as an --
adult offender is appropriate are transferred and that those for
Whoin stigmatization as a convicted felon is unnecessary
remain under family court jurisdiction.

The first criterion is that juveniles under age sixteen should
remain under the jurisdiction of the family court. This is in
accord with the recommendations of most recent standards
and models and is the practice in about a auarter of the states::
See, e.g., Report of the Task Force, supra IJA/ ABA, Waiver;
supra; President's CommiSsion, supra,. U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, Model Act for Family'
Courti, Section 31 (1975); Uniform Juvenile Court 'Act,
Section 34 JNational ConferenCe of Commissioners on
Uniform. State Laws, 1968). No matter what age is set, there
will always be-a few-juvenile offenders for whom-tratisfer may
be appropriate. Although many serious crimes are committed
by juveniles age fifteen and under, it is anticipated that the
number of cases in which transfer of such juveniles would be
proper under the other criteria listed in the standard will be
minimal.

The standard further recommends that no juvenile be
transferred unless it has been determined that there is

probable cause to believe that a delinquent act has been
committed and that the juvenile committed it. See, e.g.,
Report of the. Task Force, supra; IJA/ABA, Waiver, supra;
Uniform Juvenile Court Act, supra; but see Model Act. for
Family Courts, .supra. About half the states with statutory
provisions on waiver include such a probable cause require-
ment. A 'new probable cause determination regarding the
juvenile's involvement in the offense is not necessary if such a
*determination has been ;uncle during a detention hearing or on
request of the respondent following the filing of a delinquency
petition, See Standards 3.155 and 3.165.

However, in most cases, there will still, need to be a
determination regarding the seriousness Of the conduct or the
juvenile's prior record of serious felonies, The standard
endorses the Task Force provision that a delinquent act must
be shown to ,be of a heinous or aggravating nature or part of a
pattern of serious offenses committed by the juvenile..The
term "felony" is insufficient to convey the degree of seriousness
required for transfer and although linking waiver to the
classification scheme used for dispositional purposes may be
one method of implementing the standard, see 1JA/ ABA,



rrutver, supra; ill1U tne mere citation of a
particular class of felonies still does not necessarily address the

. nature and circumstances 'of the particular act in question.
Between a quarter and a third of the states require that the
delinquent act be the equivalent of a felony before a juvenile
may be transferred. The Model Act for Family Courts supra
recommends consideration of the "nature" of the offense and
the juvenile's prior record in determining the "prospects for
rehabilitation." The Uniforin Juvenile Court Act,. supra does'
not.

Thy fourth criteria focuses directly on the iSsue of the
juvenile's amenability to treatment. The standard endorses the
pozition adopted by the 13A/ ABA Joint Commission that the
family court judge must determine that there is clear and
convincing evidence that a juvenile, because of the nature of
the alleged offense and his/ her response to the dispositions
imposed fot prior offenses, is unlikely to respond to any of the
dispositions available to the family court. in making this
decision the judge should review each of the available types of
dispositional alternatives. The Task Force standard does not
specify the level of proof, but otherwise agrees in concept with
the A/ ABA. Joint. Commission proposal.

'keni instructs that juveniles subject to a transfer proceeding
are entitled to a hearing, to counsel, to "access by counsel to'
the social records and probation or similar reports which
presumably are considered by the court, and to a: statement of

..- reasons for the juvenile court's. decision." Id. 383 U.S. at 557.
This holding was raised to constitutional proportions by /n re

(Mutt, 387 U.S. 1 (1967). The reference in the standard to all
essential due process safeguards is intended to go beyond Kent
and to. be read in conjunction with. Standard 1171, which
recommends that accused delinquents shon1C1 be entitled to
'notice, to be present at all proceedings, to compel the
attendance of witnesses, to present evidence and cross-,
examine witnesses, to an impartial decision maker, to the.?ight
against self-incriminaton, and to have a verbatim rebOrd
made of the preceeding. r

\
The_explicit statement of the facts and reasons underlying

the transfer decision, which is called for in the final paragraph,'! \
\follows Ke.ni and is pail of the effort throughout these \

standards to regularize the exercise of discretionary authority. .

See, e.g., Standards 3A47, 3.155-3157, and 3A88. Although
the transfer decision can probably never be a "scientific
evaluation," President's Commission, supra, the enumeration
of specific criteria and the explanation of the basis for the
transfer dncision in terms of those criteria should facilitate
review and prorriote understanding of and consistency. in the
transfer process.

Related Sta lards

3.111 Jurisdicti n Over Delinquency
3.117 Transfer -of Jurisdiction--lntra-family Criminal Of-

fense, ontributing to the Delinquency of a Minor
3.i82 Criter d for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
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.117 Transfer of \\\

Li risdictionIntra-Farrilly
Criminal Offense,
Contributing to the
Delinquency of a Minor

// 1

The family court should kiave,he authority to transfer to a
court of general criminal juri7diction, sm 2-lidt charged with
an intri.-family criminal il'sfense or contributing to the
delinqiuncy of a minor, when there is a finding, based upon
clear and convincing evide ce ti114 at the services available to the
family court are inapprO Hate:

a. Because flu: fam:' unit does not require such services;7'b. Because.of the seriousness of the alleged conduct; or
c. Because of the

,/
accused's record of prior offenses.

Sources:

No other standards-settinglgroup addresses.this issue other/
than to call for iurisdiction over intra- family offenses: The
piOcedures arc based on Institute of Judicial Administration/
American Bar. Association Joint Commission on Juvenile

Justice Standards, Standards. Relating to"Vaiver of Juvenile.
Court Jurisdiction, Standard 2.2 (tentative draft, 1977).

Commentary

Jurisdiction is proNided over intra-family offenses and
contributing to the delinquency of a minor because of the
k)unseling and other services familiar to .an-cF,' available'
through the family court, whiCh can be utilized to assist the
family and avoid recurrences of the unlawful behavior.
Although under Standards 3.11 and 3.121, theffamily court, as
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. ,

a division of the highest court pf)gt.... !cal jurisdiction, Would!
have authority to try a criminal matter and upon convictio o
impose a sentence, transfer to a division that serves as a-e'ourt;
of general criminal jurisdiction is recommende When. such
services.ure Unnecessary or are inappropri ecause of the
nature of the offense, e.g., liuinicide-, or becaUse., the
defendant's prior record indicates-tIfal,counseling would have
little effect. It is intended that-any criminal conduct in which
both the, alleged perpetrar4and the victim are members of to
same household r closely khit family group,. should be
designated an intra-fanuly offense., Limiting .ntra-family

tiCOffenses-cortain enumerated crimes introduo s nnecessary
complexity and inducements to negotiate over he charge. See
Note, 45 New York' U.L. ReP. 385 (1970).

It is anticipated that the /procedures a d time limits
applicable to ; . iminal proceedings will apply to intra-family
offense and contributing to the delinquency o a minor cases,
but that such cases will be reviewed by the i ,take unit in a
manner similar to that described in Standards 3.142-1147, at
an early stage of the oriminal process, in order to'determine
whether referral to services would be appropriate.

Related Standards
3.11 JuriSdiction
3.111 JurisdictionDelinquency
3.116 Transfer to Another Court Dclinquency



118 Venue
Delinquency, noncrimin't misbehavior, and neglect and abuse
cases should be adjudicated in the jurisdiction where the
conduct from which the case arose is alleged to have occurred.

Upon motion of any party prior to the adjudication hearing,
the court should transfer ttie case to a family court in another
,convenient location if it finds there is aeasonable likelihood
that a fair and impartial adjudication cannot be hild in the
jurisdiction in which the case is then pending, or if such a
transfer would be in the interest of justice.

In addition, the family court should be authorized upon
motion of any party to transfer a case after adjudication to the
family court in the jurisdiction in which the juvenile or his/her
family resides for determination of the appropriate disposition
and the enforcement thereof.

Sources:

See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice. Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile JiiStice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 9.6,
(1976)4 ,Uniform Rules of Criminal Procedure, Section 462
(National Conference .of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws, 1974).

Commentary .

This standard sets forth the prinCiples governing the place
of adjudicatiOn for delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior,
and neglect or abuse proceedings. It recommends that cases be
heard in the jurisdiction in which the underlying conduct
occurred, because the witnesses for both the state and the
respondent are more likely to be available in the place in
which the ,alleged offense, conduct, ,neglect, or abuse took
place. a

This is consistent with the requirement of the Sixth
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution /hat defendants in

/criminal cases be tried in the jurisdiction "wherein the crime
shall have been committed," and the current practice in a
majority of the states in delinquency cases. !

However, the standard provides a jibe;a1 Change of venue
provision taken in part from the'Uniform Rules of Criminal
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Procedure. It authorizes transfer of the proceedings to a
family, _court in. alocation convenient to the, parties upon a
showing that there is a "reasonable likelihood" that the matter
could not be adjudicated fairly or that a transfer would be in

,.the interests of justice. This is intended to include the inability
of a party to present significant facts or witnesses in the
original jurisdiction as well as such factors as prejudicial
publicity.

The judge is required to be the arbiter between the possible
competing interests of the parties. No special right of consent
is accorded the juvenile because a ransfer from 'the place of
occurrence to the place of residence could be used to prejudibe
the state as well as to benefit the juvenile. But see U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Mode! Act for
Family Courts, Section 11 (1975). Such special provisions are
usually intended to facilitate dispositions in the juvenile's
home jurisdiction. To accommodate this need, the standard
provides that cases may be transferred to the home
jurisdiction following adjudication for both determination
and enforcement of the disposition on the request of any of the
parties. Article VII of the Interstate Compact on Juveniles
requires the adjudicating judge to determine the disposition.
However, becalise the family court judge in the home
jurisdiction is more likely to be familiar with the programs and
services available in that jurisdiction, and in light of the
provisions in Standards 3.181-3.184 promoting increased
consistency in dispositional decisions, it appears more
appropriate to allow the dispositional decisionjto be made in
the home jurisdiction. ObviouslY, information concerning
seriousness and circumstances of the conduct on which the
adjudication was based and other information essential for
making the dispositional decision will have to be transferred
along with the case. See Standards 1.532, 3.186, and 3 187.

Related Standards

3.111 Jurisdictiot, Over Delinquency
3.112 Jurisdiction t,-ver Noncriminal Behavior
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
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3,12 Court Organization
3.121 Relationship to
Other Courts
The family court should be a division of the highest court of
generals jurisdiction. with the full jurisdictional authority and
range of dispositional, review, and, inherent powers enjoyed by
that touct.

Sources:

National Advisory Committee on Criminal Stand-
ajds and Goals, Report (1)f the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 8.1 (1976); 'see also
Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justicei Standards,
Standards Relating to Court Organization and Administra-
tion;.Standard 1.00 (tentative draft, 1977); National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,
Courts, Section 14.1 (1973).

\\ Commentary
This standard endorses the position take,n by all recent

national standards'isetting efforts that the court charged with
jurisdiction over juvenile or family matters be an equal part of
the highest court of general jurisdiction. See in addition to the
source materials, U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts, Comment to Section 3
(1975); National Conference of Commissioners for Uniform
State Laws. Uniform Juvenile Court Act, Cominent to
Section 2(9) (1968)1, Although the standard is phrased in terms
of the family court structure recommended in Standard 3.11,

-t it is not intended tO discourage a state retaining the traditional
scope of juvenile court jurisdiction from making the juvenile
court a division of its highest trial court if the juvenile court
dbes not already enjoy that status.

In addition to the specific powers recommended in these
standards. family Courts should have the same express and
inherent authority I accorded other divisions, including the
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power to sentence adultsto the full range of penalties provided
by the state criminal code, see Standard 3.117; to review
agency rules, procedures, and actions; to grant appropriate
writs; and to order appropriate services for the child or family.

The aim of the standard is /to assure that the quality of
justice offered juveniles is coMparable to that available in

dult civil or criminal matters and to promote economy and.
fficiency in court administration. It is anticipated that as a,

division of the highest court of general jurisdiction, additional
resources will L: available to the family court. It is further
anticipated that the enhanced prestige of this status, together
with the recommendations regarding judicial tenure and
qualifications in Standards 3:122 and 1123, will put to rest the
stigma of the "kiddie court" that judges, prosecutors, and
defense attorneys must avoid entirely or escape from as
quickly as possible.

More than a third of the states and the District of Columbia
include the juvenile or family court as a division of the general
trial court and six states provide for separate juvenile Cburts at
the equivalent jurisdictional level. In twelve additional states,
some juvenile matters are heard at the general trial level
(usually in the larger popfilation centers), while the rest are
handled by lower court judges. Task corce on Standards and
Goals for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Comparative Analysis of Standards and., State Practices:
Court Structure, Judicial and Ndnjudiciat Personnel and
,ftivenile Records 7 (1975).

Related Standards

I Jurisdiction
3.122 Tenure of Family Court Judges
3.123 Judicial Qualifications and Selection
3.124 Use of Quasi-Judicial Decision Makers
3.125 Employment of a Court Administrator
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3122 Tenure of Family
Court Judges

A

Assignments to the family court should be for a two-year
term. Judges in a multiplejudge jurisdiction should normally

serve no more than two consecutive terms on the family court.
Howeyer, the/presiding judge of the highest court of general
jurisdiction should have discretion to Appoint an incumbent
family court judge to additional consecutive terms when that
judge has demonstrated exceptional competence while serving
on the family court and retains a keen interest in the r. Zeds and
problems of juveniles and in continuing to serve as a family
court judge.

Sources:
Seegenerally Institute of Judicial AdministratirKrAmeri-

.

can Bar,. Association Joint Commission on Jtivenile Justic:
StandfirdilkStandards Relating to Court Structure, Standard
2.00 (t.ttvt, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Court
Strucat'e];\National- Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice,
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 8.4 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard attempts to s'rike a balance between

conflicting policy positions. On the on2. hand, there is the
position adopted by Report of the Task Force, supra, .that
judges should be permanently assigned to the family court,
subject to removal for unsuitability or. reassignritent on
request. The Task Force__ concluded that its policy would
provide adequate time for a new to develop specialized
knowledge and community-specific expertise in juvenile and
family matters, encourage only those truly interested in the
family court to offer their services, and a:;ow family court
judges to become more effective ad), oC'ates in the community
for developing needed services for families and children.
Report of the Task Force, supra.

On the other hand, the 1JA/ ABA Joint Commission
concluded that assignments to the family awn division should
be rotated among the judges of the highest court of general

jurisdiction with each serving no more thin two years in
succession. It was argued,.that relativuly fret ..,.^nt rotation was
needed to avoid the phenomenon of judge. -,tho regard the
family court as a personal fief and who Overly personalize the
administration of juvenile justice, conforming their decisions
more to their personal philosophies than to objective
standards of law. Such a policy would also encourage the \\
infusion into the juvenile justice system of fresh insights based \
on \the rotating judges' broad legal expertise.

Standard 3.122 recognizes that it may take as mach-as one
year for a family court judge to become acclimatized and fully
cognizant of all the available programs and services. Hence, a
two-year minimum term `is recommended. It recognizes
further that exceptionally competent and interested judges
should be allowed to serve more than four years in succession
on the family court bench, but that periodic rotation (If judges
can strengthen all divisions of the- highest court of genera
jurisdiction and help ko avoid the dangers of both over
personalization or rouinization of the .administration of
juvenile justice. Accordingly, the standard recommends that
the presiding judge shoUld be authorized to make exceptions
to the normal two-term :o.nure for family court judges who
have demonstrated unusual ability and who remain keenly
interested in serving on the family court bench.

State 'practices vary.\ Many assign judges to a particular
division for one-year terms permitting renewal based on
performance, overall needs, and individual preferences.
Othf..7s assign judges to monthly, three-month, or six-month
terms. Some states utilize indefinite terms. Task Force on
Standards and Goals for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, Comparative Analysis of Standard:. and State
Practices: Court Structure, Judicial and Nonjudicial Person-

,.nel and Juvenile Records, 27 (1975).

Related Standards

1.41 Personnel Selection
1.422 Training of Judicial Personnel
3.123 Judicial Qualifications and Selection
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3.123 Judicial
Qualifications and
Selection
In addition to those 4,1alifications required for all judges
serving on the highest court of general jurisdiction, family
court judges should be attorneys who possess .1 keen and
demonstrated interest in the needs and problems of juven:les.
They should be assigned to the family court without regard to
seniority, political considerations, of any other factors that
detract from the objective\ evaluation of an individual's
competence for an interest in service on the family court.

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ardsand Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 8.4 and 17.1 (1976)

/ [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary

The .effectiveness of the Juvenile Justice System is depen-
dent, in large part, on the calibre of the judges serving on the
family court. This standard outlines the criteria that should
and should not be. utilized in assigning judges to the family
court bench. No positron. taken with regard to the method of
judicial selectioni.e., ion, appbintment, Cir a combina-
tion thereof. The first basic qualification, in addition to those
required of other judges if the highest court of general

.jurisdiction, is that the family court judge should be an
attorney. This is already iNi,ired in the vast majority of the
states and is `recomi-ncrw.,,,.: all recent standards and model
legislative efforts. Althoui;;. if. is highly-beneficial for family
court judges to be familiar other disciplines, legal training
is essential.

The second factor is that the judge possess a keen and
demonstrated interest in the problems and needs of juveniles.
How that interest is to be determined is left to the states, but
repress Cation of persons before the family court is not
intend( to be the sole criterion. Factor/such as s
the lack thereof, or political -affilition should trot ,be the
determining factors. The family court should. not ser i as a
temporary training ground for service in adult divisic:,s of the
general trial court.

268

Both the U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Standards. for Juvenile and Fam'ily Courts, 103

(1975), and the \, National Council of Juvenile Court Judges,
Juvenile Cour! \Evaluation Report ch. 4 (1974) suggest a
detailed list of personal attributes that family court judges
should possess in addition to being a member of the state bar.
These include:

I. Deep concern about the rights of people;
2. Interest ;n the problems of children and families;
3. Awareness of mode. n psychiatry, psychology, and social

work;
4. Ability to make dispositions uninfluenced by own

personal concepts of child care;
5. Skill in administration and ability to delegate;
6. Ability to conduct hearings in a kindly manner and talk'

to children and adults at their level of understanding
without loss of the essential dignity of the court; and

7. Eagerness to learn (NCJ9J only).
See also Institute of Judicial'Administration/ American Bar

Association Joint Commissio
,

on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Court Organization and Administra-
tion, Standard 3.00 (draft,/1977;.

The level of compensatidn for family court judges should be.
sufficient' to attract and ;retain individuals with the s ills,
qualific tions, and interests necessary for service on the family
tour ench and should be comparable to that of other judges
of, e highest court of general jurisdiction. See, e.g.; Report of
the Task Force, supra at Standard 17.12; ABA, Standards
Relating to Court Organization, Section 1.23 (approved draft,
1974).

specialized training for family court judges is discussed in
Standard 1.422.

Related Standards

..41 Personnel Selection
1.422 Training of Judicial Perm' ,.nel
3.11 Jurisdiction.
3.121 Relationship t6 Other Courts
3.122 Tenure of Family Court Judges



3.124 Use of Quasi-
Judicial Decision Makers
Funnily court judges rather than quasi-judicial personnel, such
as referees, masters, or commissioners, should preside over all
adjudicatOry and dis ositional hearings and any hearings at
which the detention, nditioned liberty, transfer, or tempo-
rary or permanent custo of a juvenile is at issue.

Sources:

National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-
ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 8.3 (1976) [hereinafter cited a'Report
of the Task Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/
American Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile
Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Court Organization
and Administration, Standard 3.101(draft, 1977).

Commentary

This standard, in accordance with the pdsition-adopted by
the Standards and Goals Task Force and the IJA/ ABA Joint
Commission, recommends that every decision which affects a.-
juvenile's liberty or status should be made by a judge rather
than by non- or quasi-judicial personnel. It applies to
delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, neglect, abuse, and
'adoption cases, as well as proceedings for termination of
parental' custody, and admission to mental health
services. It includes all decisions concerning detention, shelter
care, emergency custody, or release prior to adjucF:-ation or
disposition ; transfer to another court; adjudication; and
disposition, except the intake and initial detention, emergency
custody, and release decisions Made by law enforcement
officers and protective services personnel pursuant to
Standards 2.21-2.233 and 2.31-2133, and by intake officers in
accordance with the submission of a complaint. See Standards
3.141-3.147 and 3.151- 3.158. The standard does not adopt a
position regarding the use of nonjudicial personnel in other
types of proceedings.

In several states, trained nonjudicial personnel are autho-
rized to hear and dispose of a broad range of juvenile cases.

r

The American Bar A::'Iociation, Standards Relating to Court
Organization, Section 1.12(b) (approved draft, 1974), encour-
ages use of legally trained "judicial officers" to assist judges.
The U.S. Department': of Health, Education. and Welfare,
Model Act for Family Courts, SectiOn 4 (1975) recommends
the use of attorneys as referees in delinquency and neglect
proceedings unless a party objects, the allegations in the
petition are denied, or the heariiivoncerns waiver' f juvenile
jurisdiction and transfer to an adult court.' Under the Model
Act for Family Courts, a full rehearing before a judge is
authorized upon request of a party. The National Conference
of Commission °n Uniforrii State Laws endorses the use of
attorneys as referees in "routine and simple matters where the
caseload of a court warrants it." Uniform Juvenile Cowl Act,
Comment to optional Sect ::r+ 7 (1968):

The standard is premises; upon the greater visibility and
accountability of judges cornm,..ed to referees, commissioners,
and- masters the need --to- upgrade the status of the family
court; and the administrative advantages of eliminating the
cumbersome and trial de novo system required in
systems utilizi:.;.; quasi-judicial decision makers. When
additional decision makers are required, juliges with the
qualifiCations set forth in Standard 3.123 should be reassigned
to the family court.,

1Where quasi-judicial decision- Makers continued to be
utilized, they should have the same /qualifications and be
subject to the same standards of perfformance, training, and
discipline -as family court judges and should serve once
renewabl Standards 1.422, 3.122, and
3.123. Cf. Report of el:e Task Force,/ supra at Standard 17.3.

Related Standards
1.41 Personnel Selection
1.422 Trainirg of Judicial Personnel
3.11 Jurisdiction
3.121 Relationshin to Other "Courts'
3.122 Tenure of Family Court Judges
3.123 Judicial Qualifications and Selection
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3.125 Employment of a
Court Administrator
Family courts with four or more judges (and where justified by
caseload, family courts with fewer judges) should have a full-
time professional court administrator.

The family court administrator should be an assistant to the
administrator of the highest, court of general jurisdiction,

Aappointed by the presiding judge of that court, and serving
under the supervision of the presiding judge of the family
court.

Theresponsibility of the family court administrator should be
to -assure the effective and efficient operation of the family
court in accordance with state and local law, procedures and
practices, and the policies established by the presiding judge of
the family court. Among the duties of the family court
administrator should be: ,

a. Caseflow ind calendar management;
b; Budget preparation and fiscal management;
c. Records management;
d. Personnel management, supervision, and training;
e. Procurement;
f. Space and facilities management;
g. Planning, resesch, and evaluation of methods to

improve family court operations;
h. Coordination with administrative personnel in other

courts and agencies; and
i. Disseminafion of inforMation to the public.

In jurisdiCtions without a sufficient caseload to warrant em-
ployment of a separate family court administrator, these func-
tions should be performed by the administrator of the highest
court of general jurisdiction.

Source:
Institute of Judicial Administra:ion/ American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Court Organization and Administra-
tioi, Standards 2.20 ,nd 3.30 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hert-lafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Court Organization.]

Commentary

family court administrator to facilitate and upgrade the
operation of the court, The term "professional court
administrator" is intended to discourage appointment of
individuals without the training, skills, and experience in court
management necessary to carry out the complex duties that a
court administrator is required to perform.. The administrator
should not also serve as the chief probation officer nor the
director of court' services, because, these positions require
different skills and full-time attention.

Because of the specialized procedure and short\time limits
that apply to the family court, its administration'should be

"assigned to an individual without other administrati?n duties
whenever the caseload permits. The four-judge 'minimum
suggested in the standard is intended as a rough guide.
Because the famil' court is a division of the highest court of _

general jurisdictidn and, therefore, should operate within the
personnel, financial, and administrative policies of that court,
the standard recommends that the family court administrator
should be an assistant to the, administrator of the general trial
court and should be appointed by the presiding judge of that
court. See Standard 3.121. However, the chief judge of the
family court is in a far better position to assess the
performance of the family court administrator and, therefore,
should be responsible for the day-to-day supervision ,Of the
administrator's actions.

The ,standard spells out the matters for which the family
court administrator should be responsible. Included within
these duties should be maintenance of an adequate manage-
ment information system, see Standards 1.21
development of all necessary forms, juror management, as
well as supervision of clerks and other administrative
employees. See IJA/ ABA, Court Organization, .supra.

Specialized training for family court administrators is
discussed in Standard 1.429.

Related Standards

1.41

1.429
3.11

This standard, endorses the employment of a pressional 3.121
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Personnel Sele,?.tion
Training of Administrative Personnel
Jurisdiction
Relationship t, Other Courts



3.13 Ccunsel
3.131 Representation by
CcinselFor the State
The state should be entitled to be represented by counsel in all
proceedings arising under the jurisdiction of the family court
in which the state has an interest.

Counsel for the state in matters before the family court should
be from the office that normally represents the state in
criminal proceedings before the highest' court of general
jurisdiction. Offices with six or more attorneys should
establish a separate family court section, including legal,
professional, and clerical staff.

The attorneys assigned to the family court section should be
selected on the basis of interest, education, experience, and
competence. I

Sources:
Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Prosecution Function, Standards
1.1(a), 2.1 and 2.3(b) [hereinafter cited as-', IJA/ABA,
Prosecution Function] (tentative draft, 1977); National "Ad-
visory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,
Report of the TaikForce on Juvenile Justice and Delinque.n1\
cy Prevention, Standards 15.1-15.5 and 15.7 (1976) [Herein-
after cited as Report of the Task Force].

Cornmentary

This standard declares that the state should be represented.
by an attorney in all proceedings in which it has. a direct.
interest. These include all matters arising under the delinquen7
cy., noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and abuse jurisdic-
tions of the family court, the jurisdiction over intra4amily
offenses or contributing- to, the delinquency of a minor,
enforcement of support and adoption, termination of parental
rights, and custody cases in which a state agency or state-
supplied service is involved.. The term "state" includes county,
city, or other local units of governments. Hence, the office that
normally represents the state in criminal proceedings could be
the-office of the district attorney; county attorney, solicitor,
state attorney, or attorney general, aepending on the
particular organizational structure utilized by the state. See
.IJA/A13, Prosecution Function, supra; Report of the Task
Force, supra. .

The President's Commission on Law EnforceMent and the

Administration of Justice, Task Force. Report: Juvenile
Delinquency and Youth Crime (1967) recommends against the
use of state prosecutors in family or juvenile matters; stressing
that the best interests of the family and child are more likely
protected in informal proceedings. However, that recommen-
dation was made before the decision in In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1
(1967), which heralded an awareness that informality in
delinquency proceedings often serves to deprive the child of
basic rights. The standard tracks the recommendations of the
IJA/ ABA, Prosecution Function, supra, and Report. of the
Task Force, supra, which provide for the participation of a
"juvenile prosecutor" at every stage of every case in which the
state has an interest. The standard contemplates that
representation of the state by an attorney will contribute
significantly to the improvement of the quality' of justice
dispensed by family courts. Participation of a prosecuting
attorney should impress upon the parties the seriousness of the
proceedings. It should also expedite the proceedings, improve
the quality of the evidence considered, stimulate more
competent representation of parties other than the state, and
eliminate the present conflict of roles for- judges, and
probation and police officers. /

Traditionally, neither the state nor the juvenile was rep
\resented by an attorney in family court. Because In re-Gault

mandated counsel for the child, many states have
reVised their practices to provide for state counsel to be
present, at least- in those cases in which the child is actually
represented or in which the judge requestshe prosecutor's
presenCe\ -

The standard recommends creation of a unified family court
section within the prosecutor's office serving the highest court
of general jurisdiction. It is not intended that attorneys from
the civil law section of the prosecutor's office or from a
separate civil law state's attorney office should be excluded,
from the family court section. The standard merely seeks to
encourage a unified 'structure similar to that recommended for
the family court to facilitate the development of expertise in
matters 'relating to juveniles and farniiies and to promote
managerial effectiveness and` consistent policy toward cases
involving juveniles. Like thandard on thequalifications for
family courvjudges, see Standard 3.123, the third paragraph
of this provision stresses hat ads to the family court
section should - be based on 'interest, experience, and
competency and not on political factors, seniority, or the lack
thereof. Assignments should be madexby the prosecutor or the

/



chief administrative :assistant, and a senior attorney with
considerable tral experience should be designated to I ad the
section. Thu :A: lard is intended to make clear that such
assignments t v' : `ittily court section should not be regarded
as the bottom on the ;adder to-felony trial work to be
endured and dispensed with as q Jickly as passible. Pay
schedules for 'he family court section should bt r:omparable to
those for the rest of the office, part-time assigniQ:nts should De
avoided urdess absolutely necessary, and adequate investiga-
tiVe and clerical staff shook i be assigned.

Specialized training for attorneys in the family court section
of the proseeutor's office is discussed in Standard 1.423. In
smiler jurisdictions, for which creation of separate family
court units may 4 not . be practical, attorneys for the state
appearing in family court proceedings should receive the same
type of specialized training available to attorneys in larger
offices.

Related Standards
1.41 Personnel Selection
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1.423 Training of Prosecutorial Personnel
3.11 Jurisdiction
3.134 Role of Counsel
3.147 Notice of (Intake) Decision
3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3.156. Review of Conditions of Release
3.157 Initial Review of Emergency Custody Decsions
3.163 Decision to File a Petition
3.165 Determination of Probable. Cause
3.166 Arraignment. Procedures
k171 -Rights the Parties
3.187 predisposition Reports
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3.189 Review and Modification of Dispositional Hearings
3.1810 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersDelinquency
3.1811 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNoncriniinal

Misbehavior
3.1812 Review of Dispositionai OrdersNeglect and Abuse
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and

Abuse
3.191 Right to Appeal



3.132 Representation by
Counsel For the
Juvenile
A juvenile should be entitled to be represented by counsel in
all proceedings arising from a delinquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, neglect, or abuse action and in any proceeding at
which the custody, detention, or treatment of the juvenile is at
issue.

In delinquency and noncriminal misbehavior proceedings, the
right to counsel should attach as soon as a juvenile is taken
into custody by an agent of the state, a complaint/ is filed*
against a juvenile, or a juvenile appears at intake or at an
initial detention hearing, whichever occurs first.

In all other actions in which a juvenile is entitled to
representation by counsel, the right to counsel should attach
at the earliest: stage of the decisional process, except when
temporary emergency action is involved and! immediate
participation of counsel is not practicable.

In any proceeding in which a juvenile is entitled to be
represented by counsel, an attorney should be appointed
whenever counsel is not retained for the juvenile; s. "Iiienever it
appears that counsel will not be retained; whenever there is an
adverse interest between the juvenile and the juvenile's
parents, guardian, or primary caretaker; or whenever
appointment of independent counsel is otherwhe required in
the interests of justice.

Sources:
Institute if Judicial Administration /American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Counsel for Private Parties, Standard
2.3 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as' IJA/ ABA,
Counsel]; National Advisory CornmitiVon Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force for Juvenile

-'Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 16.5 and 16.7
_(1976) [hereinafter' cited as Report of the Task Force]; U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Model Act for
Family Courts, Section 25 (1975).

Commentary

This standard . recommends that juveniles should be
represented by an attorney in nearly all proceedings, before the
family court. Although this broad entitlement to counsel is
likely to involve additional public expense, it, was t e
conclusion of the 'National Advisory Committee -that few

measures could more effectively assure fairness in the
administratikw, of juvenile. justice.
. Traditionally, states did not require that children in family
or juvenile court propeedings be represented by counsel,
although most did permit the family lawyer to be present and
to assist the child and family if necessary. In re Gault, 387 U.S.
1, 36, 41 (1967) held that representation by counsel is

constitutionally required at juvenile delinquency 'adjudica-
tions. See also Kent v. United States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966).
Most states now provide for counsel: some providing court-
appointed counsel, if necessary, at all stages of delinquency
proceedings; some not specifying what stages of the p'roceed-
ings require counsel; some providing counsel only upon
request of the juvenile or -upon indigence of-the- juvenile's
family; and 'some providing counsel' at the discretion of the
judge. S.M. Davis, Rights of Juveniles: The Juvenile Justice
System, .125-127 (1974). A number of states also provide a
right to counsel for juveniles in neglect, dependency, and
abuse matters.

The Model Act for Family. Courts, supra recommends that
counsel should also be provided to juveniles in neglect
proceedings. Both the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission and the
Standards and Goals Task Force, supra, urge that juveniles
should be entitled to coun-:.; in any.proceeding that may affect
their status and custody. ilA/ ABA, Counsel, supra; Institute
of Judicial .Administration/ American Bar Association Joint
Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Pre-Adjudicatory Procedures, Standards' 5.175:3- -
(tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA; Pre-
Adjudicatbry Procedures]; Report of the Task Force, supra;
see also Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice. Special Study
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Juvenile
JUstice .Standards and Goals, Standard 12.1(b) (1976);

In recommending that juveniles be entitled to counsel in
most family court proceedings, the standard recognizes that
the same interests in preserving liberty and privacy and-the
same need for assistance "to cope with problems of law, to
make skilled inquiry into the facts, to insist upon regularity of
the proceedings. . . " and for effective advocacy, which require
counsel in delinquency proceedings, in re Gault, 387-U.S.
36, apply to noncriminal misbehavior, neglect' and able,
adoption, custody and civil committr,..3nt cases. It recognizes,
in addition; that counsel for the state or the, parents will often
be, unable to represent both the interests of their client and the
interests of the child. See IJA/ ABA, Counsel, supra; Report



of the Task Force, supra; MI faker and C. Perretta, "A Child's
Right to Counsel in CUStody Cases," 5 Fam..L: Q.. 108, 115
(1971). ,

The standard urges that the right to counsel should attach at
the earliest stage of the proceedings, The intake, release, and
charging processes may be crucial to the final outcome of the
case and therefore require the same standard of diligent
protection of the interests of the `hild as is afforded at
adjudicatory. hearings.

The need for 'counsel is not confined to the adjudicatory
stages oftheproceeding. Both at intake and at disposition,
counsel is crucial. In an earlier section of this report the
importance of prejudicial determinations was stressed and
recommendations were proffered for further institutionaliz-
ing the, processes of nonjudicial disposition. Clearly such a
sySterr; would invite unfettered authoritarianism by nonju-
dicial officials unless counsel were provded at the inception
of informal proceedings involving .coercion . . In the
juvenile no less than in the adult area, the presence of
counsel representing the alleged offender is indispensable to
a syStem of alterrintive tracks short of full use of the judicial
proceeding. Of course law is an irksome restraint upon the
free exercise of discretion. But its virtue resides precisely in
the. restraints it imposes on the freedom of the probation
Aker and the judge to follow their own course without
having to demonstrate its legitimacy or even the legitiinacy
of their intervention. Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force
Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crifne, 32-33
(1967). See also R. Kobetz and B, Bosarge, Juvenile Justice
Administration, 246 (International Association of Chiefs of
Police, .1973); 1JA I ABA, Pre-Adjudication Procedures,
supra; 1JA/ABA, Counsel, supra; and Report of the Task
Force, supra.
Few state statutes address the right to counsel at intake. A

recent survey of over 400 ,courts in population centers of
50,000 or more indicated that although appr'oxiMalely 60
percent of the courts responded that counsel could be
appointed at intake if necessary, there was virtually no
attorney representation at intake.

. The phrase "as soon as a juvenile is taken into custody by an
agent of the state," in the second paragraph of the standard, is

Tifffarded-to-include_iiiterrogation and eyewitness identification
situations. See Standards 2:242=2:247T--and:2.342-2..343. The
"temporary emergency action" cited LI, the third paragraph-- defendant's conduct requires his/her removal from the
refers to. situations in which immediate action is necessary to
save a child's life or prevent imminent injury. Counsel should
be provided as soon as possible after the temporary emergency
action has been taken.

The final paragraph of the standard discusses the circum-
stances in which counsel should be appointed. In keeping with
the importance attached to representation by counsel/ the
provision is intended to assure that juveniles are provided with
counsel whenever they appear without a. lawyer at their side.
Many state provisions alahorizing appointment' of counsel
cite one or a combination, of .the following considerations:

_. indigence of the family, the interests of justice, or a cdnfiict of
interests between the juveniles and their. families.

The Model Act Or Family Courts, section 25, supra

-
provides for appointment of counsel whenever one is not'
retained in delinquency proceedings, but applies the adverse
interests criterion in neglect proceedings. Because the vast
majority of juveniles will not be able to retain counsel with
their own resources, the key issue is when the proffer of
counsel by a parent should be ignored and an attorney
appointed to represent a child in a matter before the family
court, The major argument against appointment of independ-
ent counsiel, other than the expense, is the interferem with
family autonomy and parental authority implicit in such a
practice. For example, some children may be placed in the
position of being admonished by the judge) to obey their
parents soon after being advised by their attorney to. ignore
parental demands to admit their guilt. However, as noted
earlier, it seems doubtful that an attorney representing parents
accused of negle.:t or abusing a child, see Standard 3.113, or
who have complained that their child has disregarded their
authority, 'see Standard 3.112, or who are engaged in a
custody fight crier the child, could forcefully advocate the
client's interests and at the same _time speak for the child.
Accordingly, the standard intends that independent counsel be
appointed to represent a juvenile whenever an attorney repre-
senting the juvenile's parents would have a duty to advocate a
position that an attorney representing the juvenile would have
a duty to oppose; whenever an attorney representing the
juvenile's parents has a duty to contend on their behalf, which ,
may prejudice the juvenile's interests at any point in the
proceedings; and whenever the juvenile's attorney would have
to accommodate the juvenile's interests to those of some third
person or institution, including the attorney's employer.
IJA/ ABA, Counsel, supra; Standard 3.2; ABA, Canons of
Professional Ethics, Canon 6; ABA, Code Of Professional
ResponsibM,y, DR 5-107(b).

Notice to juveniles of .their rights to be represented by an
attorney is provided for in other standards. See, e.g.,
Standards 2.241-2.242, 2.47, 2.342-2.343, 1146, 3.155-3.157,
3.164-3.166, 3.176, and 3.186.

In Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806 (1975), the Supreme
Court held that defendants in criminal proceedings have a
constitutional right to represent themselves. The opinion
made clear that counsel should not be appointed toTepresent a
defendant who wishes to exercise the right but specified that
appointment of standby or advisory counsel to protect the
defendant's rights and to provide for the situation in which the

-
274,

courtroom do-ES---rint-- impinge upon the right of self-
representation. Id., at 835, fn. 46..Althouglithe-court did-not
discuss the impact of the Faretta decision on proceedings
involving juveniles, and. there is a possible, distinction on the
basis of the juvenile's lack of. maturity, education, an
experience, the 'constitutional ,status given the right ofself-
representation calls provisions barring waiver of counsel into
serious question. See Model Act for Family ,Courts, Section
25, supra.

Although there are special problems With allowing juveniles
to represent themselves in family court proceedings, most
states permit waivers following consultation with parents or
counsel if, considering the child's age., intelligence, and
experience, the context in which waiver was made, and the
0 0



"totality/of the circumstances," .the waiver is shown to be
competent, voluntary, and intelligent: It was the conclusion of
the National Advisory Committee That further investigation
into the ramifications of the right of self-representation on
police practices and family court cases is necessary before a
standard discussing the applicwion of this right to juveniles
can be recommended.

Related Standards

1.424 TrainingLegal Services Personnel
2.242 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake=

Delinquency (Law Fnforcement Agencies)
2.243 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies) ' ,

2.244 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.247 Procedures AppliCable to the Interrogation of Juve-.
biles

2.342 Procedures Following Referral to Intake (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

2.343 Procedures Upon Taki;g a Juvenile Into Emergency
Protective Custody (Nonlaw Enfor&mtent Agencies)

3.131 Representation by CounselFor the State
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.134 Role of Counsel
3.147 Notice of (Intake) Decision
3.155 Initial Review; of Detention Decisions
1156 Review of Conditions of Release
3.157 Initial Review of Emergency Custody Decisions
3.165 Determination of Probable Cause
3.166 Arraignment Procedures
3.169 Appointment and Role of a Guardian ad /item
3.171 Rights of the Parties
3.176 Uncontested Adjudications
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3.189 Review and Modification of Dispositional Decisions
11810 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersDelinquency.
3.1811 Enforcement of Disprsitional OrdersNoncriininal

Misbehavior
3.1812 Review of Dispositonal OrdersNeglect and Abuse
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and

Abuse
3.192 Right to Counsel (on appeal) and Record of the

Proceedings
3.2 Noncourt AdjudicatorY Pr

A
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3,133 Representation by
CounselFor the Parents
Persons who are the parents, guardians, or primary caretakers
of juveniles subject to the noncriminal misbehavior, neglect,
or ahnse jurisdiction of the family court or who are themselves
subject to that jurisdiction should be entitled to appointed
counsel throughout the proceedings if they are unable, for
financial reasons, to retain an attorney.

The parents, guardians, or primary caretakers of juveniles
subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency
should be entitled to appointed counsel at the dispositional
stage of the proceedings if they are unable, for financial
reasons, to retain an attorney and if it appears that they will be
required to participate affirmatively in the dispositional order
or plan.

Scarce:
Sec generallY National 'Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 16.6
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

'Cor1111111entarY

A parent's right to raise his/her child has been described by
the Supreme Court- as a "basic civil right far more precious
than property rights." Stanley v.' iiiinois; 405 U.S. 645, 651
(1972). This standard recommends_ that parents or parental
surrogates be entitled to be represented by cotnsel whenever
that right is challenged by the state or whenever they may be
ordered by the family court to piny an active role in the
disposition following a_delinquency, adjudication.

The first paragraph urges that counsel be afforded' to the
parents, ,guardians, or primary - caretakers of children alleged
to have been neglected or abused. The right of parents to be
represented by counsel in such cases has been recognized by a
number of: states as well as by several recent sets of standards
and model acts. See U.S . Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts, Section 25(b)
(1.975); National Conference. of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws, Uniform Juvenile. Court Act, Section 26 (1968);
Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion. Joint Commission on JUvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to_counselfQr_PrivaieEarties,1Standard_.
2.3h(tentative draft, 1976); Report of tele Task Force,

The standard also recommends that parents be en itled to
counsel throughout noncriminal misbehavior proceedings.

This is somewhat broader than the position of the Report of
the Task Force, supra which suggests that counsel need only
be appointed at the disposition stage of such proceedings
"when it appears that [a parent] will be required to participate
affirmatively in the dispositional order or tilan." Because the.
jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior focuses on the
actions of the family as .well as those of the juvenile, the
parents should be entitled to counsel during the adjudicatory
and, pre-adjudicatory phases of the proceeding, especially__
when allegations of. misuse of parental authority have been
made by the state or raised as a defense by the juvenile. See
Standard 3.112. As with juveniles, the parents' rights to
counsel should attach at the earliest stage of the deciSional
process. See Standard 3.132.

In delinquency proceedings, it is recommended that parents
and parental surrogates should be entitled to have an attorney
only at the dispositional stage and, even then, only when it is
likely that the parents may be required to take some
affirmative action, such as providing treatment or opportuni-
ties_for their child, supervising his/her ccincnct, Or simply

. retaining custody or responsibility for the respondent. This'is
in accord with the view of the Report of the Task Force. But
see Institute of judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Pre-Adjudication Procedures, Stand-
ard 6.5 (tentative draft, 1977). No role is provided for parents
during the predisposition phases of delinquency proceedings,
because the behavior in question is Only that of he child.
Their interests are not directly at issue, hence. party status
appears unnecessary. If the parents initiate the proceed ings,
support the petition, or acquiesce in the exercise pf
delinquency jurisdiction, their interests_ are almost identka! to
those of the state, if they oppose the petition or support the
child's case, their interests 'are almost identical to those of the
child. In either instance, the interests are already protected by
counsel.

It has been urged that even if parents were not granted party
status 'prior to disposition, there should be provision for
appointment of counsel at an early stage in the proceedings.'
This is premised on the need of parents, in many cases, for
counsel to explain what is happening in the casein order that'
they might provide guidance to their child and' the possibility
that they may not trust the explanations and judgments of the

_juvenile's appointed attorney, so thaCwithout-haYing counsel
of their own, they would: not be able to evaluate he adv\ite
provided. In addition it has been suggested that because the
standard is not intended,, to bar retentiOn4f counsel by the
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parents at any stage of any proceeding within the jurisdiction
of the family court, failure to provide for appointed counsel
Would put indigent parents at a special disadvantage.

However, the National.Advisory Committee concluded that
to provide for appointed counsel would encourage parents to
take an active role in delinquency adjudication hearings and
that such a role would complicate and len nEten theproceed-
ings without substantial bench. It was noted that the
provision on the role of counsel in family court proceedings,
Standard 3.134, encouraged counsel for accused delinquents
to advise a juvenile to seek the advice of his/her parents.

In each of the instances in which a parent, guardian, or
primary caretaker is entitled to counsel, there must be a
determination that:thc person so entitled is indigent before an
attorney is appointed. Unlike Standard 3.132, this provision
does not assume that the failure to appear with counsel is due
to the inability to afford legal services. The. standard does not
attempt to define indigence_ or recommei:d the manner in
which a person's indigence or nonindigence should be
determined. The definition of and procedures for determining
indigence vary greatly among and within states. See S. Krantz
et: al., The Right .To Counsel in Criminal cases: The Mandate
of Argelsinger v. Hamlin (1976); National Study Commission
On Defense Services, Draft Report and Guidelines for the
Defense of Eligible Persons?, 113-163 (National Legal Aid and
Defender Association, 1976);

A right to 'appointed counsel is not recommended in
custody, adoption, paternity; support, and other such
proceedings, because these disputes are generally between
private parties rather than between the parent and the state.
Hence, the imbalance of resources and power between the

parties is considerably lessened. However, the scope of the
right to counsel for adults charged with committing an intra-
family criminal offense or contributing to the delinquency of a
minor should be the same as that for any other criminal
defendant, i.e., they should be entitled to counsel at all critical
stages of the criminal proceedings and may not be sentenced
to a term of incarceration unless they were represented by or
waived their right to an 'attorney. See, e.g., Gideon v.
Oatmvright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963); Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407
U.S. 25 (1972).

Related Standards

2.244 rocedures Following. Referral to IntakeNeglect
a d Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.343 P ocedures Upon Taking a Juvenile Into Emergency
P otective Custody

3.131 R resentation by CounseVFor the State
3.132 R resentation by Count.elFor the Juvenile
3.134 Roe of Counsel
3.146 Int ke Investigation
3.155 Init al Review of,,Detention Decisions
3.156 Rev ew of Conditions of Release
3.157 Initi 1 Review of Emergency Custody Decisions
3.165 Detei-mination of Probable Cause
3.166 Arraignment Procedures
3.171 Rights of the Parties,..
3.186 Predis osition Investigations
3.188 Dispo. itional Hearings
3.192 Right o Counsel (on appeal) and ,a Record of the

Proceedings
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3.134 Role of Counsel
The principal duty of an attorney representing the state in a
family court matter is to seek ;ustice.

The principal duty of an attorney representing a private
individual: in a matter within the jurisdiction of the family

icourt should be to represent zealously that individual's
legitimate \ interests. Determination of the client's interest
under the law should ordinarily. remain the responsibility of
the client. I

If an attorney finds, after interviews and other investigation,
that a client cannot understand the'nature and consequemes
of the proceedings and is therefore tr,: able rations ly to
determine his/her own interests in the proceedings, the
attorney 4hOuld bring that circumstance to the court's
attention, ask that a guardian ad !fief:: be appointed on the
client's behalf, and advise the court of possible conflicts of
interest between the client and any person under consideration
for appointMent as guardian ad !item.

Soqrces:
>

National AdviiOry Coma ittee_on'Criminal Justice Stand-
'.ardS.and Gdals,'Repbrt of the. Task Force on Juvenile Justic

and; Delinquency. Prevention, Standards i6.2 and 16/
[hereinafter cited as RePort of the Task Force];. institute' of
Judicial Administration/ American Bar Association Joint

. Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards
Relating' to the Prosecution Function, Standard 1.1(b), and
Standards: Rela,ing to Defense Counsel, Standard 3.1.
(tentative ',draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,
Prosecuti4.Fuitction, and 1JA/ABA, Defense Counsel,
respectiVelY].

.. .

Commeritary.
!

/
The thrust of this standard is that the role of counsel in

11 family court proceedings; wiether representing the state, the
juvenile, or the parent, is to/advocate that whiCh is in the best
interest of the client, ithian underlying awareness that the
aim of the proceeding is to determine the truth of the
allegatibns and, upon adjudication, to determine the disposi-
tion thitt \ best serves the interests of the juvenile and the

'community.

,

\The first p.:ragraph of the standard recommends that the
prosecutor should represent the interest of the state zealously.
However. because the state has multiple interests, which
include 6ili-"P-rotecti-on Of the public and the developMent of,,

intochildren into productive law-abiding citizens, the degree to
prosecutorwhich a prosecutor plays an adversary role may vary from

stage to stage in family court proceedings. In accordance with.
Standard 3.175, the attornefor the state shouldierupulausly
avoid the use of prosecutorialdisCretionto induce the juvenile .

to admit guilt, accept a negotiated plea,, &submit to detention
or incarceration.

The remainder of the standard'reflects the Conviction that
clientS-7juveniles, parent, or ti' third partybear,. the chief
responsibility for determinjrig what. their h?.terests' are The
attOrnev's role, is limitedtb advising the client about those
interests and once thty6lierit .has decided, to Advocate those
interests in relevant rOceedings. This position is adopte.4 also
by the Report o the Task FO/ce) supra; the LIA/ABA,'.
Defense Couns , supra; and-; the Wisconsin Council on
Criminal Jul ice Special Study Cbmmittee On Criminal
Justice St4 dards, Juvenile Justice. Standards' and Goals,
Standarde12.i.(k) and (I) (2d draft 1975).

Thy-17
( andard adopts the position tha- t "most children are

suffic ently capable of understandingethe basic nature of the,
pr =ding and its potential consequences to be able to decide,
,, hat position to adopt . . .,", IJA/ABA, Defense' counsel,

;supra at 1 14-1 15. However; attorneys for ,children duld be
ptLepared to advise their clients about the legal consequen.ces

.. .

ofvarious decisions, parental or societal perception's of their- 1.

behavior, the advisability of consnIting-With parents. or
, _

counselors abbut various courses of action,' the desirability of
accepting certain social .services and similar matters' about
which the juvenile may be uninformed. Similarly, attorneys
for parents 'should be prepared to advise the par/ents about ,l

what seems to be in the best interest Of the Child; even if the I
courses of action indicated are not in the interests of the
parents. However, the line between advising and JeciSion;
making tnt,..n be carefully observed.

.,
In placing decision-making responsibility on the client, the

standard is intended to make the representational obligationS
of attorneysin family court consistent with those 'attorneys in
civil'and criminal proceedings in Other divisibns of the highst
court of general jurisdiction'. In doing so it rejects both the
guardian ad !item and arnicys curiae models of representation
for competent juveniles. The guardian adlitem model reqUires
the juveniles'attorney to serve3tot ,onty the legal interests of
the client, but also to determine what course 'best promotes
his/her general welfare with or without 'the ,jaeniie's
concurrence: The arnicus curiae model relegates the attorney
to the role of liaison between the juvenile, the judge,jand the
parents. The attorney does not piesent a juvenile§ case or
advoCate a point of view but simply-rotects;thejuvenile's:
formal legal rights as he/she contributeg to the final consensus ::
about what should be done. in the case.

By contrast, the standard requires advocacy, of the self-';

,t
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determined interests CI die child in all cases except whertthe
attorney belieVes that zee client is unable to understand the
proceedings, to assist counsel,. *and to make a ratioral.'
determination of his her best interests.' In ;such cases, the
attorney is Obligated to bring the matter to the attention of the
family court and to reqmst that a guarthan ad_ !item be
appointed. See Standard 3169. The attorney Joes not theray,
relinquish the role of .child advocate. Counsel shOuldle

-prepared to adyise tte. =tut about any, adru city of interEMs
between the guardian:mai:the juvenile, partio;:larly when ...!Sac
guardian is a close relatiot of the juvenile.

Once the guardian.:adi2-zem is appointm. ,c/she becerms

reTfonse.4Ie for de r sp flu; best interests othe child, and
the atterneTremains ditilizated to advocate those interests in
the prft:ings.:See Stnrndard 3.169.

Related Standads
tiTpresentantr,t CounselTor the State

3,1E2 Tr-riresen.ta..vnr-ity CounselTor the Juvenile
TTIE R...resentatiorrbw CounselTor the Parents
22.1t.F.A Armointment:=11. Role of Guardians Ad Liter:

Predispositiom.Reports
3.. ta DiispOsitional aearings
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3.14 Intake
3141 Organization of
Intake Units
An' intake unit should be established as a separate department
or agency .to i (vitrw complaints submitted pursuant tip. the

jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, and neglect and abuse, and to make the initial
determinations regarding the release or retention in custody of
juveniles who.are named in such complaints.
The minimum qualifications for employment as an intake
officer should include a masters degree in sot al work or two
years of graduate-study in the behavioral sciences, participa-
tion in a field Mining program, and one year of full-time
employment underprofessional supervision for a correctional
or social services .agency.

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to the Juvenile Probation
Function: Intake and Predisposition Investigative Services,
Standards 3.1. 3.4, and 4.1(c) (d) and (e) (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter -6ted as IJA/ ABA, Probation Function]; Nation-
al Advisory Committee on' Criminal Justice and Go...is,
Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency.
Prevention, Standard 21.1 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report
of the Task Force].

Commentary
Standard 3.141 recommends formation of specialiied intake

units to screen incoming delinquency, noncriminal misbehav-
ior, and neglect and abuse complaints and to determine the
initial custodial status of juveniles named in such complaints.
The organization and location of such units will Oepend on
state and local demographic factors and governmental
structure.

The IJA/ ABA, Probation Function, supra, and the Report
of the Task Force, supra recommend that intake units should
be placed- in an executive agency rather than administered
directly by the family courts. Although judicial administra-
tion of intake services is the norm in many jurisdictions and
has been endorsed by the National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Courts, Section 14.2
(1973) [hereinafter cited as Courts], serious questions have
been,raised 'regarding the possible impact of this practice on
the impartiality of the court. It has been suggested that
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because intake personnel perform a screening function akin to
that played by the prosecution in adult criminal proceedings,
they should, like the prosecutor, be independent of judicial
administrative control, and that although the family court
should participate in the development of the policies and rules
governing intake and detention, the authority to hire,
supervise, and fire intake personnel may lead to a type of
judicial regulation over access to the court and informal
predetermination of individual cases that would significantly
impair a judge's ability to serve as a neutral reviewer/ of
administrative action and impartial trier' of the facts. See In re
Reis, 7 Crim. L. Rptr, 2151 (R.I. Fam. Ct., April 14, 1970);
but cf. In re Appeal in Pima County Anonymous, Juv. Action
No. J-24818-2, 110 Ariz. 98, 515 P.2d 600 cert. denied, appem
dismissed, 417 U.S. 939 (1974). In addition, the President's
Commission on Law -Enforcement -and Administration of
Justice, Task Force Report: Corrections, 35 (1967) has
suggested that in Many instances judges may have neither the
time, resources, nor management skills necessary to provide
the "continuous intensive -administrative attention" required
to oversee the operations of an intake agency effectively, but
see' Courts, supra at 298.

The standard limits the functions to be performed by intake
units to the review of complaints, see Standard 3.142, and
determinations regarding detention, release, or emergency
custody. See Standards 3.151 et. seq. No provision is made for
direct supervision of or furnishing of services to juveniles and
their families by intake personnel. If the provision of services
is called for, the subject of the complaint should be referred to
the proper agency or private program and the complaint
promptly dismissed unless the refF1 al is refused, ignored, or
shown to be inappropriate within thirty days. See Standard
3.142. Informal probation, despite good intentions, can result
in, imposing substantial constraints on liberty under threat of
prosecution without adequate due process safeguards. See
Gorelick, "pretrial Diversion: The Threat of Expanding
Social Control," 10 Harv. C./ R.-C. L. L. Rev. (1975); Presi-
dent's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice, 17 (1967); R. Kobetz and B. Bosarge, Juvenile
Justice Administration, 259 (International Association of
Chiefs of Police, 1973); National Council on Crime and
Delinquency/National Council of Juvenile Court Judges,
Model Rules for Juvenile Court, 15 (1969); but see National
Advisory, Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Corrections, 225 (1973). Moreover, many commenta-
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tors question the effectiveness of "coerced treatment." See,
e.g., U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
Standards for Juvenile and Family Courts, 58 (1975); D.
Fogel, We are the Living Proof: The. - Justice Model for
Corrections (1975).

In view of the significance and complexity of the discretion-
ary decisions made by intake officers, the standard recom-
mends that intake officers should have a masters degree in
social work or equivalent graduate work in the behavioral

-sciences, as well as actual experience through fieldworkand
full-time employment in a correctional or social service
'agency. The IJA /ABA provisions on which the standard is
based recommend graduate work but do not requimteither a
graduate degree or fieldwork as part of the educational
program. The National Advisory Committee concluded that
the central role played by the intake unit in the juvenile justice
process endorsed, by these standards requires that individual
intake officers possess the highest possible qualifications, and
that fieldwork and actual work experience-in juvenile justice
or related agencies or organizations is.an-essential part of the
preparatory process. Salaries of intake officers should be
commensurate with their education, training, and experience.
The standard is not intended to discourage the use of para-
professionals and volunteers to assist the professional intake
staff.

Related Standards
1.41 Personnel Selection
1.425 Training for Personnel Providing Direct Services to

Juveniles
2.241 Procedures Following a Decision Not to Refer to

Intake (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.341 'Procedures Following a Decision Not Ito Refer to

Intake (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
3.142 Review of Complaints
3.143 Criteria for Intake DecisionsDelinquency
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminc.l Misbe-

havior-
3.145 Criter for Intake DecisioNeglect and Abuse
3.146 Intake Investigations
3.147 Notice of_Decision
3.151 Purpose:and Criteria for Detention arid Cor.ditioned

Release,-Delinquency
3.152 Criteria_ _for Detention in Secure-

Delinquency
3.153 Criteria for Detention and Release-Ncnicrirninal

Misbehavior
3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of Protective

Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases
4.31 Community Supervision

2912 9
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3.142 Review a
Complaints
Upon receipt of a complaini..darintake o&ker sbnutuat.r.--kieart
initial determination whether she comprzint ie. iniaffrIleit to
support the filing of a petitosa-. If legs ,,:satfliiriezel l.fcche
complaint is unclear, the intrAi4officer shaz&f-,10, tact 1:40titil4
court section of tire prosterntoris off= to :mai.- the
determination. If the complain; s found Whigs; SliMOZE-=z, fig
intake officer should determineether-totrlf.vescoena.- lista
fetifion be filed, to refer then:Err-am named i ,-the_rompplisrt
for services, or to dismiss the reamplaint.

The determination should be rrsiddeas erpeliious' 13:Etrossi-
ble. If the subject of a_delioquter-vor .:t1A1I.4-qav-
ior complaint or a juvenile alleged to be nerlittledcir . led is
in custody, the intake decision,shaeld bemit!, .1*.eaty-

.. four hours of the initial filinvi:flhe czainitaint
nonjudicial days. If the subjec of surbo .......rnpia siza. or a
juvenile alleged to be neglected o=busedissmtin:camodrs-, the
intake decision shouldbe made within thW,., 1..ttenciar days of
the initial apperance of the subject of therrymputint at eke.

Source:

See generally Institute of Judiiiral Adm.:,iistration meri-
can Bar Association Joint Cor.:--iission Juvenile s astice
Standards, iStandards the :;,..0.,etzile Probation.
Function: Intake and Predispuonn Stan.dirds .1.2-
1.4, 1.7 and 1.14 (tentative '1977) p,,z-reinaftcr
IJA./ ABA, Probation ..Func-tiu:ii

Commentary

This standard defines the ' ative actions open to the
intake officer and the time within which the intake
determination must be made_ "Iintak:_r officer should first
'examine the complaint to am-1.. that the allegations are
sufficient to bring the person med therein within the
jurisdiction of the family cour.:- whether the conduct
alleged in the complaint took-7 within the court's
geographical jurisdiction and whet_h-- the conduct appears to
fall within the family court's dtrcnquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, or neglect and abuse jurisdiction: Cf. Florida
Department of Health and Rehabilitit, ve Services. Manual:
Intake for Delinquency and Devndetu Juvenile Programs
(1976) [hereinafter cited to Florida, M:mual]. This cursory
review is to insure that an individual's is not restrained
or his/her privacy invaded on the basis of clearly inadequate
or improper allegations. If the complaint is not sufficient, i!
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should be determined 'or referred to the: complainamt
further information. If there is a q=tion::about the 1Cgal
sufficiency of the cormalaint, the intakeeotT1=-shoraii '-cult
with an attorney filan the family sectiwr. of ::he
prosecutor's officer. Iff the complaint azrenari to flt:
theintake officer musalhen determine titer, in livat, cif7the
criteria set forth in itandards 3.141 3.144, and .145. to
dismiss the complaint.: to refer the subject of the conr#aint,
i.e., the juvenile, whemthe complaint
noncriminal misbehavior other than -:-rpeated nisuee of
parental authority, or. .abandonment as chniread- Starniard
3.113(a), and. the parent or parental surrtgatex when the
complaint alleges other- forms of neglector ahuse:nr a nthsuse
of parental authority; or to recommend -to thcgrosecutorthat
a petition be filed. Under Standard 3.163, court
section of the prosecutor's office retains the-nliFnority to make
a final determination regarding the legalszt7nciency of the
coinplaintand to file the petition.

The standard recommends that intake decisions should be-
made within twenty-four hours if the subject:3f the complaint
is in custody. However, days on which the family court is not
in session, i.e., weekends and holidays, are not counted against
this time limit in order to give the intake officer an opportunity
to investigate the availability of servicesior a juvenile who is
in custody before deciding whether it is ±the best interest of
the community and the juvenileaTr4 for noncriminal
misbehavior and neglect and abuse ccn.,.,plaints, in the best
interest of the familyto dismiss the t:mtplaint, refer for
services, or recommend that a petition be filed. Under
Standards 3.155, 3.157, and 3.161, a he=ing to review the
decision to detain or hold in emergency moody must be held
within tWenty-four hours of the time at which the person is
taken into custody, whether or not the.:ntake decision has
been made, because of the substantial =ipact that out-of-
home custody may have on a .child. In vases not involving
detention or emergency custody, a y-day lintit is
proposed, although it is anticipated that.mcn- intake decisions
can and will be made well within this time peHod. The Report
of the Task Force, supra recommends than in delinquency
cases, the intake decision should be made witifiin forty-eight
hours for juveniles who are detained, and whin thirty days-
for juveniles who are not detained. Florida, Manual, supra at
Section 5.6.1(a), provides a 24-hour limit for-intake decisions
in delinquency cases when the juvenile is detained, and fifteen-
day limit when the juvenile is not detained.

Immediate dismissal of the complaint is not required when a
person is referred to services, because intake officers may be



discoaged from selecting a nonjudicial disposition if there is
no pe7hbility of recommending the filing of a-petitiOn should
the fail at least to sample the offered service.

Probation Function, supra: but see National
Counci on Crime and Delinquency/ National Council of
Juvezit. Court Judges, Model Rules for Juvenile Court, l
(1969); :National Advisory Committee on (Criminal Justice
Stanakrdis and Goals, Corrections, 225 .(1973). However.
in_k..-o&ing with the importance of assuring:that ..referal

are provided and accepted on a voluntary basis.
And_ Ii, li-mait the period of uncertainty, th decision to dis-
miss tie complaint or recommend that 7:7ctition be filed
may .re: be deferred beyond the thirty -c.zy limit set for
nonce. :,cly cases. R. Kobetz and B. BosaTt, Juvenile Justice
Adm,v..ifration, 256 (Internation.a: Assoc:Ai:on of Chiefs
Police .973); but see IJA/ ABA.. Jrobarzion Function, supra:
(defer period of up to ninety Pays): ...a.wrirt of the Task
Force. supra (deferral period of 1,1), ...days); National
Conf=nce of Commissioners 1:r.iform State Laws,
Uniform Juvenile Court Act, E.----tmon. 0 (1968) ("informal
adjustments" may continue for '-' =oaths and may, be
extended by the court for up Hional three months).

It is the intent of this standa .stake officers should
honor the request of the .a re 1plaint for a judicial
determination of the truth of by recommending
that a petition be filed, witho-- rega whether such a
recommendation would norm. be _::under the criteria
listed in Standards 3.143 to 3.1:5 . before acting on
such a request, the intake office- ,.irge the subject of the
compla:rit to consult with his attor--Q.y.

"Related Standards

Criteria for Referal to IntakeDelinquency '::Law
Enforcement Ageeeies).

222 Criteria for RefermlAo .Intake - Neglect and Ebusx_.
(Law Enforcement -Agencies)

Z.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and t tiraat
;Law Enforcement Agencies)

.7:242 -ProceduresFOilOWitir-Referral to In-take--a-
quency (Law .ELf, oir-ement Agencies)

2:.2-243 Procedures Fciiiowing Referral to IntakeNopi-
nal Misbehavic7 (Law Enforcement Agencies)

2.244 Procedures F(..I]joWing Referral to Intake---lect
and Abuse (Lnw :Enforcement Agencies)

1.24:9, Forth of Comp:mint
23221. criteriafor Referral to IntakeNoncriminal:inisble-

havior (Nonlaw :Enforcement Agencies)
2377-7_. Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abulse

(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
:Procedures FolloWing Referral to Intake (Nonlaw
Enforcement Agencies)

3.. i4i1 Organization of Intake Units
3. 43 Criteria for Intake. DecisionsDelinquency
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal Misbe-

havior
3..;

29 :3

Criteria fOr Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse
Intake Investigation
Notice of Decision
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3143 Criteria-for Intake
DecisionsDelinquency
State and local agencies responsible for intake services should
develop and publish written guidelines and ruleszegarding in-
take decisions for complaints based on the delinquency
;jurisdiction of the family court. .

In determining what disposition of a suffident delinquency
complaint best serves the interests of the community and of
the juvenile, the following factors should be..considered:

s... The seriousness of the alleged offense;
b. The role of the juvenile in that offense;
c. The nature arid number of contacts withThe intake unit

and family court that the juvenile has had and the results
of those contacts;

d. The juvenile's age and maturity; and
e. The availability of appropriate services outside tt.e

juvenile justice system.

Refer 01 for services or dismissal should not be precluded for
the s le reason that the complainant . objects or that the
juve le denies the allegations.

So rces-:----

See generally Institute. of Judicial Administration/Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standard,: Relating to the Juvenile Probation
Function: _Intake and Predisposition Investigative Services,
Standards 1.6 and .1.8 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited
as 1JA/ABA, Probation Function].

-Commentary
This standard outlines the basis on which intake officers

should make the intake decisions described in Standard 3.142.
Althouilt the standard sets forth the general criteria to he
used, detailed 'rules and guidelines should be developed to
operationalize these criteria and other procedures and to
promote consistency in intake decisions. See, e.g., Florida
Department of Health and Rehabilitative- Services, Manual:
Intake for Delinquency and Dependency Juvenile Programs,
Section 5.6.1(b)(i-xiii)(1976). The family court and the state.
and local agencies, departments, and programs affected by
intake decisions should participate in the developtilent of these

_.guidelines,-butfinalrespOnsibility kir their promulgation
should rest with the agency directly responsible for the
provision of intake services. The National Advisory Commit-
tee recommends the development of rules and guidelines
governing intake, decisions as an action that states can-take
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immediately, without a major realic:raon of resources, to
improve the administration of juveriztstice.

The standard outlines five criteria art-which intake decisions
in delinquency cases should he baser:. These five- factors
should be considered in concert with- e...:ch other in reaching
the intake decision.

The first criterion listed is the seriwo4aless of the delinquent
conduct, i.e., the nature and extentOiiialdo to others.resulting
from the alleged offense. The provisuon approved by the
IJA/ ABA Joint Commission on.whiih -this standard is based
lists as specific criteria: "whether Orconduct caused death or
personal injury, severity of personal ititary, extent of property
damage, value, of property dammed. or taken, whether
property taken is recovered and ,whefaer victim was threa-
tened or intimidated by display of weapons, physical force or
verbally." -IJA/ ABA, Probation Function, supra at 1.8(b)(l).
See also Florida, Manual, supra at 5.6.1(b); California
Proposed Juvenile Court Rules, Rule 1307 (tentatively
adopted, May 1976). Others have suggested that a serious
offense be defined in terms of the felony-misdemeanor
distinction'or in terms of a list of specified offenSes. See, e.g.,
Ferster, Courtless, and Snethen, "Separating Official and
Unofficial Delinquents: juvenile Court Intake," 55 Iowa L.
Rev. 874 (1970); California Juvenile Court Deskbook, Section
4.7 (1972). However, juveniles who commit some acts thatare
technically felonies or one of the enumerated offenses, may
not constitute such a threat to society as to.warrant judicial
handling of the matter on that basis. The President's
Commission on _Crime in the-District of Columbia, Report,
661 (1966); R. Kobetz and B. Bosargi-, Juvenile Justice
Adn..nistration, 247-246 (International Association of Chiefs
of Police, 1973).

The second criterion is the role that the juvenile allegedly d

played in the offense. The provision adopted by the IJA/ ABA
Joint Commission proposes that-when a group of juveniles are
alleged to have committed a delinquent act together, equity
requires that they be treated alike.- Hence, in a leader / fdllower
situation, if the intake officer determines on the .basis. of the
seriousness of the prior record and other factors that a petition
should be filed against the leader of the group, a petition
should ordinarily be filed against all. Although not intending
to denigrate the importance_of_equal treatment,-the
Advisory Committee goes no further than recommending role
as an appropriate point ,td consider.

The third criterion is the nature. number, and result of prior
contacts with intake services and the family court. See'
Standards 1.531-1.534. Information regarding past referrals



and the juvenile's response to them seems esseLindiversion
for services is to be retained and encouraged -r - alternative,
and there is little doubt that prior adjudicatiormase relevant to

. intake decisions: Use of such records does that. the
threshold decision on whether a delinquency ch.s.:...nould or
'should not proceed may be based, in part_ or unproven
allegationS. This use appears little diffat= than the
commonly accepted practice of using ,,-:--zrds in
determining dispositions and sentences in ..cUute,---rcy and
criminal proceedings. To assure that incomplent=szcurate

.information is notused.and that unwarrantechmt=nrutomis are
not made from records of prior contacts, thesrequires
that the results of any prior contactnot only :nature and
number of those contactsL-be considered and7harthe-right to
counsel be extended to intake proceedings_ Standards.
L54-1.56, 3.132, and 1133. The 1JA/ ABA Jotnr Commission
and a number of commentators and standard-setting groups
have endorsed consideration of a juvenile's priorcontacts with
intake and the family court. See, e.g, IJA/ARA, Probation
Function, supra; Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 248;
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justice, Task Force Reptort on Juvenile
Justice and Youth Crime, 17 (1967); Ferstz.:-... Cnurtless, and
Snethen, supra at 1151; see also Florida, Manual, supra at
5.6.1(b); California Proposed Juvenile Court Rules, supra.
Standards 1.51-1.56 govern the retention anciTriissemination of
such records.

The fourth consideration is the juvenile'smge.and maturity.
The fact that a particular juvenile is ten or seventeen years of
age should not in and of itself be determinative whether or not
to recommend the filing of a petition. It must be weighed
together with all of the other factors. See 1JA/ ABA,
Probation Function, supra; Florida, Manual, supra.

The final criterion is the availability of services outside the
juvenile justice system that are suited to the juvenile.'s needs.
The unavailability of services should not necessarily imply
that-a .petition should be filed when other criteria suggest that
dismissal of the complaint is the. proper disposition.

Absent from this list are factors such as school attendance
and behavior.and.. the. juvenile's.. relationship with his/her
family. See, e.g., Kobetz and Bosarge, supra, at 248; Florida,
Manwd, supra; California Proposed Juvenile Court
subra, :erious questions can be raised regarding the equity in

.. differentiating b;,zween- two youths accused of burglary or
armed robbety on- the basis of their school attendance or
ability to communicate with their parents. However, if the
listed criteria point to dismissal, these social factors, may be
considered in determining-which if any available services may
be appropriate.

Also absent is consideration of the accused youth's
"attitude." See IJA/ ABA, Probation. Function, supra at
Standard 1.8; Kobetz and Bosarge, supra at 248; Florida,
Manualrupra: Californih_Proposed_Juvenile .Court

supra. As noted in President's Commission on Law Enforce-
ment and Administration of Justice, Task Force Report:
Juvenile Justice and Youth Crime, 17 (1967):

Even more troubling is the question of the significance of a
juvenile's demeanor. Is his attitude, remorseful or defiant, a
sound measure of his suitability for pre-judicial handling?

-Can the police, or anyone else for that matter, accurately
detect the difference between, feigned and genuine resolve to
mend one's ways, or between genuine indifference to the
law's commands and fear engendered defiance?
Finally, the standard urges that a recommendation to file a,

petition should not be made merely because the subject of a
complaint is unwilling to acknowledge responsibility or the
complainant objects to a dismissal of the complaint. However,
as-is noted in the Commentary.to Standard 3.142, if a juve-
nile, after consultation with counsel, requests a judicial
determination of the allegations, that request should be
honored.

Related Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access, to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 AccesS to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Dispositional. Records
L534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
2.221 Cviteria for Referral to IntakeDelinquency (Law

Enforcement Agencies)
2.242 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

1111 jurisdiction Over Delinquency
3.141 Organization of Intake Units
1142 Review of Complaints
1144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal Misbe-

havior
3.145. Criteria for Intake Decisions--Neglect and Abuse
3.146 Intake Investigation
1147 Notice of Decision
3.151 Purpose and Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

ReleaseDelinquency
3.152 Criteria for Detention in Secure Facilities

Delinquency
2.182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency

Focal Point Social InteraCtion:
Cor. J-1 Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative ApproaChes to Juvenile Misconduct
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3.144 Criteria for Intake
DecisionsNoncriminal
Misbehavior
State and local agenCies responsible for intake services should
develop and publish written guidelines and rules regarding'
intake decisions for complaints based on the jurisdition of the
family court over noncriminal misbehavior.

In determining what disposition of a sufficient noncriminal
misbehavior complaint best serves the interests of the juvenile,
the family, and the community, the following factors should
be considered:

a. The seriousness of the alleged conduct and the
circumstances in which it occurred;

b. The age and maturity of the juvenile with regard to
whom the complaint was filed;

c. The nature and numberof contacts, with the intake unit
and the family court that the subject of the complaint
and his/her family has had;

d. The outcome of.those contacts, including the services to
which the juvenile and/or family have been referred and
the results of those referrals;' and

e. The availability of appropriate services outside the
juvenile justice system.

Referral for services or dismissal should not be precluded for
the sole reason that the complainant' objects or that the person
named in the complaint denies the allegations.

Sources:

Standard 3.144 is based on the jurisdiction of the family
court over noncriminal misbehavior defined in Standard 3.112
and draws on criteria set forth in Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to the
Juvenile Probation Function: Intake Predisposition Investiga-
tive Services, Standards 1.6 and 1.8 (tentative draft, 1977).

Commentary
This standard outlines the issues to be considered in making

the intake decision on complaints filed under the noncriminal
misbehavior jurisdiction of the family court. Although similar
to the criteria specified for intake in delinquency cases, the
criteria in this standard focus on the family rather than the
juvenile alone and are designed to fulfill he requirement in
Standard 3.112 that "the family court sho-ild not exercise its
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jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior unless all available
and appropriate noncoercive alternatives to assist the juvenile
and his/ her family. have been exhausted. Also in-keeping with
the provisions of Standard 3.112, the term. "seriousness" in .

paragraph (a) is intended to. refer to such factors as the length
of the juvenile's absences from home, the number of days

,missed from sehool, and the nature of the parental demand
disregarded or misused, rather than to the extent of harm.
caused to others.

As in Standard 3.143 the'National Advisory Committee
recommends the development of rules and guidelines
governing the intake process in noncriminal misbehavior cases
as an action that each state can take immediately, without a
major reallocation of resources, to improve the administration
of juvenile justice. The development of such guidelines is
especially critical for noncriminal misbehavior cases because
of the abuses to__which_ this :type of jurisdiction has been--
subject, see Commentary to Standard 3.112, and the emphasis
in these standards on the use of voluntary services. Although
the rules and guidelines should be issued by the agency
respOnsible for intake, see, e.g., Florida 6epartment of Health
and Rehabilitative Services, Manual: Intake for Delinquency
and Dependency Juvenile Programs (1976), the family court
and the state and local agencies, departments, and programs
affected .by intake decisions should participate in their
development. _ _

Related Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custo and

DispOsitional Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
L54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
2.222 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-

havior (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.243 Procedures Following Referral to Intake

Noncriminal Misbehavior (Law/ Enforcement Agen-
cies)



2.321 Criteria for Referral.to IntakeNoncriminal Misbe-
havior (NonlaW Enforcement Agencies)

2.342 Procedures Following Referral to Intake (Nonlaw En-
forcement Agencies)

3.112 Jurisdiction Over. Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.141 Organization of Intake Units
3.142 Review of Complaints

forAntake-Decisions--Delinquency-
3.145 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse
3.146 Intake Investigation
3.147 Notice of Decision
3.153 Criteria for Detention and ReleaseNoncriminal

Misbehavior
\ 3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal

Misbehavior

Prevention Strategies
Focal Point Social Interaction:
Cor. J-1 Diversion
Cor. J-2 Alternative Approaches to Juvenile Misconduct
Focal Point Social Institutions:
Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
Con--Ed-3--Alternative-Education
Focal, Point The Individual:
Cor. F-1 Individual and Family Counseling
Cor. F-3 Protective Services
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3.145 Criteria for Intake
DecisionsNeglect and
Abuse
State and local agencies responsible for intake services should
develop and publish written guidelines and rules regarding
intake decisions for complaints based on the jurisdiction of the
family court over neglect and abuse.

In determining what disposition of a sufficient neglect and
abuse complaint best serves the interests of the juvenile, the
fatally, and the community, the following factors should be
considered:

a. The seriousness of the alleged neglect or abuse and the
circumstances in which it occurred;

b. The age and maturity of the juvenile alleged to have been
neglected or abused;

c. The nature and number of contacts with the intak unit
and the family court that the family has had;

d. The outcome of those contacts including the servi es to
which the family has been referred and the respo se to
those referrals;

e. The 'availability L:ppropciate services outsi e the
juvenile justie;, r,4tero ..?mt do not involve removal of
juvenile frov

f. The willinpm 4-4 t''.ily to accept those services.
Referral for servicea o, should not be precluded for
the sole reason that the perlaDri :Anted in the complaint denies
the allegations.

Sources:
None of the standards or model legislation reviewed include

specific intake criteria for neglect and abuse cases. The
recommended criteria are based -on the definition of the
jurisdiction of the family court over neglect and abuse
contained in Standard 3113 and draws on the criteria
proposed for intake decisions in delinquency cases by Institute
of Judicial Administration/American Bat. Association Joint
Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Intake and Predisposition Investigative Services,
Standards '1.6 and 1.8 (tentative draft, 1977).

Commentary

This standard outlines the criteria to be considered in
making the intake decision on complaints alleging that a
juvenile has been neglected or abused as defined in Standard
3.113. No one criterion should be considered more important
than any of the others, although protection of the juvenile

from harm should be the primary con:ern. Accordingly, the
term "seriousness" in paragraph (a) is intended to refer to the
severity of the harm to the juvenile and to the likelihood and
immediacy pf any threatened .harm, See Standard 3.113.

Like the provision on intake decisions in noncriminal
misbehavior cases, the standard focuses on the family and is
intended to channel as many cases as possible to services
outside the juvenile justice system. Hence, among'the listed
factors to be considered in making the intal-e decisions are the
family's prior contacts, if any, with the intake unit or the"-----
family court; the results of those contacts, e.g., dismissal of the
complaint without referral to services, referral to: services,
cooperation of the family with those services,' or the
disposition imposed following adjudication a petition; the ..
availability of services offered by public or priva.t agencies
that are not components of the juvenile justic syste ;`and the
willingness of the family to cooperate with tho ervices. See.
Standard 3.144.

As in the other standards on intake criteria, the National
Advisory Committee recommends the development of rules
and guidelines governing the intake 'process, in noncriminal
misbehavior cases as an action that each state can take
immediately, without a major reallocation .of resources, to

_improve the administration ofjuvenile-justim Such rules are
essential, given the scope of the reromfriended jurisdiction
over neglect and abuse and .the inherent difficulty and
complexity of intake decisions in neglect and abuse cases.
Although the rules and guidelines should be issued by the
agency responsible for intake, see, e.g., Florida Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services, Ma'nual: Intake for
Delinquency and Dependency Juvenile Programs (1976), the
family`conrt and the state and local agencies, departments,
and programs affected by intake_decisions should participate
in their development.

Related Slandards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection arid Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court\ Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody and

DispositiOnal Records
1.534 Access to `Child Abuse Records



1.54 Completeness of Records 3.146 Intake Investigations
1.55 Accuracy of Records.", 3.147 Notice of Decisions
1.56 Destruction of Records 3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of.Protective
2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse Measures in Neglect and Abuse. Cases

(Law Enforcement Agencies) 3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNeglect and
2.244 Procedure- following a Decisions to Refer to Intake Abuse

Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies)
2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntalrezNeglect and Abuse

(Non law Enforcement Agencies) Prevention Strategiei
2.342 Procedures for _Referralo Intake (Nonlaw Enforce-

, ment Agencies) Focal Point Social Institutions:
3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse Cor. F-3 Crisis Intervention
3.141 Organization of Intake Units Focal Point The Individual:
3.142 Review of Complaints Cor. F-1 Individual and Family Counseling
3.143 Criteria for Intake DecisionsDelinquency Cor. ,F-3 Protective Services
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal Misbe-

havior
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3.146 Intake Investigation
The intake officer should be authorized- to conduct a
preliminary investigation in order to obtain information
essential to the making of a decision regarding the complaint.
In the Course of the investigation, the intake officer should be
authorized to:

a. Interview or otherwise seek information from the
complainant, the victim, and any witnesses to the alleged
conduct;

b. Examine court records and the records of law enforce-
ment and other public agencies; and

c. Conduct interviews with the subject of the complaint and
his/her family; guardian, or primary. caretaker.

Among the exceptions- are -the- Florida Department-of-Health
and Rehabilitative Services, Manual: Intake for Delinquency

. and .Dependency 'juvenile Programs, Sections 5.3 et. seq.
(1976) [hereinafter cited as ;'Florida, Manual], the -California
Department- of Youth Authority, Standards for tile= Petfor-

-,--mance of Probation Duties, 57-58 (1970), and the MiSsouri
--Rules of Practice and Procedure:in Juvenile _Courts, Rules 3
and 4 (1975). Id defining the limits and requirements. for
investigations resulting from the filing of delinquency,
nonQriminal misbehavior, and neglect and abuse complaints:-
Standard 3.146 seeks to strike a balance between the intake
offider's need for information and the juvenile's and family's
interest in avoiding unnecessary invasions of privacy/ At the
outset, the standard emphasizes that intake investigations.
should be limited to, obtaining only that inforrnatidn
"essential" for:making the intake decision. This is, in acaord
with the standard on this issue adopted by the IJA/ABA joint
Commissioin and with the realization expressed in 'pioyisions
on records and information approved by both the IJA/ABA
Joint /Commission and the Standards and Goals Task Force

Juon venile Justice that "too much as well as too -little
information can inhibit the process of decision making."
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice'Standards.
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile justicii and
Delinquency Prevention, Commentary to..." Standard 28.1'
(1976); see also Institute of Judicial AdministrationjAmerican

Bat KicabiationT-JoilifCommission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Juvenile Records and
Information Systems (tentative draft, 1977). See Standard
1.52..

Like the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission provision, the
standard permits but does not require interviews with - the
complainant, victim, if any, and witnesses to the alleged
conduct. \ Such interviews,,will often be necessary to supple-
ment the information contained in the complaint regarding
the seriousness and circumstances of the alleged condtidt,
They can also help to correct the disregard for the
complainant or victim which has often occurred in the paSt.
These interviews, however, should not serve as. substitutes for
thorough investigations by law enforcement officers or other
officials.

The standard also permits the intake officer to check court
records and the records of law enforcement and other public
agencies, such as schools or social service programs, for
information essential to the intake decisionand to interview
the subject of the complaint 'and his/her family, guardian, or
primary caretaker. See Standards L531-1.534. The term
"family" is used to indlude the possibilityzof interviews with
siblings of a child who has allegedly been neglected or abused
or who is alleging .a repeated misuse of parental authority, as,

Additional inquiries should not be undertaken unless the
subject of the complaint and, if that person is a juvenile,
his/her parent; guardian, or primary .caretaker, provides
informed consent.

The subject of a complaint and his/her, family, guardian, or
primary caretaker should have the right to refuse to
participate in an intake interview, and the intake officer
should have no authority to compel their attendance. Int
requesting an interview with the subject of a complaint and at
the inception of that interview, the intake officer should
explain that attendance is voluntary and that the, subject of the
complaint is entitled to be represented by an attorney and has
the right to remain silent. At the inception of the interview, the
intake officer should also explain the nature of the complaint,
the allegations that have been made, the function of the intake
process, the procedures to be used, and the alternatives
available for disposing of the'complaint. The family, guardian,
or primary caretaker of the subject of the complaint should be
similarly advised of the rights' to which they are entitled, the
nature of the complaint and the allegations therein, and the
purpose, procedures, ancl,possible consequences of the intake
process.

Source:
Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,.
Standards Relating to Juvenile Probation Function: Intake
and Predisposition Investigative Services,. Standards 1.11,
1.12, and 1.13 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, Probation Function].

Commentary
Most states provide fora preliminary inquiry or investiga-

tion of a complaint, but few provide detailed guidelines
governing the scope and procedures for such investigations.
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/.well as with the parents of a juvenile subject to the delinquency
or noncriminal misbehavior jurisdiction of the family court.
Interviews with the subjects of complaints and their families,
guardians, or primary caretakers are to be on a strictly
voluntary basis. Refusal to participate in an intake interyiew
should not preclude dismissal of the complaint. See Standards
1143-3.145.

Because it is anticipated that intake will often lead to what is
essentially a waiver of the accused's right. .to trial through
referral to voluntary services, and because if a petition is filed,
the accused's statements may be able to be used against
him/her at least in some instances, it is critical that the subject
of the cottplaint ,be as fully advised and informed as possible.
Accordingly, tlri standard also recommends that 'intake
Officers'explain the allegations in the corriplaint, the purpose,
procedures and possible results of the intake process, and the
alternatives to which the subjects of 'complaints are entitled.
See: Standards , 3.132, 3.133,cal.-V 3.171. The parents of
juveniles accused of engagingin noicriminal misbehavior and
juveniles who have allegedly been negleCied or abused, or
whose/parents, guardian, or primary caretaker are accused of
misusing parental authority are also directly affected by intake
decisions. Hence, the standard recommends that the intake
officer explain the intake process to such persons at the
inception of an interview and inform them at the time the
'interview is requested and at its inception that they cannot be
compelled to participate and that they are entitled to be
represented by counsel and to have an attorney appointed if
they are unable to retain counsel for financial' reasons. See..
Standards 3.132 and 3.133. These recommendations are
similar to the interview procedures used in Florida in
delinquency cases.;See Florida, Manual, supra at Section 5.3
et. seq.; see also, IJA/ ABA, Probation Function, supra.

Finally, the standard provides that the informed consent of

/

the subject of the complaint and, if the subject is a juvenile, the
informed. consent of his/her parent, guardian, or primary
caretaker should be obtained before any sources heyondthose
listed can: be utilized. The subjects of complaints should be
advised . to consult,with their attorney before consenting to a
more extensive investigation. It is anticipated that few cases
will require such additional inquiries and that the safeguards
are necessary to avoid excessively wide-ranging probes into
the reputation, behavior, and physical or mental health of
individuals prior to an adjudication or eyen a finding of
probable cause.

Related Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Inttle, Detention, Emergency Custody and

Dispositional Records
1.53$ Access to Child Abuse Records
2.247 Procedures Applicable to the Interrogation of'Juve-

niles
3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Representation .by CounselFor the Parents
3.141 Organization of Intake Units
3.142 Review of Complaints
3.J43 Criteria for Intake DecisicosDelinquency
3.144 Criteria for Intake Decisions,NOncriminal Misbe-

havior ,

3.145 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse
3.171 Rights of.the Parties
3.186 Predisposition Investigations

30 1,

.:
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3.147 Notice of. Decisipn
Upon determining that the allegations contained in a
delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or abuse or neglect
complaint should be submitted to the family court, the intake
officer should send a written report to die family court section
of the prosecutor's office explaining the reasons for the
decision and recommended that a petition be filed. A copy of
the report should be sent to the subject of the complaint and to
his/her attorney. If the subject of the complaint is a juvenile,
notice should also be sent to his/her parents, primary care-
taker, or legal guardian.

4 /Upon determining that a complaint,should be dismissed, the
intake officer should send a written report to the complainant
explaining the-decision and the /reasons therefor and stating
that the complainant may resubmit the complaint to the
family court section of the/prosecutor's office. The intake
officer shoul'l send a copy of the report to the subject of the
complaint and his/her attorney, and if the complaint is based
on the jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency, to the
family court sectiaA of the prosecutor's office.

Upon determining that the intake decision should be delayed
and the subject of the complaint referred to services, the intake
officer 'should send a written report advising the complainant
of the determination, the reasons therefor, and the date by

4) which final decision will be made.

I

Source:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can Bar Association, Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to the Juvenile Probation
Function: Intake and Predisposition Investigative Services,
Standard 1.15 (tentative draft, 1977).,.

Commentary
The standard requires the intake officer to advise the subject

of the complaint of the intake decision and the reasons
therefor without regard to the nature of the proceeding or to
whether the decision is to submit to the court, dismiss the
corn7laint, or refer for-services. The standard differs from the
IJA/ ABA Joint Commission provision by requiring notifica-
tion to the accused when the complaint is dismissed and by
requiring notification to the attorney of the subject of the
complaint.The notification of dismissal is to provide the
subject of the complaint with proof that the charge is no
longer pending. The addition of notification to the attorney is
based on the broad entitlement to counsel provided by
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Standards 3.132 and 3.133 and is intended to assure that a
juvenile receives and understands the intake officer's report.,

The report to the family court section of the prosecutor's
office described in the first paragraph of this standard follows
from the recommendation in Standard 3.163 that the
responsibility for reviewing the legal sufficiency . of the
complaint and for filing the petition be assigned to
prosecutors. See also Standard 3.131. Notice of a decision not /
to file a delinquency complaint is also required to be sent to/
the prosecutor's office because of the special responsibilities
traditionally placed on the prosecutor when a crime has been
committed.

The standard also provides for notifying the complainant of
the intake decisions and for permitting complainants to seek
review of an intake officer's decision to dismiss a delinquency,
noncriminal misbehavior or neglect and abuse complaint by
resubinittiog the complaint to the family court section of the
prosecutor's office. Too often in the past the complainant or
victim have been forgotten during the processing of a case
except when their testimony has been needed. The provision
for notice and prosecutorial review of intake decisions on
request of the complainant prov,ides a check on the intake
officer's discretion, follows the current practice in many
jurisdictions, 'see, e.g., Florida Department of Hearth and
Rehabilitative Services, M..alual: Intake for Delinquency and
Dependency Juvenile Programs, Section 5.6.4 (1976), and is in
accordance With the commendations of, the National
Advisory Committee ) Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Report of the [ask Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standard 15.13 (1976), and U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfa,re, Model Act for
Family Courts, Section 13 (1975).

However, as noted in Standards 3.142-3.145, objection.by
the complainant should not, preclude dismissal of the
complaint or referral of the subject of the complaint for serv-
ices.

Regardless of the decision revealed, it is recommended that
the intake officer's report include an explanation of the

/reasons that underlie it. This is part of the effort throughout.,
/ these standards to make discretionary decisions more

f

I consistent and decision makers more accountable. See, e.g.,
Standards 2.242-2.245, 2.342-2343, 3.143-3.145, 3.151-3.158,
3.182-3.184, 3.188, 4.54, 4.71-4.73, and 4.81-4.82. Setting forth,
the reasons for intake decisions will facilitate review and will
help to assure that recommended criteria.and rules are being
followed and to assess their effect. It will also facilitate a better
Understanding of the juvenile justice process by members of
the public who become involved in a delinquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, or neglect and abuse proceeding.
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Related S2andards 3.142.
3_143

3.131 Representation by CouttselForthe State 3.144
3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juven'ile
3.133 Representation by Counsel--For the P,arents 3_145
3.141 Organization of Intake Units 3.163

Review of Complaints
Criteria for Intake DecisionsDelinquency
lriteria for Intake Decisions-Noncriminal Misbehav-
ior
Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse
Decision to File a Petition
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3.15 Detention, Release,
and Emergency Custody
3.151 Purpose and
Criteria for Detention and
Conditioned Release--
Delinquency

. Written rules and guidelines should be developed by the
______agency_responsible for intake services ,to govern detention

decisions in matters subject to the jurisdiction of the family
court over delinquency.

A juvenile' accused of a delinquent offense should be
unconditionally\ released unless detention in a secure or
nonsecure racitity or imposition of conditions on release is
necessary to protect the jurisdiction or process of the family
court; to prevent the juvenile from inflicting serious bodily
harm on others or committing a serious property offense prior
to adjudication, disposition, or appeal; or to protect the
juvenile from imminent bodily harm.

In determining whether detention or conditioned release is
required, an intake of9.cer should consider:

a. The nature and seriousness of the alleged offense;.
. b:4 The juvenile's record of deiinquent offenses, including

whether the juvenile is currently subject to the disposi
tionai authority of the family court or released pending
adjudication, disposition, or appeal;

c. The juvenile's record of willful failures to appear at
family court _proceedings; and

d. The availability of noncustodial alternatives, including
the presence of a parent, guardian, or: other suitable
person able and willing to provide superi;ision and cake/-for the juvenile and to assure his/her, presence at
subSequent proceedings.

If unconditional release is not determined to be appropriate,
the lers restrictive alternative should be selected. Release.'
should not be conditioned'on the posting of a bail bond by the
juvenile or by the juvenile's family, or\ on any other financial
condition. A juvenile should not be detained in a secure
facility unless the criteria set forth in Standard 3.152 are met.
In no, case should a juvenile be detained in a facility which
he/she will have regular contact :with. adults accused or
convicted of a criminal offense.
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Sources:
See generally Institute ,cf Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can Bar .Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Interim Status Standards
3.2 and 4.6 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, Interim Status]; National Advisory Committee on
Crithinal Justice Standards and Goals, Corrections, Section
8.2(7)(b) (1973) [hereinafter cited as Corrections]; 42 U.S.C.
5633(a)(13) (Supp. 1979).

Commentqry. -..

,

Although exact figures are not yet available, is estimated
that approximately 15,000 juveniles are held inAmerican jails
and detention centers on any given day. See Law-Enforcement
Assistance Administration, Children in Ciiitody: Advance,
Report on the. 1972 Census of Public and Private-Juvenile.
Facilities (1979); Advanced Report on the National Jail. '
Census:1978-(1979);:11. Sarri, Under Lock and Key: Juveniles'
in Jails and Detention (1974). Recent studies have 'shown
that -the rate of detention, the pers'on Making and reviewing
the,,:,c, initial decision to detain or release al/juvenile, and the
reason s -'for detention vary greatly frorn1 jurisdiction ...toy,
jurisdiction. Standards 3.151-1.'158 geek topefine and limit the
purposes for holding juveniles in custody qr conditioning their
release pending ''adjudication,'" dispositi 'n, and appeal., to
clarify the responsibility for making'4n reviewing custodialmaking'4n

to speCify- the criteria o hich such decisions..
should be -based. It is the intent of tiles standards that most
juveniles subject to the jurisdictiOn ofithe family court 'over
delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior and neglect and abuse
be 'released to the custody of their parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker without imposition of any substantial
restraints on liberty and, when .this is not possible, that the
least.restrictive alternative be employed. ,

This standard,' together:with Sta'ndard 3.152, sets out the
purposes for which restraints may be imposed on the liberty of
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a juvenile subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over
delinquency and .recommends criteria to be employed in
determining whether such restraints are necessary. The term
"detention" is intended to refer to placement of a juvenile.in a
facility or residence other than his/ her home pending:
adjudication, disposition, or appeal. A secure facility is

intended to denote a facility "aaracterized by physically
restrictive construction with procedures designed to prevent
the juveniles from departing at will." IJA,/ ABA, Interim
'Status, supra at Standard 2:10 See Standard 4.26. A single-
family' foster home is an example of a nonsecure facility. See
Standard 4.25-4.252; see also Standard 4.27.

The initial recommendation in Standard 3.151 is that
written rules and guidelines,,be developed in order promote
consistency in detention and release decisions. See, e.g.,
Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services,

. Manual: Intake for Delinquency and Dependency Juvenile
Progrants, Sections 5.4-5.4.8 and 5.5-5.5.1 (1976). The
National Advisory Committee recommeno's the developtrent
of rules 'and guidelines governing decisions regarding
detention and release of juveniles in delinquently cases as,
action that Stales can lake immediately, without a major
reallocation of resources, to improve the administration of
juvenile justice. Although the guidelines are to be promulgated
by the agency responsible for intake services of the family
'court, the Police and other affected components of'the juvenile
justice system should participate in their development. C'(.:
Standards 3.143-3.145. Consolidation of administrative
control over the intake and detention decisiOn making in one

,, .. agendy_is_recommended to enhance accountability and reduce
the confusion and inconsistency that have. occurred when
several agencies, departments, orrunits have been authorized
to-make' initial detention/ release decisions. However, deci-
sions to'detain should be subject to mandatory review by a
family 'court judge within twenty-fmir hours and,,the terms of
release should be subject. to judicial review ,on the 'request of-
the juvenile or the juvenile's family. See Standards 3.155 and
3.156. . .

Although emphasizing that most, juveniles should be
released WithoUt the imposition of substantial restraints on
their liberty; the standard indicates that such restraints may be
imposed to prevent a juvenile from, fleeing or, being taken our
of the jurisdiction or to protect,the juvenile or the community'.*

. 'See, e.g., National Council on Crinie and Delinquency,
Standards and Guides for Detention of Children and Youth'
(1961); National . Conference Of Commissioners on Uniform
State taws, Uniform Juvenile COurt Act, Section 14 (1968);
U.S. Department of Health, Education' and Welfare, Model
Act for Family Courts, Section 20 (1975); National Advisory
Comthittee on Criminal Jukice Standards and Goals; Report
of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prvention, Standard 12.7 (1976) [hereinafter cited as -Report
ortlie Task Force]; liA/ABA, Interim Status,. supra. The

, Criteria set forth in Standard 3.152 are intended tolimit-the
circumstances in which juveniles may, in furtherance of these
1
ptirposes, be placed 'in secure detention.

"jr Although preventive detention has been -a highly 'contro-
versial issue in adult *criminal cases,- the imposition'of high. bail
has ,often been used to achieve the same purpose. Preventive

detention of juveniles, in one form or another, is allowable
under the juvenile codes of a substantial number of states and
has been approved :bY the National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Courts, 298-299. (1973)
[hereinafter cited as Courts] (to protect the person or
properties of others); the Model Aci for Family CoUrts, supra
(release presents a clear and substantial threat, of a serious
nature to the person or property others); the Uniform
Juvenile Court Act (to .protect the person and property of
others); Report of the Task Force, supra (to prevent, nfliction
of bodily harm on others or intimidation of any witness); and
the IJA/ ABA, Interim Status, supra (prevent infliction of
serious bodily harm on others). But see Corrections, supra at
Section 8.2(7), Because of the difficulty of predicting future
conduct, the adverse impact of incarceration on a juvenile,
and the cost of detention, the standard recommends that
secure detention should be an available alternative in only
certain specified situations. In addition, juveniles can only be
confined for their own protection in a secure facilityif they
request such confinement in writing "in circumstances that
present an immediate danger of serious physical injury." See,
IJA/ ABA, Interim Status, supra' at. Standard 6.7(a).

To provide further-guidance, the standard suggests four sets
of considerations relevant to the decision regarding what, if
any, restraints should be imposed. These:relate directly to the
purpOses -enumerated above and ,to the criteria for secure
detention discussed in Standard 3.152. See also Standard
3.143. In order to assure that the juvenile's rights, are
protected,Standard 3.155 provides that the detention hearing
must include a judicial determination of probable cause, and
Standard, 3.158 recommends weekly review of decisions to
continue detention to assure that confinement is still neces-
sary.

Finally, the standard, in accordance with the position
adopted by the President's Commission on Law'Enforcement

-and -Administration of Justice; Taik -Force Report: Juvenile
Delinquency and YOuth Crime, 36 (1976); Report of the Task
Force, Standard. .12.12; and LIN/ ABA, supra at Interim
Status, 'supra, recommends that a juvenile's release not be
conditioned on the p4ting of a bail bond or any other
financial condition. As stated in the commentary to the Task

'Force 'provision:
A juvenile is, unlikely to have independent financial
resources which he could use to post bail: Even if he did
have such resources, he could not sign a binding bail bond
because a minor is not ordinarily liable . on a contract.
Consequently, the . youth would have to depend on his
parents or other interested adults to post bond in his behalf.
If an adult posted bond; the youth's incentive, to appear
would arguably be defeated, since he would not personally,
forfeit anything upon nonappearance. On the other hand';a
parent might, 'refuse to post bail 'and force the ybuth to
remain in detention. Finally, financial conditions discrimi-,
nate against/indigent juveniles and their families.
State practices with regard to bail vary widely. A substantial

number, how/ever, by statute Or decision, provide accused
delinquents with a right to bail. It was the conclusion of the
National .AdVketify-Catriffitte-Ellfaf the recommended proce-
dures are more in keeping with the purposes 'of the family
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court than bail, will more adequately Protectjuveniles against
unwarranted restraints on their liberty, and will not be subject
to the abuses and injustices that have occurred in the adult
criminal justice system as a result of reliance on-bail and other
financial conditions for relea.w._:See Courts,..supra at Section
4.6; ABA, Standards 'Relating ro Pretrial Release, Section
1.2(c) (approved draft, 1969).

Finally, in accord with the ,114,..enile justice and Delinquen-
cy Prevention Act, the standard la-ould prohibit placement of a
juvenile in any facility, secure or nonsecure in which the
juvenile would be commingled with accused or convicted adult
criminal offenders. 42 U.S.C. §5633(a)(13) (Supp. 1979).

Related Standards
2.231 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody

Delinquency

3.152 Criteria for Detention in Secure Facilities.
Delinquency

3.153 Criteria for Detention. and ReleaseNoncriminal
Misbehavior

3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of Protective
Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases

3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3.156 Review of Conditions of Release
3.158 Review Modification and Appeal of ..rei on
3.171 Rights of the Parties
4.24 Community Correctional Facility
4.25 Foster Homes
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities



3.152 Criteria for
Detenfion in Secure
FacilitiesDelinquency
Juveniles subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over

;delinquency should not be detained in a-se ure facility unless:

a. They are fugitives from another juris fiction;
b. They request protection in writingin ircumstances that

present an immediate threat of serious physical injury;
c. They are charged with murder in the first or second

degree;
d. They are charged with a serious property crime or a

crime of violence other than first or second degree
murder which if committed by an adult would be a
felony, and
i) They are already detained or on conditioned release

in connection with another delinquency proceeding;
ii) They. have a demonstrable recent record of willful

failures to appear at family court proceedings;
iii) They have a demcinstrable recent record of violent

conduct resulting in physical injury /to others; or,
iv) They have demonstrable 'rcetit record of adjudica-

tiOns for serious property offenses': and
e. There is no less restrictive alternative tpat will reduce

risk of flight, or of serious harm to Property or tolhe
physical safety of the "juvenile Or:others.

Source:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice_
Standards. Standards Relating to Interim Sows. Standards
6.6 and 6.7 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ABA, :Interim Status]

Commentary
This standard describes the circumstances in which a

juvenile subject to the jurisdiction of the family cot over
delinquency may be detained in a secure' facility. It is intended
to :limit secure detentiOn to those instances in which no less
restrictive. alternative is sufficient to protect the juvenile, the
community,- or the jurisdiction of a family court.

Under paragraph (a), juveniles who have fled from a
jurisdiction in which a delinquency complaint or: petition is
pending against them may be detained in a secure facility
unless nonsecure detention, conditioned or _unconditioned
release would be sufficient to Significantly reducethe risk, of
'flight.

Paragraph (b) recommends that protective custody be
permitted only on the juvenile's written request coupled with.
circumstanees, that indicate that the juvenile is in immediate
danger of serious physical injury. Such danger is intended to
be more than being on' the. streets it night or the possibility
that the juvenile may be harmed if he/she continues to get into
trouble. 'See IJA/ABA, Interim Status, suprat Commentary
to Standard 5.7. Protective custody proVisi4ns have some-
times functioned as 'convenient excuses for hot ing a child in
custody because of other reasons or the lack of 1 ks restrictive
facilities. Such A practice would not be authorized\under the

i isstandard. If the juvenile s endangered by his /.her
guardian, or primary caretaker in one of the ways set forth in
Standard 34.13, a neglect or abuse action may be appropriate.

Paragraph (c) recommends that secure; detention be
permitted but not required when a juvenile is charged with
first or second, degree murder.' This 'provision is somewhat

_analogous to the :statutes in some states prohibiting' adulti
_charged' with a capital, offense from: being released on _bail.

'Under paragraph (d),. commission of a :crime of violence
short of: murder' but still, equivalent to. a felony, e.g.,
manslaughter, rak; or 'aggravated assault, is''' not in..!itself
sufficient to detain ajuvenile. The juvenile must also have, for
example, a dernonstrable` record of committing' violent
,offensest that result in/physical injury to others-or be on
conditioned release or in .detention 'pending adjUditation;
disposition, or appeal of another delinquency matter:
SitnilarlY, being charged with a serious property offense, e.g.,
burglary in the first degree or arson, must be coupled with a-
demonstrable record Of adjudications for 'serious property
.offenses. T e term ,"deinonstrable record", is not intended to
require intro ucton of a certified copy of a prior adjudication '

order, but s ouldjnclude more than allegations: of- .;prior
misconduct. n order to protect the juvenile's rights-and-:to
assure that th decision to detain a juvenilein a secure faCility

'.vas made, in ecordance with this standard -sand Standard
3..151, related standards recommend that:Ia.:detention hearing
be held before a family court judge within hours,
and, if ,detention is continUed,1hat it -be.subject to judicial:.
review every seven days. See Standards .3.155' and 3.158.

The standard 'differs :significantly from the IJA/ ABA,,
Intgrim Staius;.supra pro,iiskons on which it is based in four
ways. Fi -st, it urges that thepropbsed strict-criteria be liinited
to detention-in secure facilities. Second; in view-of the large
number of burglaries. and other serious property offenses
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committed by some juveniles, irdues not restrict detention to
juveniles accused of committing violent crimes. Third, the
1JA/ ABA Joint Commission provision would limit the violent
felonies other. than murder; which would warrant secure
detention,- to those for r which commitment to a secure
cthectit_ nal institution is likely. This added factor is omitted
because it involves the type of prediction that the other criteria
seek to avoid and because it may have a tendencyto. become a
self-fulfilling prophecy. Fourth, the standard does not restrict
the violent or serious, property offenses, which Would make a
juvenile eligible for secure detention, to those occurring while
the juvenile is subject to the jurisdiction or dispositional
authority of the family court. However, the standard, like
those approved by the IJA/ABA Joint Commission, is
intended to prevent detention of juveniles in secure facilities
because' of the lack of less restrictive alternatives; because of
the unavailability 9f a parent, relative; or other adult with
substantial ties to the juvenile who is willing and able to
provide supervision and care; or in order to provide
"treatment." See also National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevetition,
Standard 12.7 (1976).

As noted in Standard 3.151, even juveniles placed in secure

detention should not be housed in:alacility in which they will
have regular contact :with adultstaccysed or convicted of
committing a crime. See Standard 4:2608 U.S.C.§5633(a)(13)
(Sapp. 1979).

Related Standards.
1.531 Access to Police ReCords
1.532. Access to Court Records
1.533 Access-to Intake; Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Dispositional RecordS.--
1.534 Access to Child Abuse ReCords
1.54 Completeness 'of Records .

1.56. Destruction of Records
3.151 Purpose and Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

ReleaseDelinquency
3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3.158 RevieW, Modification, and Appeal of Detention

Decisions
3.161 Case ProCessing Time Limits
3.171 Rights of the Parties
4:2194 Security (in High Security. Units)
4.26 Detention Facilities



3.153 Criteria and
Procedures for Detention
and Release
Noncriniinal Misbehavior /

Persons subject to the jurisdiction Of the family court over
noncriminal misbehavior should not be detained' in secure
detention facilities. A juvenile subject to that jurisdiction
should be placed in a foster .home or shelter facility pending
adjudication,'disposition, or appeal only when the juvenile is
in danger of imminent bodily harm and no leis coercive
measure will reduce the risk or when theie is no person willing
and able to provide supervision and care.

Written rules and guidelines should be developed by the
,

agency responsible for intake services to govern d'etention and
release decisions.

In determining whether detention or conditioned release is .*

required, the intake officer should consider:/
a. The nature and seriousness of the all conduct; .
b. The juvenile's age ..and Maturity:
c. The nature and number of contacts with the intake unit

or family court that the juvenile and his/her faMily has
had;

d. The outcome of those contacts; and
e. The presence of a' parent, guardian, or other adult able

and willing to provide supervision and care for the
juvenile.

If unconditional release is determined not to be appropriate,
' the least restrictive alternative should be selected. When it is
necessary to provide temporary' custody for ajuvenile pending
a noncriminal misbehavior ,proceeding, every, effort shoUld be

. made to provide such cusiOdin the least restrictive setting
possible and to assure that contact with juveniles detained
.under Standard 3.151 or who havebeen adjudicated
delinquent is minimized. In no case shoulda Juvenile be placed
in a facility in which he/she has regular 'contact with adults

, accused or convicted of a criminal offense.

Commentary
Although precise national' data is not yet available, a

number of studies have estimated that from 20 percent to over
50 perCent of juveniles detained prior to disposition are status
offenders. See J. Poulin,' J. Levitt, T. Young, and D.
Puppenfort, Juveniles in Detention Centers and Jails: An
Analysis. of State Variations 'During the Mid 1970S (1980);
AiressOhn and Gonion, "Reducing ;the Juvenile Detention

24"Juvenile Justice 28 (1973); Sumner, "Locking Them
Up," 17 Crime and .Delinquency 168 (1971); R. Sairi, Under
Lock' and Key: 'Juveniles in Jails and Detention,. 20 (1974); -

National. Council On Crime and Delinquency, "Survey 'on-
Corrections in the United States" reprinted' in President's
Commission on Law -Enforcernent and Administration of
Justice, Task Force Report: Corrections (1967).. As with
detention of. juveniles in ..general, the reasons for and rates of
`detention of juveniles accused of engaging in noncriminal
misbehavior vary widely among and within states, although as
noted by the . Report of the Task Force ". , detention* is,
presently the most convenient method for the pre,adjudrea-
tory handling,,af.juveniles exhibiting 'status' types of beha
vim' because other resources . . . -are . either not available or
available only °lia very selective basis." Report of the Task
Foree,. supra at amnientary to Standard 12.8. Although the
number and percentage of such children who are detained
'appear,tio be declining and are expected to continue to do so,
in paredue-to the implementation of the Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974;42 U.S.C. Seetions 5601,
5633(a )'(12) (Stipp. 1979) there is still a need to define-the=

`circumstances and conditions under which jUveniles subject_to
the jurisdiction .° of the family court over noncriminal
miSbehavibr may be detained See Standard .

The_standard - makes- clear.,----at. theoutset, that persons
accused of noncriminal misbehaviorjuvenileS or, adillts

Sources: alleged, to have repeatedly' misused their lawful parental

See generlly National Advisory Committee on Criminal
s,

' Justice Stnndards and .Goals,, Report of the Task. Force on
Juvenile justice and Delinquency Preven 'on, Standard 12.8
(1976) [hereinafter. cited as, Report of the k Force].,, 18
U.S.C. §5633(a) (12) (1978).

authorityshould never be placed'in a secure detention center
or jailSee Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act.
of 1974, supra; Report of the Task Force, supra. In mosi-.
cases, such persons should be 'released without conditions
upon their promike to appear. Howevertthe standard proAdes
that juveniles may be placed in a foster home or. shelter



facilities in two limited situations. The first;is when the
juvenile is in. danger of imminent bodily harm and no
alternative to shelter. can reduce the risk. The second is
when there isno one able and willing to provide supervision
and care for the juvenile, and the juvenile is not able to
provide adequately for his/her own needs (foodishelter,_and
clothing) without such care and supervision. Foster homes
and .shelter facilities are discussed in Standards 4.25-4.252,
and 4.27.,

Unlike Standard 3.152, the standard does not require a
mitten requestgor protection by the juvenile in circumstances
that present an immediate threat of physical injury, because
-protection for children in noncriminal misbehavior cases can
and should be able to be provided in. a nonsecure facility, and
it seems unrealistic to expect runaways, truants, and other
childien who are in conflict with their families to request
protection.

The'. Task Force provision from which this standard is
adopted appears to limit use of shelter care to the first of the
enumerated situations. However, the Commentary to the Task
Force Standard indicates that it is intended to include "a
young child who continually runs away from home or other
residential placement regardless of what services are offered or
provided and is therefore exposing' him/ herself to the myriad
of harm that can be befall a young child unsupervised and
unprotected on a city street." It appears mcre appropriate to
address this problem directly, rather than to premise
nonrelease on predictions of potential danger. The IJA/ABA
JoiritCommission's standards do not provide for family court
jurisdiction over most instances of noncrilninahmisbehavior.
However; juveniles who run away and do not consent to be
transported ,home may be taken to a temporary"nonsecure
residential facility. Institute of Judicial Administration/Amer-
ican Bar Association Joint coMmisSion on Juvenile Justice
Standards,Standards Relaiitig to Noncriminal Misbehavior,

-Standard's 2.1 and 3.1 (tentative draft, 1977).
AS inthe proviSions concerning intake and Standards 3.151

and 3.154, the standard recommends that written rules and
guidelines be promulgated by the agency_ responsible :Tor
intake services to proinote consistency .in detention/release
decisions. The family .court, the police, and Other affected..
agencies should participate in the development of such
regulations. The National Advisory'aimmittee recommends
the developinerd of rules and gUidelines governing release and
detention decisi(Ms in nofiriminal -misbehavior cases as an

action that states cc/n take immediately,- withOut a major
reallocation of resources, to impiove the 'administration. of,
juvenile, justice. -

In deciding whether detention or any release conditions die
necessary, the standard directs the intake officer to select the

..least restrictive .alternative consistent with a series of criteria
similar to those to .be utilized in intake decisions,'see Standard
3.144; see., also Standard 3.151

The standard emphasizes that if residential facilities are
used, they should be as.normal an environment. as possible,
and recommends that there be no regular contact between
juveniles alleged to have engaged in noncriminal misbehavior
and accused or convicted adult 'offenders, and that contact
between accused or adjudicated delinquency offenders and
juveniles alleged to have engaged in noncriminal misbehavior.
should be minimized in order to distinguish as much as
possible the consequences f noncriminal and criminal
behavior.
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Related Standards
1.531. Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Judicial Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Dispositonal Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records '-
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
2.232 Criteria for Taking Juveniles, Into CustodyNon

criminal Misbehavior (Law Enforceinent Agencies /1
3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal.-,Misbe-

havior
3.151 Purpose and Criteria for Detentidn and Conditioned

ReleaseDelinquency
3.154., Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of Protective

Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases
3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3:156 Review of Conditions of Release
3.158 Review-Modification and Appeal of Detention Deci-

sionS
3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
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3.154 Criteria and
Procedures for Imposition
of 'Protective Measures in
Neglect and Abuse Cases
Written rules and guidelines should be developed by the
'agency responsible for intake services to govern impOsitibn of
protective measures prior to adjudication or disposition of
matters submitted pursuant to the jurisdiction of the family
court over neglect and abuse.

.

In determining whether to impose conditions to protect a
juvenile alleged to be neglected and abused or 'to .place the
juvenile in emergency custody,' the intake officer should
consider: the nature and seriousness of the alleged neglect or
abuse and the circumstances in which it ,occurred; the
juvenile's age and maturity; the nature and nuinCer of contacts
with the intake unit and the-family -court which the family has-
had; and the presence of a parent, guardian, relative, or other
person with whom the juvenile has substantial ties,.willing and
able to provide supervision and care. ''!'

Conditidlis should not be imposed on a juvenile's' parents,
guardian; or primary' caretaker unless necessary to 'protect the

.'juvenile against any of the harms set forth in Standard
3.113(b)-(i).

.

Juveniles should not be placed in emergency custody unless:.
_

.

a. They 'are unable to careforthemselves and there is no
,..

parent, guardian, relative; or other person willing and
able to provide supervision and care;

1,b. There is a substantial risk that they would suffer one Of
the forms ;of neglect or abuse set forth in Standard
3".113(b)-(h)-if-they-wereiretniiied hdine;

c. There is a substantial risk that they will fail to or be
---. torevented -from appearingat any family court proceed-

ini resulting froin the. filing of theiotiiiilainand ---
d. There is no other measure that will proVide adequate,

protection. ,

When in accordance li'with the abOve criteria and factors it is
deterMined that emergency, stody is required. every effort
should be made to provide ch custody in the most homelike
.setting possible. Juvenile subject to the neglect and abuse
jurisdiction of the family, court should not be placed in
detention or correctional facilities or facilities housing
juveniles or adults accused of Or found to, have committed a'
delinquent or criminal offense.

Sources:
See generally' U.S. Department of Health, Educat;on and

Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts, Section 20 (1975); -see
also Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar As-
sociation Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Neglect and Abuse, Standard 4.3
(tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Ne-
glect].

COrnmentarY,
This standard sets forth the factors and circumstances that

Ianintake officer shotdd.consider in deciding Whether protec-
tive measures should be imposed pending adjudication and

. disposition of a neglect and abuse case. .As in the other .

standards;; ealing with discretionary decisions by the intake
,*offieer,.itiirges that written rules and guidelines be issued by
/the agency responsible for intake services to promote
consistency. See Standards 3.143-3.145, 3.151,--and-3.153;-see,---
e.g.,' Flotida Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, Manual: Intake for Delinquency and.Dependency,..
Juvenile Programs, Section 6.7 .(1916). The family court,
police, child protective 'services agency, and other state and
local agencies affected:by the imposition of protective
condition or the placement of children alleged to haye been
neglected or abused in emergency custody should participate
in the development of such. regulaticins. . The. National
Adviiory. Committee recommends the development of rules
and ;guidelines_ governing deciSions to impOse protective
measures in neglect and-abilse-Cdkes-as-an-action_thavt_states"
an take irnmediately,. without a major' reallocation of

resources, to improve the administration of juvenile justice.
Thelactors listed in the. second paragraph of the standard

are, intended to serve as guides for the decision-Making and
rule-Making processes. They are similar to, those- that the
intake officer should consider in making the intake decision.
See Standard 3.145.

Conditions should only be imposed on a juvenile's parents
or, parental surrogates when necessary to protect the child



from any of the harms specified in.-Standard 3.113(b)7(i),
pending determination and disposition Of the case. Any
conditiOns imposed should be addressed to alleviating
immediate clangers-L-e.g., assuring that 'the Child receives
prescribed medication or that care is prOvided while the parent
is awayarid not to resolving any underlying family conflicts
or problems.

Because removal of a child from his/ her house, even on an
emergency basis, is often emotionally "very painful" to the
Child, J. Goldstein, A. Freud, and A. Solnit, BeyOnd the Best
Interests of the Child 20, (1973), and because the emphasis
throughout these standards on the use of the least intrusive
form of intercession that is appropriate, ej: Standards 3.143-
3.145, 3.151-3.153, and 3.182-3.184, the standard recommends
that a juvenile alleged to have been neglected or abused should
not be placed in emergency custody unless no other alternative
will provide adequate protection. Accprd, IJA / ABA, Neglect,
supra; National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report o1 the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 12.9 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the ,Task Force]. See J. Areen,
"Intervention Between Parent and Child: A Reappraisal of
the State's Role in Neglect and Abuse Cases," 63 Geo.
887, 919 (1975). Under the standard, juveniles could be placed
in emergency custody if they are in immediate danger in any of
the ways specified in Standard 3.113, with one exception.
Because preventing a child from obtaining the education
required by law, Standard 3.113(i), does not imperil his/her
physical or emotional health, it does not warrant removing the.
Child from the home. The standard would also permit

...emergency custody when it is likely that the.juvenile will flee,
will be taken from the jurisdiction, or otherwise prevented
from appearing at 'any of. the prOceedings.

The Model Act for Family Courts, supra permits juveniles
to be placed in emergency custody if there is no adult able and
Willing to provide care, if release, would present a serious
threat Of substantial harm, and "if the Child has a history of
failing to appear for hearings." The provision adopted by the
IJA/ ABA Joint COmmission is more limited. It stipulates that
a child should not be held in emergency custody unless return
home would create "an imminent substantial risk of death or
bodily injury to the child," no adequate safeguards other than;
removal, are available, and the conditions, of emergency
custody- adequately safeguard the child's wellbeing. IJA/
ABA Neglect, supra. The Report of the Task Force,'supra,
would limit removal even further, allowing emergency custody
"only when it is neeessary,to protect the child and the parents
or other adult caretakers are unwillingor_unable to_protect-t e--

.child from such injury."
When juveniles area placed in emergency custody, they

should be placed in as homelike a setting as possible, in Order
to reduce the impact of.removal to the greatest. extent
However, such placement should adequately protect the
juvenile and,provide for the juvenile's physical and emotional
needs. See StandardS 4.25-4.252 as noted in the CoMmentary
to Report of the. Task Force, supra at Standard/12.9:

It is obviously.pointless to remove a child from a dangerous
home situation unless we can assure tOf he will. be
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adequately protecte in the temporary out-of-home place-
ment.
Ordinarily, forestry camps and other remote facilities

should not be utilized. Parental visits should he permitted and
encouraged. See Report of the Task Forceysi.upra; IJAIA BA
Neglect, supra at Standard'4.2. To assure /protection without
otherwise unnecessary security measures and to avoid treating
nondelinquent juveniles thesame mariner as those accused
of committing or found to have zommitted a criminal offense,
juveniles a:lepN".. to be neglected and abused should not be '

commingled alleged or adjudicated delinquents or; adult
offenders. 18 U.S.C. §5633(a)(12) (Supp., 1979).

Decisions to place a child in emergency custody shciuld bei
subject to judicial review within twenty-foUr hours of the time'
at which the juvenile was taken into custody. See Standard
3.157: Protective measures short of emergency custody should
be subject to?review by the family court Upon request of the
juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary caretaker. See
Standard 3.'156. ;

Related Standards
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emer ency Custody, and

Disposition Records i

1.534 Access to. Emergency Custody R cords 1

1.54 Completeness of Records i . .

2.233 Criteria foe Taking Juveniles Intb Emergency/Protec-
tive Custody (Law Enforcemen Agencies) I .

2.244 Prcicedures -Following Referr to Intake 'Neglect
and -Abuse (Law Enforcement Agencies) li

2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in. Need of Immediate
Medical Care (Law Enforcenient Agencies)

2.33 Criteria for Intaking Juyeniles Into ,ErriergenCy.
Protective Custody (Nonlafr Enforcement/ Agencies)

2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a JuVenile Into/Emergency'
Protective Custody, (Nonlaw .Enforcement Agencies)

2.344 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need Of Immediate
Medical Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
Jurisdiction Over Neglect and. Abuse !-

Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse..
Purpose and Criteria for 'Detention and Conditioned
ReleaseDelinquency .

37.153 Criteria for Detention and ReleaseNoncriminal
- Misbehavior

3.156: RevieW of Conditions of Release .

3.157 Initial Review of Emergency Custody' Decisions
3.158' Review, Modification, and Appeal of Detention

Decisions
3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
3..171 Rights of the Parties
4.25 Foster Homes
4.27 Shelter,Facilities -

.See also in the Prevention Chapter,
Focal Point. The Individual:
Cor. F-3 .. Protective Services

3/113
31.145

.151



3.155 Initial Review of
Detention/ Decisions
Upon determining that the subject of a delinquency complaint
should be, detained, the intake. officer shOuld file a. written
notice with the family- court toiedier with a copy of the
complaint. The notice should .specify the terms of detention,
the basis for imposing such terms, and the less. rertrictive__
alternatives, if any, that nay be available. A copy-oftbe notice
should be given to the family court section of the prosecutor's
office, the juvenile, and the juvenile's attorney' and parents,
guardian; or primary caretaker.

Unless the juvenile is released earlier, a detention hearing
should be held before a family court .judge no more than
twenty-four hours after the juvenile has been taken into
custody. At that hearing, the state should be required - to
establi511 that there is probable cause to believe that a
delinquent offense was committed and that the accused

i juvenile.: committed it. If probable cause is established, 'the
court should review the necessity for continued detention.
Unless-- state demonstrates by clear and convincing
evidence thai continued secure Or nonsecure detention is
warranted, the court should place the juvenile in the least
restrictive form of .release consistent with ,the .purposes and
factors-set forth in Standard 3.151.

At the inception of the detention hearing, the judge should
assure that the juvenile understands his/her right to coUnsel,
shoUld appoint an attorney to represent the juvenile if the
juvenile is not already represented by .counset, and meets the
eligibility requirements set forth in Standard 3.132. '

If detention is continued, the family court judge \ should
explain,, on the record, the terms of -detention and the reasons
for rejecting. less ,restrictive alternatives. If the terms differ
from those imposed by the intake officer, a written copy of

-those terms should be given, to the juvenile and the juvenile's
attorney and parents, giardian,-ortustOdian.

_ .
No detention decision should be made on the basis of a fact or
opinion that has not been disclosed to counsel for the state
and. for-the-juvenile.

The same procedures and ime limits should apply' to the
matters under the jurisdic on of the family court over
noncriminal misbehavior, exce t that the terms of detention in
noncriminal Misbehavior cases should be assessed against the
criteria set forth in Standard 3.153.

Sources:
See generdlly. National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on

Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 12A1
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]\see also
Institute of Judicial Administration/ AmeriCan Bar ASsocia:
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,

,Standards Relating to Interim Status, Standards 4.3 and 7.7-
7:8, and Standards Relating to Dispositional Procedures,
Standard 214(a) (tentative' draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ABA, Interim Status, and IJA/ ABA, Dispositionel.
Procedures, respectively].

Commentary

1'

This standard recommends that the decision to detain the .\ .subject of a complaint filed pursuant to the rarsdicton, of the\
family court over delinquency and notiariminal misbehavior
.should be judicially reviewed within tweniy-four liourS',8f the
time at which the subject of the complaint' was taken, into,
custody. It recommends. further that this reviektake 'plaee-
during -a hearing at which the detained person is'.entitledfo
counsel and at which the.state..is required to prove'tlat-,thefels.
probable cause to believe the 'allegations in the complaint are
true,

All of the 'recent national' standards-setting or model'
legislative, efforts recommend that there be an opportunity for
Judicial review of detention decisions. U.S..- Department 0,
Health; Education and Welfare, the ,Model Act foi:Familyi.
Courts, Section 23.(1975);"the Unifortn Juvenile Court, Act,
Section 17 (National Conference of CoMmissionert, for
Uniforni Stke Laws, 1968); the President's Commission on
Law Enforcernent and Administration of Justice, Task, Force
Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime, 37 (1967);_:,/,.
and the National..-Advisory-.-Con)mitte-e--diCcriininaTJustice 1.

Standards and Goals; Courts, Section 14,2 (1973); as well as
the IJA/ ABA, Interim Status; supra, and the Report of the I

'.Task Force, supra, recommend' that such' hearings be [..
mandatorY.. Most states. provide for, and many require, a
detention hearing.

Provisions regarding the time period in which such bearings
should be held vary. All but one of the groups reconimending
a mandatory detention hearing propose that such hearings be
held within forty-eight hours of arrest. The Uniform Juvenile
Court Act, supra, sets a 72-hour limit. StateprovisiOns range
from no specifications as to time, to the requirernentsim at
least two jurisdictions that detention hearingS be held.Within
twenty-four hours.

.

Determining' What time limit should be applied ,involves
balancing two sets of competing intereL,s. On the/.one hand,
the intake officer needs time to gat h, the information
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IICUC55iSiy 1.0 II1UKC tne intake anu aetenuon .aecisionA and to
prepare the. necessary paper work,,see Standards 3.143, 3.144,
and 3.151, and the family court section of the .pros4utor's
office must have some opportunity to prepart.the evideriFe and
contact1the.witnesses 'for the probable cause determination at
the detention hearing. On. the other hand, there is. the `harsh
impact that even brief detention may have on' a ju*nile,'

4especia when he/she is placed in a secure facility, a '.41 the
corresponding need to assure as quickly as possible that such
detention is necessary. Although itis recognized that the 24-

--;2Thour period (including holidays and weekends) proposed in
this standard will cause some difffetiliy in those few cases in
which it is necessary to detain a Silyenile, especially in rural
areas, the cost 'of detention bOth';AO ...the juvenile and the
taxpayerS warrants such a stringent prescription:

-Procedurally, the standard proposes';that intake officers
prepare a notice as soon as possible after making the decision
to detain that explains the restraints imposed,.. the less
restrictive alternatives that were rejected, and,,,the- reasons for...1
rejecting them. This explanation shOuld be iiiiterms "of the
purposes and 'criteria set forth in Standard..3.151'. Together
with the similar explanation to be provided by the judge in the
'event detention:is:continued, it is part of the effort throughout
these standards to make discretionary decisions more
consistent and open to revieW. See., e.g., Standards 2.242-
.2 :245, 2.342-2.343, 3.143-3.145, 3.182-3.184, 3.188, 4.54, 4,:1 i -

4.73, and 4.81-4.82...The notice, together with a copy of the
complaint, is ,to,be filed with the family court in order to

. provide abasis forthe hearing and given to iheparties in order
to provide each side at least some opportunity-to prepare. This

"procedure is comparable to that recommended by ., the
i'IJA/ ABA, Interim Status, supra.

As noted earlier; the standard recommends that.the judge
....must find that there is: a legally sufficient _basis on which to

hold the juvenile, before 'reviewing whether detention, is
necessary. This is consistent with the Supreme . Court's
dediSiOn in Gerstein v. nigh, 420.U.S:. 103 (1975)..-Unlike the
Task Force provision, the standard does. not bar the use of
hearsay to show prObable cause. This follows the Majority,
view in Gerstein that the full panoply of adversary proCedures
need not apply. to most -probable -.cause determinations.
Moreover, -given the brief. tithe available, it would-. be
impractical to. require the state to present a full slate 'of
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witnesses. HOweVer, the standat' . ,ther With Standard:
3.171, goes 'eyond Gerstein in r.:. t:.:;;,,i: .: rig that the subject
of the delinquc;ley or noncriminal ;,,,',- .:i ,9iorcomplaint be
afforded t e right to counsel, to be ..... - t. at the detention
hearing, o present evidence, and to call and cross-exam)ne .,
witnesse . Although: these proced,:-es do "freight" juvenile
proceedings with "trial-type procedures," Moss v. Weaver, 525.
F.2d/1258 (5th. Cir., 1976), the significance of the detention
decision ~for the juvenile makes such safeguards essential.. The

,,-
opportunity tor a probable 'cause determination for juveniles
not 'held in custody is .recommended in Standard 3:165; ?

The standard provides further that no information relied.
upon in deciding whether detention is to be continued should,
be withheld from the attorney for the state, the attorney for ,
the juvenile, and in noncriminal misbehavior proceedings the
attorney for_ the juvenile's parents, 'guardian, or primary
caretaker; See Standards 3.131-;3.133. This is in keeping with ;::'

the recommendations for broad disclosure by all participants
of the proceedings throughout theSe standards. See Standards
1167 and 3.187. Whether potentially harmful information %

should be revealed to the juvenile or the juvenile's parents or
parental surrogate, is left to the discretion of counsel.

The procedures for review of decisions to place juveniles
alleged to' have been neglected or abused in emergency custody
are discussed in Standard 3.157

Related Standards
3.147 Notice of (Intake) Decision
3.151 _Purpose and Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

ReleaseDelinquency
3..152 Criteria for Detention in Secure ..

Delinquency
3.153 Criteria for Detention and Release.Noncriminal

Misbehavior
3.156 'Review, of the Conditions of Release
3.157_ Initial Review of Emergency Custody Decisions .

3.-158 Review, Modification, and Appeal of Detention
Decisions

3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
3.165 Determination of Probable Cause
3.171 Rights of the Parties

3
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3.156 Review of the
Conditions of Release
Upon determining that the subject of a delinquency complaint
Should be released, and _what, _if-any, conditions should be
imposed on_that releaS1,--the intake officer should file a written

_ notice with the family cOurt together with a copy of the
complaint. The notice should specify the conditions of release,
the: basis for imposing such conditions, and the less restrictive
alternatives, if any, that maybe available. A copy of the notice
should be given to the family court section of the prosecutor's
office, the juvenile, and the juvenile's attorney and parents,
guardiin, or 'custodian.

- If requested by the juvenile or by the juvenile's family, a
hearing should be held to review the conditions of release and
to assure that they constitute the least restrictive form of
release consistent with the purposes and criteria set forth in
Standard 3.151.

At the inception of the hearing, the judge should assure that
the juvenile understands his/her right to counsel and should
appoint an attorney to represent the juvenile if the juvenile is
not already represented by counsel and meets the eligibility
requirements set forth in Standard 3.132.

At the conclusion of the hearing, the family court judge should
explain, on the record, the conditions of release to be imposed
or continued and the reasons for rejecting any ,less restrictive
alternatives. If the conditions differ from those imposed by the
intake officer, a written copy of those conditions should be
given to the juvenile and the juvenile's attorney and parents,
guardian, or primary caretaker.,,
No decision should be made on the basis of a fact or opinion
that has not been disclosed to counsel for the state, for the
juvenile, and for the juvenile's parents, guardian, or piimary
caretaker.

The same procedures should apply to matters subject to the
jurisdiction of The family court over noncriminal misbehavior
and neglect and abuse. In noncriminal misbehavior cases the
conditions of release should be assessed against the criteria in
Standard 3.153. In neglect and abuse cases, conditions
imposed on a juvenile's parents, guardian,, or primary
caretaker in order to protect the juvenile should be assessed
against the criteria set forth in 'Standard 3.154.

Sources:
None of the standards examined address review of the terms

of release. The standard is based on the recommendations
regarding review of detention decisions of the National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and

Goals, Report of the 'Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention,- Standard 12.11 (1976); see also
Institute -of Judieial Administration/American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on juvenile ..Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Interim Slums, Standards 4.3 and 7.8,
and Standards Relating' to Dispositional Procedures, Stand-
ard 2.4(a) (tentative draft, 1977).

Commentary
As noted. in the Commentary to Standard 3.151, it is

anticipated that it will not be necessary to detain or condition
the release of most juveniles accused of committing a
delinquent offense or engaging in noncriminal misbehavior
and most adults accused of misusing their parental authority.
It is further anticipated that inost cases in whiCh release is

msubject to conditions, and in most neglect and abuse cases in
which conditions are imposed to protect, the juvenile, the
conditions will be readily agreed to by the juvenile and the
family and ,will not_' significantly restrain their liberty.
However, in a few cases, juveniles and /or their families may
feel that the conditions are or haye become unnecessarily
restrictive or that their agreement was coerced: In keeping
with' the family court's authority ti review the actions of

tt executive agencies, see Standard-3.121, and in order to assure
that undue restraints are not imposed by the intake officers on
the liberty of persons subject to the jurisdiction and that such
persons' perceive that they are being treated fairly, the
standard re4mends that the subjects of delinquency 'and
noncriminal misbehavior complaints and their parents,
guardian, or ,primary caretaker be able to secure judicial
review of the terms of release, and that juveniles alleged to be.
neglected and abused and their familiei be able to secure
judicial review of the protective conditions which have been
in posed

The proposed procedures.are identical to those,set forth in
Standards 3.155 and 3.157 except that the state is not required
to establish probable cause. This requirement is omitted
because most conditions will not be so burdensome as to
constitute a "significant restraint, on liberty." See Gerstein v.
Pugh; 420 U.S. 103, 114 (:1975). However, Standard 3.165
recommends that a hearing to determine the probable cause
should be held upon the/request of the person named therein.

A review hearing may be requested at any time prior to
implementation of the dispositional order or during a stay
pending appeal when conditions on continued liberty' are
imposed. Judicial review of the terms of release is not made
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mandatory in order to avoid placing a time-consuming and
unnecessary burden on the family court.

Related Standards
3.147 Notice of (Intake) Decision
3.151 Purpose and. Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

ReleaseDelincuency
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3.153 Criteria for Detention and ReleaseNoncriminal
Miibehavior

3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of Protective
Measures in. Neglect and Abuse Cases

3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3.171 Rights of the Parties



3.157 Initial Review of
Emergency Custody
Decisions
Upon determining that a juvenile subject to the jurisdiction of
the family court over neglect and abuse should be retained in
emergency custody, the intake officer should file a written
notice with the family court together with a copy of the
complaint. The notice 'should specify, the basis for retaining
the juvenile in emergency custody, and the less restrictive
alternatives, if any, that may be available. A copy of the notice
should be given to the family court section of the prosecutor's
office, the juvenile, and the juvenile's attorney and parents,
guardian, or primary caretaker.

. .

Unlesi the juvenile is returned home earlier, a hearing should
be held before a family court judge no more than twenty-four
hours after the juvenile has been taken into custody. At that
hearing, the state should be required to establish that there is
probable cause to believe, that the juvenile has been neglected
or abused in any of the ways set forth in Standard 3.113. V
probable cause is established, the court should determine
whether under the criteria set forth in Standard 3.154,
continued emergency custody is necessary to protect the,
juvenile from any of the harms or risks of harm specified in
Standard 3.113(a)-(h).

At the ,inception of the hearing, the judge should assure that
the parties understand their right to counsel and should
appoint an attorney 'to represibt -a party who is not already
represented by counsel and meets the eligibility requirements
set forth in Standard 3.132 or 3.133.
if emergency custody is continued, the judge should explain,
on the record, the reasons for rejecting less restrictive
alternatives. No decision should be made on the basis of a fact
or opinion that has not been disclosed to counsel for the state,
for the juvenile, and for the juvenile's \ parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker.

Sources,'
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Neglect and Abuse, Stand-
ards 4.3 and 5.2 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, Neglect]; see also National Advisory Committee
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and. Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 12.11 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the. Task
Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar

Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Interim Status, Standards 4.3 and 7.7,
Standards Relating to.'Dispositional PrOcedures, Standard
2.4(a) {tentative drafts; 1977). .

Commentary
This standard recommends that the decision to place in

emergency protective custody a juvenile alleged to. have 'been
neglected or abused should be reviewed ,within twenty-four
hours of the time at which the jtkvenile was taken into custody.
Like the' standard on review of detention debisions, it

'recommends further that this review take place at a hearing at
which the juvenile and the juvenile's' parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker are entitled to counsel, and at which the
state is `required to prove that there is, probable cause to
believe that-the allegations contained in the complaint are true
and to demonstrate that continued emergency cutody is
necessary. The principle., of a prompt hearing to review
decisions to place a juvenile in emergency custody has been
endorsed by all of the recent national standards-setting and
model legislative groups that have addressed the issue. U:S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Model Act

for Family Courts, Section 23 (1975); and the Report of the.
Task Force, supra at Standards 12.9 and 12.10 recommend
that a hearing to review the initial emergency custody decision
be held within twenty-four hours of the filing of the petition
i.e., within forty-eight hours of being taken into custody. Both
the Model Act for Family Courts, supra, and the Report of
the Task Force, supra 'do not exclude weekends and holidays
from the prescribed time periods. National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform 'State Laws, the Uniform Juvenile
Court Act, Section 17(b) (1968) requires a hearing within
seventy-two hours. The provision adopted by the IJA/ ABA.
Joint Commission recommends that a hearing be held no later
than the next business day. IJA/ ABA Neglect, supra.

The. National Advisory Committee concluded that the time
period for the initial judicial review of detention decisions in
delinquency and noncriminal misbehavior and the time period
for initial: judicial review of decisiOns to place a child in'emer-
gency Custody stould be the same.. Although the recom"--
mended 24-hour limit may cause some difficulties, especialy in
rural areas, the emotional impact on a juvenile of rembval
from even a bad home requires that the mechanism for
correcting improper emergency custody decisions be available
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as quickly as possible. See J. Goldstein, A. Freud, and A.
Solnit, Beyond the Best Interests of the Child (1973); see also
Standard 3.155.

The notice and hearing procedures recommended in the
standa'rd are parallel to those recommended, for review of
detention decisions in delinquency and noncriminal misbehav-
ior cases. See Standard 3.155. At the hearing, the family court
judge should first determine whether there is probable cause to
believe that a juvenile has been neglected or abused. Accord,
14A/ ABA, Neglect, supra, American Indian Law Center,
Model Children's Cade, Section 6.7(A) (1976); cf. Gerstein v.
Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1975). As in the other standards dealing
with determinations of probable cause, Standard 3.157 dcei
not preclude such determinations from being based in part on
hearsay. See, e.g.,' Standards 3.155 and 3.165.

If probable cause is found, the court should review the
decision to retain a juvenile in emergency custody. The state
should bear the burden of showing that the intake officer's

decision complies with the criteria set forth in Standard 3.154
and that continued emergency custody is necessary.

If, emergency custody is continued, Standard 1158
recommends that there should be weekly hearings to
determine whether out-of-home custody remains necessary.

Related Standards
3.113 JurisdictiOn Over Neglectr.and AbUse
3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of ProtectiVe

Measures in Neglect' and Abuse Cases
3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3.156 Review of the Conditions of Release
3.158 Review, Modification, and Appeal of

Decisions
3.161 Case Processing of Time Limits
3.171 Rights of the Parties

...

Detention
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3.158 Reviiew,_
Modification, and Appeal
of Deteniion and
Emergency Custody
Decisions
A review hearing should be held at or before the end of each
seven -day' period in which a person subject to the jurisdiction
Of the family court over delinquency or noncriminal
misbehavior remains in, secure or nonsecure detention, or
whenever new circumstances warrant an earlier review.

In accordance with a spec* order of the family court, an
intake officer may at any time relax conditions of release,
which the court has approved or imposed, if the restrictions
are no longer necessary. A notice stating the changed
Circumstances and the new conditions should be filed with the
court and a copy sent to the juvenile, the juvenile's attorney,
and parents, guardian, or primary caretaker, and to the family
court section of the prosecutor's office.

Secure or nonsecure detention or more stringent conditions
should be impOsed only by the family court following a
hearing at which the circumstances julifying the additional
restrictions /Including a willful violation of the conditions of
release orn willful failure to appear, ark demonstrated by clear
and convincing evidence. The decision to impose additional
restrictions should be made in accordance with the criteria set
forth in Standards 3.151 and 3.152 for delinquency cases and
Standard 3.153 for noncriminal misbehavior cases, and in the
same manner as in Standard 3.155.

/The subject of a complaint or petition should be entitled to
/ appeal an order of the family court imposing or denying

. release from detention, or other significant restraint on liberty.
The notice of appeal should include a copy of the order and of
the reasons for that order given by the family court. Appeals
from detention' orders should be heard and decided as
expeditiously as possible.

The same review, modification, and appellate procedures
should apply to neglect and abuse proceedings in which the
juvenile has been placed in emergency custody, and the same
modification and appellate procedures shorild be applicable to
neglect and abuse proceedings in.which conditions designed to
protect the juvenile have been imposed on the juvenile's par-
ents, guardian, or primary, caretaker.

'Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

"can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relati to Interim Status, Standards
4.5, 7.10, 7:12, and 7.13 (tentative draft; 1977) [hereinafter
cited as IJA/ ABA, Interim Status]; National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report
of the Task Force .on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 12.11 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Re. port
of the Task' Force].

Commentarir
In keeping with the concern over the impact of long-term

detention or emergency custody of juveniles, this standard
provides for recurring review of such detention or custody'.
The review,is intended to assure that detention or emergency
custody is still warranted and to encourage prompt adjudica-
tion. .

The standard requires a judicial review hearing every seven
days or whenever new circumstances arise. This combines the
short time period recommended by the IJA/ ABA Joint
Commission with,the more flexible criterion proposed by the
Report ofthe Task Force, supra; IJA/ ABA, Interim Status,
supra; Standard 7.10; Report of the Task Force, supra. The
Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice, Special Study
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Juvenile
Justice Standards and Gpals, Section 7.3 et. seq. (1975) urges
that detention in delinquency cases be reviewed every five
days.

The second paragraph of the standard is to encourage
family court judges to identify the circurfistances in which. the
intake officer may terminate the detention or emergency
custody or may ease or void the conditions. Intake officers are
not provided the power to relax the conditions of detention or
release without judicial approval. However, intake' officers
should be authorized to seek such approval when the situation
warrants.

Imposition of more stringent conditions on release or, in
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neglect and abuse matters, on continued parental custody of
the child require a court order 'so as to assure that the added
restraints ate warranted. One of the cricumstances justifying a

tightening of the conditions of release or placing the juvenile
in more restrictive detention is a willful 'violation of the
conditions of release.

Finally, the standard provides for 'interlocutory appeal of
decisions approving or imposing detention, emergency
custody, or other significant restraints on liberty. Such appeals,
should be processed and decided as expeditiously as possible:
It is anticipated that many appeals of detention decisions will
be heard by 'a single appellate court judge. The provigions
approved by the, IJA/ ABA, Interim Status, supra recommend
that appeals of detention decisions be heard within twenty-
tour hours of the filing ofithe notice of appeal and decided at
the conclusion .of appellate argument. LIAIABA, Interim
Status, supra at Standard 7.12.

3'
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Related Standards
3.121 Relationship to Other Courts
3.151 Purpose and Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

ReleaseDelinquency
3.152 Criteria for Detention in Secure Facilities

Delinquency
3.153 Criteria for Detention and ReleaseNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of protective

Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases
3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3.156 Review of the Conditions of Release
3.157 Initial,Review of Emergency Custody Decisions
3.161 Case ProcessingTime Limits
3.171 Rights of the Parties
3.191 Right to Appeal
3.192 Right to Counsel and a Record of the Proceedings



3.16... Pre-Adjudication
Procedures
3.161 Case Processing
Time Limits
In' matters subject .to the jurisdiction of the family court over
delinquency, the following time limits should apply:

a. Intake decisions,iis defined in Standard 3.142, should be
made within twenty-four hours after the juienile has
been taken into custody, excluding nonjudicial' days, if
the juvenile is detained, and within thirty calendar days
of the filing of the complaint if the juvenile is not

'detained;
b. If a juvenile is detained, the hearing to review the

detention decision, as defined in Standard 3.155, should
be held within twenty-four hours after a juvenile has
been taken into custody;

c. The decision by the family court section of the prosecu-
tor's office to file a petition, as defined in. Standard
3.163, should be made within two judicial days after
receipt of the intake officer's report if the juvenile is

. detained, and within five judicial days after receipt, of
that,report if the 'juvenile is not detaned;

d. When a complainant resubmits a complaint dismissed by
the intake officer, the decision by the family court
section of the prosecutor's office whether or not to file a
petitionias defined in Standard 3.163, should be made
within thirty calendar days after resubmission of the
complaint;

e. The arraignment hearing,.as defined in Standard 3.166,
should be held within five calendar days after the filing
of the petition;

f. The adjudication hearing should' be held within fifteen
calendar days after the filing of the petition for juveniles
who are detained, and within thirty calendar days'after
the filing of the petition for nondetained juveniles;

g. The disposition hearing for juveniles adjudicated
delinquent should be held within fifteen calendar days
after adjudication;,

h. Any issue taken'under .adVisement by the family court
judge should be decided within thirty calendar days of
submission;'

i. Appellate courts should decide interlocutory appeals
from family court decisions within thirty calendar days
after the_inteflocutory appeal is filed; and

j Appeals from final orders of the family court should be
"decided within ninety calendar days of filing.

-

When these time 11.nits are not met, there should be authority
to release a detained juvenile, to impose sanctions against the
persons within the juvenile justice system responsible for the
delay, and to dismiss the case with or without prejudice.

Time,limits equivalent to those recommended for delinquency
cases should apply to matters subject to the jurisdiction of the
family court over noncriminal misbehavior and neglect and
abuse.

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Aineri-

can ..Bar Association Joint Commission On Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating' to Interim Status, Standard
7.10 (tentati4e draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/XBA,
Interim !Status]; National Advisory Committee' on. Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the. Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 12.1
(1970 [hereinafter cited as RePort of the Tea Force].

commentary
This standard sets forth the maximum time limits that

should apply to the pr4efising of delinquency, noncriminal
misbehavior and neglect indabuseeases. In accord with the.
recommendations of the IJA/ ABA, Interim Status, supra, the
Report of the Task Force, supra, and Department of Health;
Education and Welfare, ,the Model Act for Family. Courts,
Section 17 (1975), the standard recommends swifter process
ing of cases in which a jt.i/'enile accused of committing a
delinquency act' or engaging in noncriminal misbehavior is
detained, or a juvenile alleged to be neglected or abused is in
emergency' custody. See also Wisconsin 'Council on Criminal
Justice Special Study Conlmission On Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Juvenile Justice Standards and Goals
(1975); ABA, Standards Relating .to Speedy Trial, Section
1.1 (approved draft, 1968). The maximum times set by the
standard are intended to provide a sufficient opportunity for
all 'parties to prepare, although assuring that cases are heard
,while the events are still fresh in the juvenile's mind. In cases in
which a youth is detained or in emergency custody, the total
time period betweenilie:date on which the child is taken into

.



custody and the adjudication hearing-is set at a maximum of
eighteen calendar days. In noncustody cases, the toial time:
from filing the complaint to adjudication is set at a maximum
of sixty -five days. it is anticipated that efficient management'
of the family court and other juvenile justice' agencies will
make complaince with the standard possible. See, e.g.,
Standard 3.125. However, Standard 3.162 does recommend
limited .grounds for extensions as well .as the periods that
should be excluded from the computation of the time limits.

The reasons underlying the. time limits for intake\ deci-
sionsparagraph (a) are discussed in the Commentary to

. Standard 3.142. The time limits for hearings to review
detention decisiOns Or decisions to place a juvenile alleged to
be neglected or abused in emergency custody:paragraph
(b)are dismissed in Standards 3.155 and.3:I57, respectively.
Standard 3.158 sets a seven-day limit on subsequent review
hearings if detention or emergency custody is continued.

Paragraphs (c) and (d) prescribe the time. within which the
petition must be tiled following submission of the report
containing the intake officer's recommendation, see Standard
3.147'; or resubmission of a dismissed complaint by the
complainant. See Standards 3.147 and 3.163.

Under paragraph (e), the arraignment proceeding should be
held within five days of the filing of the petition. In cases
in which the juvenile is detained or in emergency custody, it
is anticipated that the arraignment will be combined with
the weekly custody review hearing. See Standards 3.158 and
3.166. In noncustody cases, the arraignment-can be combined
with the hearing to determine probable cause if such a hearing
has been requested and there is sufficient time for the parties to

...prepare. See Standard 3.165.
The 15/30-day limit on the period between the filing of the

petition and the adjudication hearingparagraph..0----;adopts
the position approved by the IJAI ABA;.-interint Status,
supra. The 'Report of the Task For:cc', supra contains a 20/60 -
day limit.. However, paragraph (g), like the TaSk Force
provision, recommends that disposition hearings be held
within fifteen days after adjudication, whether or not the
juvenile is in custody. See Standard 3.188; cf: 1JA/ ABA,
Interim Status, supra fifteen days custody/thirty days non-
custody. Paragraphs (h)-(j) endorse the time limits proposed
by the Report of the Task Force, supra for matters taken
under advisement by the family-eourt-,--see-Standard,1-1.68,_and_
on appellate court decisions during the course of and
following the adjudicatory hearing: See Standards 3.19i and
3.192.
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If the time Iimits are exceeded and no extension has been
granted and none of the exclusions are applicable, the
standard recommends that one or 'more, of four types., of
sanctions be applied. If .a juvenile subject tc

1

the jurisdiction of
the' family court over delinquency or noncriminal misbehayck.
is detained and the time limit provisions are violated, he/she
should be released, thereby making applicable the. somewhat
longer time periods for noncustody cases. if those time limits
are then violated, the case should be dismissed. In determining
whether the dismissal should be with or without prejudice
i.e.,. whether or not the case may be refiledthe judge should ,

consider such factors as the seriousness of the offense, the
facts and circumstances leading to the dismisScil; the impact of
reprosecution on the adthinistration of justice, the length of
the delay, and the prejudice, if any, to the respondent. See
Speedy Trial Act, 18 U.S.C. 3162 (Supp. 1979). Because all
participants in the juvenile justice process should share the
burden and responsibility of assuring that a case is handled as
speedily and fairly as possible, the standard provides further
that juvenile justice personnel, including attorneys, who cause
unnecessary delay should be subject to sanctions.. However,
when the reason for delay is laCk of sufficient resources rather,
than individual failures, the family court should make this fact
known.

Related Standards
3.142 Review of Complaints
3.147 Notice of (Intake) Decisions
3.451 Purpose and Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

Release Delinquency
3.152 Criteria for Detention in Secure Facilities

Delinquency
3.153 Criteria for DetentiOn and ReleaseNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of

Measures in Neglect and Abuse' Cases
3.155 Initial Review of Detention Decisions
3.157 Initial Review of Emergency Custody Decisions
3.158 Review, Modification, and Appeal of Detention

Decisions
_1.162 Extension and Computation of Case Processing Time

Limits
3.166 Arraignment Procedures
3.188 DispOsitional Hearings

Protective
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3.162 E.5(tension and
Computation of Case
Processing Time Limits
Extensions of the time limits set forth in these standards
should be authorized when:

.a. The attorney for the state certifies that a witness essential .
to the state's case or othet essential evidence will be
unavailable during the prescribed period; or .

b. A continuance is requested by any party and the judge
finds that the ends of justice served by granting the
continuance liutweigh the interests' of the public and the
other parties in a speedy resolution of the case.

Such extensions should not exceed thirty calendar days when
thesubject of the complaint, the respondent to a petition, or a
juvenile alleged to have been neglected or abused is in custody
and should not exceed sixty calendar days in noneustody
cases.

Any period of delay caused by the absence, incompetency, or
physical incapacity of the respondent; consideration of
motion for change of venue, a motion for transfer to a cOutt of
general juris(diction pursuant to Standard 3116, or an extra-
diction request; a diagnostic examination 'ordered by the
family co,iti and completed within the tit.:,J specified in the
order; or an interlocutory appeal; and a reasonable period of
delay caused by joinder of the case with that of another person
for whom the time limits have not eipired, should: not -be
included in the computation of the prescribed time periods.

Sources:
. .

See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission on JuVenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Interim 'Status, Standard
7.10 (tentative draft, 1977); see also Speedy. Trial Act, 18
U.S.C. 3161(h) (Supp. 1979).-

Commentary
In seeking ,to limit the possibilities for delay while providing

sufficient leeway for special problems that may arise in
individual cases, the standard provides two sets of exceptions

\

to the time. limits proposed in these standards. The first ex-
cepOon is. for continuances sought by the state because of the
unVailability of a key witness or evidence as sought by an
party. in the interests . of justice. The length of .stich

continuanceS are limited to no more than, thirty days when the ..
subject of a delinquency' or noncriminal, .misbehavior coin.
plaint, or the respondent to:a delinquency or noncriminal ..
misb avior'petitionia detained, or when a juvenile alleged to
have been neglected or abused is held in emergent)+, custody,
and no rnifte than. sixty.days: in nondetention and nonemer
gency c stody_cases. Similar limits shoUld be imposed on
extensio s of the time for. processing and deciding an appeal:. .

The team "unavailable" in intended to denote situations in
which the resence of a witness cannot be secured "by due;diligence" r a witness "resists "appearing or 'being returried:'
for a hearing. See 18 U.S.C. Section 3161(h) (3) (B) (Supp.
1976). Unde the standard, general court congestiOn, lack. Of
diligent prep ration by counsel,.: or 'failure to Obtain an,
available witn4s are not grounds for granting &cOntinuance:
Id., at Sectio 3161(h) (8) (C). Similarly, beCause of the
potential' for buse and for circumvention of the policy
favoring adjudi tion of delinquency, noncriminal misbehav-
ior, and neglect and abuse matters as expeditiously as
possible, the standard is intended 'to discourage stipulated
continuances I

,

The second exception excludes from the case processing
time periods set forth in Standard 3.161, delays causedby the

,

absence, incompetency or physical incapacity of the subject of
the proceedings, diagnostic. examinations, joinder with a
related case,/and certain procedural matters that may Obviate .
the 'need fot further proceedings. .

/ ,

Related Standards
..

3.16 /Case Processing Time Limits.,
3.1810, Enforcement of Dispositional' OrdersDelinquency
3.1811 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and,

Abuse

3 2 3
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3163 Decision to File a
Petition
All petitions should be preprred and filed by the family;court
section of the prosecutor's office and signed by the attorney in
charge of that section.

A petition should_ not be filed unless it is determined that the
allegations contained in the complaint are legally sufficient. If
the allegations are not legally sufficient, the complaint shot ld
be dismissed.

When a complainant resubmits a complaint dismissed by the
intake officer, an attorney from the family court section of the
prosecutor's office should consider the facts presented by the
"complainant, consult with the intake officer` who made the
initial decision, and then make the final determination as to
whether a Petition should be filed. This determination should
be made as expeditiously as, possible and in no event more
than thirty calendar days after the complaint has been resub-
mitted.

,Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency,<Prevention, Standard 15.1,3
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard recommends that the responsibility for

submitting a delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or
neglect and ab'tse case to The family court for adjudication be
vested in the attorney in charge of the family court section of
the prosecutor's office. However, unlike the provisions
proposed by the Report of the Task Force, supra, and the:
Model Act for. Family Courts, the standard limits review of
the intake officer's recommendation to file a petition to a
determination of legal- sufficiency., See Report of the Task
Force, supra; U.S. Department of Health; Education and
Welfare, Model ,Act for Family Courts, Section 13 (1975).
This practice assigns to the intake officer and to the
prosecutor, respectively, the decision most aPprOpriate to
their training and experience. Under Standards 3.141-3:147,
the intake officer determines whether, on the- basis of the
nature' of the allegations and the juvenile's age and maturity,
the prior contacts with the intake unit and family court that
the juvenileand in noncriminal misbehavior and neglect and
abuse cases, the juvenile's family:--has had, the results of those
contacts, and the availability of appropriate services outside
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,the juvenile justice system, it is,in the interest of the juvenile,
the family, and the community to dismiss the-complaint; refer
the juvenile and/or his /her parents, guardian, Or primaryL
caretaker for services; /or recommend that a petition befiled..
The prosecutor must ihen determine whether the facts alleged
are sufficient to establisNurisdiction and whether there is a
competent and- credble evidence available to support the
g.,.11egations. See RepOrt ofilie Task:Force, supra at Commen-
tary to Standard /15.13. The standards approved by the.
IJA /ABA Joint Commission recommend that in delinquency
prOceedings, the /prosecutor should decide. whether it is

.-. appropriate to a petition, -but in other types of
proceedings, the Intake officer should make this-decision. See
Institute ,of Judicial Administration / American Bar AssOcia-
tion Conimisson on. Juvenile Justice' Standardi,i?

Standards Relating to the Prosecution FunctiOn, Standards
4.1 -4.4 (tentate'draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ABA;
Prosecution Function].

.

implementation of the recommendations in the 'standard
will expand/the role and responsibility of the 'prosecutor in
many jurisdictions. A 1972 survey -of sixtyreight American
cities found!that in only 11.8 percent of the cities surveyed did
the prosecUtor have authority to file a petition; in only 36.8
percent was the petition reviewed by the, proiecutor for legal
sufficiency; and in only 8.8- percent was the prosecutor
required/ to sign the petition. Boston University. .Center for.
Criminal Justice, Prosecution in the Juvenile .Courts:
Guidance for the Future, Appendix B (1973):

The standard does recommend a, broader prosecutorial
review when a complainant resubmits a complaint dismissed
by ithe intake officer. See Standard 3.147. In such cases, an
attorney from the; family court section Of the prosecutor's
office should discuss the matter -With both the complainant and
the intake officer, undertake Whatever additional investigation
'may be necessary, and make the final decision. No provision 'is

/ made for the complainant to appeal this deciSion to the family
court or to file a petition without the. signature of the chief.
-attorney for the family court section ofthe prosecutor's office
See IJA/ABA, Prosecution Function, supra; but See Report
of the Task ForCe, supra.

Standard 3.161 recommends thaf the review of the legal
sufficiency of complaints and the preparation and filing of the
petition- be completed within two days (excluding weekends

'and holidays) when the subject of.the complaint is detained or
when a juvenile alleged to haye been neglected or abused is in
emergency custody,, and within five days .(excluding weekends

.and holidays): in nondetention or noncustody cases. This
allows some time to carry out any investigation that may be



dOmed necessary and draft the pleadings', without unduly
delaying the Case. A thirty day limit is placed' on the time that
may be taken .to. consider the resubmissiOn of a dismissed
complaint. This-ii,comparable to the time/given to the intake;
officer to Make the initial decision regarding the complaint
when the juvenile is not detained or:Oaced in emergency
custody. No specific time constraints are imposed on the
complainant's ciecision to resubmit the complaint. HoWever,
the relevanuittitute of limitationi, the'maxinpunt jurisdictional
ages recommended in Standard1115, and ,1 when applicable;
the right of t1e subject Of the complaint ito a speedy trial,
provide some protection against unreasonable delay.

( Related Stafdakis
3.111 Jurisdictio aver Delinquency

\ 3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior
9.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3\.13I Repmentation By CounselFor the State

`3'134 Role of Counsel
3.142 Review of Complaints
3.147 Notice of Decision
3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
3.164 Petition and Summons
3.165. Determhiation of .Probable Cause
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-3164 Petition and
Summons
The petitioshould set forth with particularity all factual and
other allegatitins relied upon in asserting- that person is
subject to.the jurisdiction of the family court over delinquen-
cy, noncriminal misbehavior, or neglect and abuse. Specifical-
ly, the petition should include:

a. The name and address of the respondent;
b. The date, time, manner, and place of the conduct alleged

as the basis of the court's' jurisdiction;
c: Any other factual allegations necessary to establish

jurisdiction;
d. A citation to the legal provisions relied upon for'

jurisdiction'. and alleged to have been violated by the
-conduct described in (b); and

e. The types of dispositions to which the respondent could
be subjected.

In addition, if the respondent is a juvenile, the petition should
include the name and address of the juvenile's parent's,
guardian, or primary caretaker.

If the respondent is not detained, a summons should be issued
directing the respondent to appear before thelamily court at a
specified time and place for arraignMent; describing the
nature and function of the arraignment proceeding; and
advising the respondent of his/her legal rights.
if the respOndent is 'detained, a notice containing the
information included in a summons should be attached to the
petition, and an order should be issued directing that the
respondent be-brought before the court at the specified time
and

A copy of the petition together with the summons or notice
'should be served_onAhe,respondent and any other persons

who are necessary or proper parties to the proceedings. In
addition' , a copy of the petition and summons or notice should
be sent to the attorney for each of the parties, and if the
respondent is a juvenile, the respOndent's parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker.

Source:
Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Pretrial Court Proceedings, Standards
1.2 and '1.3 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJ A/ ABA, Pretrial Court Proceedings].
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Commentary
The standard sets forth the information fo be included in

the petition and summons.
The purpose of the petition is to provide r spondentsi.e.,

juveniles, accused in the' petition of committitag a delinquent
offense or engaging in noncriminal misbehavior,' or 'adults
accused, in the petition of neglecting or abusing a child or
using their parental authoritywith sufficient notice of the
chaiges to be able to prepare for trial. Such, notice is mandated
in delinquency proceedings by In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967).
The petition also provides a record of the allegations to pro-,
tect against double jeopardy. The standard re,:oinmends that
the petition shoifld clearly describe the natura of the conduct
that{triggered the proceedings and the date, time, and place at
which it occurred. It recommends further that the petition
shotild alsO include other factual allegations necessary to
est4lish jurisdictione.g., the juvenile's age at the time of the
offense, and in noncriminal misbehavior cases, that all
non'coercive alternatives have beetrexhausted. The citations to
the statutory' provisions on which the proCeeding is based are
intended to clarify the type ; of jurisdiction' sought and to
enable the respondent to identify the points that must be
proyen at the adjudication hearing. InformatiOn regarding the
type's Of dispositions available is included 46 make clear to the
respondent the seriousness of the proceeding.: The name and
address of 'the parents, ,guardian, or primary caretaker of a
juVenile subject to the jurisdiction of the fanilly court are 'in:
chided :in the petition because the family, even in delinquency
proceedings, may be called upoti tb play a major role in the
disposition should the allegations,!be proven. See Standards
3.133, 3.183, 3.184, and 3:188.

The summons should specify the bine and addressat which
the person named in the Petition should appear before the
family court for arraignment; .what will :take plhe at the
arraignment proceeding, see Standard 3.166, and the legal
rights to which the respondent is entitled, See Standard 3.171;
cf. Standard 2.234. In order to assure that juveniles who are
detained have the same 'information as those who are not
detained, the standard provides that they should, receive a
notice in lieu of the summons which contains information
identical to that included/ in the summons.

The standard provides; that the petition and summons or
notice should be served on the respondent, the respondent's
attorney,-and if the respondent is a juvenile, his/ her parents. It
recommends further that a copy of these items should be

/



provided to "other persons who are necessary or proper
parties." This term is taken from the IJA/ABA, Pretrial Court
Proceedings, supra, and is intended to refer to individuals,
agencies, or institutions having a substantial interest in thz
outcome of the proceedingse.g., agencies providing services
to a child or family, schools in noncriminal misbehavior cases
based truancy, or a correctional agency already supervising
a juvenile.

The manner and timing of service is not specified. It should
be designed to achieve the purposes of the petition and
summons listed above and to meet the time limits recom-
mended in Standard 3.161. Conimimities with significant non-
English speaking populations should make provision for
translating the petition and summons or notice into the

. .

languages most commonly used by those populations.

Related Standards
2.234 Form of Citation, Summons, and Order to Take Into

Custody
3.131 Representation by CounselFor the State
3.132 Representation by Counsel For the Juvenile
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
3.163 Decision to File a Pciition
3.166 Arraignment Procedures
3.171 Rights of the Parties O
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3165 Determination of
Probable ,Cause
In cases in which Owe has not been-a judicial determination
of probable cause pursuan\to Standard 3.116, 3.155, or 3.157,
a respondent should be entitled, on request, to a hearing
following the filing of the'-\ petition at which the state is
required to establish tlukt there is probable cause to believe
that the allegations in the petition are true..11 probable cause is
not established, the petition should be dismissed. The hearing
should be held as promptly as possible after the filing of the
respondent's request.

Source:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Comtnis5ion on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Pretrial Court Proceedings,

' Standard 4.1 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter.cited as
IJA/ABA, Pretrial Court Proivedings].

Commentary
Standards 3.116, 3.155, and 3.157 provide for a determina-

tior that there is probable cause to believe that the allegations
in the complaint or petition are true, in all cases in which there
has been a motion to transfer the matter. to'another division of
the highest court of general jurisdiction, in which the respon-
dent is being detained', or in which a juvenile is being held in
emergency custody: This standard recommends that respon-
dents in other delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or

7 neglect 'and abuse cases should be entitled to request a deter-
mination of proba?.le cause follow,ing the filing of a delin-
quency petition. Although not constitutionally required when
the respondent's liberty is not significantly restrained, see
Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1975), hearings to determine
probable cause can serve to protect the person charged against
unwarranted prosecution and save both respondents and the
public the expense of unnecessary trials. However,, because
Standard 3.163 recommends that the prosecutor determine
that the allegations are legally sufficient before filing a petition
and in light of the broad discovery procedures recommended

. in Standard 3.167 and the need to hold the time between the
filing of the petition and the adjudication hearing to a
minimum, see Standard 3.161, the standard proposes that
other than in the three situations specified above, probable
cause hearings shil'Uld be held only if requested by the
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respondent. Requests are limited to after. the filing of ther
petition to avoid holding hearings in cases in which the intake
offieer or family court section of the prosecutor% offic
conclude that the matter should not be submitted to the family,
court. It is anticipated that probable cause hearings will be
requested only when the respondent 1 believes that the
_allegations or the.evidence to support them are so inadequate
that the state will be unable to sustain the relatively lOw level
of proof requiked. Hence, such determilnaticitis should not
impose a significant new burden. on the family court.

It is anticipated that probable causes hearings requested
under this standard may often be held in :Conjunction
with hearings requested under Standard 3.156 to review the .:,

terms of release or in conjunction w.i h the arraignment
proceeding if there issufficient:time for the parties to prepare.
See Standard 3.166. As with the probable cause determina-
tions recommended in other sections of these standards, the
use of hearsay should. not be totally precluded. See Standard
3.155.

.
, -4

The provisions adopted by the IJA/ABiOoint Commission
recommend that there be a judicial finding of probable cause
in all delinquency and neglect and abuse cases. IJA/ABA,
Pretrial Court Proceedings, supra; and the.- Institute of
Judicial Administration/American Bar Associatiou, Joint

. Commission on Juvenile Justice..Standards, Standards
Relating to Neglect and Abuse, Stpdatcl 5.2(b) (draft, 1977).
See also Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice Special Study
Committee on Criminal JUsticerStandards and Goals,.Juvenile
Justice Standards and Goals, 8eciiOn 12.5(d) (2d draft, 1975):'
None of the other sets of standards or model . legislative
provisions reviewed and no state juvenile code provide for
'probable cause deterniinations'in nondetention or 'nontransfer
cases.

Related ptandardi
3.116 Transfer tq Another CourtDelinquency
3.142 Review of Complaints
3.155 Initial Review of. Detention Decisions
3.157 Initial Review of Emergency Custody
3.161 Case Processing Time 'Limits
3.163 Decision to File a Petition
3.166 Arraignment Procedures
3.171 Rights of the Parties
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3.166 Arraignrnent
Procedures
At the inception of the arraignment proceeding, the judge
should explain the -allegations and possible consequtiates of
the petition, as well as the rights to which the respondent is
entitled,- and should appoint an attorney to represent the
respondent, if the respondent is not already represented by
counsel and meets the eligibility requirements set forth in
Standard 3.132 or Standard 3.133.

The respondent should then be asked to admit or deny the
allegations in the petition. If the allegations aire admitted and
the admission accepted pursuant to Standard 3.176, the case
tshould bi set for disposition. If the allegations are denied,Ithe
state should be required to prove the allegations in accordance
with Standard 3:174. A denial of the allegations should not
result in a more restrictive disposition if the allegations are
subsequently proven to be true.

Sources:
National Advisory. Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Repo of the Task Force on Juv . le Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 12.4 and 3.2 (1976)
[hereinafter' cited as Report of the Task Force].

ComMentary
For purposes of these standards, the term, "arraignment"

denotes a hearing held five days after the filing of the petition,
the purpose of Which is-to advise the responder of-theloimal
charges and of the righis to_whichliers-he is entitled; to
determine whether the respondent is represented by counsel
and to appoint ,counsel when appropriate under Standards
3.132 and 3.133; and to obtain the respondent's admission to
or denial of the allegations. It ,should not be confused with tin
hearings recommended in Standards 3.155 and 3.157 to review
detention or placement in emergency custody within twenty-
four hours after a juvenile has been taken into custody. But see
Report of the. Task Force, supra.

For respondents who are not in custody, the' arraignment is
likely to be the first appearance before, the family court.. See
Standard 3.157. It can be combined with the hearing to deter-
mine probable cause if such a hearing has been requested and

0

if there is sufficient time for the parties to prepare. See Stand-
ard 3.165. Fora respondents who, are in custody, the
arraignment can be held in conjunction with the weekly review
hearing called for by Standard .3.158.

Although some groups, notably the National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, /
Courts, 4.8 (1973), have suggested > that arraignment is
unnecessary and confusing, that many of its notice functions
can be handled adininistratively, and that the admission or
denial can be entered at the beginning of the adjudication
proceeding, it was the conclusion of the. National Advisory
Committee that the explanations provided by the intake
officer and in the petition and summons, see Standards 3.146,
3.147, and 1164, are not sufficient to assure that juveniles and
their families fully understand the nature and donsequence,s of
the'proceedings or the rights to which they are entitled. Repokt
of the, Task Force, supra.

The second paragraph of ,the standard reflects the policy
that denial of the allegations should' be regarded as an
assertion of the right to'have the state prove the allegations
contained in the petition. .Accordingly, exercise of this right
should not be pimished by the imposition of a harsher
disposition in the event the allegations are proven. Not only is
/his necessary to avoid chilling the exercise of a respondent's
constitutional rights, see In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (197,3),
but it is an essential support to the prohibitions against plea-
bargaining recommended in Standard 3.175.. See Report* of
the Task Force, supra.

Related Standards
3.131 Representation by CounselFor
3.132 Representation, by CounselFor

,3.133 Representation by CounselFor
3.134 Role of Counsel
3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
3.163 Decision to File a Petition
3.164 Petition and Summons
3.171 fights of the P,arties
3.175 Plea Negotiations
3.176 Uncontested Adjudications
3.177 Withdrawals of Admissiims

the State
the Juvenile
the Parents .
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3.167 Discovery
Each state should develop rules and guidelines permitting as
full discovery as possible prior to adjudication and other
judicial hearings. Discovery should be conducted informally
between counsel. However, the family court should supervise
the exercise of discovery to the extent necessary to ensure that
it proceeds properly, expeditiously, and with a minimum of,
imposition on the persons involved.

Sources:
Institute of J udicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Pretrial Court Proceedings, Standards
3.1 and 3.2 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ALIA, Pretrial Court Proceedings]; American Bar
AssoCiation, Standards Relating to Discovery and Procedures
Before .Trial. Sections 1.2 and 1.4 (approved draft, 1970)
[hereinafter cited 'as ABA, Discovery].

Commentary
This standard endorses the principle of broad disclosure by

all parties to delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, and
neglect and abuse proceedings prior to adjudication or other
judicial hearingse.g., transfer hearings pursuant to Standard "
3.116. In order to reduce delay and unnecessary paperwork, it
provides that disclosures should be informal and automatic,
rather than requiring a specific request. Accord, 1JA/ ABA,
Pretrial Cpurt Proceedings, supra; ABA, Discovery, supra;
but see. Fed. R. Crim. P. 16. The standards .on intake
detention, and disposition decisions specifically provide for
disclosure of the information on which thos; decisions are
based. See Standards 3.147, 3.155-3.157, and 3.187-3.188.

The standard does not, specify the exact scope of disclosure.
The extent of discovery, if any, is 'a subject of much debate.
Opponents suggest that in criminal cases, disclosure of
information by the state can only assist the respondent in
contriving a defense, that it may lead to initimidation of
witnesses and nitpicking cross-examinations of witnesses on
minor discrepancies between testimony_ and prior written
statements, that it will, delay and. complicate the proceedings,
and that because of the prosCriptions of the Fifth Amendment
to the Constitution, discovery can never be a "two-way street."
Proponents of discovery contend that many of these
arguments were made prior' to the introduction of discovery
into civil proceedings but have not prOVen to be true, and that
discovery helps to reduce gamesmanship in criminal proceed-
ings and the infportance of surprise as a trial tactic. Moreover,
they argue that rather than lengthening the proceedings,

A
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discovery focuses proceedings on the issues and encourages
guilty parties to admit to their guilt after seeing the evidence
stacked against them, and suggest that the defense can be
asked to disclose everything excpt statements of the
respondent or defendant and whether or not the respondent or
defendant will testify. The Supt e .Court has approved
mutual disclosures by the defense and prosecution in criminal
cases in William v. Florida, 309 U.S. 78\(1970) and Wardius v.
Oregon, 412 U.S. 470 (1973). The Cotirt also called for the

'disclosure of social reports to the attorneys of juveniles facing'
transfer to criminal court. Kent V. United States, 383"U.S. 541
(1966). Discovery has long been part of civil procedure.

The ABA, Standards on Discovery, supra at Sections 2.1-
2.6, and 3.1-3:2 provide for broad discovery by both the
prosecution, and the defense. Under the ABA provision,
prosecutors are required to disclose, inter alia, the names,
addresses, prior recorded statements, and criminal records of
persons they intend to call as witnesses, statements of the de-
fendant and any codefendant, expert and medical reports, tan-
gible evidence obtained from or belonging to the defendant
that the prosecutor intends to introduce at trial, whether there
has been electronic surveillance, and .whether any relevant
information has been provided by an informant.. The ABA
standards would require defendants to disclose, subject to
constitutional limitations, the names and addresses of
intended witnesses, the nature of the defense to be, used at
trial, experts' statements and the results of scientific medical
and mental health examinations; and to appear in a line-up,
speak for identification; be fingerprinted, be photographed,
try on clothing, provide blood, hair, and other samples,
provide hand writing samples, and submit to a reasonable
physical or medical inspection. Additional sections address
the criteria, scope, and procedures for excision and the issuing
of protective orders.

The 1.1 A/ A BA, Pretrial Court Proceedings, supra endorsed
broad"discovery in delinquency cases. However, disclosures by
the respondent are limited to the nature of the defense, the
names of prospective witnesses, and medical or scientific
reports., Both the ABA and the IJA/ ABA. Joint Conimission
recommendations provide for additional discovery' in the
discretion of the court. The IJA/ ABA standard would alsO
allow both the state and the respondent to take depositions.'
None of the other sets of national standards or model legisla-
tion addresses the issue of discovery. Several states and th'
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedures provide for discovery of
varying-scope by both the prosecution and the defense.

Related Standards
3.147 Notice_ of Decision

3



3.155 Initial ieview of Conditions of Release
3.156 Review of Conditions of Release
3.157 Initial Review of Emergency Custody Decisions
.3.187 Predisposition Reports
3.188 Dispositional Hearings

.3.1810 Enforcement
3.18.11 'Enforcement

Mtsbthavior
3.1813 EnforCement

Abuse

of ,DispOsitional'Orders.-7-DelinqUency
of Dispositional

. . ,

of Dispositional OrdersNegleCt and
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3.168 Motion Practice
Each jurisdiction should develop-rules fol., the regulati n of
motion practice/in family cdurt, requiring motions normally
to be made in writing and when appropriate to be suppiarted
by affidavit. The rules shOuld specify Hine limits for the tiling

-of motions and for service on opposing parties and spould
-prescribe procedures for securing motion hearings. /
The rules governing motions should provide for extrAudicial
conferences between the parties before motions afe argued,
whenever discovery motions are filed, and in otber appropri-
ate circumstances.

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice Related Standardsand Delinquency Prevention, Standard 12.2 (1976).

Advocacy, 265 et. seq (1974). Pretrial motions, often help to
clarify the issues for, djudication as well as prOtect the rights
of the parties. In otder to facilitate the smooth operation of
the court and to/avoid unnecessary-delay, each jurisdiction'
should establish /rules governing the time for filing, the form of
and the procedures for hearing motions in delinquency,
noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and abuse cases...
Whenever/possible, such rules should be prinulgated on a
statewide basis. To further assure the efficient use of court
time, ,/informal conferences between the parties and their
counsel should be encouraged to resolve questions regard ng
discovery and other 'routine issues.

Commentary
One consequence,. of the formalization of delinquency

proceedings following In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967), is that
motion practice has become an established part of family
court proceedings. See, e.g., D. Besharov, Juvenile Justice
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3.134 Role of Counsel
3.161 Case Processing Time Limits
3.162 Extension and Computation of Case Processing Time

1Jmits
3.165 Determination of Probable Cause
3.167 Discovery
3.171. Rights of the Parties
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.169 Appointrnent and.
Role of Guardian Ad
Litem
The family court should appoint a guardian ad litem to
protect the rights and interests of a juvenile subject to its
jurisdiction:

.

a. Who is incapable 'of adequately comprehending the
nature and consequences of and participating in the
proceeding because of immaturity or a mental disability;

b. Whose parent, guardian, or primary caretakerdOes not
appear or has an adverse interest in the proceeding; or

c. Whoie interests -otherwise require it.

The guardian ad litem should inquire thoroughly into all the
circumstances that a careful and competent individual in the
juvenile's position would in- determining his/her interests in
the proceedings.

The appointment should be made at the earliest feasible time
alter the need therefor hos been shown. The !court should
inform guardians ad Them, upon zppointment, of their
responsibilities and powers.

Persons with interests adverse to those: of the juveni e, or a
public or private institution or, agency hiving custoiy of the

.

juvenile should not be appointed_ guardian ad' litem. \

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Atneri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission. on Juvenile Justice
_Standards, Standards Relating to_ Pretrial Court Proceedings,

Standaid-6.7(tetitative draft, 1977} as
IJA7ABA, Pretrial Court Proceedings]; National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report
of the Task Force on juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, Standards 16.4 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report
of the Task Farce].

Commentary,.
Thii standard describes the circumstances in which a

guardian ad litem should be appointed by the family court for
a juvenile:involved in delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior,
or neglect and, abuse proceedings, the duties of a guardian ad
litem and the persons eligible for such: an appointment. It en-
dorses the .general principle that a juvenile should have .a
parent or guardian ad litem present throughout the proceed-
ings,to provide - friendly advice and support. See IJAI ABA,
Pretrial Court Proceedings, supra:

Specifically, the standard 'recommends appointment of a
guardian ad litem in three instances. The first is when a
juvenile is unable to understand the nature and possible
consequences of the proceedings and to determine, rationally,
his /her' interests in that proceeding. Unlike the IJA/ABA,
Pretrial Court Proceedings, supra, it includes children who are
unable to appreciate the nature and consequences of the
proceeding because of mental illness' or mental retardation, as
well as thae unable to do so because of immaturity. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 16.3. Thus, in
neglect and abuse cases involving young children or in
delinquency and noncriminal miibehavior cases in which the
juvenile is determined to be seriously mentally ill or mentally
retarded, an adult should be appointed to assist in identifying
the child's interests and protecting the child's rights.

The second instance is when the child's -Parents are not
present to provide advice during the proceeding or when their
Interests in the proceeding conflict with those of the child.
Similar provisions are commonly found in statutes authoriz-
ing appointment of a guardian ad litem. See., e.g., U:S.
partment 'of, Health, Education and_Welfare,_ModeLA ct _for_
Family Courts, Section 41 (1975). National Council of Juve-

__inileSourt _Judges, Uniform, Juvenile Court- Act, Section 51
(1968); see also. IJA/ABA,Pretrial Court Proceedings, supra;

Report of the Task Force; supra. A discussion of what
constitutes adverse interest is'eontained in theCommentary to
Standard 3.132. _

3.'4Q

The Third instance is when, for some other. reason, the
juvenile needs an independent adult to provide guidance, 'for
example, when "the parent seems incompetent, disinterested,
or otherwise incapable of being a source of positive guidance
and support of the child.".. IJA/ABA, Pretrial Court
Proceedings, supra.

The standard suggests that the guardian ad litem take on the
duties that the juvenile or the juvenile's parent acting on the
juvenile's behalf would,normally perform. Ordinarily, when
the juvenile is the respondent, the guardian ad litem should
insist that the state prove the allegations in the petition. See
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 16.4; IJA/ ABA,
Pretrial Court' Proceedings, Wpra; and Standard 3.174.
Unlike the provision adopted by the 1JA/ ABA Joint
Commission; the standard does not recommend that' the
guardian ad !item have an independent role in the proceed -
ings.' See Standards 3.132 and 3.133.

The standard would bar all persons whose interests conflict
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with those of the juvenile from serving,as guardian ad !item.
This is intended to include the juvenile's parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker in neglect and. abuse .and noncriminal
misbehavior proceedings. Similarly, because the guardian ad
!item is intended to serve as an independent resource to assist
in the determination of the child's interests and because
agency representatives often have institutional concerns to
consider, the standard would prohibit the appointment of
such representatives in order to avoid the risk that the child's
interests will be confused with or ignored in favor of agency
needs. Unlike the 1JA/ ABA, Preirial Court Proceedings,
supra, but in accord with the recommendations of the Report
of the Task V Force, supra, the standards would allow a
juvenile's attorney to serve as guardian ad !item. See also U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Draft Model
Child Protection Act, Section 25, (1976); but see A. Sussman
and S. Cohen, The Model Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting
Law, Section 15 (1975). Although as noted by the Supreme
Court of Vermont, "a lawyer attempting to function as both
guardian bd !item and legal counsel is cast in the quandry of
acting as both attorney and client, to the detriment of both
capacities and the possible jeopardizing of the infant's
interests," In re Dobson, 125, Vt. 165, 168, 212 A.2d 620, 622
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(1965), the National Advisory Committee concluded that the
experience with guardians ad !item in family court procecd-
ings is not sufficient to determine the practical effects of this
apparent conflict and, therefore, that an absolute ban is not

'2appropriate. However, nothing, in the standard is intended to
discourage appointment of relatives whose interests are not
adverse to those of the juvenile or concerned individuals from
religious, academic, community services, or volunteer organ-
izations to serve as guardians ad litern. Because in many
instances a person so appointed will be unfamiliar with the
duties, responsibilities, and role of a guardian ad !item, these
matters should be explained by the family court at the time of
appointment.

Related Standards
2.247 Procedures Applicable to the interrogation of Juve-

niles
3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parent
3.134 Role of Counsel
3.171 Rights of the Parties



7 A9ljudication
rocedurei

3.171 Rights of the
Parties
In addition to the right to counsel, the right to a public
proceeding, and the right to appeal specified in Standards
3.131, 3.132, 3.133, 3.172, and 3.191, the parties to matters
filed pursuant to the jurisdiction of the family court over
delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and abuse
should be entitled:

a. To receive prior notice of all proceedings;
b. To be present'at all proceedings;
c. To compel the attendance .of witnesses;
d. To present evidence- and confront and cross-examine

witnesses;
e. To have an impartial decision maker; and
f. To have all the other rights accorded to defendants in

criminal cases except for the right to indictment by a
grand jury,-the right to a trial by jury, the right to bail,
and. in neglect and abuse gases, the- right to have the
allegations proven beyond a reasonable doubt.

A verbatim reccird should be made of all proceedings.

Sorces:
See generally National AdvisOry Committee on Criminal,

Justice Standards and Goals Report of the Task Force on

misbehavior, and neglect and abuse proceedings, not merely
during the adjudication stage.

-In a series of decisions over the past fifteen years, the
Supreme' Court has begun to spell out the rights to which a
juvenile in a delinquency proceeding is entitled. In In re Gault,
387 U.S. 1 (1967), the Supreme Court held that juveniles are,
entitled to "fundamental fairness" and that adjudication
hearings in delinquency case's' are tb be measured against due
process standards. See also United States v. Kent, 383 U.S.
541 (1966). Specifically, the Court held that :

due process requires adequate, timely, written notice of the
allegations against the respondent. Juveniles, in all cases in
which they dre in danger of loss of 'liberty because of
commitment, are "to be accorded, on due process grounds,
the right to counsel, the privilege against self-incrimination,
and the right to confront and cross - examine opposing
witnesses under oath. M. Paulsen and Whitebread,
Juvenile ,Law, and Procedure (1974).

Subsequently, in In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970), the Court
applied the "beyond a reasonable doubt" standard of proof to
delinquency matters, and in. Breed v. Jones, 421 U.S. 519
(1975), it held that an adjudicated delinquent could not be
retried as an adult for an offense that formed the basis of the
delinquency proceeding. However, as is discussed in more

_____detail_in-Standard--3,1-7-3-the-Court-has-also--Concludedtthar-----Juvenik-Justice-and-Delinquency-Prevention;-Standalts-1-273
and 13.4 (1976), [hereinafter cited as Report of the. Task
Force];.see,also Institute of JudiCial Administration/Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Adjudication, Standard 2.1
(tentative draft, ,1977), Standards Relating to Counsel:for
Private parties, Standard 2.3 (tentatiye draft, 1977),, and
Standards Relating to Neglect and Abuse, Standards 5:i ,and
5.3(d) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ABA,
Adjudication,' IJA/ABA, Private Parties, and IJA/ABA,
Neglect, respectively].

Commentary
.This standard sets forth the basic due process and other

rights which should be accorded individualS whose liberty or
fundamental interests are being challenged' by the governinent.
h is intended to apply throughOut delinquency, noncriminal

juveniles do not have alederal constitutional right to a trial by
jury iii .delinquency proceedings. McKeiver v. PennsylVa
403 U.S. 528 (1971)..,

Virtually all states provide for the right to appeal from"
delinquency adjudications by rule or statute. See Standard
3.191% A 1975 review of state juyenile codes indicated/that
almost three:tiourths of the states -statutorily provide for
notice; almost half entitle juveniles to conipulsory process; at
least twenty-one.' states currently have rules or statutes
providing some form of the'right against Self-incrimination; !
seventeen states provide a right to a transcript of, the
proceedings; fifteen states_ entitle accused delinquents to call
and cross-examine witnesses; and -ten states apply-.the right
against unreasonable search and seizure to. delinquency.
proCeedings.' H. Beaser; Runaway Youth: From What to
Where, 92, 119-124.(1975). Many additional states provideor
one or more of these rights through judicial decree...

°tithe basis of these decisions and statutory.provisions, and
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./. . .
,

. .

in/accord with the recommendations of the UN/ ABA,
Adjudication, supra, and the Report of the 'Task Force, supra,
,this standard provides that juveniles accused of committing an

./ act of delinquency should be afforded the rights to noticeto be
/, ' present at all proceedings, to compulsory process, to call and

cross- examine witnesses, and to an impartial decision maker,
in addition to the rights to counsel, to an open proceeding,
and to appeal specifically addressed in Standards 3.132,1.172,
and 3.191..The right to be present at the proceedings is not
intended to imply that adjudication hearings, once begun,
must be suspended if respondents absent themselves voluntari-
ly, see IJA/A BA, Adjudication, supra at Standard 1.3, or that-
respondents may not be excluded if they continually disrupt
the proceedings. Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337 (1970). Inview
of the right to an impartial decision maker and the absence of
a jury, judges who learn the facts of the case or information
regarding the respondent's prior record and background prior
to the adjudication hearing, e.g., at a detention review hearing
under Standard 3.155, should ordinarily excuse themselves if

asked to do so. See Report of the Task Force, supra.
The standard also provides for the preparation of a

verbatim record of all proceedings. Upon request; this record
or any portion thereof s ould he transcribed for use on
appeal. See Standard 3.1 2. With three exceptions, accused
delinquentS should also b afforded the other rights to whiCh
criminal defendants are entitlede.g., the rights against
double, jeopardy, Breed; 'against self-incrimination, In. re
Gault,. and against unrea.,onable search and seizure. See, e.g.,
In re Marsh, 40 Ill:. 2d 53, 237 N.E. 2d 529 (1968); Lowry, 95
N.J. at,,307, 320 A.2d at 07; In re B.M. L., 50613.2d 409 (Colo.
App,-1973); Report of 1 e Task, Force, supra at Standard 12.6.
The first of these exc ptions is the right to indictment by a
grand jury. As is noted in the Commentary-to Task Force
Standard 12.3, "the right to indictment by'a grand jury which
exists 'in many jurisdictions is a costly and anachronistic,
device which few 'suggest should be extended to juvenile
delinquency proceedings." Moreover, Standards 3.155, 3.157,
and 3.165 recommend procedures that in many wayS;provide a
substitute for the screening functions that grand juries are
intended to serve. The second exception is the right to a trial
by jury. Accord, MCKiever; Reportof the Task Force, supra;
U.S. Department of Health, 'Education and Welfare, Model
Act for Family Courts, Section 19 (1975);but see JJA / ABA,
Adjudication, supra. The reasons underlying this exception
are discussed'in the Commentary to Standard 3.173. The third
exception is the right to bail. The Commentary to Standard
3.151 explains the basis fOr excluding bail as a means for
releasing a juvenile from detention and the procedures
proposed to safeguard the. interests that the right to bail are
intended to protect. Accord, Report of the Task Force, supra;
IJA/ABA, Interim Status, supra at Standard 4.7.

As is noted earlier, the standard is notlimited to delinquen-
cycy cases. With the exception of the level of proof required to
sustain the allegations ,in a neglect or abuie
petition, see, Standard 3.174, it recommends' that the same°
spectrum of rights be afforded to persons accused,of engaging
in noncriminal misbehavior, or neglecting or abusing a child

,
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Currently, in, states that include running away, truancy, and
other forms of noncriminal misbehavior within the scopeof
the jurisdiction-over delinquency, little differentiationiS made__
in the rights' provided juveniles accused of committing acts
that would be- a crime if committed by an adult and those
accused of committing a "status offense." See Beaser, supra. In
jurisdictions that distinguish between delinquency and
noncriminal misbehavior the situation is not-as clear, although
many extend basic due process 'guarantees to juveniles
involved in both typek of ;cases. With regard to neglect and
abuse, many states already provide at least some due process
rights to parents and juveniles involved in such cases. See
cases cited in E. Browne and L. Penny, The Nondelinquent
Child in Juvenile Court: A Digest of Case litw, 32-56 (1974);
see also Commentary to Standaid 3.133. The Task Force did
not address these issues beyond provision of the right to
counsel, notice, and a hearing. Report of the Task Force,
supra. The IJA/ABA Joint Commissison went somewhat
further, recommending that the parties in neglect and abuse
cases be afforded the rights to notice, presence, counsel,
compulsory process, and trial by jury. IJA/ABA, Neglect,
supra.

In Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254, 263 (1970), the Supreme
Court commented that:

The extent to which procedural due process must be
afforded- the [individual] is influenced by the extent 'to
which he may be condemned to suffer grievious loss and
depends upon whether the [individual's] interest in avoiding
that loss outweighs the [institutional] interest in summary
adjudication.
The National Advisory Committee concluded that a juve-

nile's loss of liberty following a noncriminal misbehavior
adjudication constitutes a "grievous loss,", even though that
juvenile would not be placed in a secure detention or
correctional facility, see Standard 3:183; that infringement
upon a parent's "natural right" to control and supervise'
his/her children following adjudication of a noncriminal
misbehavidr or neglect or abuse petition constitutes 'a
"grievous loss," see Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479
(1965); Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1972); that enhancing
the opportunity kir all parties to be fairly heard will not
destroy the purpose, promptness, or effectiveness of family
court proceedings; and, therefore, that "the interest in
avoiding that loss outweighs . the interest in a summary
proceeding." Practically speaking, there appears to be no
sound basis for permitting a juvenile brought before the court
for being truant, or parents accused of abusing their child, to
be required,, to testify against themselves or to be subject to a
second prosecution based on the same conduct, while,
protecting accused delinquents , from being compelled to
incriminate 'themselves and from being placed twice in
jeopardy. On the other hand, there is good reason to believe
that by increasing the actual and perceived fairness of the
juvenile justice system, the application of those rights to
delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and abuse
cases will .substantially strengthen and improve the adminis-
tration of juvenile justice.
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Related Standards
Form of Cita tion, Summons; and Order to Take Into 3.164
Custody
Procedures Folk wing a Decision to Refer to Intake- 3.166
Delinquency (La Enforcement Agencies) 3.167

2.243 Procedures Following,a Decision to Refer to Intake- 3.168
Noncriminal MisbehaVior (Law Enforeement Agen- 3:172
cies) 3.173

2.244 Procedures Following a Decision to Refer to Intake- 3.174
Neglect and Abuse (Law Enforcem- ent Agencies) 3.176

2.245 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate 3.186

Medical Care (Law Enforcement Agencies) 3.188
2.247 Procedures Applicable to the Interrogation of Juve- 3.189

niles (Law Enforcement Agencies) 3.181

2.248 Form of Complaint 3.181
2.342 Procedures Following Referral to Intake (Nonlaw

Enforcement Agencies) .3.181
2.343 Procedures Upon Taking a Juvenile Into Emergency

Protective Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies) 3.181
2.344 Procedures When a Juvenile is in Need of Immediate

Medical Care (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)
3.116 Transfer to Another Court- Delinquency
3.131 Representation by Counsel-For the State
3.132 Representation by Counsel-For the Juvenile
3A33 Representation by Counsel-LFor the Parents
-3.64 Role of Counsel
3.146 Intake Investigation
3.147 Notice of Decision
3.155 Initial Review Of Detention Decisions
3.156 Review of ti:e Conditions of Release
3.157 Initial Review of the Conditions of Release

3.1-58 Review,' Modification, Ap\peal of Detention
Decisions
Petition-and-Summons

_3.165_.._Determination of Probable Cause
Arraignment
Discovery A

Motion Practice
PUblie and Closed ProceedidgS

, Finder of Fact-
Burden and Level of Prdof .

Uncontested AdjudicatiOris
Predisposition Investigatiops,
Dispositional Hearings
.Review and Modifieation of Disposition11 Decisions

:

0 Enforcement of Dispositi'onal Orders-Eilinquency,
1 Enforcement. of DisposittiOnal Orders-Noncriminal-Misbehavior --/

2 Enforcement of DispAitional Orders-Neglect and
..Abuse

3 Enforcement of. DisROsitional Orders Neglect. and
Abuse

3.191 Right to Appeal
3.192 Right to Counsel and\ Accord of the Proceedings
3.2 Noncourt Adjudicatory Proceedings --

4.33 Impositionand Enforcement of Regulations
4.47 Notice of Rules
4.54 Disciplinary Procediires
4.71 Transfers from LessSecure.to More Secur,e BrOgrams
4.73 Transfers Among Agencies
4.81 Grievance Procedures
4.82 Ombudsman.. Programs
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3.172 Public. and Closed
Proceedings

/ At the beginning of their initial appearance before the family
court, subjects- of a delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or
deglect and abuse complaint or petition should be informed by
the family court judge that they have a right to have the
proceedings open to public and that if they %waive this
right, all proceedings will be closed to everyone but the judge,
necessary court peisonnel, the parties, their counsel and
families, and other persons approved by the court.

If closed proceedings are requested, all persons other than
those listed above should be excluded from the courtroom,
and the persons allowed to remain as well as witnesses should
be instructed not to divulge the identity of the subject of the
complaint or petition and his/her family.

Writted voluntary guidelines' should be developed by the news
media 'in consultation with the family court to outline the
items related to family court proteedings thatare and are not
generally appropriate for reporting.

On a motion by any party or on their own initiative, family
court judges should be authorized to close the proceedings
temporarily to protect a witness fiord emotional duress.
Family court judges should also be authorized to exclude
individuals who are creating distractions or\ disturbances from
the courtroom.

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on/Juvenile Justin
Standard, Standards Relating to Adjudication, Standards 6.1
and 6.2(a) and (d) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
UK/ ABA, 'Adjudication]; National Advisory Committee on'
Criininal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 12.3 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report Of the Task
Force]; Nebraska Press Association v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539
(1976).

Commentary
In his concurring opinion in NebraSka Press Association v.

Stuart_ 427 U.S. at 000 Justice Brennan commented that:
Secrecy of judicial action can only breed ignorance and
diStrust of courts and suspicion concerning the competence
and impartiality of judges; free and robUst reporting,
criticism, and debate can contribute to public understand-
ing of the .rule, of law and to comprehensiOn. of the
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functionin of the entire criminal justice system, as well as
improve ,thy quality of that system by subjecting it to the
cleansing eff is of exposure and accountability. See also
McKeiver; v. ennsylvania, 403 U.S. 528 (1971) (Justice
Brennan, concu ing).
Following this r asoning, the IJA/ ABA, Adjudication,

supra, and the Re rt of. the Task Force, 'supra both ..

recommend that resp ndents be entitled to open at least
delinquency proceeding to the public. The major objeetion
against open hearings in family court proceedings has been the
notoriety and publicity to which a juvenile and family may be
subject, and the destruction of the "case work" atmosphere
which has characterized the juvenile court. Most states
currently permit only limited public access to juvenile .or
family court proceedings. A few provide broader access but
attempt to limit publication of the juveniles name.

On the other hand, it, has been argued that closing
proceedings to public view may encourage' some judges*Ito
become lax in their application of the law, that rights should
not be dependent upon unproven policy considerations, and
that opening family court hearings will genepte community
support for family court. See, e.g, D. Besharov, luvenile
Justice Advocacy, 290-291 (1974); President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 'Task Force
Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime, 38-39, and
86 (1967); L. Arthur and W. Gauger, Disposition Hearings.-
The Heartbeat of the Juvenile Court, 51 (1974); RLR v. State;
487 P.2d 27 '(Aka., 1971)..

The National Advisory COmmittee, on the basis of these
arguments and the Nebraska. Press AssociatiOn decision,
concluded that the respondent should have the option of
opening or cloging the proceedings to the. general public.
Accordingly, tht'itandard recommends that persons subject to
jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, and neglect and abuse should be advised of their
right to choose between having the proceedings closed or open
at their first appearance before the court. For persons in
custody, the 'first appearance will be a detention hearing
within twenty-four hours of arrest. See. Standard 3.155. For
persons not in custody, the first appearance before the family
court wilrifsually be at the arraignment proceeding, unless.a
hearing to_ review the conditions of release or to determine
probable cause has been held prior to the filing of the petition.
Standards' 3.156, 3.163, and 3.166. The term "open to the
public" is intended to mean open to anyone who wishes to
attend including the preis. The term "closed, proceeding" is
intended to mean that hearings will be open to the judge; court
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personnel (e.g., court reporter and clerk), the/parties, their
family and ,counsel, and persons with a special interest in
attending who have received, specific permission to be present
from the family courte.g., researchers or students studying
the operation of the family; court: See Report of the Task
Porce, supra; IJA/ ABA, Adjudication, supra at Standard
6.2(b); U.S. Department off Health, Education and Welfare,
Model Act for Family Courts, Section 29(c) (1975). So that
the parties are made fully aware of the implic fations o ea,:b
choice ILL reLommeitded that thejudge notifythem as to who
s included ti elwed §e§§ain:

Witnesses are not included in. the list of persons automati-
cally admitted as spectators to closed proceedings, because in
many jurisdictions, witnesses are often excluded from the
courtroom at the request of the parties in order to reduce the

.possibility that they may consciously or unconsciously alter
their stories to conforth to prior testimony. In reviewing a
request to exclude witnesses when the respondent hai* opted
for an open hearing, the judge should determine that there is
reasonable likelihood that accurate fact finding cannot be
achieved without prohibiting witnesses from watching the
proceedings

When the subject of a complaint or respondent to a petition
has opted for a closed proceeding, the judge 'should direct the
persons :present and witnesses not to disclose the identity of
the juvenile and the juvenile's family outside the courtroom.
The similiar provisons in the standards approved by the
IJA/ ABA Joint Commission and in the Model Act for Family
Courts, supra do not exclude the press from Such an order or
direction. However, the imposition of a ban on publication of
infcrmation available to the' public was held to bea prior
restraint violating the First Amendment of the Constitution
except when no alternative measure would _"sufficiently
mitigate the adverse effects Of the pretrial publiaity." Nebraska
Press Association, 427 U.S. at 569: also Cox Broadcasting
Corp. v. Cohn. 420 U.S. 469 (19'75). Although the 'reasons
underlying the prohibitions against. identifying juveniles and
their' families are not the same as those involved it the
Nebraska Press Association case, and the Court has

-specifically-refrained from-deciding whetherproceedifigTibay
be closed, id. at 576, fn. 3, 584, fn. 11 (Justice Brennan
concurring), and the extent to which public access to juvenile
records may be limited, Cox Broadcasting Corp.,.420 O.S. at
496, fn. 26, the strong policy evidenced in those cases against
imposing prior restraints on publication indicates that the
parens patriae philosophy cannot supercede the guarantees of
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the First ,> Amendment. IHerice, the standard, following. the
suggestion in Sheppard1v.. _Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333,360-361
(1966) limits the controls cher identification of juveniles and
their families to those persons ,present closed.proceedings--
i.e., the parties, their counsel And -families, court personnel,
witnesses and other persons admitted with .t her. express
permission of the Court. iSee NebraskaPrqs/Association, 427
U.S. at 604 (Justice Brennan concurring); ABA, Standards
Relating to- Kik' Trial and Fr ee Press,Secticin 2.3 (approved
draft, 1968).

For open hearings, the standard endorses the development
of voluntary guidelines by the media and the family court.
Such guidelines should reflect the "fiduciary-like" duty of.the
press to 'exercise the protected rights responsibly. Nebrilska
Press Association. See also President's Commission, supra at
39. It is anticipated that as such guidelines are established
throughout the United States, the problem foreseen ,by the
court of violations by Out-of-state reporters in sensational
cases will be Significantly diminished. Nebraska Press
Association, 427 U.S: at

The standard does not adopt the position recomMended in
the provisions adopted by the 1.IA/ ABA, Report/of the Task
Force, supra, that the rlespondent be able to/select whom
he/she wishes to be present. In most instanees.; only those with
a persorial interest in the case will be presentiand..having the
hearings"either'.open to all or dosed 'except to a clearly
designated few relieves the family court judge of delicas'te
decisions regarding observation by the media in cases that are
nominally open to the ,Public. However/ the standard does
provide, for temporary closure of the hearing to protect the
.emotional health of a'particular witness/ -Le.g , a rape victim or
young victim of sexual abuse; See 'Report of the Task Force,
supra, and *for expulsion of persons who disrupt th,
proceedings. IJ.A/ABA, AdjUdication, supra; Report of the
Task Force: supra.

Related 'Standards

1.53
3.155
3.156
3.157
3.165
3.166
3.171
3188

Confidentiality of RecOrds_...
Initial review of Detention Decisions
Review of Conditions .of Release .

Initial Review' of Entergen'cy Custody Decisions
DeterminatiSn, of,:Probable Calise
Arraignment Procedures;
Rights Of the ,parties.
Dispositional /Hearings

/
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3.173 Finder of Fact
Contested adjudicatory hearings in delinquency, noncriminal
misbehivior, and neglect and abuse cases should be conducted
by a family court judge without a jury.

Sources:

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Model
Act for Family Courts, Section 29(a) (1975); National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency- Prevention, Standard 13.4 (1976) [hereinafter
cited as Report of the Task Force]; National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Courts,
Section 14.4 (1973) [hereinafter cited as Codhs].

Commentary
The standard recommends against jury trials in delinquen-

cy, noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and abuse cases.
This follows the Supreme Cou i's decision in- McKeiver v.
Pennsylvania, 402 U.S. 528 (1971) that jury trials are not
constitutionally required in delinquency cases.

The IJA/ ABA Joint Commission has recommended jury
trials in both delinquency and neglect and abuse cases in order
to assure, inter alia, that intervention into the lives of a child
and family reflects "widely shared commnnitS, norms," and
about a third of the states provide by statute or decision for a
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right to jury in delinquency cases, although the right aPpears'
to be exercised relatively infrequently. Institute of Judicial
Administration /American Bar Association Joint Coriitnit-sion7
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Abuse
and Neglect, Standard 5.3(e)(i) (tentative draft, 1977), and.
StandardS Relating to Adjudication; Standard 4.1 (tentative:
draft, 1977); see'also, RLR v. State, 487 P.2d 27 (Aka., 1971);
Wisconsin Council on Criniinal Justice, Special Study.
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Sub-
Goal 12.13 (1975). However, the National Advisory Commit-
tee concluded, that the accountability and protections offered
by juries \ could be secured by allowing family court v.
proceedings to be open to the public and by specifically
applying the:right to an impartial decision maker ,to family
court ,Proceedings, Without introduding the rigidity and delay:
that jury trials inevitably foster. See Standards 3.171.
3.172; see also McKiever, 402 U.S. at 550; Report of the Task
Force, supra; Model Act for Family Courts, supra; Courts,
supra; President's Commission on Law ',Enforcement and
Administration of Justice, Task Force. Juvenile,
Delinquency and Youth Crime, 38 (1967)',

Related Standards
3.124 Use of Quasi-Judicial Decision Makers
3.171 Rights of the Parties
3.172 Public and Closed Proceedings



In_contested delinquency. and noncriminal misbehavior cases,
the state should bear the burden of proving the agegations in
the petition beyond a reasonable doubt.

In contested neglect and abuse cases, the state should bear the
burdenof proving the allegations in the petition by clear:and
convincing evidence.

Source:

National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand
ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 13.4, 115, and 13.7
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; see also
Institute of Judicial Administration/ Am erican Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile' Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Adjudication, Standards 4.3 (tentative

--draft, 1977), and Proposed Standards Relating to Neglect and
Abuse, Standard 5.3(e) (ii) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as IJ Al ABA.,' Adjudication, and IJA/ ABA, Neglect,
respectively].

Cornmentary
This standard assigns the burden of Proof and sets the level

of proof required for the. three types of adjudicatory hearings
discussed in these standards. In contested delinquency
proceedings, the burden is on the prosecution to prove the
allegations in the petition beyond a reasonable doubt. This
follows the constitutional requirements set down in 'In re
Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970). The standard recommends that
the same, level of proof apply to noncriminal misbehavior
proceedings. This follows the practice in about a quarter of the-
states and the recommendation of the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, Uniform Juvenile
Court Act, Section 29(b) (1968). Allowing allegations of
noncriminal misbehavior to be proven by a preponderance of
the evidence has often encouraged use of the family court's
jurisdic(ion over noncriminal misbehavior when the evidence
supporting a delinquency complaint or petition appears weak.

This distorts the purpoSes- of both types of jurisdiction. The
Report of the Task Force, supra did not specify the levet of
proof applicable in noncriminal misbehavior cases. Its
provision requires that "the family court should determine
whether each of the facts alleged in the petition is true," and
that "there should not be a designation of fault attached to
these' determinations." Report of the Taslc Force, supra, at
Standard 10.2 The IJA/ ABA Joint. Commission did not
address this issue because it recommends elimination of family
court jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior. See also U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Model Act for'
Family Courts, Section 32 (1975)

Fore neglect and abUse proceedings, the standard endorses
the position adopted by the Report of the Task Force,-supra,
the IJA/ ABA, Neglect, supra, the Model Act for Family
Courts, supra, and the Uniform Juvenile Court Act, supra.
Neglect and abuse cases are not easily classified as either civil
or criminal. On the one hand, the fundamental right of parents
to raise their children is being chillenged by diestate. See
Stanley v. Illinois, 405 U.S. 645 (1472). On the other hand, the
purpose of this intervention is protective, not punitive.
ACcordingly, neither the preponderance of the evidence nor
the beyond-a-reasonable-doubt levels of proof appear to be
appropriate. Given the nature of the rights being challenged
and the possible harm to the child from unwarranted
intervention, preponderance of the evidence appears to. be too
low, but in light of the difficulties of ,proof, especially- when
young children are involved, the beyond-a-reasonable-doubt
level of proof does not proVide adequate protection for the
child. Hence, the standard recommends that the state must
present clear and convincing evidence that the juvenile is
endangered in any of the ivays specified by Standard 3.113. Cfl,
Addington v. Texas,' 441 U.S. 418 (1979).

Related Standards

3131 Representation by CounselFor the State
3.171 Rights of the Parties
3.173 Finder of Fact
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Roo NegotiOtiOns,
Ail forms of plea negotiations, includin negotiations over the
level of charging as well as over the, disposition, should be
eliminated from the family . court process. Under no circum-
stances should the parties engage in discussions for the
purpose of agreeing to exch mge concessions by the prosecu-
tor for an admission to the allegations in the complaint or
petition. .

Sources:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 13.1 (1970 [hereinaf-
ter cited as Report of the Task Force ]; see also National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and
Goals,' Courts, Standard 3.1 (1973) [hereinafter cited as
Courts]..

Commentary
Although- plea bargaining has not been as . prevalent in

deinquency and noncriminal misbehavior proceedings as it
has in adult criminal cases, it is becoming increasingly-
cokrunon.: See. D. Basharov, Juvenile. Justice Advocacy, 311
(.174). Despite approval of the practice by the Supreme
Court, 'Santobello v. New York, 404 U.S. 257 (1971), debate
over the propriety and impact of plea negotiation continues.
Proponents of plea bargaining including the President's-Task
Force Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, The
Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (1967); the" ABA,
Standards Relating to Pleas of Guilty (approved diaft, 1968);
and: Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar:
Association Joint Commission on JuVenile Justice Standards;
Sian' dards Rela. ting to. the Prosecution Function, Standards
5.1-5.4 (tentative draft, 1977), suggest that plea negotiation
promotes rehabilitation through facilitating,the imposition of
less stringent correCtional.measures better suited to the Provi-=
sion of treatment and by encouraging defendants to face up to
their guilt; speeds- the adjudicative process; adds flexibility
while allowing both the state andthe defendant to reduce the
risk inherent in trial and sentencing; and conserves the
'resources of the criminal justice,systein. They argue that many
,.of the problems cited the opponents of plea bargaining Can
be alleviated throdgh c4reful oversight and regulation.

Opponents of plea bargaining;'such as, Courts, supra, .and
. Report of the' Task Poke, supra,, contend that the process is,

inherently coercive, because prosecutors are inevitably led to
",,,dvercharge" in order to gain a superior bargaining position
and judges tend to reward individuals who foresake their right
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to trial withmore lenient sentences; that it allows jurisdiction
to secure the inadequaty of their criminal justice systems and-
attorneys to evade their eithical duties; that it reduces the
rationality and equity of the adjudication and dispOsitiona
process; that it impairs rehabilitation by reducing respectfor.,
that process; and that these problems Cannot be Cured bY even
the most rigorous of procedural safeguards. .See ca.so

Alschuler, "The Defense Attorney's Role in Plea Bargaining,"
84 Yale L. J. 1179 (1975); Alschuler, "The Prosecutor's Role;
in Plea Bargaining," 36 U. Chi. L. Rev. 50 (1968); J. Caiper,
American Criminal Justice: The Defendant's. Perspective
(1972).

After careful consideration of these contrasting views, the
National Advisory Committee concluded that plea' negotia-
tion, in any form, would, be detrimentall to the! fairness and.
effectiveness of the juvenile justice process: It dOncluded
further that because most jurisdictions do not rely on plea
bargaining as the basic mode for disposing of delinqueney,
noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and.abuse caseS, there
a real opportunity for the juvenile justice system to avoid the
inequities that result from dependence on obtaining negotiat-
ed pleas.'

One traditional argument in favor of plea bargaining has
been that the increase:in trialfi, which would -result from its
elimination, would quickly overwhelm already overburdened
courts, prosecutors and defense '-.attorneys:: However,
'number of jurisdictions have apparently succeeded in reduci
the amount, or at least the types, of plea bargaining taking.
place, without suffering a collapse of their criminal; justice
systems. The intense case-screening procedures already .
provided in Standar,ds 3.141-3.147, and 1°163 shbuld assist
family courts and the family court section of prosecutors'
offices in handling the caseload pressures without resorting to
wholesale plea negotiation.

The standard is not intended to preclude adnifssions to the,
allegations in' delinquency; noncriminal misbehavior, and
neglect and abuse petitions. Indeed, as is indicated by
Standard 3.176, it is anticipated that a significant number' f
cases will be adjudicated in, this manner. It is directed,
howeVer, at eliminating admissioni which.are the result of or
in exchange for an agreeMent by the prosecutor to reduce or
drop a charge, to change a delinquency petition to a noncrim-
inal misbehavior or neglect and abuse , petition, or to
recommend a particular disposition. If such action by the
family court section of thessosectitor's office is warranted; it
should be taken withoUt a quid pro qUo from the respondent.
The recommendation in this standard is all the more signifi-,
cant in view of the increased pressure toplea bargain, which
will arise as a result of the structured' dispositional system
proposed for delinquency cases in Standards 3.181 and 3.1,82.
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Those standards and the other provisions contained in this
.volume attempt to balance the often competing interests of the
juvenile, the parents, and the community; to encourage
consistency without sacrificing flexibility; and to safeguard the
rights of each of .the parties. In the opinion of the National
Advisory Committee, plea bargaining can only disrupt this
balance, undermine these safeguards, and seriously impair the
administration of juvenile justice.

Related Standards

1131 Representation by CounselFor. the State
3.132 Representation by. CounselFor the Defendant
3.133. Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.134 Role of Counsel
3.171 Rights of-the Parties
3.176 Uncontested Adjudicatioris
3.177 Withdrawal of Admissions
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3.176 Uncontested
Adjudications
Before accepting an admission to the allegations in a petition,
the family court _judge should inquire thoroughly into the
circumstances of that admission. The inquiry should be on the
record and should include:

a. A determination that a respondent for whom a guardian
ad /item has not been appointed is able to understand the
nature, and consequences of the admission;

b. A,determiirtation that the respondent does understand the
nature and consequences of the admission;

c. A determination that the admiision is not the result of
any promise, inducement, bargain, force, or threat;

d. A determination that the respondent his received
effective assistance of counsel; and

c. A determination that there is a factual basis for the
allegations.

Before eking the determination described in paragraph (b),
the jud e should explain in language calculated to communi-
cate e ectively with the respondent: the allegations, the rights
to w ich the respondent is entitled, the effect of the admission
u o those rights, and the most restrictive disposition that
could be imposed. .

&fore making the determination described in paragraph (c),
the judge should 'explain to the respondent that negotiated
admissions are piohibited and are not binding on the court,
and should 'ask the respondent, his/her attorney, and the
attorney for the state whether any agreements have been
made. No admission resulting from an agreement should be
accepted.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 13.2
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force];
Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on - Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Adjudication, Standards 3.1-3.6
(tentative draft, 1977) [hereina&r cited as 1JA/ ABA, Adjudi-
cation].

Commentary

Despite the prohibition on plea negotiations proposed in
Standard 3.175, it is anticipated that many respondents will
wish to admit the allegations in the petition, thereby waiving a .1
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number of the rights set forih in Standard 1.171. This
standard recommends a procedure that assures that those-
waivers are made intelligently and voluntarily. In doing so, it
follows the decision of the Supreme Court in Boykin y.
Alabama, 394 U.S. 238 (1969), by requiring the family court
judge to determine, on the record: that the respondent is able
to and doeS understand the effect and possible consequences
of the admission, and the rights that are being waived; that the
admission is not being made under duress, as the result of a
bargain, or on the basis of unwarranted expectations; and that
the respondent's attorney has performed his/her responsibili-
ties. The assessment of a juvenile's capacity to understand the ,

Meaning and impact of an admission should.be based on such
factors as the juvenile's age, edubational level, reading ability,
and prior police and court experience. See Report of the Task
Force, 'supra at Commentary to Standard 13.2 The inquiry
into whether a respondent -has received effective assistance of
counsel should include such matters as the number and length
of their conferences. Report of the Task Force, supra, These
determinations should be baSed on discussion between the
judge and the respondent personally. The standard emphas-
izes that explanations should be in terms that the respondent
can understand. This is especially important when the
respondent is a juvenile. Interpreters should be provided for
non-English speaking respondents.

The standard also recommends that before accepting an
admission, the judge should be satisfied that there is
substantial reason ,to believe the allegations are true. See
ABA, Standards Relating to Pleas of Guilty (app-roved draft,
1968); National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice-
Standards and Goals, Courts, Section 3.1 (1973). [hereinafter
cited as Courts] The factual basis can be demonstrated
through an offer of proof by the attorney for the state of the
evidence that would be introduced if the case were contested
or by judicial questioning of the respondent. See IJA/ABA, //
Adjudication, supra at Standard 3.5. In some instances, the //
transcript of the -probable cause &termination may be
introduced. See Standards 3.116, 3.155, 3.157, and 3.165. /,

Finally, the standard includes a mechanism for enforcing'
the prohibition on plea negotiations. See Standard 3.175;
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 13.1; Courts,
supra at Section 3.1; but see IJA/ ABA, Standards Relating to
the Prosecution Function, Standards 5.1-5.4 (tentative draft,
1977); ABA, Standards Relating to Pleas of Guilty, supra.
The statement of counsel regarding the absence of plea
negotiations should be included in th. record: of the
proce/eding. It is anticipated that attorneys will be subject to
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disciplinary proceedings j it is later shown that a plea
agreement had been made.

Related Standards
2.247 Procedures Applicable to the Interrogation of Juve-

niles
3.131 Represen/tation by CounselFor the State

3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juveni,le
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.134 Role of 'Counsel
3.166 Arraignment Procedures,
3.171 Rights of Counsel
3.174 Burden and Level of Proof
3.175 Uncontested Adjudic,ations .

3.177 Withdrawals of Admissions



3.177 Withdrawals of
Admissions
Respondents should be permitted to withdraw an admissi
for any fair and just reason prior to disposition of their case:
Following disposition, respondents should be permitted to
withdraw an admission whenever it is proven that the
admission, was not made competently, voluntarily, or
intelligently, or that withdrawal of the admission is necessary
to correct -any other manifest injustice.

An admission that is not accepted or that has been withdrawn,
and any statement by the respondent during the acceptance

/Procedure set forth in Standard 3.176, should not be
./ admissible- in any subsequent proceeding./

Sources:
See generally National. Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 13.3
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Fortv ];
National Adyisory ComMittee on Criminal Justice Stand -
ards and Goals, Courts, Section 3.7 (1973) [hereinafter cited as
Courts]; Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
AsSociation Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Adjudication, Standards 3.8 (tentative
draft, 1977). [hereinafter cited as 1JA/ ABA, Adjudication];
ABA, Standards Relating to Pleas of Guilty, Section 2.1
(approved draft, 1968) [hereinafter cited as ABA, Pleas of
Guilty].

Commentary
This standard specifiesthe circumstances in which respcind-

ents should, be permitted to withdraw an admission to the
allegations in a delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or
neglect and abuse petition. Although the standard recom-
mends a liberal policy toward withdrawals prior to the
disposition hearing, it is anticipated that few respondents will
seek to retract the admissions made during the careful
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colloquy proposed in Standard 3.176. See Report of the Task
Force, supra. 'This is especially true in light of the prohibition
against plea negotiations recommended in Standard 3.175.
The standard would; however, permit a withdrawal based on
discovery of evidence that would enhance the possibility of
acquittal or of collateral consequences of adjudication that the
respondent wishes to avoid.

Following disposition, the standard recommends that
withdrawal should be permitted only upon a showing that the
waiver of the respondent's rights did not meet, the constitu-
tional requirements set down, in Boykin v. Alabama; 394 U.S.'
238 (1969); see' also Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458 (1938); or
to correct some other "manifest injustice " e.g., demonstrated
ineffective assistance of counsel. This follows the position
adopted by the Report otthe Task Force, supra. See also
'ABA, Pleas of Guilty, .Fttpra at Standard /2.1. 1. The provision
approved by the 1JA/ ABA. Joint Commission is similar
except for a section allowing withdrawal when the state fails:to
comply with the terms of the. plea bargain.. 1JA/ ABA,
Adjudication, supra; Santobello v. A164 York, 404 U.S. 257
(1971); see Standard 3.175.

The recommendation that an admission that has been
withdrawn or statements made by the respondent during the
acceptance procedure should not be ,-admissible against the
respondent in subsequent

and
follows the recommen-

dations' of 'Courtst supra, the ABA, Pleas of Guilty, supra,
as weli as the Report of the Task Force, supra. As mated by
Courts, supra at 60: "this. minimizes infringements lapon
interests protected by the fifth amendment without hampering
the . [plea-acceptance] process."

Related Standards

3.166 Arraignment Procedures
3.171 Rights of the Parties
3.175 Plea Negotiation
3.176 Uncontested Adjudications



3.181 Duration of
Disposition and' Type of
Sanction Del i nbi yency.

NeAll conduct subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over
delinquency should be classified for the purpose of disposition
into categories that reflect substantial difference's in the
seriousness of the offense. Such categories should be few in
number. The maximum term that may be imposed for conduct
falling within each category should be specified.

The types of sanctions that may be imposed for conduct
subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency
should be grouped into categories that arefew in nuimber and
reflect differences in the degree of restraint on personal liberty.

Sources:
Institute of Judicial. Administration/ American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards. Relating ,to Dispositions, Standard 1.2 (tentative
draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Disposition]; see
also National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 14.9 and
14.13 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force];
Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating- to Juvenile Delinquency and Sanctions,
Standards 5.175.2 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter citcd as
IJA/ ABA, Sanctions).-

Commentary

The degree of dispositional discretion that should be
accorded family court judges is ohe of the major debates in
juvenile justice today. Approximately 80 percent of the states
permit the juvenile or family court to exercise jurisdiction over
a juvenile found delinquent until he/she reaches twenty-one,
regardless of the offense. See National Task Force to Develop
Standards and Goals for Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, Comparative Analysis of Standards and. State
Practices: Juvenile Dispositions and Corrections, 28 (1975).
This dispositional scheme is often based on the view that the
delinquent act is an indication that the youth is in need of
"treatment" and that it is in the youth's best interest for such
treatment to continue.as long as it is necessary. Most of these
states leave the decision of when juveniles should be released
from custody or supervision tothe public or private agency to
which they have been committed.
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A number of other states provide that the court may
commit a juvenile for an indeterminate period up to a statuto-
ry maximum, which is the same for most offenses. Many of
these also proVide for extensions of the dispositional period.
See National Task Force, supra; see also Wisconsin Council
on Criminal Justice Special Study Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Juvenile Justice Standards and
Goals; Standards 14.1(k)-(m) (2d draft, 1975). National
Conference of CommissiOners on --.Uniform State Laws,
Uniform Juvenile Court Act, Section 36(b) (1968); U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Model Act for
Family Courts, Section 37 (1975).

On the other hand, some . commentators have recently
proposed a return to a "just desserts"' model of mandatory
sentences, at least for adult offenders, although the degree of
restraint to be imposed would still he.decided by the judge.
See., e.g., D. Fogel, We Are the Living Proof:- The Justice
Model for Corrections. (1975).

Proponents of indeterminate sentencing suggest that such
sentences facilitate rehabilitation by motivating the offender
with .the reward of early release, place the "treatment" and
release decisions in the hands of qualified professionals,'
protect society from hardcore youthful offenders, deter
nondelinquent youth, and reduce unnecessary incarceration.
See E. -B. 'Prettyman, Jr., "The Indeterminate Sentence and
the Right to Treatment," 7 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 15-17 (1972).
Opponents of indeterminate sentences Cite studies that
indicate that release or parole decisions are more often based
on institutional classificatory schemes and.offender character-
istics than on individualized progress toward rehabilitation;
that offenders, both juvenile and adult, perceive the release or'
parole decision as made without valid or consistent criteria;
and that the indeterminate sentence is open to abuse both by
inmates who can "con" their way into early release and by
institutional personnel who may wrongfully or arbitrarily
withhold release. Id. at 17-21.

This standard, together. with Standard 3.182, follows the
lead of the Nationaj Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goal's, Corrections, 575 (1973); theIJAJABA.
Dispositions, supra; IJA/ ABA, Sanctions, supra; and the
RePort of the Task Force, supra, by taking a middle course
between these conflicting views. These standards recommend
that :

a. Delinquent offenses be grouped into categories according
to the relative degree of seriousness;
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b. Maximum dispositional time periods be set for each
categOry; (e.g., for offenses in category 1, the term of
disposition shall not exceed X yeirs); .t

c. The type of sanctions be categorized according to the
extent to which they restrain the juvenile's liberty (e.g,
category (a) out-of-home custody, categofy (b) proba-
tiOn); but

d. The responsibility for determining the length of disposi-
tion within the statutory maximum, the degree of
restraint that should be imposed, and the type Of program
to which the juvenile should be assigned should be
retained by the faMily court judge, In this way, increased
equity and consistency in the disposition of delinquency

-cases can be achieved without sacrificing the family
court's ability to fashion a dispositional plan on the basis
of the mitigating and aggra'ating factors of the particular
case and the juvenile's. needs and interests. See Standard
3.182.

To assure that the equity achieved at the dispositional stage
is maintained and the intent 'of the dispositional determination
carried out and to increase the visibility and accountability of
dispositional decision 'making, Standards 3.189, 3.1810, and
4.71-4.73 recommend a greater role for the family court than
under many current 'statutes. Reductions, in the duration of
disposition must be ordered by the family court. See Standard
3.189. The Sadie is true, for transferring 'a juvenile from a
nonresidential to a residential program. See Standards 3.1810
and 4.33. The supervisory 'agency may shift juveniles betWeen

. individual programs of the type specified by the court; but any
change in the degree of restraint imposed is subject to court
review. See Standards, 3.182, 3.189, 4.71, and 4.72. In
addition, transfers of juveniles from a facility operated by the
juvenile corrections to one maintained by a mental health or
drug abuse agency require judicial approval fallowing.,a court
hearing.: See Standard 4.73 ti

Unlike the provisions approved by. the IJA/ ABA Joint
Commission and the Report of the Task Force, supra,- this
standard does not recommend any particular set of categories
or maximum, terms. Although" the National Advisory
Committee agreed that the length of dispositions in delinquen-
cy cages should never exceed those that an adult could receive
for the same conduct, it concluded. that the current state of
knowledge does not provide a basis for determining which of
the classifications that have been - proposed is the most
appropriate. Each state should decide what are the exact dis-
positional time limits on the basis ,of its own needs, problems,
and priorities. The 1JA/ ABA Joint Commission and Task
Force proposals are summarised as illustrations of the
differing approaches that have been taken on these' issues.

The 1JA/ABA Joint Commission adopted provisions
calling for the division of juvenile offenses into five classes
based on the maximum sentence that 'can be imposed on
adults following conviction for similar conduct. Specifically,
Class (1) juvenile offenses should include criminal offenses for
which the maximum authorized sentence is death or
imprisonment for more than twenty years. Class (2) juvenile
offenses should include criminal offenses with maximum

T .

authorized or sentences of imprisonment for more than
five years. Class (3) should include criminal offenses with
maximum authorized sentences of imprisonment for more
than one year. Class (4) juvenile offenses should include
criminal offenses with. a /Maximum authorized sentence, of
imprisonment for more/ than six 'months. And, Class (5)
juvenile offenses shoUld include criminal offenses with
maximum authorized sentences of .'imprisonment, for six
months orless. IJX/ ABA, Sanctions, supra at Standard 5.2

theIJA/ ABA Joint Commission, recommended maximum
durations for each class of juvenile offenses as in Table 3.1.

Table- 3.1. 1JA/ ABA Joint Commission Recommended
Maximum Durations for Custodial and Noncustodial Sane-

..

tions
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Class

Maximum Duration if
Custodial Sanction

is Imposed

1 24 months
2 12 months -
3 6 months -
4; 3* Months
5 21 months

Maximum Duration if
Noncustodial

Sanction. in Imposed

36 months
24 months
18 months
12 months
6 months

*.Confinement in a secure facility only if the juvenile has a prior recordi.e.,
adjudicmitin for a class (I), (2), or (3) offense committed within twenty-four
months of the commission of the current offense, or adjudication of three claks
(4) or (5) offenses, at least one of which was committed within twelve months
of the commission of the current offense.

f Confinement only in a nonsecure facility and only if the hv.s a prior
record as defiiied above.

Source: !IA/ ABA, Sanctions, supra at S lard 7.2.

The 1JA/ ABA standards also suggN.-that-the types of
sanctions be divided into three broad categories; nominal,
conditional, and custodial. Nominal dispositions 'include
reprimand and release and suspended dispositions. Condition-.
al dispositions induct; fines, restitution, community service,
supervision by a probation officer, day custody programs, and
required attendance at educational, vocational, and counsel-
ing programs. Custodial dispositions 'include placement in
secure and nonsecure facilities and custody on a continuous.or
intermittent basisi.e., only at night, on weekendS, or during
vacations:. 1JA/ ABA, Dispositions, supra at Standard 3.2

The Report of the Task Force, supra, proposed four classes
of delinquent acts: Class 1 to include conduct that would be a
misdemeanor if committed by an adult; Class 11 to include
crimes against property that would be a felony if committed
by an adult; Class 111 to include crimes against persons and
Class 11 offenses if the juvenile has a prior adjudication for a
Class 11 offense; and Class1V to include acts that if committed
by an adult would be punishable by death or imprisonment for
over twenty years. The maximum duration for dispositions for
each class is as shown, in Table 3.2.



Table 3.2. Task ,Force Recommended Maxi Miim Durations
for Dispositions/

Class Normal Duration Possible Extension'

I 8 ,months
.11 24 months
III // 36 months

IV "' The juvenile's

4 months
6 months

12 months or thejuvenile's
21st birthday whichever

occurs first --
21st birthday

*Extensions are permitted only upon a showing of clear and convincing proof .

that additional community supervision of the juvenile is required for the
protection of the public. The juvenile may . not be confined during the
extension. The total dispositioital period should not exceed twelve months for
Class I ciffenses, thirty months for Class' II offenses, and forty-eight months or
beyond the juvenile's 21st birthday for Class-III and Class IV offenses.

Source: Report of the Task Force. supra at Standards 14.13 and 14.14.

The Task Force categories for the types of sanctions that
may be imposed are nearly identical to those propoSed by. the
IJ A/ A BA J oinf Commission. 1.1A/ A BA, Dispositions,..supra.

'

Related Standards
3.111
3,182

3.188
3.189

3.1810

4.11
4.21-4.218
4.219-4:2194
4.22-4.223
4.23-4.234
4.24
4.25-4.252
4.31-4.33
4.71

4.72

4.73

349

'
Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelin-
quency
Dispositiorial, Hearings
Review and Modification of Dispositional Deei-
mons
Enforcement' of Dispositional Orders
Delinquency
Role of the State
Training Schools
High Security Units
Camps and Ranches
Group Homes
Community Correctional Facilities
Fosteri.Hones
Community Supervision .

Transfers From Less Secure to More Secure
Facilities
Transfers From More Secure to Less .ecure
Facilities
Transfers Among Agencies
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3.182 Criteria, for
Dispositional Decisions
Delinquency
In determining the type of sanction to be imposed following
adjudication of a delinquency petition and the duration of that
sanction within the statutorily prescribed maximum, the'
family court should select the least restrictive category a.nd
time period consistent with the seriousness of the offense, the
juvenile's- role in that offense, and the juvenile's age and prior
record,

After determining the degree of restraint and the duration of
the disposition to be imposed, the court should select the type
of program or services to be offere:1 on the basis- of the"
juvenile's needs and interests..

In no case should a dispositional order or enforcement thereof
allow confinement or committment of a juvinile adjudicated
delinquent in a facility in which- he/she would have regular
contact with adults accused or convicted of a criminal offense.

Source:
Institute .udicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-

.tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to' Dispositions, 'Standards 2.1 and 2.2
(tentative draft, 1977). [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,
Dispositions]; National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force On
Juvenile Justice and.Delinquency Prevention,- Standard 14.15
(1976). [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]; 42
N.S.C. 5633(a)( I3)(Supp. 1979).

Commentary
In establishing maximum sentences for categories of

offenses, it is anticipated that the legislature will take into
account the harm caused or risked in a typical case. However,
no code can articulate the infinite variations of circumstances
and characteristics involved in a particular offense. Hence, the -
standard recognizes that family courts should have discretion

:to select the actual disposition to be imposed in an individual
case.

The standard endorses the procedure adopted by the
1 , Dispositions, supra, and the Report of the Task
orce, supra, under which the family court judge, first
etermines the minimum degree of restraint and the minimum

term within the statutorily set maximum necessary to satisfy
society's interests in protection, deterrence, and equity, and
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then selects, within these bounds, the type of program that,
best fits the juvenile's needs and interests. This division reflects
the multiple ptirposes that dispositions serve. The decision on
the length of disposition and degree of restraint required
precedes the determination of the services or program to be
provided in order to encourage provision on a full range of
services and programs at all level of restraint and to avoid
basing custodial decisions on service needs. The standard
contemplates that the family court judge will designate the
type of prograni (e.g., foster care, vocational training,'or drug
treatment), and Chat the correctional agency -will select the
specific home, facility, or service to which the juvenile will be
directed and develop-a more detailed .service program plan.

Consistent with the standards on intake, the Reporrof the
Task Force, supra, and IJA/ ABA, Dispositions, supra and the
recommendation of the National Advisory Committee on
Criminal- Justice Standards and Goals, Corrections (1973),
and other commentators, see, e.g.; D. Fogel, 'We Are the
Living Proof: The. Justice Model for Corrections (1975),
among others, this provision establishes a preference for use of
the "least restrictive alternative" that is, appropriate. This
would require the judge to consider and reject,the least drastic
category of sanctions befor; considering the next most severe
category. Hence, 'continuous confinement in a secure facility
would be "a last resort reserved only for the most . . . serious
offenses and repetitive offenders," IJA/ ABA, Dispositions,
supra at Standard 3.3(e) (ii); Report of the Task Force, supra.
Fourt objective criteriaseriousness of the offense, the
juvenile's role in that offense, and the juvenile's age and prior
recordare provided to guide the dispositional decision and
promote consistency, Many current statutes and models
provide little assistance or direct;on to judges faced with the
difficult task of balancing the concerns of society and the
needs of the juvenile: See, e.g., National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State' Laws, Uniform Juvenile
Court Act, Section 31 (1968); Department of. Health,
Education and Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts,
Section 34 (1975). The four criteria recommended in the
standard are intended to promote dispositional consistencyl
and provide a basis for explanation, comparison, and review'
of dispositional decisons. See Standards 3.189 and 3.191.
Definitions of each of these appear in the Commentary to
Standard 3.143.

Finally in accord with the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act, the standard would prohibit placement of a
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juvenile in any facility, secure or nonsecure, in which the s.3.183

juvenile would be commingled with accused or convicted adult
criminal offendcrs- 42 §5633(a)(13) (Supp. 1979). 3.184

Related Standards
1.53 Confidentiality- of Records
1.531 ACeess to Police. Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Ctis-

tody, and Dispositional Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 , Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
2.221 Criteria for Referral to IntakeDelinquency

(Law Enforcement Agencies)
Criteria. for Taking Juveniles Into Custody
Delinquency (Law Enforcement Agencies)

3.143 Criteria for Intake DecisionDelinquency
3.151 Purpose and Criteria for Detention and Conditi- 4 72

oned Release
3.181 Duration of Disposition and Type of Sanction 4.73

3.185
-3.186
3.187-
3.188
is.189

Dispositional Alternatives and/ Criteria
Noncrirriinal Misbehavior ,/
Dispositional Alternatives /and Criteria
Neglect and Abuse ,/
Criteria for Termination,of Parental .Rights
Predisposition Investigations
Predisposition Reports
Dispositional Hearings
Review and Modification of Dispositional Deci-
sions

3.1810 Enforcement of DispositionahOrders
3.191 / Right to. Appeal .

4.2174.211i Training Schools
4.219-4.204 High Security Units
4.22-4.223 'Camps and Ranches

Group kiomes .

COMmunity Correctional Facilities
Foster .Homes
ComMunity. Supervision
Transfers From. Less Secure to More Secure
Facilities
Transfer From More Secure to Less Secure

4.23-4.234
4.24
4.25-4.252
4.31-4.33
4.71

3 N

Facilities
Transfers Among Agencies
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3.183 Dispositional
Alternatives and
Criteria--Noncrirninal
Misbehavior
In determining-, the disposition to be iMposed following
adjudiCation of a noncriminal misbehavior Petition, the family
court judge should select the least restrictive alternative and
time period consistent with the nature and circumstances of
the conduct upon which the adjudication was based; the age,
interests, and needs of the-juvenile; the interests and needs Of
the family; the prior contacts of the family with the intake unit
and family court ;,the results of those contacts; and the efforts
of public agencies to provide services to the juvenile and
his/her family.

The dispositional period in noncriminal misbehavior matters
;should not exceed six months. However, the family court
should be authorized to extend the dispositional period for up
to six months, following a hearing at which the same criteria
and procedures apply as in the original dispositions' hearing.
The burden of proof should rest with the state to shoW by clear
and convincing evidence that continuation of the disposition is
necessary. Only one extension:should be authorized.

The dispositions' alternatives in noncriminal misbehavior
matters should include orders ,reqUiring the provision of

- programs and services to the juvenile and/or his/her family;,
cooperation by the juvenile and family with offered programs
and services; the continuation or discontinuation of behavior
by the juvenile and family; or placement of the juvenile in
foster care, a nonsecure group home, 'or other nonsecure

-residential facility..

In no case should the dispositional order or the enforcement.
thereof result in the confinement of a juvenile in a secure
detention or, correctional facility or institution.

Source:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency, Prevention, Standard 14.4
(1976).

Commentary
The standard sets forth the considerations that should apply

and the alternatives that should be available for dispositions in
noncriminal misbehaNlior cases. When dealing with disposi-
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tions in noncriminal misbehavior eases,- it is recommended
that the primary .concern should be to, assist the faMily in
resolving its -problem and conflicts and to provide needed
services, not to punish. The criteria- to be ued in making;the
dispositional decision refect., this family emphasis. For,
example, the; standard recommends that, the needs an4,,'
interests and. Prior contacts Of the-family be considered as well
as those of the juvenile. Cf. Standard '1).182.

One of the most frequently cited abuses of noncriminal ,

behavior dispositions has been that juveniles found to have
Committed a "status offense" often have their liberty restricted I
more severely and .for longer periods than those adjudicated -

delinquent. See, e.g., P. Lerman, :`,,Child Convicts," 8'
'Transaction, 35-44 (1971); G. Wheeler, National Analysis'of
Institutional Length of Stay (1974); R. Sufi, R.D. \tinter, and
K. Kish, 'Juvenile Justice: Failure of a Nation (1974);
PrograM Announcement: Deinstitutionalization of Statiis
Offenders, Attachment A (LEAA, 1975). In order to. correct
this problem, the standard states that juveniles found to have
engaged ,in noncriminal misbehavior should not be -placed in
secure correctional' or detention facility, that dispositions
should be limited to six months unless there is clear and
convincing evidence that a continuation is required, that in no
event should the duration of the original disposition and any
continuation exceed a total of one year, and 'that the
disposition should always be the least restrictive alternative
available. It should be noted that the proposed bar on use of
secure correctional or detention facility was not intended to
prohibit use of. group homes or shelter facilities which place .

some limits on access and egress. See 42 U.S.C. §5633(a)(12).

Related Sta dards
1.53 Confidentiality of Records.
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Cus-

tody, and Dispositional Records '
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1.54: Completeness of Records'
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56. Destruction of Records

4



2.222

2.232,

' Criteria for Referral to IntakeNoncriminal,..
Misbehavior (Law Enforcement Agencies)
Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Custody

3\185
3.1\86,.
3.187

Criteria for Tei-mination of Parental Rights
Predisposition Invekigation
Predisposition :Report

Noncriminal Misbehavior' (Law Enfercement 3.188 Dispositional Hearing
Agencies) 3.189 Review and Modification of Dispositional Deci-

2.321 Criteria for Referral to Intake 'Noncriminal sions
Misbehavior (Non law Enforcement Agencies) 3.1811 .Enforcement of Dispositional Orders Non-

3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior criminal Misbehavior
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal 3.191 Right to Appeal

Misbehavior , 4.23-4.234 Group Homes
3.153. Criteria for Detention and ReleaseNoncrimi- 4.25-4.252 Foster Home's

nal Misbehavior 4.31-4.33 Community Supervision
3.182

z/

'Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelin-
quency

4.73 Transfers Among Agencies

3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria Ne-
glect and Abuse
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3.184 Dispositional
Alternatives and
CriteriaNegledt and
Abuse
Dispositions following' adjndication of a neglect and abuse
petition should adequately protect the juvenile while causing
as little interference as possible -with the autonomy of the
family. They should be designed to alleviate the immediate
danger to the juvenile, to mitigate or cure any harm already
suffered, and to aid the juvenile and the juvenile's parents,

guardian, or primary caretaker so that the juvenile will not
endangered in the future.

In determining the disposition to bemposed, the family
. .

judge should select the disposition consistent with the:nature
and circumstances of the.negleet,or abuse; the age, maturity,
interests, and needs of the juvenile; the' interests and needs of
the family; the prior contacts of the family with the intake unit
anckfamily court; the results of those contacts; and the effoits
of public agencies to provide services to the juvenile and
his/her family.

Dispositional alternatives in neglect and abuse cases should
include orilers requiring: the provision of services, counseling,
therapy or treatment to the juvenile and/or 'the juvenile's
family; cooperation by the juvenile and family with the offered
services, counseling, therapy, or treatment; the continuation
or discontinuation of behavfor by the juvenile or the juvenile's
parent, guardian, or primary caretaker;, informal or casework
supervision; and placement of the juvenile,in a daycare
program, with a relative, or in a foster home, group home, or
residential treatment center.

Juveniles should not. be removed from home unless:

a. They have been abused or otherwise endangered as
defined in standard 3.113;

b. There is clear and convincing evidence that they cannot
be adequately protected from further neglect or abuse
unless removed; and

c. Out-of-home placement is less likely to be damaging to
the juvenile than allowing the juvenile to remain with
his/her family.

If siblings are removed, they should ordinarily be placed
together.

Sources:
Institute of JudiCial Administration/ Anierican Bar Associa-
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tion. Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice, Standards,
Standards Relating to Neglect and Abuse, Standards 6.3 and
6.4 (tentative draft; 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,
Neglect]; National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 14.25-14.27
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary

This standard sets forth the considerations that should
apply to and the alternatives that should be available for
dispositions in neglect and abuse cases. At the outset,'it makes

.clear that although the purpose of such dispositions should be
to protect the juvenile from-further harm, every effort should
be made to provide That" protection without removing. the
juvenile from his /her home. Hence, the .factors listed in the
second paragraph of the standard, like .those recommended
for dispositions in .noncriminal misbehavior cases, focus on
the family, not just the juvenile; see, Standard 3.183; a bread

. .

range of alternatives in addition to removal are,stiggested; and
the criteria for removal urge that out-of-home placements
should be limited to those case:;in which no othermeasure can
adequately protect the juvenile from further harm. Unlike
most current statutes, the standard does not speak in terms of
the "best interest of the child." Although,the determination of
what measures will provide adequate protection for a child
who has, been neglected and abused is not a simple one, it is far
narrower and less complex than attempts to decipher what the
child's best interests are and how they can be most effectively
served. See 1JA/ ABA, Neglect, supra; Report of the Task
-Force, supra; see also Mnookin, "Foster Care: In Whose,Best
interest," 43 .Harv. Educ. Rev. 599 (1973).-,

The alternatives suggested in the third' Paragraph of the
standard stress the provision of counseling, homemaker, or
other services to the family. Such services should be designed
to address the specific, harms that have occurred or the .

particular dangers that the juvenile faces. As is pointed out in
J. Areen, "Intervention Between Parent and Child: A'
Reappraisal of the State's Role in Child Neglect and Abuse °.
Cases," _ L.J. 887, 915, 918-920 (1975), there are strong
fiscal as well a ps hological advantages in trying to protect
children iri their ow homes. See J. 'Polier, "The Invisible



Legal Rights of the Poor," 12 Children 214, 218 (1965); J.
Goldstein, A. Freud, and A. Solnit, Beyond the Best Interests
of the Child (1973); IJA/ ABA, Neglect, supra: In many
instances, a team apprciach may hethe most effective means of
providing the range of interrelated services that are required.

The recommended restrictions on removal follow from the
above arguments; the limits on Out-of-home placements
Contained in the standards on dispositions in delinquency and
noncriminal misbehavior cases, see Standards 3.181-3.183;
and the fact that in many jurisdictions, removal remains the
most frequent disposition employed in neglect and abuse
cases, and skort-term foster care appears to be "the exception
rather than the rule." Areen, supra at 912-913. The standard
recommends that the state must demonstrate with clear and
convincing evidence that none of the alternatives short of
rern4val can adequately protect the child. Tkis would
constitute a significant change from current practice. It is
anticipated that the requirement far such proof will help to
direct attention to the need for nOnremoval alternatiVes. Both
the 1JA/ ABA, Neglect, supra, and the Report of the Task
Report, supra, would require a lower level of proof for
removal in -abuse cases than in neglect cases. See IJA/ ABA,
Neglect, supra at Standard 6.4; Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standard 14.27. Because the danger involved and the
inadequacy: of .any in'-home safeguards are usually easier to
prove in cases involving abuse, this distinction appears to add
unnecessary complexity.

Paragraph (c), together with the review procedures in
Standards' 3.189 and 3.1812,. is intended to insure that a
juvenile is' not taken from one bad home situation only to be
placed in another. Report of the Task Force, supra;
UN/ ABA, Neglect, supra.

The recommendation that if siblings arc removed, they
should ordinarily be placed in the same foster home, is
adopted from the model provisions proposed by Professor
Areen. It is intended to preserve family and sibling ties to the
greatest extent possible by eliminating the scattering of
brothers and sisters among a number of foster homes. Areen,
supra at 936.

Related Standards
1.53 Confidentiality of Records

1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 ACcess to Intake, Detention, Emergency Cus-

tody, and Detention of Records
1.534 Access\to, Child Abuse Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
2.223 Criteria for Refertal to Intake--Neglect and.

Abuse (Law EnforCement Agencies)
2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency

Protective Custody (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)

2.322 Criteria for Referral to . IntakeNeglect and
Abuse (Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

233 Criteria for Taking Juven;!'s Into.. Emergency
Protective Custody (Nonlaw Enforceinent
Agencies)

,Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
3.145 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and

Abuse
3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of

Protective Measurcs in Neglect. and Abuses
Cases

3.182 Criteria for Dispositional ;Decisions
Delinquency'.

3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and Criterial
Neglect and Abuse :

3.185 Criteriajor Termination of Parental Rights
3.186 Predisposition Investigations
3.187 PredispositiOn Reports
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3.1812 Review of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and

Abuse
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect

and Abuse
3.191 Right to Apoeal
4.234.234 Group Homes
4.25-4.252 Foster Homes
4 31-4 33 Community Supervision
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3.185 Criteria for
Termination of Parental
Rights
The family court should be authorized but not required to
terminate parental rights when:

a. A juvenile has been abandoned as defined in Standard
3.113(a);

b. A juvenile has been physically, ,abused as defined in
Standard 3.113(b);

c. A juvenile has been removed from the home pursuant to
Standard 3.184 : and has remained in out-of-home
placement for six months or more;

d. A juvenile's parents have previously been found to have
neglected or abused that juvenile or another juvenile in
the same househol4 or

e. i juveniles parents competently, voluntarily, and
intelligently consent.

Parental rights should not be termined if: termination would
be detrimental to the juvenile becatise of the closeness of the
parent-child relationship; the juvenile has been placed in a
residential facility because of his/her physical or mental health
problems and termination is not necessary to provide a
permanent family home; the juvenile has been placed with a
relative who does not wish to adopt him/her; the juvenile
cannot be placed in a family environment; or the juvenile
objects.

Following termination, the judge should be authorized to
order the juvenile to be placed for adoption; placed with a
legal guardian; or if no other alternative is available, placed in
long-term foster care. The case should be reviewef by the
family court each year until a permanent placement has been
made.

Sources:
See generally Institute of.Judicial' Administration/ A.meri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice.
Standards, Standards Relating'` to Neglect and Abuse,
Standards 8.2(b), 8.4, and 8.5 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter cited as 1.1A/ ABA, Neglect]; National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,_Report
of the Task Force on Juvenile Justk;.' and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 14.32 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report
Of the. Task Force].

Commentary

This standard describes the situations', in which the family'
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court should consider terminating a juvenile's. legal -relation-
ship' to his/her parents, thus making Ole juvenile eligible _for
adoption; the 'factors that should tilt the balance against
termination even though the basic conditions are present; and
the procedures that should be utilized to increase the.chances
that a juvenile will have the opportunity to grow up in a stable
family environment.,

Termination of parental rights presents many difficult
issues. On the one hand, the Supreme Court nas recognized a
parent's' "natural .right" to control and supervise his/ her.
children, Griswold v. Connecticut, '381 U.S. :479 (1965),
although this right is not, absolute, gel -Prince v. Massachu7
setts, 321 U.S. -158_(1944), and. various commentators have
pointed out that removing a juvenile from even neglectful or
abusing parents can have a detrimental emotional. impact on
the child. See J. Goldstein, A. Freudj'and A. Solnit, Beyond
the Best Interests of the Child (1973)\.1. BoWlby, Child Care
and the Growth of Love (1965). On the other hand, as is
pointed out by J. Amen, "Intervention _Between Parent and
Child: A Reappraisal of the State's Role in-Child Neglect and
Abuse Cases," 63 Geo. L.J. $87, 92;3 (1975):

[S]ome parents who are unwilling to assume. the care of
their own children also are unwilling to ,consent to their
adoption, [or] . cannot he located.
Most states currently provide for a Waiver of. the natural

parents' rights at an adoption proceeding. Others provide that
parental rights may be terminated when their child is adjudged
to be neglected. About half the states also permit termination-
to occur as a separate proceeding, prior to adoption but
sometime after the adjudidation of a neglect petition. The
standard endorses this third approach, because it provides an
opportunity for counseling and other services as well as time
to relieve the causes for the abuse or neglect. Accord,
LIA/ABA, Neglect, supra ;' Report of the. Task Force, supra;
Areen, supra. It is anticipated that the issue of termination will
arise at the review hearing held six months after disposition in
cases in which a juvenile has been removed from the home:
See Standard 3.1812. However, termination, at that time,
should not be made mandatory: But see Report of the Task
torce,' supra` I.JA/ ABA, Neglect, supra at Standard 8.3;
Areen, supra. .

The standard would permit termination in cases of
abandonment or abuse regardless of the parent's -prior record-,,
or whether the juvenile has been in out-of-home placement.
See Standard 3.113(a)-(b). However, in keeping with the
policy of trying to protect and provide support for the child
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without removal set forth in Standard 3.184, termination in
abuse cases in which there is no record of previous neglect.or
abuse, in which the juvenile has not been removed, or in:which
the juvenile's parents have not given their consent are expected
,to be ekceedingly rare. See IJA/ ABA, Neglect, supra. The
provision on consent is drawn from the American Indian Law
center, Model Children's Code, Section 7.6(c)(4) (1976).
Consent to termination of parental rights should only be
accepted- following a determination that the consenting
individual is able to and does ',understand the nature and,
consequences of his/ her action, and that the consent is not the
result of any promise, inducement, force, bargain, or threat.
See Standard 3.176.

The standard recommends further that even though the
conditions listed in paragraphs (a)-(e) may be present, the
court should not terminate parental rights if termination
would be detrimental to the juvenile because a close pafent-
child relationship still exists; would be unnecessary in order to
secure a stable family living arrangement for the juvenile or
would not result in such a living arrangement; or if the
juvenile objects. It should be noted that under Standards 3.'132
and'3.133, both the juvenile and the juvenile's parents would
be entitled to counsel at termination prOCeedings and that
under Standard 3.169, a guardian ad litenrmay be appointed
when very young children or children who are mentally ill or
mentally retarded are involved, or when a child's interests
require it.

Finally, in recognitions that too often juveniles removed
from their home have not been placed with a family on a
permanent or long-term basis, and in recognition of the
importance of stable interpersonal relationships to emotional

development, Goldstein et.al., supka at 31-35; Areen, supra at
889, 914, the standard recommen s that judicial oversight of
the case not end until a perman nt placement=preferably
adoptionhas been made. Accond, IJA/ ABA, Neglect, snpra
at Standard 8.5. The review wa set on an annual basfi
because of the six month acclim tion period which many
jurisdictions require before adoptio can be finalized.

Related Standard6

2.223 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Law Enforcement AgenCieS)--

2.233 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-
tive Custody (Law Enforcement AgenCies)

2.322 Criteria for Referral to IntakeNeglect and Abuse
(Nonlaw Enforcement Agencies)

2.33 Criteria for Taking Juveniles Into Emergency Protec-
tive Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement)

3.113 Jurisdiction Over Neglect.and Abuse
3.171 Rights of the Parties
3.184 Dispositional Criteria and AlternativesNeglect and

Abuse
3.186 Predisposition Investigations
3.187 Predisposition Reports
3.188 Dispositional Hearing
3.1812 Review of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and Abuse
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and

Abuse
3.191 Right to Appeal



3.186 Predisposition
Investigations
Predisposition investigative services should be. available to
and utilized by family courts. Predisposition investigations
should be conducted, by the agency responsible for the
provision of supervisory services to juveniles and should' be
governed by written-guidelines-and rules issued by that
agency. Whenever possible, separate units should be estab-

/ lisheirto conduct such investigations.

Predisposition investigations should not begin until the
petitibn has been adjudicated, unless the informed written
consent of the respondent has been obtained. In no
circumstances should information obtained during the
predisposition investigation be considered by the court p:ior
to adjudication.

Predisposition investigations should be designed and conduct-
ed to obtain only that information essential to the making of
dispositional decisions. They should be authorized to include
examination of court records- and the records of law
enforcement and other public agencies; interviews with the
victim, witnesses to the conduct on which the petition is based,
the subject of the petition, his/her family, guardian, or
primary caretaker, and school and social service agency
personnel; and referral of the subject of the petition for a
diagnostic physical or mental health examination. Before a
person may be referred for a physical or mental health

. examination, there should be a hearing at which the need for
such an examination has been established. Orders authorizing
referral for a diagnostic examination should not require
'Confinement or institutionalization unless nonconfining
alternatives are unavailable or would be ineffective.

In requestit4, an interview with the subject of a petition or
his/her family, and at its inception, the person conducting the
Predisposition investigation should explain the purpose of the
interview, the user of the information obtained, and the
dispositional alternatives, and should advise interviewees that
they may decline to participate in the interview and that they
are entitled to be represented by counsel.

Sources:
See generally 'Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-

can Bar Association JOint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Dispositional Procedures,
Standards 2.1-2.4; and Standards Relating to the Juvenile
Probation Function: Intake and Predisposition Investigative
Services,'Standards 3.1, and 3.4 (tentative draft, 1977)
[hereinafter cited as 1JA/ ABA, Dispositional Procedures, and
1JA/ ABA, Probation Function, respectively].
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Commentary

This standard encourages the use of predispositional
investigations in delinquency,ponthiminal misbehavior, and
neglect and abuse proceedings, and outlines the timing and
scope of such investigations and the...procedural safeguards
that should apply. Consistent with Standard 3.141, the'
standard does not specify whether the unit conducting
predispositional investigations should be within the executive
or judicial branch. The IJA/ ABA, Probation Function, supra,
and the National Advisory Committee on/Ctitninal Justice.'
Standards and-Goals, Report of the Task 'Force on Juvenile
Jbstice and Delinquency Preyention, Standard 21.1 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force], recommend

ithat predisposition investigations' be performed by an
executive agency rather than/ by probation officers working
directly for the family court: But see'. Kobetz and B.
Bosarge, Juvenile Justice !Administration, 428-431 (1973).
This is premised on the belief that the administrative burdens
of overseeing the operati ns of an intake unit or probation
and investigatory service. areare more appropriately lodged in
the executive branch so t at the resources of the family court
can be .concentrated on (tearing, adjudicating, and determin-
ing the disposition of t e cases submitted under its jurisdic-
tion.

The recommendation that investigative services should be
available to thefam/i7ly court is not intended to imply that an
investigation must ,:e performed when the family court judge
already has substantial information concerning the respond-
ent as 'a result of the adjudicatory hearing or a report prepared,
in 'conjunction vial- a recently concluded case. See, e.g.;
1JA/A-BA, Probation Function, supra; IJA/ABA, Disposi-
tional Procedures, supra; and National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, Uniform Juvenile
Act, Section 28 (1969); but see U.S. Department of Healthy--
Education and Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts,
Section 30 (1975); National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and Goals, Corrections, Sections 5.14 and
16.10 (1973) [hereinafter,, cited as Corrections]; ABA,
Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Proce-
dures,/Section 4.1 (approved draft, 1968).

P,redispositional investigations should not be initiated until
after the adjudication hearing without the informed written
consent of the respondent, and under no circumstances should
the information obtained through the predisposition investi-
gation be presented to or considered by the judge prior to
adjudication. See, e.g., IJA/ ABA, Probation. Function, sup ra;
IJA/ABA, Dispositional Procedures, supra; Report of the



Task Force, sunra at Standard 14.7; Corrections, supra,
-Section 5.15; Uniform Act, supra at Section 28. Such reports
may contain highly prejudicial information that although
irrelevant to the determination of the truth of the allegations,
maybe extremely difficult for any judge to disregard during
the adjudication hearing. It is anticipated ihat the most
common situations in which consent will be giVen to begin a
predisposition investigation before adjudication will be when
the respondent intends to admit the allegations in the petition
or when the respondent is in custody and wishes to minimize
the time between adjudication and disposition.

For, the reasons indicated in the Commentary to Standard
3.146, predisposition investigations are limited to the
collection of information essential to the making of the
dispositional decision. Although the scope of predisposition
investigations is somewhat broader than that recommended
for intake, the general principle that the accumulation of
dispositional information, particularly of a subjective nature,
does not necessarily improve decision making still applies. See
Standard 1.52; see also IJA/ ABA, Dispositional Procedures,
supra at Standard 2.1(d); OA/ABA, Standards Relating to
Juvenile Records and Information Systems, Standard 3.1
.(tentative draft,. 1977); Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standards 14.5 and 28.1.

The standard permits examination of court records, law
enforcement records, school. records, and the records of social
service agencies, interviews With the complainant, the victim,
witnesses, school and, social service personnel, see Standards
1.531-1.534, as well.as with the respondent and his/ her family,
guardian, or primary caretaker. In so doing, it attempts, like
the other disposition standards, to strike a balance between
the treatment and "just desserts" models and between the need
for adequate dispositional information and the right to
privacy of respondents and their families. Unlike the
IJA/ ABA Joint Commission provision, the standard does not
encourage interviews with "individuals having knowledge of
the juvenile." IJA/ ABA, Probation Function; supra at
Standard 2.4(a). Such a broad prescription would seem to
sanction the wholesale neigh` irhood and school checks that
the remainder of the provisions are intended to halt.

The standard provides for the observance of other
procedural safeguards intended to guarantee .that the
predispositional investigation does not impinge upon the
rights of the respondent or others. With regard to interviews
with the respondent and his her family, guardian, or primary
caretaker, the standard requires that the interviewees be
informed of the purposes . of the interview, the possible.
outcome, that any statement may be used against them at the
disposition hearing, and that 'they are entitled to be
represented by counsel. See Standards 3.132 3.133, and 3.146.
The OA/ ABA Joint Commission and the Task Force
provisions only apply. such safeguards to the-subject of the

p. )ceeding. 1JA/ ABA, Dispositional Procedures, supra at
St tndard 2.2(b); Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
1%;.7. However, because Standards 3.112, 3.113, 3.132, and'
,.133 recogniie that dispositional prdceedings may directly
affect the families of persons subject to delinquency,
noncriminal misbehavior, or neglect and abuse proceedings,
as well as the respondents themselves, it appearS' appropriate
to expand the scope of the protections. See also Standard
3.146.

Finally, the standard provides that a respondent, following
adjudication, may be required to submit to a physical or
mental health diagnostic examination after a hearing at which
the need for such an examination has been clearly and
convincingly, proven. Such examinations should be an an out-
patient basis except when out-patient facilities are not
available or for some reason could not provide the type' of
examination that is necessary. The order should specify the
nature and objectives of the proposed examination as well as
the place where the examination should taKe place. It is
intended that when confinement ivrequired, it should be for as
short a period as possible, and that in no event -should it
exceed thirty days. See 1JA/ A BA, Dispositional Proceedings,
supra at 2.3(d); Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
14.7.

Related, Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.531 Access to Police Records
1.532 Access to Court Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency CUstody, and

Dispositional Records
1.534 Access to Child Abuse Records
1.54 CompletenesS of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
3:132 Representation. by CounselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3,141 Organization of Intake Units
3.146 Intake Investigations
3.181 Duration of Disposition and Type of Sanction

Delinquency
3.182 Criteria for Dispositional
3.183 Dispositional 'Alternatives

Misbehavior
3.184 Dispositional Alternatives

Abuse
3.185 Criteria for Termination of Parental Rights
3.187 Predisposition Reports
3.188 Dispositional Hearings

DecisionsDelinquency
and CriteriaNoncriminal

and CriteriaNeglect and
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3.187 Predisposition
Reports
Predisposition reports in delinquency, noncriminal, misbehav-
ior, and neglect and abuse matters should contain only
information that is essential to making dispositional decisions.
Written rules and guidelines should be established to govern
their preparation and dissemination.

The predisposition report should be divided into three
sections. In delinquency proceedings, the first section should
contain information concerning the nature and circumstances
of the offense upon which the adjudication is based, the
juvenile's role in that offense, the period, if any, for which the
juvenile 'was detained pending adjudication and disposition,
the juvenile's age, and the juvenile's record of prior contacts
with the intake unit ,and the family court.

In noncriminal misbehavior and neglect and abuse proceed-
ings, the first section of the predisposition report should
contain information concerning the nature and circumstances
of the conduct, neglect, or abuse upon which the adjudication
was based, the prior contacts with the family court or intake
unit which the person adjudicated and his/her family,
guardian; or primary caretaker have had, the results of those
contacts, and the age of the juvenile with regard to whom the
petition was filed.

Section two of predisposition reperts should contain only that
information essential for /selecting-a particular dispositional
program.. Such information may include:

a. A summary of the ih/ me environment, family relation-
ships, and background;

b. A summary of the juvenile's educational and employ-
ment status;

c. A summary of the interests and activities of the juvenile
with regard to whom the petition was filed;

d. .A summary of the interests 'of the juvenile's parents,
guardian; or primary caretaker; and

e. A summary of the results and recommendations of any
significant physical or mental health examinations.

Section three should contain an evaluation of the foregoing
information, a summary of the dispositional alternatives
available, and a recommendation as to disposition.

,

Predisposition reports should be written, concise, factual, and
objective. The sources of the information, the number of
contacts'madyvith such sources, and the total time expended
on investigation and 'preparation should be clearly indicated.

The predisposition report and any diagnostic or mental health
report should not constitute a public record. However, these
reports should be made available to counsel for the state, for
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the juvenile, and for the parent, guardian, or primary
caretaker sufficiently pr/ii4 iCi any dispositional proceeding to
allow for independent/investigation, v.erification, and the
development of rebu//ttal info:mat:Dn. 'No dispositional

made o'decision should be made on the basis 'f a fact or opinion that
has not been disclos/- ed. Predisposition and diagnostic reports
should also be made available to the public agency directed to
take custody Of i':er provide services to the juvenile. /

Sources: ,/
See generakinstitureof Judicial Administration/ Ameri-

can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Jnstice
Standards, Standards Relating to Dispositional Procedures,
Standards 2.3-2.4, and Standards Relating .to the Juvenile
Probation Function': intcike and Predisposition Investigative
Services, Standard 2.4 (tentative drafts, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as 1JA/ ABA, Dispositional Procedures, and 1JA/ ABA,
Probation Function, respectively].

Commenary
The standard sets out the principles governing the content

and distribution of predisposition reports. Like the standards
on intake and Predisposition ,investigations, it specifies that
only information essential to the predispositional decision
should be collected, summarized, and presented to the family
court. See Standards 1.521, 3.146, and 3.186. Also like the
previous standard and the provisions on intake, Standard
3.187 encourages the development or written rules and
guidelines to implemcnt this principle and. to promote
consistency. The National Advisory Committee recommends
the development of rules and guidelines governing the
preparation and dissemination of predisposition reports as an
action that each state can take immediately, without a major
reallocation of resources, to improve the administration of
juvenile justice. Such rules should be developed jointly by the
family court and the agencies or agency responsible for
predispositional investigations.

The division between the objective and social history
sections of the predisposition report for delinquency cases
corresponds to the separation of the decision regarding the
length of sanction/degree of restraint from that concerning
the type of program proposed in Standard 3.182. It is intended
to facilitate the court's ability to base its length of
sanction/degree of restraint decision solely on offense-related
factors, age, and prior record, thus promoting consistency and
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fairness. Although a similar separation is not recommended The scope of disclosure suggested in Standard 3.187 is
for dispositional decisions in noncriminal misbehavior and somewhat broader than that proposed in the IJA/ ABA Joint

.neglect and abuse cases, there appears to be no reason why the , Commission and Task Force provisions in that disclosure to .
three-part report format should not be used in such eases as counsel for the parents is made explicit because of the, direct
well. Nothing in the standard is intended to prohibit the interest of parents in dispositional hearings. See Standard
inclusion of statements of the victim, if any, and witnesses 3.133. Disclosure is not made directly to the. parties when an
regarding the nature and seriousness of the offense, conduct, attorney is present to allow some discretion in disclosing
neglect, or abuse on which the petition was based. particularly -sensitive information to an individual without

Section two of predispoSition reports may include inforrna- jeopardizing his/ her interests. However, the principles of
tion about the home environment, family relationships, client autonomy recommended in Standard 3.134 still apply.
employment and educational status, and the interests and The 1968 ABA sentencing standards allow the limited excision
activities of the juvenile involved, the interests of the juvenile's of presentence reports by the court in "extraordinary cases."
parents, guardian, or primary caretaker, and any significant ABA, supra at Section 4.4.
medical or mental health findings. Which of these types of NotwithstandiAg the broad recommendations for disclosure
information will be included in a particular report should to the parties, the information contained in the predisposition
depend on the nature of the case and the needs and report investigation should not constitute a public record.
characteristics of the respondent, but the standard makes clear Much of the social history information is of a highly. personal
that only social history information essential for the nature. Public release of such information or of diagnosf

-

dispositional decision should be included: Information
regarding the attitude of the juvenile is not included because of
the difficulty of assessing, for example, "the difference between
feigned and genuine resolve to mend one's ways or between
genuine indifference to the law's commands and fear
engendered defiance." President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force
Report: Juvenile Delinquency and YoUth Crime, 17 (1967).
But see National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Repqrt of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (1976). However,.
Standard 3.188 does recommend that the parties be allowed to
address the court at the dispositional hearing.

The provision in the standard recommending that the.
source of information contained in the report be identified and
that the number of contacts with such sources and the time
expended in preparing the iePOrt be noted is intended to
facilitate the correction of any' inaccuracies in the predisposi-
tion report and assist the family court judge in weighing the
information presented and assessing the performance of the
probation agency investigative staff. To further assure that
dispositional decisions are not based upon. misleading or
unreliable information, the standard recommends disclosure
of the report and any other information presented to the court
orally or in written form, to counsel for the state, the juvenile,
and the parents: Such disclosure is essential to assure the
fairness and accuracy of the process. See ABA, Standards
Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures, Section
4.4 (approved draft, 1968). As was stated by Justice Fortits in

-Kent v. United States383 U.S. 541, 563 (1966):
. . . [1]f the staffs submissions include incerials whiCh a re
susceptible to challenge or impeachment, it is precisely the
role of counsel to "denigrate" such matter. There is no
irrebuttable pusumption of accuracy attached to staff
eports [1]t is equally of "critical importance" that the

m etial submitted to the judge' . . . be subjected, - .within
reaso le limits haVing regard to the theory of the Juvenile
Court Act. to examination, criticism and refutation.

,-7

reports may have a detrimental impact on the respondent and
his/her family. Similarly, the report is to be given to the public
supervisory agency rather than directly to the private or public
program to which the juvenile or family will be directed. The
agency should release ':o the program only that information
essential to the delivery of the specific services to be offered.
See Standard 1.533.

Related Standards

1.53 Confidentiality of Records
1.533 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency Custody, and

Dispositional Records
1.54 Completeness of Records
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
3.132 Representation by COunselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.143 Criteria for the Intake DecisionsDelinquency
3.144 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNoncriminal Misbe-

havior
3.145 Criteria for Intake DecisionsNeglect and Abuse
3.146 Intake Investigations
3.182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNeglect, and

Abuse
3.186 Predisposition
3.188 Di.'- sitional Hearing
4.214 Tr, ,,,ng SchoolDevelopment of a Treatment Plan
4.223 Camps and RanchesServices
4.233 Group HomesServices
4.32 Community SupervisionServices
14,410 Right to Care and Treatment
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3.1:: Dispositional
Hearings
A person adjudicated under the, delinquency, noncriminal
misbehavior, or neglect and abuse jurisdiction of the family
court should be entitled to a, dispositional hearing, separate
and ppart from the adjudicatory hearing. At that hearing, the
attorney for the state, the juvenile, and the juvenile's parents,
guardian, or primary caretaker should be afforded an
opportunity to present evidence in the-form of documents and
Witnesses concerning the appropriate disposition; to examine
and controvert any written evidence; and to cross-examine
any witnesses. In addition; the parties and their counsel should
be afforded an opportunity to address the court.
The parties should also be entitled to compulsory process1or
the appearance of any persons, including character witnesses,
and persons, who have prepared any report to be utilized at the
heaiing.

The court may rely on evidence, to the extent of its probative
value, that, is relevant and material to the objectives of the
hearings and was not obtained in violation of the adjudicated
person's constitutional rights, even though such evidence
would not have been admissible at an adjudicatory hearing.

When more than one juvenile is adjudicated for committing a
particuktr act of delinquency, each should have,a dispositional
hearing separate and apart from those of the correspOndents
unless they are members of the same family.

The dispositional decision should be made in accordance with
the criteria and procedures set forth in standards 3.182-3.184.
The family court judr should explain the terms of the
disposition to the respondent and should state, on the record,
the facts and reasons underlying the dispositional decision.

Sources:

Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Dispositional Procedures, Standards
6.2-6.3 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,
Dispositional Procedures]; National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standards 14.7 and 14.8 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of
the Task Fore]; National Advisory Committee on Criminal

/ Justice Standards and Goals, Corrections, Section 5,.I 7(2)(b)
(1973) [hereinafter cited as Corrections].

Commentary

This standard sets out the procedures and rights that should
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apply to dispositional hearings. The commentary to the ABA,
Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Proce-
dures, Section 5.4 (approved draft, 1968) outlines a threefld

-purpose for such hearings:
[T]o inform the court as an aid to the, exercise of its
sentencing discretion, to give the parties an opportunity to
assure both that the court's information is accurate and that
factors which they think relevant to the sentencing deFision
will come to its attention, and to allow for.the imposition of
sentence in an atmosphere which, while it may not
affirmativelytontribute to the rehabilitation of the offender,
will at least not give him further .cause to leave the
sentencing stage with a sour attitude.
Accordingly, the standard recommends inter:alia that all

parties have an opportunity to present evidence and be heard,
that all parties have the: assistance of counsel, and that the
terms of and reason for the dispositional decision should be
explained.

Specifically, the standard endorses bifurcation of adjudica-
tory and dispositional hearing: The President's Commission
on Law. Enforcement and Administiation of Justice, Task
Force Report: Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime:35
(1967) suggests the following benefits of separate adjudicatory
and sentencing hearings:

It makes possible a controlled 'and relatively narrowly,
foCused inquiry into the facts of the alleged conduct at
adjudication and a more general and searching inquiry into
factors beariiigupon need for supervision at disposition,
thus reducing the danger that the limitations of the
adjudicatory hearing will unduly' narrow the dispositional
determination and that the .demands of inforniation
appropriate to.the dispositional hearing will unduly enlarge
the scope of the adjudicatory hearing.
Both the [JA/ ABA Joint Commission and the Report of

the Task Force, supra approve die concept of a bifurcated
hearing, althOugh the Task Force provision indicates that the
'disposition hearing may held" "immediately after the
adjudication hearing." R, El of the. Task Force, supra at
Standard 14.7; see also M. U. Paulson and C. H. Whitebread,

Juvenile . Law and _Procedures,' 167 (National Council of
Juvenile Court Judges, 1974). Under Standard 3.161,
dispositional hearings should be held within fifteen days of
adjudication. No minimum time .-is specified, although the
parties should have prior notice and sufficient time to review
the predisposition report and prepare for the hearing. See
Standards 3.186 and 3.187.

The standard provides that at the hearing, all parties should,
be entitled to subpoena, question, cross-examine witnesses,
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and pi-esent documentary evidence. It is anticipated that most
of this evidence and testimony will be ditected to defining the

- needs, desires,, and opportunities available to adjudicated
'1-Fidividuals and, in delinquency, noncriminal misbehayior,

and neglect and abuse cases, to their families. Among the
witnesses who mi:y be called are individuals who prepared or
provided information for predispositional and diagnostic
repo;-ts. This is in accordance with the IJA/ A:BA, Disposition-
al Procedures, supra, and Report of the Task Force, supra
provisions and is intended to permit examination of how the
information contained in the report was obtained and the
basis of the conclusions therein. See also National Conference
of Commissioners on Uniform Stage Laws, Uniform Juvenile
Court Act, Section 29(d) (1968).

All relevant and material evidence, including hearsay, may
be considered in making the dispositional decision, except for
evidence gathered in violation of the respondent's constitu-
tional rights. See, e.g., Standard 2.247. Althoagh, as indicated
by the provisi:mi recommending that the parties should be
entitled to call and cross-examine witnesses, direct testimony
is preferred, all the evidentiary rules required to assure a fair
hearing on the merits need not apply in dispositional
proceedin.gs as lqg as there are adequate indicia that the
evidence is trustworthy. The exception endorses the position
adopted by the 1973 National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals and is premised on the
belief that "the integrity of the judiciary is compromised when
it bases its decision on materials found in violation of the
constitution.- Corrections, supra at 192./The recommendatlop that the judge explain the terms of the

:disposition and the f/acts and 'reasons on which the disposition,
is based follows the policy throughout these standards of
reqUiring decision makers to provide an explanatiOn,of the
basis for discretionary decisions. See Standards 2.242-2.245,
2342-2.345, 3.147, 3.155- 3.157, 3.2, and 4.54; see also
Corrections, supra; ABA, Standards Relating to Sentencing
Procedures and Alternatives, supra; as well as the standards

adopted 'ay the (JA / ABA, Dispositional Procedures, supra,
and the Report of the Task Force, supra. It is anticipated that,
articulation of the reasons underlying the choice of disposition
will not only avoid misunderstandings of the terms imposed,
but also will help tp improve dispositional deciSion making
through the development , of written dispositional and
correctional policy and by providing a basis for appellate
review. To assist the respondent in understanding the
disposition imposed, the judge should indicate the more severe
and less severe alternatives, if any, that were rejected.:

Related Standards

3.131 Representation by CounsellFor the State
3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Representation by CounselFor the Parents
3.134 Role of Counsel
3.171. Rights of the Parties
3.172 Public and Closed Proceedings
3.173 Finder of Fact
3.181 Duration of Disposition and Type of Sanction De-

linquency
3.182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNeglect and

Abuse
3.186 Predisposition Investigation
3.187 Predisposition Report
3.189 Review and Modification of Dispositional Decisions
3.1810 Enforcement of D4ositional OrdersDelinquency
3.1811 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.1812 Rev:ew of. Dispositional OrdersNeglect and Abuse
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and

Abuse
3.191 Right to Appeal

C.;
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3.189 Review. and
Modification of
Dispositional Decisions
At any time during the dispositional period, 'a juvenile, his/her
parents or gtiardian, or an individual or agency in whose care
or custody a juvenile has been placed should be entitled to
apply to the family court to reduce the duration of the
disposition or the degree of restraint imposed, on the grounds .

that it:

a. Exceeds the statutory maximum;
b. WasImposed in an illegal manner;
c. Is inequitable in light of the prescribed dispositional

criteria or the dispositions imposed by judges in the same
or other family courts for similar conduct; or

d. That because-of changed circumstances at the time of the
application, a reduction in duration or degree of
restraint would prevent an unduly harsh or inequitable
result.

In addition, the court should have the authority to reduce the
.duration of a disposition or degree of restraint on its' own
initiative for any of the above-listed reasons, to reduce the
degree of restraint, when it appears that access to required
services is not being provided, and to terminate the disposition
when the required services cannot be provided under less
restrictive conditions.

Sotkrces:

National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-
ards and Goals, Report uf the Task Force on juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 14.21 (1976) [hereinaf-
ter cited as Report of the Task Force]; see also Institute of

\,,Judicial Administration American Bar Association Joint
Commission on' Juveni e- Justice Standards, Standards
Relating to Dispositions Prxgeedures; Standards 4 1(d)(i), and
51(a) and (b) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
1JA/ABA, Dispositions].

'Commentary
This standard suggests a Mechanism through which

delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, and neglect and abuse
dispositions that are illegally or improperly imposed or unduly
harsh in light of the liisposifional criteria set forth in
Standards 3.182, 3.183, and 3.184, the dispositional decisions
of other judges in similar cases, the lack of required services,
or.changed circumstances, maybe corrected or modified. The
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standard is intended to cover only reductions in the length of
the disposition or the degree of restraint imposed so as not to
deter respondents and their families from exercising their
rights. Standards 3.1810, 3.1811, and 3.1813 provide for
increasing the length or restrictiveness of dispositions
following a willful violation of the terms of a dispositional
order, and Standards 4.71-4.73 provide for transfersamong
facilities with differing levels of 'security or operated by
different government -agencies. Appellate review of disposi-
tional decisions is discussed in Standard 3.191.

Although a number of groups have recommended disposi-
tion or sentence review procedures-,-the-scope-and purpose of
such reviews vary widely. The most restrictive of these
procedures permit review of the, legality of the imposition
procedure only. See, e.g., National Conference of Commis-
sioners on Uniform State Laws, Uniform Rules-of Criminal
Procedure, Sections 631, 632 (1974). Others place. more
emphasis on review'df the action of the supervising agency or
the continued appropriateness of the dispositional plan. See,
e.g., U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare, Model
Act for Family Courts, Sections 37(a)(3) and 38(a)(1) (1975):
L. Arthur and W. Gauger, Disposition Hearings: Heartbeat of
the Juvenile Court, 69 (Natiodal Councirof Juvenile Court
Judges, 1974). The ABA, Standards Relating to. Sentencing
Alternatives and Procedures, Section 6.1 (approVed draft;
1968) recommends that courts have the power to reduce and
modify sentences "if new factors bearing or the sentence are
wade known," and the National Advisory Committee' on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Corrections, Section
5.11 (1973) recommends appellate review of sentences to
assure that the sentence is consistent with statutory criteria
and with sentences imposed cases and to determine
whether the sentence is otherwise excessive or imposed in the
prescribed' manner. See also Wisconsin Council on Criminal
Justice, Special Study Commission on Criminal 'Justice`.
Standards and Goals, Juvenile Justice Standards and Goals,
Section 14.1(k) (1975) (automatic review of delinquency
dinpositions every six months and on request of the juvenile).
,,,,Standard 3.189, following the 'recommendations of the

IJA/ ABA Joint Commission and the Standards and Goals.
Task Force, incorporates many of the features of these other
proposals. However, unlike other provisions, the standard is
intended to apply to noncriminal misbehavior and neglect and
abuse proceedings as well as delinquency cases. The authority
to modify dispositions is placed in the family court rather than
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in correctional or treatment agencies in order to increase the
visibility and accountability of dispositional decision making.

Reviews may be initiated by the juvenile, the juvenile's
parent or guardian, the person. or agency serving as the
primary caretaker or supervisor of the juvenile, and by 1 the
court itself. The suggested grounds for review are designed to
encourage utilization of the dispositional criteria and to assure
that the respondent arid/ or family have been offered the types
of programs and services identified in the dispositional order.
The standard specifies that if the ordered programs or serv-
ices cannot be made available at the specified level of restraint
or at a lesser level of restraint, the court may terminate the
disposition. This vovision is intended to stimulate the
provision of a wide range of vocational, educational, medical,
psychiatric. and other services in the community, as well as
institutions, to reduce the incentive to remove juveniles from
their homes or to place them in more secure facilities than
necessary because there are no other means for providing the
services they need or desire. See Report of the Task Force,
supra; VA/ABA, Dispositions, supra.

Related Standards
3.155 Initial RevieW of Detention Decisions

U

3.156 Reyiew of Conditions of Release
3:157 Initial Review of Emergency Custody Decisions
3.158 Review Modification and Appeal of Detention Deci-

sions .

3.163 Decision to File a Petition
3.182 Criteria for. Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
3.183 Dispositional. Alternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal

Misbehavior \
1184 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria;Neglect and

Abuse
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3.1810 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersDelinquency
3.1811 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.1812 'Review of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and Abuse
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNegleet and

Abuse
4.410 Right to Care and Treatment
4.71 Transfers From Less Secure to More Secure Facilities
4.72 Transfers From More Secure to Less Secure Facilities
4.73 Transfers Among Agencies
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3.1810 Enforcement .of
Dispositional Orders
Delinquency
The agency responsible for the supervision, care, and custody
of a juvenile. who has been adjudicated delinquent should be
authorized to apply to the family court if it appears that a
juvenile has willfully failed to comply with any part of the
dispositional order. A copy of the application should be
provided to the juvenile, the juvenile's attorney and parent,
guardian, or primary caretaker, and, the family court section
of the prosecutor's office.

No more than five days after the application has been filed,
unless an extension has been granted under Stundard 3.162,
a hearing should be held to determine whether the terms of the
dispoSitional 'order have been violated and, if so, whether
there are any circumstances justifying the violation. At the
beginning of the hearing, the juvenile should be asked to admit
or deny the allegations. The procedures set forth in Standard
3.176 should be utilized in accepting any admission. If the
allegations are denied, the state should be required to prove
willful noncompliance with the terms of the \dispositional
order by a preponderance of the evidence. Each part should be
afforded an opportunity to present evidence and cross -
examine witness t. and should be entitled to apnpulsory
process.

If it is determined that the juvenile has-not complied with the
dispositional order and that the violation is not justified, the
court should be authorized:

a. To warn the juvenile of the consequences of continued
noncompliance and order-the juvenile to make up any
time missed from an educational, vocational, treatment,
community service, or other program specified in the
dispositional order or make any missed payments if a
fine or restitution has been imposed;

b. Modify existing conditions or impose additional condi-
tions calculated to.induce compliance if it appears that a
warning will be insufficient; or

c. Impose the next most severe type of sanction if it appears
that there are no permissible conditions/ reasonably
calculated to induce compliance.

The court should be authorized to add time missed from any
program specified in the dispositional order to the length of
the disposition, as long as the total dispositional period does
not exceed the statutory maximum.

The terms of the modified dispositional order should be
explaine'd in the manner set forth in Standard 3.!88. A
verbatim record should be made of all enforcement proceed-
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ings, and the rights to counsel afforded for dispositional
proceedings in Standards 3.132 and 3.133 should apply.

When the conduct alleged to constitute a willful failure to
comply with the dispositional order also constitutes_ a
delinquent offense, a complaint rather than an enforcement
application should be filed and the matter referred to intake.

Sources:

Institute of Judicial Administration/ American.Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice 4-Standards,
Standards Relating to Dispositions; Standard 5.1(d) (tentative
draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Dispositions];
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task ForCe on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standard 14.22 (1976) [hereinafter.

.cited as Report of the Task Force]; see also National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals,.
Corrections, Section 5.4 (1973) [hereinafter cited as Correc-
tions].

Commentary
The standard follows closely the positions adopted by the

1JA/ABA, Dispositions, supra. and the Report of the Task
Force, supra. It recommends the procedures to tie f011owed
when there are substantial violations of the terms of a
dispositional order imposed after an adjudication for
delinquency. It is anticipated that this procedure will
ordinarily be employed when a juvenile is under a community
supervision rather than in a residential correctional program.
See Standard 4.33; see also Standards 4.51-4.54, and 4.71-
4.72. In conformity with the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission and
Task Force provisions, it is intended that when participation
in any type of remedial, educational, vocational, treatnient,
service, or other program is prescribed, compliance should be
defined in terms of anendance and not in terms of perfor-
mance.

Neither the 'Report of the Task Fore, supra, nor the
IJA/ABA, Dispositions, supra discusses the hearing proce-
dures or the rights to be accorded the juvenile. But see
Corrections, supra. In adult probation revocation hearings,
the Supreme Court has held that although revocation pro-,
ceedings are not the equivalent of a criminal trial, probation-
ers are entitled to notice, to disclosure of the evidence against
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them, to present evidence and Witnesses 'on their own behalf,
to cross - examine witnesses called by the, state,. to a "neutral
and detached". hearing body, to a statement of the findings,
and.to counsel, when necessary to effectuate the other rights.

gnon v. Scarpelli,. 411 U.S. 790 (1973). Accordingly, the.
standard requires that a copy of'the enforcement application
be delivered to the juvenile, his/her attorney, and parent,
gtiardian, or primary caretaker as well as to the attorney for
the state. The provision of counsel to juveniles and their
parents and the inclusion of the prosecutor in such
prOceedings, although not required under Gagnon, follows the
reasoning that underlies Standards 3.131-3.134. The standard
also provides for the presentation and cross-examination of
...citnesses by all parties, an exi)lanation of the terms of and
reasons for modifications in the dispositionalorder, and a
transcript of the proceedings. Consistent with Standards 3.171
and 3.188, the standard also provides for compulsory process.
Because of the less formal nature of the proceeding, the level
of proof is set at a preponderance of the evidence rather than
beyond a reasonable doubt. But see Corrections, supra
(substantial evidence); U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts, Section 39 (1975)
(clear and convincing proof). This provision, like Standard
.3.174, does not specify the rules of evidence to be applied.
Under Gagnon, revocation decisionsmay be based, in part, on
hearsay.

Upon determining that a violation has occurred and that
there is no good excuse for noncompliance, the standard rec-
ommends three enforcement alternatives. As with the original
dispositional decision, the.choice of sanction is structured to
emphasize that the least restrictive alternative likely to induce
compliance should be utilized.

The first alternative is simply to warn the juvenile of the
consequences of further noncompliance and order.him/ her to
make up any time or payn- ntsmissed. Such a procedures has
been recommended by the ABA, Standards Relating to
Pr.ohation, Secti6n 5.1 (approved draft, 1970) as well as the
UN/ ABA, Dispositions. supra; the Report of the Task Fotce,
supra; and Corrections, supra.

If the family court judge concludes that a warning would be
unlike to induce compliance, the next option is to modify or
add. to the conditions tiready. imposed. Such modifications
should be designed to encourage compliance. Hence, it would

Ordinarily be inappropriate to order .a 'juvenile ,to attend a
vocational training program, for example, because of failure
to report to his/her Counselor each week.

Finally, if neither a warning nor modification of conditions
appears sufficient to gain compliance, the judge may impose
the next most .restrictive form of sanctions. The standard
would permit, .but not require, the amount of time missed
from the dispositional program, time to , be added to the
disposition, but unlike the source, provisions, it makes explicit
that the statutory maxima should still apply. See Standard
3.18 1 .

Finally, to pr?vide the juvenile with all the procedural
protections that are applicable when there are allegations of
delinquent conduct, including ...the requirement of proof
beyond a reasonable doubt, see Standards 3.171 and 3.174,
and to make, the imposition of limits on the length of
dispositions more practicable, the standard recommends that
when the alleged violations of the dispositional order
Constitute a delinquent offense, the matter should be handled
as a new delinquency proceeding rather than as an enforce-
Ment action. OA / ABA, Dispositions, supra; Report of the
Task .Force, supra.

Related Standards

3.111 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
3.17i Rights of the Parties
3.176 Uncontested Adjudications
3.177 Withdrawal of Admissions
3.181 Durations of Disposition and Type of Sanction

Delinquency
3.182 Criteria'for. Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3:189 Review and Modification of Dispositional Decisions
3.1811 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNoncriminal

isbehavior
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and

Abuse
4.33 Community Supervision -1mposition and Enforce-.

ment of Regulations
4.54 Disciplinary Procedures
4.71 Transfers From Less Secure to More Secure Facilities
4.72 Transfers, From More Secure to Less Secure Facilities
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3.1811 Enforcement of
Dispositional Orders
Noncriminal Misbehavior
Any of the parties to the dispositional. hearing following
adjudication of a noncriminal misbehavior petitiOn should be
authorized to apply to the family court ifiit appears that there
has been a willful violation of any part of the dispositional
order. A copy of the application should be saved on each of
the other parties and sent to their attorneys. ;

',No more than five days after the application has been filed,
unless an extension has been granted under Standard 3.162,
a hearing should be held to determine whether the terms of the
dispositional order have been violated and, if so, whether
there are any circumstances justifying the violation. The court
should follow the procedures and the parties should be
afforded the rights set forth in Standard 3.1810 for
enforcement hearings in delinquency cases.

If it is determined that a violation has occurred and that the
violation is not justified, the court should be authorized:

a. To warn of the consequenees of continued noncom-
pliance and order that time missed from any program
specified in the dispositional order be made up; or

b. Modify existing conditions or impose additiond
conditidns calculz /ted to induce compliance, if it appears
that a warning will be insufficient.

The court should be authorized to add time missed from any
program, specified in the dispositional order to the length of
the disposition, so long as the total dispositional period does
not exceed ,;he time limits set forth in Standard 3.183;

A verbatim: record should be made: of all enforcement
proceedings.

When the conduct alleged to constitute a willful failure to
comply with the dispositional order also meets the definition
of noncriminal misbehavior set forth in Standard 3.112, a
complaint rather than an enforCement application should be'
filed, and the' matter referred to intake.

Sources:
None of the standards or reports reviewed address the

criteria and alternatives that should apply to enforcement of
dispositional orders in noncriminal misbehavior proceedings:-
The procedures are based on those recommended for
delinquency proceedings by: Institute of Judicial Administra-
tion/ American. Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile .111. tice Standards, Standards Relating to Disposi-
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lions, Standard 5.1(d) (tentative draft, 1977); National
Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and
GiAls, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standard 14.22 (1976).; see also
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Corrections, Section 5.4 (1973):,

Commentary

With two exceptions, this standard parallels the provisions
for enforcement of dispositional orders in delinquency cases.
Like Standard 3.1810, it provides for notice of the alleged
violation; .a prompt hearing at which the violation must be
proven by at least a preponde?ance of the evidence; the rights
of the juvenile and the juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker to counsel, to compulsory process, and to present
and cross-examine witnesses; for imposition 'if the least
restrictive alternative likely to induce compliance; and for an
explanation of the terms of and reasons underlying any ,

modifications of the dispositionai order. See Standards 3.132,
3.133, 3.171, and 3.188. It also recommends that modification
of the dispositional order should be designed to induce com-
pliance with those portions of the order that were violated,
and that new instances of noncriminal misbehavior be handled
through a complaint rather than through an enforcement'
proCeeding. Filing a new complaint would allow continuation
of dispositions beyond the limits proposed in Standard 3.183,
but only after an adjudication proceeding at which the rights
of the juvenile should be fully protected.

However, in keeping with the tripartite nature of disposi-
tional proceedings in noncriminal misbehavior cases, see
Standard 3.183, any of the parties, not just. the state, may
bring an enforcement action to gain compliance with the
dispositional order by either of the other parties. Hence, if a
juvenile fails to attend any program 'specified in the order,
either the juvenile's parents or the state may apply to the
court; if the parents fail to attend the counseling sessions
required by the court, either the juvenile or the state may seek,
to enforce the order; and, if the public agency charged with
providing a service to the juvenile or family fails to do so,
either of the -private parties may seek relief. It is anticipated
that in an instance in which the state fails to comply, the
modification procedure outlined in Standard 3.189 will be
preferred. The family court's contempt powers are intended to
be the primary means for enforcing orders directed at public
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agencies when the warning procedure set forth in paragraph
(a) appears unlike to gain compliance.

The second distinction between this standard and Standard
3.1810 is the recommendation that imposition df the next
most severe type of sanction not be available as a means of
enforcing a dispositional order.. Cf. Standard 3.1813.. This
follows from. the recommendation in Standard 3.i83 that in
noncriminal misbehavior cases; dispositional orders and their
enforcement should never result in the confinement of a
juvenile in a secure detention or correctional facility or
institution.

A more detailed explanation of the procedures and ciiteria
applica,)le in enforcement proceedings is contained in the
Commentary to Standard 3.1810.

Related Standards

3.112 Jurisdiction Over Noncriminal Misbehavior

3:171 Rights of the Parties
3.176 Noncontested Adjudica/tions
3.177 Withdrawal of Admissions
3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3.189 Review and. Modification of Dispositional Orders
3.1810 Enforcement of Dispositiona OrdersDelinquen y
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect nd

Abuse
4.33 Community Supervisionimposition and Enforee-

ment of Regulations
4.54 Disciplinary Procedures
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3.1312 Review of
Dispositional Orders--
Neglect and Abuse
In addition to the right to review provided by Standard 3.189,
.a hearing to review the dispositionlil decision in neglect and
abuse cases should be held at least every six months to
determine whether continued exercise of the family .court's
dispositional authority. is necessary

Prior to the iiearing, the agency responsible for the protection,
care, or custody of the juvenile' should sulimit to the court a
report on the service offered to the family; the response to
those services; the. prognosis for cessation of intervention; and
a recommendation regarding the appropriate disposition. A
copy of the report shduld be provided to the attorney 1.6.1. the

juvenile;.the attorney for the juvenile's parents, guardian, or
primary caretaker and to the family court section of the
prosecutor's office.

At the hearing, each of the parties should be afforded the
opportunity to preient evidence ahil to call and cross-examine
witnesses and should be entitled to compulsory proceis.}4,-
verbatim record should be ,made. of all review proceedings

A juvenile in an out.7of-home, plac.anent should-be. returned
home if the preponderance. of the evidence indicatO that
return will not subject the juvenile any of the dangers listed
in Standard 3.113. Supervision and any necessary services
should continue for at feast six months following return of a
juvenile to his/her home.

At the conclusion of the hearing, the family cowl judge should
....explain, on the record, any changes determined necessary and

tae facts and reasons underlying the decision.

Sources:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administiration/Ameri-

Can Bar Association Joint Commission on Jiivenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Neglect and Abuse,
Standards 7.4(a) and 7.5(b) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as DA/ ABA, Neglect]; National Advisory' C'onnit'we
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventioki,
Standards 14.30-14.31 (1976) [hereinafter cited as the Report
of the Force].

Comm Mary
This standard provides for automatic review of dispositionS
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in neglect and abuse cases. As noted in the'commentary to the
provision adopted by the Report of the Task Force, supra:

Under present practice, the purpose of providing servicesito
the family br removing the child 'from the home on a
"temporary" basis is to facilitate' the safe reunion of parents
and child, But more ofteit than not this objectiVyl, is \
thwarted. in establishing and executing plans to retuen the
child, agency performance is' woefully inadepateln many:1
cases. In, addition, some parents either e clively abandon i .

the child or fai, to rnalce reasonabl orts to reunite the k.,-,
family. As a result children are f en "lost" in the foster care
systemremaining "in lit o" without a stable placement,
for periods of niany,years. .

The judicial oyerSight provided by this standard, and the ,i1
procedures_rec'6mmendedlin Standard 3.189tpodification of ' ''

dispositional /decisions at the i-e4uest of a pa4y--Standarci'-:
3.1813enforcement oi r dispositional order --and Standard
3.i85criteria for termination ., of par ntal rights7are.
intended to assure that neglected or abuse juveniles` receive
the .Protection they need; that families of suc juveniles receive
the services they need; that such services co tinue, for:as long
zts necessary, but no longer; and that ever effort is made to
reunite families when a child has been rem ved front his/her
home,. The six-month time limit is intended o be a maximum.
It does not represent the recommended minimum duration for
dispositional orders in neglect and abuse cases.

The standard proVides for a report by the agency
responsible for carrying our the dispositional orders indicating-
what has been done to protect the child; to alleviate any harm
suffered; and to assist the family to ,overcome the problems
that led to the neglect or abuse. See Standard 3..184. Like the
standards. on detention, Pre-adjudication procedures', and
predisposition reports, :Standard 3.1812:reCommends that the
agency report be diSclosed to counsel for the partie tO ...assure-,
its accuracy and to allOW them to prepare for the haring. See
Standards 3.155=3.157, 3.167, and 3.187. DisClosure of_the-
.report should be suffiientiy before the hearing to allOW such

1preparation to occur. As in other hearings provided fort
throughout these standards; all parties should' the means \
and opportunity to present evidence and witnesses, and to \
cross-examine the witnesses called by, other parties.See,'e.g.,
Standards 3.171, 3.1,88, 3.1810, 3.1811, and 3.1813. Under
Standards 3.132 and 3.133, both the juvenile and the juvenile's
parents should be entitled to counsel.

The stanclard,..uses the same test for returning a juvenile to



his/ her home as is recommended for removali\e., whether
the chid ,,:an be protected from further neglect or abuse by
some rnza.mre short or removal. The lower levt'l of proof
required for return provides,,an incentive for supplying help to
the juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary caretaker to
permit the, child's safe retir,, The six months of Continued
services and suptqvision following . return is to *vide
assistance and protection during the difficult transi'.1...ii period.
See IJA/ ABA, Neglect, supra.

The explanation calk for in the final paragraph is part of
the effort in these standards to make discretionary \decisions
more .accountable and consistent. See, e.g., Standakis 3.147,
-3.155-3.157, and 3.188. It is intended to help th\e. 'parties
understand their responibilities as well as provide a 'basis for,, '.3.1813
review.

Related Standards

3.113
3.158

71

1.184

3.185
3.187
3.188
3.1892

f

4 25-4 252
\

4.11-4.33
4.410

Jutisdietion Over Neglect and Abuse
Review Modification and Appeal of ,Detention
Decision; -

Rights of the Parties
Dispositional . Alternatives and Criteria:
Neglect and Abuse
Criteria for Termination of Parental Rights
Predispositional Reports.
Dispositional Hearings
Review and ModificatiOn of DispositiOnat Or-
ders
Enforcement of Dispositional Orders
Foster Homes
Community SuperVision
Right to Care and Treatment
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3.1813 Enforcement of
Dispositional Orders
Neglect and Abuse
Any of the parties to the dispositional hearing following
adjudication of a deglect and abuse petition should be
authorized to apply'to the family court if it appears that there
has been a willful failure to comply with any part of the
dispositional order. A copy of the application should be
served.on each of the other parties and sent to their attorneys.

No more than five days after the application has been filed,
unless an extension has,been granted under Standard 3.162, a
hearing ',should beheld to determine whether the terms of the
dispositional order have been violated and, if so, whether
there are any circumstances justifying the violation. The court
Should follow the procedures and the parties should be
afforded the rights set forth in Standard 11810 for
enforcement hearings in delinquency cases.

If it is determined that the dispositional order was violated
and the violation was not justified, the court should be
authorized:

a. 'To warn of the consequences of continued noncom-
pliance and order that time missed from any program
specified in dispositional orders be made up; and

b. To modify existing conditions or impose measures
calculated to induce compliance, if it impears that a
warning will be sufficient. .

A verbatim record should be made of all enforcement
proceedings.

Sources:
4

None of the standards or reports reviewed address the
criteria and alternatives that should .apply to enforcement of
dispositional orders in neglect and abuse proceedings. The
procedures are based on those recommended for.delinquency
proceedings by : 'Institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission- on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Dispositions, Standard
5.1(d) (tentative draft, 1977); National Advisory Committee
fon Criminal Justice Standards and Goals! Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

-Standard 14.22 (1976);. see also National Advisory Committee
on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Corrections,
Section 5.4 (1973).

Commentaryer ytary

This standard sets forth the procedures and alternatives.
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available for enforeetrient of dispositional orders in neglect
and abuse eases: As in the provision on enforcement in
noncriminal misbehavior matters, the juvenile, the parent, or
the state may initiate the enforcement action, and the family
court's contempt powers .arelintetfded to serve as a prime
means for securing compliance when a public agency fails to
provide services ordered by the family court. See Standard
3.1811 and Commentary; see also !::;a ndards 3.189 and 3.1812.
Like Standard 3.14810; it provides for notice of the alleged
violation; for a hearing at which the violation must be proven
by a preponderance of the evidence; for the rights of the
juvenile and the juvenile's parents, guardian, or primary
caretaker to counsel, to compulsory process, to Present
evidence and cross-examine witnesses; for imposition of the
least intrusive alternative likely to induce compliance; and for
an explanatio'n of the terms of and reasons for any
modification of the dispositional order. See Standards 3.132,
3.133, 3.171, and 3. i 88. It al:;o recommends that modifications
should be designed to induce compliancy with the disposition-
al order and reduce the potential for harm to the child.

The term "measures tot induce compliance" is intended to
include removal of a child from his/ her home for foster care /
placement when the criteria for removal set forth in Standard
3.184 are met. See Standard 3.1810; but see Standard 3.181-1..

The standard does not recommend that 'a new complaint be
filed when the conduct constituting the alleged violation also
constitutes a new instance of abuse of :neglect. Such a
provision is unnecessary because of the lack of time limits on
dispositional orders in neglect and abuse case.s\and the higher
level of proof required for removal under Standard 3.184(b).
But c/: Standards 3.1810 and 3.1811.

Related Standards

2.13
2.233

2.33

3.1.54

3.171

(

Intervention to Protect Against Harm
Criteria for Taking a Juvenile Into Emergency
Protective Custody (Law Enforcement Agen-
cies)
Criteria for Taking a Juvenile Into Emergency,
Protective Custody (Nonlaw Enforcement
Agencies)
Jurisdiction Over Neglect and Abuse
Criteria and ProcedUres for Imposition of
Protective Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases
Rights of. the Parties



3.176 Uncontested Adjudications
3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria-

Neglect and Abuse
3.185 Criteria for Termination of Parental Rights
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3.189 Review and Modification Of Dispositional

Orders
3.1810 Enforcement of Dispositional .Orders

Delinquency

3.1811

3.1812

A.25-4.252
4.33
4.410

Enforcement of Dispc6tional Orders
\Noncriminal Misbehavior

Review of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and
Abuse

/Foster Homes
Imposition and Enforcement of Regulations
Right to Care and Treatment
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3.19 Appellate
Procedures
3.191 Right to Appeal

6.e respondent in a delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior, or
a;:lect and abuse proceeding should be entitled. to .appeal to
the appropriate appellate court to review the family court's
adjudication or dispositional order. Respondents should also
be entitled ./to appeal interlocutoly orders that impose
significant restraints on their liberty. Appeals of other
interlocutor/ y orders: should be 'permitted by leave of the
appropriate appellate court.

The state should be entitled to appeal the adjudication or
dispositional order in neglect and abuse proceedings and the
following -types of orders in delinquency and noncriminal
.misbehavior cases:

a. Orders that declare a statute unconstitutional;
b., Orde-,. that dismiss a case on such grounds as double

jeopardy, failure to comply with the time limits specified
in Standard 3.161, or failure of the petition to state a
cause of action under the applicable statute;

. c.. Orders that by suppreSsing state evidence are likely to
result in dismissal of the case; or

d: Orders that deny transfer of the case to .a court of general
jurisdiction.

Other parties should be entitled to appeal dispositional orders
that materially affect their liberty or interests.

Source:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/ Ameri-

can Bar Association. Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Appeals, Standards 1.2(a),
2.2, and 2.3 (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, Appeals].

Commeritary
. This standard. outlines the right, to appeal afforded in

delinquency, noncriminal misbehavior!and neglect and a, se
proceedings. In general, it recogniie's the principle adopted in
the IJA/ABA, Appeals,.supra at Standard 1.2(a) that:

In order to recognize the goals of the entire juvenile justice
system, it is essential that there 13:. one appeal of right
afforded to all parties materially affected by a juvenile court
order, to review the facts found, the law applied, and the
disposition ordered.

It is contemplated that appeals from family court proceedings
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will be of the same nature and directed to the same court as
appeals from other divisions of the highest court of .general
jurisdiction and that they will be heased on the evidence
adduced in the- family court rather than constituting trials de
novo.

.

Although the right to appeal in criminal or juvenile
proceedings has never been formally held to be guaranteed by °

the Constitution, it has been statut,Prily afforded to -adult
criminal defendants in every state and to juveniles adjudicated
delinquent in an overwhelming majority of jurisdictions.
However, as the President's CommissioPon Law Enforcement
and Administration of JuStice observed, "by and large the
juvenile court system has operated without appellate surveil-
lance," and "the quality of justice in the juvenile court system
1fas thereby been adversely affected in several ways." Task. .

Force Report: Juvenile' Delinquency. and Youth Crime, 40
(1967).

The standard recommend: that respondents have the right
to appeal both the:adjudieation and the disPositional order.

Review in either case aims toward the development of-a
greater uniformity di' practices within the jurisdiction;
development of a conSistent rationale behind dispositional
or adjudieatory decisinn;>; and rectification of error made in
individuZ! .,-ituations/ 1JA/ ABA, Appeals supra at Com-

ntary to Standard 1.2.)
Is anticipated, however, that the modification procedUres set

/forth in Stand:n-(13.189 will be the-usual review mechanism for
dispositional orde,-.N. The commentary to that . standard
contains P. is ion of the criteria for review of such orders.

The star.,0, c.fi. follows the 1JA/ ABA Joint Commission
recommendr..1s by providing for interlocutory appeals
i.e., appeals of pre-adjudication ordersby respondents. It.
recommends that respondents should be.--entieleniTappettl
detention orders or other orders significantly restricting their
libertye.g., commitment to a mental health facility 'or .
transfer of the case to another division of the highest court of
general jurisdictionbut that reviei:t 3f other otierse.g.,
denial of a suppression motionpriior to disposition should
be left to the discretion of the appropriate :appellate court. the
IJA/ A. BA, Appeals, supra does not defirc this authority other
than to permit the appellate dburt to deLiine review. The ABA,
Standards Relating to Criminal Appeals, Section 1.3
(approved draft, 1970) permits such appeals, but indicates that
they should only be used in exceptional' cricumstances.

. The standard arse) recommends that the state should be
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entitled to appeal from final orders in neglect and abuse cases
but limits the state's appeal rights in tHinquency and
noncriminal misbehavior cases. This reflects the traditional
division between civil and criminal proceedings, The commen-
tary to the A BA, 'Standards Relating io ,Crini..tal Appeals,

-supra at 34-35 notes that "[t]he subject of prosecution appeals
has occupied more space in articles and lectures than any
Other topic dealing with criminal appeals . . . [and that] there
are considerable differences among the states and the Federal
Government as to the appropriate scope of prosecution
appeals." four grounds recommended by the standard
follow those proposed by 1JA/ ABA, Jo:,;,. Commission. See
Appeals, supra; see also \ BA, Standards Relating to Criminal
Appeals, supra.

Paragraph .(a) wides an opportunity for the state to
challenge a ruling by the family court that a state statute
violates the federal or st rte constitution, This is to assure that
questions of constitutional dimension receive full review and
that there will be a definitive ruling on which the public and
state and local officials can base future conduct. Paragraphs
(b) and (c) provide for state appeals Of pretrial rulings that
preclude or significantly impede prosecution Of, the case. /

Opportunity for such appeals has been recommended by the
ABA, Standards Relating to Criminal Appeals, supra, and the
President's CoMmission on Law Enforcerrient and Adminis-
tration of Justice, The Challengefof Crime in a Free Society,
140 (1967), as well as by the Ilk ABA, Appeals, supra. See 3.158 Review
also 18 U.S.C. 'Si:'etion 3734 (Supp.. 1971). Paragraph (d) sions
recommends that the state bc_able to appeal orders denying_: ..3 161 Case_arocessin,gainie-limits
transfer of a delinquency case to -another. .division of the 3.162 Extension and Computation
highest court of general jurisdiction for trial as a- criminal Limits
proceeding See Standard 3_116 and '3.121. It is anticipated that Motion Practice
such appeals will take place soon after entry of the order and Rights of the Parties
not after disposition in order to avoid the inherent difficulty of Review and M6dification of Dispositional
trying to reconstruct a transfer hearing after adjudication or Review of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and Abuse
trial. See 1JA, ABA, Standards Relating to Waiver of Juvenile Right to Counsel and d Record of the ProceedingS
Court Jurisdiction, Standard 2.4 (tentative draft, 1977). Noncourt Adjudicator)/ Proe'eedings

Finally, the standard recommends that the right to appeal
dispositional orders should be extended to other parties
materially affected by those orderse.g., parents or service
agencies in noncriminal misbehavior cases. Consistent' with
the 1JA/ ABA Joint Commission provision and Standard
3.133, parents should not be authorized to P.ppeal a delin-
quency adjudication on their child's behalf.

In order to avoid unnecessary delay and uncertainty, strict
time limits on appeals are recommended in Standard 3,161.
To assure the fairness vnd adequacy of appellate proceedings,
Standard 3.192 provides for counsel on aPpeal_ and the
availability of a transcript or other record of the family court
proceedings. Furthermore, it is anticipated that in most cases,
the order of the family court will be stayed pending appeal.
The family court should be authorized to stay its order upon
application by the respondent, The decision whether of not to
stay a dispositional order should always take into account the
safety and needs of the juvenile. Criteria to guide such
decisions should be develop-ed, to promote consistency. See
IJA/ ABA, Appeals; supra at Standards 5,1-5.3.

Related Standards
Modification and Appeal of Detention Deci-

3,168
3.171

3.189
3.1812
3.192
3.2

of Case Processing Time

Decisions

4
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3.192 Right to Counsel
and a Record of the
Proceedings
Parties entitled to appeal under Standard 3.191 should be
entitled to be represented by counsel and to a copy of the
verbatim transcript of the family court proceeding's and any
matter appearing in the court file. Counsel should be
appointed if the party meets the criteria set forth in Standard
3.132 or. Standard 3.133. The transcript and other materials
should be provided at public expense if a party is unable to
obtain it for financial reasons.

After announcitzg and explaining the dispositionsl decision,
the family court judge should inform the parties of their right
to appeal, the time limits and manner in which an appeal must
be taken, and their rights to counsel on appeal and to the
record of the proceedings.

Sources:

Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Appeals, Standards 3.1-3.3, and 4.2
(tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,
Appeals]; see also National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on.
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 13.8
and 16.7 (1976) [hereinafter cited, as Report. of the Task
Force].

Commentary

This standard sets forth the ancillary rights required to
effectuate the right of appeal. It is intended that the right to
counsel and to a record of the proceedings apply when a
respcnclenlor other private party is the appellee as well as
when 'lie/ she is the appellant.

The standard recommends that any party entitled to an
appeal under Standard 3.191 should be entitled to cturHel for
that appeal and to have counsel appointed if they meet the
eligibility requirements set out in Standards 3.132 and 3.133.
Although In re .Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967) did not hold that the
right to appeal delinquency adjudications is constitutionally
required, once an appeal is p- vided, both the due process and
equal protectionclauses of the Fourteenth Arnendment to the
U.S. Constitution would seem to- require that a fair and
adequate procedure for appeal . be ,provkled.." CounSel to
identify and argue the icsues on appeal appe(Irs essential to the
fairness and adequacy of the woceedings. See, e.g., Douglas v.
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California, 372 U.S. 353 (1963); ABA, Standards Relating to
Criminal Appeals, Section 3.2 (approved draft, 1970);
IJA/ ABA, Appeals, supra; Report of the Task Force, supra.
Because fundamental rights are at issue in noncriminal
misbehavior and neglect cases as well as ,in delinquency
proceedings, the right to counsel on appeal, is extended to
parties in all three types of proceedings. Accord, Standards
3.131-3.133, and 3.171.

The same reasoning applies to the provision of\a full record
of the proceedings. See, e.g., Griffin. v. Illinois, 151 U.S. 12
(1956); ABA, supra, Section 3.3.f President's 'commission,
supra; IJA/ ABA, Appeals, supra; Report of the Task Force,
supra; see also U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Model Act for Family Courts, Section 54(c) (1975).
As was noted by the Supreme Court in the Gault case:

Failure to make a record, may. be . . . to saddle the
reviewing process with the burden of attempting to
reconstruct a record and to impose upon the juvenile judge
the unseemly duty of testifying under cross-examination as
to the events that transpired in the hearings before him. In
re Gault, 387 U.S., at 58.

However, nothing in the standard is intended to prevent the
parties from stipulating to a mutually agreeable statement of
the facts and history of the.-case in lieu of a verbatim
transcript. See IJA/ ABA, Appeals, supra at Standard 4.3.

The explanation called fnr in the second paragraph of the
standard, like the notices provided ,..for in Standards .2.242-
2.244, 2.247, 2.342-2.343, 3.146, 3.155-3.157, 3.166, 4.47, and
4.81, is to assure that the parties fully understand their rights:
It is to be made by the fainily court judge immediately
following the description of the terms of disposition and the
statement of the facts and reasons underlying the dispositional
decisions that is called for in Standard 3.188.

Related Standards
1.532 Access to Court Records
3.131 Representation by CounselFor the State
3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Representation b Counsel or the Parents
,3.134 Role. of/Counsel
3.171 Rights Of the Parties
3.188 Dispositional Hearings
3.191 Right tAppeal
3.2 Noncourt Adjudicatqry Procerigs
4.54 Disciplinary Proceedings
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3.2 Noncoiirt
Adjudicate; y Proceedings
Whenever a governinent agency, institution, or program seeks
to abridge substantially a juvenile's rights, curtail essential
benefits accruing to a juvenile, or impose serious sanctions
against a juvenile, there should be a hearing to determine
whether theallegations on which the proposed action is based
are true and whether the proposed government action is
appropriate. In conjunction with such a hearing, the juvenile
should be entitled to:

a. Timely written notice of the allegations;
b. Representation;
c. Present evidence and call and cross - examine witnesses;
d. An impartial decision maker; /
e. Written findings delineiting clearly the facts and reasons

underlying the decision; and
f. An opportunity for review.

Sources:
See generally Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970);

Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972); Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Schocls
and Education, Standards 5.1-5.3, and Standards Relating to
Corrections Ail-Ministration, Standard 8.9 (tentative drafts,
1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA; Education, and
IJ A/ ABA, Corrections Administration, respectively]; Nation-
al Advisory Committee on Criminal. Justice -Standards and
Goals. Report of the Task Force on Juvenile JUstice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standards 20.5 and 20.6 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

commentary
.

The family court is not,the only forum in which juveniles
may have to defend against or.challenge the deprivation of
their rights. Executive" branch agencies are authorized to
impose disciplinary measures including room confinement
against juveniles in correctional facilties, See Standard 4.54,
or expel juveniles from school; and to terminate welfare
payments or other essential benefits accruing to juveniles. This
standard sets forth the procedural rights that ,should apply to

administrative determinations to impose such sanctions. It
reflects the belief that juveniles as well as adults are entitled to
these due process rights necessary to preserve, fundamental
fairness.he standard is intended to be broad enough to allow
for -.the diversity of out- of -rout; adjudications and yet, specific
enough to assure- that minimum safeguards are present

whenever a significant deprivation or sanction is possible
regardless of the form of purpose of the proceeding.

The Supreme Court has stated on a number of occasions
that "the 'right to be heard before being condemned to suffer
grievous loss of any kind, even though it may not involve the
stigma and hardships. of a criminal conviction, is a principle
basic to our society:" Joint Anti-Fascist Committee v.
McGrath, 341 U.S. 123, 168 (1951) (Justice Frankfurter,
concurring) as quoted in Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 391,
333 (1976). Hence, the standard recommends that there should
be a hearing whenever thereis a substantial abridgment of a
juvenile's rights, termination of an essential benefit to a
juvenile, or imposition of a more than a de niinimus sanction
against a juvenile by. a public agency. See Goldberg;
Morrissey; ass v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1975). Whether or
not this hearing must precede the agency's action depends on
the interest at stake, the impact of the action on the juvenile,
and the burden- that such a hearing would create- on the
agency. Mathews, 424 U.S. at 335; see Parham v. J.R., 442
U.S. 584 (1979).

The notice requirement. recommended in paragraph (a) is
intended to afford the juvenile an oPportunity to prepare a
defense to the allegations. To allow the construction of such a
defense, the notice should include the reasons for the agency's
action or the conduct of the juvenile on which that action is
based and the procedural protections to which the juvenile is

\entitled throughout the proceedings. See Standard 3.164,
IJA/ ABA,. Corrections Administration, supra; Goldberg;
Morrisey; In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967); see also Goss.

Paragraph (b) recommends' that juveniles be entitled to
representation at noncourt adjudicatory proceedings. The
paragraph is not intended to suggeit that such representation
must be Provided by an attorney. An agency staff member not
involved in\the preparation of the action, a volunteer from a
regular volunteer program, an ombudsman, or a law student
may be able to\perform this advocacy role satisfactorily. See
Standard 4.54; Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 546, 592 (Jus-
tice Marshall conetuTing in part, dissenting in part); accord,
IJA/ABA, Corrections Administration, supra; but see, IJA/
ABA, Education, supra. Although stating that a welfare
recipient "must be allowed to retain an attorney if he so
desires," in order "to defend against a termination of welfare
benefits, Goldberg, 397 U.St 270, the Supreme Court has
held that counsel is not 'constitutionally required in most
disciplinary proceedings, in most parole- or probation
revocation proceedings, or in proCeedings to suspend a child
f:orn school for ten days or less. Wolff; Morrissey; Gagnon v.

\-
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Scarpe Ili, 411 U..,,-7;7t3 .(1973); Goss. Nevertheless, the
National Advisory -Committee concluded that at least some
assistance in "delineat[ingl the factual contentions in an
orderly manner, cond auct[incrOss-examina:ron, and general-
ly safeguarding] ..," the interests in jeopardy, Goldberg, 397
U.S. at 270, is essential io assurairness for juveniles involved
in noncourt adjudicatory proceedings. Cf. Standards 3.132
and 3.134.
Paragraph ,(c) recommends that juveniles be entitled to present
evidence and to and cross-examine Witnesses. In Greene v.
McEIrt, y, 360 474, 496-497 (1959),. the Supreme Court
observed that

Certain principles have remained relatively immutable in
our jurisprude!nee. One of these is that where governmental
action seriously injures an individual, and the reasonable-
ness of the action dependS on .fact findings, the evidence
used to prove the government's case must be disclosed to the
individual so that he has an Opportunity to show that it is
untrue. While this is important in the case of documentary
evidence, it is even more important, where, the evidence
consists of the testimony of individuals whose memory
might be faulty or who, in fact, might be perjurers or
persons motivated by malice, vindictiveness, intolerance.
prejudice, or jealously. We have formalized these protec-
tions in the requirements of confrontation and cross-
examination. They have ancient roots. They.,find expression
in the Sixth Amendment . . . This Court has keen, zealous to
protect these rights from erosion. It has spoken out not only
in criminal cases . . . but also in all types of cases where
administrative . . . actions were under scrutiny.

See Goldberg, 397 U.S. at 270; see also Morrissey. However,
the Court limited the rights to present evidence and call
witnesses in prison disciplinary proceedings to situations in
which permitting an inmate to do so "will not be unduly
hazardous to institutional safety or correctional goals,". and
left whether to permit cross-examination "to the sound
discretion of the officials of/state p'risons." Wolff, 481 U.S. at
566, 569. Moreover, in Goss, 419 U.S. at 583, the COurt
concluded that simply alloWing the juvenile "to give his

1 version of the events Will provide a meaningful hedge against
erroneous action, "although it indicated that when expulsion
or suspensions of longer than ten days are involved or in
"'unusual situations" involving short suspensions; "more
formal procedures" may be required. Id. at 584. Both the
1JA/ ABA .Joint Commission' and the Report of the Task
Force, supra: urge that juveniles be provided the means for
demonstrating that the agency's case is untrue. 1JA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra; IJA/ ABA, Education,
supra: Report of the Task Force, supra. lit the disciplinary
hearing context, the Task Force reasoned that:

The court in Wolff did not view this right as a mandate of
due process because of its concern about the risk of reprisals
by adult prison inmates, one against the other, should the
court declare this a constitutional requirement. However, in
juvenile institutions where. primary emphasis is .placed on..
programs of re- education and rehabilitation he likelihood
of violeni reprisals is far less severe.
Following these recommendations; the National Advisory

Comtnittee concluded that whether constitutionally required
or not, juveniles should be accorded the rights to present
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evidence and to call and cross-examine witnesses in situations
meeting the "seriousness" requirements discussed above. See
Strndards3.171 and 3.1810.

impartial decision maker called for under paragraph (d)
t. */ an administrative board, do appointed or agreed:upon
arbi. .:or, Or single agency. official. The individual or
indiViduals serving in the adjudicatory function should not
have been involved in-the investiption or preparation of the
case or have a personal intere:4 in its outcome. The
importance of a "neutral and detailed hearing body" was .

stressed in both the Goldberg and Morrissey decisions. See
also, Wolff; IJA/ ABA, Education, supra; IJA/ ABA Correc-
tions Administration, supra; Report of the Task Force, supra;
but see Goss.

Paragraph (e) recommends that at the conclusion of the
hearing, the decision-making body or individual prepare
written' findings wlaining the basis for the decision. This is
Part of the effort throughout these standards to make
discretionary decisions, more cw-H .:nt, comprehensible to the
parties, and open to review. Sec. Standards 3.147, 3.155-
3.157, and 3.188. Each of the sources for this standard lists a
written statement by the hearing board or official regarding
the facts relied on and the reasons for the decision as a
mnimum requirement of due process. See'. Goldberg;

orrissey; IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra;
I/ /,IA /ABA, Education, supra; Report of the Task Force,
supra; but see, Goss v. Lopez, supra; Parham, supra.

Finally, as a means of assuring that the above rights have
been afforded, that the decision is supported by the evidence,
and that any action taken is in accordance with the law,
paragraph (f) urges that the juvenile have a right to judicial or
administrative review. Such a right to. review from admin-
istrative decisions is already provided in one form o; another
in most states. See Standards 3.191, 4.54, 4.71, and 4.72.
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 20.6; JJA/ ABA,
Education, supra; 1JA/ ABA, Corrections Administration,
supra.

As is evident from the above-cited decisions ofthe Supreme;
Court, adjudicatory decisions are made at. many levels and
constitutional guarantees are not limited to the courthouse.
The National Advisory Committee is confident that the
introduction of due process prbcedures whenever sit,r nicant
rights of or benefits-to a juvenile are threatened will enhance
rather than disrupt or impede the operation of schools,
correctional facilities, and other agencies and thereby improve
the administration of juvenile justice.

Related Standards
1.55 Accuracy of Records
1.56 Destruction of Records
3.131 Right to CounselFor the State
3.132 Right to CounselFor the Juvenile
3.133 Right to CounselFor the Parents
3.171 Rights of the Prudes
4.33 Imposition and Enforcement of Regulations
4,54 Disciplinary Procedures,
4.71 Transfers From Less Secure to More Secure Facilities
4.72 Transfers From Mdre Secure to Less Secure Facilities
4.81 Grievance Procedures
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The Supervision Function
Introduction

A 1973 survey found 74,990 juveniles in custody on a single day in detention,
centers, shelter care facilities, training schools, forestry carrips and ranches, group
homes, and similar residential facilities throughout the United States. Children in
Custody: Advance Report on the 1977 Census of Juvenile Public Facilities, 2 (1979);
Children in Custody: Advance Report on the/ 1977 Census of juvenile Private
Facilities, 2 (1979).. Thousands of other juveniles were placed in foster homes or
under some form of probation or community supervision. This,chapter sets forth
standards concerning the responsibility for, the nature of, and the protedures that
should apply to residential and nonresidential programs which supervise juveniles
and families subject to the jurisdiction of. the family court over delinquency,
noncriminal- misbehavior, and neglect and abuse. The term %supervision was selected
to characterize these programs, since no matter what their rationale or emphasis
treatment, punishment, or protection. each has the basic responsibility of
supervising the persons placed in it by the family court.

The chapter is divided into eight series of standards. The two standards in the first
series, Standards 4.11-4.12, recommend that the states should assume the
responsibiE:y for providing necessary supervision programs.

The second series, Standards 4.21-4.27, defines seven types of residential facilities
and describes the size bf the staff and services which should be available in each. The
standards urge that residential facilities other than camps and ranches, be in or near
the communities from whicil they draw Their population and recommend a low
treatment staff-to-youth ratio and access by juveniles placed in residential facilities to
a full range of educativ :al, counseling, health, mental health and recreational
progrims. The increased costs which may result from the implementation of these
recommendations can be substantially offset, through the utilization of community
rather than in-house services, and through placing fewer juveniles in residential
programs and reducing the length of their stay in such programs in accordance with
the principle, emphasized throughout these standards, of employing the least
restrictive alternative. See, e.g., Standards 2.231-2.233, 3.151-3.158, 3.I81-3.189,
4.219, 132. It was the conclusion Of the National Advisory Committee that any
increa ,osts which are not so offset, should be considered the necessary price of
realizing the rehabilitative ideal on which the juvenile justice system is based.

The standards in the 4.3 series cover the organization of nonresidential programs
to supervise persons subject to the jurisdiction of the family court, the services which .
shL uld be available to such persons, and the imposition and enforcement of
regulations by community supervision officers.

The fourth series of standards in this Chapter contains a list of some of the rights to
which juveniles in residential facilities and under community supervision are entitled.
Standards 4.41-4.411. These include the right to receive and send mail, to receive
visitors, ti, participate in the religious observances of.their choice, to have notice 'of
the rules and regulations to which they are subject, and to a basic level of treatment
and care. The provisions seek to assure as normal an environment as possible for
program participants while accommodating necessary safety and administrative
concerns.

The remaining series of standards recommend principles and procedures governing
discipline in residential programs, Standar& 4.51-4.54, the use of restraints,
Standards 4.61-4.62, and transfers among programs with differing levels .of security
or to programs provided by inner agencies, Standards 4.71-4.73, as well as urging
that grievance procedures and ombudsmen be available to juveniles in residential

_programs and subject to community supervision. Standards 4.81 -4.82; see also
Standard 1.126. It is anticipated that the recommended, system of mutural rights and
responsibilities will help program participants and staff to work together in an
atmosphere of greater trust and respect than has characterized many supervisory
programs in the past:
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As noted througoin this volume, these standards are not expected nor intended to
be cast in stone. The National Advisory Committee will continue to review its
recommendations in light of their impact in practice,. additional research on
supervision programs and procedures, and expert opinion, making modifications
whenever necessary. However, it is confident that when implemented,.the standards
proposed in this chapter will enhance efforts to encourage law-abiding conduct and
to protect the safety and welfare of both juveniles and adults.
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4.1 Administrative
Responsibility
4.11 Role of the State
The state should be responsible for providing directly or
subsidizing the provision of the residential prograins for
juveniles subject to the jurisdiction of the family court over
delinquency, noncriminal behavior, and neglect and abuse,
'and nonresidential programs for juveniles and/or their
families subject to that jurisdiction.

Ordinarily, such programs should to:. -::dtrinistered by a single
state agency. They should be des...rze 11 and operated in
accordance with the state juvenile service flan and the state
standards and guidelines described in Standardt, 1.122-1.123,
and should be subject to the evaluation process recommended
in Standard 1.125.

Soure.!es:

See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Proposed Standards Relating- to Correctional
Administration. Standards 2,1 and 2.5 (draft, .1976) [hereinaf-
ter cited as 1JA1 ABA, Corrections -Adini, ',ration].

Commentary
.

.

This standard places re.:ponsibility for the prevision of
juvenile services on the state level and calls for centralized
administration by a single state agency. In so doing, the
standard is in accord with the. IJA/ ABA, Corcectional
Administration, supra at Standard 2.1. Such, consolidation of
authority should increa ,:. coordination in the delivery of
services,' thereby reducing duplicatiOn and overlap. See
generally 1.A /ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at
Commentary to Standard 2.1. The provision of Services and
the administration of such programs are distinct from the
prevention' function. Prevention should be viewed as:

A process and the activities resulting from that process
directed at encouraging law-abiding conduct and reducing
the incidence of criminal activity of all yotith under eighteen
years of age except those who are receiving services on ether
than a voluntary basis as a result of contact with the juvenile
justice system,.

Report of the ectc4;isory Committee to the Administrator on

. (March 1977). Supervision, on the other hand. encompaSses
Standards for the Administration of Juvenile Justice, 56

all of the services provided to 'children/ during the period

between the filing of a petition with the juvenile court system
and their ultimate release from the court control.*

There has been much criticism of the fragmentation extant
in correctional systems, and authorities favoring, centraliza-
tion claim it will lead to improvements in standards, account-
ability,_ fiscal and .administrative control, diversity and spe-
cialization of services, and funding mechanims. IJA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra. See President's Crime
Commission, Task Force Report: Corrections, 137 (1976);
"Model Penal Code, Part IV, The .Organization of Correc-
tions" (1962); R. Carter\ etal., Corrections in America, 233
(1975); Schoen, "The Positive Aspects of Unified Correctional
Programs," Proceedings of the Second Annual Management
Seminar, 9 (National Association of. State Juvenile Delin-
quency Program Administrators, 1974). See also Commentary
to. Standard 1:124(b). .,

The range Of kervices to bye provided by the state
encompasses both residential and nonresidential programs,
specifically including the following: Training Schools (Stand-.
and 4.21ei.seq.), Camps and Ranches (Standard 4.22 et.seq.),
Group 1-onies (Standard 4.23 et.seq.,), Foster Homes

_(Standard 4.25 et.seq.,), petentiOn Facilities (Standard 4.26
4seq.), Slielter'Ca?e Facilities (StaridArd:-4,21. et.ieq.), -and
Community Supervision (Standard 4.3 i et.seq.). The popula-
tion to be served includes bothchildren and families subject to
family court jurisdiction by i;kure of.delinquency, noncrimi-
nal misbehavior, and, abuse or neglect.

It is significant to .note that this standard differs'from that
proposed by the IJA/ABA,. Corrections Administration,
supra, regarding the population to be served. IJAj ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra at Standard 2: I limits the
scope of the consolidated state authority to the provision of
services for adjudicated juveniles and recommends a separate
state agency to administer all" pre-adjudication programs.
IJA/ABA, Correction; Administration, supra at Commen-
tary to StandaKd 2.1. ThiS standard, however, is clearly not so
limited. The standards which follow establish guidelines for
the various programs to be administered 'by the single state"
agency and include provisions for detention centers and
shelter care facilities. Standards 4.26-4.27. These programs are
to provide care for youth "pending adjudication, disposition

_.

. N
*Standard 3.142 urg6-iho ),ie practice of the so-called "informal pr\oluition"
be discontinued. 'Accord, R. Kobetz and B., Justice
Administration. 256 (International Association of Chiefs of Police,'

1-)
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or appeal." Standards 3:151 and 3..153. in other words, the
standard calls for the entire continuum court.:ordered
supervision to he provided, under the authority L1' one agency.
Accord. National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force aft Juvenile
and Delinquency Prevention, Standards'19.1. and 19.3 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the TdSk Force]. There is no
consensus among authorities about which services should be
combined under a single authority. R. Sarri et. al., Juvenile
Injustice: Failitre of a Nation, 32 (1974). This administrative
model, however, avoids the criticized proliferation of-agen-
cies and furthers the goal olgreater coordination of services,
See.generall ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at
Commentary to Standard 2.1.

The state can fulfill its responsibility as service provider in
basically two ways.. Naturally, the state can directly operat
supervision programs in the juvenile services system. Howev-
er, these standards also recognize the desirability of utilizing
local government- and private sector resources. Thus the state
may also provide. services indirectly-by subsidizing local at-1d

.

private. programs. '

In some circumstances it may not only be appropriate but
desirable to maintain programs. in local public or private

. hands. These standards acknowledge. for example, that
because of their" unique knowledge of their political,
economic, and social circumstances, members 'of the local
community have an invaluable contribution to make to the
juvenile service system. Although the primary local role
contemplated by'the standards is'in planning, this knowledge
makes the local communityan important service provider in

' some circunnstances.See Standard 1.111 and Commentary..
Moreover. authorities have noted certain advantages to be
gained by utilizing private programs as well as public ones.
IJA! ABA, Corrections. Administration, supra at Standard
2.5(A) prefers a pUrchase.of service arrangement between' the

. state and private sector when the latter can provide access to.
programs not otherwise available. 1JA/ ABA, tCorrections
Administration. supra at .ComMentary to Standard 2.5.
Private programs also facilitate experimentation and he

/development of innovative programs. President's Commission
on t a w Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task
FOrce Report: Corrections, 113 (1967)..Filially, there has been

long history of service. provision -foi-. youth by,,the private
sector and the'subSidizing of these programs is one way to tap
the expert:..e in the, field,

Regardless of whether the programS are provided directly
by .the, state or indirectly through subsidy, the standard
requires that all programs be subject to state" supervision.

'Standard 1..122 calls for the development of a, statewide

juvenile' service plan and this standard requires that all
program be designed and operated in accordance with it. In
addition, all programs must comply with the guidelines
established in Standards 1.122-1.123, as well as_with those

'contained in die standards on The. Supervision' Function, and
all will.ne similarly evaluated as directed by Standard 1.!25.
The coordination of services. accountability, etc., to be gained
by centralized administrati4,11 will thereby be maintained even'
if the direct provision of se.i.:iees is accomplished by entities'
other than the state.

Finally, it should be noted that the state agency to 'be
est Wished pursuant to this standard is distinct- from the
pla ring agency called for by Standard 1.121. Contra, Report
of the Task Force, supra at Standards 2.3 and. 19.3. Contra,
Inst iltute of JudiCial Administration/American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Planning For Juvenile JustiiT, 2.1(B)
(197). Though the two are interrelated in their objective, the
latter'; is to serve basically in a planning and evaluative
capacitty. This organiiation separates responsibility for Policy
makin andsupporrservices from the direct service provision
so tha neither agency is encumbered with the very different
tasks of the other and each remains best. able to exercise its
functioT independently. See generally Standard 1.121. and
Commentary.. This separation of function appears to be
particularly beneficial for maintaining impartiality in evalua-
tion and \distribution-of subsidy funds. See Standards 1.124(b)
and 1.12 1

Related Standards
1.111 Org nii.ation of the Local Juvenile -Service System
1.121 ''''Orgletnization of the State Juvenile Service System
:.I ';2 Dev \lopment of the State Juvenile Service Plan
1.123, of Stale Standards and Guidelines
1.124 \ ,.ProvOon of Financial and Technical Resources'
1.125 EviiliAation of Local and State Efforts
3.15,1 Purp.tse and Criteria for Detention and Conditioned

ReleasF,-Delinquency
3.153 Criterilt for Detention and ReieaseNoncrimiy I

Misbel-lavior - I.

4.21 Traipidg_Schools
4.22 Camps nd kanChes
4.23 GrOup domes
4.25 FOster Ilomes
4.26 Detenti n...FacilitieS:-.
4.27 Shelter are: Facilities
4.31 -.' Commui ity .Supervision
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4.12 Role of the Federal
Government

c .
The operation of residential and nonresidential-programs-by Another important_ reason for elitninq.ting federal
the Federal Government for juveniles adjudicated delinquent correctional programs is that existing facilities are often tar
by the United States district courts should bp,' discontinued, from the youth's home and family /Standard 4.24 recommends
When such services are required, they should be obtained_ a_preference for_the_development of community correctional
through contracts with state and local agencies or private
organizations and individuals.

Source:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/ Amer-

ican Bar Assodiation Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Proposed Standards Relating to Correctional
Administration, Standard '2.4(b) . (draft, 1976) [hereinafter
cited as 1JA/ AB-A, Corrections Administration]; Juvenile
juStice and Delinquency Prevention ,Act of 1974, §510-18
U.S.C. §5040 (Sapp: 1976).

, .

Commentpry
1-

There is: a general consensus among authorities that th,e /local, or private programs. There is 'legislative authority for
Federal Government should not be responsible for 'he /such procurement under. the Juvenile Justice and,Delimfuent-

les ; Prevention Act .of 1974, 18 U.S.C. §5040 (1976) which states
with (inter alia): -

this position are the National 'Advisory Committee ,on The Attorney General may contract with any-Public or'
CriMinal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Tack private agency or individual and such community-based
Force on Juvenile Justice and DelinqueneY Prevention, at . facilities as halfway houses and foster homes for

''Commentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task the. .custody and care of juveniles in his custody.
Force]; the White House ConferenCe on Youth Report .1 his approach will remedy the prohlems of current federal
Resolution, 7.23(a) (1977); and. IJA/ ABA, Corrections corrections outlined above. Moreover, it will serve objectives
Administration, supra at Standard 2.4(B). Standard 3.114 propOsed throughout these Standards, the avoidance cf
likewise seeks to minimize 'federal court jurisdiction over duplication;( the need for coordination -in service delivery; anti

facilities over noncommtinity7based operations, and defines
community -based .facilities as those lo..;ated .within 'Me
community from which/Ats residents are dtawn. The local
facility is .b7eC/ause it best achieves the goal of
successful feiMegration of the youth into the f. ommunity, and
because it enableethe youth tv retain ties with friends and/family. See / tandard 4.'4 i I I and Commentary; and
IMIABA,orrections Administration, supra ..t Standard

1C2.4(B) and ommentary.
"ugh federal 'adjudication of delinquents' can be

;mininhzed, sped-jai jurisdictional circumstances will force
so youths to be adjudicated by U:,,;ted States District

urts., See Standard 3.114 and Commentary. For these
juveniles, the standard recommends that the Federal

/I'
06yernment contract for correctional services with state,

administration of supervisory prograMs for juvc,
':' adjudicated delinquent by the federal courts. in acsor

...juvenile ''offenders as Ni/ell. . / . the maintenance of close links between the, offender; and I '
; . The Federal Government isdivorced from .therlimmediate his /her home. When the Federal Government:does contract

:scen -in whiCh youth are engaging in illegal behavior and for services, it should ensure that the service provider its in
intherefore should not attempt,to solve delinquency problems 'compliance with' all of the Standards in the SuperVision

by .providing services ,directly. Report of the Task Force, Function.
.

Supra. . ', / . The Federal Government has an important role in the
Available data in icaie that, not only is the Federal juvenile justice system. The Federal Government, through one
Gov i- ment far Ire ovedfroM the delinquency problems of, central executive agency,. should function in an enabling

,../
panti tlar sstates and localities, but in addition, its involvement capacity, providing information, funding, technical assistance,
with, delinquents is quite: limited. As of February 1, 1979, ,and. training for state and local programs, developing national
federal Probation officers supervised only 188 juveniles, and as standards and goals, and perforMing regular evaluations of
of December 31, 1978, federafacilities housed only 18 persons :ffortS on all levels. In short, the Federal Government can best
adjudiated under the Fedetal Delinquency. Act. As a result,_ serve the interests of the juvenile justice system by focusing its
Pusbnitel in the federal correctional 'system have- little attention on the development, of an organizational system at
Opportunity to develop expertise in the special problems of the the state and local levels and on the provision of critical
delinquent offender. i financial and other resou/ rces.' See generally.Standards 1.131-



134 and Commentaries; IJA/ ASA, Correcuons Adrninistra-
supra atStandard 2.4 and Commentary.

natty, it :must be reiterated that this standard is .not
inten (d to criticize the performance of the Fe.:
Governnt inits present capacy. Rattey r, it. is a yecogernam
t ha th,e appropria te indeed it-Fe-most :effective role forthe
Federal avernmentlies outszde a direct deliver-% of
services, and, that the administr=ion c juvenile supervision
should be a sine responsibility..

76

Related Standards
1.131

1.132

1.133
1.134
3.114
4.211

3 Q U

Organization .. and.., Coordination of the . Federal.
Juvenile Service Sjtstem.
Development and Implementation of National
Juvenile Justice ' and Delinquency Prevention
Standards ,
Distribution of Finanical and .TechnicalAsources.
Evaluation Of Federal, State:and Local Activities

. 'Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts over Delinquency
I Training SchoolsLocation.



4.2 F\lesidential Programs
4.21 Training Schools
ktraining school is a residential facility in which access and
egiess are controlled by the staff, and'which is used exclusively
for...lke placement 'of juveniles adjUdicated .,pursuant to the
jurisdi tion'Of the faMily court over delinquency. The training
school . s usually :''characterized by physically restrictive
construCti n or loCatiory procedures which are intended to
prevent the reniles placed therein from departing at will, and
by the proilsion of a range of academic, vocational, and
treatment services:. .

Sources:
See generally Nation 1 Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice Standards and G als,'"Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile J_tistice and Delin ency Prevention, Standard 24.2.
(1976) [hereinafter cited as 'Report of the Task Force];
Institute of Judicial Ad inistration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on tivenile Justice Standards,
Standards Reladng to Interim Statu Standard 2.10 (tentative
draft, 1977).

Commentary
This standard defines the term "training school:7\h reflects

the almost uniform position held by other standards groups
and commentators that a secure facility of the training school
type should. be used as a last resort and only for the
adjudicated delinquents who, becaUse of the nature of the
offense, or because of his/her awn situation needs intensive
structure and control. Report Of the Task Force, supra at.
Standard 24.2 As Ndrval Morris states in The Future of
Imprisonment (1974).

It is widely recognized that we have locked up too many
social nuisances who are Trot social threats, too many petty
offenders and minor thieves, severing such social tiesas they
have and pushing them further- toward more serious:
criminal behavior. This excessive use ,of incarceration . . .

his been expensive, criminogenic, and unkind.
The 'need to strictly limit the number of adjudicated

delinquents sent to a training school has been addressed. in
Standards 3.181, ,3.182, and 3.183. By urging that the
population of training schools be limited, to juveniles who
haye been adjudicated delinquent, this standard is consistent
With the re.:ommendation in Standard 3.183 that in no case-
should the dispositional order in a noncriminal misbehavior
proceeding, or its enforcement, result in the confinement of a
jtivenile in a secure detention or correctional faCility.

While some have argued_..that large congregate far=rities
should be aboliShed,,this standard and those that follow:are
based on the belief that training school are likely to remain a
part of many, though not all, juvenile correctional systemslor

',some time. Cf. -L.\\Ohlin, A. Miller, and R. Coates, Juvenile,
'Correction al 'Reform iitMassacliusetts (1977). Less thantone-
quarter of all public, nonfederal juvenile detention: :and
correctional facilities in thk1nited States (22 percent in 1974),,
house more.than half of the'.incarcerated juvenile po: ulation
(56 percent in 1974). See Children in Custody: Advance
Report of the Juvenile Detentn and Correctional Facility
Census o/' 1974 (1977)

The standards , in 7t his series 'are not intended as an
endorsement of construction of additional training schools,
but rather as a guide for renovation a 1.td improvement of
existing facilities. TO the greatest extent possible, new
construction should be limited. to the type of community
correctional facility: described in Standard . 4. See . also
Rivenile\Justice and Delinquency Prevention AcN f 1974, 42

§§5633(10) (1977).
In defining what a training school is, and in the standards

related to training schools, the National Advisory Comniltkee
recognized that training schools_ have the-responsibility tb,
provide both security and treatment. As, a facility which is';,
usually characterized by its physically restrictive construction
or location, training schools are suppOsed to prevent the
youths placeerfherein from -:'having free access to the
community. The definition is intended to include facilities with
high fences or walls, facilities with locked gates or doors and
secured Windows, and facilities other than campsand ranches,
see Standard 4.22, which are isolatedby natural barriers. The'
term "procedures . .-to preyent juyeniles . ,`. from departing
at:Will," is, intended to include the monitoring or guarding of
all exists or entrances, sign-out or "gates pass" requirements,
and similar measures deigned to assure the preventionand
prompt detectionof any attempt to leave the facilitAithouf
authorization

While these. characteristics describe some of the possible:.
. means' of maintaining perimeter security, they should not be
characteristic of the level of security within the grounds of the
training schools. Ihside the facility, youths should be allowed
to move about freely. For youthS who demon'strate
particularly violent or severely disruptive behavior, and who
pose a dange'r to residents and staff, the standards provide fOr.
a high' security 'Unit. Standards 4:219-4.2194. It should be
emphasized, however, that in high-security:units, as well as in
training schools themselves intensive staffing' should be

_preferred over physical bafriersand mechanical devices as the



vay for .provaag !for rho safety of the community, residents,
ind staff.

In addition, (q) prr(oviiing security, training schools are a2t-
;ected to prer:''' academic, vocational, and other
reatment (o..Trepme theindividual, forsuccessful re-
ntegrationirugAn, community. These services, together
ktith the size and of staff required to provide
hem' are &scats:lett r ±tail in Standards 4.2121-4.218.
iecause oxCttcCy Tt'.,-11:nents. it is generally not feasible to
ely on arimmtlitiOv fesources to provide these... services.
Towever,:iu114.iiy services should be used whenever
dequate ca.= be provided or whenever staff
itermine tikat a ,-iout.trr has demonstrated sufficient
tsponsi Et y, partitvra, in .selected .community activities.

It is the hop" of tut: 7-National' Advisory. Committee that
trough itaml.e!.L.isittng =^ standards on size, location, and
dministra: ,' of ::=-mg schools, and providing the
ecommencte o' staff and services, the imptct of
mstitutiona' :ti.tirrunnjin::-_niles placed in such facilities can be
minitnized, sec.i=zty and programmatic functions of
raining ca _ rtrad:..t:::::::)mplement rather than conflict with
ach other

telated. $tatudards
.181 DarrrAn Disposition and Type of Sanction

,182 Cr e,ri 7.Vis1112)sitiorlal. DecisionsDelinquency
183 DiVoiltiiorWAlternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal

M'''141 or
189 Ito to 1 -7!?..odification of Dispositional Decisions
1810 En. it sf Dispositional OrdersDelinquency

8-

3.1811 Enfor,....-Dient of Dispoi44?.....m.a..,
Misheor

4.11 Role-ci:i..?`the State
4.211 Trains .SchoolsTitv!m4=-A:, Charactertistics

Pcipulott
4.21:: Trainir..1. Sdiools_-Saaf
4.2L Trainhools -5v
'4.2i4 Deveioprtzmnof..a.1-Ttr..._Plan
4.215 Group .Cminselinr..77=ment Services
4.2k 7:idumtionai11.Servnize.
4.217 S= vices
4.218 -T.iecr-m.tiorr!..Serwir-,..s
4.219 iiiighL:Secuay,..11init
4.41 'bi.;miLand
4.42 Rights of ..a.v.to1104- Cordes
4.43 o nal Apirara.t....--
.4.44 ,i*7.hts of
4.45 Freez..cim
4.46 ittmponsibility for :12wItrol -,and Apr rehension of

Jurveniles
4.47 '.11:Lfce of. R
4.48 ili-=-+its of ches
4.49 Work
4.51 Dk--plineCG-irpor.a.l.h.t;rishment
4.52 77!:11.1

4.53 1-;,is. of Tti-Pii:ogcs
4.54 -13Ciplinary, Furor ed
4.61 Mechanical! 'ii,,,!it:raints
4.62 Medical 'Rrtiioair.ts
4.71 -1.1mansfers FrentLess S=tme to More Secure Facilities
4.72 -Tantsfers From-More ore to LeS§ Secure Facilities
4.73 Taznsfers An Ager_t=s--
4.81 Giezvance procedures
4.82 C.:.-..budsmia: Program

aiirrrior

and

.



4 211 Physical
Characteristics and
Population
4.2111 Location

schools, to the greatest extent possiiide, should be
located in or near the communities from which they draw their
:population. Such facilities should not be on the grounds of an
institution used to house adults accused or-rcOnvicted of
conmmitting.a criminal. offense.

Sources:
National Advisory COmmittee on Criminal Justice

Standards and Goals, Report ,:,f the Task Force on Juvenile
Jtistiee and Delinquency Prevention, Standards _19.6 and 24.2
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

,

Commentary
The standartl recommends that training schools be iocated

in or near the 'community from which they draw their
population. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
24.2. Although the 1JA/ABA Joint Commission does not
specifically address the physical location of the training
school, it strongly urges that in the determination of program
placement there should be a strong pre,sumpticm-in favor of
retaining juveniles within t their communities, and against
disrupting a juvenile's cultiral and geographic-roots. It also
stresses that links between juveniles and their homes be
preserved. See Institute of Judicial Administration/ American
Bar Association Joint Commission, Standards Relating to
Correctional Administration, Standard 7.3 (tentative draft,
1977).

Placement of juveniles in a. training school is still only a
temporary measure and all juveniles assigned to ft training
school Will eventually return to the community. It is critical
that constructive community ties remain intact (or in some
cases be developed) during a youth's period of incarceration, if
the goal of successful reintegration into the community is to be
achieved. See McEwen, "Subcultures in Community-Based
Programs," appearing in L. Ohlin, A. Miller,- R. Coates,
Juvenile correctional Reform in Massachusetts (1977):-ClOse
prOximity of :training schools to the community and
encouragement from the administration, enable training
schools to take 'advantage of valuable community resources in
the form of volunteer efforts inside the facilities, and whenever
akTropriate, involvement of the residents in community

activities -a* = ...educational, sporthrig, -7r.r:.-eational, or
cultural

Locating araimng: -schools in remote .:=e43.tu6- creates: an
additional-'.-:.:::between juveniles anci-tfoui-czomnunities.

--T7-,tes the isolation of juveinilfromfamily,
friends, ind . other socializing -For those
families fall of -have access to a-car, frequent visitation
may not -77,..t because of the .cost .or :lack of public
transpor.--,-Tz.-1. on :. ii ant lOcations. The rut:re-:difficult visits
are to .ai---tuge,4e, the less frequent.they-i=kIne, the less a
youth c,---:m.:.ementr-..,ally afford to. count or them to sustain
him/her-through:a long period of incarcu..--!,ion.*.

This -7-...huation!-:osters the tendency uveniles to lose
contact vzkr.ii the community and becomi: lependent on the
training 4inoolTstaff, other facility residmm,--and the general
social erratronment:to fulfill the.needs -wise provided by
commurz---:: corazzts. The more assimilate into a program
juvenileF::-:.come, the more difficult. it,..i14,:7-nr them to leave.
McEwe,=:44pra at 50. The danger of instirtfLonalization must'
be recr7Pd and a concerted effort :should be made to
overco= this distance and encourage community
involvement in the institution, especially in those facilities
located in-remote areas..

This standard further specifies that the training school
should not be located on the grounds of an institution used for

-housing adults accused of or convicted of committing a
criminal offense. See Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 19.6 This provision is consistent with the law in
many states regarding the separation of juvenile and adult
offenders. Historically, this concept is founded on the
principle that children and youth are emotionally and
physically vulnerable to adults. The standard requires more.
than merely separate housing/Units, floors, cottages, or wings
in a single facility. To insure that contact is not possible,
juvenile facilities should not be on the same compound, or
within the perimeter of a security fence as adult facilita-This
restriction is also meant to prohibit work teams from nearby
adult correctional facilities from, providing regular

*AS reported in Children in Custody: A Report on the Juvenile Detention
and Correctional Facility Censusof 1971, 4 (1974), the estimated average
length of stay for inmates in training schools was 8.7 monthsnearly the
length of an entire school year.
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institutional Maintenance., such as housekeeping, pilumbing,`,. 4.21
ele=rical, or food services in facilities whiCh house icivenileS. 4.26

4.71
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4.2112 Size and Design
Training-schools should house no more than 100 juveniles.

Each living unit within the training school should no exceed a
bed ...capacity of 20. The design of the living unit should
provide Dior a mixture of private and semi-private rooms to be
assigned -7un the 'basis of the needs and preferences of the
juvenile. Each living unit should make provision for game
rooms, study areas, and stalcoffices..In addition, the facility
shoukt provide for-indoor and outdoor physical activities.

Source:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice

Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 24.2 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
A central issue regarding training schools is the number of

juveniles each facility should house. Size considerations affect
the services and treatment programs which can be offered, the
level ofsecurity required, the location of the training school,

--and the cost of. operations. See Standards 4.21, 4.2111, and
4.213-4.218. Taking these factors and the recommendations of
other standards-setting groups into consideration, . the
National Advisory Committee . urges that the capacity for
training schools not exceed 100, juveniles. See Report of.the
Task Force, .supra at Standard '24.2(a). It is anticipated that
/educing institutional capacitieS. to-100 Should, help create an
environment which is more conducive to safety, fairness, and
normalcy than that which exists today in large impersonal
instittnionS. Data gathered :n the Juvenile DetentiOn and
Correctional Facility Census of 1974 (1977) indicate that
approximately one Out of six of the existing training schools
had populations exceeding 300 juveniles, and 72 percent of the
training schools housed more than 100 juveniles.

Although there is little agreement among juvenile justice
authorities,and even less scientific evidence to support one
particular figure as the optimum population of a training
school, the following recommendations, indicate that there is a
general consensus that training school population be

. substantially reduced:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention (1976) a maximum
population .of 500.

Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice

Standards,Standard Relating to Corrections

Adminisiration (terimaft, 1977) [hereinaftel citedas
1 J Al A B A , Con-a:it= Adril inis t ?at _maicirKum
popnlation of 100a-rxistiirg training schoolsf a maXimunt,
of 20 for any new facilities. ,

Massachusetts De cent of Youth Services,v Task Force
Report on Secure Failities(1976)=-a maxithurn=pOPUlation
of 12.

California Youth Authority, Standards fat Juveniles-.
Homes, Ranches, and Camps, (1972)-7-a maximum
population of 100

President's Commission o'n Law Enforcement andj5the
Administration of Instice, Corrections (19,67)a maximum,
population of 150.-

American Corron Association, The Manual of
Correctional .Standards (l966)774 maximum populatiOn of'.
100.

Child Welfare League of America, Standards for.:Serviees
on Child 'Welfare Institutions (1974)a- tnakirmirri .

Population of 500.

National Conference of SuperintendentS of Training: ..
Schools and Reformatories,_ Institution leha.5ilitation of
Delinquent .Youth (1962);--a-Tra5dmuni population.of 150.

National Council on Crime and Delinquency,,,Standards
and Guides for the Detention of Children -.arid Youth.
(1966)a maximum population of 100. ..

Implementation of this provision of the standard 'may be
accomplished by a:number of alternativei. Whenever possi
ble, existing facilities should be remodeled to conform -tO'the.
maximum capacity of 100. However, this should be Consi-
dered as a transition measure, especially for large facilities that '
are in remote, isolated areas.. See IJA/ ABA, Corrections
Administration, supra at Standard 7.2; see also, Standard
4.2111. Preferred strategies are to utilize available community .;
alternatives such as community correctional centers, group
homes, fosters' homes,: and shelter care facilities; or where
these are not available to develop these recourses in the
Community. See Standards 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, and 4.27.

One alternative which the National Advisory Committee
strongly discourages is the construction of new training school
facilities .in favor of community-based facilities. New training
school facilities should be considered only as a last resort
when the needs cannot be met by any other means. See Report
of the Task Force, supra at Standard 24.2.

Because Of the ever-present limitation on public funds to
support programs for adjudicated delinquents, cost
effectiveness will be a primary consideration in implementing
this provision. The results of the Massachusetts experience in .



replacing all juvenile training schools with a variety of smaller
community-based facilities offer some preliminary findings
regarding both the cost and the effectiveness of the reforms,
Although. the Massachusetts Department of Youth Services
spent less per capita for its correctional programs than most
(38) Other :states in 1974, the anticipated reduction in
operation costs did not occur. See A. Miller, L. Ohlin, and R.
Coates, "Some Observations on the Conceptualization and
Replicability of the Massachusetts Correctional Reforms,
Juvenile correctional. Reform in Massachusetts, L07 (1977).
Preliminary-recidivism data suggest that the reforms have not
resulted in a substantial change either up or down in: the
overall recidivism ratesfor, the state. However, region-by-
region analysis shows.rathekdramatic shifts in both ditections..
See R. Coates; A. Miller Ohlin, "An Exploratory
Analysis of the Recidivism and Cohort Data," Juvenile
Correctional Reform in Massachusetts, supra at 60. Further
exploration of these initial results may offer some explanation
for variable perfOrmances. .

The standard also specifies that each living unit within the
training school should not exceed a bed capacity of 'twenty.
Stipport for a living-unit. size of approximately twenty is
widespread: See, :e.g., Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 24.2;.1.1A/ ABA, -,;.,nra at Standard 71; COrrections,
supra at 212;_ACA, Manual on Corrections Standards, supra
at 588; `see also D. Knight, IMpact of Living Unit Size in
Youth Training SchoOl (California Youth. Authority, 1971);
C. Jessness, The Thew' Ranch 'Study (California Youth'

\ Authority, 1965). Limiting the number of beds in the living
unit is not to be interpreted as simple allowing a maximum of
20 juveniles in a large barracks-type dormitory :;-The purpose
of the living units is to establish a cohesive living area which,'
serves as a. focal point of the juvenile's daily activities rather
than just sleeping quarters. The standard recommends that the
living unit contain both private and semi - private rooms. But
see \Corrections, supra at 261. The use of the semi-private
rooms provides a setting in which youths can learn to cope
with others, develop friendships, and improve their social
skills. It also offers a practical 'means of conservi9g"scarce
space, without reverting to'a-barraks-type atmosphere.

Assignment to private or semi-private rooms should be
made on the basis of the needs and preferences of the juvenile.
While use of room assignnientS as a part of_a reward system is
not excluded, care should, be taken that the power to assign
rooms is not abused. See Standard 4.53. The implied purpose
of the small living unit is to provide some degree of personal
stability within the larger context of the training school.
Constant ,shitting from one room to another would be
counter-productive, requiring readjustments after each move.
The following guidelines for the design of the living Unit are
aimed at providing adequate space for movement, privacy and

.Aafety;,and maximum, individual expression without incurring
unreasonable.costs.-

'Sleeping accommodations should provide a minimum of 60
square feet per person and 'a minimum floor to-ceiling height

feet. 'See California Youth Authority, Standards for
...&JtAienile Halls,. Standard 12 (1973); see also,. Institute of

Judicial Administration/ American Bar Association Joint
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Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Architectural
Standards Relating to Group Homes and SecUre Detention
and Correctional Facilities, Standard 5.i 1 (tentative draft,.
1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Architecture]. Except
for high security units, see Standard' .219, furniture should be
free-standing and able to be arranged to suit individual taste.
There should be adequate ventilation and a window to allow
sunlight. Sufficient storage space should be provided' for
personal belongings. At least five (5) toilet, sink, and shower
facilities should be located in each living unit. See IJA/ ABA,
Architecture, supra.
`Space for staff offices should be located within the living

unit to provide an area which may be used for private con-
ferences or group discussions. To accommodate the _busiest
shift, this would.require two offices in the living unit area. See
Standard 4.2121. Presence of staff in the living area offers a
degree of personal control and constant availability to provide
immediate assistance or intervention as the situation warrants.

The space set aside for indoor recreation facilities will, to
some extent, depend on the climate in which the school is
located. A minimum of 75 square feet per juvenile should be
provided to include a gymnasium area for the entire training
school, and quiet rooms which can be used for reading,
discussions or visiting, and areas for television, radio, .

and ping pong should be provided in eaCh living unit. See
IjA/ ABA, Architecture, supra but see California Youth
Authority, Standards for Juvenile Halls, supra at Standard
10. Approximately 5 acres of open space is recommended for
outdoor recreation for a 100-bed facility. See IJA/ ABA,
Architecture, supra; see -also _Standard 4.218.

Statistics on the occupancy'rates of training schools do not
provide corresponding data on minimum square footage per
occupant, therefore, information regarding the level .of
overcrowding is somewhat suspect. Hopefully, a by-product
of implementing the standard will be increased knowledge of
current practices and the impact of the living unit size on.
juveniles.

Related Standards
3.111 Jurisdiction Over Delinquency
3.181 Duration of Disposition and Type of Sanction

Delinquency
3.182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency-
3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria Noncriminal

Misbehavior
4.11 Role of the. State
.4.21 Training Schools
4.2111 Training SchoolsLocation
4.2121 Staff Size
4.213 Services
4.2191 High Security UnitsSize
4.221 Camps and RanchesSize
4.231 Group Homes-r-Size
4.251, Foster Homes -Staff
4.261 Detention /FacilitiesSize
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
4.53 DisciplineLoss of Privileges



113 'Co-3ducational
Program
Training schools should rnake
educational in nature.

Source:

provision for and-.' be co-

,

National Advisory Committee on Criminat Justice
Standards andGoals, Report of the Task Force on 'Juvenile
and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 24:1 [hereinafter cited

:_l:as Report ofthe.Task Force].

Commentary

The standard. recommends that : training schools be co-
educational institutions. Data from the most recent census of
Juvenile Detention'. and Correctional Facilities indiCate that
this recommendation represents a:. Major 'departure from_
current practice. the Provision . is ,,based on ,the' view that
heterosexual experiences are necessary to `the normal_
development of a youth whether that youth is "on the streets"
or: being -held in a seture facility. In line with this thinking,
both the Report Of. the Task Force, supra at Standard 24.1,
and the Institute of JUdicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint CommissiOn on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standardsfielaithg.to Corrections Administration, Standard,
7.5 (tentative draft, 1977) urge that all secure facilities be co7

. edueational. See also.National Advisory Committee on Crim-
inal ,Justice Standardand Goals, Correction4.:§t§8.3 and 11.6
(1973).

The standard is not intended to require:an increase in the
number of girls placed in training school type facilities ,to

that individual living units louse bOth boYs'and girls. It
does propose, howeVeri, that the.- use of separate facilitieS
should be discontinued and that educational, vor.ational,
programsand, when appropriate, counseling and recreation
prograinswithin a training school include residents of both
sexes.

While it is recognized that there are some inherent problenis
in making training schOols co-educationale.g.,in increase,
in the number of pregnancies and veneral disease among'
residents they are clearly out-weighted by the benefits derived,
from providing a More. normal environment,,increasing the
vocational offerings available-especially for female. .

residents=fand reducing the amount of homoiexUal activity..
MOreover, it should be noted that these .problems in ihe,
community, as /well as in co-educational .correctional facili--
ties, can be minitnized through the provision of health educa-
tion programs/and pr6per _medical care conjunction with"
the services called for in Standard's 4.2164.2174.

Related :Standards
. /

4:219; High Security UnitsSize and -Population,
4.231 .Grdup *HomesSize an Population
4.25 Foster Homes
4.201 Detention Facilities7-Size and Popuiation

.;.4.27 Shelter _Care Facilitieir
le;
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212 Staff
.2121 Staff Size

Training schools should have the appropriate staff necessary
to proVide)for the care, treatment and supervision of the
jtiienilis.' placed therein.

: .. . .

At a minimum, training schools should maintain the following
;'treatmentreatment staff-to-yOuth ratios:

,` a. One (1) psychiatriSt for at least 20 hours a week per 100
tuyendes;.

b. One (1) psychologist_ per : 100 juveniles;
. C,- One Al), assOciate. psyChOlOifst per 50 juveniles;

d. One (1) casevorker per 20 juveniles;
e. One :(1) yOutkcare worker on duty per 10 juveniles dur-

-ing Waking hoUri; , : .
One:(1) youth-care worker on duty per 20 juveniles dur7
ing normal sleeping perio6;

g. One ( :educational diagnostician -ger _10(1 juyenileS;
h. One (1) diagnostic .claSsrootn teacher for every .8 juve-

niles in need of special tduCation;
pne..(1) teachei: per 12 juveniles;

j.." One (1) vocational counselor_ Per 10VjuVeniles; and
k. One (1) academic Couhselor per.100 juveniles:

. In addition, a registered nurse should be in attendance. on
24-hOur, seven-.day=per-Week basis, and a medical doctor
dentist should be available on staff or on call at all times.-

SOurces.:

foundation in fact. It is insufficient for a legislature to declare
a rehabilitative pupOse if the Staff and other. resources
available in juvenile correction facilities are so insufficient that
the consequence is a. penal setting. For statutory bases, see,,_-
e.g., Sas v. Maryland,. 344 F. 2d 506 (4th Cir. 1964); In 're'
Etmore, 127 U.S.. App D.C. 382 F: 2d 425 (19.67); Creek-
Stone, 126 U.S. App. D.C. 329; 379 F: 2d 106 (1967); for
constitutional: bases, see, e.g.,...Martarella:v.. Kelly, 349 F.

-.Supp.575 (S.D.N.Y., 1972); Morales, supra; Nelson v.- Iley,ne,-
491 F.2d 352 (7th Cir. 1974); but cf.. Donaldson v. O'ConhOr;
422 U.S. 563 (1975). In the Morales case, the courfaddressed
the issue of incarcerated juveniles' right -to treatment as an
extension of. due process. See Standard.. 3.310; bit' see
ThinaIdcon, and' Morales, 562.5:2d 993 J977).. The.court also

..recognized -theneed to protect juveniles ffornsruel and
.

unuSual. punishnient resulting from institutional neglect

See, generally National Advisory Committee on .Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, - Report of the T7sk Force on
Juvenile Justice and "Delinquency Preventibn, 702'and 715

[hereinaftei cited as Report of the TaSk Force].
Morales v. ,Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53 Tex. 1974), and
Relief Plan submitted by plaintiff and counsel fof.amici in
Morales v. Turman, at et.seq.

Commentary

andi Or abuse: Based on the testimony expert witnesses and
the. -relief Plans submitted ,bY the parties 'and amici
guidelines were issued regarding the kinds and quality of sery-

:4al.;. staff that should be available in training schOols.---
Q0k-.7 rPfTerences exist among authorities as' to what

.

"Mitiirnally acceptable professional stand fds,"
-r.-:Astics on staffing patterns. in training s hools

th;! obvious deficiencies in certain treatment areas.
, See C. in Cr.istody: An<Advance Report on the Juvenile

etertiin cleird. Correctional Facility Census of 1971 (1974).
FOr example, the f971-Icensus -reports the following ratios of
staff-to-juvenile in training schools: psyChiatrists, A:3,593;
psychologis,s, 1:266; and social workers ,(CounSelors)
The net effect of the standard would be a reduction in the
overall ratio of -staff-to:youth to approxiinately I to 1,

resulting primarily from an influx oi specialized treatment
Staff.

Current state standards on juvenile justice, with few
exceptions.. contain vague statements about rehabilitation of
juveniles rather than specificstaffing patterns on ratios. While
many state standards: advocate greater utilization of
community -based facilities, sec) Standards 4.23-4.25, and 4.27,
none recommended complete 'abandonment 'of the training
school concept. But see L. Ohlin, A.' Miller, and 'R. Coates,.
Juvenile Reform in Massachusetts (1977). There .is a danger
that a partial transitione.g., -opening a feW community-.
based facilities will be used as a justification to warehouse
juveniles in training schools with few treatment programs, until:
they are "ready" for the community' programs. Therefore',
while the National Advisory CoMmittee encourages the use of

-alternatives to training schook whenever possible, it strongly

The standard recommends minimum staff -youth ratios for
all ;treatment services that should be available to juveniles con-
fined in a training school.: See Standards 4.213-4.218: Due to
the restrictive nature of this type of placement and the special
security and treatment needs of this population, many of the
services ordinarily 'available in tie community must be
provided by the training school: See Standard 4;213.

In a series of decisions;;; the state and federal courts have
held that the treatment aspects of juvenile confinement,
required by state itatute:nr. constitutionally, must ve-S-Cor--ne



urges the adoption of the Standard : to insure that those
training schools which do remain in existence have adequate
staff resources to provide necessary treatmenCservices.

Paragraph (a) sets forth the minimumjevel Of staffing
'required. to,provide essential psychiatric services. See Morales,
383 F. Supp. at 102. While the psychiatrist will be available to
provide individual or group therapy, he/she should serve
priMarily as a resource coordinator and staff consultant in the
areas of diagnosis and assessment, treatment intervention, and
.inservice training and staff development. Id.; see Standards'
4.2122. 4.215, 4.214, and 4.2174.

The services of the part-time psychiatrist. .should be
supplemented-by.the pscychologists and assistant psychOlo-.
gists included on the - training school staff. The ',.chief
psychologist will be primarily _responsible for providing
individual and group therapy, and supervising the activities of
the associate. psychologists. He/she will serve on the assess-.
ment team and other .committees which require professionar
judgments in determining a juvenile's treatment plan. He/she
will also work closely with the educational diagnostician and
.caseworkers and provide inservice training sessions-for other
staff members.

Under the supervision of the chief psychologist, the two (2)
associate .psychologists- called for in paragraph (c) would
administer a battery of selected psychological tests to juve-
niles upon admission. See Morales, 383 F: upp. at 88;
Standards 4.2122, 4.2141, and 4.2142. They aid in the
analysis of the results and participate in the assessment
.process.. Whenever appropriate, the associate psy,dhologists
Will participate-in the implementation of the. tr atment plan.'

Since each living unit is designed to emphasi .e a particular
treatment approach, the. caseworker who is assigned -to.. that
unit should act as a group' leader in maintaining a living.
climate consistent with.that approach. See Report .of the Task
Force, supra: Morales, 383 F. .,Supp. at 1 1 1 ;. and Standard
4.2152. In addition to providing special guidance, and
indiVidual counseling, caseworkers..should act as .the liaison
between the juvenile and other treatment agents.; including
instructors. psychiatrist. arid,- psychologists,: and as the:
supervisor of child -care staff. TheY should coordinate various
schedules and activities,. provide relevanefeedbacic to appro-
priate..staff on a juvenile's specific behavior problems or
accomplishments; maintain professional records; and make
recommendations fOr modification of a juvenile's. treatment
plan whenever. necessary.

Paragraphs (e) an(f) provide that, except fofthe sleeping
period, there _should never be fewer than two - ,child -care
workers on duty at any given tithe. See Report of the Task
Force,. supra. The ratios recommended would enable, child-
care staff and juveniles in a living unit to become familiar with
each other so that mutual respect and trust can be.developed.-
The child-carefworkers are responsible for supervising the
day-to-day living activities in .a -firm, but .sUpportiVe manner.
As an integral part of the ..reatinent thodel., child -care staff

',play a ;major role ilk" maintaining a.. consistent treatment,
approach for their living unit by monitoring youths' behavior
'patterns and providing immediate assistance or intervention
when necessary and relaying :significant inforthation to
appropriate staff. It isitnportant that the juveniles know what

is expected. of them and that they and the staff.will be tielci'-,;.
\accountablefor their behavior. ., ' :

The' educational diagnostician ,and diagnostic classroom
teachers called for in paragraphs g) and (h) are to serve the
special needs of juveniles with certain .developmental
disabilities that have affected their ability tO- learn in the
traditional classroom using conventional teaching methods.
See Report of.the Task Folic', !supra at Standard 24.9;
Mora' les, 383 F. Stipp; at 90; Relief Plan,)Supra-at-6;--and-----;
Standards 4.216, 4.2161, and 4..2183. The chief diagnostician
should conduct the initial screening of,.all newly admitted
juveniles. This should consist of a battery of appropriate I.Q.
tests; sei Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 56, and standard grade:.
level achievement tests. if the.initial results warrant further
screening fOr,specific disabilities, the aiagnostician and the . .2-,

diagnostic classroom teacher shonld collaborate in the
assessment and development of prelintinary strategies for
specific remediation: The youth's .1pecial educational prograM.

...should, be coordinated with other components of i..,;s/ her
treatment plan: See Standards 4.214r. and 4.2142.. When the
student's problems are minimal, land when certain teaching
techniqueyean be incorporated- into the regular acadetnic or
vocational. instruction; the diagnostic teacher ShoUld work
with the instructor. The chief diagnostician should .deliver,,,.
periodic inservice training seminars for the entire staff and
Ofovide special conSultation to staff' when reinediation''
requires consistent behavior monitoring across -all treatment _

programs.
. ,. .-

Because of the need for intensive individual inStruotion: ;
the.-.-7:

size for Special education clasdd-shouldbelinmore than eight:.:-1
students. Thelnimher of diagnostic class:teachers- will depend
'on the results-of the. screening process:Current estimates on
the percent of incarcerated juvenileS who are = affected vary.
depending on the definitiOns employed. See c. A. Murray; :..
The Link Between', Learning Disabilities and Juvenile
Delinquency, 56,.4seq. (1977). However, employing.the most
conservative estimate of 22 percent,14 would require at least.:
three diagnoStic classroom teachers per training school. In
addition, the diagnostic teacher should ha*Ve access' to'.
appropriate remedial instructional materials including audio- .

visual machines. The educational diagnostician should :Iasi)
supply test results and recommendations to the assessment
team for .student. placement in regular vocational and.,
academic- classes.

, .

Because the age and academic abilities of .jtiveniles are
varied and cover Ugwide range, the teachers referred to in
paragraph (i) should be assigned on a different basis. See.
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standar& 24.9, 4.2161,
and 4.2162; .Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 90. Their training and
personal strengthS should be; matched as nearly as poSsibleto
the needs of the individual students to take full advantage of
the teacher's special knowledge and skills in relationship to the.
subject 'matter and ages of the juveniles. While the Overall.
ratio is one teacher per twelve juvenil s, the class sizes and the
-distribution of the kinds of instru ors, (elementary, junior'
high, and.high schopl);:will depend on the ages and abilities of
the students. However, at least three of the teachers should be
vocational instructors. Academic and vocational curricula-
,should be designed to complement each other wherever

.
. ,



pOssible. In- addition, at least two of the teachers:should be
qualified reading specialists, one of which should have training
in speech -or lang.ttage. pathology. Where a substantial
prOportion of~ the training school does not speak or
.understand English, a bilingual educational program should
be established. See Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 90.

The vocational and academic counselors mentioned in
paragraphs (j) and (k) will provide special counseling and

! guidance for juveniles selecting institutional academic and
vocational programs or,wen they are experiencing diffiCultY
in the classrp-oiri:-See Report of the Task Force, supra at
Standard 24.9; Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 91; and Standard

'4.216. The academic counselors should also coordinate the
_assignments of volunteer tutors to students th:eding further
=assistance; facilitate the transfer of juveniles back to their
hdrrie; and school progratns before they are released; and
arrange for high school equivalency or other standard

. achieverrient :placement exams. See .Standard 4.2161. The
vocational counselor should also be rescionsible for helping
the juvenile develop a. pie-employment plan, see Standard

:;,.4.2162, which may inelude further vocational instruction upon
.release to the community, or an actual job placement.

The last paragraph addresses the need t\o prOvide adequate
medical and dental care for juveniles in training schools. See
Report of the Task :Force, supra at Standard 24:10; Morales,

; '383 F. Supp. at 105; and Standard 2.17. A\registered nut-Se is.
needed around the clock in the event of a medical emergency,

,--4ZL'for - dispensing- prescribed medication, for assisting in iratial
"health examinations, see Standard 4.2_171, and for. providing

care to those who are sick. There should be an infirmary in the
training school which contains sufficient medical and dental,
supplies and equipment to provide the basic care called for in
Standard 4.2174. Arrangement should be made with area
hospitals to provide immediate ambulance service and
emergency hoSpitalization, The nurse should be responsible
for maintaining accurate confidential health' and dental
records on each juvenile', and also for controlling the supply

\'and security of all drugs and medical and dental instruments.
The dentist may be on the staff or on contract.. He/she

should be responsible for providing an initial and regular six-
month' dental examinations, diagnosis, and treatment of
dental problems which can be safely performed with the
available equipment. Cases which require oral surgery should
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be referred to a local clinic or hospital. See'Standard 4.217. A
medical .1, doctor should conduct the initial physical
examination and health assessment described in Standard
4.2171, and supervise subsequent treatment required in order
to restore thejuvenile to good health. Only the medical doctor
and psychiatrist should have the authority to prescribe drugs
for medical or. therapeutic purposes. But see Standard 4.62. In
general, the medical doctor should have the'responsibility for
assuring that all medical needs are being met; either, in the
training- school or through other community medical facilities.

Related Standards
1.41 Personnel Selection
1.425 Perso,el Providing Direct Services to Juveniles
1.426 Educational Personnel
3.182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
4.11 Role-of the State
4,21 Training Schools
4.2112. Training SChoolsSize
4.2122 Staff Qualifications
4.213 Training SchoolServices
4.2141 Training SchoolAssessment
4.2142 Treatment-Tian
4.215 -. Group Counseling and Treatment Services
4.21511. Group Therapy.
4.2152 Semi-Autonomou3 Treatment Model
4:216 Educational- Services

Adadernie Education
4.2162i yocatidnal EduCation
4:2163 Special ,Education
42172:Health and Mental Health Services
4.2171 Initial Health Examination and Assessment
4.2172 Responsibility Toward Patients
4.2174 Menial -Health Services
4.2192 High Security UnitsStaff
4.2193
4.222
4.223
4.232
4.233
4.25!
4.252

High Security UnitsServices
Camps and RanchesStaff
Camps. and RanchesServices
Group HomesStaff
Group HomesServices
Foster HomesStaff
Foster Homes--Services



4.2122 Staff
Qualifications
Each state should develop rules and regulations setting forth
the qualifications for the positions necessary to provide care,
tieatment, and supervision of juveniles placed in training
schools. At a minimum, these rules and regulations' shOuld
require that:

a. ACADEMIC COUNSELOR
Persons /employed as academic counselors should be
liceTd or certified pursuant to the law of the
jurisdiction to teach in public schools and should have
experi6nce in teaching children;

b. ASSOCIATE PSYCHOLOGIST
Persons employed as associate psychologists should be
licensed or certified as 'an gssociate psychologist under
the law\ of the juriidictiOn;

o.

c. CASEWORKER -
Person's° employed as caseworkers should, in earning a
bachelor's degree;:.' have' taken courses in social work',
psychology or the behavior sciences, and should, in/
addition, have had at least one year 'of full-time paid
employment experience ,Working with adolescents;

d. CHILD-CARE WORKER kf,

Persons employed as child-care workers should have a
'high school. degree or its equivalent and at least one year
of full-time paid experience in working with adolescents
in institutions or in the community;

e. DENTIST ^

Persons employed as dentis(s should be licensed to.
practice dentistry in the jurisdiction;

f. DIAGNOSTIC CLASSROOM TEACHER
Persons employed as diagnostic'classroom teachers
should be certified as special education instructors under
the law of the, jurisdiction' and have experience in
diagnosing and providing specialized remedial instruc-
tion to:juveniles who, are edbcatonally ,disadvantaged;

g. EDUCATIONAL DIA 1
. .. .

PersOns employed as educational diainostickins should
,have' earned, a master's degree in spedial edufatiOn and
have taken graduate -level courses on formal and

. informal assessment techniques;

h. -DIETICIAN::
Persons employed as 'dieticians should be licensed or
Certified 'under the laW of the jurisdiction, and have had
special training pertaining to allergic reactions,/hyperac

_tivity, and other. reactions of susceptible youths to
particular food substariceS;

i. MEDICAL DOCTOR
Persons employed as medical dOctors should
physicians licensed to practicer-in the jurisdiction;

j. NURSE
Persons employed as
practice as registered

\ jurisdiction;

k. PSYCHIATRIST.
Persons einployed as psychiatrists should be physicians
licensed under the law of the jurisdiction who have
successfully completed the requirementsof a full.time,
supervised, and accredited psychiatr c residency in'',
an accredited psychiatric program, plu six months full
time work with children or 'adolescent?' Whetheeduring
such re.00..ncy or during any two-year period thereafter;

PSYCHOLOGIST I

An individual who is licenied or certified to practice
psychology under the law of jurisdiction;

m. TEACHERS
Persons employed as teqchers should be certified under
the law of the jurisdiction to teach in public schools the
subject areas they are respOnsible for in the training
school;

n. VOCATIONAL COUNSELOR
Persons employed as vocational counselors shoal(' be
licensed or certified under ithe law of the jurisdiction to
teach in public schools 'and should have experience in
teaching children and in job development.

be

.,;
Purses -.should be . licensed' ta,
nurses tinder the law of, the,'

Souyce:
Morales v.. Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53, 55-58 (E.D. Tex.

1974) and Relief Plans submitted by plaintiff and cOunsel in
Morales v. Turman and amid curiae at 5-8.

N

Ccirnmentaty
This standard seeks to assure that; the members of the

training-ichool staff designated in. Standard ,4.3121 are duly
qualified to .,perform their respective jobs. It rec6mmendS
mini, tally acceptable' criter/' for 'determining the basic'
entrance level requirements for each position. Since 4,3alifica-
tions for certain positions not covered by existing licensing or
cgtification requirements vary among locai jurisdictions, the
standard urges that states develovguidelines regarding the



. /
minimum eduCationaland employment experience of persons
hired to fill i'those positiCins to promote consistency and

,
prqvide greater, objectiyity and impartiality in the selection
procedure., See Standard 1.41; Morales; and 'WV-ales Relief.
Plan, supra at 5 et.seq. The guidelines for training school staff

Ahouldbe at least comparable to the requirements_ for the same_
position in othersettingsi.e., a teacher or a_diagnostician in
a training school should Meet no lesser requirements than
teachers employed in the state's public schoofi. Indeed,
because of the troubled nature of many of the youth with
whom the training school' staff will be dealing, states should
consider whether the .minimum qualifications should include
additional experien' or a demonstrated ability to work with
troubled youth: A the very least, juveniles placed in training
schools should n. be deprived of the quality of services
norrnally provided in a ,less restrictive environment. See
Morales, 383 F. Sup . at 50 et.seq; Institute of Administra-
tion /American Bar As. elation pint Commission on JuYe-
lite Justice Standard, St Relating to Corrections Ad-
ministration, Standard 17.11 (E)-(tentative draft, 1977); and
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquenq Prevention, Standard 14.20 (1976).

The basic qualifications recommended for each position
enumerated in the standard are based on recommendations
made in the Mo7-ales Relief Plan, supra, and on the respective
duties and responsibilities briefly outlined in Standard 4.2121.
A more complete description of the duties to be,Lierfofmed by
training schoOl staff can be found in the standards on the
particular services that should be available./ See Standards
4.214-4.218.

The specifications of this provision are somewhat less
stringent than the requirements of the Morales Relief Plan,
supra, in order to allow Competent persons. who may have less
formal training but more experience, to serve on thetreatment
staff, and to encourage development of career ladders.

In addition to4the specific professional requirements, there
-are some general qualifications which staff should meet. All
employees providing direct services in the training school,
whether employees of the facility or under contract service, see
Standard 4.213, should be physically able to perform the tasks
specifically required , by their job. Fitness should -be deter-
mined by a physical examinatior or revie of. medical records.
'In addition, the employees should de nstrtate their suitabili-
ty for working.with juveniles. See Standard 1.,...;,,Th-,44ose with a
prior criminal history should not be automatically excluded
from consideration, btft should' be carefully screened and
selected irit is felt that they can make a positive contribution
to the training.school treatment, program.

The guidelines should allow *a reasonable amount of time ,
for current employees to meet the minimum certification
requirements if they are not so qualified. BOth for these
employees, and 'in order to maintain and improye the quality
of staff in general, the training school or supervisory. agency
should conduct periodic performance reviews and encourage.
staff development through. training. An internal performance
rating should be undertaken at least annually to document
exceptionally good or poor performance and to take

::appropriate action within,prescribedpersonnel guidelines. See
Morales Relief Plan, supra at .9.For those professions which
require recertification or periOdic:renewal of licenses, the
recertification or renewal criteria should .:serve as minimal
guidelines for .performance review. Development of state
guidelines should provide that written spedifications of the
skills required in the position, and procedures to measure job
perfortnaRce should. be given to each employee at the time
he/she is hired and whenever the job description is modified.

''Preservice and inservice training should be provided to keep
staff informed of significant developments in the field of
juvenile justice and other developments related specifically to
their job. See StancZAd 1.425, 1.426, 1.427 and 4.2121. Staff
development should be encouraged by granting limited
administrative leave for staff to attend relevant courses at
colleges, universities, or other appropriate training centers.
Staff development should be an integral part of the merit
promotion system, and adequate guidance should be provided
to those interested in career advancement within the training
school. When the racial and ethnic composition of the training
school staff differs substantially from the racial and ethnic
composition of the residents, a concerted effort should be
made to recruit minority applicants to fill vacancies. See
Standard 1.41. In order to recruit minorities and to encourage
upward-mobility, specific job qualifications and the- means to
obtain them should be made explicit through 'publicized job
announcements, staff development seminars and free access to,
appropriate personnel manuals. Notices of training OppOrtu-/
nities should also receive wide circulation, well in advance of
registration deadlins. It is important for staff morale that
those opportunities be made available and that they be ad-
ministered fairly.

Related Standards
1.41 PerSonnel Selection
1.425 PerSonnel Providing Direct Services to
1.426 Educational personnel
3.182 Criteria for Dispositional Decisions Delinquency
4.11 Role of the State
4.21 Training Schools
4.2 21 Training SchoolsStaff Size
4.2 3 Trvining SchoolsServices
4.2 41 Training SchoolAssessment
4:2 42 TreatMent Plan
4.2 5 Group Counseling and Treatment Services
4.2 11 Group Therapy
'4.2152 Semi-Autonomous Treatment Model
4;2 6 Educational SerVices
4.2 61. Academic Education ,
4.2 62 Vocational Education
4.2

Juveniles

Speci. Education
7 Health and Mental Health Services

4.2 71 Initial Health Examination and Assessment
4.2 72 Responsibility Toward PatientS
4.2 74 /Mental Health Services
4.2 92/High Security Units =Staff--
4.2193 High Security UnitsServices
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4.22 Camps and !RanchesStaff
4.223 Camps and RanchesServices
.4.232 Group HOMes_,Staff

4.233-7Group Homes Services
4.251 Foster HomesStaff7
4.252 Foster,HomesServices
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4.213 Servic§-
At a minimum, juveniles placed in training schools should
have access to the services described-in Standards 4.214-4.218.
When location and security permit, arrangements should be
made for appropriate residents to receive these services in the
community.

Sources:
See generally Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53 (E.D.

Tex. 1974); Nelson v. Heyne, 3,55 F. Supp.\ 451 (N.D. Ind.
1972); Inmates v-Affleck, 346 F. Supp. 1354 (D.R. I. 1972);
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standards 24.5-24.12, and 24.15-
24.16 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Forte].

Commentary
A number of courts, statutes, and standards-setting groups

have indicated that placement of a juvenile in a training school
imposes a duty upon the state to provide services which will
facilitate theyouth's reintegration into the home community:
These services include the basic educational, medical, and
dental programs which should be available to all juveniles, as
well as specialized programs addressing the needs and
problems of youths adjudicated delinquent and placed in a
training, school. This 'Standard urges that a full srange of
services be available to juveniles placed in a training' school
either on an in-house basis or from community' resources. See

Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 24.5-24.12. Other
standards in the training scklol series discuss in mote detail
the nature and content of those diagnostic, counseling,
educational, medical, mental health, and recreational pro-

'grams. To a great extent, these provisions adopt the minimun
requirements regarding staff, content, and availability ,set
forth in the leading cases: See,' e.g., ,Morales; Nelson; In-
mates. An indepth discussion of a juvenile's right to treatment
as it relates to training school placements and all other dis-
positional alternatiVes, appears in the Commentary to Stan-

, dard 4.410.
The recommendation that services be obtained from the

community whenever possiblejs based on the need to reduce
costs and avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts; However;
it is not intended to imply that all juveniles placed in a training
school should .routinely participate in 'out-of-facility pro-/

/grams. It is recognized that under the dispositional criteria set
forth in Standard 3.182, only, thOse.juvertiles for whom no less
restrictive placement would be apPropriate should be placed
in a training school. Hence, it may'be. inappropriate to send
youths into the community until they have demonstrated a
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Willingness to abide by the law and refrain from grossly
disruptive behavior.

In order to fully utilize community resources, training
schoolsin conjunction with other community agencies
should develop / work-release or study:release furlough .

programs. See Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
24.14; Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to,Corrections. Administration, Standard
7.11 (D) and (G) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration]; ,National. Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice Standards..._and_ Goals,_
Corrections, 237 (1973). The development shduld include a
process for screening candidates for particular furlotigh
programs, as well as, procedures for, carefully monitoring
program-participation 'A-security classification7systernTalong'
with the specific program's requirements for participation, and
the juvenile's institutional .prograM planishould be used to
'determine an individual's eligibility. See IJA/ ABA, Correc-
tions Administration, supra; and Standards 4.214.

The security classification should be based primarily on
behavioral rather than attitudinal factors. Relevant behavioral
criteria may include the number and seriousness of discipli=
nary dispositions Within a specified period of time; the
individual's progress :1 in training school - programs; the
juvenile's paSt or current performance in a furlough program;...
any history of escape or violence; and the juvenile's expected
release date. see Cot'rections, supra at,244; Report of the Task.
Force, supra at. Standard 24.3. However, the extent to which___
the juvenile participates in services should not be a criteria for
security classification. See IJ AI ABA; Corrections Admin-
istration, 'supra at .St and ard 7.11(C).

A furlough program may be . designed to minimize the
juvenile's' `separation from the community by allowing daily
attendence at local schools or training programs, participation
in counseling programs, or faniily visits whereby the youth
returns to sleep at the training school. As they demonstrate
their responsibility, they may; be alloWed overnight 'furloughs
home. Other 'furlough programs. may be designed to ease the
transition from the training school environment' to the free
cominUnity.: The IJA/ ABit Joint Commission further
recommends that, in addition to work and education

"furloughs for those in acceptable security categork, all
juveniles regardless of their classification should be. permitted
a furlough:of 'at least five days duration during the month
prior to discharge See IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration,
supra at Standard 7.11 (g); see also Americal Correctional
Association, Manual of Correctional StandardS, 127 (1966);
and Wisconsin Council on Criminal Justice, Juvenile Justice
-Standards and Goals, Standard' 15.5 (i) (1975).
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henever appropriate, other. public and private agencies 1.124
hould 6e utilized to 'proyide in-house services. See IJA/ABA, 1.133

Corrections Administration, supra at Standard 2.5. Major -1.425
considerations involved in 2 selecting particular contract 3.182
Services would ;be the degree to Which institutional security :;. 4, 11
and continuity bf-services, both within the institution74nd. 4.21
,betWeen.trainink,school and the community can be provided; 4.2121
that the degree to which the; group,..has access to other 4.2122
community resources, such as job:referrals or extended 4.214
training programs; and that the -same quality ,of Services
cannot be provided 'by, qualified institutional staff at a loWer
cost.

The services described, in the following !standards should,
whenever possible, be augmented by special programs offered
by state, and federal agencies-designed/to help sOlYe specific
problems through technical assistance or specialized training
programs. See Standards 1:124-1.133, and L425.. It bhould
also be the responsibility Of the state agen.cy to evaluate the
quality of the services being piovided in the training schools. 4.252
See Standard 1.114. 4.263

In addition;=. the services of local volunteer groups should be I, 4.32
ito supplement staff efforts and pfovide additional

services such as religious services, additional tutoring, and - 4.41Q
counseling to juveniles in the training school. See IJA/ ABA, 4:53
Cprrections Administration, supra at Standard_3.6',..Standard__ 4.54
4.2121; Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 19.11;
Corrections, sup at 480-481.

4.2161
4.2163-
4.217
4.218
4.219
4.223
4.233.

Related Sta dards
1.114 Evaluation and Modification of Local Juvenile

Service System Program Efforts

I 0 u

Provision of.. Financial and TechnicalResouFces
Distribution of Financial and 'Technical Resources ;
Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juveniles
Criteria for,Dispositional DecisionDelinqUency
Admiiiistrntive Reiponsibiiity=Role of the State
Training Setif:ibis
Training SchoolkStaff ,Size
Training Schools=:=Sta#0.ialification
Development and IMplementation of an Individual
Program Plan
Group Counseling and Treatment Services
Training SchoolsEducational Services
Special E,ducation
Health and Mental Health Services
Recreational Services
High Security Units. Services
Camps and RanchesServices
Group HomesServices
roster HomesServices
Detention FacilitiesServices .

Nonresidential ProgramsServices
Work Assignments.
Right to Treatment
Loss of Privileges
Disciplinary_Procedures
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4.214: Development and
Implementation of an
Individual Program Plan

I

Within fifteen days of a juvenile's admission to, a training,
school, a comprehensive assessment report should be com-
pleted. This report should provide an evaluation of the
juvenile's specific problems, deficiencies, and resources, and
contain the individual's program plan.

An assessment team, composed of a caseworker, a youth-care
worker, an educational diagnostician, a psychiatrist and a
psychologist, should perform the assessment.

The assessment should include: family history, dove ment-
al history, physical examinations, psychological testibg,

,.psychiatric interviews, community evaluation, language and
educational unalyses, and information concerning the nature
and circumstances of the conduct on Which the adjudication is
based. It should be the responsibility of the family court to
ensure that. any of the above material in its' possession is
forwarded to the training. school.

,After all assessment team-members have completed their
respective tasks, tiey shouild meet together 'to discuss the

.findings. finalize theirxecommendation for the juvenile's
program plan. At such meetings,. and 'thibughout the
assessment process, the juvenile should be giVen full

-opportunity to participate in 'the formulation of. the. program
plan and to have a voice in determining his /her. program
goals.
The juvenile should be given a copy of the prograin plan; a
Copy should be maintained in the juvenil institutional file;

. and'a copy should be forwarded to theOeing;44bily- court.
The plan should be reviewed monthly by appropriate staff
including members of.the assessment team and otheemembers
of the treatment staff with knowledge of the juvenile's progress
under the plan: Au :change in the plan should be noted in the
jtivenile7slile anchnotificatiOn:of the significant modifications
forwarded to thipiaeing family. court:

Sources:
See generally-.Morales v.: Turman, 383 F. Supp. 92-.

93 (E:D. TeX. 1.974);- Relief Plan subMitted by Plaint:HT.:and
cot.ms l for amici in Morales v. Turman,. at 12 et.seq.; Morgan
v. SprOat, 432 F. Supp. 113,11 (S.D. Miss. 1977); National
Advisory. Committee on Criminal ' Justice . Standards and
Goals, RePort of the `!"ask Force on Juvenile. Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standards...23.31 and 24.6 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

10i

Commentary
The standard urges that a coinprehensive assessment of

juveniles placed in a training school be conducted immediately
upon their admission in order to determine how the programs
and resources available through the facility can most
effectively meet each juvenile's needs during the period of
placement. See Report of the Task Force, supra 'at Standard
23.3; Morales J83 F. Supp. at 88, 92-93. If the ideal of an
individualized program is. to be realized, obtaining
infprmation segarding a juvenile's eduCational, medical,
psychological, and vocational needs and preferences appears
esseri.

Gii-Xi4 the scope of the assessment and the urgency of
inv404..erg_ juveniles in constructive programs, the standard
urget.tiatAhe_assessment. proCess be completed. within fifteen
workingdays theyoutlfs arrival at the training school. See
Morales Relief Plan, :supra at ,12. Unlike the assessment
prows sioutlined in:the relief plan, the assessment described in
the standard is.clistinct from the prediSposition investigation
which is a preliminary assessment solely to determine the
appropriate disposition for the juvenile. See Standard 3:186.

!This distinction is made :in order to confine the scope of the
predisposition report to only that information essential for
making a dispositional decision. All adjudicated juveniles may
not require. the mental health and - educational evaluations
called for in this standard._ Those who do shOuld receive-them:
However, to require such evaluations for all adjudicated
juveniles at the predispositional: stage would notonlyirnpOge a

I

i

sizable financial burden on the state or community, but also
constitute an unnecessary invasion of individual privacy. See
Standard:3.187. .

In order to avoid unnecessary duplication of the
predisposition investigation by the assessment team, the
placing court should be responsible for promptly forwarding
predispositional reports and any other pertinent information.
to the training school for use in the assessment.

The assessment should be used in determining the
appropriate housing placement:and. securitk classification as-
well/as in developing the:individual's program plan. It should
alsO serve as a basis for measuring the juveniles progress in
specific areas of concern: The objectives of the program plan
should be clearly stated and In keeping with the objective of-
the dispositional,order.

The assessment team which is to conduct the assessment
/



should .be composed of representatives from all components of
.thetreatment staff in order to-get an overall perspective of the
.jtivenile's- needs, to 'identify problems.- and to establish
priorities and pikigrarti options'whichscomplement each other.:
While tbe standard does not specify whether or not..
assignment. to .the.a.Sessment team:is permanent, rotation of

n,-staff wotild .tillO4cOunselors and youth-care, _staff to
participate in making program decisions which they may later

resp'diiSible for implementing or monitoring.
The. assessment procedures should be designed to allow the

juvenile a brief period to adjust to the new setting before the
more intensive phase- of psyChological, educational, and

..; vocational testing commences. See Morales Relief Plan, supra
at 15. During this phase, the juvenile should hlave an
Opportunity to -meet each member of the assessment team in
order to becorrie more familiar with those who are conducting
the assessment and aware of the .services provided by each
team. member. The assessment team should encourage the
juvenile o begin developing goals and objectives to be -
attained wile at the training school. Physical and dental-
examinations should be conducted during this phase and any
significant findings or recommendations for treatment should
be preseted by the examining physician or dentist to the
assessment team.

The caseAJorker assigned to the assessment team should be
responsible ff r reviewing any court papers relevant to the

.. dispositional Order, including a summary of the incident
which resulted in adjudicatiOn, and a.any family or
developmental history already compiled in the predisposition
:report for their completeness. In addition, the caseworker
should interview the juvenile regarding these subjects. Based

. on the juvenile's personal history and his/ her informal.
. :observations,. as well as those of the-youth-care, worker, the

Caseworker shOUld make recommendations. regarding the
juvenile's housing, placement, security classification .and

'''Prograrmoptions. If a previous assessment has been,conduCte'd
on-a juvenile, the caseworker. should update 'the last study to
cover the period since the last assessment- including
information regarding the Current 'placement:

With the assistance of the associate psychologist, the
psychologiSt should perform a psychological evaluation which
should include' individually administered tests of verbal and
nonverbal intelligence and psychomotor capacity; tests of

-social maturity and personality: projective tests, as
appropriate;, and vocational interest and aptitude tests. Tests
selected for the psychological evaluation should meet the
standard's of the American 'Psychological Association. They
should minimie, to the greatest extent possible. any racial;'
ethnic, o cultural bias which, inay.affect the validity of the
resulis..-,,$ee Morales.? 383 Supp. at 88. The psychologist
should,,l'ecord the results of the tests administered. and:
whenever.. appropriate,, communicate these results to the
educational diagnostician and psyChiatrisrfor incorportation
'into their. assessment Work'.

On the basis of recommendations of other team members or
,

the specifications, of the dispositional orders, the. psychiatrist
Should conduct a.'psychiatric,evaluation in' order to determine"
whether the juvenile is in need of psychiatric treatment.. See
Morales Relief Plan,. supra at 28; Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 88;

and Standard 4.2174. The psychiatrist should \ make
recommendations as to what mental health Services should be
made available to the juvenile, and.explairttheservices to the .

juvenile and to his /hey pa; ants, guardian, nor pri ary
caretaker.

An educational evaluation should be conducted by the
educational diagnostician and should. include an assessment
of each juvenile's academic and vocational skill achievement
level, level of cognitive development, and attitude,,toward,_
education by means of testing-and review of available
educational records. See 45 C.F.R. §09.31(a) (2) and Ripoit
of the Task Force, supra, at Standard 24;6. ProfeSsionally
recognized Standard achieveMent tests should he administered
whenever records are not available on-'-the,resultS of tests:
administered within the previous twelve months. See. Morales
Relief Plan, supra at 27. Like the tests- used for psychologiCal
evaluatitin, the educational achievement tests used should be
as free' of racial, ethnic,' and cultural bias as possible.
Whenever preliminary test results indicate the juVenilemay,
have serious learning prOblems, the educational diagnostician:-
should adminiister the appropriate diagnostic tests. Depending .

on the suspeCted dysfunction, the tests should identify specific
problems in information processing including visual, auditory,
or language processing; speech; and psychiatric or
neurological disorders which may affect teaming ability. The
educatiOnal diagnostician should inform the assessment team
of the juvenile's special needs asrelated to his/her educational
and social . functioning, including both strengths and
weaknesses, and of any items which should be included in the;
short term and long-term' goals for the educational
component of the program plan. The:plan should contain
strategies designed to accomplish each of these goals.

Wherever appropriate, the vocational counselor should
assist the educational diagnosiician and psychologist in
developing recommendations for vocational training pro-
grams to complement the juvenile's educational plan. The,
assessment team should consider the availability of and
feasibility of using. community resources to provide the full
range of services called for; in the program plan or to augment
the services provided in the training school. See Standard
.4.213.

The-standard recommends that the-entire assessment team'
meet at least once:to, review and discuss the findings of each
member's analysis and to incorporate these into a workable
program plan which addresses the needs and preferences of
juVeniles. One member of the assessment team should be
responsible fOr preparing a ...final report on the tem's
findibgs, recommendations, and final agreement one the.
individual's" program objectives -and strategies.- The standard
Urges that the juvenile actively participate-in the developinent,
of goals and objectives which form the basis of the prograin
plan,as well as in the formulation of the plan itself. Hopefully,
the result will be a plan which is:realistic and to w.hichrthe
youth has some personal 'commitment. At a minimum,' the-
juvenile should be present at one' of the assessment `leam

. meetings.
Copies of the program plan should be given to the juvenile,

and the placing family court. Formalizing" the plan has the
advantage that all parties have a record of what is expected of



each person or program unit'. involved: Also, if the juvenile . process should serve to insure both the safety of the
feels /the/she has been treated : 'unfairly, if will serve as community and the protection of juveniles from unduly
documentation for review by the ombudsman or through.the extendedperiods of confinement.
grievanCi procedures. -.See Standards 4.81 and 4.82: Notifica-,
tion to the placing 'court is recommended ,as a means of
assuring the judge that the juvenile's placement is in keeping
with-the conditions of'the dispositional order and also of
informing him/her of the availability and adequacy of the
programs to addresi the juvenile' needs. .

.

. By defining. specific objectives to be achieved and timetables
for the implementation of the program plan, the training
school staff Will have soe guidelines for reviewitig an
individual's progress and Ogle measures of performance. 'A
monthly review is recommended in order to' keep appropriate
staff, including members of the assessment team, appraised of
the youth's progress in other
formal feedback to the juveni
his/her progress. Based on this

R.etated Standakds
1.533 Acass to . Intake, Detention, Emergency

Custody, arxrDispositionaliRecordS
3:186 3 .Predisposition investigation

3187 Predisposition Report
3.189 Review and Modification of Dispositional

. .r!".:' Decisions
3.1810 z Enforcement of Dispositional Orders=

Delinquency
4.2121 Training School Staff--Size

Training School StaffQualifications.
Training School Services .

Training SchoolsGrOup Counseling and
Treatment Service's
Training SchOolsSemi-autonomous
Treatment . , \;
Training SchoolsEducational Services
Training SchoolsHalth and Mental Health
Services
Training SchoolsHigh Security Units
Transfers From Less Secure to More
Facilities
Transfers FrOm More
Facilities
Grievance Procedures
Ombudsman Program.

rogram areas and to provide 4.2122 ,
e on how the staff perceives' 4.213
periodic review, the plan may 4.215

be modified and any changes should be noted in the juvenile's
institutional file. Only when ' significant modifications are 4.2152
agreed upon, such as transfer or release, should the court be
notified. Proposed modifications in either the duration -of 4.21613
confinement or the level or security are within the review of 4.2171-4
the family court and should be brought to the attention of the
placing judge. See Standards 3.181, 3.182, 3.189, 3.1810,4.71, 4.219
and 4.72. To avoid undue anxiety on the 'part of the juvenile 4.71
awaiting the results of judicial review and undue paperwork
'for die court, a maximum time limit should be set for the 4.72
family, court to-respond to any such proposals. Setting such a
time limit 'may require instituting a uniform court -policy to 4.81
ensure compliance or enactment of legislation. This review 4.82

r

\
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Secure

Secure to Less Secure.
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Group Course
P(ogeams
Training schoOls should provide 'n,brOad ..range of individual
and group counseling prograMs:'.with' eniphasis upon positive

. :.reinforcement and strict limits on negative reinforcement.

Source:
See generally Morales, v. Turman 383 F. SuPp. 53, 93

(E.D.Tex. 1974); Vera Institute of Justice, .Violent
quents: A Report and .Recommendation to the Ford Founda-
tion, 196 .et.se4. (1976) [hereinafter cited -as.; Violent
quents]; National 'Advisory Committee on Criminal. Justice,..
Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force,on Standards -
and Goals for Juvenile Justice and. Delinquency:Pre'VentiOn,
Standard 24.11 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Force].

Commentary
1 ,

In addition to, other services which should be provided for
1,: juveniles in training s.chools, a wide variety of counseling

programs' should be available. These programs may range
from those providing a .highly specialized ,,service such as
individual psychotherapy, to those providing a specific Struc-
tural context for interaction among residents and staff, such as
guided group. interaction, or a token economy. Each approach
long.:this continuum will reflect a different perspective in

trms,of:
a) the context in which' he counseling is providedone-to-

One counseling, or a peer group or family setting;
) the particular problems or needs to be addressed

behavioral, eMotional,perceptual, or management;
c the immediacy of the needs or problemscrisis interven

tion, short-term to long-term counseling;
d) the assumptions about the causes of those problems

nternal'Or!environmental; .

e) tie specific 'kinds' of .changes which the. Counseling
. at empts 16 bring,aboutperceptual or behaviordi;

f) th degree to Which the individual is viewed,,as being
cap ble of directing 'that changethe type.and degree of
interaction between the individual and the therapist,
counselor, or other participants;

g) ;(he rel4tionship*etween the expected changes and future
involvement in deviant or delinquent behavior; and

h) the levels of education training, experience, and degree
of professional autonomy of those ProVidintr suPer.1,is-
ing the counseling. See Standard 4.2151.

It is widely recognized that no one.approach :or combination
of approaches has been demonstrated: to be 'universally effec-
tive in dealingnwith delinquency. There is °evidence, however,
that fitting the type of services to the characteristics and needs
of the individual is beneficial from both an individual and
institutional standpoint. See R. Gerard; "Classification by
Behavioral Categories and Its 'Implications for Differential
Treatment" and M. Grant, .",Interaction Between .1Cinds of
Treatment. and ,Kinds of Delinquents,'--Correclional Classifi-
cation and Treatthent, 94-103 and 84-93 (1975). Therefore, it is
recommended 'that an' ecieCtic aPproach to an individuatsi_.
problemsone which may employ a nuMber eit. different.
methodologiesshould be sotight. See D. Mann, Intervening
with Convicted Serious Juyenile,Offehders, 21-22 (1977).

A Wide variety of group techniques for correcting; antisocial
behavior have come into general use in recent years because of
the 'scarcity of trained professionals to conduct one-onne
therapy and the high cost, of such treatment. Also, an impor-
tant consideration in the use of group techniques for juveniles
adjudicated delinquent has been studies concluding that peer
relationships tend to be a more significant factor in delinquent
behavior than their relationships. with adult and authority

:figures. See Violent Delinquents, supra at 196, foothote I I.
Group techniques such as Guided Group Interaction, Milieu
therapy, transactional analysis and token economies utilize
peer group interaction, and have detrionstrated some tneaiure
of success with incarcerated juveniles. See D. Lipton, R.
Martinson, and J. Wilks, The Effectiveness of Correctional.
Treatment, 223-268 (1975).

The assessment process desciibed ',in Standard 4.214 is
designed to determine whether a juvenile is in need of special
counseling services and to develop a comprehensive program
plan: Once the juvenii6 needs have been assessed and the
program outlined, the j'uvenile would be assigned td.the living
unit which "specialize4" in the particular approach which has
been determined to be suited to the youth's needs, See

-Standards 4.214 and 4.217. The specialization is enhanced by
the fact that living units are. designed to be semi-autonomous,
each having a responsibility to plan a program which reflects
the characteristics and needs of its residents and the training
and orientation of the staff: In implementing one or more of
these particular approaches, care 'should be taken to assure



that selected counseling approaches -are administered'
consistently, so as. not to confuse or place unnecessarily
conflicting demands on the.o.uth:- As noted in Standard 4.214,
thejuvenils.should have the opportunity to be fully involved
in the assessment process.

:t. Effective provision of these kinds of services should fulfill a
number of complementaiii funCtions for individuals as well as

. the .'facility. For example, the availability of noncoercive
counseling services and specialized 'living units- may help
reduce some of the individuals tensions and anxieties'
associated with. incarceration and possibly reduce the level. of

. tension in the institution in general. Milieu therapy, for
instance, actively involves juveniles in finding /reasonable
solutions to common problems, thus channeling these tensions
and anxieties to constructive ends. See Lipton! Martinson,

.and Wilks, supra at-324. Furthermore, since resocialrzation,,;-
rather than institutional adjustment, should be the primary
focus of counseling approaches, the tendency/for juveniles to
become dependent on the institution may be diminished.

Whenever it is appropriate and possible, the juvenile's family.
should be involved in the juvenile's counseling program. See
Standard. 4.2174.

It issexpected that all staff members"iwill engage in at least
some informal counseling with juveniles. Hence, they should
be adequately trained to handle different situations effective-..
ly. See Comtnentary to Standard 4.2121, and Standard 1.425.
However, the more formal counselidg programs of indivichials

,or group therapy should be offered on a voluntary basis only,
see, Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 24.11, and
should be accompanier! ,by certain safeguards in order to
insure quality services: These include minimum qualification
for staff, see Standard 4.2151, and strict limits.on the use of
negative reinforcement. /

Behavior modification, in partidular, has come under criti-
cism due to the use, irt/a :few cases, of extremelinegative
reinforcements involving sensory deprivation and''physical
pain. The danger. of harmful effects frcim certain techniques
requires strict controls on the use of behavior modification.

Emphasis should be on poSitive reinforcements such as token
economics, increased privileges, etc. Denial of privileges such
as movies .or field trips should not be precluded. klOwever,
safeguards should be 'instituted which probibitthe following'
types of negative reinforcement: corporalypunishinent, long
term detention; deprivation of food or other necessities;' or,
denial of the rights enumerated in Standards -4.41-4.11. See
.also Standards 4.51-4.540.61, and 4.62.

Similar precautions should be taken in administerinigroup
programs in which peer pressure and group sanctions for
behavior are a .compcinent of the group's operation. This
would include limiting the range of sanctions available to the
group' to impose on other group' members. Group processes
should be subject to periodic review, and open to investigation
if abuses by staff or group members are suspected.

Related Standards
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juve-

niles
4.2121 Training SchoolsStaff Size
4.2122 Training SchoolsStaff Qualifications

. 4.213 Training. Schools Services
4.214 Training SchoolsDevelopment and Imple-

mentation of an Individual Program Plan
4.2151 Training SchoolsGroup therapy
4.2152. Training SchoolsSemi-Autonomod Treat-

ment Model
'4:2174 Training S-600EMental Health Services
4.223 Camps and Ranches- -Services
4.233 -1 Group HomesServices
4.41-4.411 Rights of Juveniles
4.51 Corporal Punishment
4.52 Confinement
4.53 Loss of Privileges -

4.54 Disciplinary ProCedures
4.61 Mechanical Restraints

Medical Restraints
. .
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4.2151 Group Therapy
Group therapy should be conducted in grousps no larger than
ten -and should imeet at least once per week. Such therapy
should be conducted by group leaders whose experience and
training are commensurate with the type of therapy being
provided and the responsibilities' that they have for supervis-
ing the group.

Source:

See generally Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53 (E.D.
Tex. 1974); Relief Plans submitted by plantiff and council for
amici in Morales v. Turman, at et.seq., and submitted by the
Department of Justiceat 47 et.seq.

Commentary

ical Aswciation, "Guidelines for.
Growth 'Groups," Ethical Standards of Psychologist.s,l'64
(1974); and American Public Health Association;Standdrds.
for Health Services in Correckional Institutions, 27 (1976).

The level, or degree of participation in a partioular Proiram
appears to bze'a critical determinant' dale effectiveness of that
program for the juvenile.

As involVement or' ownership in a program increased, so did
the prospects for more thorough, lasting, and functional
change. Strategies that maximized the involvement of the
offenders in their own rehabilitation made those indifidnais
More sensitive to their own behavior, more accessible to
peer influence and more likely to support new behavior See
Mann, supra at viii-ix.

1

The training and educational levels of the group therapist .
1should be commensurate with the type of counseling being

offered, and the responsibilities tile, therapist hasTorlsupervis-
ing the group. See Standard 4.2122 for staff qualificaions. For:
example, psychotherapy, whethef provided in an individual'or

context. should be conducted only by one/skilled in
these techniques. This standard recognizes the potential
contribution of associate psychologists, caseworkers; and
youth-care workers to act as group _leaders or' co-leaders.,
However,' they -should have the training, experience and
supervision, necessary to direct the group activities. in a
Professional manner. These staff memberS, particularly those
whO are in daily contact with the youth may serve as positive
role models for the youth; and can be effective/in directing the
group process. See National Advisory Committee on .Criminal '
Justice Standards and Gols, Report of theTask Force
Juvenile _Justice and Delinquency P4vention, 702 (1976).
Certain programs such as GGI, and certain counseling tech-.
niques such as transactional analysis, may also :require the
active participation and understanding of staff who may be
working the juvenile in other capacities.

This standard provides guidlines for the minimum levels of
group therapy services which should be offered pursuant to
Standard 4.215. It recommends that the size of the therapy
group not ten- members: -See- Morales^ Relief Plans.'
supra. Restricting the size of the group should help insure that
group leaders or therapists have'some degree of control over
the group processes and that the group participants will not be
unduly intimidated by the,size of the group. This is especially
important, when participants are expected to explore their
thoughts and discuss their feelings about themselves and
others. Although the:size of the group alone will not guarantee
a nonthreatening atmosphere, a small group may be more
conducive to achieving the degree of mutual trust and stability
necessary for a therapeutic' environment.

While the nature of the group's activities may determine the
frequency of the meetings, 'the standard recommends that
groups meet at least once a 'week. See Morales Relief Plans,

. supra. at 59.-1n programs such as guided grOup interaction,
groups generally meet every evening. The meetings serve as a
daily debriefing by each member regarding his/ her activities of
that day or days to come. Ste R. Stephenson and F. Scarpetti;
',Bssexfields: A Guided Group Interaction Program," Group
Interaction as Therapy, 64 (1974); R. Huff "Program Based on
Sociology, and Social Work," appearing in ,D: Mann, Inter-,
verting with Serious- Convicted Juvenile Offenders; 32-39
(1977). The frequency of meetings for,other types of group
therapy, such as group Psychotherapy and family therapy,
may be limited by the availability of the therapist or the ability
of the families to attend sessions, more than once, a week...

For those programs in NOW:the group itself colistitutes'an
important elenient of the therapeutic processesServing both'
as a means and a contextit is 'important that program be
structured to elicit maximum, genuine participation from the
juvenile. See Standards 4.213 and 4,215.; American Psycholog-

,

Related Standards

4.2122 Training Schools Staff. Qualification's
4.213 Training Schools:----Services
'4.214 Training Schools Development of a Treatmepf Plan
4.215 Training Sch6olsCounseling and Group Treatment

Services
4.217 Training s SchoolsSemi4utonomous Treatment

Models
4.2174 Training SchoolsMental Health Services
4.410 Right to Treatment
4.2193 High Security UnitsServices
4.223. Cainps and Ranches Services
4.233 Group HomesServices
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2152 ,.$0011-
AtitollornOu8. Living` -1)0i%

When administratively feasible, each living unit within a
training School. should emphasize a particular ,treatment:
Modality, and the staff within each unit should -receive in
service training to enhance their skills within the area of
emphasis. The type's of services and the qUality of care within
the various units should be reviewed periodically.

Sources:

. See generally National' Advisory :Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice arid' Delinquency Prevention, Standard 24.2
(1977); National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals, Corrections, Standards 14.7 and 11.3/-
(1973Nhereinafter cited as Corrections].

Commentary

As described in, the Commentary to Standard 4.2112, liv-
ing units are designed to provide a cohesive living area which
serves as more than just sleeping quarters for up to 'twenty
juveniles. The liv:ng.unit intended to be the focal point of a
juvenile's daily:activities. This standard further recommends

::...that the units be semi-autonomous in terms of the way each
unit structures its .activities and manages its day4o-day
affairs: Such variation may be reflected, in the way the,
following:issues are resolved in each unit

a) the level of resident's participation in decision:making
ranging from a strictly' authoritarian to a democratic
style;

b) the scope of decisions to be 'made-.-from .deCiding
housekeeping rules to recommending extensions of,

of resident's privileges,. but see Standards
4.53 and

c). the _system of, rewards and punish entsfrOm token
economies for-individual behavior o a limited team
responsibility approach;

d) the primary counseling approach of the living unit staff
°and- the degree to which it is integrated into -the daily

routinefrom individual case wok. to intensive group
therapy, see Standard 4.215; ;and

e) the intended -homogeneity /heterogeneity of the resi=
dents-age, types -of offenses, :I.hiStory of criminal
involvement, sexual orientation, etc.

Through resolution of these issues, each unit will develop a
.distinct identity which will proliide the assessment team with
Options for assigning juvenilesta a livIng unit which is suited

to their needs., See Standard 4.214. Although juveniles May
be:. assigned to a particular unit with the intention that they
remain:\with that unit for the duration of confinement,
transfers should be allowed in accordance with the guidelines
specified in Standards 4.71 and 4.72. A transfer decision
Should be made with the participation of members of the

juNc:nile's assessment team, the juvenile, and other staff:
members w are familiar with the youth and the reasons for
transfer.

The/Ilving units should be considered semi-autonomous
and,7should encourage a certain degree of participatory
mapageinent, see Corrections, supra at Standard 14.7, within:
the context of the basic rules and regulations of the facility.
This is to avoid system in which all important decisions
emanate from the superintendent's office, while the staff and

Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Gols:

from 'highly authoritarian, regimented managetint
ScbOolS,1 Crithe and Delinquency, 548 (1973). Departure

of
institutions was recommended by the 1973 National Ad``'

a

youth feel "Tomorrow'sM. Luger, "Toorrow's Training

Institutions must be openecrup, and fresh pointS:''Of view
obtained in the decision-making process. Policies affecting
the entire inmate body should be developed in consultation -.
with representatives of that ,bddy. Decisions.: nvolving an
individual' should be made: with his participation. Em
ployeeS should also have a. voice, and a 'participative'
management policy should be adopted. An indePendent::,,
check on policies, praiiices, and procedures suggests. the
establishinent of an 'ombudsman offiCe serving 'both
inmates and employees. See Corrections, supra at 364,...
The' standard recognizeS that variations in implementing

any general treatment plan are bound 1: to occur due .to
different personalities, experiences, interests, and specialized .%
taping of the staff, and their interactions with different
Itt pijes-,----Given that these variations are inevitable, efforts.,,
should be made to capitalize 6nthese--
encouraging staff creativity and thereby generating 'a sense of.
;responsibility for the environment of training schocir:in
general, and the living unit in -particular. See Corrections.
supra at 486. =

Living unit staff such as caseworkejrs, youth-Care Worker,
and the associate, psychologist, as well as volunteers who
work cloiely with the juveniles,in a particular unit, shOuld
have a common understanding of. the operating _principles
and appropriate implementation strategies associated with
the modality:being 'emphasized in the unit. A program of

-regular inservice training should be developed to enhance



:staff skills An. the . matiagerrient or counseling' techniques
consistent ,.with the treatment niodality. The program may
include hOlding regular group staff meetings imoderated' by
the," school psychologist or . other 'conSultant attending-
serniriarS offered by training schopl.itaff,,,or taking releyant
courses at nearby colleges -arid. universities.. See, Standard
1..425:.

:ln :accordance with' the recornmendations" of Standards'
1.114. and ,1.125 local planning authority and the 'State
agency shoUld conduct regular assessments: of the quality of

"..care and services: deliYered Within training schools. TO assure.
that the juvenile'S concerns are Made' knoWn, the facility
ombudSman should review` the 'aiseisinentsfOr their accuracy
and pursue 'natters "Which have ' not been adequately
addressed in official' reports.- :These assessments :may be
augmented, by periodic accreditation reviews as required by
various state laws or'policies related to specific-services or
"physical conditions. The results of such reviews should be
made available to those authorities Who have responsibility
for a juvenile's placement in' the training school, for the

. juvenile'S. livr g assignment;- and for ,maintaining high;: <'`;
rititialitS, of ser ices and care. This .1PaY include family r otrrt
judges the a..SeSSinent-3- tearrig;::and....agenCY".:andi..
adininistrators.

Re!Jated ..Standards..

Evaluation and 'NlodificatiOn 'of the Local
'Service System Program ....Efforts

1.125 Evaluation of "Local and State Efforts
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to.juvenile;
4.2112 Training SchooliSize and Design
4.214 Training SchoOfs-:DevelOpthent "Oa Treatment Plan
4:215 Training Schools;-Group Counseling and Treatment

Scrvices
4.21.51 Training SchoolsGroup Cbunseling and Treatment

Services--,--Group Therapy
4.53 DisciplineLoss of Privileges
4.54 DisciplineDisciplinary Procedures

9
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rvices
Training school education programs should provide-Tor,. the
diverse educationalneeds of the juveniles, placed therein,
shotild include academic;-vcicational, and special education
components.

Sources:
See generally Morales v. 'Turman, 383 F. Stipp. 53 (ED.

Tex. 1974); :National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards arid Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice ,and Delin4uency Prevention, Standards
24.5, and .24.7-24.9 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the.
,Task. Force].

COrtiuteritary
The phrage "training school" implies that :education is a

majqr function of such a facility. This standard recommends
that -,training schools make available a cdmprehensive

1,educational program to train the juveniles placed therein in
the acadenfic and vocational skills needed for successful
reintegratiori into the community. See .RePort of the Task

\ Force, supra at Standard 24.5. Subsequent standards on the
academic; vocational and special echicatiori programs address
the speCific issues related to each educational component and
its relationship to the educational program as a whole, as
well as to other institutional programs. See Standards
4:2161-4:2163.

In general, the educational pr62,ram should be designed to
meet the diverse needs of the juveniles placed in the training

, school, primarily through the utilization of community
resources. When educational services are piovided in the
community the tuition costs should be,,charged to the school
district in which the juveniles' parents reside_and,not to the-
receiving school district-In addition. to Ithe- equity of this

-i-positiori,4he districts, located inclose proximity to a
juvenile facility are required to bear_ the educational costs,
greater resistance to acceptance of juveniles from the facility
is created. , When necessary educational services arc not
available in the Community; or when it is not appropriate to
Permit 'a particular youth to attend local schools, the
educational services should be provided within the training
school in accordance with the minimum 'staff ratios and
qri'alifitations recommended in Standards 4.2121 and 4.2122.
These rrograms should be able to accommodate youths with
Vary;ris intellectual capabilities, 'educational skill and
motivation. levelS, interests, and socio- cultural backgrounds.

--See -Morales, 383 F. Supp.

'400...,

While the' range of: program offerings should, broa ,. ,
each juvenile s program: should 'be individualized. An-;-
educational. plan":*shatild: be -tailored to the juvenile's

-

iparticular : strengths' and :-WeakriesSeS. aS determined n. the
SSsessrilenCriroCeS. See .Standard 4.214; ant Report of the
Task: -Force, supra at Standard In 'developing their
educationak. juveniles,

and
'be' eencouraged to

participate bath. academic arid ';t6cational
Lipton;:..Et. Martinson," and J. Wilks,. Tne-Tffeetiveness of
Correctional' Treatment, 194 (1975). This may ofteribe
necessary for students it) 'Y6cational.classes_Who_are,-Weak.-in
reading or math:: AiVintegrated approach to eduCatiori such
as this, depends-on cOaperation anions?, teachers; requires a
curriculum which alloWs for interfi -e among subjectlareas;
and discourages the use a . "track" system which/
concentrates an individual's ,edueational experience either
academic, vocational,, or sRecial education .courses.

Both the individual )an and'.:the.oVerall educational'.
program should be cbriimunity oriented..)That. is there
should be a direct relationship between the programs which
are :offered ,through ihe facility, the juvenile's educational
objectives and post-release!, plan, and., the academic and
vocational programs available to the juvenile upon; releTar.,,

'This requires extensive outreach work by ',training sehool;:
staff and administration in cultivaling cornmUnity.referral
resources that will proVide edUcational training and employ- ;
ment opportunities. Encouraging community ,,involvement
through volunteer programs may impoVe the Cominunity's
awareness of the problems juveniles face upori
provide the impetus to 'involve othes:`. developing
community resources! that can be tapped.

For Specialized- courses--ofintereSIThi`-beneht to the
juveniles whichNare not available within the training school;.
or through community resources, legitimate correspondence
courses should be made,available and incorporated'into the
juveniles' educational program. See National.- Advisory
Committee on Criminal' Justioe Standards sand GOall,-
Corrections; 369 (1913). Additional flexibility in curricullim.
and classroom management to accommodate the constant
turnover in population throughout the year can be provided

'through development of tutorial programs involving students
and community volunteers. The tutorial programs can not
only aid the instructor but also help to provide studentS with
a positive role, to fill in the classroom. Serving' as a volunteer.... ;

however, should not be allowed to interfere with the student
volunteer's own learning Programs.

'The National Advisory Cominittee further recornmendi
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that a system of accountability for:the quality and relevance
of the eduatiunal prograir:'be instituted by the state ageneY
in conjunction the 1-loCal planning 'authority.. SeP
Standards l'. 1.14 and 1.125.;. CO r. Kee:Ions; supra at .Standard

I?el;"'RePort of the Task Force,. supra .at Standard 24.5, it
:. should fPcUs' on the internal program Operations as 'as,

provide documentation for. transferability of credit 1,d:pro-
`,7:. grams outside the training school. An internal assessment of

the effectiveness. of 'each-program should be conducted an-
nually. Such assessments should examine the degree to which
the .eduCational programs offered are meeting the individual
juvenile's learning objectives.

In addition, a thorough appraisal by community represen
.

tativ_es respected educators, training school residents, and
educatiPh staff should be conducted- at- least every three
years.. See Corrections, supra at Standard 11.4. This
assessment should examine the curriculum, learning mate-

school policies, and procedures which affect the
educatidnal program, educational staff qualifications, .and
community placements, for their relevance to the training
school population and their comparability, at a minimum, to
,COrresponding education-programs -and----requirements-for
public schools. In addition, particular attention should be
paid to assuring that both boys and girls are allowed and
encouraged to participate in programs which have been
traditionally offered to only one sex..This TecOmmendation
of The .National..Advisory Committee is consistent with the

position\ taken by, both 'the Task Force and the IJA/ABA;
Standards which, ,.support co-edileational facilities: This
particular application of the principle is,intended 'to expand:,
educational:opporttinities,roles; and abilities of both. sexes..-.

In summary, training schools shouldmake available a Wide.
range of educational 'programs. Which shotild be indiVidual:."
ized in order to meet the needs of the juveniles sent %ere:,
Administration of the program should stressv:the:
community resources whenever possible. It should represent
an interdisciplinary' aPproach which focuses on preparing,-
juveniles for successful re-entry into the community.

Related Standards
4.21 Training Schools
4.2121 Training SchoolsStaff Size
4.2122 Training Schools=Staff Qual cations
4.213 Training SchdolsServices
4.2161 Training SchoolsAcade . Education:
4.2162 Training Schdols,-Vocational, Education--
4.2163 Training SchdolsSpecial Jucat:ori
4.223 Camps and RanchesServices
,4.233 Group HomesServices
4.252 Community Cbrrectional Facilities;:=,-Services
4.263 Detention FadilitiesServices
4.32 Nonresidential ProgramsServices
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4.2161 Academic
Educatibn
A curriculuth substantially equivalent to that required under

_the law -orthe jurisdiction for public school students should be
available to all juveniles placed in ktraining school. The
academic program should meet all requirements necessary for
the transfer ;of earned credits to public schools'Within the state
and shohld be certified to- award academic diplomas to
juveniles who meet the requirements for the award of such
diplomas during their placement.

Sources:
Sy

Committee on',I National* Adyisory Criminal Justice Stand-
.

ards and goals, Report of the Task Force ol', Juvenile Justice,
and Oelinquen'cy Prevention, Standard 24.5 (1976) [hereinaf-
ter cited as Report of the Task Force]: Morgan v. Sproat, 432
F. Supp.,,1130, 1152 (S.D. Miss. 1977).

Commentary
Since -Many juveniles in'Iraining schools are subject to

compulsory 'education., laws, training- schools have an
obligation to insure that educhtional opportunities, compar-
able to those in the placing jurisdiction, are made available.
Furthermore, because placement of juveniles in a training
school' is not intended to deprive thetri of services which would
otherwise be' available, these educational services should be
available to all juveniles pliced in training schOols, regardless
of their age. The standard recommends that the training
school's academic program be designed to comply with state
laws and educational standards which would enable students
to earn academic credit leading to a high school diploma or its
equiyalent, for successfully completing courses taken whilein
the training school. See Report of the Task Force, supra;. and
Morgan. To insure tra ferability-of academie credit, formal
agreements ghoul negotiated between-, the agency or
training school and the appropriate local or state educational

..authority. Criteria for obtaining credit should be no more
stringent than it is for:students earning crediefor participating
in similar.academic program's in the public schools. .

Successful reintegration of juveniles into community
education programs, as well as the improvement of their basic
skills, should be the primary goals of the academic program.
See Report of the. Task Force; supra. Theacademic program
'should be 'designed, staffed, and administered in a way to
maximize the-juveniles' opportunities to develop basic skills in
areas such .as reading, mathematics, and studying, and to

C.
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apply these skills to other aspects of their lives. See D. Mann,
Intervening with Convicted Serious Juvenile Offenders, 50-53,
(1976). To the greatest extent possible, community resources
should be.utilized to provide academic services. See.Standardi
4.213 and 4.216; and Relief Plans!'Submitted in Morales v.
Turinati, 383 F. SUpp. 53; .,(E. D. Tex 1974) by 'the
Department of Juitice. Negotiation's/with nearby schools to
proyide these services should establish agreements on financial
reimbursements', see Commentary to Standard 4.216, eligibili-
ty 'criteria' for participation- in the educational furlough
program, as well as provisiOn of certain in- house educational
services. This, should not only assure comparability .with
public school .programs, 'but also maintain a link with the
community. ,In the case wherelhe local schools are of inferior
quality; the benefits of attending a community program over
the quality of services that could-be offered in-house should be
weighed.

While the curriculum of they in-house education program
shOuld be substantially equivalent to the public sehool,,
program in terms of the subjects, offered and related learning
materials provided,: the teaching methods should attend as

'much to the student's process of learning as to ,thesl.tbject
matter_ being covered: This should apply particularly. to
students who have the capability to learn, but lack .the
discipline or motivation,, and often the pOsitive learning
experiences necessary to succeed in school. Given their diverse
learning' abilities and handicaps, which . are .__frequently,_,
accompanied by behaViorial problems, juveniles in training
sehoolS require the best qualified' staff available. See Standard
4.2122: Estimates by expert witnesses in Morales indicate the
seriousness of the under achievement of juveniles in training
schools:, Less than 5 percent of all juveniles incarcerated by the
Texas Youth Council were at their proper achievement level,
and their .average. reading.leyel was' approximately five years
below the norm. See Morales, 383 F. Supu. at" 88; see also
Mann, supra at '54. Also required is an approach which is
flexible enough to adjust to the constant tuzneyer in
population and provide the necessary individualized instruc-
tion: The Providence Education Center,'a model community-
based academic educational program in Missouri, represents a-.
problem-oriented approach for improving the basic skills Of
juveniles.- Through the assessment precess, juvenile's
particular learning problems are described in behavioral terms
such as, "unable to spell consonants from sound; or needs'
attention to division with decimals, use money problems, etc."
See-Mann, supra at 54. The initial assessment offers 'a baseline
against which: a' student's progress can be measured.



The use of nontraditional approaches and materials should
be considered as an alternative to provide both the motivation
and the means for a student to learn to read or understand
math. For example, reading can be taught through parts
manuals and industrial or automotive magazines. A machinist
or mechanic employs calipers and gauges which can be used to
instruct in decimals and fractions. See S.E. Johnson, "Using.
Vocational Skill Cluster Teams to Teach Adult Basic
Education," A. R. Roberts (ed.), Readings in Prison
Education, 208-218 (1973), cited in Mann, supra at 63. In
order to achieve the curriculum flexibility and coordination,

. _ .

and individualized-attention as well as adequate control in the
classroom, the student-teacher ratio should be no more than
12:1. 'See Standard 4.2121. Brat see Report of the Task Force,
supra at--Standard 24.9, which recommends' a 10:1 ratio:

Placement of juveniles in nongraded academic classes
should be based.. on the functional educational level and the
needs of the individual as determined in the assessment phase,.
rather than on the most recent grade level ,attained, or other
factors which are not directly related to the juvenile's learning
objectives. See Standard 4.214; Morgan v. Sproat, 432 F.
Supp. 1130 (S.D. Miss. 1977); Morales Relief Plan, supra at
52; and Report of the Task Force, supra at Standards 24.6 and

The classroom instructor should serve as both the facilitator
and evaluator' of the progress which students are making
toward achieving their learning goals. This involves making
periodic assessments based on test results and observations;

providing feedback to the student; and, when necessary,.
notifying the, juvenile's assessment team of, any significant
modifications in the juvenile's educational program.

The academic counselor should be available to students for
'guidance and counseling in selecting a general course of study
or to help Students overcome learning obstacles. In addition,'
academic counselors should coordinate course content and
schedules of those students whose primary focus is an
academic program, but who may also be taking vocational or
special education classes..A third major responsibility of the
academic counselor should be 'arranging ,for students'
participation in community programsboth while they are in
the ,training school and after release.

Related Standards I
4.2121 Training SchoolStaff Size ,

4.2122 Training SchoolStaff Qualifications
4.213 Training SchoolServices
4.214 Training SchoolDevelopment of a Treatment Plan
4.216 Training SchoolEducational Services. .-

4.2162 Training SchoolVocational Education
4.2163 Training SchoolSpecial Education ,

4.2193 High Security UnitsServices
4.223 Camps and Ranches-7-Services
.4.233 Group HomesServices
4.263Detention FacilitiesServices
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42162 Vocational
Education
All juveniles should receive career counseling to provide them
with knowledge of a wide range of career options and with
sufficient' information and to choose among vocational and

``academic areas of emphasis.

A -vocational education curriculum should be available to
juveniles age 14 and over who choose to participate.
Participating juveniles should receive at least 3 hours of
vocational. per -yeek in addition to academic

_ _studies, and thOse wha'at':' age 15.5 decide to undertake
_

vocational education as their major area of emphasis should
receive .at ,least'15 hours of vocational instruction per week.
An einployability plan; based on extensive counseling
regarding career options, should be developed for each'
juvenile participating in a vocational education program.

On-the-job training through workrrelease programs as-well as
job placement services should be provided for all jUveniles
participating in their vocational education program.

Limits should be established for "work-experience" training
consisting of institution-maintenance activities. In no case

. should those activities constitute the primary focus of a
vocational education progam.

Source:
See generally National Advisory- Committee on Juvenile

. .

Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task For.ce on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 24.5
and 24.8 (1977) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Force]; Morgan v. Sproat, 432 F. Supp. 1130, 1153 (S.D.
Miss. 1977).

Commentary
The vocational component of the educational program

should include counseling, instructional, and work-experience
phases. Each phase should focus on' reintegration of the
-juveniles into the community. See, Report of the Task Force,
sitpra., A career counseling: program should be develOped
Which provides students: with 'information about different
career options and the required education, training, ceitifica-
tiOn, -apprenticeship, physical strength, and other qualifica-
tions necessary for entry into a particular field or profession.
The 'program shoilld take into account the training and job
opportunities available. near the facility as well as in the
juvenile's home community. It should emphasize not,only the

specific skills and technical training which may be required,
but also the self-disciplirke, needed to achieve whatever,
vocational goals they choose. It should be emphasized that
throughout all phases of the program, vocational counselors
and 'instructors should carefully consider the, individual'S
capabilities:arid interests, and not unrealistically raise a
juvenile's expectations by making proMises that are not
attainable. Moreover, juveniles 'Should not be assigned to
academic or vocational areas of emphasis solely on the basis
of class vacancies' or other such administrative concerns.
Rather, they shOuld,be allowed to choose,for themselves after
intensive ounseling and assessment of their vocational
aptitudes..SeeMorgam

'All juveniles age fourteen and: over should be encouragedto
Participate, at a' minimum, in the career counseling phase?
Prevocational classes taught by'a vocational instructor should
provide studenti with an orientation,to ,general demands of
holding a steady job. See Gschwend "Vocational EduCation,"
appearing in D, Mann, Intervening wit) Convicted Sericius
Juvenile Offenders; 62-63 (1977). Issuea such- 'as workers'
responsibilities, rights regarding wage and hour laws,_ trade

'unionism, safety regulations, workmen's compensation laws,
and unemployment compensation, provisions should, be
explained. Special attention should be given to job discrimina-
tion -and racial and/or sexual stereotyping 'which limit
potential. "Upward Mobility" programs as well as mechan-
isms for redress against discrimination should be discussed.
Juveniles should be prepared to complete job applications,
acquire a social security, card, and interview for jobs. In
addition, Programs which \ prepare students who may be living
independently upon their ;release should be developed. They
should focus on various consumer education topics'and may
be- taught- lb conjunctimiWiththea-cidemie instruction.

Those juveniles who choose to participate in some areas of
the vocational program snotdd receive at least. three hours of.
instruction per week in addition to academic.studies and/or
special education classes. See Relief Plan at 43, submitted- in
Morales v; Turman, 3133 F1 Supp. 53 (E.D. Tex. 1974) by the
Department of Justice. Participation in the . 'vocational
program is not intended to be exclusive of the other academic

:studies. Rather, theCourses should be designed to complement
one another. -See. Standard 4.216. The' responsibility for
coordinating an individual'S eduCational program should be
delegated to the academic or vocational counselor or
educational diagnostician depending uporvwhichever area of
emphasis predominates the plan. See Standard 4.2121.

In order to, encOurage maximum development of academic-
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skills prior to focusing on specific job training, the standard
recommends that juveniles do not undertake a fullscale voca-
tional program until they reach fifteen and a half years,of age.
Many states have child labor laws which prohibit juveniles
under a certain age frOm working full-time. Completing a
training program prior to employment eligibility may be

- premature and possibly counter-prodtietive. See'D. Lipton, R.
Martinson, and J. Wilks, The Elfectiyeness of Correctional
Treatment, 196 (1975). Students selecting vocational educa-
tion as their major focus of study should receive at least fifteen
hours of yotational instruction per week to ensure adequate
coverage of the material. The areas of emphasis, the planned
progression of courses and woik-training experience should
reflect the vocational goals spelled out in the juvenile's em-
ployability plan: Eachindividual whose major. program is to
consist of vocational education and training should develop
an employability plan in conjunction with the vocational
counselor. It should expand upon the findings of the initial
assessment report, incorporating new information about the.
juvenile's aptitudes, interests, and community resources, and
outline specific step~ to achieve the stated goals. See Morales
Relief Plan, supra at 45:46: The plan should be completed
within two months of the assessment study' and revised
whenever necessary. For those juveniles who are eligible and
who choose to pursue and intensive vocational program, the
plan should indicate prospective on-the-job training programs
preferably in the community, which are suited to the student's
specific area of study. In addition, vocational staff and Train-
ing school administrators should make every effort through. -
personal contacts' or providing incentive through state or
federal programs to secure commitments from employers to
hire students who have successfully participated-if a related
training program. The need for good job placements; even
part-time work, which builds on a juvenile's training exper-
ience cannot be over emphasized. See Lipton, Martinson, and
Wilks, supra at 196 and 206. -

1

In order to provide some kind of follow-up support, those)
juveniles who have been plated in community employment o
training, whether under direct supervision of the. training
school staff or not, should have access to various resource's'
which will help them with adjustment problems. See
Gschwend, supra at 62. It is further recommended that
evaluation should be conducted six months after a juvenile has
been released to determine the relevance and adequacy of the
facility's vocational program. See Standards 4.216, 1.114, and
1.125.

While a certain amount of daily maintenance of the living
unit or other areas in the facility is r sonable to expect fi/om
residents, and while some of these ma ntenance activities may
be directly related toia particular vo tional training cotirse,
institution maintenance and r its uld.iiot be the primary
focus of a vocational education program. SeeStandard 4.49;
and Morgan. Maintenance work which is.specifically related
to a training program and is set forth in a juvenile's employa-
bility plan should be awarded appropriate' credit toward
certification in that area.

I

Related Standards

4.2121 Training SchoolsStaff Size
(2122 Training SchoolsStaff Qualifications
4.213. Training,SchoolsServices
4.214 Training SchoolsDevelopment of a Treatment Plan.
4.216 Training,SchoolsIducational Services
4.2161 Training Schools--LAcademic Education__
4.223 Camps and/RanchesServices
4.233. Group HomesfServices,
4.49 Work Assignffients
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42163 Special Educatjon
Speciittl education programs should be available to meet the
needs of juveniles who are educationally disadvantaged.
Juveniles who should be provided with special education
include those who:

a) Exhibit subaverage general intellectual 'functioning,
possibly in conjunction with deficient adaptive behavior
and/or physical impairments which inhibit their ability
to learn;

b),Exhibit average general intellectual functioning, al-
though have a visual, hearing, or speech impairment or
emotional disturbances which significantly inhibit their'
ability to learn; and

c) Despite average intelligence, adequate hearing, vision,
motor capacity and emotional adjustment, exhibit a
substantial deficiency in learning and conceptualizing
which, is frequently demonstrated by their inability to
read or clearly and consistently understand spoken
language.

In utilizing/intelligence quotient and achievement tests to
determine/whether a juvenile requires special education,
'primary /reliance should be placed on those tests which are
appropriate for the juvenile's ethnic and cultural background.

Spurces:.
,C. A. Murray, The Link Between Learning Disithilities and

juvenile Delinquency, 11-22,; (1.976); National Advisory
Committee on Criminal ittiticeStandards and Goals, Report
of the Task, Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
NeVention, Standard,. 24.7' (1916).

Commpritary
Special education programs should' be available to all

juvenilei in need of such services`, The emphasis, of special
education should be to overcome:' educational handicaps
sufficiently to permit juveniles toparticipate effectively in the

4. academic or vocational.program and should not be viewed as
an:area of emph9iS,in iiself..See Standard 4.216. Whenever
possible, juveniles should remain in the regular education pros-

and receive special, education on a supplemental basis.
The identifi,catiOn and remediation of an, individual's

specific learningliandicap(s)..require the selection, adminiStra-
tion, and interpretation ol'appropriate diagnostic tests by a
qualified educational diagnostician. See Standards 4.2122 and
4:214. Based oti the test results and professional observations,
a learning_ program which is suited.. the individuatshould be
designed. by the ed4cational diagnOitiCian and the diagnostic
classrooth teacherc and impleinented with adequate supervi-

sion and periodic retesting. See Murray, supra at 15-16.,
Students in need of special education often' have a

combination of learning-related problems which cause. them
td function well belovi the achievement level expected of them
in one cir. onore academic areas when compared to other.
students their age. See Learning .Disabilities:. Link to
Delinquency Should Be Determined, But Schools Should -p o
More Now. 48-51 (1977) [hereinafter cited as Learning
DiSabilities]. A student's under- achievement may -be attribut-
able to' 'one or more 'of the following variablei which may V
affect 'the individual's ability to meet the expected age-group. \:
norms: the level of general intellectual .functioning; the
degrees to which physical or emotional impairments .contri-
bute to or are a 'result of one's learning problems; and
perceptual problems which' may be a result of Organic brain
damage, minimal brain dysfunction, or 'some neurological
impairment. Although many juveniles' achievement levels may
have suffered due- to environmental disadvantages' such as
poor schools or disruptive hdme life, the primary focus of tlie
special education component is on those students who exhibit
the problems discussed above.

Paragraph (a) describes a juvenile who is educable mentally .

retarded Le., whose primary disability is plated to intelli-
gence --but who may have other additional physical, or
emotional problems. These `students,. although they may have
certain limits to their. academic achievement, should be
encouraged to., pursue the basic knowledge and 'skills which
will enable then' to live as independently as possible; Inclusion
of the educable mentally retarded in .this standard is,..not
intended to endorse the commitment of the severely mentally
retarded of emotionally disturbed juveniles to training
schools. See Standard 4.73. Rather, it reflectS;,the conclusion
of the National AdVisory Committee. instead-of further seg-
regating those. borderline cases who may be amenable to spe-
cialized treatment, Nrvic, should be made available to them
to better assure their successful re-integration into the com-
munity. See 'generally B.S. _Brown_and Courtless, The
Mentally Retarded Offender, 13, and 55-56'(1921). Training,
school staff should be made aware of the Specific problems of
individual-juveniles and trained in the most effective ways of
dealing with' them, reinforcing learning experience and helping
them achieve a level of functioning which will permit some
degree of-independence and. self-sufficiency.

Paragraph (b) describes the juvenile who is functioning °

within the range of average intelligence, and whose .major
learning impediment is emotional and /or physical. Training
schools should be _responsible for . providing whatever
mechanical devices or therapeutic treatments are necessary to
correct any hearing,' speecli; or visual defects whiCh may



impedethe juvenile's capability to learn or speak. This may
range from' regular eye glasses or speech therapy to surgery,
and should be undertaken without cost to the family. See
Standard .4.217. ThoSe services may be combined with
remedial tutoring to accelerate the juvenile's progress.

For those with emotional or behavioral problems, psycho-
logical counseling combined with a. specialized learning
program may be necessary-to-develop--- selfdiscipline for
Studying or to reinforce the confidence of juveniles in their
own ability to learn and attain a level of , achievement
commensurate with their intellectual capabilities.

Paragraph (c) covers juveniles who have, specific learning
disabilities which are not related primarily to basic intelli-
gence,--or physical-or-emotional problems, but rather to
perceptual handicaps which affect their ability to correctly and
consistently process verbal or written information._ See
Murray, supra at 12. Perceptual problems may be exhibited in
a number of symptoms often associated-with language
processing, distinguishing spatial relation's and hyperkinesis.
Dyslexia, or "word blindness," one of- the best -know types of
learning disabilities, includes a variety of problems in visual
processing of language. "In its extreme forms, it can produce
total inability to absorb meaning from written, symbols, even
though the victim of it may be able to unqrstand spoken
information with normal, or above normal intelligence." See
Murray, supra at 13. Another-type-oiLlearning-disability---
encompasses auditory and speech defects in addition to visual
ones. Symptons would include repeating A set of nonsense
syllables in an attempt to sax, or read a sentence; or being,
unable to understand language spoken at a normal speed, thus
losing track of spoken instructions after a few words. See
Murray, supra at 12=13. Inability to correctly perceive spatial
relationship (left-right, up-down, or speed-distance) may
result in clumsinesS and lack of physical coordination.
Hyperkinesis would be characterized by symptoms of a short
attention span, impulsiveness, irritability,.social awkwardness,
and clumsiness.

The causes of learning diabilities are thought to be organic.
Although they 're generally attributed to some brain and
neurological damage or dysfunction, no medical techniques
currently available can determine the location or, nature of the
damage. See Murray, supra at 14. While the learning
disabilities field is relatively new, and the literature on the
effectiveness of various treatments is sparse, the fact that an
individual's learning disabilities extend to other areas of daily
functioning, suggests the need for a comprehensive approach

to treatment involving more than just the special "edutation
staff. See generally P. Meyers and D. Hammill, Methods for
Learning Disorders (1969); and W. , Cruishank and D.
Hallahan, Perceptual and Learning aiabilities in Children,
Volumes I and II (1975). Such an approach would call for
substantial training of and communication among all staff
members who work with juveniles with learning .disabilities.

In-:determining a juvenile's levels of intellectual and
academic functioning and the need for further edUcational
diagnostic study, tests which are biaSed against juveniles of a
particular ethnic or cultural background or which deprive
them of needed services should not be used.. See Morales v.
Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53, at 88 et. seq. (E.D. Tex. 1974). The
court in the MOrrile-s-easifeliided that the Lorge-Thorndike
IQ test and the Gray-Votow-Rogers Achievement Test, were

..inappropriate for testing for dyslexia. See 'Learning Disabili-
ties; supra at 52-53 for tests administered by GAO consultants
to determinethe incidence of learning disabilities in a sample
of adolescents in detention centers.

The provisions of the standards for. the educational services
which should be made available to juveniles in training
schools, and especially to those who are in need of special
education, reflect the spirit of current Tegi-Slatio-niPirba.
142, codified at 20 U.S.C: 1401 et.seq., Education for All-
Handicapped:Children Act. The act specifies that all children,
regardless-ot-their-handicaps-should-be-provided-with--free
appropriate public.education_and selated _services designed to
meet their uniqueneeCis.

Related Standards
4.2121 Training
4.2122 Training
4.213 Training
4.214 Training
4.216 Training
4.2161-Training
4.2162 Training
4.217.. Training

Schools-Staff Size,
Schools-Staff Qualifications
Schools--Services
Schools-Development of a Treatment Plan
Schools-Educational Services
Schools-Academic Education
Schools-VocationaLEducation
Schools-Health and Mental Health Serv-

ices I

4.2174 Training Schools-Mental Health Services
4.2193 High_Security Units-Services
4.223 Camps and Ranches-Services
4.233 Group 'Homes-Services
4.73 Transfers Among Agenci4
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4.217:: HO lth. and Mental
Health Services
Training Schools, should Provide programs designed to protect
and promote the phyiical and. mental well-being of juveniles
'Placed .therein, to discover those- in .need of short-term and
long-terni medical and dental treatment, and to contribu o
their rehabilitation by appropriate diagnoiis and treat ent.

Training Schools should undertake' treatment of health
problems, without cost -to the juvenile or his/her family
including medical care and correction' of health defects of a
cosmetic nature. Procedures shotild be established for
assuring the continuation and completion of treatment begun

--in = a facility whenever a juvenile remains subject to the
disposition of the family court following release from the
-training school.

Health services available to juveniles placed in a training
School should be of equal quality_to.those available in the
community.

Sources
American Academy of Pediatrics, "Health Standards for

_Juvenile _Court_Residential Facilities, 52 Pediatrics, 452-457
(1973);" See4enerally E.M. Brea-her and W. Della Penna,
Health Care in Correctional Institutions (1975); and Amer-
ican Public Health Association Standards for,Health Serviees
in Correctional Institutions (1976).

psychiatrist (or psychologist) be available at all times, and that
a registered nurse be an duty 24-hours-a-day in case of an
emergency. See Morales. v. Turman, 383 F.Supp. -53, 101 (E.
D. TeX. 1974). In addition to having these personnel and serv-
ices available, the facility should establish and implement fooli--
cieS and procedures which provide juveniles with information
about and access to these services without

-interference. S ;e Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 105; and:American
public Health Association, supra. at vii.. Medical furloughs
should be granted for procedures or treatment which cannot,
be safely or effectively administered in the facility, see
National' AdVisory Committee on Criminal 'Justice Stand7-
ards and Goals, CorrectiOns, 36 ' (1973), and bilingual
personnel should be'available in areas where languages other.
than English are frequently spoken. See, generally Morales.

In 1976, a national study was conducted to determine how
certain :standards- recommended by the .,1913 National
Advisory Committee were being implemented in a represen-
tative. sample of residential and nonresidential juvenile'
correctional .:programs. Juvenile 'respondents ins training
school-type facilities reported having less accessibility to
health serVices. than thoSe in comMunity-baSed programs,
especially group2homes. Inspite of the availability of in-house
medical prograins in the institutions and virtually none in
group hones, only 35 percent of the juveniles in training
schools reported ready access to medical services, compared to.
75 percent of group home respondents. See P. Isenstadt,

ational .Standards and Program Practices," in R. Vinter
(eft.),- ,Tithe Out A National Study of Juvenile Correctional
Programs, 162-165 (1976). 'The report furttler indiCated that
reliance on existing health servicesin the community may be.
-'preferable-to-small self-enclosed units, both in terms of the
cost and quality of health care.,,

. .

. . Training schools should be responsible for acquiring the
necessary, treatment for juveniles and should establish

-procedUrei to assure the 'qualitY' of services as well as the
:continuation and completion of desired treatment following a
juvenile's release. When possible, juvenile facilities should'
contract for medical services with community hospitals for
emergency, inpatient, and outpatient care.' services.' The;
Purchase' of Medical Services Contract between the New York
City Department of Correction and Montefiore Hospital
which covers services to some 1,000 inmates on Rikers Island
serves as,a useful model: See Brecher and Della Penna, supra
at. Ch. l'onc1 Appendix C (1975). The agreement also
provides a: wide range of specialty diagnostic and
treatment services and equipment. Similar prepaid contractual

.This standard strongly UrgeS that training schools develOp a
-comprehensive approach to the provision of medical, dental,.

=andEmentak-healtIrcare-service-See-American-Academy of
Pediatrics, supra at 452; Institute of Judicial Administration/
American Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Jus-
tice Standards, Standards Relating to,Corrections Adminis-
tration, Standard '7.6(1) (tentative draft, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as IJA/ ABA, Corrections Adininistration]. Such an ap-.--
proach requires that each juvenile's short-term and long -:term

---rehabilitationireedcbegiven-altentionThe primary objectives
of-the health care program should be to actively protect and
promote physical and mental well-being of juveniles by
assuring that appropriate diagnostic, treatment, and prevent-
ive services are provided by competent, qualified physicians,
dentists, psychologists, and /or psychiatrists, °with the assist-

----mice of appropriate support personnel. See Standards 4.2121
and 4.2122.

Standards 4.2121 -recommends that a physician, dentist,



agreements may. also be negotiated for dental and mental
health care Services. Whether provided through contracts or
delivered by facility staff, the quality of health and mental
health services provided to juveniles in training schools should
be subject to the same professional and legal standards
applicable to private patients.

This standard goes beYond the,traditional interpretations Of
What constitutes adequate medical care. With a. few excep-
tions, courts have held-that the only criterion on which to
determine whether 'a person has been deprived of adequate
medical services is whether medical treatinent is needed or
essential, as opposed to desirable. See Vinter, Supra at 159.
The standard reflects the position that health care at juvenile
facilities should be an integral part of the individual's over-
all rehabilitation program. Thus, in addition to caring for
immediate .health care needs, the correction of a juvenile's
physical defects may be considertd appropriate, if such
remedies1 are, in fact, desired by the juvenile and would
contribute substantially to the juvenile's rehabilitation. This
may include providing for such things as eye glasses, hearing
aids, physical therapy, and elective therapeutic or cosmetic
surgery. See,Standards 4.216 and 4.2163. It should be stressed,'
however, that "no surgery should be permittedexcept in the
case of grave emergencywithout theinformed consent of the.
juvenile and the (juvenile's) parents or guardian.", See
IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at Standard
7.6(1).

Adequate facilities and the equipment necessary to Conduct
the initial health examination should be available. See
Standard 4.2171. An ' infirmary which meets the same
requirements as. university and college infirmaries should be
available for juveniles who need close medical attention for a
limited period of time. See,AmericanPublic Health Associa-
tion, supra at 18. If the medical or psychiatric needs of a
juvenile are such that they cannot be adequately provided for
through the facility Of \placement, the juvenile should be
returned to the family cOrt for alternate pacement. See
Standard 3.189; and National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report cf the Task

,,
Force on .Tuvenile Justice acrd Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 24.10 (1977). However, the high cost of medical
services required should not in , itself be a valid reason for
seeking alternative placement.

Whenever a Juvenile in the course of treatment is released,
efforts should be made to assure\ the continuation of the
treatment to its completion. This ddes not mean that training
schools should be responsible forl the costs of continued
postrelease care, nor that juveniles should be kept in a training
school merely to ensure that they complete necessary medical

ILtreatment prior to release. Rather, it is intended to encourage
training schools to make every effor to assure that treatment
is continued throligh other sour+ of public funding or
through referral to community hea th care programs.

The cost of medical care should e the responsibility of the
state agency. Given the fundin limitations of juvenile
facilities, it is essential to seek addit onal sources of funding in
order to provide adequate,medica care. Rarely are benefits
for the health care of incarcerated j ve.niles paid for by public
health programs and private ins ranee companieseither

becayse of failure to utilize, these options or The existence of
explicit exclusionary policies. See Brecher and Della Penna,
supra at 61. According to Section 1905(a) (17) of the Social
Security. Act, and 45 C.F.R. 248.60, juveniles incarcerated in
public facilities are not eligible for Medicaid benefits. Until
September ,1977, youths who were eligible for Medicaid
benefits prior to incarceration and participating in a Medicaid
program lost their benefits immediately upon placement in a
public facility. Although the Health, Education and Welfare
administrative regulations were recently reinterpreted to
extend benefits for the first thirty days of confinement, this:/
notification affects only those juveniles who have previously'
been deemed eligible for, Medicaid benefits.

.. ..

The National Advisory Committee on Standards recom-
mends that all legislation and administrative regulations
which excluded incarcerated juveniles from frill medical
coverages be changed to include all incarcerated juveniles,
regulationS and .:their previous eligibility status for public
medical assistance.

In the meantime, training school should thoroughly xplore
previously untested alternatives for funding or providing
medical healthcare for juveniles in the facility. One alternatiVe
would be to have someone such as a hospital clerk either
working in the facility, or training other 'personnel_ and
volunteers to check each juvenile's eligibility statutes for :
various programs and benefits. Another alternative would be
to explore cooperative' arrangements with nearby medical
schools for certain services.

Another problem area iii health care delivery in institutions
involves lines of authority. This standard does not specify
whether services should be under the direct supervision of the
state agency which is responsible for the administration of the
facilities; an agency whose primary responsibility is health
care delivery, see American Public Health Association, supra
at viii, or multi-disciplinary health councils at each facility on
which both health, care and administrative staff serve to plan
for service delivery; see American Academy of Pediatrics,
supra at 452. Whatever administrative System is adopted, its
primary function shouid be to obtain optimum service for
juveniles from available medical resources, to assure the'
professional integrity and quality of care delivered by its staff,
and protect the confidential relationship between patient and
health professionals. To assure adequate protection of
patierlts' rights, an ombudsman or other person acting as a
juvenile advocate should have direct access.to the administra-
tive body responsible for health care services. Such advocates
should represent the juveniles' interest in resolving individual
problems as well aiiri formulating new olicies and reviewing
their implementation. See Standards 4.82. and 4.217Z

In the administration of health care services, preVention of
pOtential health problems should be a focus of the health
assessment and development of an individuars health
program. A preventive approach to health care should also be
promoted by developing and implementing a comprehensive
health education program for juveniles covering a wide variety
of health-related issues, including dental and personal
hygiene, sex education, contraceptive measures, communi-
cable diseases, nutrition, and alcohol and drug abuse. See
American Academy of Pediatrics, supra at 457. All treatment'
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staff should be prepared and willing to answer. juveniles'
questions regarding 'health and health-related problems.
Maintaining a physical environment which is both clean and
free of hazaidous obstructions-will help prevent the spread of

. sickness or injury.
Standards 4.2171-4.2174 discuss specific issues related to the

provision of health services including the need for an initial
health examination and assessment, the training school's
responsibility toward the patient, provision'of adequate diet,
and the administration of mental health services. While these
standards relating to health care are found in this section on
training schools, many of the same principles apply to the
proviston of health care and services in other types of
residential facilities for youth.
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4.213 Training SchoolsL--Services
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4:2171 ilhitia 'Health
Examination and
As8essment
Each juvenile, as' part of the admittande procedures, should be
examined for apparent injuries, and for. fever or other sighs of
illniss. The examining officer should also note the juvenile's
level of consciousness and level of gross mot=or function.
Written standing orders should define the condition's which
require prompt medical or nursing attentioh.-

All jhveniles placid in a training school should undergo a
health assessment at the first possible opportunity after
admisSiOn. Exceptions should only be made for juveniles with
a written _record of a thorough hiatthi:asessment which is:
sufficiently current so that no subst lttial changavan be
reasonably expected.- Health assessme shhuld linclude
physical examination' within twenty=four hoursof admission,
the taking of medical history,.the taking of a Mental health
history if necessary, screening for vision and hearing defects,
immunization status, and a dental examination. Health
conditions which . might affect behtiviOr, such as epilepsy 'or
diabetes, should be reported to the appropriate'ttssessment
team in a manner compatible with medieil ethics and the
rights of the Patient.

Sources:
Anierican Academy of Pediatrics, "Health Standards for'

Juvenile Court Residential Facilities," 52 Pediatrics, 452-457
(1973); and E. Brecher and R. Bella Penna, Health Care in
Correctional -Institutions,8-1 I (1975).

Commentary
This standard urges that a preliminary health examination

be conducted at the time a juvenile is admitted to a training
school. This examination should take place prior toiallOwing
the individual to have contact with other juveniles in the
facility. This initial screening should be conducted, and
recorded by the attending nurse or a medical paraprofession-
al ti'ained to, detect any critical medical problems which would
'affect the juvenile's admission to the facility or subsequent
processing. For example, the newly arrived juvenile may be
suffering from a condition which, if left unattended, could
'result in further harm to the juvenile, or the .spread of an
infectious 'disease to others in the facility. Such precautions
should be taken for the juvenile's own protection, for that of
others' in the 'facility, and for the facility itself which assumes
liability for the individual's Care upon. admission.. This

preliminary sereening procedure should be conducted in a
place which ,Offers privacy.

Written prOcedures should be developed which speedy what
course of Ction should be taken given certain symptoms.'
These orders should serve a dual purposeto assure
consistent /dandling of new admissions, and to provide a guide
for all thet.Members of the staff in the handling of certain
medicalmetiencies. These instructions should be prominent
ly, disi)layed-thrOtighout-tthe facility and provisions should be
made to acquaint staff with them.

The pill health assessment to be conducted within twenty-
four hours of admission, shOuld consist of. three major
elements.: medieal. history a physical examination,: . and
labolatdry tests. For those, ith a current assessment on file,
only an abbreviated versio f the examination .may be
necessary.

information about a juvenile's current and past medical,
d4tal and mental health should be included in the medical
.history. The historymay be taken by the nurse and augmented
asnecessary by the doctor, dentist,p_sycbiatrist,_orpsycholo
gisiiiiThFcourse of their subsequent examinations. To obtain

ita. complete medical 4isiory it may be necessary to talk with the
/ juvenile's parents of guardians as well as the juvenile and

, request information from the juvenile's regular- source` of
-'medical or dental care if one exists. The juvenile's . regular
source of 'meth:cal care should only be contacted if the juvenile
has granted written consent and only when the medical history
reveals a gap of important informatiOn such as immunization
status, dangerous allergic reactions, family history Of certain
illneis,. etc., Unless during the-course of the examination, the',
physician determines that' such contact -is- necessary -See
generally Anierican 'Academy of Pediatrics, supr,a at 452:

The information collected in the medical history should be
accurately recorded yin the juvenile's medical file. Medical
records should be maintained in a locked file, separate from
other legal or administrative records. Records and ny Other
medical information compiled during the juye Ile's. stay
should be treated as confidential information. Aces to it
should be governed by the principles. set forth in Standard
1.533, and those set forth in: (a) American Medical
AsSOciation, Principle=s of Medical Ethics, §9 (1971)9' which
states that "a physiCian may not t reveal the confidences
entrusted to him in the course Of medical attendence.
unless . . . the physician is required to dO so by law or it
becomes necessary .in order to protect the welfare of the



individual or community :" and (b) Institute of Judicial Ad-
ministration/ American Bar. Association Joint CommiSsion on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to, Juvenile
Records and Information Systems,. :Standard 5.3 (tentative
draft,' 1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Information
Systems]. Only thoSe persons directly involved' in the
provision of medical services or in making the decision related
to providing those services such .as. the assessment team,
should ,have access to medical infOrmation, and then only
when access is essential for treat tent or decision-making
purposes. See Standard 4.214; an l.;-A/ ABA, Information
Systems-supra. In cases where t juvenile has a legal right to
receive certain medical treatm ts without the consent of
parents or guardian, information related to that treatment
may- not be disclosed to the parents without the juvenile's
informed written consent. See Institute of Judicial Adminisr
tration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission on
.Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Rights of these conditions should be made.
Minors, Standard .4.2(B) (tentative draft, 1977). The facility The results of the' preliminary procedures, the laboratory
should establish and maintain a medical record system and tests, and the physical examinatiorcmould form the basis of
procedures which are both efficient, for medical Purposes, and the juvenile's health care program at the training school. A

. .,
secure, for the protection of the individual's privacy. See summary report by the physician(s) outlining the juvenile's
Brecher and. Della Penna,. supra at 13-15; and American short-term and long-term health care needs and suggested
Public Health ASsociation Standards for Health Services'ir; frOintent strategies should be made to the assessment team.
Correctional Institutes, 102-104 (1976). . ",,1, 4,fittirmationcontained in the report should be only that which

Prediagnostie laboratory tests should be conducted 017i: ///p,.:0, critical for the assessment team to know in order for them to
routine basis to screen all juveniles for tuberculosis, u 0A4padequately perform their tasks and protect the individual's

,cf(

there are recent test results available, and. for ve ' ''' health`: See Standard 4.214.2and American Medical Associa-
diseases. See American Public Health Association, stifi tiOn, Principle of Medical Ethics, §9 (1971),(, 03.11. All test procedures including taking blood and,/,

t . ,
.specimens necessary for these and other diagnoSieSts Related Standards. should be conducted or supervised by the facility a phe,

- test samples should by analyzed by a reputable'; 4.2121 StaffStaff Size
laboratory, a d the results should 1.:e recorded in t W,,,f0.,viihile's 4.2,122 StaffStaff Qualifications

'111']',1d:ii
4.213 StaffServiceimedical fi .

The ylsical e4amination to be conducted I? 0:rgloctor 4.214 Development of a Treatment Plan
,s1 ul include, at a minimum the followin e Merits: 4.216 Educational SerVices

.

measuring- blood pressure, respiratory, rate 44u1se, 4.217 Healthand Mental Health Services
identifying and assessing physical abnormalities* oelt may 4,2172 Responsibility Toward Patients -

,

indicate further injury and which may .affect an' Idual's 4.2173 Health and Mental Health ServicesDiet
health, preliminary screening for visual or audit''' pair- 4.2(74 Mental Health Services ,

ments and .a dental examination. Referral of the j c to a 4.2193 High Security Units Services
psychiatrist or psychologist for mental health assess i, f may 4.223 Camps and RanchesServices
be called for in the dispositional order. if theM1,, FC no 4.233 Group ±lomesServices
pr.)visioriS-for muth an assessmentin th'e order, acle'0 goo to 4.263 Detention FacilitiesServices
refer should be based on staff observations of thkjii 'Vaile's 4.410 Rights of Juveniles-,.Right to Treatment

behavior and on an intial interview by- the psycholOgist. The
results of the examination(s) should be recorded in the
juvenile's medial file, and should include all pertinent
ineormationboth negative and positive findings. For
example, if the medical history indicates the juvenile had
mononucleosis or hepatitis, the record should state whether
the liver of glands are or are not enlarged or tender. See
Brecher-and Della Penna,.supra,at 10.

The physician who conducted the examination should. .

review the results with the juvenile and advise the juvenile on
steps he/ she should take (diet,exercise, etc.), and any future
diagnostic and treatment measures (including medication)
which may be 'necessary. See Brecher and Della Penna, suprd
at 10. Particular attention.should be paid to health Conditions
such as diabetes, epilepsy, or hyperkinesis, which may affect
behavior. Certain adjustments necessary to accommodate the
dietary needs and medication schedules of individuals with
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4.

Respoosibility
TOward Patients
Appropriate' permission should.* obtained. for the perform-

' ance of significant medical and dental plrocedures. Permission.
for such procedures should be obtikined from a juvenile's
parents or guardian unless the juvenile has a legal right,to
receive the medical or dental service Without that consent.

All, medical .and dental care should be rendered with
T consideration for the juvenile's dignity an lings. Medical

procedures should be perfornied in priv> cy 'and-in a manner
designed to encouragethe juvenile's s sentient utilization of
appropriate medical; dental, and of r health services.

VThe use of any procedures, techni i s, or medicati that
have not previously passed rigorous scientific t f; which
demonstrate both their safety and their effectiVen -7.e or that
pose an, unnecessary threat; to the juvenile's physicah;rmental
well- being, should be Prohibited.

Sources
,.. See generally American' Academy 0' f Pediatrics, "Health

Standards for Jyvenile Court Residential . 52
ficliatrics 3 (1973); Institute. of \Judicial Administra-
tion/ American Bar Association. JOint Commission on
Juvenile Jtistice Standards, Standards \Relating to Rights Of
Minors, Standards 4.1-4.9 (tentative di-a t, 1977) [hereinafter
cited as IJA/ABA, Rights of .Minors]...

. Commentary
This standard outlines the responsibility Nyhich training

schools have for assuring that every juveniles rights as a
l.___patient_are_protected and that services are -redered in "a

prbfessional manner. See'::Newrnan v, Alatiamci, 3i9. F. Supp.
278; 285-287 (M.D. Ala. 1972). While placement of\a jUvenile
in; a training school transfers many of the responsibilities for
the daily care of the juenile to the facility, it is not iniTnded to
terminate parental rights. See Standard 3.185. In requiring

. .

that appropriate permission be obtained from the parents, the
standard recognizes the importance of keeping',,communica-

. .
Itions-open and maintaining good familities while the juvenile

is confined. It also recognizes that juveniles, bY".TstatUte or
'court deciSions, have certain legal rights to 'Medical 'treatment
:without parental consent. The training': schools should be
responsiblefor assuring that juveniles obtain all Of the serv-

o ;ices to which-they are-entitled-and-th-attherire7n-orforeed to
accept services or. treatment which they have a right to refuse.

The standard recommends that "appropriate permissiOn" be
obtained before significant medical or dental treatment is

administered to a juvenile. The nature of the. permission
required should vary accordingiothe type oprocedures and
their accbmpanying risks to the patient; the necessity or
urgency of the treatment--i.e:, the risks of not providing the
treatment; and the juvenile's legal rights to obtain the
reatment being sought. These consideration§ should be'

reflected in
a) the type of permission required--rormal or infOrmal,.
b) the time sequence for obtaining permissionTrior to

treatment, or aft.(.-'r the initial treatment;
c) the party which has, the ultimate authority to grant or

withhold permission for treatmentthe juvenile, the
parent figure, or state; and r -

d) disCretion,regarding parental notitication'subsequent to .

providing services to a juven juvenile or physi-
cian.

Whenever possible, fornial written permission fronT both
the juvenile and the juvenile's parnts.should be obtained Oibrs
to conducting any medical or tal proced e which poses a.
significant risk to e ju es health (e en though the

-treatment is an intended remedy for a conditio which also
poses 'a Substantial, risk to the juvenile's health), "nvolves
anesthesia, minor or major surgery, or treatment .Vhich
requires long-terinparticipation offehe juvenile: See American:.
Academy of Pediatrics, supra at 453; and Institute of JudiCial .

Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Cominission
on Juvenile. Justice Standards, Stcindai cls Relating to
Noncriminal Misbehavior, Standard 6.3(c) (tentative draft,
1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Noncriminalkisbehavi-
or]. In emergency circumstancesi.e., those in which the
juvenile's life is in danger, or when the juvenile is unconscious,
or otherwise unable to make 'a rational judgment about the
need for treatmentthe urgency of the situation Would_
require that the attending Physician make a Professional.
judgment- as to the appropriate rouse of action. /See
IJA/ABA, Noncriniinal MisbehaVior, supra at Standard
5.3(c). In such cases, the parents should be notified
immediately and ,consulted, and if further treatment is
necessary, their permission should 'be obtained.

In seeking permission,.the expected benefits and dangers of
the proposed treatment as well as those' associated with
alternative courses of action should be clearly -and carefully
explained to the juvenile and, when appropriate, to the

-jtiVeitile'S parents. Juveniles should have recourse to a second
medical opinion when 'a proposed procedure is particularly
dangerous or the diagnosis is subject -to some question. See
Leek, 'The Emerging Right of the Confined," in American,.



Bar AEsocia-tion/ Ameri4n Medical 'Association, Medical
Health Care in jails, Prisons and other Correctional
205;206 (1973): Subsequent consent Or refusal by either "the'
parent or the juvenile should be documented in the juvenile's

1medidal .file. Refusal of treatment should not .joepardiie the
indiyidual's prerogative to seek treatment at a later time nor
should formal consent prevent the juvenile or the parents from
with- drawing, that permiss and refusing to alloW the
treatment.

The right to refuse treat ent howe , should not extend to
situations in which the juvenile's life or health is in serious
danger. Nor should it preclude treatment for an illness which
if left untreated would, jeopardize the health Of others in the
facility, thereby, violating their personal rights. See Leeke,

' supra At 199 and 206.
In fulfilling their obligations, training school staff are likely

tcr encounter situations in which it is unclear whether the
juvenile has a right to-obtain (or to refuse) certain services
over the objections of the parent, or without the 'parents'

:knowledge of such treatment. :The Institute. of Judicial Ad-
ministration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Correction-
al Administration, 414 (tentative_ draft, 1977) [hereinafter cited
as IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration] suggests that=jn the
event of a conflict between the juveniles and their parents, a
court order should be sought to resolve the conflict based:on
the Medical need preSented, the juvenile's age and discretion,
and the reasons for objections. The courts have demonstrated
their willingness to order medical treatment involving(
corrective surgery sought by children over the objections of
theirparents, even when such intervention was not necessary
to save the child's life or limb. See InStitute of Judicial Ad-
ministratiOn/ American Bar Association Joint 'Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Disposi-
tions, 115 -116 (tentative draft, 1977); In order to assure that
the juvenile's interests are 'represented "at sucli,a hearing, the.
National Adifisory Committee recommends -that training

`schools should provide the juvenile with access to legal repre-
sentation. See Standards-3.132.

The grieyance procedures described in Standard 4.81 should
be used when the`trairiini schoOl administration seeks to
impose medical treatment not. anted by a juvenile'or objecti
to providing treatment being sought by a juvenile:' , An
ombudsman may take part in these proceedings,"..and if the
situation warrants, may. seek legal counsel far juvenilevenile to
pursue the matter further. See Stay/6M 4.8.1

The IJA/ABA,- 'Rights of supra at Standards 4.7-
4.8' recommends that prior parental consent Or subsequent
notification of treatment should not be mandatory for
juveniles to receive' treatment for chemical dependency,
venereal disease; contraception, or pregnancy. \Regarding
these 'matters, juveniles are more likely to- seek `.necessary
treatment when it does not involve disclosing certain personal
activities or problems to their-parents, Under thesecircum-
stances. prior liTa'rental 'consent or. required. 'subsequent:
notification may act.: as a: significant deterrant to seeking
necessary treatment or 'personal counseling and advice.

In determing whether to notify parents about a-'particular
treatmentover the juvenile's objections and in spite Of the
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juvenile's legal Tight to the treatment=the physician should
consider whethei failure to inform the parent would seriously
jeopardize the juvenile's health, taking into consideration:

'a) the impact that such notification could have on, the
course of treatment;

b) the, medical considerations which require such mbdifica-
tion;

c) 'the nature: basis, and strength of the juvenile's
objectives; and -

d) the extent to which parental in`volement in the course of --
treatment is required or desirable, See IJA/ ABA; RightS
of Minors, supra at Standard 412(B). (1) (a-d), and pp.
54-59. , .

Resolution of conflicts between the parents and juveniles
should be approached in amanner which respects of rights of
the juvenile as well as the parental concerns.

.

The health assessment process and the provision of
adequate follow-through serviees are important elements in
providing quality health, care and. services, and '. every
precaution should be taien to assure that,the individual's
privacy is preserved and personal feelings are re'Spectedl,'See-
Standards 4:2171'and 4.215. Just as written consent should be
obtained from a juvenile PriOr to conducting. significant
medical or dental procedures, the jUkfenile's permission should
be sought in order to perform routine dental operations
more personal procedures such as rectal and pelvic examina--
tions. These and other portions' of the physicial examinations':
should be conducted in priva:Cy and, a professional manner.
The juvenile or the physician May request triata chaperone-be

- present at the examination. '
With the-: exception- of emergency, care, specific services

ordered by the court, the initial assessment .conducted at the
time of admissiOn and certain predia ostic tests; juveniles
should have an ,option whether- to parti ate in a, medical!
dental, ,and mental health program.: The annex in which
these initial procedures are conducted y a t ect the juvenile's
confidence in the medical services offere. and the willingness
to participate in iniportanC:follovv-through services The

. 1.quality of Medical service, Whether, provided in thqtraming
.

school or through the agencies and peogranis, shOUld be
closely monitored and unethical or unprofessional conduct:
should not be tolerated. Incidents which may indicate
improper conduct in prescribing treatment or ..deqering
treatment should be reported to the administration :through
the facility's. ombudsman or the person acting as a ,child
advocate. An investigation, of the matter:should be condtted
by an independent body; and appropriate actionshould be
taken on the basis of the investigation: See- Standard 4.82.

1Quality ,of services .,be assured :only through careful
documentation and ;'periodicM review of treatment procedures

.1and records. See Commentary to Standard 4.217. In view of,-;
the potential misue and abuse of certain drugs in the facility,
partiCularily stimulantstranquilizers, psychotropic, and other
mood altering drugs, see.Hearings before the Subcommittee to
InvestigateJuvenile Delinquency,.94th Congress, Drugs in
Institutions (1977), administration of these drugs should be
monitored both internally and periodically independently. See
standards 1.533 and 1.535:,, Particular attention should--.-be.
paid to the type, quantity, frequency, Method of administra-

'.....
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tion, security measures, and the short and long-term effects of
the drugs the juveniles as.. observed by the medical
personnel and treatment staff. See Standard 4.62; see
generally, LIAIABA,' Corrections Administration, supra at
Standard 4.10 (F). .

'.-Futhermore, while the National Advisory Committee does
nOtf. speCify the 'details of va facility's medical: policies, it
,strongly urges that use or any procedures, techniques, or
medications, which have not previously passed rigorous
scientific tests which demonstrate their safety and effective-

_
-ness, or whie'h,may pose an unnecessary threat to the juvenile's
phca' or mental well-being be prohibited. This prOvision
should extend not' only to the treatrii agent itselfi.e., that
the drug be prove\n"safe and effectivebut also to the manner
in which the treatment is administered. It should also require
that the administration of the treatment be stri'ctly limited to
medical purpos\es and, not- be indiscriminately. employed as a
means of behavior conkpl. See Standards 4.410 and 4.62.

Related Standards

I 1.535 Confidentiality of Records-LAccess for. Purposes of
Condueting Research, EvaluatiVe, or Statistical Stud-,

3.132 Representation by CounselFor the Juvenile
3.185 Criteria for Termination of Parental Rights
4.2121 Training SchoolsStaff Size
4.2122 Training SchoolsStaff Qualification
4.213 - Training Schools-Services
4.215 Training SchoolsDevelopment-and Implementation

of an Individual Program \Plan 7*.)

4.217 Training .1-,chools-:-Health and Mental HealtV-SerV-
ices,

4.2171 Training SchOolsInitial Health ExaminatiOn and'
Assessment

4.2173 Training SchoolsDiet >--f-
4.2174 Training SchoolsMenial Health Services
4.2193 High SeCurity UnitsServices
4.22 Camps and RanchesServices
4.23 Group HomesServiceS
4.25 'Detention FacilitiesServices
4.410 Right to Treatment

Use of Re.?traintsMedical \ Restraints.
IOmbudsman Programs .

1.533 Confidentiality of RecordsAccess to Intake, Deten- 4.62
tion, Emergency Custody, and Dispositional. Records 4.82 .r-,1

,.%1



Traitiing schools should provide an adeijuate, varied diet and
well-prepared rind well-served meals supervised by a licensed
dietician who, should receive special training pertaining to
allergic reaction, hyperactivity, and 'other mental, emotional
and physical reactions of susceptible youths to particular food
substances.

Weekly menus should' be prepared and copies should be
posted and maintained centrally within the facility. All
deviations from the weekly menu should be recorded.

To the extent possible, food ordering and preparation skould
take into consideration ethnic tastes and food preferences of
the juveniles:

ources:
National Advisory. Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile, Justice
and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 24.16 (1977) [hereinaf-
ter cited as Report of the Task Force]; Institute of Judicial
Adininistration/ American Bar AsSociation Joint CoMmissiop
on Juvenile Justice" Standards, Standards Relating to
Corrections Administration, Standard 7.6 (H) (tentatiVe draft,
1977) [hereinafter, cited as IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administra-
time.; and Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53, 97, 100 (E.D.

-Tex. 1974).

The basie-level of servicesto_whieh;k1Viniles placed in
training schools_areentitled includes the Provision of
acceptable and nutritious meals that meet their physical
requirements. See Standard 4.410: The provisions of..this

,'standard are intended to apply to all training schools
regardless of whether the food is prepared on the premises or

whether food is provided by an outside contractor. It is

ommentary

7.

recommended that the most current edifion of the "Recom-
mended Dietary Allowances of the Fbod and Nutrition
Board," as set forth by the National Acaderhy, of Sciences'
National Research Council, should be adopted as the standard
of nutritional adequacy for the meals served in the training
schools.. See RePort of the Task Force,:supra at Standard
24.16; IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra. at 138;
Ainerican Public Health Association, Standards for Health
Services in Adult Institutions, 92 (1976). A licensed dietician
should superVise the planning and preparation of food. Such
supervision is necessary to assure that a nutritionally well-
balanced and varied diet iS provided. The dietician should also
.see that food is prepared in such a way as to preserve 'the

food's nutritional value and to maintain or enhance its flavor
and palatability. ;

Meals should be scheduled three times a day no more than /
thirteen hours apart, and should be served in such a way as to
minimize institutional regimentation: See Report of the/Task
Force, supra at Standard 24-16; and Morales, 383 F.Stipp. at
97. Juveniles should not be denied food, including both
regular meals- and snacks, for disciplinary reasons or in
conjunction with a counselihg or grOlfp therapy program. See.
Standards 4.215, 4A11, and 4.53:

Personnel who are involved in the preparation of food
should be adequately trained and supervised in handling,
storing, cooking, and serving food so as to eliminate spoilage.
Prikedures regarding the cleanliness of the kitchen's facilities:. !.
equipment, utensils, and personal hYgiene of the culinary staff
should meet with appropriate health: regulations and 'Should
be strictly tnforced. Ftirthermnre, any food prepared for
consumption by jiiveniles should it ot contain any substances
or additives which have,been designated by theyederal Food.
and. Drug Administration as harmful to humans. See, e.g.', 21
C.F.R. §81-nd §189 (1977). This would require dispoSing of
stocks which contain any of the bannecisiibstances appearing
on the most recent list compiled by. FDA. ,

Juveniles may assist , in preparing meals. However , they
must be properly supervised, see Morales, 383 F2Supp. at 97,
and -should not -corhprise the majority of the kitchen work
force. Individual work assignments to the kitchen should be
made in accordance with the provisions of Standard 4.49.

In addition to planning meals .for the general population,
the dietician should plan for individual:needs as well. The
dietician should be -made aware of those youth who have
health problems or physical conditions' which require special
attention to diet, including pregnant girls; juveniles who are
obese oe malnourished; those whose family history, symp-
toms, or laboratory tests indicate they have or are susceptible
to diabetes; juveniles who have allergic reactions to. Particular
foods; and those juveniles who are hyperkinetic. The dietician
should discuss with these juveniles the need for a,controlled,
adequate diet, and develop 'an appropriate nutritional pro-
gram.

Increasingly, diet' has become the focus of medical . and
biological research seeking to determine the .effects of food on
'body chemistry and behavior. Recently diet has been explored
as a contributing factor in rhaladaptive behavior such as
hyper)cinesis in youth. A Ford Foundation study entitled
Health and Nutrition as Possible Factors lin Juvenik? Anti-
Social Ikhavior (1976), traces the history of research in this
area. The report lists twelve studies ih thi field of nutrition
regarding possible factors in anti-social behavior which were
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funded by the Ford Foundation and analyies some of the
latest research in the field including behavior disOrders caused
by-nonnutfient substances such as artificial color and flavors.
While the result§ of these and other studies suggest
nontraditional treatment methods, they do. provide evidence
that eliminating certain food additives significantly reduces
hyperkinetic behavior, without the use of sedative drugs. See

K. Connors et. al., "Food Additives and Hyperkinesis: A
COUtTolled Double-Blind Experiment," 58 Pediatrics 154,
,(1976); and P.S. Cook and. J.N. Woodhill, "The Feingold
Dietary Treatment of the Hyperkinesis Syndrome," Australi-
an Journal of Pediatrics, 85-90 (1976).

Identification of individual needs requires the dietician's
awareness of the developments in the-field of nutrition, as it is
related to health, human development, and behavior. It also
requires education of and close communication with the
training school staff regarding particular warning symptoms
and meal schedules, and particularly close cooperation with
the training school's"-physician and psychiatrist.

Planning of menus should be done well in advance to enable
the efficient 'ordering and purchasing of food. To the extent
possible, juveniles' religious and ethnic food preferences
should be "taken into consideration in planning meals. Often'
resident food committees can serve this function. With

J

"?
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appropriate nutritgal education, they may_ offer some
sensible ideas for improving the food. Weekly menus should
be posted, indicating what is to be served at each meal. Any
changes in the menu as posted should be recorded, along with
the reasons for the modifiecation and the substitute item.
Furthermore, there should be only one menu for both staff
and residents, with no special preferences given to staff.

In addition to htiman and ethical considerations, providing
good food and suitable eating conditions to juveniles in
training schools can help to minimize tensions and unneces-
sary regimentation often associated with poor institutional
food and policies, and \ to promote an environment which
fosters individual groth 4nd development.

Related Standards
4.214 Development of a Treatment Plan
4.215 Group Counseling and Treatment Services
4.410 Right to Treatment
4.411 Denial of Enumerated Rights
4.45 Religious Freedom
4.49 Work Assignments
4.53 Loss of Privileges

417



`2174 Mental Health
ervices

Psychiatric services in training schools should'concentrate on
diagnosis and training of staff who have daily 'contact with
juveniles. Diagnosis should be utilized to determine whether
the juvenile is appropriate for the training school program and
to assess the juvenile's treatment needs. Staff training and
consultation should be utilized primarily to assist child-care
workers and other staff with direct treatment responsibilities
in helping their charges through group and individual
approaches.

When therapeutic mental health, services are provided, the
juveni10 family should be involved insofar as is possible and
consistent with the needs of the juvenile. Individual therapy
should-only be provided if approved by the assessment team
and included in :the juvenile's treatment plan. Individual
therapy should only be conducted by psychiatrists, psycholo-
gists who have a doctoral or masters degree in psychology, or
individuals with masters degrees in social work and counsel- .
ing.

All juveniles placed in training schools should be informed
upon entry that they may request, of any training. school
employee a personal consultation with either a psychiatrist or
psychologist. Consultation with _either a psychiatrist of
psychologist, selected by the training school, should be,
iirovided as quickly as possible.

Sciurces:
S. Rachlin, MD, "Adolescent Psychology in Foster Care

Residence: Future Directions," 39 Mount Sinai Journal of
Medicine, 6 (1972); Morales v. Turman, 383 F.Supp. 53, 103
et, seq. (E.D. Tex. 1974);"Relief Plan in Morales v. Turman,
submitted by the Department of Justice, 47, 48; and 49.

Commentary
This standard sets out basic guidelines for the provision of

mental health services in training schoOls. See also Standard
4.217 and Commentary. It embraces an indirect approach to,
the delivery' of such services, requires family involvement in
therapy, and provides the opportunity for a consultation with .

a mental health professional at the resident's request.-
The availability of adequate -mental health services is

arguably a requirement of the juvenile's constitutional right, to
treatment: See 1Velson v. Heyne, 355 F. Supp. 451 (MD. Ind.
1973), accord, 91 F.2d 352 (7th Cir.) cert. den:, 417 U.S. 976
(1974); Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp.,53 (E.D. Tex. 1974),

rev'd on other grounds, 535 F.2d 864 (5th Cir. 1976) rev'd and
remanded, 430 U.S.322, mmanded on rehearing,562 F,2d,993
(5th Cir. 1977). The Supreme Court has not addressed the
question of the right to treatment for juvenile's- subject to ::= ;"
family court jurisdiction however, and there is a conflict of
opinion between two circuits. See Nelson, in which the Seventh
Circuit Court upheld the juvenile's right to treatment, and
Morales, 562 F.2d at 998, which seriously questions this
application ofothe doctrine. For a complete discussiOn of this
issue, see Standard 4.410 and Commentary.

Regardless of,, whether they are constitutionally mandated,
the guidelines for mental health services in this Standard com-
port with minimally acceptable kofessional practice: Sec
Morales, 383 F.Supp. at 105. There has been'inuch.criticisrn of-7:
the approach to corrections which assumes that all 'offenders
are in need of psychological treatment. SO American Friends.

' Service Committee, Struggle for Justice, 34 (1971); 4.!_titute:,91.
Judicial Administration / American Bar ''Association Joint
Commission . on Juvenile '.Justice Standards, , Proposed.'
Standards Relating to Correctioni Adininistration, 4.10(A) at
CoMmentary [hereiriafte cited as -IJA /ABA, Correetions.
Adininistration].' Authorities .agree;' howevei,; thal ilood
practice, if not .the Constitution, dictates ,that treatment
shotild be available for delinquents in accordance with their "`
individual, needs. See National Advisory Committee on -,
Criminal Justice Standards arid Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juveiiile Justice and Delinquence Prevention (1976), .

Standards 24.10; LIA/ ABA, Corrections Administration,
supra at Standard 4.10(A); and S. Rachlin, MD; "Adolescent
Psychology in Foster Care Residence: Future Directions," 39
Mount Sinai Journal of Medicine 1972).,,

a Of course, intensive psychotherapy is not needed by most
juveniles in custody, and a study has indicated that an
emphasis on direct treatment is .not the most-effective use of
the ,costly resource of psychiatrists' services. .See Rachlin,
supra at 586-91.

In an institutional setting, Dr. Rachlin found that peer
group pressure and the adolescents' fear of *Wing themselves'
as "crazy" discouraged the utilization df therapy: by the
residents. He recognizes the importanCe of- treatment-in-
preventing juvenile anti-social behavior from being 'carried
forward into adulthood. Individual treatment he concludes,
should therefore be available for the few willing to participate,.
and an alternative approrich must be taken to provide mental
health services for the majority.

This standard endorses the approach recommended by Dr.
kachlin, and 'limits the role of the psychiatrist. A-psychiatric



examination' might be performed as part .of the assessment
process to determine the.youth's treatment needs, and to see
that he/she is placed into a residential unit suited to those
needs. See Standards 4.214, 4.215 et. se ii. 4.2171 and
Commentaries. In addition, some individual and group
psychotherapy can be performed by the p ychiatrist. See
Standards 4.2151 and 4.2152. .

As Rachlin and others recognize; howeter; the most critical
individuals in the rehabilitation process are t e staff who are
in daily contact with the juvenile in his/ er day-to-day
activities. See Rachlin, supra at 590; Morales, 383 F.Supp.
at 106. The expertise of the psychiatrist can best be utilized,
therefore, if he/she concentrates upon thie training and
assistance of the primary care staff. The necessity pre- and
inservice training of, these staff people is eMphasized in these
standards and elsewhere. See, e.g., StanStandard 1.425; Morales,
383 F. Supp. at 109-10. What this sta dard proposes is "an,,
ongojg program of education addresged to the primary ca,re
givers, based on consultation to staff centering around .the
individuals in their care." Rachlin,iittpra at 590. This indirect
service approach should maxim the benefits of the mental
health services" provided for delinquents in custody./

The remainder of the recommendations in this standard,ard
drawn largely from the Relief Plan submitted by the United
States to the District Court in Morales. This plan was based
upon the views of the experts retained by the Department of
Justice as amius in the case, and represent-the professional
standards which the court deemed minimally acceptable. See
Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 105.

As noted aboVe, one aspect of the assessment process is a
psychiatric evaluation. See Morales, U.S. Relief Plan, 28;
MOrales, 383 F. Supp. at 88; Standard 4.214. If therapy is
prescribed,' the juvenile's family is to be involved, insofar as
that is consistent with the youth's rehabilitation plan. See
MorciMs, U.S. Relief Plan, 49. As the District Court pointed
out; the involvement of the family may be of vital importance
so that the child can be evaluated in the context of his/ her
environment, problems of the family unit can be identified and
treated, and family bonds can, be maintained. Morales, 383 F.
Sujip. at 115-17.

/
. //

With the indirect approaCh to men al health services, the
counseling function will be shared by the primary care staff.
See Standard 4.215. If/individual -ps chotherapy 'is recom-
mended, however, the standard required, that it .be, prOvided .
only by highly train professionals, specifically psychiatrists,
psychologists wit doctoral degree , or individuals with
masters degrees n psychology, soci I work, or counseling.
Both the Distr. t Court and the U.SJ Relief Plan in MoraMs *_
recommends that these individu Is hive experience in
working with adolescents as well as acadeinic training.

83 F. Supp. at 105; Mor U.S. Relief Plan, 47-,L,..__
48.

Finally, in addition to providing /individual therapy where
recommended by the assessment teem, the standard requires
that each-juvenile in custody be inforrld that he/she may'.. ,/
request, a personal "session with a p ychiAist'or psychologist
at any time. Morales, U.S: Relief P an, 48-49. In this way, the
facility ensures that the residents are aware of the availability
of such services for those who desire them. If a juvenile makes .
a request; the facility administrat r should-select a therapist
and provide the consultation as s on as reasonably possible.
Morales, U.S. Plan, 48 -49.1

Related Standards
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juve-

niles
i

1.5-1.56 Records Pertaining' to Juveniles
4.2122 'Staff Qualifications
4.213 Services 4

4.214 Development of a Treatment Plan
4,215 Group Counseling land Treatment Services
4.2151 Group Therapy,
4.2152 Semi-Autonomous Treatment Model
4.217 Health and Mental Services
4.2172 Responsibility Toward Patients
4.2193 Services
4.223 Services
4.263 Services
4.410 Right to Treatment

419
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Training schools should provide opportunities for exercise-
and constructive and entertaining leisure time activity. The
opimrtunities should be in additidn to the physical education
requirements that may exist under the °education laws of the
jurisdiction. Activities should be bilanced between individual-
type and team-type activities of both indoor and outdoor
varieties. At leasttwo hours of recreation should be provided
on school days and three hours on noniChool dayl, not
including unsupervised 0 periods spent primarily sln such
activities as watching4elevision.

Source:
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the 'Task Force on Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention; Standard 24.12( 1976); Morales
v. Turman, 383 F. Supp:753, 97-100. (EA). Tex. 19144;rev'd on
otl4r grounds, 535 FJ:2d 864 (5th Cir. 1976), rev'd and
remanded, 430 U.S. 32Z remanded on rehearing, 562 F. 2d.
993 (5th 'Cir. 1977).

Commentary
The "availability of recreational and b other leisure time

activities is no less important for juvenilesu in training school
juVeniles-in- the community. :In' holding that ; the-

"opportunity for adequate recreation and exercise .4nd
constructive and entertaining leisure time activities" were
constitutionally required for juveniles under the authority of
the TeXas Youth Council, the_court_in_Moraks-found-that
adolescents, both boys and girls, "have special physical needs
with respect to freedom.of movement" and that especially for
adolescent boys:

It is essential . . . to have a legitimate outlet for aggression
and hostility . . . when such normal channels of expression
are absent, anger is apt to express itsi-if in fighting and other

. forms of aggression._; Unexpressed hostility may also
contribute to depression or eve` ri suicidal tendencies:

rt Morales, 383 F. Supp. at 97, 98, and 100.
The recreation program -should be designed to -encourage

physical development and stimulate Creative expression. See
Morgan v. Sproat,.432 F. Supp. 1130 (S.D. 1977). 7.1te stan-
dardcalls for provision of a range ,of. physical activities in-
cluding indoor and outdoOr ream_ spOrtse.g., basketball,
volleyball, and softballas ;Well as indoor and outddor indi-
vidual physical activitiese.g., track, swimming, gymnastics,
weightlifting, yoga, karate, and wrestling. These activities

should be offered on both a competitive and a noncompetitiVe
basis. liSe of local recreational facilities, athletic compe-
tition against loCal teams should be encouraged to the greatest
extent possible in order lo provide both the community and
the,,reSidenfs':of the training school with greater opportunities
for interaction, involvement, and mutual understanding. See
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Corrections, 383 (1973); and R. ;: Vinter,. T.
Newcomb, and R. Kish, Time Out A National Study of
Juyenite, Correctional Progranis Committee, 179482 (1976).
Outdoor recreation activities whiCh may include field trips,
shOuld also be offered whenever feasible. See Morales; 383
F.Supp. at 98. These could include programs.deiigned to
develop sel&confidence,--teach-interdependence, and challenge
strength and stamina.

In addition to the need for, adequate recreational opportu- 2."
nities based on humanitarian grounds and to reduce the level
of boredom which currently exists in most large institutions,
see Vinter, Newcomb, and Kish, supra at 181 -182, a nurnber
of studies have indicated that vigorous exercise.cari reduce
anxiety levels in individuals as effectively as some cOmmOnlY;
used drugs, without the side effects. See, e.g., Studies cited in:'`
"Electromyographic Comparisons of SinglePoses of Eierciie
and Meprobamate as to Effect On Muscular Relaxation,"
Research Quarterly (1972); and K. Cooper, New Aerobics,

-7126 (1972). Although these studies have primarily focused on
the elderly, they hold promise for the reduced use of such ,

drugs; as thorazine and ritalin in juvenile facilities. Additional
research should be undertaken to explore :the effect of the
substitution, of exercise programs for use of drugs as control
mechnisms in training schools and other juvenile institutions.

Nonphysical recreational alternatives should include books
and other reading material, board games, cards, ping pong;
pool,,and programs which stimulate, and explore the creative
talents of the juveniles honied at the facility-such as music,
drama, dancing, drawing and painting, photography, poetry
and other forms.of creative writing, ceramics, woodworking, .

and textile crafts, See generally Morgan. Nether the physical"
nor the nonphysical leisure time activities should be limited to
those youths who display a natural ability for the particular
sport or prograin offered. A concerted effort should be made
to involve the entire training: school populatiOn in one,or more
of the organized recreational alternatives and to 'encourage
juvenile's to experiment and explore their. talents.

Volunteers from the local community should be used to
assist in developing and supervising leisure time activities.
Such involvement can expand the resources and creative skills.;



available to the training school, and- proVide community' Red;
---contacis and cififiortunity for the juveniles. .7

The `standard recommends that .a minimum of two hours be 4.2112
set aside on School days and three hours on nonschool days 4.213
for both physical and creative activities. See Morgan, 432 F. 4.2193
Supp. at 1154. Because' of the use of television in the past as 4.22
the sole form of recreation available, see Morales, 383 F. 4.23

i-Supp. at 97, 98, periods' 3f watching TV are excluded from the 4.252
minimum, recreational time requirements. 4.263
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4.?19 High Security
Juvenile Units
A high security juvenile unit is a specialized cottage, wing, or,
structure used to house juveniles adjudicated pursuant to the
jurisdiction of the family court over delinquency, who cannot
be controlled within a regular training. school living unit.
Juveniles may be transferred to the secureunit at the time of
admission, or subsequently, when it is deterinined, pursuant to
the procedures set forth in Standard 4.71 that the juvenile
poses a substantial threat to safety. Highrsecuiity units should
not be used as orientation, reception, or_diagnostic-centers.---

The design and location of, and Me procedures utilized in a
high security unit should balanCe the need to provide security
for the community, staff, and juveniles placed therein, and the
need to provide a reasonable qualify of life including the
services described in Standards 4.114 through-4.118 and Stan-
dard 4.2193.

Source:
None of the standards or model legislation reviewed

- addressed this issue directly. See generally Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile Justice Standards, PropoSed Architectural
Standards for Group Homes and Secure' Detention and
Corrections Facilities,' Standard ,6.1 (draft, 1976).

the possibility of greater; availability of funding and services
for separate facilities; and (3),the possibility that the existence
of a high security program at a training school would lead to
greater security restrictions being imposed On the entire
population. The second option was to authorize training.
Schools to developlii-house specialized high security units to
provide this service. The second. option was chosen with the
belief that if a separate high security juvenile facility
was established-it-would-lead to the creation-of-a-single-state----
wide secure juvenil& facility, far removed from the juveniles'
home communities and offer diminished opportunities for
transfer to more open programs. Members of the committee
were of the opinion that if theStandards for high security units
were followed, the arguments for separate facilities_could be
addressed without creating the problems resultingfrom their
establiShment

A juvenile may enterta high security unit in one oftwo ways.
A judge of the family "court may place him/her there at a
dispositional hearing, see Standards 3.181 and 3.182, or a
facility administrator may petition the family court' for .a
transfer to the unit from the general training school
population. See Standard' 4.71. In either\ case, the juvenile.
must pose a substantial threat to safety and be untreatable in a
less secure placement., As are 41 the National Advisory
Committee Standards regarding juveniles, this standard is
predicated on the philosophy that the least restrictive, setting
necessary should be employed. See Standard 4.410 and
Commentary. Consequently,, the use of high security units:
should be seen as an exception rather than the rule.' Once a-
decision is made that a separate unit is necessary to provide
stricter security for certain juveniles, the state agency hag a
duty to make the secure unit as liveable as, possible and to
Provide needed habilitation. Adherence to ,the right to
treatment philosophy is very crucial in high' security units
since

. Mithout a progam of individual.treatinent theresult
may be that the juveniles will not be rehabilitated; but
warehOused and that at thg
will likely be incapable of taking their proper places in free u :;,
society; their interests and thOse of. the state and school
thereby being defeated." (einphasis added) Nelsotiv. Heyne,
491 F.2d 352, 360 (7th Cir.), ci;rt. den.,.,417:p.sv9§70974).
The unit should not be notieably-Idiffeient from other .

buildings 'in the surroundink area The Institute ofUUdiCial
Administration/American Bar Association Joint COMmission
on Juvenile Standards, Standards;kelating to Architectureof
Facilities, Standard 6.5 (1977) [hereinaft cited as IJA/

Commentary
. .

.-

This standard: recommends the guidelines to be used in
operating a high security juvenile unit. The high security unit
is meant to be part of a training school, see Standard 4.21, and
should only be used if the juvenile cannot be controlled within-
a regular training school living unit. "Controlled" is used in
the sensethat the juvenile. presents a substantial tbreat to the
safety. of the community, staff;.and other..residents. As with all

q

training school: placgm ents, only those committed as delin-
quents may be placed in, high security:units. See Standards.
3.183 and 3.184. .. ,'.

The NatiOnal Advisory Committee conSidered. two options
with regard to security: The-first option would have required
the creation OE special high security juvenile facilitieS that
would provide security at a level higher thaythat offered at

iftraining schools. he arguments in/favor of separate facilities
include ( I) the ear, that in the/absence 'of. such facilities,
training .school secure units ,would be viewed as prOviding
inadequate .community protection, - thereby increasing the
likelihood of legislation, transferring juveniles who have
committed violent offenses to adult corrections facilities;(2)/ ,,.

--, /



Architecture of Facilities]. suggests that this will reassure the
juvenile s`

.. ,
s that even though they have been found to need

greater security, they will still be "treated with respect,
permitted to retain their dignity, and encouraged to form a
positive, self image . . ." Id. at Commentary. All services
needed to provide a reasonable quality of, life for the, juvenile
should be provided. See Standards 4.2144.218, 4.41-4.411,
and 4.2193.

The IJA/ ABA draft ArchitecNilia Standards, .supra at
Standard 6.1 et. seq. discusses the quality of life which should
be provided for the juvenile. The settings should be attractive,
pleasant, and as homelike as possible. Individual living areas
should be adjustable to suit personalities, provide security for
possessions, and places for grdup meetings, reading, or
solitude. The need for space and privacy is more urgent in thefor

security unit th n it is in the rest of the training school
due to the increase rigidity of the rules and the greater
limitations on freedom of movement. See IJA/ ABA
Architecture of Facilities, supra at Standard 6.16. The units 4.215
should be constructed so that they may accommodate 4.216
handicapped persons who reside in them and those who will 4.217
need access -for isitation or treatment purposes. cf. 45-C.F.R. 4:218
§84.4. , 4.219

,

As indicated in the Commentary to Standard 4.21, intensive_L4.21 -9-1
staffing. shoo u be_preferredover---phy§ieil barriers and 4.2192

-- mechanical d vices as the means to insure the safety of the 4.2193
community, r sidents, and staff. This remains true within high 4.2194
security unit
because of t
should 7.not
centers. Th e unit has a specific limited purpose for a limited 4.71-4.73
number of \juvenile-S. It should not be used for other purposes. 4$1

This standard sets the groundWork for the standards which 4.82

folloW. Most of the items mentioned in this standard ,ar
explained indepth in Standards 4.2191-4.2194. -

Duration of DiSposition and Type
SanctionDelinquencji

3.182 Criteria for Dispositional
quency

4.186 Predisposition Investigations
4.187 Predisposition Reports
4.188 Dispositional Hearings
4.21 Training Schools
4.211 Training SchoolsPhysical CharacteriStics an

Population
4.212 Training SchoolsStaff,
4.213 Training SchoolsServices
4.214 Development of a Treatment Plan

Group Counseling and Treatment Services
FducationaLServices
Health and Mental Health Services
Recreational Services.
High Security Units-

--Size--
Staff
Servides
Security
Rights of Juveniles
Discipline
Use of Restraints
Transfer Procedures
Grievance Procedures
Ombudsman Programs

as 'well as in other units and facilities. Finally, 4.41-4.411
Or more restrictive 'nature, high security units 4.51-4.53

e used for ,orientation, reception,
.
or diagnostic 4.61-4.63
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:,4.2191 and
.a ize

A' high .security unit should serve no more than twenty juvi-
niles in a structure. No living unit within the structure should .

exceed ten, and the utilization of co-educational secure prO.:
grams should be encouraged in order to foster normalization.

. . .

See generally ,Institute of Judicial Administra-
n/ A merican__BarAssocia tionJointGo inmis sin n , on

Juvenile Justice Standards, Proposed Architectural Standards
for Group Homes and Secure. Detention and Corrections
Facilities, Standards 3.1 and. 6.3, and. Proposed Standards
Relating to Correctional Administration, Standards 4.9(b) (vi)
and 7.5. [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Corrections Adminis-
tration] (draft: 1976).

Source:

Commentary
This standard,. like 'Standard 4.2112 relating to training

schools generally, requires that no more than twenty persons
be housed in each unit and that the units he co-educational.
,This standard reinterates that high security units Should only

. be different in ways that relate to the need for increased
security. The secure features, of:the unit are discussed in Stan-
dard

!, .AS. previously noted in Standard 4.2112, size has a Strong
impact on the quality of treatment plans. The smaller the,unit

and staff /.juvenile ratio, the., More likely that an intimate,
caring and norrnal\environment will be created. It is crucial'"
that the youths houSed in high security units be habilitatedin
an environment whicis as close to normal as possible: The
court in Morgan- v. Sproat, 432 F. Supp. 1130, 1149 (S.D.,
Miss. 1977); a case concerning the conditions idthe intensive
treatment unit of a juvenile facklity, accepted expert testimony
regarding the necessity of space and privacy:

"There are certain types ,of emotional and/ or behavior
Problents. for which therapeutically a certain amount of
P.E.N.49.X..i§...ikliAPP..tect if' YOU:Re...gOing.,..to_have..a4OSitive...

therapeutic effect . . . [f]or the most part: adolescents who
get to [places like training schools] have had a background
which has been lacking in many of what-most pet:411e would
.considerto-be the nornal socio-cultural attributes olliving

." Id. at 1149, fn. 41:
By providing juveniles with a living environment which strives
to individualize and - normalize, "It gives a measure to them
that they: are worth `something to other people." Id.

The' actual high security unit within the training schOol

facility should hou_se no more than : twenty persons. See
Standard 4.2112;.Naticinal Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, RePort of the Task- Fore.--Ton
Juvenile Jtistice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 24.2
(1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Foree];
IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at Standards
7.2, The IJA/ ABA standard attempts to analyze why 'the
number twenty was chosen as the maximum size. It seems that
there is no hard data on the relationship of minimal size for
adequate training or rehabilitation. Id. at Commentary.
However, The IJA/ABA Joint Commission found that, here is
unanimous management support for the belief that a liVing
unit size of betireen 18-25 is optimum since beyond that limit,

the simple "logistics of many people about defeats the intent' of
the program to normalize rather than regiment.' Id.
"Scheduling, controlling, feeding, moving, 'Supplying, equip-
ping, and meeting timetables for large grouPs imposeS
depersonalization on sta and resident- alike and negatively
influences the relationship f staff to resident, resident to staff,
staff to staff, and resident resident."' id.

Within the secure unit itself;; the standard permits no-more
than ten juveniles to be grouped together in irdividua-
lized living units. This is an attempt to further reduce the
institutional. atmosphere at the high security unit. This is not
meant to eliminate -the provisiOn in Standard -4.2112 for a
Mixture,of private and semi-privaterOoms. Whenever feasible,
there should be-a preference for single rooms. As noted'hy_ the ._.:

Institute of Judicial Adminislratiot./ American Bar Associa-
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Architecture of Facilities, Standard
6.16 (1976) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Architecture of
Facilities], the secomMended size limi6 are generally smaller
than those' currently employed. Understandably cost factors
come into play, but this should be balanced against the danger
of the predictable response to stress factors generated by
overcrowding. /..d. at Commentary. As noted in the.

.. to Standard 4.2112, use of room asiignments may be part
.,of- a. reward -systemrbUt-'should--not be-arbitrarily-ab used7See

also Standard 4,53 and 4.54. Preserving the personal integrity
of a jtivenile during higLher periiiclOf confinement in the high
security unit' is essential if proper rehabilitation is to occur.
Small units and individual rooms Wiill'assist in achieving-this
goal.

Standard 4.2113'and its Commentary disbuss the benefits of
.ico-education- in a training school: The imposition of amore
secure living unit does not take away the necessity to foster
normalizatichh It is, recognizecrthat heternsexual contact and
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nences are necessary to the proper social! ation Of a 4.2111.
ontLThe Report of the Taskoi.Sce, supra at Sta ard24. . 4.2112

and the IJA/ ABA; Cdrrections upra at 4.2121
tandard 7.5 are both in agijeement with this proviSio. 'These

same considerations suggest; that the high security unit s ould 4.214
also 'be, used for both, males and, females 'They should not 4.219,
Share the same living unit, but should-be able to mingle w' h 4.2192
each-other in their everydayTaCtiVitieS:Sere Gary W. v. State o 4.4193
La., 437 F. -Supp. 1209, 1224 (E,D.La, 1976), TIr only 4,221
exception to this requirement should' be Wilef8 il§Sall1110111 1331
team (Standard 4.2141) responsible for a child's treatment 26
plan suggest 'otherwise. Gary W., 437 F. Supp. at 1224. '4. .411

4.51. .53
4.61 62 '
4.71-4.
4.81

Related Standards
4.21 Training Schools

IOCation
Size and Design
Staff Size
Serviees ;
Development of 'Treatment Plan
High Security Units
High Security UnitsStaff
High Security Units--Services
Camps and RancLesSize
Group. Homes-rSize
Detention FacilitiesSize
Rights of Juveniles
Discipline
Use of Restraints
Transfer Procedures
Grievance Procedures



4.2192 Staff
The 'staffing pattern and qualifications of the treatment, staff
for ,seeure units should be similar to that set for training
schonla 'in Standards 4 j/21 and 4.2122 .except supervision
and treatment, staff,of/a high security unit should be propor7
tionately larger. At,' a minimum, each living unit of ten
juveniles should include:

a. Three (3) child-care vvorkers on duty during waking
hours and iwo (2) child-care workers on duty during-
normal sleeping periods;

b. One (1) child -care supervisor;
c. One (1) caseworker; and
d. One (1) recreation worker.

Staff for a 'twenty-bed secure structure should also include at
least one -full -time psychologist; and oneAeacher for every ten
residents with teachers' aides as needed. Structures with fewer
than two living units should adjust staff proportionately so as
to maintain, to the extent possible; the services and ratios set
forth above. ,

Source:
See generally Aggressive! Violent and Dithirbed Adolescent

/ Demonstration ProjeCi, submitted by New York State
Division for Youth to N.,Y.S. Division of Criminal Justice
Services on Dec. 3, 1974 (Proposal #1867, Grant C84747).

Co mpntarY
This andard outlines the staff requirements for, the high

security `u-nit. In, keeping with the recommendation in
Standard 4.2121 concerning training schools generally, that
the staff be appropriate for the care, treatment, and
supervision of the juveniles placed in the training school, this
standard recommends that a higher ratio of supervision and
treatment staff to children be implemented in high security
units.

This standard requires, at the minim m, the following
persons be on duty for each living unit o ten:

-a. Three% child-care workers during w rking hours (the
requirement for the general population is one per ten
juveniles), see Standard 4.2121(e);

b. Two child-care 'workers during sleeping hours (the
requirement for the general populatiOn is one per twenty
juvenile's); id."4.2121(f);

c. One child-care supervisor (there is no prolIsion for this
position in the general population); .

d. One caseworker (the requirement for the general
population is one per twenty juveniles), id. '4.2121(d);
and

e. One recreation worker (no such worker is provided for
___:the general population).

For, each twentY776ed structure there should also be
a. One full-time psYchologist Nte ratio is 1:100 in the

,general popuLtion), id_4.2121(b); and
b. One teacher for each ten residents-(the ratio is 1:12 in the
_general prop ulatVion iii.74. 121-(i)71

The staffing ratio recommended for the most secure juvenile
. facilities reflects an awareness that the violent propensities
and degree, of disturbance exhibited by children in such
progams requires substantially more staff than that propoied
for training schools in Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53
(1974) rev d on other grounds, 535 F.2d. 864"(5th 'Cir. 1976),
rev'd and remanded, 430 U.S1- 322, remanded, on reheating,
562 ..F.2c1. 993 (5th Cir. 1977): It is recognized that "youths
held in secure facilities are often in a tense or unsettled mental
state whiCh may lead to displays of anger, tension, loss of self
control, frustration, impertinence, or violence directedtoward
Staff, other residents, their parents, or society." Institute of
Judicial Administration/American Bar Association Joint
Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relat-
ing to Architecture of Facilities, Standard 6,2(1977) [herein-
after cited as IJA/ ABA, Architeclure of FaCilitieS].

The emphasis in
.
the secure unit should...be olspositive staff=

resident felationships. 'American CoreeetiOnar Administra-
tion, Commission on Accreditation for Corrections, Manual
of Standards for Juvenile Detention Facilities and Services,
Note p. 56 (1976); National AdiiSory-CoMmittee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile. Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 24.3
(1976) [hereinafter cited s Report of the Task Force]. There
should be a "supporti security system as suggested by the
IJA/ ABA, Architect of Facilities, supra. Staff should be
well-trained and knowledgeable as to their role. .,See Standard
1.425 and Commentary. For the most pat, children in the
high security unit will need to experience positive. adult
relationships and be able to see adults as positive rote models.,
Report of the Task Force, sUpra. Although many experts
disagree on the therapeutic value of secure detentioa, they dO
agree that if the toneof the units is such that a child feels that
the staff is concerned about him/her, treatment can be
provided. Mariarella v., Kelley, 349 F. Supp. '575, 586
(S.D.N.Y. 1972), enforced, in .559 F. Supp. 478 (S.D.N.Y.'.
1973).

The staff is crucially' important to the proper treatment of
the juveniles: -.

"The concept of treatment as a constitutional quid pro quo
, for the state's right to detain those not guilty (or accused) of

crime=children, the mentally ill, for exampleinvolves the
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delivery of therapeutic 'servicesservices which, must
,.emanate from the staff. Treatment in this sense goes beyond
good will and kindness, although those virtues may be
indispensible to, the success. of the Id at 586.
Although no one source can provide the absolute minimum

proportion of staff to resident,,there is general agreement that
the ratio must increase greatly from that used in the general
training school population. (StaVard 4.2121). The -courts
have determined that regardless of the amount of security, the
institution's entire program must be' geared to meet the
individual needs of each student. Nelson v. Heyne, 491 F.2d

360 (7th Cir.), cert. den. 417 U.S. 987 (1974), Morgan v.
Sproat, 432 F. Supp. 1130, 1140 (S.D. Miss..1977). In order to
accomplish this' goal, there must be a sufficient number of
qualified professional and support personnel in each unit.
supra.
_ The adequacy of -the relationship between staff and
residents depends heavily on their knowledge of each other.
The staff must know the Background and special needs of each
child in their care in order to provide the services required:.
This is especially true if the child is handicapped in addition to
his/ her other problems. SeeMartarelld, 349 F. Supp. at 590:-
See Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C.
§794 (1974); P.L. 94-142, codified at .20 U.S.C. 1401 et. seq.
By keeping theratios small, the staff will have more time to
learn and understand the problems of the children. The
juveniles in turn will,develop greater trust for the staff if they
are perceived, as truly interested in they uvenile's welfare.

Personnel Providing .Direct Services to Juve-
niles

11`4`26 1 Educational Personnel
;-, 4.'11 Role of. the State
''. 4.i Training Schools , -,,

4.2 12 , '.:,Training SchoolsSiie and Design
4.21 1 'Training SchoolsStaff. Size
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4.213 Training SehoolsServices
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4.2142 Treatment-Plan ,
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,

Therapy
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The range of services provided in high security units should be
comparable with;-thalof, regular training school living units,
with additional resources to permit smaller. doss size and
individual education, increased recreational'`. opportunities
and psychiatric screenings to determine whether a juvenile
`'should be considered, for transfer to a mental health program
in accordance with the law.

Source:
See generally Aggressive/ Violent and Distutbed Adolescent

Demon.Ictiation Project, submitted by NeW York State
Division' for Youth to. N.Y.S. DiVision of Criminal JuStice
Services on Dec,- 3, 1974 (Proposal #1867, Grant C84747).

corn en t a ry

This standard incorporates the provision of all of the serv-
ices;delineated in Standards 4.213 to 4.218 concerning the

.general training ,sdhool population and adds additional
requirements, for juveniles; restrained in the high Security unit.
Not only must the training .School provide . the basic
educational, medical, and 'dental, services required by the 'right
to rehabilitation and treatment' rulings, see Wyatt v. Stiekney,

.. .325 F. Supp. 781 (1971) aff'd 334 F. Supp..1341 and 344-F.
SupP. . 373 (M.D. Ala. 1972), affd sub. nbin., Wyatt v.
Aderholt, 503 F.2d 1305 (5th Cir. 1974); Morales v. Turman,
383 F. Supp. 53 (E.1?. Tex. 1974) rev'd on othergrounds, 535
F.2d 864. (5th Cir. 1976), rev'd and retnanded,.430
rerhanded on rehearing, 562 F.2d. 993 (5th Cir. 1977); Nelson
v.!lieyne, 355 F Supp. 451 (N. D. Ind."1972) affd, 491 F.2d.
352 (7th Cir.), cert. den., 417 U.S. 987 (1974); Inmate.i of

, Training School V. Affleck, 346 F. SupP..1354 (D.R.I. 1972),
but in keeping with the idea of individualized treatment plans,
see Standard 4.2142; Morgan v;,Sproat, 432 F. Supp. 1130
(S.D. Miss. 1977),this"._Atandard. 'proposes that, the high
security units need-, and Should haVe, smaller classrooms,
increased recreational opportunities, and psychiatric screen-.

-ings to -meet the special needs of children housed in them.
Cburts have uniformly prohibited the use of juvenile high

security facilities which deny residents the programs and serv-:
ices which are giyen to the training school poptilation.
Morgan,..432.y. Supp. at 1139; Inmates, Lollis V. New York
State Department of Social Services, 322 F. Supp: 473
(S.D.N.Y. 1970); and -Nelson. .

Despite any -eVidence,of corporal _punishnent or physical
. abuse, the court in Inmates ordered the high security unit
closed because:. ' --

[t]o confine a boy without exercise, always indoors, almost
'always in a small cell, with in the way of education or
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reading'materials, and virtually no visitors from the outside
world is to rot away the health of his body, min4:and spirit.
Id. at P65-66.
The `Morgan court notenhat while, some juveniles do need

to be confined to more secure facilities, theyrnust nevertheless
be provided with adeqUate-servies.

". . [it is] clear that Some students need more secaite
arrangements; but they still must receive the -full range. of
treatment services under .the.niore securebnditions.This
has been dons in South Carolina and in L--o-niSi-iia",-41iere<
Students needing secure facilities ars assigned tor all o r_inost
of their commitments to .maxiinuirk,security- units where
they receive a full -range of intensive treatment prograins on
a regular basis MOrgan, supra at
Acknowledging that residents Who are placed in high

security may have special. roblems, see Institute of"lugiCial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Continksion
on Juvenile Justice StandarCk, Standards .Relatinil'io
Architecture of FacilitieS, Standard 6.2 (1977) and CorniVen-

. tary; American Correctional Association,: CommiSsion on
4ccreilitatiOn for Corrections,..Manucil. of Standards':- for
J uvenile Detention Facilities and, ServiCeS, Note p. 56 0978)6
National Advisory Committee 'On CrimiikaLlutice Standards
and 'Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Sandard 24.3 (1976) and Commen
tary, this standard recommends psychiatric screening in 'Order
to discover problems as soon, ai,possible:- If counseling \ and
general therapy are insufficient aneconimitment is necessary,
the juvenile shOidd be transferred in compliance with
Standards 4.2174 and 4.73. The high security unit shOuld not
be used merely-to contain hostile behavior when it is the result
of severe 'psychiatric .problems.

Related Standards
4.213 . Training -L-SSehoolserVices
4.214-4.2142 Development of Treatment Plan
4.215-4.2152 ,Group Counseling and Treatment Serviees
4.216-4.2163 Educational Services
4.217 Training. Schools=-Health and Mental Health

Services.
Recreational Services
High Security Juvenile Units
Population and Size

4.218
4.219
4.2191
4.2192 ' Staff
4.41-4.411 Rights of Juveniles'

-74.51-4.54
4.61-4.62 Use of Restraints ,

4:73 Transfers Athong Agencies
4.814.82 Grievance Procedures and Ombudsman Pro-

gra ins .



The primary security strate y should be a'high'yuuth-staff
ratio with emphasis Upon p sitive youth-staff 'relationships.
Security should, be flexible in order to ;flow increased and
decreased security accorsling to ;the risks at a ,given time.
Interior. 'security hardware gould be as unobtrusive as
possible to maximize normalization in living areas. High
security ,units may be self:contrgined and perimeter security
may be used in order to encourage greater freedont of
movement, with the unit. Room confinement, if necessary,
shoUld In in" the juvenile's own room whenever possible. If
,separate confmement rooms are reqiiired' they should be
located away from the bedroom section of the faillity, should
be in areas of maximum staff activity, mid should contain a
'minimum prescribed level of environment amenities.

See `generally Institute of Judicial Administration/Ameri-
can Par Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards,..Prdposed Standards Relating to Architecture for
Group "tomes and Se'cure Detention and Corrections
Facilities, Standards r23.4, 6,1, and 6.10 and ,Commentary
(draft, 1976).

Comineniary
This standard recommends:the permissibk. boundaries of

security in high ;security units. Instekg of punishment,
pla ent in a high security unit shOuld afford the juvenile

tention and a better chance to establish interperional
r atio ships with older persons. By providing a 'high youth-

ratio, more security is provided without unduly are:

It is generally acknowledged. that the use of secure facilities
is ,needed to control some youths: Institute JUdicia,
Admtnistration/Anerican:Bar AsSociationJOinf,tdminisSidr0;.,
on-JUvenile JusticeStandards, Standai.dsRelatediaArehite''
lure. of Facilities, Standard- 5.1. (1977) [hereinafter .cited as
LTA/ ABA, Architecture of Facilities]; AMeriCan,Corrections
Association, Cpminission on Accreditation for Corrections,
Manual .of Standards for Juvenile Detention FcicililicS and
Services, .StanOttrcP 82$1 et,seq... (1978) [hereinafter. cited as
Manual of Standards]; and National 4dVisory Committee on
Criminal Justices-Standardsand Goals; Report of_the Task..
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency' Prevention
Standards 24.2 and 24.3 (1976) [hereiniftei:c1ted as` Report of
the Task Force]:. HOwever,: as the IJA/
sion points out, placement in a secure setting should be the laSt
resort. If placement in., a secure facility- is found' to .17A
necessary, then it 'is the responsibility of, the training Scheibl
adMinistration o to ;attempt= to rehabilitate the youth and
remove him/her from high security as soon as possible.

The.ievel of securify should be flexible and easily aMenable
to either lOw or high dethand situations. This may be:
accomplished by the"' Use of strong outdoor security and, the
use. of verSatile:indobr,hardware. More importantly, :there
Should be a supportive_ system of security.which is capable of
imposing :Strict .:liriiitations on ,a juvenilei'. freedom o
movement,. but also Capable orencOuraging normaliptiOn
and a degree:Of autonomy "commensurate with the juVenilei':,
ability to handle that responsibility. The- IJA ABA, Architec-,,
taral Facilities, supra suggests alternative Security, measures_..
that are consistent with those _recommended in this standard::
See-Standards 5.1,.5.12, 6.1,, 6.2, and 6.17. Among the most
important noted bys, the IlAtABA Joint. CommisSion

restricting the juveniles. See" Standard 4.2192 and Commen-
tary. -

/
The level of security in these units.should be flexible enough

to permit the Use of the least restrictive environment necessary
at any given time Additional "hardware" necessary to provide
a more secure environment should not be obvious if possible.

,.There should be a preference for. high outside security rather
than :'-overbearing rigidity within the living units: From .the
outside, it should be clear to the juveniles that they are in a
.higV security unit and that. -absconding will be prevented.
However, 'within. the unit' there should be an effort to
maximize -ho malization and encourage greater freeddm of
movement: I separate confinement rooms are necessary. for
disciplinary urposes; they should be located away from the
bedrooms and in an area of maximum staff activity. All of ihe
requirementS' of Standard 4.52 And 4.54 must. be met before
placing a juvenile. in room confinement.

A. 11,-,e of staff programming to provide needed security.'
It is suggested that-there be utilization of a high, staff-
yolth ratio, with flexibility in programming sufficient ,to
impose more rigid controls during incidents or-periods)of
sustained unrest. Id. at Standard 5.1. Hidden boTp---
alarms_ for all .staff working in secure settings is .

.stiggested,..as well as emergency alarm deVices in each
juvenile's room: for use if the youth feels ir, dan er

_ assault. 4/. Glass7enclosed . control and obseratio
centers should-be avoided. Id. ,'---

B. Use o.f .leait oppressive inside "hardware".
,

1to promote
normalization. Provisions should be Madelor Moveable
furniture in most bedrooms and activity areas with 't e

option of changing youths to a setting' with fixed
'furniture, or of removing moveable items. Id . '.at:'.
Standard 6.1. Residentsshould have keys 4o their rooms '..

to ensure the safety of their personal possessior 7.''''
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Latches should be placerfon the inside of bedroom doors
to enable youths to lock themselves in if threatened.
Staff master keys would override the inside latch. Id. at
Standard 6.1. Observation . panels in bedroom doors
should be utilized whenever possible. Toilets and wash
basins should be provided in each bedroom to ensure
privacy and enable staff to isolate disruptive youths in
their own rooms. Id.

Provisions for air conditio 'ing and utilization of high-
strength glass in windows should be used to avoid use of:
bars. Id. at Standard -5.L. If this is not possible, it is
suggested, that windows with opening units one foot
wide, having a center pivot be utilized. In either case,
provision should be made for security against unauthor-
ized departures from the facility without requiring bars
or the appearance of a security window. Id. at Standard
5.12.

C. Encouragement of normalization. Visiting hours should
be liberal to encourage continued contact between the
juvenile and relatives and friends. Provisions should be
made to, allow working parents to visit before or after
their work shifts. Id. at Standard 6.17. Access to
telephones should be available between the- hours of
9am to 9pra. A varied choice of activities in education,
arts and crafts, sports, and leisure shptild be provided.
Id.at Standard 6.2. Locks should not be placed on doors
leading to recreational areas or general restrooms. Id.. at
Standard 6.17.

Implementation of the above should lead to the avoidance
of the use of stringent security measures at all times against all
persons. It will also encourage normalization, projection of a
positive self -image by a youths positive relationships between
yOuths and staff, and the elimination of buildings that by their
design encourage youths to react in a destruCtive manner. Id.

There should be written policies regarding the rules and
regulations to be enforced against or on the behalf of the
juvenile. See Standard. 4.47. Written policies should be in the
language spoken by the juvenile and a braille copy should also
be available. 'For those children unable to read, the rules and
regulations should be explained -verbally so that the juvenile
understands their meaning. Staff should also be pri.-,pared to
re-explain rules and regulations upon request. If a juvenile is
not able to comply with the rules, loss of privileges may result
after the proper procedures are followed. Standard 4.53 and
4.54.

If a juvenile's action is such that he/she threatens the safety
of the staff or of other, residents, he/she may be placed' in
room confinement pursuant to Standards 4.52 and 4.54: When
room confinement is required, a juvenile should be placed in
his/ her room whenever 'possible. If separate confinement
rooms are necessary, they should be located away from, the '-
bedroom section of thefacility and in an area of maximum

jstaff activity so that the juvenile may be checked regularly, see
Standard 4.52, and that the juvenile's peers will not see
him/her in a punitive and humiliating situation. IJA/ ABA,
Architecture of Facilities, supra at Standard 5.10. The
IJA/ ABA, Architecture of Facilities, supra at Standard 5.10
also suggests that locating a confinement room in the staff
area would discourage routine use of the room and would
prevent confined juveniles from disrupting the daily routines
of other residents. If wed, the confinement rooms, must have
the minimum prescribed level of environmental amenities and.
services. See Standard °4.52 and Commentary. See also.
Standard 4.411.

Related Standards

at Standard 5.1. L425
There is a very strong trend toward the use of staff-rather

than mechanical devices for security purposes. The Manual of 4.219
Standards, supra, Standards on Security and Control, notes 4.2191
That "the greatest degree of security for-staff and juveniles is 4.2192
achieved through positive , relationships between these 4.2193
groups." Id. at 56. The staff shoUld alsb be aware that they are 4.41-4.411
adult role models. Preservice and inservice training should 4.51-4.54
"emphasize how tobegzt utilize this in aiding rehabilitation. See 4.61-4.62
Report of the TaskForce, supra at Standard 24.3. The role 4.71-4.73
and qualificatiodof staff are ,further discussed in Standard 4.81
4.2192. See ado Standards 1.41 and 1.425. 4.82
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4.22 Camps and.
Ranches
Camps and ranches are rurally located, nonsecure facilities
used to house juveniles adjudicated pursuant to the jurisdic-
tion of the family court over delinquency, which have a
programmatic emphasis on outside actiVity.such as conserva-
tionoigriculture,. or community service projects.

Source:
See generally California-. Youth Authority, Stankrcy for

Homes, Ranches, and Camps (1972); New York
State Division fore Youth, Neiv Paths for Youth (1974).

Commentary
This standard recommends the utilization of rurally-located,

nonsecure camps and ranches to house juveniles adjudicated
delinquent by the family 'court. See. Standard .3.1.82. The
Department of ,Youth Authority in California,d..tfines such"
camps as "outdoor work nrograms-in minimum .security
settingS." California Department of Youth Authority, Rese-
arch Report No: 53,- Forestry Camp-Study(1967) [hereinafter
Cited as Forestry Camp Study]. Although the exact ,theory
behind such camps is vague, the camp environment is
supposed to facilitate the rehabilitation of youthful offenders

:by utilizing a healthful and pleasant setting, small numbers of
people and close contact between staff and residents to instill
gOod work habits. Id. at 3. The facility encourages self-
development, provides opportunities for reform, and secures
classifiCation and' placement of juveniles according to their ,

capabilities. California Department of Youth Authority.
Regulation 15 -4341 [hereinafter cited as California .Youth
Authority. Regulations].

The camps and ranches recommended by this standard
require a programmatic emphasis on outside activity, basic
self-discipline and the development of vocational and
interpersonal skills. While it cannot be shown that camps and
ranches lower recidivism rates more significantly than other
facilities, the National Advisory Committee -believed that
some juveniles could benefit from this particular form of
placement. Adjudicated delinquents who live in rural areas are
proper candidates for ramp or ranch placements. So, too, are
those urban dwellers who are not in need of secure placement
but for whom community contact is undesirable.

The camp' provides a setting, for juveniles to develop good
habits, learn to work, and develop certain skills. Further,
residents perform useful and necessary work that benefits the

community in general. These standards adopt a position that
work is a valuable and important learning experience for
juvenila and "an integral part of a rehabilitation program.'.'.
See Standard 4.49 and Commentary. See also Institute of
Judicial Administration/American Bar jAssociation Joint
Commission on Standards, Standards Relating to Corrections
Administration,. Standard 4.14 and Commentary (1977).. As .

such, camps.. and ranches' should be available for those
children for whom they will be a benefit.

Camps and ranches carrying on conservation, agricultural,
or 'community. service projects, on public lands should
integrate those projects with the work program of established
public agencies. The responsibilities of each agency and its
staff should be outlined in an agreement that identifies.
working hours, conditions, wages,: specific projects expected
to be 'accomplished, meal, and transportation arrangements.
Since responsibility for the work project ultimately --lies with
the conservation mi,1 other public works agency, selected
agency personnel should be headquartered in the ,camp to
direct work operations. The camp pe ranch, however, should
remain responsible for the care'and treatment of the juveniles
placed therein:- See generally California Youth Authority
Regulations.

Like programs in other residential facilities, programs of the
camps.and ranches should be evaluated to ensure the utility
and appropriateness of the programs and personnel. See
Standard 1.125. As with; all other residential programs, an
rights established by these standards are applicable to camps
and ranches.

Related Standards
1.125
3.182 -

4.11
4.221
4.222
4.223
4.41 -4.411
4.51-4.54
4.61-4.62
4.71-4.73
4.81
4.82

Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
Criteria for bispositional
Delinquency
Role of the State,
Camps and RanchesSize
Staff
Services
Rights of Juveniles
Discipline
Use of Restraints
Transfer Procedures
Grievance Procedures-
Ombuwman Programs
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4.221 Size
A camp or ranch should house no more than twenty juve-
niles.

Source:
See generally Discussion of facility size in the Commentary

to Standard 4.2112.

Commentary
This standard recommends that a camp or ranch house no

more than twenty juveniles. As has been said many times
throughout these standards, size is an important factor for
developing a normal atmosphere.within -a. residential facility,
enhancing the personal integrity of a juvenile, facilitating
re abilitatibn and permitting a facility to function smoothly.
S e, e.g., Standards 4.2112, 4.2191 and ComMentaries. The
Tact that camps.and ranches are located in a rural setting does

ot alter these considerations.
The number twenty reflects a consensus among manage-

ment staff regarding the maximum number of residents for
a nonsecure facility. As such, it was 'chosen by the National
Advisory Committee as the maximum for camps and ranches,

sN,

A "1'1

%I

Because they will be conducting programs designed to-impart
specific skills and to complete specific tasks, a small number of
participants is even more essential than in other facilities.
Supervision and training cannot be effectively conducted in
camps and ranches if large numbers of juveniles arpresent:
Individual instruction by skilled workmen is necessary ;if an
occupation is to 'be learned. Additionally, the projects of
camps and ranches are likely to involve some tasks which
involve danger if performed recklessly and to utiliie tools
which"are dangerous if improperly used. To avoid accidents
Wand-to develop skills, onlia small number of juveniles should
reside at the camp or ranch.

Related Standards
4.11 Role of the State
4.2112 Training SchoolsSize and Design
4.2191 High Security UnitsSize
4.22 Camps and Ranches,
4.222 Staff
4.223 Services
4.231 Group HomesSize
4.261 Detention .Facilities Size
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4.222 Staff
Camps and ranches should have the staff necessary to, provide
for the care, treatment, and supervision of the juveniles placed
therein. Appropriate work supervision should be provided by
the cooperating conservation, agriculture, or community
service agency. ,

At a minimum, camps and ranches should have one
caseworker per twenty juveniles, and one teacher per ten juve-
niles who attend school. at the camp rather than at the local
public 4chooll. In addition;'there should be at least two child-
care worker; on duty at all times: Other professionals should
be employed' on a fUll-time, part-time, or consultative basis as
may be necessary to meet the needs of indiyidual residents.

The minimum qualifications for these positions should be the
same as those set; forth' in Standard 4.2122, except that all
child-care workers should have current advanced first-aid
training in addition to the educational and employment
experience described in Standard 4.2122(d).

Sources:
See generallY California Youth Authority, Standards for

Juvenile Homes, Ranches, and Camps,. (1972); Morales v.
Turman, 383 F. Supeo. 53, 85-88 (E.D. Tex.)974); Relief Plan'
submitted by plaintiff and counsel in Morales v. Turman for
amid, at 12-17.

Commentary,
This standard recommends that camps .and,ranches be

adequately staffed with qualified people, At a ,Minirinim, the
. camp or ranch should have two child-care workers on duty at

all times. Child-care workers should have/at least a high
school degree or,its equivalent and have completed at leaSt one

(
full year of work with adolescents in the_community or in
other residential facilities. See Standard 4:2122 and Commen-
tary. Because of the rural location of the camp and because of
the'hature of the work-performed there, child-care workers
should also be trained in first-aid techniques. See also
Standard 1.425 and Commentary. When juveniles are unable
to attend local schools because of the location of the camp or
ranch, one teacher per ten residents is recommended. Teachers
should possess the same qualifications as those teaching in the
public schools. One caseworker poSsessing a bachelors degree
with courses., in social work, psychology, or behavioral

-sciences- and one year's experience working with juveniles
"should also be available. See generally California Youth
Authority, Standards for Juvenile Homes, Ranches, and
Camps (1972).

Camps and ranches are unique in terms of their rehabilita-
tion program. Because of the nature of the programthe
standard recommends that the conservation, agriculture, Or
community service organization provide the staffsupervision
for its projects. It is unrealistic to assume that staff trained in
the child-care professions will alsc; be trained to supervise
particular iforms of work programs. Since the state' youth
agency still maintains an ultimate supervisory responsibility
for the operation of the camps or ranches, see Standard 4.11,
cooperative agreements between agencies are cOntenaplated..
See also Standard 4.22. It is the responsibility of both agencies
to insure that the work supervision staff .is adequate to
perform the taski set forth and to instruct the juveniles
assigned to* the programs. See Standard 1.125.

Because of the rural loCation of the facility and because the
number of residents is small, the standard does not envision
that a full range of services will be provided on-site. However,
the facility should contract for consultive services generally
and ,retain full-time assistance when warranted. This does not,
however, lessen the..states' duty to individually assess each
child's needs and to provide for them. See Standard 4.223. If a
child's needs cannot be met in a camp or ranch; he/she should
not be placed there.. See Standard 4.223 and Commentary.

The quality of a program'S staffing is not measured solely by
specific qualification . requirements or numbers .of staff.
Sustaining quality is an ongoing process. Staff members
should be properly oriented to their duties and to the rules
of the camps and ranches. Inservice training must also be
required. See Standard 1:425. Such training will lead toward

Jnore professional growth for the staff and a better
understanding of6child development and behavior.

Related Standards
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.41 PersonnelSelection
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juve-

niles
Role of the State
Training Schools--Staff Size
Training SchoolsStaff Qualifications
High Security UnitsStaff
Camps and Ranches
Size
Services
Group HomesStaff
Detention FacilitiesStaff
Ombudsman Programs

4.11*
4.2121
4.2122
4.2192
4.22
4.221
4.223
4.232
4.262
4.82
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4.223 Servibes
Camps and ranches should offer a broad range of services
including, but not limited to, the specific service areas
described below.

A treatment plan should be prepared jointly by each juvenile
and his/her assessment team. Each assessment team should be
composed of a child-care worker, a caseworker and a teacher.
'The plan should provide a structured schedule of activities,
counseling, and education, but should not involve' intensive
psycho-therapy since juveniles with deep-seated emotional or
psychological problems ihould be treated at facilities closer to
community resources.

The primary emphasis of the treatment strategy of .a camp or
ranch 'should be on a work-oriented program. However,
remediation resources should be available to juveniles
requiring special academic attention as an adjunct to their
vocational training experience.

Camps and ranches should have contractual relationships
with local physicians and hospitals for the delivery of medical
and dental needs which cannot be fulfilled by the staff. These

'arrangements should include screening and assessment of
incoming juveniles, 24-hour emergency care procedures and
routine medical care procedures. Each camp or ranch should .

have a written medical care plan detailing 14' name and
.telephone,number the person or institution to be contacted for
eacti' category of medical care.

Sources:
California Youth Authority, Standards for Juvenile Homes,

Ranches, and Camps (1972).

Commentary
This standard recommends that camps and ranches offer a

broad range of services to the residents through a combination
of on-site and contractual programs. Included in these services
are treatment plans, with a primary emphasis on work,
remedial education, and medical and dental services.

The treatment plan required by this standard should be
developed immediately or at least within fifteen days of the
juvenile's admission to the camp or ranch. See Standard 4.214
and Commentary; National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Jukice Standards and. Goals, Report of the Task Force, on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 23.3
and Commentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the
Task =Force]; and Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53,88, 92-
93 (E.D. Tex. 1974), rev'd other grounds, 535 F.2d 864 (5th
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Cir. 1976), rev'd and. remanded, 430 U.S. 322, remanded on
rehearing, 562 F:2d 993 (1978). The plan should be developed
by an assessment team which includes the child-care worker?
the teacher, the caseworker, the juvenile, and his/her parents.
By, including all peisonnel that will have contact with the juve-
nile' as well as the juvenile and his /her family, an-overall per-
spectiv ::. of needs- can be obtained. Further, problems can be
identified and priorities and program options .can be estab-
lished. See-Standards 4.2141, .4.2142 and Comnientary.
' The treatment plan should include a structured schedule of
work and other activities, counseling, and remedial education
to prepare the juveniles for their eventual return to their home
community. The primary emphasis of the plan, h&seever,
should be work oriented ',to comply with the purpose of the
camp or ranch. See. Standard 4.22., Although not specifically
stated, the juvenile and his /her parents should be,given a copy
of the treatment plan. See Standard 4.2141.

Standard 4.2141 sets -out specific' responsibilities for the
caseworker and the teacher' on the assessment team. The case-
worker should review court papers relevant to the- disposi-
tional order, family history, and developmental history'.
He/she should --.interview the juvenile, study previous assess--
ments, and make recommendations regarding treatment plan
and program options. Using testing and available educationdl
records, the teacher should develop an educational evaluation
of the academic and vocational skills :achievement level, and
cognitive development level of the juvenile. The attitude of the
juvenile toward education should be determined by the case-
worker. He/she should inform the team of any special needs'
related to the social or educational- functioning,of the child.
Seegenerally Standard 4.214 and Commentary; Report of the
Task Force, supra at. Standard 24.6 and Commentary.

The child-care worker is included on the assessment team
for juveniles placed in camps and -ranches in. order -to
familiarize the worker with the child. By including the child-
care worker on the assessment team, he/she will be better able
to understand the previous history of the child, be better able
to assist in the rehabilitation process, and be able to respond
immediately to the juvenile when the teacher or caseworker is
not available. Thus the juvenile k-eceives continuity in the
quality of services. .

The primary service offered by the camp or 'ranch is
vocational. To insure that children receive the maximum
benefit with the minimum chance of injury, conditions ;of a
work program should comply with labor and safety codes.
Work assignments should be made on a level that is on par
with the juveniles' skills. The program should not consist of
simple make work. It should provide training to the juvenile
while providing a demonstrable service to the community. If
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the program is to assist in the rehabilitation effort, it must
- capable of instilling pride in workmanship and a feeling of

accomplishment.
Because job placement today is often dependent upon basic ,

acadeinic skills as well as vocational skills, camps and ranches
should provide academic opportunities: To the extent that
public school placeMent is unavailable, on-site academic
,training must accompany the vocational aspect .of the
program.

Finally, the standard recommends that camps and ranches
maintain a plan for securing medical and deptal services from
local personnel. Because of the- location and purposes of the
camp, on-site medical services are probably not possible. This
availability of medical services is nevertheless required.
Contracting for these services is perhaps the most convenient
Method for providing them.

Psychiatric services should not be proyided at the, facility.
Children suffering from serious emotional problems are
pr'obably poor candidates for a camp or ranch placement.
Those possessing such problems should reside ?Poser to

.treatment facilities so that proper treatment is readily
available. See also Standard 4.2174 and Cornmeniary.

Related. Standards
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts
1.425 Personnel .PiOviding -Direct Services to.Juveniles
4.11 Role of the State
4.213 Services
4.2141 Assessment
4.2142 Treatment Plan
4.2193 High Sectir0 Units Services
4.22 camps and Ranches
4.221 'Cainps and Ranches Size
4.222 Camps and RanchesStaff.
4.233 Camps and RanchesServic
4.263 Detention Facilities Services
4.73 Transfers Aniong Agencies.
4.82 Ombudsman Pro-grams

4 Lf
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)) A group home is an open community-based residentiai.facility
which provides care for juveniles who can reasonably be
expected to'succeed in a nonrestrictive environment in which a
substantial part of their time will ordinarily be spent in the
surrounding community 'attending school or Winking; pursu-
ing leis'are time activities, and participating in community
service programs recommended by the fathily court or the
treatment staff.

.
..-- .

Group homes should ordinarily be renovated community
residential structures. When new construction is undertaken,
the architecture' should be: compatible with the surrounding
residential structures.

V

O

4.23 Group Homes

Sourdes:
John McCartt and Thomas Mangogna, Guidelines and

-Standards-for-Haway Houres and_ Con :munuy Treatment_
Programs, §V1(B)(1) and (5) (1973); Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission
on Juvenile' Justice Standards, Proposed Detention and
Correction Facilities, Standards 5.1, 5.8, and -5.9'(draft, 1976).

Commentary
This standard recommends the development of "group

homes as a noninstitutional, nonsecure placement option for
juveniles who are ready for community placeinent but who are
unable to return home and unable to cope with the intimate
relationships of a foster home. The group home is a
community -based residential center where services such as
employment, vocational.; and academic training, recreation,
and medical care are made available to the juvenile through
community resources. This standard does not preclude
supplementary services from being_ provided by the group
home in these areas. The standard favors the renovation of
existing enildings in the development of group homes and
suggests.that new buildings be constructed in manner similar
to those in the neighborhood in which they re located.

A group home is appropriate for the juvenile o has been
placed under the jurisdiction of the family court but who does
not require the restrictive and secure environment provided by'
a training school. However while it is'nonrestrictiw, the leVet
of supervision in a group home is generally greater than that
provided by a foster horde: See Standard 4.25. Juveniles
dwaiting adjudication, see Standards 3.151, 3.153, 3.154, as
well as those who have been adjudicated delinqUent,
neglected, oi involved in noncriminal misbehavior are eligible
for placement, See Standards 3.182, 3.183, and 3.184. See also
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Institute of judicial Administration/rAtnerican Bar Associk,-
tion Joint COmmisSion on juvenile Justice, Standards
Relating to Architecture of FaCilities, Standard 4.1 at
Commentary (1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Architec-
ture of Facilities]. The group home is. also an appropriate
facility for juveniles who have been released from a training
school but 'have no adequate home supervision. It Offers the
juvenile some independence yet 'provides a superviSed and
supportive environment. 5irfce an important goal of the
juvenile justice system is to reintegrate the juvenile into
society, placements in : training school wilR-seldom be
appropriate for long, periods of time. The corm-Unity-based
nature Of the group home.makes it a partiCularly attractive
plaCement option, for those children no longer in peed of
secure facilities as well as those whose independence needs rule
out a foster home: "See National AdVisory Committee on
Juvenile- Justice-Standards alid-GoalsTRegart: of _the_Task
Force`. on Juvenile .Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 24.4 at Commentary (1976).

Thmtandard recommends that group homes be established
in 'renovated structures within the community. MCCartt and
Mangogna, GUidelines and Standards for halfway Houses
and Community' Treatment Centers (1973) [hereinafter cited
as Halfway. Houses], Standard B2; see also 1JA/ ABA, Ar-
chitecture-of Facilities, .supra at Standard 4.8. If new con-
struction is necessary for the residence, it should be com-
patible with neighboring 'structures. 'Accord, Halfway. House,
supra at' Standard (VI)(B)(2). By resembling other, build-,
ings in the surrounding neighborhood, the group home will
appear ncininstitutional, thereby facilitating integration of the
juvenile into the community. Of course, the home should have
efficient utility systems and provide a pleasant environment
and sufficient space and equipment to meet program needs,.
Accord, id. Group homei should be certified annually to
insure conformance with public safety codes, accord,

'.IJA /ABA, Architecture of Facilities, supra at Standard 4.3,
and be inspected -regularly- by-the_staeagency-t insure the
high quality of maintenance. Id. In addition, the uciup home
should be evaluated periodically to insure program suitability.
Accord, Architecture of Facilities, supra at Standard 4.5

One of the basic premises of a group home program is that
it includes services provided in the community. See Standard
4.233; see also Institute of Judicial Administration/ American
Bar Asseciation Joint Commiision on Juvenile Justice
Standards, Standards Relating to Corrections Administra-
tion, Standard 7.1(C)(3) (tentative draft, 11977) and Commen-
tary : IJA/ ABA, Architecture, of Facilities, supra at Standard.
4.7. Since the group home, looks.to the community for its
resources, it should be located near programs- relating_to it.
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In order to foster as' Ormal an environment aS iiossible; the 3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and
group home should -.accommodate a small .number of

4 Noncriminal Misbehavior
juVeniles, see, Standard 4231; and maintain close staff-
juVenile relationship. See Standaids 4:232 and 4.233..,§taff is

3.184 DispositiOnal ''Alternatives and
Neglect and Abuse

Criteria:-

employed on i `salified basis and is responsible to the state,
youth agency. See Standards 4.11, 4.232 and. Commentaries.,

4:11
4.21
4:23 t

Role of. the:State
, Training Schbols
Group HomesSize

4.232 Group ;:HomesSstaff
Related Standards 4.233 Group .HomesServiceW.

.
4.234 Group HomesCentral Services

1.125 . Eyaluition of Local and State Efforts 4.25 Foster Floines
3.151 Purpose and Criteria for .Detention and Condi- 4.414.111 .: Rights of Juveniles

tioned ReleaSe--Delinquency - '.
3.153 Criteria for Detention . and , R.elease--7

4.514:54
4.61-4.42

DiSciplinary Procedures
Use of Restraints

Ncnciiminal Misbehavior 4.714.73 Transfer Procedures
3.154 Criteria and' Procedures for Imposition' ..,of .-,-.4,81 Grievance

Protective Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases .4.82
,Procedures

Ombudsman Programs.
1182 Criteria for Dispositional Decisions

Delinquency

4 4 6 437



4.231 Size
No more than twelve juveniles should be placed in a group
home.

Source:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administration/ American

Bar Association Joint, Commission on Juvenile Justice
Standards, PrOposed Standards Relating to Architecture for
Group- Homes and Secure Detention and Corrections
Facilities, Standards 5.2 (draft, 1976).

tommentary
This standard recommends that no more t:lan twelve juve=

niles be placed in any group hoMe. Accord, National Advi
, sory_ Committee_on-LCriminal-Justice Standards-and-Goals,

Report of the Task Force on Juveniles Justice and Delin-
quency. PriNention, Standard 24.4 (1976); Institute of Judi-
cial Administration/ American Bar Association Joint Com-
mission on Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to
Architecture of Facilities, Standard 4;2, and Inititute of

-. Judicial 'Administration / Arrierican Bar Association Joint
Commission On Juvenile Justice Standards, Corrections
Administration, Standard 7:!C and Commentary [hereinafter :
cited as IJALABA, Corrections Administration]: MOst state:
agencies as Well recommended ten or twelve as the upper limit
for. group, home programs. See,,IJA/ ABAOrections Ad-
ministration, Standard 7.10 and Commentary.'

Despite disagreements over the exact number of juveniles
that should be placed in a group home, there is a definite
consensus the number must be kept small. The size of the
facility, always affects- the 'services offered.'' See Standards
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4.112, and 4.2191 and Commentaries. By keeping the numbers
low in a grotip home, the ratio of staff to juvenile will remain
high, fditering the develop ent Of a close and: personat l

.

relationShip between. them. ,T e high ratio allows for greater,

. supervision, greater. interaction, and greater trust ancFrespect. ,

"See IJA/ ABA,' Corrections A ministration, Standard 7.10
.ancComnientary. Placing no mo7 than twelve juveniles in a '
.group home also eliminates an institutional atmosphere and
permhs. better relationship to develop between the residents.
Consequently, the day-to-day functi ning of the group home
will be Smoother.

The small_
he fewer differences p r
facility ali6 r fosters

etived !between the
reintegration into the.

.

.

'Tcommunity.
group hoMe.f..and the other homes,in ,t. e neighborhood will
enable the juveniie to see him/herSel s part of the .society
and-not-as-an.outsider :Thenmunit)( should not perceive
the group home as a corrections faeilit0 Keeping the number
small creates the appearance of .a normal household,. thus

.creating more community acceptance. . , -.!

Finally; since the facility, will most often be a renovated
house, the size of the building itself will make it impossible to
house a larger number of juveniles without violating lioilSing ..

codes, eliminating. the privacy of the residents, or simply,'
Overcrowding the, building.

Related Standards
4.11 Rcile of the State
4.2112 Training SchoolsSize and Design!
4.2191 High Security UnitsSize
4..221 Camps and RanchesSiie
4.261 Detention Facilities--LSize
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4.232 Staff
Staffing should depend upon the-size of the home, and, as this
may. vary, considerable flexibility, is required. At a minimum,
there should be one adult on duty at all times. In addition,
tbeie should be one caseworker for every twelVe or fewer thil-
dren, with the qualifications described in Standard 4.2122.
Where there are clusters of group homes with populations
under. twelve, arrangements should be, made for the case-.
worker to share his/her time among the homes according to
the, above ratio.

Where ihousepaienti are utilized, appropriate relief should be
peovided to include weekend relief,, vacation time, sick time,
and_ some free time.

Sources:
See generally John McCartt and Thomas - Mangogna,

Guideline's and Standards for Halfway Houses and C_ ommuni-
ty Treatment Centers, 47, and 151-156 (1973):

Commentary
This standard recommends the minimum staff to be

provided for all group homes,,,An adtilt should be available
24-hours-a-day and one caseworker should be provided for
every twelve juveniles. The qualifications of the caseworker
are the same as for those serving in training schools. TlieStan-
dard recognises that whtn houseparents are residing' in the
group home, they should receive some free time and assist.L
ance in-tluding vacations and relief on the weekends and when
sick, and some leisure tir le during the day.

The Institt:*e of Juofcial Administration/ American Bar
AS'sociation Joint i...'inmission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standards Relating to Corrections Administration, Standard
7.W (C) (5) (1977), the National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
.Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

.;,,Standard 24.4 and Commentary (1976), and the American
Correctional Association, Commission on Accreditation for

'Corrections, Manual of Standards for Juvenile Community
Residential Services, Standard 6122 (1978), all recommend
that there be at 'least one adult on duty at all times in a group
home. A juvenile may need assistance at anytime. There
should always be someone accessible and sponsive no matter
when the need arises. According to McCartt and Mangogna,
Guidelines and Standards for Halfway, and Communi-
ty Treatment Centers (1973) [hereinafter cited as Halfway
Houses], all staff members must agree to work other than

- 'regular hours' before they accept employment with the agency
.

since the nature of the services of a croup home requires
someone to be on duty at all times. Ch: X, '151. See- also
Standard 1.41.

The standard recommends that there be one caseworker for
every, twelve juveniles in the group home. This is a higher ratio
than recommended for. the training school population.. See
Standard 4.121 recommending .a ratio of 1:20. Because of the
greater variety and number of staff employed in training
schools, e.g., a psychologist, psychiatrist, child-care worker,
caseworker, educational diagnostician, teacher;,and vocation-
al and academic counselor, and because the children are all
physically housed and treated in.orteplace,one caseworker is
sufficient for twenty residents in a training school. Since fewer
personnel will be available in the group home and since the
provision of services is scattered throughout the community;
one caseworker to twelve residents' is necessary.

The standard recommends that the qualifications of the
caseworker be the same as those serving in training schools.
See Standard 4 :2122. That standard requires that the t

casework4 have a bachelor's degree with .courses in social
work, psychology, or the behavioral sciences along with one
year of full-time, paid employment experience working with
adolescents. See also Standard 1.41. Standard 1.425 would
also require that caseworkers receive preservice and inservice
training tdremain knowledgeable in legal developments, court
procedures and social work theory:See also Halfway Houses,
supra.

Houseparents can 'service a vital role in the group home by
providing full-time, live-in supervision: Most commonly,
houseparents are a nonprofessional married couple but
sometimes they are live-in, unrelated persons. See Standard
4.251 for qualifications of foster parents. It would be
unrealistic to expect them to play this demanding role without
Ippropriate benefits. The standard ,recognizes this need and
requires that weekend relief, vacations, sick leave, and some
leisure time be provided. Accord; Halfway Houses, supra.

The National. Council on Crime and Delinquency's
publication, "The Maryland Group Home Program," de-
scribes some of the possible group living staffing patterns. In
the traditional group home, the employed houseparents are on
duty 24-hours-a-day but are given relief time by another
couple or person. Other group homes use a greater number of
staff who work -in -shifts, for example, twenty-four, hours on,
forty-eight 'fours off. The standard recognizes that each state
will have to determine the best way to operate its group
homes. But whichever way is chosen, adequate relief time is
necessary to maintain good mental health and high morale
4nd to permit time for the resident staff to attend to personal
business and pursue other interests.
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Related Standards 4.2191\ 4.22
High Security UnitsSize'
Camps and _Ranches

1.41 Personnel Selection 4.23 7 Group -Homes
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juve- 4.231 Group HomesSize

Mids. . Group Homes--Servics .
4.11 Role of the State 4.234 Gioup HomesCentral Services
4.2121 Training SehoolsStaff Size 4.251 Foster HontesStaff
4.2122 Staff Qualifications 4.262 Detention FaciltiesStaff
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4.233 Services
In-house services at all group homes Should inClude' shelter,
food, recreation; temporary financial assistance, and individu-

, al and/or group,counseling..Juveniles placed in group homes
should have access,, as their particular needs require, to
services in the community which are not provided in-house.

A Among the community services which should be available to
such juveniles are: medical, 'psychiatric, and dental care;
psychological evaluation, counseling, and therapyrvocalional

".. training; vocational and /or` employment counseling and
evaluation; employment placement; and academic upgrading.
Supplementary services in"these areas May also be provided by
the group home.
Before or upon admissionto' a group hciMe, a juvenile and,
Whenever possible, his/her family' should assist' in the
preparation of an assessment of needs and the development of
a plan establishing goals to be achieved during the juvenile's
stay. In helping the juvenile to accomplish these goals, the
group tiome's role should be siMilar to that of a properly
functioning natural home, including the provision of necessi-
ties; assisting juveniles to overcome difficulties in' a broad
range of areas; and serving asa place to which juveniles can
turn in time of need.
A single case record for each 'juvenile admitted to a group
home should be maintained.

Sources:
See generally J. McCart-t and T. MangOgna, Guidelines and

Standard for Halfway Houses and Community Treatment
Centers,' 83, 85, and 87 (197,3).

Commentary
This standard outlines the services which" should be

available to a juvenile who is placed in a group home. These
services are divided into two types. Some services such as
shelter; food, recreation, financial assistance, and counseling
'must be provided within the home itself. Other services
including medical, pyschiatric and dental care, psychological
evaluation, therapy, vocationai training, and employment
counseling should be provided by community resources.
However, the group bottle may supplement those services
when appropriate. The standard urges that the juvenile and
his /her family participate in an evaluation of the juvenile's'
needs-a-nd help plan 'a program to meet those needs. It further
recommends that the role of the group home be much like that
of a natural home by providing necessities and moral support
to the juvenile.

Not all juveniles residing in group homes will be in 'need of
treatment.. Some will be placed there l'or other reasons, see
Standard 4.23 and Commentary, and will need little *re
than occasional counseling. (Upon admission to the group
home, an assessment of the juvenile's needs Must be...made a
plan establishing goals for the juvenile during.ber/ his stay in a
group home should be developedi See: also Standard 4.2141:
The-juvenile and his /her family should be involved in setting
goalS for the juvenile during the periOd of residence. Involving
the juvenile in the treatment program will increase the
likelihood of cooperation and involvement.' It per zits 'the
juvenile to retain a feeling of autonomy even thbUgh others are
controlling much of his/ her activity. Accord, 3. McCartt and
T. Mangogna; GUidelines and Standard for Iftilfway-Houses;
B. 15 and 16 (1973) [hereinafter cited as Halfway Housesl.
Involving'the juVenile's family in this process is also important
since. they have significant information about the juvenile.
Further, their participation will give the juvenile support and.
assist in the reintegration process.

The standard suggests that), the group home serve the
function of a natural home to assist the juvenile in developing
both physically and mentally. Some of the factors which .go
into ensuring this kind of environment are included in
Standards 4.41-4.410 which applyto. all residential facilities.
In a normal, ,natural hoine a juvenile would- expeet to find
similar protections. Siinilarly, a group home is expected tb
meet basic human needs. Accord, National Advisdry
Committee On Criminal J ice Standard and Goals, Report
of the Task 'Force oir. Juvenile Jitstice and Delingueney.
Prevention, Standard 24. -24.12 (1976); Institute of Judicial
Administration/ American ar Association Joint Commission
on JuVenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to
Corrections Administration, Standards 4.9 nand 4A0.

Single case records should be Maintained to provide the
staff with a comprehensiv'e view of. the juvenile's progress.,
Single case records provide for continuity of services wheneve
staff personnel change. Accord, Halfway Hoce:4,,v, supra at 19,
20, and 21 : e also Standards 1:51, 1.52, and 1.533.,

Related Standards
1.51 Security and Privacy of Records
1.52 Collection and Retention of Records
1.53 Access to Intake, Detention, Emergency ,Cus-

tody, and Dispositional Records
4.213 Training SchoolsServices
4.214-4,2142 Development of a Treatment Plan
4.215 Group Counseling and Treatment Services
4.216-4.2 i 63 Educational Services
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4174.2174 Health and Mental Health Services 4.232 Group Homes=--Staff .-'..
4.218' Recreation Services ,, _ 4.2.34
4.223 Camps and RanchesServices 4.252
4.23 Group Homes 4.263
4.2.31 Group HcimesSize 4.41-4.411

'Group HomesCentinl Services
Foster Homes=ServiCes
Detention FacilitiesL-Services
Rights of Juveniles



4234 Central Services
.

The public or private agency operating a grobp home should
oversee the. p,crations; periodieally assess the impact

'and: effectivene'is-1: of its program, and provide :necesiary
support7Actual service delivery should be the responsibillty of
the group honie staff.

Sourbes:
None /of the standards reviewed address all the issues

discusse/d: Ori the periodic eva.14ation of group home 'services,
see generally J. McCartt and 'T. Mangogna,1Guidelines and
Standards for. lclfvay, Houses and Community Treatment
Centers, 89 (1973).

Commentary. .

This standard recommends that while the internal staff of
the group. home is responsible for service delivery, the state or
private agency operating the group home must oversee the

' program and develop a mechanism by which it can measure its
effectiveness. Although the- day-to-day operations of the
group honicare. the' responsibility of the staff,. the public or
private agency that sponsors he home must insure that the
horne well4unded and well- supported. Individual group
homes should not be left to their own resources whin
developing PrOgrams or securing support and assistance. Each

must be able to call upon its parent agency to fulfill its
purpOse.

An evaluation process is essential to keep a grouporne
functioning in an effective manner. The process allows-- the
home to make necessary changes and additions that will better
enable it to attain its goals. Although the standards proVide
for evaluation of -programs by the planning agency of the
state, see Standard 1.125,-the state agency providing services
should also evaluate the pregrank.periodically. By doing so
necessary changes can be implemented rapidly.

Related Standards
1.124
1.125'
4.11
4.23
4.231
4.232
4.233
4.41-4.411
4.51-4.54
'4.61
4.62
4.71-4.73

4.81
4.82

Provision of Financial and Technical-Resources
Evaltiation. of Local and State Efforts
Role of the State
Group Homes
Group Homes Size
Group Homes Staff
`Group Ho' es Services
Mail and Censorship
Corporal Punishment
Mechanical Restraints
MediCal Restraints
Transfers From Less Secure. to More Secure.
Facilities
Grievance Procedures
Ombudsman PrOgrams



4.24 Community
Correctional Facilities
A community correctional facility should be used as a_generw_ IJA/-ABA-Joint-Commissiutt-See-National-Ad.visory Corn---term describing any category of facilities "-serving juveniles mittee on/Criminal Jatice Standards and Goal?,'Report-ar
accused or adjudicated of committing delinquent acts, that are the Task Force on Juvenile JUstice and Delinquency
located in the community' from which they draw their Prevention, Standard 24.2 and Commentary (1976) Jhereinal,
residents. The development of community correctional ter cited as Reptrt of the Task Force); and IJA/ ABA,
facilities should be preferred to the construction of noncom- Corrections AdMinistration, supra. Bythe term "community,"
munity-based correctional facilities. the National Advisory COmmittee, like the Report of the Task

Force; supra, and the IJA./ ABA,- Corrections Administration,
supra emphasize "the Juvenile's own community rather than
community 'n the generic sense." IJA/ ABA, Corrections

See generally Institute of Judicial Administr"ation/ Arneri- Administration, supra at Commentary to Standard 7.3. See
can Bar Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Report of the Task Force, supra atCommentary to Standard
Standards, Proposed Standards. Relating to Correctional 24.2 (residential "facilities should be located in the communi-
Administration, Standard 7.3 (draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited ties from which they draw their populations . . ."):
as IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration]; M. Luger and M. The current emphasis upon establishing corrections
Goddard, "State Services for Children and Youth," Counsel programs and services within the community has been
of State Governments, Book of the States: 1972-1973, 393, 394 questioned by some reformers on the ground that any stimulus
(1972). for the construction of "new" corrections facilities may only

cause, or further entrench, patterns of over-
Commentary institutionalization. See, e.g., National Institute_ of Mental

Health, supra at 3. The National Advisory Committee has no
This standard pertains to all ,community correctional desire to stimulate the construction of additional youth

facilities. "Community correctional facility" is a generic term correctional facilities or the increase of institutionalization as
describing any type of facility serving youths accused- or a placement alternative. However, to the extent states and"
adjudicated of delinquency, and situated in the community localities see a necessity for corrections facilities, those
from which its residents are drawn. This standard applies to facilities should be in the resident? own communities. As
foster homes, group homes. and shelter care facilities, as well noted above, the strong preference for community-based
as to detention facilities and training schools. See Standards facilities established in this standard applies to small-scale
4 4.23, -4.25, 4.26, and 4.27. Thus it covers both "secure" group homes, foster homes, and shelter. care facilities, as well
and "nonsecure" correctional facilities. as to detention facilities and training schools.

This standard establishes a clear preference for locating any The phenomenon of institutionalization of delinquent
type .of correctional facility within the same community from youth is unlikely to ,be eradicated entirely. Community -based
which it draws its residents. In so doing, the standard facilities are far less costly and far less damaging to the
intended to promote the current trend toward basing a gfeater personality-and humanity of the juvenile, than are the more
proportion of correctional programs within the community "traditional, geographically remote, frequently overcrowded
itself. The National Institute of Mental Health has defined this institutions which'can do no better job. See National Institute
current trend as follows: for Mental Health, supra. For these reasons the use of

"Increasing evidence that institutionalization may be more community corrections facilities enjoys wide support among
destructive than rehabilitative, and may in fact increase other /standards-setting groups. The National Advisory
probabilities of recidivism, initiated a trend which empha- Committee joins them in endorsing the placement of
sizes alternatives 'to imprisonment or, where institutionali- corrections facilities within the communitycoupled with a
zation, is felt to be necessary, transitional programs in the gradual abandonment or conversion of the large-scale prison-
community to facilitate reintegration. National Institute of like facilities which are now coMmonplace. Community-based
Mental Health, Community-Based Correctional Program: correctional facilities should be substitutes for, not supple-
Models and Practices, ! -2 (197,1). / ments to, juvenile "prisons" and other large remote youth
This preference for community- based correctional pro- correctional, facilities.

grams has also been endorsed by the Task Force and the The IJA/ ABA Joint Commission has noted the three major

Sources:
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reasons for preserving the family and community ties of the
institutionalized juvenile. First, emphasis is placed on insuring
a safe, human, caring environment. See IJA/ ABA, Correc-

. !ions Administration, supra at Commentary to Standard 7.3.
The-National Advisory Committee concurs that 1 or a g the
facility within the community can best assure that the f ility

/staff if kept accountable to the community for maintaining
,'" adequate services and a truly caring atmosphere. Second, a

juv- 'le should maintain ties with family and friendsor what
the 1J / ABA Joint Commission called "continuity in primary
relatio ships," Id. See generally J. Goldstein, A. Freud, and
A. S !nit, Beyond the Best Interest of the Child (1973). Third,
sery ces and resources from the community should be fully
util zed and should not be duplicated by the corrections
facility. See !JA / ABA, Corrections Adminiitration, supra.

/What opponents of community-based correctional facilities
frequently forget is that juveniles placed in correctional
institutions eventually return home. To sever or reduce a
delinquent youth's tics with family members, pee; s, and other

%support systems in the community can only increase the
chance of recidivism when the youth returns to the
community. See generally Report of the Task Force, supra at
Commentary to Standard 24.2. Maintaining community ties
requires a number of things: an opportunity for frequent visits
with family and friends, outside as well as inside the facility;
resident involvement in community activities; volunteer and
other community involvement with facility residents; facility
staff members drawn from within the community as much as
possible, including the employment of qualified former
juvenile inmates on the staff; and a co-educational living
structure within the facility itself. See generally Report of the
Task Force, supra. Obviotisly, these components are largely
missing from any correctional facility located outside the
juvenile's o.vn community. If the components of a
'community -based facility" are provided, delinquents will be
better able to function at liberty in the community upon
release. Although hard evidence is lacking, the National
Advisory Committee also believes that juveniles from a
community-based facility enjoy a better chance of avoiding
subsequent delinquency. See Report of the Task Force, supra.
But see National Institute of Mental Health, supra at 33.

The National Adviso&,Committee endorses the definitions
and guidelines for "community-based facilities" promulgated
by the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Conventidn
pursuant to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
Act of 1974. See 43 Fed. Reg. 36402, 36409 (1978). Unlike this
standard, these regulations do not cover "secure" facilities nor
large community residential facilities. However, the National
Advisory Committee 'finds wholly compatible the basic
OJJDP criteria for what constitutes a "community-based"
facility or program. The Juvenile Justice Act defines
"community-based . . . facility, program or service" as a
"suitable place located near the juvenile's home or family, and
programs of 'community and consumer participation in the
planning, operation, and evaluation of their programs . . ."
The regulations note that the available programs may include,
but are not limited to, medical, educational, vocational, social
and psychologiLl guidance:training, counseling, alcoholism
treatment, drug treatment. and other rehabilitative, services.

Id. The regulations clarify that by requiring that faCilities be
located "near the juvenile's home." The Act intended that each-;
correctional facility be within reasonable proximity to the
juvenile's famiy and home community to facilitate they
maintenance of close family and community contact. 43 Fed. `;
Reg. 36402, 36409 (1978). "Consumer participation" means
that residents and program participants should be involved in
planning, problem solving, and decision making about the
program in which they are involved. Id. "Community
participation" means that the facility and its programs should
facilitate the involvement of community metnbers as volun-
teers or direct.service providers, and should offer opportuni-
ties to facility residents for communication and interaction
with neighborhood and other community groups. Id.

There are two basic types of community correctional
facilities. The first are foster and group homes; the second are
larger community residential programs. See National Institute
of Men:al Health, supra at 22-31; American Correctional
Association, Commission on Accreditation for Corrections, ,

Manual of Standards for Juvenile Community Residential
Services, Introduction (1978) [hereinafter cited as Manual of
Standards]; and Report of the Task Force, supra.

AdvisoryThe National Advisory Committee strongly recommends
/

that foster home's should be preferred over all other types of
.nonsecure residential facilities. The Task Force and the

IJA/ ABA Joint/ Commission are both in accord. See Report
of the Task Force, supra at 678; IJA/ABA, Corrections
Administration, supra at Standard 7.10B. Nonetheless, use of
foster homes/is not as frequent as it, should be. The IJA/ ABA
Joint Comission correctly suggest that this is due to low
levels of payments in many states. Id. The National Institute
of Mental /Health has observed that "jurisdictions in which
sufficient ./resources are not available to the courts, frequently
institutionalized those juveniles foi whom living in their own
homes i/s/ considered adverse to their rehabilitation, simply
because the judge sees no alternative." National Institute of
A' qtal Health, supra at/22 (emphasis added). Adequate foster
homes and group homes would or .ide that critically needed
alternative. Another obstacle to minimally adequate foster

/
care for committed youths is that most foster care placements
are channeled through an agency other than the one
responsible for corrections. See IJA/ ABA. Corrections
Administration, supra at 150. These standards resolve this
difficulty by proposing that the agency responsible for
corrections administration itself take responsibility for
making such placements..

Group homes are sometimes effective where foster place-
ment has failed or is unavailable. The National Institute of
Mental Health attributes the effectiveness of group homes for
some youths to "the , less intense personal relationships
required in the group home." National Institute of Mental 1
Health, supra at 25.. It has been suggested that the more
impersonal setting of the group home may best meet the needs
of a certain minority of adolescents, since some disturbed
adolescents maynot be able to tolerate the intimacy of family,
life in a foster home. Id.; and I. Rabinow, "Agency-Operalvcd,_
Group Homes," Child Welfare, 415-433 (1964).

Group homes should make full use of community services
and resources. Juveniles placed in such facilities should be
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integrated in their own community whenever potisible. See
Standard 4.23; IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra
at Standard 7.10C and Commentary; and Report of the Task
Force, supra at 678. For further discussion of both foster and
group homes, see Standards.4.23 and 4.25.

The category of large community residential programs
includes both secure and nonsecure residential centers which
are highly integrated into the community and yet provide a
structured living environment. See, e.g., National Institute of
Mental Health, supra at 31; and ;iiual of Standards, supra
at xxi.

The National Advisory Committee endorses models for
such facilities which propose an "active" role for the client in
treatment. See, e.g.,- National Institute of Mental Health,
supra at 31; and regulations promulgated pursuant to the--4.2121
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, 43 4.2122
Fed. Reg. 36402, 36409 (1978): This is not to suggest that the 4.213
predominant treatment designed for 'a. larger community 4.214
residential program necessarily should be the "therapeutic 4.2141
community" or-the guided group interaction model. But the 4.2142
juvenile should be allowed to share in -treatment decision 4.215
making, and should be involved where possible in the 4.2151
supportive treatment of others. The National Advisory 4.2152
Committee endorses the careful, and controlled use of the 4.216
closely supervised closed group as a potential major 4.2161
correctional retiource. See generally. National Institute of 4.2162
Mental Health, supra at 31. 4.2163

Despite the support for such facilities among standards 4.217
commissions and social theoreticians, amajor obstacle to the 4.2171
wider development and use of community alternatives in both 4.2.172
adult and juvenile correction may be the widespread rejection 4.2173,
of the offender by the community itself and society's desire to 4.2174
keep the offender "out of sight and ,.)ut of mind." See National
Institute of Mental Health, supra at 36. The task of "social"
control has been relegated gradually to a smaller and smaller
proportion of society, while most people reject responsibility
for what is perceived to be a growing variety of "deviant"
persons and behaviors. However, isolation and banishment
simply have not worked. M. .Unless we as.a society are willing
to keep a-large and growing number of offenders in permanent
custody, we must accept more Widely-shared responsibility in
the areas of social control and correction. Id. Enactment of
this standard would be a large step in that salutary d ction.

3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition of Protective
Measures in Neglect and Abuse Cases

3.181 Duration of Disposition and Type of Sanction-
Delinquency

3.182 Criteria for Dispositional Decisions-Delinquency
3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria--Nohcriminal

Misbehavior
3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria- Neglect and

Abuse
4.21 Training Schools
4.211 Physical Characteristics and Population
4.2111 Location
4.2112 Size and Design
4.212 Staff

Staff Size
Staff QualificRtions
Services.

Development of a Treatment Plan
Assessment
Treatment Plan
Group Counseling and Treatment Services
Group Therapy
Semi-Autonomous Treatment Model
Educational Services
Academic Education
Vocational Education
Special Education
Health and Mental Health Services
Initial Health Examination and Assessment
Responsibility Toward Patients
Diet
Mental Health Services

4.218 .'. Recreational Services

Related Standards
1.41 Personnel Selection
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Servt es tb Juveniles
1.428 Personnel Providing Support Seri ces in Residential

Programs
3.152 Criteria for Detention in Secure Facilities-

Delinquency
3.153 Criteria for Detention and /ReleaSe--Noncriminal

Misbehavior
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4.211
4.222
4.223
4.23
4.231
4.232
4.233
4.234
4.25
4.251
4.252
4.26
4.261
4.262
4.263
4.27
4.3
4.31
4.32
4.33

Camps and Ranches
Size
Staff
Services
Group Homes
Size
Staff
Services
Central Services.
Foster Homes
Staff
Services
Detention Facilities
Size
Staff
Services
Shelter Care Facilities
Nonresidential Programs
Coinmunity Supervision
Services
Imposition'\and Enforcement of Regulations



425 Foster Hor119S.

Fc2 ler homes are substitute family settings in which foster
parents care for juveniles who can adapt to an open,'
nonsecure home environment. No more than six (6) juveniles,
should be placed in a foster home. Foster liomes should be
Used for placement by the family court following the filing of a
complaint, following adjudication,- or-upon release from a
camp, group home, or detention facility where there is no
adequate home plan. If foster cxre services are required, a
juvenile should ordinarily be placed in his/her `, lionie
community unless family or community relations are such that
an out-of-community foster home placement is needed.

Foster homes should not be drawn from any particular strata
of society. However, physical standards for the foster home
should be set according to thz. standards of the community in
which the home is iocated, provided that in all cases, the
requirements of municipal and state fire and safety cedes are
met.

Sources:
See generally InStitute of Judicial AdministratiOn/ Ameri-

can Bar Association, Joint Commission on Juvenile JustiCe
Standard's, Proposed Standards Relating. to Correctional
Administration, Standard 7.10 (draft, 1976) ['hereinafter cited
as IJA/ ABA Corrections Administration j; American Public
Welfare Association; Standards fa. Foster FainilY SeiV.iee

. .

Systems, Guid XVI(B)(3)(1975',.
1

Commentary
This standard recommends the establishment of foster

homes and delineates the ,uations in which it is a permissible
placement. A foster home may be used as a residence for
juveniles adjudicated neglected, delinquent,. or involved in
noncriminal misbehavior, see Standards 3:182, 3.183, 3.184, as
well as for those against.whom a complaint has been filed. See.
Standards 3.152, 3.153, and 3.154. This standard also
recommends placing a juvenile in foster home that is located
in his /her home community unless it is inappropriate.

The standard defines a foster home as a nonsi: cure
placement thz..t provides care in a truly family-like swing.
Accord, IJA/ABA Corrections Ad,ninistrdtion, supra at
Standard 7.10.

The standard's preference for placement of no more than six,
juveniles in a foster home sterns from a recognition that the
necessary supervision, attention, and control that a juvenile
requires becomes difficult to provide if more children are
placed in each home. In addition, the. "family-like" setting

4

becomes harder t achieve as more nonrelated people join the
; household. Seep IA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra
at Standard 7 and Commentary.

Foster car is appropriate at various stages ,-)f a family court
proceedin0 juvenile charged with noncriminal misbehavicir
may be placed in foster-care when no one is willing to provide
care and //support and the juvenile is unable to prove e. for
him/herielf. See Standard 3.153. Similarly, when neglect has
been /alleged, foster placement is a permissible pre-

.

adjudication placement. See Standard 3.154. I n d elinqUency
case, a foster home may be an appropria 1;7.6ement as well.
See/ Standard 3.152. Once.--a-- has been found to be
invOlved in ricriniiiial misbehavior or to bg a neglected
chii , oster homes are t-1-1-efireferred-placernenZ if, the child
cannot return home. See Standards 3.183, 3.184 and
Commentary. Since juveniles adjudicatecfdelinquent; like all
other adjudicated juveniles, must be treated in the least
restrictive environment available, see Standards 1182, 4.'410
and Commentaries, foSter homes should be considered'before
other forms. of residential facilities are employed. They may
also be used for thOs.e juveniles no longer in need of secure,.
residential care but whO can not be returned home for reasons

-other than security or treatment. Id:
Although the use of foster homes is desirable, there is some

indication that they are not an integral. part of most state
juvere corrections syStems. See HA/ ABA, Corrections .

Administration, supra at Standard 7.10B and Commentary.
Foster care placennent has not been used effectively to
deinstitutionalize juveniles, See R Unter, G. Downs, And J.
Hall, "Juvenile Corrections in the State Residential Programs
and peinititutionalization" (1975), and not all states provide
foster homes for juveniles who have been involved in
delinquent acts. This standard recommends expanding the use
of foster care so that it becomes the primary out-of-home
placement for neglected juveniles and those involved in
noncriminal misbehavior and a more utilized, place:nent for
delinquents.

The. standard rec.ommends that juveniles be placed in homes
in their own community. Accord, :IJA/ ABA, Corrections
Administration, supra at Standard 7.B.. It is e!..rr,fial that
disruptions of the juvenile's cultural and geograph: roots be
kept to a minimum so that continuity-in relationships may be
preserved.

The standard also recommends. minimal physical require-
ments for the foster home. In accord with the American Public
Welfare Association Standeirds for Foster Family Service
Systems, Standard XV1 B.3,.(1975) [hereinafter cited as Foster
Family], the physical standards of the fosters home should be
similar to those, of the comninnity in which the home is
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located. Foster homes must also.meet all zoning, housing, and
fire and safety requirements. See also IJA/ ABA, Cortections
Administration, supra at $tandard 7.10 B.2. Homes should be
comfOrtable and safe and provide, to as great an extent
possible, the privacy and intimacy of family life. For a more
complete descri-Aion of physical requirements, see, Foster
Family, supra at Standard XVI B.3 (a-e).

The. administrative responsibility for the functioning of the
foster homes resides with the state youth agency. See Standard
4.11. Like all other residential facilities, foster homes may be
state operated or state supervised and locally administered.
The foster homes should be evaluated periodically to insure
compliance with licensing regulations and routinely "Moni-
tored to maintain a high quality of care. See Standards_1.125
and 4.251.

Re cited Standards
1.125 Evaluation or Local avid State Efforts
3.152 Criteria for Detention in Secure Facilities

Delinquency
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3.153 Criteria for Detention and.. Release
Noncriminal Misbehavior

3.154 Criteria and Procedures for Imposition ko
Protective Measures in. Neglect and Abuse Cases

3.182 . Criteria for Dispositional Decisions=
Delinquency.

3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria
Noncriminal Misbehavior

3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and Criteria
Neglect and Abuse

4.1.1

4.251
4.252
4.41-4.411
4.51-4.54
4.61-4.62
4.71-4.7

.4.81
4.82

4

Role of the State
oster HomesStaff

Services
Rights of Juveniles
Discipline
Use of Restraints
Transfer Procedures
Grievance Procedures
Ombudsman Programs



Persons providing foster care should be selected for their
parenting: abilities and provided with specialized training to
assist them in meeting the needs of the juveniles placed in the
home by the family court. Foster homes should lolt staffed by
married couples except in circurrgances in which it has been
specifically determined that the provision of foster care
services by single person would be appropriate.

Sufficient supervisory staff should be available within the
parent agency to provide bi-monthly inspection and a yearly
evaluation of each foster home, and sufficient professional
support staff should be available to provide ongoing inserv-
ice training and intervention in crisis situations.

Foster parents may be compensated. Howe/el, noncompen-
sated foster parents should be reimbursed fol. actual expenseS.
Where compensation is paid, a career lladder with salary
increments should be developed based on length of service,
training, and the severity of the problems exhibited by the

_juveniles referredIo and accepted by the foster parent. Unless
specific approval is obtainedfrom the oversight agency no
more than one foster parent should be employed outside the
home.

Source::.
See generally . American Public Welfare Association,

,Standards for Foster Family Sen;ice Systems, 45-46 (1975).

Commentary
This standard recommends critffia for the difficult` task of

selecting foster parents. The standard stresses parenting ability
as an important factoiinl--selecting foster 'parents and
establishes a preference for the use of married couples with
only one working spouse. The standard recommends training
and supervision for the foster parents and -.the provision of
services to the foster hbme to accomplish its. purposes.
Reimbursement for all actual costs is recommended and where
possibie, compensation over and above reimbursement.

Parenting ability should be a primary factor in the selection
of foster parents. The American Public Welfare Association,
Standards Foi Foster Family Service Systems; Standard XVI
B.6 [hereinafter cited as Foster Family] explicitly details what
factors should be taken into consideration when assessing
prospective foster parents. Some of the most important
factors relating .to the parenting ability are:

(1) the motivations of the prospective foster parent;.
(2) the existing family relationships, especially the relation-

ship between, the parents and their natural children;

4

(3) the capacity of the foster parents to fulfill the child's
needs and to accept and hive the cit:!d;

(4) the ability of the prospective foster, parent to provide
continuity of care for. the child during his /her need ',tor
placement, but also the flexibility to meet the changing7:
needs of the child over time;

(5) the ability 'of the prospective foster parents to care for
any special needi the child may have (e.g., those of --
physically, mentally, or emotionally handicapped, chil-
dren); and

(6) the prospective foster parents' attitudes toward the
natural parents and their ability to.help.,the child return '

home or be adopted. Id at B.6 (a-f)
.,.:'4,'.:'

Other important aspects of parenting 'ability involve! the
personal qualities of prospective foster ,parents. Maturity,
stability, flexibility, warmth, responsiveness and the ability to -'
handle stressful situations are essential to perform the task Id.
at B.5. These personal traits may be assessed from the parents'`.'
education and employment, social and intellectuaLrelatiOn-
shipS, day-tei-day functioning, 'moral, ethical and religiouS
standing, and hobbies or special interests. See generally Id.at: ..,,

XVI; LaW Enforceinent Assistance 'Administration, Office, of
Juvenile of Juvenile Justice- and Delinquency Prevention,' :_

Foster Parenting (1978). i

Since the foster parent Selection process is a qualitative one,
single parents are not precluded from becoming foster parents. ,

The standard
..does, however, establish a preference for

married couples. See also Institute of Judicial Administration-
/ American Bar Association Joint Conimission on juvenile, .,

Justice' Standards, Standards Relating to Corrections Adrian--
stration, Standard 7.10 .B and Commentary. The benefits '.

derived- froth a two- parent home include the attention and
!dye from two people rather than one, and:the 'advantage of
havizig a family mod for the child. Most: children cething':...
into the juvenile -juS ice .system have recently experienced
abrupt and traumatic e.hanges in, their lives. They are apt to be
confused and distraiikht and- perhaps hostile. Such children ..

will most likely need the assistance. of two people. Often, as -

well, a caretaker of the juvenile in the foster home willneed .

the supp(qt of another close adult.to cope Nith the situation. It
must be- understood that the position taken by the standard is
not meant to criticize or pass judgment on one-parent families.
It does, in fact,, endorse them ir, appropriate situations.
However, the majority of,children in need of i'foster home
placement will probally benefit from two-parent families.

Once a person is seected to be a.foster parent, the agency
should proyide preliminary and . ongoing foster paient
training. See Standard 0.42) Foster Family, supra at
Standard XV: recommends: a minimum of twelve hours
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training within the first six months Of initial placement.
Special exceptions are made for rural or remote areas. The

...guidelines also suggest. an annual minimum of twenty-five
' hours of ongoing education. Although participation in such
,programs would be optional, nonparticipation could be a
factor in subsequent evaluations Of the foster parents.

The reciprocal responsibility of the agency is to provide
social work supervision arm services. Foster Family, supra at
Standard XVI recommends intensive supervision during the
initial three months of placement. Ideally, such supervision
should be available on a 24-hour basis, to rneaningfully
implem.'nt the concept of crisis intervention. The agency is
also required to evaluate the home annualiy and to inspect it
on a bi-monthly basis. See Standard 1.125. See also, Foster
Family, supra at Standard XVI .suggesting an initial
evaluation six months after placement, and annually thereaf-
ter. Such inspections and evaluations will. insure continued
qualitOf the foster, home rnd continued compliance with all
licensing regulations. .

In light of -the standard's ecommendation that there be
inseryice training, inspections and intervention when neces-
sary, it is clear that the agency is responsible to insure that all
of thd child's needs !,eing met and that all necessary
assistance is being givet. :o the foster parents. Once afoster
family receives a child, they should not be abandoned by the
agency. Foster parents and, children. Will require different
kinds -of assistance at different intensities: A qualified social
service workec should be selected, see Standard 1.41, and
trained, seiStandard 1.425, and be available so that:all of the
needs -of t e. foster family are met..

The Atandard recommends that ali foster parents, be
reimb rsed for at least the cost of care. Accord, Foster
Family, supra. at Standard XVI. Reimbursements should be

....based on standard costs and be appropriate to age and any
special needs of the individual child. Reimbursement usually
covers such items as food, clothing, allowance, medical care,
school soPpli,s, recreation, and travel expe'nses:. id. E

(1)(C) 1-7. Payment for costs should also include.the costs of
any special services or 'eqr;pment for the child, For example, if
a handicapped-cfitld is placed in a foster -home the agency
should reirtibtirse the foster parents, for : any extra costs
incurred in caring for.that 'disabled child: Undensome foster
care 'programs a special -service fee in a set amount is paid
each month to a foster parent who is daring for a special child.
Such practice is required by the standard as well if that is the.
only...vay. to insure proper placement. See also Standard 4.410.
Handicapped children cannot be deprived of an appropriate
foster care program merely because, the costs of such care iS
more than for normal children. 45'CFR §83.

The- Foster Family, supra standards also recommend that
the agency protect foster parents against all claims or loss
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arising out of their duties . as foster parents.:: That would
include; liability insurance and/or legal costs when a civil or
criminal suit has been instituted against the foster parents for.:_.
actions taken in the course of their duties. See Foster Family;
supra at Standard XVL G. Such practice is appropriate under
the standard as long as the activity giving rise to the complaint
was performed in the normal course of.business.and
outside the scope of the foster parents'duties..

rn addition to payments for actual COSts; the standard
suggests an employment status to compensate foster parents.
This involves a career ladder withtalaryincrements depending
on the foster parents' level of experience. See also Foster
Family, supra at Standard XVI,D, There are many advantages

. .

to compensating foster parents :At' for adopting employment
status. When foster parents receive Only reiniburiements for k,

actual living costs, it is difficult to recruit them. Foster care
has been under-utilized as a placement option since the task is
not an easy one and the benefits in return have been small.
This is .especially true when trying to place mentally or
physically handicapped children. In 1976, the Family and
Child Service qf Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, started a place.:
ment program for mentally retarded children. The fOSter
parents-in this program are salaried staff personnel. This new
status has motivated foster parents to become more involved.-. ;
with the agency and has fostered close cooperation with the
rest of the staff. In turn, the foster parents have become,
recruiters, seeking friends and relatives to work as foster
parents. H:, Freeman, ".Foster Home Care for Mentally Re-'
tarded Children: Can It Work?" 42 Child Welfare 3 (1978).

Finally, the standard provides that.in the preferred two-
parent home, only one of the parents should be employed
outside of the home. The theory supporting this preference is
the same as that supporting thelpreference for two-parent
families. See also Foster Family, supra at Standard XVI 26.

' The needs of the juvenile will most often require that a foster
parent always be available. In foster homes where this is not;
possible, the appropriateness of the placement should be re-
evaluated: If the placement is not suitable to the needs of the
child, Other arrangements should be made. Where it is
unnecessary to have one parent retrain in the home at all
times, adequate day-care plans shculd be made for the child.'
4ccord,' Foster FaMily, supra at Standard XVI 26.

.. ;

Related Standards
41 Personnel Selection

1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Services to Juveniles -.

4.25 Foster Homes
4.252 Services
4:410 Right to Treatmerit



4.252 Services
The foster home should be a family setting. Concentration
should be upon comfort and privacy in the living arrange-

. ments, the parenting skills bi the houseparents and accessibili-
.ty of the-home to schools, recreation, and special resources
such as Medical clinics rehuired by the juvedlei placed
Iherein.

Source:
\

See generally American Pu c Welfare Association,
Standards Jot Foster Family, ervice Systems, 68-70 (1975).

Commentary
This standard reiterates the importance of creating a family

setting in the foster home and using persons with good
parenting skills as foster parents.See Standards 4.25, 4.251
and Commentaries. The agency should provide the juvenile
residing in a foster home with thesame basic services that any
other child living ,with his /her parents would .need. Any

Especial treatment should, be obtained on an out-patien: basis.
Implicit in the standard islan understanding that the agency

shOuld gi%e services to the natural parents as well as the foster
parents and the child once a placement is made. Since the ideal

c. offer high quality social work and other services' in
relation to-
1) stress situations during which' the child may need

special help, including loss, separation, medical care,
hospitalization, social and school problems, or other
unavoidable disturbing experiences;

2)- the child's anxiety and lack of adjustment to the
foster placement;

3) continuity of social worker and parent(s)' relation
ship;

4) mal.ldjustment of child" throughOUf. placement;
5) identifying and preventing potrmtially damaging..

situations from developing;
6) planning.for individual living arrangements for child; 7
7) planning for vocational or higher educatioil for child;

and 1

8) peer relationships, especially during adolescence.
Foster) Families, supra at XX(J).

SeCondly, specific management services should be provided
when necessarY. The agency should handle medical emergen-.:,,i::,
cies and offer health services such as medical;.' dental;
psychiatrib; and psychological care. The.. agency
provide access to special services-and educational facilitieS fOr

home-should-be-as-fa mily-like-as-TossibleTt he-s tandard--' me ntally-retardecFand-physicakhandica-mdlyysniles ,See
West* comfort and privacy in the living arrangements, and 17 201 ;U.S.0 : 1401 et: seq:':(Education for All :Children .-Act).
easy access to community resources such as schools, medical Educational progiarris should be designed to fit individual
care, and recreation. . needs and should include vocational training. Thee rights are

According to the American Public Welfare Association, based on the philosophy of providing a basic lever-of services
Standards for Foster Family Service Systems, Standard XX for juveniles in residential facilities. See Standard 4.410 and
( 1975)_[Nreinafter ,citecLas..EosterEamikil,...t he agency-should -Com mentary.-------
provide services to the natural parent during placement since
support and assistance is necessary during-this critical time.
Subh services may include planning visits between the natural
parent and hild, involving the natural parent in the selection

The Foster Family, supra standards advocate placing
children with special problems in foster homes with parents
who can provide specialized foster family service and
-recommend that the agency recruit foster parents 020 'may

of a' foster \a_mily and encouraging the natural parents to have a special ability to care for children with 'special needs.
utilize counseling to 'discuss any feelings they -may have See also Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
regarding sepiation and guilt. Foster Family; supra AI -Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Standard XX (I), (J). Working with the natural parents will Standards 'Relating to Corrections Administration, Standard
also enable the child to be reunited with his/her parents. 7-..10 and 'Commentary. The "treatment" offered4C these

The agency's obligation to provide. services to juveniles falls homes is the type of care a natural family would give to a
into two_ main categories. there are general services of a handicapped child. Children with special problems .-equire
therapeutic nature yo help tfiTChild-adj-trst-emotionally-to_:__special_assistance. Certainly, major physical therapy or
his/ her new home. These include services which will: education should not fiker-filab-e-in-the-home;-N,Nertheless,

a. help children understand why their families placed them. just as a parent would assist the learning process of a child
accept the placement situation, and adjust to the foster who has no handicap, the foster parent should be expected to
family; assist in the teaching of certain self-help skills and in

b. maintain a healthy relationship with his/her own family performing simple medical procedures if the result. would be
or, when indicated, come to an understanding of the the placement of a child in foster care rather than an overly
necessity of severing tne relationship, id; and restrictive medical institution. As such it is consistent with the

!
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standard to utilize special foster homes for the care of
hatidicapPed children.

The -use Of the foster home as a "treatment" family tare
home is currently being explored by many child welfare
agencieS. In thee programs, the foster parents are active
members of,the treatment. team and receive training thrbugh
specifically tailored educational .programs. An agency support
system is used to help the foster parents and they usually
receive financial help. J. Bauer and W. Heinke, "Treatment
Family Care Homes for Disturbed Foster Children,"55 Child
Welfare. 478 (1976). Such programs are to be encouraged and
may in fact be required by the concept Of least restrictive al-
ternatives. See Standard 4.410 and Commentary.

/
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4.61-4.62
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, 4.81
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Use of Restraints
Transfer Proced tres
Grievance Prote ures
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A-detention facility is a securenstitution which is used for the in an open setting. The standard also recommends that
temporary custody of jiiveniles accused or adjudicated of juvenile detention facilities should be situated within the
conduct subject to to jurisdiction of the family court over community of the juvenile placed there, and specifies that such
delinquency and wlib cannot be placee :in an open setting. facilities should never be on the same grounds as a jail or
Detention facilities should be used to care for such juveniles prison housing convicted or deained adults.
following arrest, prior to adjudications prio0o disposition, : The National Advisory Committee intends that the
and following disposition while awaiting transfer to the temporary, "interim" detention of juveniles in secure facilities
facility of placement, and may also be used for the temporary should occur only rarely, and that detention facilities ShOuld

tcustody of such juveniles.: play a minor role in the juvenile process. Detention "should be

ar, Pending a hearing to modify or enforce a dispositional' brief' terribly selective and modest in its aims." Comment of
, Patricia Wald, IJA/ABA, Interim Status, supra at Standardorder pursuant to Standards 3.189 and;-3.1810;

,....
' 10 2 Accordingly, this standard, does not authorizeand4b.. Pending extradition pursuant to the interstate compaCt ',

on juveniles; or , Standards 3.153 and 3.154 expressly prohibit--placing youths
t adjudged or accused of delinquency in any secure

have absconded following placement.
c. Pending return to a residential facility from which they not

,-.

detention center. See Standards 3.153, 3.154 and Commen-
.

,. tary. Standard 3.152 'strictly limits the factual circumstances
Detention facilities should be located thin the community under which even those juveniles charged with delinquent acts
fronewhich they draw their population. Such facilities should may be detained in secure facilities. See Standard.3.152 and
not be, on the grounds of an institution used to house adults Commentary. To reinforce the principle that a youth's stay "in
accused or convicted of committing a criminal offense. detention" should be brief, the. family court must hear and

Sources:
resolve the petition expeditiously, see Standard 3.161, and the

.necessity for detention° is subject to weekly reviews, see
Standard 3.158. Thus, under these standards, secure deteition

.See_generally-National Council-on Crime-and-Delinquencyfacilities Muld play a niiiibiTole, \and have a minimum of
Standards and Guides: for the Detention of Children and inni,act upon the total population of ,Court-involved juveniles.
Youth (1961); Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Although its use can and should be thus minimized, the.
Planning and Design for Juvenile Justice, Part IV (1972); S. detention facility remains the "gateway to the juvenile justice
Norman, Detention Practice, (1960); Martarella v. Kelley, system for a group of offenders in the most serious tronble."
349 F.. Supp. 575 (S.D.N.Y. 19'73); Institute of Judicial Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Study on

----Administration/American Bar Assoclation-Toint Commission Planning and Design for Juvenile Justice, supra. As of today,
on Juvenile Justice Standards, Pthposed Standards Relating only four states prohibit absolutely the detention of juveniles
to Architecture for Group Homes and Secure Detention and itr adult facilities. See Report of the Task Force; supra at
Coriectional Facilities. Standard 7.4 (draft, 1976); and Commentary to Standard 22.3; 1JA/ ABA, interim Status,
ProPiied standards !Relating to Interim Status, Standard supra at Commentary to._Standard_10.2;_and C. F. Klejbuk
10.2 (draft, 1975) [hereinafter ;cited as IJA/ ABA, Interim and B. Rosenberg, The Juvenile Status Offender and the Law;
Status]; National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Abstract, '14 (Pennsylvania Joint Council on the Criminal
Standards and Goals, - Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice Systeni, April 1977) The remaining states. and the
Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 22.3 (1976) District of ,Columbia permit the placement of juveniles in
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force]. . adult jails, with the condition that such youths are to remain

"separate and apart" from the adults. Of these remaining
jurisdictions,, fourteen allow the detention of juveniles in adult
facilities only when no juvenile f..cility is available; two states
require that the juvenile be charged with a felony; and seven
states have a minimum ape limit below which a child cannot
belheld in an adult facility. See Klejbuk and Rosenberg, supra
at 14.

1_ Commentary

This standard defines "detention facility "-and 'narrowly
defines the category of juveniles who may be held in such
temporary custody. Under this standard, a "detention facility"
is any locked or Otherwise secure institution used for the
temporary ,custody of juveniles. This standard limits those

r wno may-be-placed-in-such-facilities to those who are accused
or adjudicated of a delinquent act, and who cannot

The "separate and apart" provisions preferred to above
have been generally unsuccessful in achieving their obvious.

-6 placed objective: adult and juvenile facilities exist;
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statutory mandates that juveniles. not be held together with
adults have failed more often than not to achieve substantial
separation of youths from adults. For example, in a-national
study of 449 jails conducted 'by the Children's Defense Fund,
',separate and apart" provisions were on the books in all of the
states visited. However, of the jails for which useable
information was obtained, only 35.9 percent could assure
substantial separation of juveniles from adults. Another 42.3
percent of the jails provided only partial separation. And fully
one-fifth (21.8, percent) of the jails studied could assure no
separation whatsoever. See Children's Defense Fund, Chil-
dren in Adult Jails, 32-33 (1976). Because of the repeated
failure of such "separate and apart" statutes to achieve their
objective, the National Advisory Committee here explicitly
recommends that juvenile detention facilities should ndt even
be located on the same grounds as an adult institution. For the
same reasons, the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission expressly
prohibits The detention of accused juveniles "in any facility or
part thereof also used to detain adults . . ." IJA/ ABA, Interim
Sttiti41.7supra at Standard 10.2 and Commentary.

The Nation& Advisory _Committee believes that confine-.
ment of any juvenile: in an adult jail is undesirable and
potentially destructive. Conditions in jails throughout the
United States are generally poor; jails are overcrowded,
understaffed, and often are bereft of training or recreational
facilities. Lack of supervision is frequently an invitation to
abuse of juveniles by adult inmates. See generally R. C. Sarri,
Under Lock and Key, 65-66 (1974). Suicide by youths held in
adult facilities has been a recurring but unheeded reminder of
the unthinkable pressures brought to bear upon juveniles; in
such an environment. Id. The courts have also recognized the
seriousness of this problem. For example, a federal districf,', 4.11
court in Illinois recently extended the prohibitio'n against- 4.21
jailing juveniles to those youths who have been transferred or 4.24
"waived" to the adult criminal court for prosecution as adults. 4.261
Swarisey v. Elrod, 386 F. Supp. 1138 (N.D. Ill. 1975): In 4.262
Swansey, the court credited expert testimony to the effect that 4.263
to confine a "waived-ovei" juvenile in the Cook County Jail 4.71
would cause a ". . devastating, overwhelming, emotional 4.72

trauma with potential consolidation of [these youths] in the
direction of criminal behavior . ,'. See National Juvenile Law
Center, Children in Jails: Legal Strategies and Materials, 11
(1972).

Because of the tenacity and scope of this problem,. Which
reformers first addressed in 1899; the National- Advisory
Committee does not anticipate that eliminating the jailing of
juveniles will be easy. For example, -even with an injunction.
placed upon the Cook ,County Jail by the Federal Court in
Swansey, Illinois during 1977 detained 3,354 juveniles in other
county jails throughout the state, and 8,288 juveniles in
municipal jails and lockups' Bureau of Detention. Standards
and Services, Illinois Department of Corrections FY 1977
Annual Report, 19 and 46 (1977). Concerted efforts at all
levels will be necessary before the disconcerting phenomenon
of a juvenile locked in jail is a thing of the past in this country.
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4.261 Size and
Population
The population of a detention facility shou.E1- not exceed

`twenty. 'Detention facilities should make provision for and be
co-educational in nature.

Sources:
Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar Associa-

tion Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Proposed Standards ;Relating to Architecture for Group
Homes and .Secure Detention and Corrections Facilities,
Standard 7.3 (draft, 1976). See generally National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals; Report
of the, Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
°Prevention, Standard 24.1 (1976).

Commentary\
This standard recommends that no single detention facility

shoUld house more than twenty juveniles. Other. standards-
Setting ,groups' have suggested maximum pOpulatiOn sizes
ranging from tirelve youths to thirty youths within a single
detention facility: See, e.g:, Institute of JudiciabAdininistra-
tion/ Am,erican Bar Association Joint Commission on .

juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to. Corrections
AdminiStratiOn;:'Standai.d 7.2 and. Commentary (draft, 1976)
[hereinfater,cited as IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration];
'The NatiOnal Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice and
`. Goals, Corrections, Standard 8.3,.(1976); J. J. DoWny, State
Responsibility for Juvenile Detention Care (1970)..

After reviewing all positions, the National Advisory
Committee concluded that a detention facility should be

;comparable in size to a living unit within a training school. See
Standard 4..2112 and Commentary. By limiting the population
to a maximum of twenty, and by,utilizing the staff-to-juvenile
ratio requIred for training schools, See Standards 4.262 and
4:2122, this standard provides the highest degree of service to
youths consistent with maintaining security. See also
Standards 4.2112, 4.2191, and 4.221. ,

Limiting the maximum number of youths in each detention
facility to twenty will provide an atmosphere that will mini-
mize the uncertainty; disorientation, and alientation of the
juvenile, detained./ See Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
,tration, Planning and Designing For Juvenile Justice, 66-104
(1972). Although twenty residents is the stated maximum, the
National Advisory' Committce strongly recommends that if
smaller-scale detention facilities with fewer 'residents can

be made available, those smaller-scale facilities Should be
utilized. In terms of numbers of residents in ksingle facility,
"the, smaller the: better" should be operative philosophy for
detention facilities, just as for training schools. See. Standards
4.2112; 4:2191, and 4.221. Realisticev, no detention facility
can -cieate a tinily "honfe-like" atmosphere. Nonetheless ;'in a .
smaller - scale facilitythe environment is likely to be less trying,
less alienating, less impersonal, and lesS "institutional" than in
the larger, traditional detention "center."

This itandard 'also recommends that detention facilities be
co-educational. These standardS' are designed as inuch,:as
possible to maintain the detained youth's contact with his/her
community, and the 'continuity of the youth's priinary
relationshipsof which relationships with.both sexes are an
important. part. See IJA/ABA, Corrections Administration,
Supra 'at Commentary to Standard 7.3. No detention facility
can maintain a youth's contact with the community and
normarivelOpment as a person if peers of the opposite sex .;

are excluded from the facility: The Report of the,Task Force,'
supra has aptly stated :

("C)o-educational residential facilities would; have the727,
capability to focus on the juvenile delinquent as an
indiVidual and provide the most appropriate and least
restrictive' placement based on community protection
considerations and client service.. . . (T)his would abandon
the concept of separate institutions based on sex and . . .

would provide an institutional environment more like the
community environment." Report of the Task Force, supra
at Commentary* to Standard 24.1.
Both the Task Force and the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission

are in accord with the recommendations of the National
Advisory Conimittee that detention facilities be co-educa-
tional. See Report of the Task Force, supra; and. IJA/ ABA
Corrections Administration. supra at Standard ,7.3.

Architects and designers of detention facilities should seek
to afford each juvenile the greatest amount of individual
fre4lom consistent With a reasonably "secure" setting: TO::
this end, architectural strategies should '..nciude' heightening
space to increase a sense of spaciousness and to allow variety,
encouraging variety and diversity by use of varyineurniture
arrangements, and increasing the control and influence which
the youth residents can exercis'c in his/her physical environ7
ment. See Law Enforcenient ASsistance Administration,
Planning and Designing For Juvenile Justice, 66-104 (1972).
The facility's design should siappOrt, and facilitate reasonable 1.
behavior by residents, should provide meaningfurchoiees in
terms of individual behavior and activities, and. offer
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opportunities in varied settings for regular interpersonal,
contact with other juveniles. and with the facility's staff.

The:recommended physical setting kith a specifie'twenty-
resident limit, should enable staff and juveniles to make the
most of whatever time the juvenile must spend in such
facilities. Opportunities for modifyingand,, perhaps,
dismissingpetitions alleging delinquency should be available
for juveniles who function effectively in the small, human-
scaled supportive detention facilities which these standards
seek to provide. See LEAA, Planning and Designing0For
Juvenile Justice, KTra,

Halsted Standard
1.125 Evaluation of Local and State Efforts

- 1.41 PersonnelSelection
1.425 Personnel Providing Direct Service to Juveniles
1.428 Pertionnel Providing Support Services in Residential
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At a Minimum; each detention facility should have one (1) This standard attempts to provid'e the basic echicational
.

full-time recreation worker, one (1) full-tinie teacher for each necessities for juveniles in short-terrkdetention facilities and
ten (10) juveniles and two (2) child-care workers on duty at all other services by child-care workers who are trained to deal:
times.

The qualifications for these star oositions should be the same
as those set forth in Standard

3

Sources:
See generally artarella v. Kelley; 349 F. Supp. 575, 586-

590 (S.D.N.Y. 72).

Comore Lary

This standard applies, to detention facilities- the same
minim'-.m staff-to-youth ratio (approximately 1 :2) which
Standard 4.211 applies to 'training schools. See Standard
4.2121 and Commentary. The recommended 1:2 ratio
provides a high degree of service to the youths, while
maintaining,; tight security. ,.The low staff-to-juVenile ratio
recommended here permits a close working---relationslup

obetween the, juvenile and staff, and may-stimulate positive
behavior by the juvenile prior to finaradjudication, transfer,
perManent Or release, See commentary to
Standard 4.261.

with the special problems' of juveniles detained ,suck,
.,facilities. See Standard 4.263. This standard also eSta ishes
spcific minimum\job qu4lifications for staff+ positiOns
detention facilities. The standard specifically.ilicorporates the
minimum job:requirements established in Standard 4.2122 fOr
the analogous staff positions in training schools. See Standard
4.2122 and Commentary.

This standard recgrnmends that the complefn nt of full-time
staff at each detention facility should ,be a °Bows one full -
time recreation worker, one full -tire eacher for levery ten
juveniles,' and two, child-care ,,or er on duty at 11 tunes:'.;
.0bviously, the "training sc obl" model, seeStandar 4.2121,
cannot here be appl directly to detention facilities; since
training School5 ay comprise as many as ten tO_\twenty
individual unitsand.. up tb a total of 100 juVeniles
wityn--asingle school 'In' contrast, each deter4010 cility

----contemplated,hy, these standards iS1 a:discrete independent
facilityno larger than any single Jiving unit at a-training,
school. Thus, a single detention facility ellThl'approimate
the breath and diVersity of fuli7ti personnel which should be
regularly and immediately rtvaila le taat training schocil. See.
Standard 4.2121, 4.263 and Co mentary:

Needed' services for juveniles hick cannot be provided by
regular detention .facility staff s ould be provided from the
community on a volunteer Or co tract-for-services basis. See
Standard 4.263.1t should be noted that a",youth's need for
psychiatric and other "treatrnent" \aspects of juvenile dnfinii.
rnent must, of course, 'have some foundation in fact. See _

generally Marttirella. Although detention facilities are not
primarily treatment facilities, any necessary specialized seiv-:
ices; including medical, psychiatric, and sp'etial supplementary
educational and recreational services, ,31),auld

available from the community. See Standard 4, and
Commentary. For certain common and recurring ti:n7c1.1,
medical and psychiatric need,., individual detention facilities:
within a single locality might contra/et jointly -Kith n
appropriate, centrallHocated hospital or other serviee
provider. See Commentary to. Standard 4.263,----

In order 'to maintain the' high staff quality mandated'::.
throughout these standards, a 'regular inservice training
program similar to that recommended for training sehool:,
staff, see Standard 4.2121, is recommended. Staff ,memberS'

, should be required to attend at least forty hours yearly of
:5

either relevant formal classvvork, or of inserviee training
programs specifically designed for the education of suchStaff.
See generally Standard 4.2121 and Commentary.

Many courts have held that tile provision of adeqUate serv-
ices in detention facilities is constitutionally mandated based'
upon the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. The courts
have reasoned that:

Where the state, as parens patriae, imposes . . detention, it
I can meet the ConstitUtional requirements of due process

and prohibition of cruel and' unusual punishment, if, and
only if, it furnishes 'adequate treatment to .the detainees.
Martarella v. Kelley, 349 F. Stipp./ J75, (S.D.N.Y. 1972).

:Accordingly. the Federal District Court in Martarella
irequired, that detention' facility staff 10e Sufficient in,nuinbers,
adequately trained, and knowledgeable about juvenile

.:.:....problems. 14. The provisions of this standard amply meet the
requitement 'set' out.. in Martarella. .

Although detention facilities should\ not be considered
primarily as treatment" facilities, see Standard 4.263, the
National Advisory Committee is convinced that treatment can
begin in appropriate temporary detention faCilities. See

:-Martti411a. The National Advisory Committee is equally
convinced that the prospects for treatment and rehabilitation
of many youths caniand have been needlessly, sacrificed during
periodrof "tempos y detention:"
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7.

4.263 Ser. Vices
Although detention centers should not be' considered as
treatment facilities, detained juveniles should be provided with
educational, medical, recreational and other services approp-
Hate to their needs, and an adequate arid competent staff.

Upon adtnission, or as soon as possible therafter, there should
be an assessment of a juvenile's needs including an examina-
tion by a physician within twenty-four hours of admission,
and a determination of the juvenile's educational level.

Contra0,11 arrangements should be made with a nearby
hospital for all medical services which cannot be appropriately
provided within the facility or where contractual arrange-
ments, can Fait in better or a broader range of services: A
medical record should be maintained and all needs should be
provided for pursuant to the physician's instructions. Each
juvenile should also be afforded reasonable access to
psychiatric counseling and crisis intervention services in
accordance with his/her needs.

The educational program provided in detention facilities
should seek to assist detained juveniles to keep up with their
stddies to the greatest extent possible. Remedial 'education
services should be provided for those juveniles who require it.

The recreational program should provide opportunities for
exercise and constructive leisure-time activity, At least two
hours of recreation should be provided on schyol days, and
three hours of recreation on nonschool days, not including
unsupervised periods spent primarily in such activities as
watching television.

Sources:
See generally Martarella v. Kelley, 349 F. Supp. 575, 586-

590 (S.D.N.Y. 1972).

Commentary
a

This standard seeks to guarantee that detained juven:!:;;
will receive appropriate medical and psychiatric treatment,
educational services, and recreational opportunities. Juveniles
are "detained" when they are held temporarily in a locked or
otherwise secure facility whil/e/ awaiting trial, a dispositional

/.
hearing, or under the other circumstances set out in Standard
4.26; see also Standard 3.152. The dictates of decency and
fundamental fairness require that juveniles must be furnished
with necessary and adequate services and treatment if they are
detained. See, e.g., Martarella v. Kelly, 349 F. Supp. 575
(S.D.N.Y. 1972). See also Standard 4.410.

iBecause the juvenile is detained only temporarily, the
availability of plenary services on the immediate premises of

the detention facility is not necessary. Indeed, any requirement -

that plenary "institutional"-type services be available to all
detainees would frustrate progress toward, the smaller, less
institutional, twenty-juvenile detention units recommended in
Standard 4.261. However, where medical, pscyhiatric,
educational or other needed services are not readily available
at the detention facility itself, this standard would require that
contractual arrangements be made with private community -
bzsed service prdviders in order to achieve the necessarily
broad speCtrum of services. See particularly, Commentary to
Standard 4.262. Accord, National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 24.1,, and C6mmentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as
Report of the Task Force]; and Institute.of Judicial. Adminis-
tration/ American Bar Association Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to Corrections,

.Administration, Standard 7.3 and Commentary (draft, 1976)..
Existing community resources should be utilized and should
not be duplicated unnecessarily by public facilities. Accord,
Report of the Task Force, supra.

This standard .1.Tquires medical and educational examina-
tions immediately um:in admission of a youth to any detention
facility. Those medical and educational examinations are
necessary to determine whether the juvenile has been placed in
an appropriate setting. If /a particular juvenile has special
medical or other needs that cannot be accommodated in a
detention facility, the Fourteenth Amendment's due process
clause and Eighth Amendment's prohibition of cruel and
unusual punishment might be violated if the juvenile,were held
in such a facility. See Martarel4a,349 F. Supp. at 586-87;
Standard 4.410 and Commentary \In particulart he "import-
ance of psychiatric facilities for children whose behavior is by
definition socially maladjusted, is obvious." Martaella. This
standard specifically provides for psychiatric and -crisk
intervention services in accord with the juvenile's needs.

The juvenile in temporary custody in a detention facility will
be unable to attend his/her regular school (hiring the period of
detention. However, every effort should be made to offer
detained juveniles a realistic means Of keeping up with their
studies pending the outcome of their particular ease. In
addition, remedial 'education and appropriate special educa-
tion for the handicapped should also be providedpreferably
through the contractual arrangement's with private. services
providers recommended here. See particiVari'y Commentary
to Standard 4.262.

A recreational program is required by this. standard, and
specific minimal time periods for recreation are defined.
Traditionally, juvenile "detention centers" and other detention



facilities did not permit or facilitate recreation of any, kind.
However, awns have recently held that to deny .a young
person recreational outlets am( nt -to cruel and unusual
punishrnent. See, e.g., Martarella. For example, in Martarella
the Federal District Court stated that for a juvenile to exist
without some opportunity for recreation "would be intolera-
bly dreary, in the shear residential detention would clearly,
constitute . . . cruel and unusual punishment . . ." Id.. at 590.
In the past, unsupervised periods watching television have of-
ten been used as poor substitiites for more genuine, creative,
energy-venting forms of recreation. To prevent such practices,
the fifth paragraph of this standard sr Tifically requires two or
three hours daily of exercise, "riot rr.cluding unsupervised
periods spent primarily in such activities as watching
television." (emphasis added).. Obviously, youth who are not
provided with or do not avail themselves ofeducational or
other constructive nonrecreational activit;es, should be af-
forded far more time for recreation than the two and three-,
hourmininia prbvided under this standard. This standard also
iecommends that a thorough evaluation of the staff and serv-
ices at detention facilities, see alio Standards 4.26-4.262,
should be conducted in accordance with Standard 1.125.'
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4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
1

A shelter care facility is a nonsecure residential program used
for the temporary custody of juveniles.

Neglected or abused children may be placed in shelter care
facilities. However, they should not be commingled with
juveniles accused or adjudicated of conduct constituting a
delinquent offense or noncriminal misbehavior.

A broad range of facility types may be used to provide shelter
care. These programs 'Should be in the communities frOm
which they draw their population and should serve no more
than twenty juveniles.

The staff ratios and services offered should depend upon the
size and type of proram, but should provide, at a minimum, a
level of services equivalent to that set forth in these standards
for foster homes and grOup homes.

-Shelter care facilities should not be characterized by physically
restrictive construction or location, or by procedures designed
to prevent the juveniles from departing at will. The emphasis
in shelter care facilities should be on an open setting,a healthy
living environment, and utilization of community resources.
However, there should be procedures and resources available
to protect the residents from themselves and-others.

Source:
See generally 42 U.S.C. 5712 (Supp. 1976); N. Y. Official

Cotnpilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations, Chapter I, t.
9, Sec. 9.1-9.31 (1977).

Commentary
This standard recommends the establishment of shelter care

facilities to house children in need of temporary residential
care. The standard recommends that there be no commingling
between neglected juveniles and those accused or adjudicated
of a delinquent offense or noncriminal misbehavior. The
standard suggests, the use of community-based, small,
residential facilities and suggests foster and group homes as
models for the type of facility and the type of services which
should be provided. As Oith foster and group homes, the
standard emphasizes -ie imr ntance of an open and healthy
setting,. limited populatoon and ties to the community.

Shelter care has provided a solution for the widespread
problem of runaway youths. As part of the Runaway Youth
Act of 1974, codified at Title III of the Juvenile justice and
Delinquency. .Prevention Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C. /.. §5712, a
funding program was created to establish, strengthen, or fund
'an existing or proposed locally-controlled facility providing
temporary shelter for runaways and to provide counseling

' \

services to thew,. The shelter care facility contemplated by
standard is the same kind contemplated by the statute. It may
be used as a temporary residence for runaways pending retur\n
to their parents or formal petitioning in the family court, The
facility may also be used to house juveniles subject to famil3k
court proceedings who are awaiting trial of placement in a
more permanent facility. Since a shelter facility can be used to
house children subject to any kind of petition,the standard
discourages commingling between neglected and/or abused
children With juvenile delinquents or those involved in
noncriminal misbehavior. R'unaways frdm other jurisdictions
awaiting transportation /should be similarly segregated. 'By
doing so, unsophisticated children will be . protected from
harm and negative influences: Further, neglected children will
not be-given the impression that they are at fault or being
punished. See also New York Compilation of Codes, Rules
and Regulations, I §9.5..

The standard recommends that a shelter care facility be
community.7based.i A juVenile placed in shelter care is not a
security risk and/ consequently should reside in a facility.
similar to a fo;sier or group home. The resources of the
community are valuable assets. ,to these juveniles, See Stan-
dards 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, and. Commentaries.

The standard recommends that the population of.a shelter
care facility /be no more ,than twenty. This number is larger .

than for foster and group homes, See Standard 4.231, 4.25,
but in accoid with limits established by thr Runaway Youth-
Act, supra.'A 'maximum populatiOn of twenty is small enough.
,to maintain a 'close and controlled relationship between the
staff and the juvenile and discourages a regimehted and
imrsonal lifestyle. Ld.,Since shelter care is only a temporary
placement, the somewhat larger maximum population\will not
adversely affect the Juvenile.

The Runaway Youth Act provides that a shelter care facility
Live a ratio of staff-to-juveniles sufficient to assure adequate
supervision, and treatment. The standardalso requires staff
ratios and services commensurate with .the size and type,of
program. Ata minimum, services offered should be'equivalent
to those available in foster and group homes. See Standards
4.222 and 4.252. These services include shelter,,, food,
recreation, temporary finanCial assistance, individual and/or.
group Counseling, medical, and dental care, .psychological
evaluation, employment services and academic training. See
Standard 4.233.

The standard discourages the use of a :shelter care facility
which has a. physically restrictive construction a. :c:: :ion, or
the implementation of procedures designed to prevent the
juveniles from departing at will..The rationale for this position
is the preservation of an open setting for children who pose no
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great security risks. Further, detention facilities provided by
Standards 4.26-4.263 are better suited for, juveniles in need of
more secure confinement. The standard does not, however,
recommend that a!, elements of control disappear. Residents
must still be protected and controls must be set. The controls
should resemble those established for group homes.

Related Standards
4.23
4.231
4.232
4.233

Group Homes
Group Homes--Size
Group HomesStaff
Group HomesServices

<7

4

4.25 foster Homes
4.251 Foster HomesStaff
4.252 Foster HomesServices
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.261 Detention FacilitiesSize
4.262 Detention FaeilitiesStaff
4.263 Detention FacilitiesServices
4.41-4.411 Rights of Juveniles
4.51-4.54 Discipline
4.61 Mechanical Restraints
4.62 Medical Restraints
4.81 Grievance Procedures
4.82 Ombudsman Programs
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4.3 Nonresidentkal Progra-is
4.31 Community Supeniision
A system of community supervision services should be
provided by the state agency described in Standard 4.11 to
supervise persons adjudicated pursuant_ to the jurisdiction of
the family court over delinqUency, noncriminal misbehavior,
and neglect and abuse. Conimunity supervision personnel
should be state employees. The services should be decentral-
ized with sufficient personnel assigned to each family eourt to
assure that the number of active Cases for which each
community supervision officer is responsible averages no
more =than twenty-five. However, there should be sufficient,.
flexibility :in case assignments to permit caseloads as low as
twelve when the cases require intensive supervision, and as
high as forty, when only minimal supervision is required.

in sparsely populated areas; regionalcommunity services
Offices shduld be establiShes1.-toseri/eseveral-farnilY-comts;--

Sources __

See gener ally National Advisory Committee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, .Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile and Delinquency Prevention, Standards 23.1 and
23.5, and COmmentary (1976) [hereinafter cited as Reporttof
the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard recommends that the state agency proyide a

System of decentralized community supervision services to
certain specified juv eniles whom such services are
appropriate. Accod, Report Df the Task Force, supra at
Standard 23.1 and Commentary. The National Advisory
Committee beli6;es that centralized, statewide controlled and
coordinated supervisio services can best assure adequate
personnel training, statewide consistency in procedures and

`treatment, efficient :distribution of services, and comprehen-
siye Planning. See Standard 4.11 and 'Commentary. To ensure
this centralized control over Community. supervisory services,
this standard would provide that 'each. community supervisor
must be a state employee. To guarantee flexibility 'among
localities, this standard also proyidei that each community
supervisor should Ihe directly assigned to serve the jurisdiction
of, a' articular family court. ResponSivenesslo local needs can
be .achieved by decentralization within the totai statewide
system. Accord, Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
'23.1 and Cor,:zmentary. See also Standard 4.11, stipr'a.

The Nationale Advisory_Committee, like the Taslc:,Force,
was concerned about an absence consistent criteria bearing

upon which juveniles best can benefit from intensive
community supervision. See Report of the Task Force, supra
at Commentary to Standard 23.5. The National Advisory
Committee concluded that a rough classification system,.akin
to trianing in the medical professions, might be the, most
logical and feasible method for determining appropriate levels
of supervision for particular juVeniles. Accord, Report of the
Task Force, supra at Standard 23:5 and Commentary. As the
Task Force has pointed out, some juveniles may benefit
tremendously from extended counseling sessions... Other
juveniles cannot benefit from lengtf7 personal counseling but
may benefit from specific vocational counseling or'.other
specific services which require less time of the community
supervisor. I

This:itarlidard recommends-an-average caseloadfigure of
twentyAiic clients for community supervisory personnel
assigned to the family court. For juveniles needing only the
most minimal supervision, a maximum supervisor-to-juvenile
ratio. of 40:1 is established. The average caseload figure of
twenty-five juveniles tracks the similar recommendations of
Other standards-setting groups. See, e.g., Report of the Task
Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 215. With a
caseload of twenty-five clients, a community supervisioh
worker is, on the average; not able to spend more than 1.5
hours per month in face-to-face contact with his/her juvenile
client. Report of the Task Force, supra at Commentavo/
Standard 23.5. This is because community supervisory
personnel spend large amounts of time in the.corrimunity,
dealing and communicating With teachers, parent , mental
health personnel, doctors, job placement personne , welfare
and Other social agencies personnel. See Report of the Task
Force, supra. Supervisory personnel also hecessaril, expend
many hours writing probation reports, making cour appear.-
ances, and otherwise communicating with the family court.

.Thus, although the 25:1 ratio recommended here is lower than
the prevailing national average, even this "low" supervisory
ratio will be inadequate to meet the supervisory needs of many,
juveniles. Accord, Report of the Task Force, supra. The
National Advisory' Committee seriously considered recom-
mending an average caseload of fewer than twenty juveniles
per worker, .but discarded this figure as unrealistic in light of
shrinking resources available for human services generally.
This standard dces specify, however, that there shotild be
enough flex in the case assignment systeni to permit caseloads
as low as twelve when the cases require more intensive.
supervision. Alternatively, caseloads as high as forty may
adequately serve youtns needing on;y minimal supervision.
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!4.32 Services
A broad range of services should be available .to- persons
subject to community supervision: Ordinarily such services
should oe provided by the community rather than directly by
thel supervision agency.

UpOn placement under community supervision, the person
supervised and, whenever possible, his/her family, should
assist in the preparation of an assessment of needs and the de-
velopment of a plan establishing the goals, to be achieved
during the supervision period.

The family court should have the authority to order
supplemental services to families when such services are
necessary to enable the juvenile or family to participate in a
nonresidential program. Among the supplemental services
which should be available are, homemaker servi es for a
juvenile's family and cash payments directly to th juvenile
when supervised independent living is appropriate.

WheneVer specific supplemental or other services ordered by
the family court are not available, an application,to review
doff modify the disposition decision- should be, submitted
pursuant to St' irlard 3.189..

Sources:
National Advisory CoMmittee on Criminal Justice Stand-

ards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Delinquency
Prevention, Standarirls 13.3, 23.4. 23.6, and 23.7 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task Force].

Commentary
This standard would require that a broad range of services

be made..available. to persons subject to community supervi-
sion. -See Standard 4.31. The range Of such services should be
at least as broad as those available irrthe community at large.
Accord, ',Tort of the Task Force, supra at Commentary to
Standard 23.4.

By specifying that such services should ordinarily be
provided by and from the community, rather than, directly by
the supervision agency, the National ,:Advisory Committee
seeks to further many objectives. It is expected that provisions
of supporting services from within the community will best
maintain the youth's-involvement with his / her community, see
Commentary to Standatd 4.31, will promote the youth's self-
sufficiency and self-reliance, will enhance community involve-
ment with the particular youth and with youth services
generally,.will reduce unnecessary duplication of services, and
will increase the flexibility with which services plans can be
tailored to the individual needs of particular juveniles. See

Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 23.4 and
Commentary.

TUs standard recommends that an assessment of_needs be
prepared by ''the supervisor and the juvenile, with the
participation of the juvenile's family whenever possible.
Accord, Report of the Task Force; supra at Standard 23.3 and
Commentary. The youth's needs assessment should at least
include consideration of the following: medical problems;
proximity of the program to the youth; the capacity of the
youth to benefit from the program; and the availability of
placements in the program, includihg the length of any waiting
list for spaces. See Report of the Task Force, supra. The other
assessment tools mentioned in Standard 4.2141, e.g., psycho-
logical testing and a family and developmental'bistory. should
also be considered as possible additional aids to needs
assessment. See Standard 4.2141 and Commentary. Most
fundamentally, the plan for the juvenile should arrive at a
"realistic appraisal of the recommended services potential to
assist the juvenile." Report of the Task Force; supra at Com-
mentary to Standard 23.3.

This stardard alsO recommends that a juvenile and his/ hr
family have-access to supplemental services to facilitate the\
youth's participation in a nonresidential program. The family \
court should aggressively assume the duty to provide all such
required services in direct proportion to,the extent- to which
the court has imposed restrictions limiting a juvenile's liberty.
Accord,, Report of the. Task Force, supra at Standard 23.4 and
Commentary, ParticulaIrly, suppletriental services which could
enable the juvenile to remain at liberty at home or elsewhere in
the community, and avoid placement in a residential facility,
should be provided.

The standard specifically ,includes homemaker services as
among the supplemental servides.which should be available. A
homemaker service is a program designed to train persons in
the practical daily tasks of maintaining a dwelling place,
prephfjng meals, paying bills, and generally caring for oneself
independently: Such a service may, arid often should, include
weekly or bi-weekly home visits. Homemaking services could
help avoid the recurring tragedy of the independent;' older
adolescent who is forced into an institutional setting by the
mere coincidence that the court has acquired jurisdiction ove"
a youth who has no adult willing or able \to, take technical
responsibility for This/ her care.

Homemaker services can also serve to keep a child and
parent together. This is particularly true where a youth's'
marginal crirninalily and a parent's marginal neglectfulness
arise from the same factual syndrome. In such cases,
supportive homemaker services can remove at least some of
the incessant daily pressures which may be burdening the
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household. In this way, such services can re-establish a basis
for mutal respect betWf:en parent and child, and thus avert the
breakup of the family and the child's consequent institutional-
ization. Although intensive homemaker services are not
inexpensive, they are relatively cheap compared to the
monetary costs of institutionalizing a juvenile. Homemaker
services are even more of a bargain when the social cost of
institutionalizationthe needless damage inflicted to family
structures and to the fabric of our societyis figured into the
equation. See J. Areen. "Intervention Between Parent and
Child: A Reappraisal of the State's Role in Child Neglect and
Abuse .Cases," 63 Geo. L. J. 887, 915, 918-920 (1975). See
generally Goldstein, A. Freud, and A. Solnit, Beyond the
Best Interests of the Child (1973). For the reasons already set
out, hom.2maker services, like other community supervision
services, should, if possible, be secured within the juvenile's
-community, rather than directly by the supervising agency.

If certain services are not available, this standard requires
that the agency administering the services should become an
advocate before the court and seek review and appropriate
modification of the youth's disposition order pursuant to
Standard 3.189. See generally Report of the Task Force, supra
at Standard 23.6: Supervisory. agency personnel should be
prepared to act agressively to assure that court orders 'for
needed supplementary services are forthcoming. Of course,
supervisory personnel should also immediately alert the
youth's attorney as soon as any need for supplemental serv-
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ices is perceived. The . Task Force similarly requires that
community supervision personnel advise the court it required
services are not being provided. See Report of the Task Force,
supra at Standard 23.4 and 23.6.
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1

4.33. Imposition and
Enforcement of
Regulations
Communf.ty supervision officers should be authorized to
impose . i olornable regulations for persons under their
supervision. Such regulations should be designed to imple-
ment the terms of the disposition imposed by the family court.
Regulations affecting a juvenile 'should interfere as little as
possible with the juvenile's school, regular employment, or
other activities necessary for normal growth and develop-
ment.

A copy and explanation of all terms and regulations should be
provided to persons subject to community supervision and
their modifications should be similarly provided and ex-
plained. Persons under community supervision should also be
advised that failure to adhere to the terms of the dispositional
order may result in initiation of the enforcement procedures
described ini-Standards 3.1810, 3.1811, and 3.1813.

Sources:
See generally National Advisory Committee on Criminal

Justice, Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,, Standards 23.2,
23.6, and 23:7 (1976) [hereinfater cited as Report of the Task
Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar.

- Association Joint Commission on .Juvenile Justice Standards,
Proposed Standards Relating to Correctional Administra-
tion, Standard 6.2(e) (ii) (draft, 1976) [hereinafter -cited as

-.1.1A/ ABA, Corrections Administration]; Arizona Rules of
Criminal Procedure, Rule 27.1 (1973).

Commentary
COmmunity supervision officers are' authorized by this

standard to impose reasonable-conditions .or restrictions in
the form Of regulations upon persons under their supervision.
This authority should be exercised in a manner wholly
consistent with terms of the court order, and should not be
used to imposed 'conditions beyond the spirit and scope of that
order. The National Advisory Committee felt it unnecessary
and cumbersome to require express, approval of such
supervisdry regulations by the Court" in every instance.. The
juvenile's legal counsel is, of course, free to return to,court to
challenge supervisOry regulations as beyond the scope of the
court's dispOsition order. .

The terms and regulations by which the juvenile must abide

during the supervisory period should be explained at the
outset of the pq,:.k d. This explanation should be clear, corn-
plete, and commttyucated in the jtivenile's.primary language.
Accord, e.g., IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at

__Standard 6.2(e) (ii) and Commentary. Copies of any modi-
fications in the regulations should promptly be given to the
supervisee, and should be fully explained in. terms compre-
-nsive-to the supervisee. Id.
Persons being supervised also must be notified at the outset

of all possible consequences of noncompliance with the
regulations imposed by their supervisory officer. Particularly,
the persons supervised should immediately be told that failure
to adhere strictly to the. terms of the disposition order and
regulations may result in enforcement proceedings similar to
probatio
complete
severe c
3.1811, a
Standard

vi

los
rtail

3.

lation proceedings, and might culminate in a
of liberty (in delinquency cases) or in more
ents upon liberty. See Standards 3.1810,
13. See RePort of the Task Force, supra at

2 . P. Commentary. Unlike This standard, the
Task Force recon",:..nends that, as a general rule, solely matters
that would result in the filing of a petition if the juvenile were
not already on "probation" under community supervision

only alleged matias which if true, would constitute new
acts of noncriminal misbehaviorshould be reported to the
court by the supervisory officer for enforcement purposes. See
Report of the; Task Force, supra at Coninentary to Standard
23.7. 'Cf. Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 14.22.
The National Advisory Committee felt that this limitation
could, even as a "rule of thumb," unduly restrict the discretion
of supervisory personnel, and would tend to keep the family
court in the dark about ,relevant information about its
supervisees. Naturally, trivial violations should not be referred
automatically to the court for enforcemeni. See generally
Standards 3.1810, 3.1811, and 3:1813.

The standard specifies that special care be taken by
community supervision officer's to avoid impeding their
supervisees' educational or employment opportunities, or
normal patterns of growth and developnient Such care must
be taken to insure that the supervisory officer considers the
possible adverse conseqtlences of routine regulations. For
example, a regulation. that requires a juVenile *to report to
his/her community supervisor in person after school, could
prevent the juvenile from obtai 'after-school job, or
from participating in beneficial interscholastic athletics.

The powers of the supervisory officer may include the
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necessary, arid to conduct searches. and seizures, but only
upon probable cause to believe that a new violation of the law
has occurred. Accord, e.g., Report of the Task Force, supa at
Standard 23.6 and Commentary. See also Repdrt of the Task
Force, supra at Standard 23.7. Since the primary function of
the community services officers is not to conduct searches or
to make arrests, their powers should not extend to the
carrying of firearms. Id. Community supervisors should be
,:mpowered and urgt-d to return readily to court to recom-
mend appropriate modifications of court disposition orders,
and otherwise to petition the court on behalf of the juvenile. In
particular, community supervisory personnel should be
required to advise the court if a person under their supervision
is not obtaining access to required services. Accord, Report of
the Task Force, supra at Commentary to Standard 23.6. See
Standard 4.32 and Commentary.

Related Standards
3.181 Duration of Dispositi;:n and Type of., Sanction --

Delinquency

3.183 Dispositional Alternatives and CriteriaNoncriminal
Misbehavior

3.184 Dispositional Alternatives and. CriteriaNeglect and
Abuse

l89 Review and Modification of Dispositional Decisions
3.1.810 Enforcement of Dispositional Orders Delinquency
3.1811 Enforcement of `Dispositional ,OrdersNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3.18;.2 Review of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and Abuse
3.1813 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNeglect and

Abuse
4.11 Role of the State
4.31 Nonresidential ProgramsCommunity Supervision
4.32 Nonresidential ProgramsServices
4.8 Grievance Procedures and Ombudsman Programs
4.81 Grievance Procedures



4.4 Rights and
Procedures

4.41 Mai! and Censorship
A juvenile should have the right to send mail without prior
censorship or prior reading. A juvenile should also have the
right to receive mail without prior reading or prior censorship.
However, 'if the facility suspects the delivery of contraband or
cash, it may' require the juvenile to open the mail in the
presence of a staff member.

A juvenile should have the right to mail a minimum of two
letters per week' at agency expense. and any number of
additional letters at his/her own experiSe.

All cash sent to juveniles should be retained by the juveniles or
held for their benefit in accordance with the procedures of the
facility. However, such procedures should 'be in writing and
approved by the agency.

Packages should be exempt from these provisions and be
subject to inspection at the discretion of the facility

Sources:
New York Official Compilation of Codes Rules and..

Regulations,- .§ 171.5 (1973); National Advisory Committee on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,

-Standard 24.13 (1976) [hereinafter cited as Report of the Task
Force]; Institute of Judicial Administration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,
Proposed Standards Relating to Correctional: Administra-
tion, Standard 7.6 (draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited us DA/
ABA, Correction Administration].

ComrneMary
This standard recognizeS the juvenile's need for and right to

rnaintain contact with -persons -outside the institution and,
importantly, asserts .that he/she may do so With a reasonable
degree of privacy. .A facility may legitimately interfere with
this privacy right by requiring the juvenile to open- mail in the
presence of a staff member when officials' suspect that
contraband or cash has been delivered in the mail. Packages,
which are exempt from this provision, may be opened at the

.discretion of the facility.-
I. two fairly recent Supreme Couit cases, the Supreme

. Court addressed the issues of censolship antinspectiiin,
adult prisoners' mail and found a First Amendment right in

the person outside the facility, whether recipient or writer:
Procunier v. Martinez, 416 U.S. 396 (1976), Wolf v.
McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539 (1.974). While the ruling of the
Supreme Court is much. more restrictive than the standard, it
must be noted that the Court was diicussing the right in the
context of adult penal institutions and not small facilities for
delinquent and neglected children. In Procunier, the Court
held that censorship of incoming and outgOing mail in adult
penal institutions must be tested against two criteria. First, the
inspection must" further an- important governmental interest
such' as the preservation of security or internal order,
discipline,/ or-rehabilitation. Second, the liMitation can be no
greater than is necessary or essential to the protection of the
interest. So bang as the regulations further a governmental
interest, are not related to the ,.uppression of free speech and
impose _a restraint that is not broader than required, the
censorship of mail in adult penal institutions is ,likely to be
upheld._ .

As noted in both Procunier and Wolff the Supreme Court
addressed the rights of sentenced addt, housed in state
prisons. In the setting of a juvenile facility, where the
population is small and is. placed for rehabilitative rather than
penal purposes, security issues are less significant. Therefore,
censorship of mail should not generally be necessary: Indeed,
this standard, like all others in the 4.4 series of standards, is
intended 16 apply to all types of residential facilities described
in the 4.2 series of standards, not just facilities for delinquent,
children. Since even training schook ire limited to 20-bed
.units within a 100-person facility, the securitcneeds of the
facility which were noted by Supreme Court areniit
Further, the rehabilitative model demands maximum access to
the outside community.

Several cases concerning juvenile -facilities Inve been
construed consistently With Standard 4' 41.- 1n Morales
Turman, 383 F., Supp. 53 (E.D. Tex. 1974), rev'd on -other
grounds, 535 F.2nd 864 (5th Cir. 1976), rev'd and remanded,

, 430 U.S. 322 (1977), remanded on rehearing, 562 F.2d 993 (5th
Cir. 1977) the Power of the' institution was limited to opening
mail in the presence of the child for the sole purpose of

it for contraband. In Ate/son v. Ifeyne, 355 F.
Stipp. 451 (N.D. Ind. 1972), affd,- 491 F.2nd 352 (7th Cir.),
cert. denied, 417 U.S. 976 (.1974), the instihi ion was enjoined
from maintaining a correspondence list and from limiting the
persons to whom a juvenile "could _correspond. Finally, in



Harris v. Bell, 402 . F. Supp. 469, 474 (W.D. Mo. '1975), a
consent decree was entered into providing that:

"Incoming mail maybe physically inspected for contraband
in the presence ,of the juvenile-addressess; other than such'
physical inspeCtion, no tampering, delaying opening,
reading-, copying, or censoring of any mail shall be
permitted. Attorney-client mail shall be neither opened nor
inspected. There shall be no limitation as to how often or
with whom a child may correspond unless a complaint is
received from the person being corresponded with."
Arguments nave been advanced that an absolute ban on

11.
censorship of letters mights serve to encourage harrass ent of
witnesses and public officials. However, similar bans 1 New
Yoh( and California' have resulted in few incidents. C nse-'
quently, the reduction of friction at the fatilities resulting from
a lack of censorship substantially outweinhs the mor
problems which might result if a ban is imposed. A se ond
argument in favor of consorship is that it's a vehicle thr ugh
which staff can protect juveniles from disturbing news- from
home that might precipitate an overt reaction by the juve ile.
Where) censorship has teen prohibited, the predicted s'de
effects have not occurred while benefits have result d.
Certainly juveniles have-to bear bad news and deal with their
reactions as they occur. The harm caused when juveniles know
that the most intimate and personal communications they

- receive from family and friends have been perused by staff
severe. Not only does such censorship tend to cut down on a
'juvenile's willingness to express his/ her emotions and t
encourage those writing to express theirs, but it is also

. humiliating, dehumanizing, ant. anti-therapeutic. Finally.
positive social interaction within and outside the facility
enhances the rehabilitative and reunifiCation efforts of the
facility and should be encouraged. The elimination of
censorship furthers this goal.

1

This standard permits the juvenile to mail a minimum of
tivo letters per week at agency expense and places no limit op
the additional letters each juvenile may send 4t his/her own
expense. A liniit of one letter per week at agency expense may
impose a hardship upon juveniles whose parents are divorced
or separated. But see New York Official Compilation of
Codes, Rules and Regulations, § 171.5(c) (1973). Consequent-
ly. two.letters-provided at agency expense may be necessary to

c.7". maintain family contact and enhance the rehabilitative reuni-
?. fication goal. .

The provision concerning the juvenile's receipt of cash

recognizes the real danger that money may be stolen or Used
inappropriately to enhance the recipient's status among."'"

his/ her peers. To prevent this from occurring, juveniles should
be required to surrender the cash received to the institution in
accordance with procedures developed by the institution and
posted in compliance with Standard 4.47. This provision,
however, does not permit the facility staff to interfere with the
delivery of mail suspected of containing cash. It only permits
the staff to be present when the mail is opened and to develop
a method of deposits and withdrawals. Of course, access to the
cash should not be made difficult and regulations on its use
should be minimal.

Packages are exempted from the provisions of this standard
as they are potentially receptacles :71 which contraband might
well be contained. Accord, IJA/ ABA, Corrections Adminis-
tration, supra at 7.6e; New York Official Compilaion of
Codes, Rules and Regulations, supra at § 171.5(e); Report of
the Task Force, supra at 24.13. See also Bell v. 1,K4rish, 441
U.S. 520 (1979). However, the juvenile should be present when
packages are opened. Further this discretionary riuthority
should not be read as an authorization to indiscriminately
open all packages. Regulations established for the inspection
of packages should insure that the interference be minimal and
brief. The procedures should be posted in accordance with
Standard 4.47.

The, National Advisory Committee recommends the
elimination of censorship in jiiven'ile facilities as an action
each state can takc immediate1.0 without a major reallocation
of resources, to improve the adtizinistration ofjuvenile justice.

Related Standards
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
4.11 Role of the State/

.21 Training Schools

.219 High Security Units

.22 Camps and Ranches
4123 Group Homes
4.24 Community Correctional Facilitie :
4. 5 Foster Homes
4.'6 Detention Facilities
4. 7 Shelter Care Facilities
4. 7 Notice of Rules
4.8 Ombudsman Programs



4.42 Dresse,Codes
JUveniles should have the right to wear their personal clothing
if they so choose, or wear combinations of their own clothing
and clothing issued by the facility in cases where their own
clothing does not meet a!/ of their clothing needs. Clothing
issued by the facility should be available to those children
lacking personal clothing or who choose to wear issued
clothing.

Juveniles should also have the right to wear items of jewelry.
However, reasonable restrictions may be imposed which
preNbit juveniles from possessing items of clothing or jewelry
that eGuld be used to inflict bodily harm on themselves or
others. Any time a restriction is placed /upon the wearing of
jewelry or clothing, a report Should be forwarded to the
ombudsman.

Source:
,, .,

:::4. Official. Compilation of Codes. Rules and ly gula-
tions: 7§ 171.2 (1973); Institute of Judicial .Ad, :inistia-
lion/American Bar Association Joint Commission Juvenile.

' Justice Standards and Goals, Proposed StandarrifiRelating to
//Correctional Adm. inistrhtion. Standard 7.6(1; ',draft, 1976)

../ [hereinafter cited as 1JA/ ALA,' Corrections Ministration].

I /''
/

compelled to wear degrading, poorly fitted uniforms or ..

"breeze attire," oversized pants with no belts, shoes without
laces, or pajankai s. which are sometimes required when esn
capes areSirsp-e-cted. IJA/ABA, Corrections Administration,
supra at Standard 7.6(i). ee

. ,

It is often the case, however that children arrive at the,

facility with insufficient clothing to meet their needs. It is then
that the facility: responsibilifY to provide -clothing arises.
Clothing musCalSO ue provided for those children whO prefer

.

/e I.to wear issued clothing. The facility ,should make funds
available4or the purchase of clothing which is varied so as to
avoid an institutionalappearance. IJA/ OA, Corrections Ad-

.,. Imrstration, supra at Standard -7.6(1)y ;Street clothes are
ecially important as the children become more involved

/with the Community. Since this standard is applicable to all i
residential facilities, it is .essential that the clothing Provided/ e
by the facilities resemble, to the greatest extent possible,.e.

Commentary.
This standard recognizes the sight of juveniles to wear their

own :clothing and jewelry within the facility; it also
acknowledges the obligation of the facility to provide clothing
for the children and the power to impoie reasonable restric-
tions upon the possession .of items of clothing, and jewelry.

The purpose .6f. this standard, as well a' the of Standard
4.43, .s to allo:%v children to maintain individuality in their
personal appearances and to stimulate self-pride and normali-
zation. Indeed, the development of self:esteem and individual-
ity through interest in appearance and grooming is to be
encouraged rather than discouraged in juvenile facilities. See

E Official Compilations of Codes. Rules and Regulations:
§171.2(g) (11973).

Personal /selection of clothing is important to all Young
people/ and becotnes particularly so when they have been
placed in a facility and removed from family and friends. Such
clothing heightens the children's sense of dignity and
individuality. and strengthens their identification with thett
home community. Alterations in clothing, such a's embroidery
or patchwork, should be allowed, again toenhance pereonal
self-esteem as well as diversity. See Children's Bureau, U.S.
Department Of Health, Education and Welfare, Institutions
Serving.Childreri,9,6 (1973). Above all, children should not be

/

clothing worn by °the( children in the community. To the
extent that training schools issue clothing that is not
completely suitable for wear .in the community; additio I

clothing should be purchased by the facility and issued to
those children released from ihe training school or-to those
participating in some community aCiyias. While _residing in
the- training school. IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration;:.
supra at Standard 7.6 (1). It would be preferable if the clothing
provided by the institution ,was selected by the juvenile from
community-clothing services; however, it iS acknoweldged that
state purchasing practices may noi permit this in ll

jurisdictions. Where, such purchasing is nut permitted,
facilities should .beencauraged to:seek private donations so
that a clothing fund can be created for the purehase of street
clothes for juveniles who have little clothing other than that
issued by the facility. Another approach would he to Modify

ilstate or agency purchasing practices to provide greater variety,
in bulk clothing purchases.

Juveniles should be responsible for the cai;e and cleaning of(
personal clothing which cannot' be washed ,iogether with thei
regular facility laundry. Because of the restraints that a facility
may place upon thc movement of child; en, this directive,
presupposes that the lacility has an obligation to provide the

-children with reasonable means to clean their cldthil4 Seel
N. Y. Official Compilations of Codes. Rules and RegulationJ.
§ 171.2(f) (1973). t

The standard, again based upon the expression of indi
viduality rationale, permits juveniles 'to wear jeWelry. Sornci
items, of.course, may be .sharp or pointed_and. may endanger
the safety of the child, as well as that of other persons in the'',
facility. Therefore, reasonable restrictions may be placeduponr,
the possession' of jewelry as well as clothing which could be

. _
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used to inflict bodily harm to any Of the children in the facility.
Such restrictions should be posted in accordance with
Standard 4.47.. In allowing juveniles to bring their own
clothing and jewelry to the facility, certain limits can be set by
the facility staff in terms olquantity. The facility administra-
tor must also explain to residents that there is a,possibility of
theft and that except when clothing or jewelry is in the
safekeeping of the facility,.any loss is the child's responsib;!ity.
The' facility, however, has a responsiblity to provide each
juvenile with a secure storage area and a.central secure storage
foil items which the juvenile wishes to leave with the facility for
safekeeping. Although exchanging of clothing among juve-
niles should' not be prohibited, regulations governing such
transactions should be prescribed and posted in accordance .

Standard 4.47. These procedures should include' formal
approval by the staff to 'guardagainst coercive exchanges by
more agressive juveniles. A list of descriptions of each
juvenile's clothing should also be monitored. This isextremely
useful in' resolving disputes among residents over ownership
and Claims by residents that items of clo hing are missing.

Case law in this area-is not consistent nd involves school
placements rather than juvenile facilities. t therefore fails to
provide' any authoritative guidance. -The upreme Court has
held that public scholpl students'could not be restricted from
wearing armbands jto protest the government's policy in
Vietnam. -Tinker -V. Des Moines Independent Community
School District,,393 U.S. 503 (1969). The Court found that the

'wearing of armbands was "closely akin to 'pure speech'," and
was entitled to the comprehensive protection of the First
Amendment. Id. at 50-6. After noting that the problem did not
relate to hair or dress regUlations and did net concern
disruptive action, the Court said that, io order to juttify such
regulations, te school must show that its action was caused
by more than a desire to avoid the "discomfort and
unpleasantness" that accompany an unpopular viewpoint. Id.
at 509.

The Fifth Circuit Court uf Appeals has ruled that
regulations ,13f dress' are a part of the disciplinary process
which are needed tkLmaintain a balance between individual
rights and the'rights ofchewhble in the functioning of schools.

___Griffitrv-TreitTiFi:425 F.2d 201 (5th''Cir, 1970). In that 'case,
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the court said. that 'school officials have the burden of show-
ing that such regulations are required to alleviate disruptive
influences to the edticational process. Id. at 203. The Seventh
Circuit, however, has indicated that,, to enforce, dress
regulations, school officials must demonstrate more than a .

hazy concept of-school discipline. Breen v. Kahl, 419 F.2d
1034 (7th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 398 U.S. 937 (1970).' Since
personal selection of clothing has no,relation to the discipline
function and 'is ,not ,significantly related to the proper
functioning of the juvenile facility, and plays an important
part in the rehabilitative process and in community reintegra-
tion, wide latitude should be given to children in the.selection
of their own and \of issued clothing, subject only to health and. .

safety regulations.
Whenever a restriction is placed' upon the.wearing of

clothing or jewelry, a report should be sent to the.-ombuds-
men to insure that it is not arbitrary or being used for the
purposes of harassment. See Standard 4.82.

The National Advisor.;' Committ -recommends the
elimination of dress restrictions in juvenile facilities as an
action each state can take immediately, without a Major
reallocation- of resources, to improve the administration of
juvenilZ, justice.

Related Standards
1.123
1.5
4.11
4.21
4.219
4.22
4.23
4.24
4,25
4.26
4.27
4.43
4.47
4.82

Development of State Standards
Records Pertaining to Juveniles
Role of the State
training Schools
High ecurity Units
Camps and Ranches
Group Homes
Community Correctional Facilities
Foster Hotnes
Detention Facilities
Shelter Care Facilities
Personpl Appearance
Notice, of Rules

I

Ombudsman Programs

and Guidelines
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4.43 Personal

Aparance
Restrictiw on the right of juveniles to deterflilnexme.tIenth The children,. of cotirse, areiiresponsible fe iniiitaining
:and sty1ef. their hair shouJd be prohibited, their hairii a clean, hyguic state. In additioi,ttre sndard.
individuaases where such restrictions are places upon the chi1drerrth buiden;ofobserv rasonab1e
reasonsofimhysical health or safety precautions if their hair.co.uid-pussibi1ypose ap)ycaLhealth

TRestric1jwon the rjht of students to gow facialIirshothi or safe problem. Reasonable :actions taken b juveniles
:

be prohuied, except in iiTdivlduaI cases wesnth theinseies, however, srouIdsewe to superti.. at least
restricticms are necessary for reasons of phyicaIhIor tempoiily, the need for offici.iiiicticm invok jyuant to
safety. these regulations.

Althuugh the involutaiYcutting of a jueiiliz.r i. no
Students suld be required to observe reasonk1epic!us-- 1ongerso' voiatile an ssuthat±hedecisinzrw rove . hair.
tions *ti'r'the length and style of their hairCdbJ should rouiinely be oiiyr by the. dirgct of the
pose. ai cal health or safety problem unIrprtit rrectjrnt sytem,aLtic réferraLiit4r: grievance
precauflrn're. takcn.

. chanudescribed -tin St2ndard 4-t shaifld_recede the
head or facial haI1the. iiwolumagtexnoval c&i :inurezthatmiUason xists 1

'iIUS"i1juvenileanbmatic grivance hzrn. .tWbe 3fltLno1iZpter niotiv rvold.
cidiied. provideLiandard 4.81. Case aw-±this ar,js in

The: Si ,i;Cburt haheld re Jations trict the
sty1e.and fih.of hair which.

Source: phir:bzd ards worc liy: mems of ai county
Nev OftI.uu Car ilation of Codes d thc±iorce. éily v -'un 425 .S.. 38 (975) The Court

R'- u1atirixr
ftunc±thatLsLtate's p power. poweredtnuunty to
argai]ze. itsu:olice foi-''- way itaeeced tcient in
enabling. its-police m c out the. duties assim1i to them

Connenti'y under stateand. loc Landthatsuch a choicessarily -,

gwes wcighrto the:cv1hiêed fordiscipline, çsjiritcorps, Y
Thjs M4\ raibits ations which uwiethth and uniformity." Id. However, the couitzted that itresu\ ø1 veniIeaetermine the was notaddressinger the general citizenry has a liberty

of the xawcd to grow fa.aJ bir. Like all statzit interest within the 1Dutenth Amendment ii mattersof:
4.4series pIiec to all rdeitia1 facilities. Like d personal appearantd that the:case shou1d..e viewed.
4.42, this .an t4emisedirpon the notion thatL.nf as providing:guidariin that area.
onesipearnie.wF heighten a childs self-estecm The casesinvolvig ional grooming of ju.venilesarise in,
enhanciug heiies' rehabilitative and reunificatümg1 the context of school rzi1ations:The Fifth Circuit Court of
Hair 1eiJte as well as facial hair are, like ciiGli. .Appe&s has upheldA tt t'ie snspensiàn of. public school
expisio1Ius identity whici: should nOt be:r-'-n,1i students for vio1atür.n uff a rule: requiring them .to shave,

fir and safety reasons. Consequeni. ti because the faith-e-ttove was:a departure from the norm
stard strictions regarding head and faaiv which had a influence on the student b&iy.
on1 in iithses when sound physical health ory Stevenson v. T' of Education, 426 R2d 1154 (5th Ciç.
reasons exsLwe'er, such restricticns may not be haiiain 1970), cert. dend 4400 U.S. 957 (1970).
perszualpis of those in authority, Institute ofJjidii The.Fifth Circãtinupheld r'eulations controllir hair
Adinistraxi/erican Bar Association Joint Comniissijn length and grocmiixg in the, public schools, basea- upon
ocLaveni1eJJuñize Standards, Proposed $tandards Rftating undisputed evidce' th the wearing of long hair by male.
to Correct iw4kbn inistrat ion, Standard 7.6(I) (draft, .1%J: students was a sruzive influence in the school. GrfJmn V.

arranted in cases in which childiit Tatum, 425 F.2dL2QYLh Cir. 1970). The court found that
involved :irn Ud preparation o.r service or work wiñi such regulationsaraartqf.1he disciplinary process which
machinery. ie and similar situatiàns, reglr+in' is necessary iniintig a.balance as between the rights of
requiring: 'liBfren to wear hairnets or hats individual studts awl! the rights of the whole in the
legitimate aLjiid_ied to removal functioning of schne1s Id at 203 According to the court
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school officials must. demonstrate that the regulations:are
necessary to alleviatt interference:With the educationail
process..-The court that Found, however, that thezparticullur
interpretation and application of the: rules:in issue were

:arbitrary and unreasonable to the extent that they violated
slue process and equal protection., Id.

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals orn the other .hannt,
has held that, absent a slhowing ofjustificatin4'. a school &mat

:cannot properly expelior threaten to expa'ualestudentstfor
-failure to comform totingii-length regulations Breen v. add,
419 F.2d 1034 (7th C±1969), U.S. cert. deer- J. 398 U.SizM7
(1970). Because there; was no showing ztiritit hair -length
constituted a health problem, physical obM4-anon,idang.."er
any person, or disragrtae: influence, theeeat-t refused to)
,enforce the rules ,!`fonsulcecolsome nebuloacconceptof.scitoul.
discipline." Id.' at 1737_

The intensity' of emotion which exis=s1 a_becade- awn
surrounding'hair length..and facial large extnat

idisappeared. While grooming and hygien=--traminia:Troper
:concern of administrators of facilities witbdthmelpinnulatitm
:and -may affect rehabilitative 'effort, esr4s on.Araf
length and facial hair are seldom necessarwtorsir000th
functioning of a facility. To the extent that regdintiormate

:necessary for physical health orsafety purposes,:the stai44143d
us .consistent with the law in permitting it. But where-the

I.

.4-74

regadatiness servemalwaltunitive or denigrative purposes, they
foster run -rehaitairne or administrative purpose, are
proltiHYlinalawful.....--anth.aliould be prohibited:

The National Athriisury Committee recommends he
eittrzinalritat of resviriiarason personad. appearance as an: act
(mai 11Z02E Xan take-irtrm&iately, withrut a major reallocation
vjfmarnsrires, to irnt.mr.he admintarction ofjuvenile justice.

Related Standards
Developmentsif:State

L..5 Records Pertaneinz to
.4.11 Role: of the Siam
4.21 Training ,Schani&-.
4219 Iliregh:Security-..baits
4. V..xcngs...and Raves
423 Vamp-Homes
4124 Community- Con=ctional Facils

.Fosterliorrees
412f: Detention aiiiir'tles
4C-27 'Sadie= CareiTileafiteS
44; Ntsamal Appeaciam .

4.47 1Kotia.::of Rules
411. Grimance Procedices.

Standards and Guidelines
Juveniles



44+4 Visitationt A A

juvznile shouldlhave the right to receive any and all visitors
sac thettimes. fixeillfor visits. However, a facility may deny
success i'by a visits if the visit would present a . substantial
danger to the health/of the juvenile or the safety of the facility.
'Whenever a visitorils, denied access, a written report should be
wrepared describing the dangers which the Yisit would pose
wand the basis for-believing that the danger exists. The report`
should be kept on file, a copy should be given to the juvenile,
and a copy should be sent to the ombudsman.

Source:
See generally New York Official Compilation of Codes,

Rules and Regulations, §171.9 (1974); National Advisory
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report
of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 24.13: (1975).

Commentary
/This standard sets forth the right of a child to receive

-Visitors and the Rower of the facility to deny visitors access if
, /their visits would ,pose a health threat to the individual child or
a safety threat to the faCility. Upon such denial, the facility
must prepanr_awritien rePort,describing these dangers and the
basis_for beami1 ng they._exist.The repoyt should be kept on file
and a coPy givenfo the juvenile and to the ombudsman so that
some independent review of -the denial of visitation can be
made. See Standard 4.82.

This standard recognizes, as does Standard 4.41, the
paramoun't importance of obiet-Ving the right of juveniles .to
maintain' links with significant persons in the community. The
facility /should permit' such contact to; be conducted with a .
minimum' of interference and with a reasonable degree of

I privacy. Visits with families and friends should be encouraged
since they1increase normalization while the child remains Ma_

'residential facility. Furthermore; they must be seen as an
integral part of the rehabilitative and reunification process.

As the' number of, restrictions placed upon a child becomes
greater in the .faCility, the more crucial it is that the right to
liberal visitation be observed..The failure of a facility Wallow
and encourage full participation of family and interested
friends' in the rehabilitative program of a youthful offender is.
Contrary to the process and has been held to be a violNion- of
the juvenile's state and 'federal right to treatment. Morales v.
Turman,: 383 F. \Supp. 53, (E.D. Tex; 1974), rev'd on other
grotindi, 535 F.2d 86 (5th Cir.' 1976), rev'd and remanded,
430 U. S 322 (19771, remanded on rehearing, 562'.F.2d 993 (5th
Cir. 19771.-

While the standard does not expressly addresS the issue; ad-
ministrators of a facility 'should be authorized to .impose
reasonable regulatiOns establishing areas where visitation Is to

..take place, length of visits, whether or not personal contact-is
permitted, scheduie for vistation, prior Consultation with staff
in appropriate cases, and the number of visitors !ermitted at a
given time See, e.g.., Institute of Judicial Admincitra-
don American Bar Association Joint Commigiion on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards Relating to-Corrections
Administration (draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration] (institution .must allow a

-mum of visits/twice weekly). Morales v: TurMan, 364 P.
53, (Interim Relief Plan) (interim relief provided.for tWo-hour
visits on two separate weekdays and for visits 9 a.m.75 0,m. on
Saturdays, Sundays,' and holidays). Since this standard is
applicable to all types of residential settings, no specific
delineation of regulations is possible. However, when drafting
regulations in this area, administrators must do so with a goal
of maintaining a liberal visitation and maximum privacy
within the context of safety and security.

To protect the security of the facility and the well-being of,
the children, especially in secure units, the facility must have
the power to exclude some visitors. The standard would
permit the exclusion of 'a visitor if there are legitimate;
documentable dangers tr either the juvenile or the facility. _

When visitation is denied, _ the -reasons- fordenying:access=
should be stated in writing and a copy should be given to the
juvenile and to the ombUdsman so_ that a review of the
decision can be made.. While searches of visitors should not
normally occur, they may be conducted if the progam directoF
has probable cause to believe that a visitor may pOssess
contraband and he/she procures a search warrant, or 'ii the
visitor-signs _a written -consent to a search. See-IJA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra at 7.6(d). However, since
searches are not conducive to liberal visitation, they should
not be performed routinely, nor should they be any more

-intrusive than necessary when they occur.id. Any regulations
concerning visitation established by the facility, should be
posted in accordance with Standard 4.47. ' /

The National Advisory Committee recommends the
adoption of a liberal visitation program as an/action that each
state can take immediately, without a major reallocation of
resources, to improve the administration of juvenile justice. .;

Related itandards
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.5 Records Pertaining to/Juveniles.
4.11 Role of the State



4.21. .Training Schools
4.219 High Security-Units
4.22 - Camps and Ranches

.4.23 Group Homes.
424 Goinmunity Correctional Facilities
4.25' Foster Homei,

4.26 ..Detention Facilities'.
: 4:27 S1:;eltei Care 'Facilities

4:41 Midi and Censorship
4.47 llotice of Rulei
4.81 Grievanc;.: Procedures
4.82 Ombudsinn Programs



4.45. Religiaus-Fme
All facilities should afford lite, jiielmilee plactie
right and the Opportunity ...tte!Tanticipaute...-in
observances of their choice.

Counseling to members of treirdfaitilLbrzeskiikrifrailtirman-
titives of religious leiLadl

tlieuseal* hySiCalloinu.ipunaliiionegok.ur
coercion to:compel attendarnereorparticiatieforgliii
observancesor rehabilitatianocaasgrantsin 'terf
gious beliefs should he. protifuliewt,

Source:
New York Official Compilation of eszties, Ru: esand

RegUlations, § 171.4 (1973).

Commentary
This standard recognizes the:right of julmilit, to pa,--.1i-ipate

in the relig' us observances of weir chtibrzt. 4 .welassctheir
right not t participate at

(facility. Th facility must makem-Milable religious comnieling
provided authorized-rridint=rof the iparious deaturnitia-

. tions. Like a t-othandards iittifie 4.4 series, this st=ndard
applies, to all types of facilities._

The position adopted hereiislanat juveritles. in state custody
have the same right to religienniite- edmix*s:adults.'"Frrettilom
of conscience and freedoml.tizn adhere -to- such -urli_tous
organizations or form of worairipas thehAitidual may choose

: cannot be restricted by lavi.--Zzrziwzdi v. Connecticut,301
U.S._ 296, 303, 304_ (1940).,..Wh riera p e r s o n enters a inal
facility, he/she does not fr&Zei-s;t:.-very chill right.. See, fe.g.,
Jones V. N. C Prisoners ;am', Union -433 U.S. 119,-129
(1977). Traditionally the prisuoc)4 .---7---ighttcdreedom of religion.
has been regarded aS'a prefeint /Amendment right and

--an --integrai7partofthereitaive rprocess.:_See-Pel; v.
Procunkr, 417 U.S. 817 (1972071i,ownrv: Peyton; 437 F. 2d
1228 (4th Ch., 1971); Barnett r.:4;ild gers; -410 F:211.99 (D.C.
Cir. 1969). While the freedorn;t.--, believe is absolute, the
freedom to act is not as broade conduct of religious
activity remains subject to regulamor for the protection of
society. Cantwell.

CaSeS Involving the religioustghtsrof adult-prison-inmates
have held that they must be pernittedta practite theirreligion
on a nondiscriMinatory basis "soliing aiat does not.present a

. clear and present danger to the. ordeti.:y functioning of the
institution." Banks v. Havener,234 T.:S-4p. 27, 30 (E.D. Va.
1954). Rather than being an absolute right, the conduct of a
re'dgion is subject to rules and ..Tevla.tions necessary to the

safety of the prisoner and the orderly 7--firectioning :of the
institution, Banks, 234 F, Supp. at 3f.aisznett, just ;aas the
practice of religion outside a prison imulillectro:regultlawdor
the proteclion of society. Canty& 'C.taiiniyypreatriling and
disseminaiing literature should:not 11ipar 'obi-bite& Ciaretwsee.H.
Nor should religionsmirdals and Symbm-ns- wane
abSence of evidence) :improper` use...ridivoori v.; lenznrer,
206 5.- Supp. 37(1 TID.D.0 1962). Addittonally,,!reliajous
brochures should nor be kept 'flop people in coireceinial
facilities. Id. Futthe. no child shouidibedancovithrtAate
dietary irestrictions iiia/ her religion.. Malawr-, fanittis
should accommodatelthe religious dietary: re4iirementsriffliffi
child. Accord; American qorrectioni*ssodatioqui,.Staraiiiirds
for JuVenile Coinmunilly.;Residential Senvices,V.&'(19781:nn
-.the other hand, where:the religidus. activity ik:,=ach that:the
safety of facility ishreatened or the. ph_ Nsixalihealthz of a
juvenile is endarigered, regulation is permisaie.

Since religious instruction is at least am.. important to
children as to adults, their right to engage-,ragious practices
should be as free. 'Indeed, since the majority of children
housed in residential facilities in accordance with' 'these
standards will have community contact and . be able to

-participate in organized religious activity7outside the:facility;
few health and safety problems shouldtarise. More secure:
facilities, however; may need to rcguiate=ligious observancecT.s
Before restrictions are imposed, they Shauld be reviewed by
legal counsel to avoid infringement uprm: the First .Amend-

'ment Final decision-making authority-Shmuld restimthe state=
agenCy rather than in'the individual tactility. Of course, all
regulations shduld be posted in accordance with Standard .

_ _
It must be noted that the proVisions cifilais standard are not

limited to participation in .traditionally recognized religions.
Since religious.beliefs'ale matters of mindavhich should not be
controlled by the state, no preference form-specific denornina-
tion should be made by the facility.- Cf. ,---ttgle v. Vitale,-370',
U.S. 421 (1962); School District oaf Atibingon v. Schempp,
374 U.S. 203 (1963). Hence, children shozkilbe permitted to
participate in new and unorthodox reli*ns as well as in
traditional ones. Reasonable; restrictions i.zrzn be imposed,
however; for safety and physical health pug:uses so long as
they are imposed _in_ .:a nonbiased manner=. Thus, religion

--=freed om remains-intact-while facility COncerms remain recoil=
.nized.

The-standard also provides that the facility must permit the
children acceSs to counseling by authorizedi=Tresentatives of
religious denominations-' AT-.- Y.- OfficiaLICO;.!inilations of
Codes, Rules and Regulations, § 171 A(b).-Acand, American .
Correctional Association,' Standards for Juvenile Community



Resiitial Services, 6168 (1978).. In Harris:v. Bell, 402 F:
Supp5.-7.49,(D.C. Mo. 1975) a Federal District Court entereda
con=n.! judgment specifying that juveniles confined to their
cells loe, disciplinary purposeS orsegregatetLfrom thegenerai
poptibrion for any other lawful reason, are to be notified
Upomtheir ificarceratic: that they maysee:aiminister or pries:-.
upoprequest.. Clerics ot _all denominationslare:an. important
resoattet for the facifiity. They enhancelherrehabilitation anti
the meihtegration process by counseling. juveniles and by
estattiliining community contacts. When (children seek
serviice aur their -own initiative, it shoulthrm,:be,denied.

Wittiktthe right of juvenileS to practieettr=faith seems to
be w14..-established, their right to absmitt --from religious

is less clear. This standard, themfiorce,, addresses the
abste=_:!..:ort issue -by expreSsly prohibiting.:-.11Luse of physicaL
force. ;punishment, or cbercion -t-o cognpeL- attendance or
particm;attion in religious obserww---_-r.5.-. ---,yrrrrd. Institute of
Judiciza Administration/ America-:.. 3 u. A--soCiation Joint
Commission on . Juvenile Juszrcjv '...1,:'.7w ndards, Proposed
Standards Relating to Correcti (thninistration, 7.6(f)
(draft:1`976)t[hereinafter cited-as. errA_Corrections Ad-
ministration]; N. Y. Official Cot wt. , of Codes, Rules and
Regulations, §171/1(c).- This s bes not prohibit the
use of facilities Sponsored by religious or .nations so long as

:the juvenile is not compelled religious therapy, or
practices against his/her wishes. triplicil, 7:-:this prescription is
that no-.adverse consequences s:guld-Tes:41-_from decisions to
abstain-from religious pursuits.- it is, thwefore,'of question-
able validity to record juvenile,- T-articipziion and nonpartici-.
pation in religious services --zzi suck= information, may
subseg;*ntly be used to maketd.:,:ls,.sions affecting other aspects
of their- lives. Accord, IJA/Aatt, Corrections Administra-
tion. supra at Standard 7.6 ar,Y7Orrimmitary.

The !standard addresses thei-en's-rights to change their
faith, by similar proscriptionsinst-compelled attendance.

While ,permitting changes' and,- .".1mtinence May conflict with .

.theparents' wishes, it is nonetiess desirable. The law on this
point is tot Clear. The Supreme.Court has recognized the right
of-parents to control the religious upbringing of their children.
Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1971). Arguably then, a
state. acting in loct parentis should 'recognize the
re4ionS prekrence .of' the parents. In fact, some state statutes
currently impose upon training schools the obligation of

478

fostering the religiousAmtlopment of of, qd=ri See, :e.g.-, 18
C. R.R. 5.1.7(a), (c);...T.I.L Ann. Stat. Cu. Trz.(37) §711954(2);

Ann. Stat., CharitiesaancIPubl..Weil.:(L3)§§27:2656.
On the 'Other hand,- sorcases indicate that childrcrtchave

theright to make their ownrclecisions independent cifirmantal.
wishes, upon reaching:the:mge of disCretion,:thus_simprrting
the children's right to:.choose their own religion; if

Mar-tin, 308 N.Y. 136, 123 N.E.2d 812 (1954) (Matrimonial'
ertion)Jage 12); In re!Vardinakis, 160 Misc.

(Dom. Rel. Ct.., =CO. 1936) (ages 13 and 15) (ne*ect
ties); cf, Yoder, supra (Justice Douglas dissenting) /kali-
zionally, a requirement7±iatastate,Operated
-foster religious .development may violate the Establistment

use of the _First ATxmdmerit. See. Engle a nd Abc*pseon
-Sciutttl District diiallowing.prayer in the .public.schciim.

11%7'y-affirming the of -juveniles to particiPatriin tHie
rreliof their choicemnd by.prohibiting the use of casa.ciiian
To I participation, the standard endorses the -concqpt
thy;{ iiigious deCisions are personal to the children. Whi'ethe
iiy,stigiion should not ignore the view of the parents,.it.cannot
emfor=their beliefs- without possibly- violating the prohibi-
tiens,:itriposed by the Establishment-.Clause. As a Practicatad-
mithstrative matter the best.that.the state could accomplish
wotild.'be to compel attendance which would be'counterpro-
a/lc-five to -rehabilitation.

77-ze National Advisory Convnittee recommends the
ad- -rnion of -this .standard as an action each state can take
it -Tediately, without a major reallocation of resources, to

rove the administration of juvenile-justi-e.
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for

Apprehension of

The control of juveniles placed M a residentialifacdity should
be solely a staff responsibility. Under no' circumstances shoidd
residents of the facility-be used to COntrolrother juveniles.

The return to a facility of juveniles who.ileave without
authorization should be the responsibility -of.staff and law
enforcement agencies. However, the staff should be author-
ized to allow residents of the facility to assist in carrying out
this responsibility if

a. The piesence of the resident would aid:in inducing the
juvenile to return voluntarily;

b. The resident is accompanied 'by a staff member at all
times; and

c. The use of physical force by the resident to secure the
absent juvenile's( return is prohibited.

Source:

under-staffed; to select speciffojuveniiesitolundertake.thezre--
sponsi4ity of supervising other ijutemiles..in the past, some
facility saff members ehav-TerraitteetL as' part of group
counseling\or for:administrative canvemence;-a group:of chil-
dren to niohitor a living unit andtaiimpose.sainctionsupon:a
resident' for infractions:of the rulem.:Whilesuch practice may,
appear to reduce friction at a facilityktInere:exiits the danger of
control passing to more a;;gressilat;-whysically "intimidating:-
residents. In addition to lackinggthennoper training afforded
theLitaff, the residents may lack1the maturity and:perspective
necessary to exercise appropriate controls The resulting
potential for coercion, intimidation, and abilse makes this
method of control unacceptable.-

The standard, hovvever, is notzintendedlo prevent children.
from assuming peer leadership roles-inrwork Settings, during
athletic exercises, er on: field, trips... Accord, Ainedran
Correctional Msociadon',1Manuird of _Standard/for Juvenile__
Community-Based Areas, Recommendation 6169 (1978).

New York Official Compilation of Codes, .Rules and When permitted, such peer leadership should- e exercised.in
TRegulations, §171-,10(1974)..(1974). the presence of a-staff -meniberwho can and !guard

against an excess of control.
ReSidents should ilso not be perniitted to apprehend

Commentary juveniles-who have left the facility without-authorization. This

This standard recommends that the staff should have the
sole :responsibility- for controlling children in a residential
facility and, that residents should not be used to control other
children.

Supervising and controlling juveniles within a facility is the
responsibility of the "staff of the facility. Staff members should
participate in an orientation and training program prior to

/being assigned to specific tasks within the, facility; see
Standard 1.425. In addition to receiving training in rehabilita-
tion and counseling services, staff members 'should become

withbasic- -security --procedures, --grotip -. control
techniques, crisis intervention, and emergency and .major
diSturbance plans. Further, staff should participate in
refresher courses and in ongoing training to remain abreast of
current practices. Id.; and-National Advisory Committee on
Criminal justice Standards and Goals, Report of the Task
Force on JUvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 24.3 (1976): -

There is always a temptation, especially when a 'facility is

-

task, like that of COntrol and discipline,: is. responsibility of
the staff and additionally; of law enforcement officials :' See.
Standards 2.21, 2.23, and 2.251. When children are given the
task of apprehension, they may be diffieulttto control andmay
overreact causing injury. This is espeCially true if the
absConder is perceived as giving the residence a bad name or
causing tighter security measures to be enforced against :all
residents.

Under certain circumstances, .however, the staff should be
authorized to alloW facility residents to assist in this task.}
Where the staff is of the opinion that a juvenile can bettet.
communicate with an absconder who has been located, he/ shec
may be permitted to do so: The resident must, howeVer, be
accompanied by .a staff nernber at all times to avoid the/danger of a hostile confrontation between thetwo juveniles: In
addition, the resident should not be permitted to use physical
force to secure the return of the absent juvenile. CfrStandards..
4.61 and 4.62.

The National Advisory Committee recommends the
adoption of this standard as an action each state can take
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t*inmerlictely, without a: major reallocationds, to::im-
prove the administration Of juvenile. justice:

Related Standards
1.123 . Development of State Standards azalatriltlines
1:425 Personnel Providing Direct. Serviceii. 'mulles-\ 1.5 Records4ertaining to Juveniles
2.21 Authority to intervene .

2.23 Decision to Take a Juvenile into (Isiatif&t.
2.251 Patice-JtiVenile Units
4.11. Role of the State

.4.21 Craining Schools
4.219 High Security Units.
4.22 Cainis' and Ranches
4.23. Group Homes
4.24 'Community Correctional Facilities
4.25 Fosttr Homei
4.26 Detention Facilities.
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
4.54 Disciplinary Procedures
4.61 Mechanical Restraints
.4.62 Medical Restraints
4.71 Transfers_fromLess.Secure-to-More.-Sicure-Facilities



4.47 Notice of jRules
The rules and regulations to be enforced against or on behalf
of a juverdy_placedin,a.residential-facility-should be poked m
each ivirig area of that facility.

.Sources :
- See generally National Advisory. Cominittee on Criminal
Justice. Standards and Goals, Report of the Task Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 24.3
(1976); Institute of Judicial Administration./ American Bar
-Association Joini Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,.
Proposed Standards Relating to Correctional Administra-
M3n, Standard -7.6(m) (draft, 1976):

Commentary

practice. The rules_permit_the-facility-to-function-smoothly=
and provide the residents within experience in group living,
that is a microcosm, of scciety. To that end, they further the
rehabilitation and reintegration process.

Since children "-are placed in facilities for care, and
rehab-itation rather than punishment, the, rules should not be
unnecessarily restrictive. Regulations should bear a rational
relationship to the established treatment programs and should i.

not serve only' to facilitate regimentation; order, or ease of adz
ministration within the facility. SeC.National Juvenile LaW.
Center, Law and Tactics in Juvenile Cases,-26.4 (1977). As the i
degree of security necessary for the31 residential--facility
decreases the rigidity of the rules should ilsO decrease. In
community facilities, the rules should resemble thoSe normally
imposed by parents on their own children.

Generally,rules and regulations should be made applicable
to all state juvenile facilities so that the entire system will (be
premised upon the same paSic regulations and philosophy.
The rights described in series 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 and 4:8 of the
standards are, of this variety. However, the facility superin;
tendent, if the need arises, should issue written, policies
Pertaining to characteristics peculiar to that facility tO...
supplement systemwide regulations. These supplemental
regulations should be approved by the state agency prior to
posting to insure that they do not conflict with the systemwide
regulations, policies, or philosophy, of the state agency. In
addition, there should be a periodic review; at least annually,
of local and systemwidesegulations_by each facility and by the
state agency:- The review should determine : (1) whether the
situation giving rise to a given regulation has changed, thus'
making the regulation unnecessary; (2) whether astate statute- ,

or judicial action has made the regulation totally or in part
unlawful; (3) whether the policy or philosophy of the oversight

.agency has changed; thereby necessitating Modification. of a r.

-regulation; and (4) whether the staff of the facility" or the
juvenile residents recommend Modifications, of any regulation.
The review will insure that regulations which become'
unlaWful, unnecessary or otherwise inconsistent with state
policy or philosophy are removed and not enforced by staff
members unaware of the change.

The National Advisory Committee recommends that the
posting of regulations pertaining to facilities as an action that
each state can take immediately, without a major reallocation
of resource's, to improve the administration ofjuvenile justice.

Related Standards \

1.124 Evaluation of State and Local Efforts
4.11 Role of the State

This standard requires the staff of the facility to post in the
living arm of all residential facilities the rules and regulations
to be enforced against or on behalf of children residing there.
The purpose of posting regulation's is to ensure that the
children have notice of their rights and obligations so that they
can conform their conduct accordingly. Additionally, posting)
of the rules will serve as a check on staff abuses. Children will
know the limits of the staff authority, when a staff member has
',readied his/her duty and when a referral to the grievance
procedure is appropriate. See Standard 4.8'1..

The notice of the rules should be written so that they are
readily- comprehensible to the residents: Where-necessary, they
should be written in a bilingual fashion. Since many children
will have limited reading ability when they enter the facility,
posting alone -.may not be sufficient to, apprise them of the
rules. ConseCluently, the rules should be read and explained to
each juvenile upon arrival-at the facility. Additional measure
should be:taken to explain the rules to hearing impaired
children. _

Several court decisions have emphasized the importance of
providing the children with notice of the rules which govern
them. In Nelsbn v. Heyne, 355 F. Supp. 451 (N.p. Ind. 1973),.
affd 491 F.2d 352 (7th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 417 U.S. 976

/...(1974), the court held that at a minimum children must be
made aware of the institutional rules, sanctions, and the aci.
ministrative procedures governing their potential confinement
in solitary detention. Cf. Inmates v. Affleck, 346 F. Supp.
1354 (D.R.I. 1972); Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53 (E.D.

-TekT-r1974), rev'd on other grounds, 535 -F.2d 864 (5th -Cir:
1976), rev'd and remanded, 430 U.S. 322, remanded on
rehearing, 562 .F.2d -393 (5th Cir. 1977). Regardless of the
constitutional and statutory rights that may be involved, the
promulgation and posting of rules is sound administrative



4.21) Training Schools
4.219 High Security-Units
4.223. Service3
4.23. Group Homes
4.24 Community Correction Facilities
4.25 Foster HomeS

4.26 Detention Facilities
4.27 Shelter Care Fabilities
4.4 Rights of Juveniles -

4.5 Discipline
4.7 Transfer Procedures
4.8 Grievance Procedures and Ombudsman Programs
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indiscriniinant searches should be prohibited. Whenever there App.3d 320 75 Cal. Rptr. 220 (Cal. APP. 1969). See also cases
is reason to believe that the security of a facility is_endangered collected in National 'Juvenile Law Center, Law and Tactics in
or that contraband or objects which are illegal to posieas are Juvenile CaSes, 6, 7. :(1977) Those Courts acknowledging the
present r2in the facility,. a search of a room, locker, or existence of a Fourth AMendment right, 'have, also ,pertnitteii
posseSsions of a juvenile may be conducted. reasonable intrusions wheh they are related to aCe6inplishiiii

legitimate educational objectives. See. e4. Lubbeis,jWhenever possible, a juvenile's physical presence should toe' :: Smyth v
assured prior to a search. When it is impossible to obtain the 398.F. Su 77.(W.D. Mich. 1975); Piaggola v,,Watkins;,442
juvenile's physical presence ithe juvenile should be given F.2d 284 (5th Cir. 1971). Moreover, there can be. little.

717 prompt wirtten notice of, the ,search and of any article taken. that the expectation of privacj, of persons' residing in facilities!.
Written reports of all,jsearches should be given to the for adjudicated juvenile delinquents loWer thin that of
ombudsman. students the community and that sectiritj, and discipline

mseds'of the farilitj, are greater. ,

Since- this standard apPlies to all facilities and to a
'children, adjudicated and nonadjudicated;',,delinquent an
neglected, current gilidelines estahlished,for_searchei_of:adul
in prison, adults:in community, and children in schoOl are n
cOmpletely analogous. The standard endorses the proSition..
that indiscriininiee searches are to be prohibited. However,
administratOrs should have the power to conduct searches'i&%
facilities for fiipromiate purposes.- Although such searches.
should not be routinely conducted, situations may arise where
there are reasonable grounds- to believe that a search may
Uncover stOlen property; . weapons, narcGtfls, or other

-contraband. Accord; 1JALABA, Corrections Administration,
Commentary; supra at Standard 7.6(k). However, since the standard based

on a recognition of security need, the lower the level of
.-Courts have been teluctant-,' extend the Fourth Amend- security, in the facility, the lesser the need for administrative

ment right to' be free from unreasolible searches and seizures searches. Id. at Commentary. ,.;to correctional facilities. In the adult penal system, prison : Within the facility, it is important that .the juvenile be ,

officials have been accorded broad powers regarding searches present during searches of his flier room, locker, or posses-
- of inmates and their belongings. Belly. Wolfish, 441 ; .U.S. 520 sions. The juvenile's presence.rovides credibLlity :for any

(1979), SearCh warrants have not been .required and claim concerning what was s' againstdiscovered and mitigate
restrictions Placed upon-searches have been few, e.g. Denspn lois or destruction of property, Id, If the juvenile cannot be
v. United States, 424 F.2d 329 (10.th Cir.) cert. denied, 400 present during the search; he /she should be. promptly giVen
U.S. 848 (1970); cf. Bell. written notice of the search and of any article confiscated. A

While juvenile facilities, 'especially' those contemplated by record should be kept of all items seized. This prOvision
these standards, are not like adult prisons, and while the goal intended to avoid msunderstandings which mayarise.when a
of the juvenile facilit is 'rehabilitative rather than punitive, child discoVers that property is missing:If the child's absence
security problems are still of sufficient concern to require a is only temporary and no emergency exists, administrators
balancing of a child's innate .right to privacy against the conducting the search. should await his/her return. Property..
powers of administrators of facilities caring for children. which the staff.seizesshould become the responsibility of.the--.
AchieVing a'proper balance is no easy task. In school settings, facility, which should be liable to the rightful owner fol. return:.
where security needs are generally low, many courts haveNOr reimbursement. Of cous'I'!, property which is contraband or
accorded school admiliistrators_the-power_to_conduct-searches--that-which,is-illegal -to-possess-need-mit-be returned.
Of students and their lockers. These searches have generally Written reports of any _search_ should be given to the
been upheld under a standard less than probable cause. Some ombudsman to insure that they are not beingconducted for
cases haVe held that' the Fourth Amendment is not implicated improper' motives or without just ,cause."

all since school. adrriinistrators are not governinental The, National Advisory committee reCommends the
officialei.See, eig., People v. Overton,' 24 N.Y.2d 522;249 elimination of searches without reasonable grounds as an

'ICI.E.2d 366, 301 N.Y.S.2d 479(1969); In re Fred C., 26 Cal. action each sta. te can take iminediately,.willibut major_

SOUrce:
N. Y. Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Riegula-

dons, § 171.8 (1914); Institute of Judicial Administra-
tion/American Bar Association .Joint CommissiOn on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Proposed Standards Relating to
Correctional Administration, Standard 7.6(k) (draft, 1976)
[hereinafter cited as LIA.t.kBA, Correctional Administra-
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4.49 Work As§ignments
Juveniles may be required to perform work functions as part
of their rehabilitative program.: However, juveniles should not
be required to do work:

a. Which is unreasonably arduous or demeaning;
b. Which is not an integral part of the rehabilitation

program;
c. Which cannot be shown to be a benefit to the juveniles;

or
d. Which has as its primary purpose monetarybenerit to

the facility or igency.

z

Juveniles subject to compulsory educhtion laws should be
required to work no more than four hott per day. Juveniles
not subject to or exempted from such laws should not be
required to work more than eight hours per day.

Juveniles should receive compensation for work which confers
a substantial benefit upon the facility or oversight agency.
However, such compensation may be less than that provided
in the minimum-wage provisions of the Fair Labor Standards
Act.

Source:
See generally Institute of Judicial Administratian/

American Bar Association Joint Commission on JuVenile
Justice. Standards, Proposed Standards Relating to Corthc-
Ilona! Administration, Standard 4.14 (draft, 1976).

Commentary
:The_ primary purpose of this standard is to create for

juveniles a right, not to participate in involuntary work
assignments Which are not a part thC.i. rehabilitative
program, e.g., work which is unreasonably arduous or
deMeaning, which is not of benefit to the` uveniles, or which
has as its-primary purpose Monetary, benefit to the facility or
agency. : ,

Theterm "rehabilitative program" alludes to the goal of de-
veloping prOper work habits-and/or useful, marketable
in children. Such programs demonstrate the necessity of
reporting to work promptlyfaCeepting orders from others,
and of assuming respohsibility. Rather than attempting to
compreliesively "define rehabilitative' program," the standard
delineates work situations which are not permitted within' the
scope of such a program]

Because children under correctional supervision are not
convicted' criminals,' special consideration must be given to the
Thirteenth Amendment prohibition of involuntary servitude
except where it is required as part 'of a punishment for a crime.

Some early cases suggested' that mentally incompetent persons
who had not been convicted of .a crime were Protected by the
Thirteenth Amendment and \ could not be coMpelled to work

\ involuntarily, despite the therapeutic nature of the work. Tyler
v. Harris, 226 F. Supp: 852 (W.D. Mo. 1964); Johnston v.
accione, 260 F. Stipp; 553 ()V.D.Mo -.1966). That absolute
proteCtion has subsequently been errodtd. See Jobsbn
Henne, 355 F.2d 129 (2d Cir...\192); Weisenfeller v. Kidulis,
3.80 F. Supp. 445 '(E.D. WiscY 1974). Whether 'cOinpiilsory
work for institutionalized juveniles iviolateS the Thirteenth
Amendment is as yet an unreasolved legal issue. See Haller,
"Legal CI:ail:14es to Peonage in Ihstitutions," 9 Clearing
House Rev. 453 (1975); King v. Corey, 405, F. Supp. 41
(N.D.N.Y. 1975).:In the abience Of a resolution of this issue,
the standard, adopts' a position Which is tailored to the special
needs of children in the juvenile \system. It 'recognizes the
general Thirteenth Amendment propihition against involun-
tary servitude, the "theraPtitic" aspect of work programs and
the general benefit deriVed by young people when they are
permitted to .assume responsibility for certain tasks and
receive remuneration for' the performance c.' tasks which
confer:benefit upon Others. \

Section (a) prohibits the institution from requiring juyeniles
to perform work , "which , is unreasonably arduous or
demeaning." The neeessity of limiting .the institution's right to
compel such inYoluntary dOeumented and
described in varioUs case studies :' See. National; Juyenile Law,
Center, tOw and Tactics in Juvenile Cases, Section 26.14
(1977). In MaralekV. Turman, 383 F. SUpp. 53 (E.D. Tex.
1974), .rev'd on other grounds, 535 F.2d 864''(5th Cir.,1976),
rev'd and remanded, 430 U.S. .322 (1977) fernanded ; on
rehearing, 562 F. 2d 993 (5th Cir 1977), a leadirig.caie on the.
issue ofd right to treatment, the court held that ,to require
inmates to perform repetitive, nonfunctional, degrading;and
unnecessary iasks for many hours, the so-called' make-work,
constitutes cruel and unusual punishment in violation.of the
Eighth Amendment. See also National Advisory CoMmittee
on Cri mat Justice Standards and Goals, Report of theTask
Force on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency PreventiOn,
Stan rd 24.14 (1976),[hereinafter cited as Report of the 1 Task
Forc ]. Because arduous and demeaning work has no place in
a pr gram designed 'to enhance a youngster's self-imizge and to
direct his /her life. in a meaningful and 'productive direction,
such tasks should be forbidden.

Sections (b) and (c) emphasize the bask nature and purpose
_:of the residential program, which is to rehabilitate and benefit

the children. Therefore, work may not be assigned to children
unless it serves to achieve those goals. Forms of activity which
are reasonably related to the juvenile's housekeeping or
personal hygenic :needs are permitted by thii standard.
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Instinite: of Judicial Achninistration/ AmericanBar
'..:Associationjoint Coaimission on Juvenile Justice StandardS:

Standards Relating to Corrections Administration,' Standard
414' (1977); Reportlpf the .Task Force, supra at Standard
24:14. . .

Multiple problems exist, however, in distinguishing between
:labor which relates to the needs of the juveniles and that Which
benefits only the facility. One method of deterMining whether'
work assignments have rehabilitative value is to discover
given type of labor is required, of patients in priyate facilities.
If the task is not generally performed in private facilities it
should be presumed that it is to be cost-saviriOabor rather
than therapeutic. Ennis, "Civil Liberties and Mental Illneq," 7
Crum L. Bull. 101, 123 (1971). The standard does not attempt
to distinguish between the myriad of tasks which may be
involved- Administrators must do so, but only in the context
of the standard's guidelines

Section (d) expressly prohibits requiring work which has as
its primary purpose monetary benefit to the facility or agency.
It is, however, often difficult to determine whether a given
activity serves only the facility and is deVoid of any learning or
rehabilitative value. For that reason, the iiA/ ABA standards
have 'advocated the implementation of an approved .

vocationally- oriented program with a grievance mechanisin
available for resolution of disputes,in close cases. IJA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra at Standard 4;14. See also
Standards 4.81 and. 4.82. _When- it is determined that the
primary purpOse of The task is to benefit the faCility,Jt must
cease or monetary benefit must be conferred upon the child.

Paragraph' two of the standard sets fOrth the length of a
,working day for juveniles and distinguishes, between children
subject tocompulsory education laws and those .exempted

; from such. laWs ThiS assures that the academic training of
`qualified juveniles will not be curtailed by an over - emphasis of
their work program.

/ The final provisiOn of the standar& allows juveniles to
recieve compensation for work which confers a substantial
benefit upon the facility or oversight agency. Such compensa-
tion may, be less than provided for in the minimum wage
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act. Thus the children
are permitted the opportunity to perform nonrequired work

/ and to enjoy the psychological and material benefits of earning
corripeosation for their 'performances. See IJA/ ABA, Correc-
tions Administration, supra at Standard 4.14 and Commen-

L:tary.
Yet; because juveniles are committed for indeterminate

periods, work outside :the scope of a program may be
..performed involuntarily because/of the omnipresent threat of
;extended Commitment. The Second CircUit Court of Appeals
had indicated that if nontherapeutic work .performed by
mental patients /is .admittedly involuntary, compeMation for
the work will not necessarily satisfy the Thirteenth Amend-
ment because, "the mere payment of compensatiOn, unless the
receipt of the compensation induces consent to the perform-
ance of the work, cannot justify the forced labor."JabSon,,355!
F. 2d at 132 at The standard endorses this concept.

While.Work priOgrams have often been viewed.as a set off
claim for :care, custody, or services provided by the facility,
such policy shiild not be instituted. The rationale behind

lorbidding.set ffs, lies in the:belief that the depletion Of the
juveltiles::.earnings would deprive them of the opportunity to
learn thevalue of saving, of making financial decisions, and of
having :some financial' resources upon release. Acord,
IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administr 'on; Supra at Standard"
4.14 and Commentary. The IJA/ AB Joint Commission
further provides for workmen's compensa on coverage for
juveniles injured while performing work co forming to the
standard. .

-

Both Standard 4.49 and IJA/ ABA ndarr 4.14 dispense
with strict adherence to minimum w ge statutes and indicate
that compensation should- reaso able.and based upon the
level of work performance, gaud d by the level of perform:
ance required in the labor m. et. The-explanation behind_
this relaxation of the Fair Labor Standard Act and similar
statutes is three-fold : juveniles are not held to the level of per-
formance of the real world; the goal of work programs is
assistance and training to the juveniles, not profit; if minimum
wages were required, fewer jobs would remain available to the-

1juyeniles and moneys, allocated to such programs w uld be
drained.

The requirement of compensation should not Le applied go
as to prevent juveniles from voluntarily performing civic or
charitable work without compensation. Benefit can be'derived
from such work which transcends compensation, NOWever,
procedures should be developed to ensure' that such work is
truely voluntary and free from subtle formoftoerCion.

While the standard does not specify: a depository for_these
wages, IJA/ ABA, Corrections_Administratioh, supra at
Standard 4.14 provides -t'or "the establishment of a trust fund
with, attendant rides. See also Standard 4.41 and: Comen-_
tary: But cf.", Report of the ;Task Fqrce, sqpra at Standard
24.14 (permits, court order allowing payments to support
juveniles' families or for restitution to yictims of the instant
offenses). Because of the possibility, of theft, some systdm of..
deposit and withdrawal should be established by the facility:
Of course, the less restrictive the facility, the less the need for
such forms of security.

The. National Advisory Committee recommends the
adoption of (he standard as an action each state can take
immediately, without a major., reallocation of resources, to
improve the administration of juvenile justice.

Related Standards
1.123 Development of State Standards and Guidelines
1.5 Records Pertaining to Juveniles
4.11 Role of the State
4.21 Training Schools
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4.410: Right to -'are and
Treatment
Jineniles in residential facilities should have the right to a
basic level of services, including but not limited to an
adequate and varied diet; varied recreation. and leisure-rise

.activities;: preventive and immediate medical/dental sire;
remedial, special, vocational, and academic educational Commentaryservices; protection against physical and mental abuse;
freedom' to develop individuality; opportunity to participate This standard recommends that juveniles residing in
or not participate in religious observances; clean, safe, residential facilities should receive a basic level of services
adequately heated and lighted accommodations; and which:_ includes diet, see Standard 4.2173; recreation, see,
mum feasible contact with family; friends, and community._ Standard 4.218; medical and dental care, see Standards 4.217-

_Juveniles: in_residential.lacilities have a right to a maximum 4.2174; various educational services, see Standards 4.216-

-The Vint of Right to Treatment Litigation upon -the'
Relationship of Juvenile Offenders, Institutions and the
FaMily Court,-.21-35 (1976).

level of treatment services, in accordance with' their needs,
including individual and group counseling, psychiatric and
psychological services, and casework services. In addition,
juveniles ,Should not be eubjected to treatment methods such
as psychosurgery,, electric stimulation of the brain, behavior
modification involving excessive deprivation of personal
liberties, or any other treatment, which is cruel; demeaning, or
dangerous.

Whireleiryices are ordinarily most effective when participation
is voluntary; javeniles should have an obligation to he
physically available for services ordered by the family court
during the dispositional period.

Physical force and other 'forms of punishment described in
Standard 4.51 should never be used to compel participation.
However, failure to be physically available for `services may be
'Considered in determining whether to recommend a char* in
dispositiOn, although it shoUld not be used as a basis for
extending the dispositional period, except as specified in
Standards 3.1810 and 3.1811.

Sources:

4.2163;:protection against physical and mental abuse, see 4.41 -
4 :49, - 45F-1..54, 4.61, and 4.62; freedom to develop
individualitY,see 4.41-4:49; religious freedom, see 4.45; safety;:
.heat,,:and light; a maximum possible contact with
'friends, and community, see Standard 4.44; see generally
Standard Relating to `Various Residential Facilities.

This 'standard. also recognizes that juveniles in residential,' '4--
facilities:should have a right to maximum. evel of treatmen
services; such as individual and :group,..:counseling, and
psychiatric, psychological, and casework services. Juveniles
should:alio have the rightnot to be subjected to treatment
suclvas- psychosurgery;see Standards 4.62, and 4.217- 4.2174;
electric stiMulatiOn of -the' brain, id.; unnecessary drug'-
treatment; id.; behavior modifiCation which involves:exCessive
depriVation of personal liberties, or othercniel-demeaning.or.
dangerouS treatment. In making these recomMendationS, the
standard prescribes in general terms a right to_ treatment which
is more specifically described throughout the SuPervision

TheJ standard places upon juveniles the obligation to :be--
physically available for cOurt.:ordered_services4luring
dispositional period, but emphasiies the participation -in most
services-should- be voluntary: Therefote, physcaf force or

Institute of Judicial AdministrationtAinerican Bar Msocia- pUnishment:should never be used to compel If
tion Joint Commission on Juvenile-Justice Standards, Pro- the juvenile does not see the benefit of the Progrdrn:-..Compelled`:
posed, Standards Relating to COrrectional Administration, '. participation. may inerease hostility to allNpth
Standards 4.9 and 4.10(f):(h) (draft, 19*; National' Advisory program. Failure. to.. )3e physically availa 1
Committee on Criminal Jugtice Standards and Goals, Report.: however,: may be Consilered in'determining w
of the. :Task Force on Juvenile Justice\ and Delinquency the dispositonal period or to transfer a juvenit
PreventiOn, Standards .14.20, 14.7, 24.5;\ 24.10-24.12, and program.. HoWever it should not. be .use
24.15-24.16 (1976); See generally Morales W\Turman,. 383 F. extending the dispoSitional periOd except.i
Supp. 53 (E.D. Tex. 1974) rev'd on other grounds, 535 F: 2d Standards 3.1810 and 3.1811.
864. (5th Cir. 1976), rev'd and remanded, 430 U.S., 322, The:phrase "right to treatment" is frequently used, in a
remanded on rehearing, 562 F. 993 (5th Cif. 1977); comprehensive sense to inelude both' the/right to treatment
Martarella v: Kelley, 349 F. Supp. 575 (S.D.N.Y. 1972), and the right to care. As described by Malcolm Goddard, the
enforced, 359 F. Supp. 478 (S.D.N.Y:- 1973); M. Goddard, right to treatment consists of these two ;components:

i rparts of the
for services,

bther to reduce
to' a less secure ,-;

as a basis for ''
aceordance with



"Right to treatment cases are generally separated intoAwo_
types: first, th,ere are cases involving, right to treatment, in

1

lacCordance . with basic concepts of human decency, which
Iparallel in many ways the Geneva Convention relative to the
1 treatment of prisoners of war. To wit;.the issues here involve

.': humane treatment, adverse distinctions based on race or
: Creed,;., right to minimum,':standards of medical care,

prohibitiOn against close confinement, right to compensa:
tionfor work performed, prohibitions against corporal and
collective .punishment, etc.

. .

Secondly, there are cases involving right to treatment in a
quasi-medical context. Here the litigation involves allega-
tions that the various components of the rehabilitative

I program, including psychiatric and psychological services,
I- group and individual counseling, child-care services,

educational services, etc., are quantitatively:or qualitatively
inadequate to reasonably effectuate rehabilitation."

Goddard, supra at 21-35.
The rationale supporting the right to treatment and, in fact,

underlying the juvenile justice system, is the concept of parens
patriae with tiv:. state acting in loco parentis to provide
juveniles with the care they would ordinarily be expected to

\receive from their parents. As numerous cases and commenta-
toqs have pointed out, institutinns have often failed.to provide
those confined with the requisite care' and treatment.
commensurate with their needs. 1:aw Enforcement Assistance
Administration, Comparative Analysis of Standards and.,
State Practices: Juvenile Dispositions and Corrections, Vol.
IX, Issue 4 (1977).

, The issues of surrounding the rightto .v.,..:eatment have not
been conclusively resolved by the courts. Not withstanding

---,.....

,.thisla. ck of:resolution by the courts, the National Advisory
Committee :chose to make the right -94 treatment the
foundation of-its. recommendations regarding the juvenile
justice system. _

The following material describes the rulings of various
courts ,and provides the basis for the committee's decision.

State and federal courts 'have recognized state statutes and
constitutional concepts regarding due process, equal protec-
tiOn, and cruel and unusual Punishment as the legal source of
the right, to treatment. The right was first considered in cases
involving confinemeht ,for mental health purposes. See Miller
V. Overholser, 206 F.2d 415 (D.C. Cir. 1953); Commonwealth

L:y.. page, 339Mass._:313, 159_. N.E.2d -82-(1959);: Sas v.
Maryland, 334 F.2d 506 (4th.Cir. 1964); Director of Patuxent
v. Daniels, 243 Md. 16, 221 A.2d 397 (1966).

In ROuse v. Cameron, '373 :F.2d 451 (D.C. Cir. 196E); the
court, basing its ruling on statutory grounds, held ttliat a
Person involuntarily committed to a mental hospital has a
right to treatment. The court also suggested that the-right to
treatment may be protected by the due process, equal
protection, and cruel and unusual punishment clauses:of the
UnitedStates Constitution. 'The constitutional right to
treatment for mental patients :hinted at' in Rouse was
confirmed in Wyatt v.Stickney, 325 F. Supp. 781 (M.D. Ala.
1971), affd 334 F. Supp. 1341 and 344 F. Supp.. 373 (M.D.
Ala. 1972), subsequently affd sub. nom., Wyatt v. Aderholt,

. 503 F.2d 1305(5th Cir. 1974). In that case, the coat held that
due process of law required that patients who are involuntarily
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ecormiittedrfor purposes of treatment in noncriminal prOCeed-
3L.nAs,, without the constitutional: protections in
retinal proceedings are entitled to treatment since: that was
-tilt purpose for which they were confined. Id. at 784-85: See: ;.

also Welsh V.. Likins, 373 F Supp . 407 (b: Minn. 1974), affd
krpart and vaca:ed and remanded in rqi:t, 550. F.2d 1122 (8th
Cir. 1977) (due process right to the least restrictive alternative

An a mental heal!.h:case upheld); O'Connor y. Donaldson, 493
IF.2d 507 (5th Cir. 1974), Vacated, 422 U.S. 563 (1975)
,(Supreme Court expressly left unresolved the issue of right to
treatment in cases of compulsory confinement of mentally ill
-persons dangerous to themselves).

Courts have similarly recognized that the right to treatment
extends to juveniles committed for the purpOses'of care and
rehabilitation. Based upon language of the D.C.I Code,' the
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit has held that juveniles
have a legal right to custody, "not inconsistent with the parens
patriae premise of the law," Creek v. Stone, 379 F.2d '106, 111,
(D.C. Cir. 1967). See also In re Elmore, 382 F.2d 25 (D.C.
Cir. 1967) (juvenile's allegations that he was not receiving
psychiatric treatment warranted an inquiry into how to best
meet the child's needs).

Two leading cases involving \juveniles have recognized the
right to treatment on statutory as well as constitutional..
grounds. Inbne case, the court found that the "custody, care,
and discipline" language of the Indiana Code, Ind. Code Ann..
§31-5-7-I (Burris-- 1973)- provided the right to 'minimum
:acceptable standards Of care and treatment for juveniles and
the,right to individualized care' and treatment. Nelson y:
HeYn' e, 355. F. Supp. 451 (N.D: Ind. 1973), affd 491 F:2d 352'
(7th..Cir),cert.den..,- 417 U.S. 976 (1974). Lookifig beyond the
statute,...the court also found that the Jight to treatment was
guaranteed by the United States Constitution. /d at 360 n12.

The second case likewise recognized the-right,to treatriient'
On statutOry and constitutional grounds and required the
Texas Youth Council to initiate a professional treatment plan
for children confined in institutions. Morales v. Turman, 383
F. Supp. 100 (E.D. Tex, 197.4). rey'd ,on other grounds, 535
F.2d 864 (5th Cir. I976), rev'd and remanded, 430 U.S. 322,
remanded on rehearing, 562 F2d 993; (5th Cir. 1977).
Subsequently, the Circuit Court reopened the -record and
found that changes' in the Texas Youth 'Council progrant___z_
wduld alter, the:.scope orinjunctive relief. While reviewing the
services:ihat thcsstate had_ chosen to provide since. the loWer
court rendered its decision, the court questioned the
constitutional :basis of the right to treatment.. Morales -v.

-.,,Turman, 562-E-2d' 993 (5th Cir. '1977).
Yet -another:-.court has concluded that concepts relating to '-..

procedural duef:process guarantee juveniles the ,.right. to'
treatment. Inmates:of ;Rays' Training School v. Affleek;:-46 I.
Supp: 135A (D-.-Rd. 1972). According to the court, the 'pro,
cedural safeguards which are afforded criminal defendants
are lacking in juvenile delinquency adjudications because the
juvenile justicer4systerpisis rehabilitative ratlit'r than punitive: ,.

Therefore, the:right to treatment for childrcn is the, quid pro
quo for the absence:of eOmplete procedural due process. Id. at
'1364. The courtalso based the right to treatment on Eighth
Amendment-grounds, holding that confining children without
treatment 'constituted cruel and unusual -.punishment. Id.' at



136&67:' AdditionallYiltne court fOU d.that the confinernent of
.,. children in an inhUrnane: environnient'was a denial of equal
..,.. protection, since.the state would act to'remove a child from

N.such a setting if it were provided by his/ her,parents. Id. at.
1367; see also State ex rel. Harris v. Erickson,'Ne...:. 411-698
(Milwaukee County Cir..Ct.-Dec:-217-1913);-aff'd sub. nom.

-: State ex.rel. Harris v. Larson, 64 Wis.2d 521, 219 N.W.2d 335
(1924) (due .prOcess required that adjudicated delinquent,
dependent, . and neglected juveniles awaiting placement be
confined in a shelter care facility where treatment was
provided, rather than in a detention center).

In Martarella v. Kelley, 349 F. Supp. 575,(S.D.N.Y. 1972),
enforced in 359 F.Supp. 478 (S.D.N.Y. 1973), the court found
that juveniles classified as persons in need of supervision
(PINS) were denied due process when confined.
treatment along with other juveniles classified as delinquent.
To deny liberty on the basis.of therapy which was then not
proVided was a due prOcess violation, according to the court.
It also fotind that the 'confinement of children in a maximum

j
security institution was c ) el and unusual punishment, Id fai
586-590: 600. While the m ority of eases \ involved juveniles
committed as delinquent or status offenders, the right to care
and treatment found in the Constitution has also been applied
in neglect cases as well. Sc ,.e.g.Janet D. v. Carros, 362-A!2c1
1060 (Pa. Super. 1976); Slate ex rel Harris.,\ .' .. ''

\Iii sum, several theories ve generally been proposed as
support for ,the right,to treat ent. The'first is statutory; the

1
second is that some aspects of\the, right emanate from the

...Eighth Amendthent's prohibitidiion cruel and, unusual
punishrrient. The third and fourth spring 'from due. process

`considerations. The third requires that treatment be provided
to prevent the exercise Of parens patriae power froin merely
being a pretext for arbitrary government action which curtails
;freedom. The fourth requii1es that treatment be provided asa
quid pro quo for reduced procedural protections'when liberty
'is restrained for .noncriminal rehabilitative purposes.

Of' late, two courts have questioned the ,validity -of a
.,:Constitutional right to treatment. Ori remand from the

Supreme Court, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in Morales
considered a : right to treatment emanating from the due

. process clause doubtful, Morales, 562 F.2d at 9.98. The jtidge
_did; however, recognize the iniplications of the', Eighth
.Amendment, Ici. at 998; 999. : '' .0

The. SUpreine Court left the broacl.,questori regarding the
.right .to treatment unanswered in O'ConhOr v.:DonaldsOrz, 422
U.S; 563 (1975), when the Justices 'prohibited the commitment

'-. onondangerous, persons whO were:not receiving treatment.
'While concurring with thejudginent;. Justice Burger noted
that thereAvas no historical basis-for the doctrine; that the

. states had akvays Provided care for incompetent people and
that not :all confined people could be treated; id. at 5,84. He,
also pointed out potential abuses of the quid pro quo'Concept,

\Despite thefact that the underpinnings of the doctrine may
not t preciselyinto traditional constitutional Constraints, the

;results of 'the concept of a right to treatmerit,is a Plan which
,

.

recognizes "basic, concepts of huinart decency ".. GOddard,
supra. It is ith, thiS result in mind, rather than the niceties of
legal 'Contract:, that the standard recommends that the right to

,..

, treatment be the Underlying :rationale:9f the -entire juvenile
justice system.

Embodied Within the right to treatment is the concept of
least restrictive alternative. Whenever any treatment is
necessary; it should occur in.: the least intrusive manner.
possible.. It, is Well settled that "governmental purpose cannot
be pursued by means that broadly stifle fundamental personal

_liberties when the end can. be`more narrowly achieved. The
". breadth of legiSlative abridgement must be viewed in the light
of less drastic means for achieving the same basic purPose."
Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479 (1960). ---

One of the most basic and fundamental rights is to he free
from unwarranted restraints. Lessard v. Schmidt, . 349 F.
Stipp. 1078, 1096 (E.D. Wis. 1972), vacated and remanded on
other tounds, 414 U.S. 473, on , remand, 379 F. Stipp. 1376
(E.D. Wisl 1974), vacated aridsremarided. 421 U.S. 957 (1975),
on remand, 413 F. Supp. 1318 "(E.D. Wis. 1976) (reinstating.
379 F. Supp. 1376); cf:, O'Connoarham V. J.R., 442 U.S.
584 (1979): In this light, the person agency recommending
full-time involuntary treatment must bear the burden- of .

Proving: (1) what alternatives are availa61,6; (2) what alterna-
tives were investigated; and (3) why \ the investigated
alternatives were rejected. Id.' at 1096.

Even if the state shows legitimate reasons fo \restricting the
liberty of a juvenile, as where he/she is dangera s to others, it
must further show that - the actions taken a e the least
restrictive means available for achieving the legiti ate end in
in;hd.. Inmates, 346 F. Supp. at 1369; see also :. W sh,.373 F.
Supp.at502; Lynch v: Baxley, 386 F. Supp. 378 (1 74) (M.D.
Ala: 1974).

Paragraph one of this standard addresses the first facet of
the right to treatment, the right to care. ThiS right assures that
residential faCilities meet the basic human needs of their
children and provide them with an environment which will
enhance their normal maturation process. To facilitate thiS'
process, a facility should provide as normal an environment as .

possible and be as close to a homelike setting as possible..
Accord, Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar
AssiiciatiOn Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards,

:Standards Relating to Corrections Administration,-Staridard
4.9 (1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Corrections
Administration.]
: In NelsOn, the court stressed, that because the ". . . state.
assumes the place of a juveniles parents,' it assumes the

;parental duties'and thus, must Provide what-PrOper parental...
care would proVide." Id. at 353 (7th 1974)Cf It ire Savoy
470-4804 (D.C.-Super. Ct, 1970); While this standard does not
attempt to list all of the services necessarYto create, a hoinelike
atmosphere, it does list nine which are 'essential toAtie
adequate care to which children are entitled.

1. An adequate and varied diet; this entails a diet which' iS..
nutritionally sound, as well as .aCCeptable to ethnic and
religious groups within thefacility Population.. See Standards
4.2173, 4.45 and Cornmentary. ' '

I
. .

. 2. Varied recreation and leisure time activities; these
: activities should provide exercise and entertainment and

should be balanced between individual and team activities.
See Standard 4.218 and CommentarY.

3. Preventive and immediate medical and dental care; this

`id. at 586, 587.



service should provide for both ,diagnastic and ''treatment
.needs. See:Standard 4.217:1-and-ComMentary.

.4. Rernedial, special, Vocatirmal, and academic educational
services.; programs should meet the needs of the individual,
child and should be geared toward his/her reintegration into
the community. Resources available in the, community should
be usedi;Whenever possible, and participationin educational
and work programs in the community sliould be encouraged.

.z.',`, Children with specfic handicaps should only, be placed in
facilities where the staff is trained to be sensitve to the
juveniles" needs and. the facility itself-iS equipped to eliminate
acces- barriers. See Standards4.216-4.2163 and Conimentary.

5.. PrOtection against physical and mental abuse; the facility
should provide a secure, homelike environment. See Stand-
ards 4.24, 4.41-4.49; 4.51-4.54, 4.61; 4.62. anck Ornmentaries.S

6' Freedom to develop individuality; thi fosters the
'development of self-respect and dignity. See-St ndards 4.41-
(4.49 and Commentaries; see also Standards 4112, 4.2191,
4.221,, 4.231, and 4.261 relating to size .of facilities.'-

7. Opportunity to participate or not participate in religious
observances. See Standard 4.45 and Commentary. '

;..1 8. Clean, safe, adequately heated and, lighted accommoda-
tions; the facilities should conform to existing health, safety,
and sanitation codes in the facility structure as well as in
prograikoperation. See generally Standards inthe'4.2 am:1'4.3
series and Commentaries. e ,

9.'' Maximum feasible contact with JaMily, friends, and
community, See StandardS 4.41, 4.44 and Commentaries.

See also generally Morales, 383 F. Supp: 53, 10,0; Wyatt,
344 F. Supp. 373;In re Savoy, NOs. 70-4804, 70-4714 (D.C.
Super.. Ct. '1970); OA/ ABA,'. Corrections Administration,

1supla at Standard 4.9; national Advisory Committee on
Criminal. thistice Standards and Goals, Report Of the Task
Force, on Juivenile Justiceand Delinquency Prevention,

-Standards. 14.20, 24.5,:24.16, .24.12, 24.15, arid 24.16 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Report of the Task. Force];

. Correctional AssOciation,. Commission on ,AeCieditation for,
Corrections, 'Manual of Standards for Juvenile Comtanity\..
'Residential SerVice4 Standards 6136-6164 (078):

Paragraph two foeuseS on the second component 'of the
right to treatnient, the quasi-Medical right to treatment.. This
standard recognizes that the facility has the obligation to

N..

*Vide certain. services beyond care and basic needs orr an'
individual basis. The primarygoalsofthejuvenile corrections
system are to pOt'ect society and to assist juveniles sOthat they
can function in the community in allaw-abiding manner2,The,
concept 'of rehabilitation is' consistent with societal welfare. .

~.Report - of the Task' Force, sUpra.at'Standard 24:11.'
As this standard recognizes, no one. form of treatment

appropriate in every case_Therefore, a brOad range of services
should be made available, including individual and grOup
counseling, psychiatric and .psychological services, and
casework, services. See alsO Standards: 3.182, 4.212,, 4:213,
4.214, 4:215; 4.216, 4.217, 4:223, ,4.233; 4.234, 4.252, 4.263,
and 4.32. In all dispositions, however, emphasis shOuld be

.:Placed on community contact. During confinement in
residential faCilities, emphasis should .be plaCed on treatment
concepts which encourage an early return to the juvenile's
community.

This.standard expressly recommends thatit is thejuvenile:s
-right -not- h tosuch en t p_ychos. y ;

,

electro-Shock therapy; unnecessary. drug treatment;"behiVior
modification- :involving excessive deprivation ,:of :personal
liberties;. or' any other treatment Mild is Cruel,'derneaning, or
dangerous. This section comportswith recomMendatiOns by'
the IJA/ ABA Joint Commission. Consent of the juvenile-is
irrelevant in the iastances of psycho-surgerY 'and electric
stimulation of the brain, since the use of either is absolutely
forbidden. Accord, IJA/ ABA; Correctioni AdministrOtion,
supra at Standard 4.10(G).

The IJA/ ABA Joint Commission also 'prescribes limita-
tions on programs that manipulate the juvenile's environment,
such as a .reward-punishment system within the scope. Of
behavior modification. According to that standard, behavior
modification:may be used only after the technique is:clearly
explained to the juvenile and upon, meeting the following three.:
conditions: (1) the consent of the juvenile 'and the consent of.
the parents. or. guardian of any juvenile under the. age of
sixteen is obtained; (2) .none of the rights set forth' in the
standards is infringed upon; and (3) there is nO4edUction in
the "safe, human, caring environment." Such ,techniques
should never be used for purposes of program management or
control. Id. While the standard perrnitsnehavior mortification
programs, their use is limited., The-conditions upon the se of::
behavior modification suggested ,by the VA/ ABA. oint
Commission would also be apprepriate under thisstandard.

While this standard does nor specifically address -'the use of
drugs, it is important to note the IJA/,ABA appriOachaftert;\
which this' standard .is fashioned. See. also -Standard's 4:62,.
4.217-4.2174 and COmmentary-for a fuller, discusSionof-the-r27,
issues surrr;widing drug therapy. Stirriulants, andtrariquiliz-
ing,5and psychotropic drugs should' be used' onlY underf:the
following conditions: With the. consent of the juvenile and the
Consent of the parents or 'guardians ofany juvenile.under the
ageOf sixteen;'the drugs are prescribed and administered by a
licensed 'physician; the program haS an approved procedure

,

for,recordingall administrations, of:Such drugs. to juveniles
and for- monitoring the short- and lOng-term effects of such
drugs; and personnel who adminiker drugs, to juveniles have
received specialized trainineSuch drugs should never be_used
for purposes of 6xperimentationand research. Id. at Standard
4.10(F). See also. Standard '4 :62 and Commentary:

'Paragraph': three recognizes that the - ,efficacy of any
treatment is ,rn xintized when participation :.is voluntary.
Therefore,' this standard places upon the, jUvenile the
obligation only to be "phYsically available for serviCes7ordered
by the family co rt during the. disposition peziod."'.Accord,...:,,,

- .:.Report of the ask Foree, supra at Standard 24:11:,,
IJA/ABA, C'orrec ions Administration, supria.If. Standard

'4.10 and Commentary. With.the emerging right to treatment,
comes the logical legal complement of., the iright:f6.i'efuse

'treatment. Since the first Opinibn in. '; Wyatt, Courts have
attempted to clarify the nature of `ctrequired,treatment
Whatnas:emerged is the cOncept that althOugh the state is
;required to rehabilitate, personorifinecl for ;rehabilitation, it
does not have the power, abseni exigent circumstances to
exercise comPlete,' unfettered contrOl',over these persons.

Recently a Federal District Court ruled that an involuntary

9:5



Mental patient may have, a right to:refusetreatment, and:even
that :right is not absolute4he:patient:is:-.:entitled to a due

. .

,proCeSs hearing-. before forcecadministratiom may, Occur,
(absent, or course, in ernerge*Isituations.) 'Rennie V. Klein,
462 F. Supp 1131 (D.N.J., 193N.

The analySis by the cOurti&wery'helpfullin understanding
i the implication of this cast for juveniles:entitled to rehabilita-

tion. First, the court considered tetteissue of cruel and unusual
punishment. Relying on Knecht Gillman, 488 F.2d. 1136,
113.8 (8th Cir. 1973), the court concurred with the view that

`.there may be Eighth Amendment violations despite claims of
therapeutic value. Rennie, 462 F. Supp. at 1143. Knecht had
been a challenge to force behavior modification and
administration of apomorphine. The court ruled. in Knecht
that the adverse effects of the behavior modification were too
harsh to justify the' long-term benefits, and that the drug
apomorphine had no therapeutic value. Two cases dealing
with juvenile institutions haVe also found that drugs were, used
improperly and'as punishment, rather than as part of an on-

, going treatment plan. See Pena v. N.Y. State Division for
Youth, 419. F' 'Stipp. 203, 207 (S:D.N.Y. 1976); and Nelson,
491 F.2d at 455.

The second issue discussed by the court was the -First
Amendment right to freedom of expression, including the
-right to communicate and the right to think m suggested by
Plotkin;; "Limiting the Therapeutic Orgy: . Mental Patients'
Right to Refusz, Treatment" 72 Niv. U. L. Rev. 461, 494(1977).
The court-found that if theiP.?',k4jcation is otherwise. properly
administered;-)then the ''tetroporar.y: dulling of the senses
accompanying it does not to the level of [a] First
Amendment, violatiOn. ." ,a,fryrriie, .462 Supp. at 1144.
However, the court, cited Kaimowitz v. Dept. of Mental
Health, Ch. No. 73-19434 (Cir.::Ct: Wayne.County Michigan;
July 10, 1973) as support forrthe notion-that if the_dulling of
the. senses is Unnecessary orpermanent, it may be a violation
Of the First Amendment'. Kaimowitz- held'that an adult May
not give "legally adequate consent" to experimental psycho-.
surgery, due to the vast implications regarding state control
over thought. Rennie, 462 F. Supp. at -1143-44..

The major basis for the opinion in Rennie was the right to
priviey_The court held that the right to privacy enCompasses
the right to protect one's mental proce§ses,Kainiowitz, Cir.
No. 73-19434 at thethe right to autonomy over one's own
body, Roe v. Wafle, 410 U.S. 113 (1973);. and the right to
decline Medical .treatment certain.circumstances, In re
Quinlan, 70 N.J. 40;.355 A.2d 647, 663 (1976).. Rennie, 462
F. Supp. at 1144.

The Rennie cour
holdings after makin
recognition of a righ
situation is practical

of Self=reliance,-id.. at 'I 144-45 siribe,a:patient is: the only, one
Who can really say what diScomfortisassoCiated withthe.drug'

. it is only fair to afford:him/her the:rightio declineit,:id at
1145; only the patient can ultimately weigh the disadvantages
against the advantages since he/she must. live with=the
cOnsequences, id.. at- 1145; and since disagreement. onnthe
therapeutic value :Of such treatment is mailittant, the:::]final

patient, id. at 1145.
decision to use a controversial mode "sholr'4

HaVing found the basis, for a right to refer
Rennie court qualified that right by balanc- thiSt state
interests. The right to refuse treatment is olute.
1145. Pursuant to its police power, the state Jnfine and
administer treatment to a person who pr: danger:to-
'him/herself and/or others. Id. at 1145; cf: bunaldson. In
addition, under the doctrine of parens patriae, the state must
:care for those who are unable to care for themsleves.

If either of the two justifications are found, the state's
interest outweighs the right to refuse treatment. HoweVer, --
since there is a liberty interest, the state must afford due'
process. The_Rennie court decided that, a due process hearing,
with the proper notice, an attorney; independent examiners
(both medical and psychiatric), and access to all records:must
be afforded before any forced administration of treatment is
carried out. Id. at 1147-48. The right to treatment:envisioned
by this standard necessarily' recognizes the right to refuse
treatment, which can only be outweighed by substantial state
interests after a referral to the grievance mechanism, See
Standaid 4.81. ,

The final paragraph of the standard prohibits the use of
physical force in such fOrins as corporal punishment,confine-
ment, and physical restraint to compeltparticipation On the
theory that meaningful participation: cannot be achieved
through compulsion. This, however, does not mean that
juveniles can refrain'from participating without ramifications
Of some nature. The standard .permits .that. failure to be
available for services can be considered in, determining

to change a disposition. Extensions of the durational
period however, should not be imposed becauseof a failure to
be physically available for services except in acCordance with
Standards 3.1810 and 3.1811.

The National Advisory Committee recommends they
adoption of this standard as an action each state can4ake
immediately, without a major -reallocation of funds, to
improve the adminiS tration of juvenile justice.

based its concurrance with thembove Related Standards
several findings. The court felt that the
to refuse treatment in a nonemergency 3.18 Series
nd assures the patient a'greater feeling All, standards in the Supervision .Function



4.411 Denial of__
En urneratod Rights
The rights enumerated in Standards.. 4.41-4.410 Should be
inalienable and should not be diminished or denied for
disciplinary reasons.

Source:

N.Y. Official Copilpilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations
Sec. 171.1 (1974); See generally Institute of Judicial AdminisT
tration/ American Bar . Association/_Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Prop(osed Standards' for Correc-
tional Administration, Standards 4.9-4.14, and 7.6 (draft,
1976).

Commentaly

This standard asserts'that:the rights set forth in Standards
4.414410 are inalienable and therefore should not be eroded
or denied for.disciplinary reasons. /

"ThetState of New York has also recognized the importance
, of these. freedoms Its "Bill of Rights for JuKnilee!.provides:

"In-recognition of the fact that juveniles residing in division
for youth facilities have certain basic rigliis which are not
lost or made negotiable by the fact of their institutionaliza-
tion, the division herein commences listing specific
inalienable rights applicable to all children In our care."
N.Y. Official Compilation of Codei, Rules and Regula-

/tions, Section 171.1 (1974).
Thecrights prOtected -Standa,...ids .4.41-4.410 are those .

which :enhance the normal growth/and development-of any

92

/

/

Perstin. They are 'basic:AD- a person's integrity as well.as tsi
his/her participation im,Society. They 'become-...even-:..:mOre
significant to those whose lives have been disrupted by
placement in a residential facility by order of a court 'if
goal of the juvenile justice system is to eliminate,aberrantf,
behavior; to :care for those who need protection and to
iihance the skills of children in order to produce healthY,:.

citizens, .then these rights enumerated in Standards 4A1 to
4.410 should not be eroded. While privileges can be
diminished as part of\the:disciplinary process, see Standards
453 and 4..54, the freedoms.describedin the 4.4 series are too
significant to be curtailed for disciplinary purposes.

The National. Advisory Committee recommends thè.

adoption of this Standard as an action each state can take
immediately,- Without a major reallocation of funds, to
improve the administratiori.of juvenile justice..

Related

-4.21 \,

14.22
.4.23
4.24
4.25
4.26
4.27
4.4-4410
4.53
4.54

Standards

Training. Schocils
Camps, ancfs:Ranches
Group Homes
Community Correctional
Foster Homes
Detention .Facilities
Sheltef Care Facilities

,,Rights of Juveniles
Losskf_Frivileges
Disciplinary. Proceures

Facilities



.5 Discipline
4.51 Corporak
Punishment and Use of
Physical Restraint
Corporal punishment should he prohibited. However, use of
physical force should be Permitted:

a. For self-protection;
,

b. To separate juveniles who are fighting;
c. To restrain juveniles in , danger of inflicting harm to

'themselves or others; or
d. To restrain juveniles who have absconded or who are in

the process of absconding.

When use' of physical forie is authorized, the least force
necessary under the circumstances should employed.loyed.

. -s.
Staff members of residential aiNI nonresidential prograMs who

?, are assigned to work with juveniles should receive written
guidelines on the use of physical force, and written notice that
corPoral punishment is prohibited and that, in accordance
with staff disciplinary proCedures, loss of employment may
result if use of corporal_ punishment is proven. _

Source:
. Institutef Judicial Administration/ American Bar Asscicia-

tion'. Joint CoMmission on Juvenile Justice . Standards,
PropOsed Standards on Correctional Administration, Stand-
ard 4.8(a) and (b) (draft; 1976); N. Y. Official CoMpilation of
Codes, Rules` and Regulations § 168.1 (1974)..

:Commerk.tary
.

This standard 'recommends' the elimination of the use of
corporab.pimishinent in residential facilities and in nonresi-
dential PrOgramS:-The'past abusek whichhave been well noted
in recent cases serve as stiffiCientreasOn to expressly_prOhibit
the use of any sort of physical Punishinent of children: See;

facilities and nonresidential programs. Notice of the prohibi=
tion of corporal punishment Mustlealso be provided. Cf.
Standard 4.47. If after a staff disciPlinary hearing, a
determination' is madethat the physical force used on a:child
was: actually corporal punishment, loss of employment :may
result.

`While the issue is not completely resolved, corporal
punishment in prisons has been held to be a violation of.the
Eighth Amendment Prohibition against cruel and unusual

,

punishment, Jackson v. Bishop, 404 E2d 571,(8th Cir. 1968).
That court found. that corporal punishment, "iirespectiveTof
any_Precautionary conditions whiCh:thay be imposed,_ offends.
contemporary Concepts of, deceney and : human dignity and
precepts of civilization which we profesS',io poSsess." .Id at
579. The Jacksonopinion made clear-that corporal puraSh-
ment is too...hard to_.A even try -to easily subject
`abusezin--the-liands-;of the sadistic anIthe unscrupulous:"
at 579;:it,generateS:hate toward its inflictors:and the system as
a whole;:it fruStrates correctional and:rehabilitative goals; and
it:makeS'adjustment to society inuch.more difficult: Id. at 580.

Sonr,states::stilLpermit
-
corporal punishment to a limited

degree.:Schbol:systems; for example,..-often sanction its use./
Recently_ the SupreMe Court in Ingraham.v. Wright, 430 IkS:
651 (1_977):heldtthat corporal ptinishMentvas not a violation
pfithe::Eighth-Amendinent when employed to:discipline school
children.! The '.Court Made. a Clear7idiStiriatiOn,: however,
between prig-art:and a ichoolchildimtliezaOliCatiOn offthe

ighttr,:Ainendinenes-sprOscription:againsttcruel:and unti.7/ual
punishment:' .TheLCOurt 'found that the criniinaLli different

..fromr.the,::schoohChild, by virtue Of criminal conviction and;
subsequent. .incarceration.. The conviction stigmatizes :people,
and deprives them of.certain freedoms "Prison . . is
part: of the: total, punishMent _to which: the indiViddal:is_being
subjected for his crime, and as suCh,:is a Proper:Subject for
Eighth Amendment .Scridiny,".. to eliminate "tinecessary, and
wanton infliction of pain" while incarcerated. Id. at,o69,:670.

The COurt-follndhoweVer, that the School child has little
need' for the. protection.. of the ,:Eighth-- Amendment. The
schools are Open Institutions. where 'children ,re seldOm
physically restrained from leaving during the day and
are free to leave '. when the day ends:. Because/Children are
surrounded by family and friends, support follOws:them into
the sChoolhouse. Id. at 670. This openness in the school and

e.g., Morales v. Turinan,-:-.383..FASdpp"., 53 (E.D. Tek..1974),
rev'd on.s.other grounds, 535 F.2d 864 (5th Cir. 1976), rev'd
and remanded.. 430 U.S. ?322, remanded on rehearing, 562
F.2d 993 (5th Cir. 993 1977).'HoWever, in ,recognition of the
very real need to emplOiphysical force' in some circumstances,
the standard allows the limited and 'controlled use of physical
fOrce. Responsibility' to provide; each ''staff member with
detailed written ..guidelines to be follOwed when employing
phj,sital force falls on the adminis6ators of residential



the supervisionof the school by the community stands in place
of the Eighth Amendment. If violation§ occur;, :there are
nurnerous witnesses who may report instances of. mistreat-
ment, and there are reinedies for these viOlation§ in both the
criminal and civil law: id. at 670. The Ccr-ixt,declared that so
long as the schools remain as open to public scrutiny as they
currently are, the Eighth Amendment need not apply. Id. at
670.

AlthoUgh juvenile delinquents are not within the realm of
the criminal system, the same probletns are encountered with
regard to, corporal punishment in juvenile residential facili- :

ties. While not considering the application of the Eighth
Amendment to juvenile facilities,: the Court said ". . some
punishments, though not labeled 'criminal' by the state, may
be sufficiently analogous to criminal punishments in the cir-
cumstances in which they are administered to justify appli-
cation of the Eighth Amendment." Ingraham, 430 U.S. at
669, fn. 47. This footnote was subsequently relied on in Rennie
v. Klein, 462 F. Supp; 1131, 1143 (D.N.J. 1978) in which the
Court ruled that the: Eighth Amendment prohibition applied
to protect persons confined'in mental institutions.

While the adult criminal system is allowed to "'punish"
prisoners within Eighth Amendment limitations, Hutto v.
Finney, 437 U.S. 678 (1978) the juvenile system was set up
specifically to protect and habilitate juveniles. But see
Children's Defense Fund, Children in Adults Jails, 1976.
Nonetheless, as theSupreme Court noted in In re Gault, 387
U.S. 1, 22 (1967):

"To ihe extent that the special procedUres forjuVeniles are
thought to be justified by the special consideration and
treatment afforded 'them; there is reason to doubt that
juveniles- always receive the benefits of such a quid pro quo

In this light, the protection of the Eighth Amendment has
been found to apply to juveniles involuntarily committed to
,the state's institutions, whether convicted of-a crime or not.
Morales; Lollis v. New' York Department of Social Services,
322 F. Supp. 473 (S.D.N.Y. 1970). .

SeVeral lower courts have specifically applied the
Amendment to prohibit corporal punishment in juvenile

-,institutions. Ruling that beatings with thick boards as a.rneans
',of discipline in a "Boys School" made up of at least one-third
noncriminal offenders Was contrary to the prohibition against
cruel and unusual punishment, the court in Nelsodv: Heyne,

7-T355-F-SuPp,---451,(N_D.LInd. 1973) Affd. 491' F.2d 352 (7th
Cir.), cert. den. 417 U,S. 976 -(1974)

"The uncontradicted evidence.of the authorities 'suggests
that the"praCtice dcies not serve either, as a useful punish-
ment or treatment. Testimony adduced at the trial shows
that it actually breeds counter- hostility resulting in greater
aggression by a child." 355 F. Supp. at 454. I

The philosophy' of the standard's prohibition against
corporal punishment in juvenile institutions is . shared by
many. AS pointed out .in the commentary to i Institute of
-Judicial Administration/ American ..Bar Association Joint
COmmission on Juvenile. Ju§tice Standards, Standards.
Relating to Corrections Administration, Standard 4.8 (1977)
[hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, CorrectiOns Administration],

ig; this prohibition is consistent with all national recom.menda-
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tions regardin'g adult and ,:.juVerule,' detention .,See, e, g. r
American Cot. ctions Association, Comnitssion on Accredi
tation for CorrectionS,. Manuali- of " Standards for;:.

.

Detention FaCilities and Services Standard :.18342; (1978)''
[hereinafOr cited as Manual Of Standards], National Advisciry,
Committit on Criminal Justice Standards and 644iiiRepOi.i3O
of the _',/,'ask Force on Juvenile Justice, and 'Delinquency
Prevention, Standard 20.4 (1976)1hereinafter'eited as Report
of the Task. Force].

It is important to note that this standard not only protects
institutionalized juveniles, but also applies to persons residing'
in all types of facilities , regardless of whether they are
adjudicated or nonadjudicated delinquents, persons in need of
court supervision, or neglected or abused children, and all
children participatin& in nonresidentiai programs. The
protection provided by this standard exceeds that.provided by
the Supreme Cout in. Ingraham. The National Advisciry.
Committee believes that the standards set forth in Ingraham ..
are insufficient to truly protect the juvenile.

Physical force, as distinguished from corporal punishment, ;,
is allOwed in certain limited circumstances. The circumstances
allowed are identical with ,those recommended by the Task
Force.' Report of the Task Force, supra' at Standard 20.4;
IJA/ ABA, Corrections. Administration, supra at Standard
4.8. .

The standard recognizes thathen faced with an imminent'
danger of harm to oneself or to another, it is sometimes
necessary to use physical force, -.:Physical . force also
authoriied to separate fighting juveniles and to restrain
absconders. if any one of these circumstancesshould occur,
the amount of physical force employed should be theleaSt
force necessary to accomplish the end deSired.C/Staridard
4.410 and Commentary.

Facility staff and other supervising persons are to be ,given:
written guidelines in order to:determine the proper use. of
physical force. The purpOse of written guidelines is tocontrol
the potential ,ahnses while, attempting to be fair . toififf7
members and others who must deal with the juveniles.. cf

"Standard 4'.47. By specifically listing the kind and amount 617
physical force that, may be, employed to accomplish authorized
ends, the staff member is made aware of his/herNimitation.

The standard suggests thatifas a result of, staff disciplinary
procedures it. is shown that corporal punishment Was.
employed; the Staff member may be removed front ernployx:.':,
ment. Removal frOm -employment is not required' but is /.
permitted to insure that abu§es are eliminated. //

The Natiokal-Advisory--Commksionrecommends the
adoption of this standard as an action eaCiisidtt,--can-take--;
immediately, .without a major 'reallocation ,of funds, to.;
improve the administration of javenile justice.

Related' Standards

4.21 Training Schools
4.219 High Security Juvenile Units
4.22 Camps and RancheS
4.23 Group Homes
4.24 Community Correctiorg1 Facilities
4.25 Foster Homes

.



N. 4.26 :-Detentioir..TUcilities onfiriethent---
Shelter.-Care'Facilities
Nonresidential Programs '4.54..
Responsibility; for . Control and Appiehensiori. of II... 4.61
TUveniles` , -4.62.

4.410 Right to Treatment .. 4.81. GrieyanceProcedures
4.411 Deoial of Enumerated Rights 4.82 pMhi.idsman Programs d.

oss.of43.,:iqegesT--
Disciplinary-Procedui
Mechanical 'Restraints
Medical Restraints

L



Juveniles should be placed in room confinement only when no
less restrictive measure is sufficient to protect the safety of the
facility and the persons residing or employed therein. No
juvenile should be placed in room confinement for more than
one hour unless the procedures set forth in Standard 4.54 have
been followed. Rooni confinement for more than iwenty-four
houysshquld never be imposed

dinari y the place of confinement should lie *h juvenile's
own oom. When this is 1:ot posgihle, the place of confinement
shoul be' lighted, heated, cooled, and ventilated the same, as
other li ing areas in the facility and should be furnished with
the items necessary for the juvenile's health and comfort.
Juveniles placed in room confinement in facilities other than a
foster home should be examined at least once during the day
by.a physician, visited at least twice during the day by a child-
care worker or other member of the treatment staff, and be
provided With educational materials and other services as
needed. Juveniles placed in rc(om confinement in foster homeS
should be visited periodically? by the fostei::parent.

Juveniles placed in roornictinfinement for more than twelve
hours-should- bepir-O-VidedWith -at- leiisrdifetTiiiiiiiites of
recreation and exercise outside of the room in which they are

..!-COnfined. No child priced in room confinement should be
denied the rights,set forth in Standards 4A1-4.410.

Souroe:
See generally New York Official Compilation -of Codes,

Rules and Regulatkins10§ 168:2(c), (d), and (i) (1974). .

Commentary- -\

This,,,standard. recomm inds the use 'of room. confinement
11only When there is no over way to prevent dangs_. to_the,

facility or to persons livintvorkit:g-within-it:Before room
''confinement can exceed one lidur, the:juvenile must be given

noirce of the infractiond al'pess to the ombudsman and an
opportunity toyespond allegations against him/ her. See
standard, 4.54. Under nocirkumstances should a juvenile be
kept-urroom-confinement for. more than twenty-four. hours.

If the confinement is the juvenile's owd'room, then
the plat,: A confinement is required-lb have light, heat, a d
ventilation and be furnished to ensure the juyenile's health a d
comfort. Mine of the;rights enumerated in Standards 4.41-410
should ever be dirriiiiishsd or denied. See Standard 4.411. :,

:A _juvenile residing- in a residential facility other than a
foster home must be examined once during th -day by a
physician and must have at least two visits by a. child-care Or
treatment worker. Children residing in foSter homes shouidbe

visited periodically 1), the. foster parent. For every twelve
hours of confinement, the standard requires that the juvenile
be given thirty minutes of recreation outside the confinement
room.

The standard is similar to recOmmendations made by the,,
National Advisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and'
'Delinquency Prevention;,` Standard 20,4 (1976) [hereinafter
cited :as/ Report of the Task Force]; the American Corrections
Association, Commission on Accreditation for. Corrections
Manual of Standards for Juvenile Detention' FaCilities and
Services, Standards-'8336-8340 (1978) [hereinafter cited as
Manual of. Standards]; and the Iristitute of Judicial Adminis-
tration/AMerican Bar Association` Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards\Relating to Corrections
Administration, Standard 8.7 (1977)\ [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ABA; ..e-orrections Administration]. iiowever, as the

JIJA/ABA Joint Commission indicates, 'there is a certain
arbitrariness in assigning time limits to sanctions. IJA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra at Standard. 8.7 Fii;
example,' the 'IJA / ABA standard would allow -up to ten days
of room confinement; the Task Fordp on Jivenile. juSticelnd'
Delinquency Prevention recommends a maximum of five,
consecutive days, Report of the Task Force supra. at Standard
20.4; the Manual of Standards, supra, does not set an outside
limit but, kaires that deterinination to the hearing examiner.'
Manual of Standards, Standard 8340.%As previously indicted,
this standard permits no more than twenty-four hours of
confineTent:? Isolation is a severe penalty to_ impose±tp,:

'juvenile, especially since thiS sanction is to: assist in -

rehabilitation as well as to punish a ,child. The National
Advisory Committee considered the time limits suggested by
other standards-settint commissions 'and determined they
Were too harsh: Aftera,periodjof time;-room Confinement

- begins-to-datiiige the jnvenile, cause resentment toward the
staff, and serves, little useful purpose: also-Standard 4.54
and Comirientary: If a juvenile's behavior is so severe that the '-

safety of the facility or the people residing or working there is
threatened, serious consideration-should be given to Transfer-
ring-the juvenile to a-more seenie facility.. See Standard 4 71

Isolation, has historically:been subject to abuse. The very
tertn connotes a draconian sanction for severe infractions of
rules. The National Advisory coinmittee believed that the best
way to eliminate These abuies and to provide appropriate
treatment and sanctions was to curtail the length.. of roOm
confinement and establish a method for transfers of highly ..

disruptive or mentally-ill juveniles. This standard, in conjunc-
tion with ,Standard /4.71 and 4.73, implements that decision.

All of the standards-setting organizatiOr3 relied heavily on a
number of cases Which challenged the maltreatment of



uveniles -institutions. In `Loiai v. 'New York State
Department of Social Services, 322 F. Supp: 473 (S;D.N,Y.

wh:le finding 'that confinement per se. was'
unconstitutional, the court ruled that the treatnnent of the
plaintiff exceeded permissible bounds and therefore violated
the EighthArnendment prohibition against cruel and unusual
Punishment. In that case, the petitioner was a 14- year -old girl
adjudicated person in need of supervision, who was kept in a
.6' x 9' room for 24-hOurs-a-day for two weeks. During that
time, she was dressed in nightclothes and was provided with
neither recreational facilities nor reading materials. Although
she was visited by a social worker for the first seven* or eight
days, only one visit was made during the remaining period.
The court quoted Judge Burstein_ who discovered the
conditions under which Lollis was confined. "1 do not suggest
[he said] that commodious accommodations must be accorded
to children who disturb the tranquility of the community, .

[O]n the other hand, lhe -cruelty of iiolation and solitary
confinement ought not be augmented, by surroundings so
oppressive _as to.destroy the integrity and the identity Of the
child who, after all, is the object of our concern and who must
ultimately be returned to the community." Id. at 476.

BaSed on the facts and on expert testimony, the Judge
---granted an injunction and Ordered the superintendent of the

facility to prepare standards for the use of solitary confine
ment. Thpse standards were to include: (1) maximum tune

. limits, for confinement; (2) location of confinement; (3) normal
furnishings 1,1d reading. material Within the confinement

. room; (4) recreationneluding exercise andfresh air; (5)rules
regarding the extent to which a child may join in' common -.

activities despite, isolation; (6) provisions for staff visitation;
and .t7y the. maximum number of tmes a juvenile may be

.confined during.Jhe year.
:Shortly after the. Lollis case, NelSoh v. Heyne, 355 F. Supp.

451 (N.D. lnd.)affd. 492 F.2d 352 (7th Cir.) cert.den. 417 U.S.
987 (1974), and inmates of Boy's. Training School v. Affleck,
.346 F. Stipp, 1354 (p.R.1. 1972) were decided.. On facts similar
to thineLoths as well on the testimony of experts which
revealed that `prolonged and total isolation . . . is emotionally
and psychologically debilitating and serves neith'er treatment
nor punitive goalS;" Nelsbn; 355 F. Supp. at 456, the court
fotind that the.cOnfinernentyiolated the Eighth Ainendinent
prohibition against cruel and-unusual, punishment and was
" 'totally devoid of. the most rudimentary .notions of
procedural due pros,ess." Id. at 456.-

On his opinion, Judge-Grant stated that the u.seOf solitary
confinement does not of itself constitute cruel and unsual

_punishment. However; he held that the 'conditions
confinement are subject to,:ithe; limitations of the Eighth '

-, Amendment and that the resident IS entitled to due process
before confinement.. Id. at 457...Again,-as in Lollis, the court
order the. institution to prepare 'standards: in
Inmates, the court found that ". . .[t]o confine a boy without

.., exercise, always indoors, almost always in a cell, with
little in the way of educatiOn or reading materials, and,
virtually no visitors from the outside'world, is' to rot away the
health of, his body, mind and spirit. To then subject a boy
confinement in a dark and stripped confinement cell with
inadequate warmth and no Min= contact can onlylead to his

destructiori:/d. at 1366. Again, the court ordered thefacilitY
to make Changes in its program.

In 1974, the SucPrerne Court supported the notion, that (hie'
process must be afforded before one may be placedin solitary'
con nemen t In Wolff v. WDonnel1,. 539 (1974),' the
Court set forth procedures that Must be followed befOre an
adult prisdner may be confined to` 'isolation bell. Thorse,;_,
procedares advance written notice_ of the violation;
a' written stt,..;'7.;.,. (It of the evidence' relied ,Upon and the
reasons for the iiisciplinary action;land an adyersary hearing.
See Standard 4.54 and Commentary for a fuller discussion of
Wolff.

In Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Supp. ,53, 84=5 (ED. Tex.
1974), rev'd on other ground's, 535 F.2d 364 (5thCir.,19.76),
rev'd and remanded, 430 U.S.' 322 (1977), remanded On
rehearing,, 562 F.2d 993 (5th Cir., 1977), the court reviewed`
conditions in the-entire juvenile' justice systein in TeXas;.In
earlier hearings on this matter, the court' had found solitary
confinement conditions very similar to those -found in the;;'
aforementioned cases. Texas was required 4(71.1 establish,,/

standards governing solitary confinement of a juvenile' '
Finding the Proposed standards inadequate, the Court fisted
several mandatory guidelines. The court ruled that the ---.
standard for subjecting a juvenile to maximum security should
be a finding supported by psychiatric or,
personnel thAti the juvenile is exceptionally dangerous' and
could likely ruse severe injuryto him/herself or. Others:4d. at .,
84.

Pre-adjudicated children have also been prOtected by the
courts.- In re Savoy, #.1-4808-70 (D.C: Super: Ct. .1976). the
court Ordered that children be placed ih,isolationfor
time if serious violations of the ruies,,.dOeurred and if- ear ing
preceded the placement. ,The court did, ..:hOwever, IOW
privileges to .

be denied since ". . the institutional authOri es
must wiously, have some effective .sanctions available to
diSc urage major criminal activity." See' also v ew
York for Youth, 419 F. Supp. 203,(S:D.N.Y.

Finally, in Morgan v. Sprott, 432 F. Supp. 1.130 (S.p:
1977), the-Court found unconstitutional the use of "Intensive
Treatment Unit" cells which contained only a cornbination-
wash "basin and commode and a concrete slab built into ttie
wall for sleeping. There were windows with opaque glass and
no .artificial lighting. One cell was padded and had no .win-
dow, ftirnishingS, or sleeping slab. The plaintiffs were confined
alOne, they ate their meals ,in the cells, they were not allowed-
to talk with other students; and they were not alloWed to, lie
down or sleep during the day. Theywere denied all privileges.. -

The length of time spehtin isolation averaged eleven daysl.bUt,
record showed that some 'residents Were confined upfo eighty-
five days. Id. at 1138.

The court relied on all the:previously,.diseussed ca \Ses
finding the conditions existing in, the "Intensive Treatment
Unit" violative of the prohibition against cruel and unusual.:
punishment and the right to treatment and rehabilitation:
guaranteed by the due process clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The court permitted a very limited ,use of\-
isolated confinement. The court ruled that : (1) placement may
only occur if the resident constitutes an immediate threat to
the physical well-being of him/herself or others; (2) confine:1
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ntent may not , exceed twenty-fOur hours and must be
approved by 'the superintendent of the facility or another in a
responsible positign; (3) visits by staff must occur every three,
hours;.. (4) the cells must be provided with transparent

-Windows, lights, mattresses, bedclothes, personal hygiene
articles; and (5) that inmates Must be afforded minimum
privileges such as reading material's and the ability, to

'correspond. Morgan went beyond the previous cases by
relating solitary confinement to the concept of individualized
treatment. Previous eases had:set out minimum constitutional
requirements to be, followed fO everyone. The Morgan court
found that the right to treatment required, individualized
treatment plans to insure that placement in' room confine,-
Tient, even when otherwise justifiedcwill -not be allowed if anj,

emotional or psycholOgica I harm will result. Id. at 1140.
This standard, in conjunction with Standard 4.54, incorpo.:.

rates the procedural and substantive safeguards enunciated by
the courts whenever room: confinement is imposed in
residential,facilities. The itandard permits residential facilities
to impose room confinement to control juveniles, While
assuring that. the juveniles' health and well-being are
safeguarded. Although not specifically stated in this standard,

. a sufficient number of reviews and evaluations ensure that
room confinement will not occur when it interferes with the
individualized treatment. Morgan. See Standards 4.2141,
4.21.71, 4.410, 4.54, and 4.82; Additionally, this standard/
requires periodic checks of the juvenile by physicians, child/

i care workers, or fcmer parents depending upon the facility,
whenever room confinement occurs: Some recreational time is
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'also mandated. Finally,iit must also be emphasized that while
room confinement is per-mated, the rights discuiSed in
Standards 4.41-4.410 are inalienable,..see Standard 4.411, and
as such must be accorded to juveniles even while in room
confinement. I

The National AdVisory CoMM ittee recommends the'
adoption- of this standard, as an action each state can take;!
immediately, without a major reallocation of funds, to
improve the administration of juvenile justice.

Related Standards
4.21 Training Schools
4.219 High Security Juvenile Units
4.22 Camps and Ranches
4.23 Group Homes
4.24 Community Correctional Facilities
4.25 Foster Homes
4126 Detention Facilities
4.27 Shelter Care facilities
4.47 Notice of Rules
4.410 Right to Treatment
4:411 Denial -of "Enumerated Rights
4.54 Disciplinary Procedures
4.61 Mechanical Restraints
4.81 'Grievance Procedures
4.82 Ombudsman Programs



4.53 Loss of Privileges
.The temporary suspension of a privilege enjoyed by a 'juvenile
who is, detained or subject to the dispositional authority :of the
family court should be an authorized, form of 'diseipline. A
juvenile 'should be advised of the privileges subject to
suspension and a list of such privileges should be posted; in
each residential facilitY. No juveniles':should have a privilege
suspended' unlesS the procedures Set' forth in. Standard 4.54
have been,,followed.' In any event no privilege should be
suspended for a period of more than fourteen' consecutive
days.
food, including-snicks, toiletries, and other items necessary
for a minimum quality of life, as well as.the rights enumerated
in Standards 4.41-4.410, should not be dintinished or denied
for disCiplinary purposes.

Sources:
See generally Institute_ of Judicial Administra-

tion/American Bar Association Joint CommissiOn; on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Proposed Standards on Correc-
tional Administration, Standard 8.7 (draft, 1976); N.
Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations:
Discipline of Children § 168.1 (1974).

\ I

This,standard is related to other standards in'the 4.5 series
in setting forth the proper sanctions involved in disciplinary
procedures. See Standards 4.51, 4.52, and 4.54. The standard
allows temporary stispension of privileges only if the juvenile
has been , preVioUsly informed of the privileges subject to
suspension, if the list of rules and suspendable privileges is
posted in each residential facility, see Standard 4.47, and if the
procedures set forth in Standard 4.54 are followed.

FOod, toiletries,' and other basic necessities may never be
sUbject to suspension. Nor may the rights set forth in
Standards 4.41-4.410 be diminished or denied, for disciplinary.
reasons. See Standard 4A11; accord, Institute'of Judicial Ad:-
ministration/ American' Bar AssOciation Joint Commission on
Juvenile Justice Standards, Standards' Relating to CorreCtions
Administration, :Standard 8.6 (1977) [hereinafter cited as
IJA/ ABA, CorrectiOns Administration].

Privileges of, juveniles residing in residential facilities other
!Alan a .foster home may not be suspended for more than
twenty-four hours without providing notice of the infraction,
access to the ombudsman, or an opportunity for the juyenile
to respond to the allegations against him /her. See Standard
4.54 and Commentary. If a privilege of a 'juvenile in any

\
Commentary\

J
/_. ...)

facility is suspended for more thaii- seven days, the juvenile
mast be given notice of the infraction and a recorded hearing
where he/she is represented and given the opportunity to L_,
present favorable evidence and rebut unfavorable evidence
before an-impartial hearing examiner. See Standard 4.54. The
hearing should precede the Suspension of a privilege and
reviews, of the decision by an agency official should be ,.

available: Id Under no circumstances should privileges be
suspended for more than fourteen days. Id. .

As the court in In re Savoy, #J-4808-70, (D.C. Super. Ct:
19,16) stated : "[I]hstitutional authorities must Ibviously have
some effective sanctions available to d zourage major
criminal: activity" Id. at 4. This standard recognizes that
haying removed or limited the traditional forms of punish.
ment such as corporal punishment, see Standard 4.51,
physical restraints, see Standard 4.61, and,medicalrestraints;
see Standard 4.62, there must be some: sanctions left in 'Order
to control behavior in the facilities. However, while privileges

'., may be suspended, the- suspension,should be accomplished in
a manner that enhances rehabilitation. It should,not be used
solely for punitive purposes.

The American Correctional ASsOciation, Commission on
Accreditation for Corrections, Mannal of. Standards for
Juvenile Detention Facilities and Services, Standard 8333
(1978) [hereinafter cited as Manual of Standards]is similar to;

111this standard and suggests tha the privileges subject to
suspension be,.. use of televisio , radio, , or phonographs;
smoking; visits from friends (as distinguished from . family);
and special activities outside the facility. At no time should
meals, clothing, Sleep, health/care services, school, exercise,
correspondence, parental visits, or legal aid be affectedin any
way. Id at CoMmentary./ Thig standard would permit
suspensions of all of these. privileges except ,Visitation.. See
Standard 4.44, 4.411. - t,

The IJA/ABA, Coriections Arlministration, supra at
Standard 8.7 ,is similar but, additionally provides fOr time
limitations for the suspensiolt of priVileges based on the nature
of the infraction. Major infractions would result in suspension
of privileges for up 'to thirty days; minor infiactions . incur
'suspensions for up to fifteen days; and petty infractions incur
suspensions Tor up to seven days. That standard suggests that.
access to movies, radio, television, participation in-recreation-
al or athletic activities, participation in outside activities, off,-
ground privileges; access to the telephones (except for calls to
family or attorneys) are legitimate activities that may be
curtailed. The IJA/ ABA standards also indicate that outdoor
activities and recreational activities may.' be suspended,
IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at Standard
8.7. This does-not appear to be consistent with the ruling of



several courts nor is it consistent with this-standard. In Lol lis
v. New York State Department of Social Services, 322 F.
Supp. 473 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), the court ruled that -one of the
minimum necessary constitutional requirements is that a child
be provided with recreation. Id. at 483. Two years later in
Morales v. Turman, 383 F. SUpp. 53 (E.D. Tex. 1974), rev'd
on other groundq, 535 F,20 864 (5th Cir. 1976), rev'd and
remanded, 430 O.S. 322, remanded on rehearing, 562 F.2d 993
(5th Cir. 1977), that court ruled that one of the minimum
elements of an adequate professional treatment plan was an
". . . opportunity for adequate recreation and exercise . . ." Id.
at 100. Finally, in Frazier v. Ward, 476 F. Supp. 1354
(N.D.N.Y. 1977) speaking in regard to adult prisoners, the
court weighed the disastrous psychological and phsycal
.damage caused by prolonged deprivation of exercise, -end
concluded that it constituted cruel and unsual punishment in
'violation of the Eighth Amendment. "Id at I369:'

The denial of food, toiletries, and other items necessary for
a minimum quality of life is prohibited. This is consistent with
recommendations of other standards-setting commissions and
case law. Although primarily dealing with room confinement,
the cases indicate that the maintenance of diet, toiletries, and
similar items are minimum constitutional requirements. See
Lollis; Nelson,v. Heyne, 355 F. Supp. 451, affd. 491 F.2d 352
(7th Cir.), cert. den. 417 U.S. 987 (1974); Inmates v. Boys
Training School v. Affleck, 346 F. Supp. 1354 (D.R.1. 1972);
Morales v. Turman,: Penn v., New York Division for Youth,

.."419 F. Supp. 203 (S.D.N.Y. 1976); In re Savoy; and Morgan
v. Sproat, 432 F. Supp. 1130 (S.D. Miss. 1977); see Standard
4.52 and Commentary. As previously discussed in the
Commentaries to Standards 4.41-4.410, rights related to
correspondence, dress, personal appearance, visitation,
mental and physical care may not be denied. These are basic
liberties, not privileges. They May never be ,diminished or
denied for disciplinary reasons, See Standard 4.411, nor can
education be considered a privilege. The courts have held that
even while in room confinement, a child must be afforded at
least reading ,material. Educational opportunities, therefore,
should not be considered appropriate for suspension. Nelson;

0

Inmates; Pena; Lollis; and SavoY.. Accord, IJA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra at Standard 8.7. Bid see
Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. 565 (1974).

As noted with regard to room Confinement-- theltA/ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra indicate that timelimita-
lions are arbitrary. See Standard 4.52and Commentary. The
guidelines incoeporated into this standard by Standard 4.54
were determined by reference to court decisions holding that .

certain periods of time were beyond constitutional limitations.
See generally Standard 4.52 and Commentary. The time lirriit
recommended by this 'standard is lower than that recom-
mended by the .IJA/ ABA Joint Commission. The National
Advisory CoMmittee belieVed that suspensions continuing
beydne:foutteen days could be :subject to abuse, cause
resentment toward the staff and lose their rehabilitative
purpose. In a similar vein, the committee believed that while a
limited suspension of a privilege is a useful device, not all
privileges should be suspended for a single infraction.

77ie National Advisory Committee recommends the
adoption of this standard as an action each state can take
immediately, without a major reallocation of funds, to
improve the administration of juvenile justice.

Related Standards
4.21 Training Schools
4.219 High Security Juvenile Units
4.22 Camps and Ranches
4.23 Group Homes
4.24 Community Correctional Facilities
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.27 . Shelter Care Facilities,
4.47 Notice of Rules
4.410 Right to Treatment
4.411 Denial of Enumerated Rights
4.54 Disciplinary Procedures
4.81 Grievance- Procedures
4.82 Ombudsman Programs



54... Di 800nary
Prticed res.
A chronological re ord f all disciplinary actions taken
against juveniles plat in residential facilities should be
maintained. This record should contain the name of the
juvenile disciplined,' the name of the person imposing . the'
discipline, and the date of, the duration of, the actions leading
to; and the reasons for the disciplinary action.

Before jUveniles placed in a residential facility other than a
foster home may be confined in a room, including their own
thorn, for more than one hour, Or have a privilege suspended
for more than twenty-four hours; they should be given notice
of the alleged- infraction; access-to the facility ombudsman or
to a .person in an equivalent capacity;' and opportunity to

. respond to the allegations.

Before. juveniles placed in any residential facility inchiding a ,.
foster home may have a privilege suspended for more than
Seven days, there should be a hearing to determine whether the
allegations are true and whether the sanction is appropriate.
In conjunction with :that hearing, the juvenile should be
entitled:'

a. T6 written notice Of the rule violated and date, time, \
place, and nature of the alleged violation.on"which the
hearingis based;

b. To adequate. time to. Prepare;
c.' To representation by the facility ombudsman, a member

of the facility staff other than the ombudsman, -another
juvenile, or a volunteer from an
program;

d. To preient evidence and testify;-
e. To confront and cross-examine virithesses;

,f. To an impartial heriiing officer or hoar1;
g. To have the hearing tape-recorded, the tape maintained

by the agency for a two4ear: period, and access to ttta
tape or a transcript thereof; and .

h. To review. of the deCision by.the agency director or an
agency official above the level of facility-director who
reports to the agency director, or by. an findependent
review board. .

established volunteer

The hearing officer or board should be empowered' to extend
the period of suspension to a maximum Of foUrteen
consecutive days.

Sources:

See generally, Goss v.-' Lopez, 419 U.S. 565, 581 (1974);
NationalAdvisory Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standards 20.5 and 20.6 (1976).

Commentary

This standard .recommends the procedures to be followed
whendisciplinary actions are taken a,aainst juveniles in
residential facilities. Detailed recordS of -each"action and its
disposition should be maintained and preserved.'

The standard describes the procedures required before,
confining a child in any room for more than one hour or A;
suspending a privilege for more .than twenty4our hours, and
before suspending a privilege for more than seven days. In the
former, children, :in residential facilities Other than foster
Nimes are granted access to an ombudsman notice of the
infraction, and an opportunity to respond to the allegations
against him/her. In the latter instance, a child inany fatility is(entitled to a formal hearing to determine the veracity of the
allegatitins and the appropriateness of/fhe sanction. A decision
rendered orally at the hearing.should be submitted in writing
within two days to the agency, to the Child, and to the placing'
family court. This standard also recommends a fourteen-day
limitation on privilege suspenSions.

Whenever the state seeks to deprive a person of a'
constitutionally or state- guaranteed entitlement, due process
of law requires an c+pportunity to be heard on the issue.
Meachuni, v, Fario, 427 U.S. -215 (1976). Due: process,

however,. is a flexible concept that must be tailored to the
interests of those invorv'ed. Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471
(1972); Cafeteria Workers v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886 (1960. In
Matthews v:.. 424 U.S. 319 (1974), the Supreine
Cdurt set forth three criteria which 'must be considered When
fashioning the appropriate proceSs due in a given situation:

First, the private interest that "will, be affected . by the
deprivation [including the 'degree of potential deprivation];
second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such
interests through the ProcedUres used, and the probable
value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural
safeguards; and finally, the government's interest, including
the fiscal and administrative burdens that (tie additional, or
substitute procedural requirement would entail' MattheWs,
424 U.S. at 338.
Both before and after Matthews, the Supreme Cour



discussed the procedures necessary to protect the rights of
adult inmates regarding suspension of privileges. In 1974, the
Supreme Court considered' the due process procedures
required at a disciplinary' hearing involving residents in adult
correctional institutions who were facing the, loss of good time
credit. Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539 (1974). The Court
stated that due procesS required: (1) written notice at least
twenty-four hours prior to the hearing; (2),a written statement
of the evidence relied otl and ,reasons for the proposed
disciplinary action; and (3) a hearing which includes the right
to call witnesses in one behalf as Icing as it does not endanger
institutional safety. The Court established- neither a right to
confront and cross-examine witnesses nor a right to counsel. If
the inmate is illiterate or the case involves a complex issue,
however, the accused should be provided with representation.
Id..

More recently, the . Court Reaffirmed Wolff in Baxter v.
Palmigiano, 425 U.S. 308 (1976) Again the Court stated that"
an inmate has no right to retained or appointed counsel at the
hearing. According to the Court, the ability of the inmate to
call, confront, and cross-examine witnesses is within the ,s

discretion to prison officials. Id.
The Supreme Court has also addressed the issue of

procedural due process -in the context of public high school
disciplinary proceedings and has -held that students facing
tempOrary suspension have interests which qualify for
procedural protection. Goss v. Lopez, 419 U.S. '565 (1974).
When a student faces a Suspension of ten or fewer days, he/she
must be given oral or written/notice of. the charges against
him/her, and, if 'they are denied, school authorities must
explain the reasons ,for their proposed action and allow the
juvenile to present his /her version of the events. Ici at 581.
Although notice and hearineshould precede 'suspension, the,
Court noted that in situations where the student's presence
endangers persons or /property or threatens disruption of the
academic process, notice, and hearing following an immediate
suspension is justified. Id at 586. The Court refused to
construe the due process clause torequirethat the student be
'given the opportunity to secure counsel, to confront,and cross=
examine ,witnesses supporting the charge, or to present his / her
own witnesses. /a at. 584. Importantly, the Court stated that its
holdings are confined to short suspensions, not eXceed ingoten
days, and stated that longer suspensionS or expulsions may
require /mere formal proceedings. Id at 586. See also Wood v.
StrickiOncli 420 U.S. 308 (1974) (Court remanded a case
involving expulsion of public high school studentS for a
disCuskion .of procedural due process' requirements).
/ This standard; with support from. other commentators and
case law, provides that due 'prOcesi procedures be utilized
before imposing dishiplinary sanctions against juveniles in
residential facilities. The standard also recommends that the
facility maintain" a chronological record of all disciplinary
actions taken against its residents. The record should include
the child's name, the name of the pers& imposing the
discipline, and the date of, the duration of, the action leading
tO, antethe reasons for the disciplinary action. This assures
that the right to review will be meaningful and will be based on
accurate records. See Standard 1.53.

The standard also recognizes the facility's need for some

latitude in disciplining' children. Thus; confining a child to any
room for less than one. hour or suspending a privilege for'less
than twenty-four hours does not require any formal
proCeeding prior to the imposition of the sanction. Standards
4.81 and 4.82 do, however, narrow the scope of Ole
institution's power in this regard by providing grievance
proCedures and the ability to,refer unwarranted discipline to
the ombtidsrnan.

This standard provides that a child in a facility other than a
foster home facing room 'confinement of more than one hour
or privilege suspension of more than twenty-four hours, be
accorded the right to notice of the allegation, access to a
facility, ombudsman' or a person of similar status, and an
opPdrtunity to respond to .the allegation. This is similar to the
minimum -procedures set forth ,in Goss and the Institute of
Judicial Administration / American Bar 'Association' Joint
Commission. on Juvenile Justice Standards, _Standards,
Relating to Corrections Administration, Standard 8.8 (1977),
[hereinafter Cited as LTA /ABA'.:, Corrections. Administration].
It dOes, howeyer, expand on both by providing the child with
the opportunity to consult with the facility ambudsmanbefore,
being asked to respond to the allegations.' While the sanctions
imposed are not de minimis, see Goss, they are not so great
that full due Process, hearings are warranted. Room confine--
men!. can extend no more than twmty-four hours for each
instance requiring disciplinary actions. A suspension of a
privilege can extend only up to seven days. While this may
seem harsh to" a juvenile it is not very severe:, In light of the
sanctions, this procedure provides sufficient protection for the,
juvenile. while not unduly hampering the facility program.

/Foster homes are exempt from this procedure. The goal of a
foster home is' to recreate to the greatest extent possible a
normal home environment. This procedural process would be,
counter to that purpose. Since abuses are more likely to occur
in large facilitiesrit is not unreasonable to require more formal
procedures in them. Further, shoUld abuses occur in a. foster
home, resort: to the ombudsman' and the grievance procedure
is always available to remedy the problem. See Standard 4.81
and 4.82,

The standard requires that a 'hearing be held to determine
whether allegations, are true and to determine whether the
sanctions are appropriate in cases where a child faces
suspension of privileges for more than seven days. See .
National Advisory CoMmittee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task Force(6n juvnile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standard 20.5,0976) [hereinafter
cited as :Report of the Task 'Force] (full due processhearing
required when facing more than twenty-fotirTh ours in secure-
quarters).

Specifically, the child is entitled to the following::
a. Written notice ,of the rule violated and the date, time,

place, and nature of the alleged violation upon which the
hearing is based..

,b. Adequate time to prepare. Accord, 1JA/ ABA, Correc-
tions Administration, supra at Standard 8.9 (written notice
twenty-four hours after discovery of infraction); Report of the ,
Task Force, supra at Standard 20.5 (2) (written notice of the
allegation and evidence forty-eight hours in advance of fact-
finding decisions);. In re 'Savoy, J-4808-70 (D.C. "Super. Ct.



19761at 7.(oral'notice to be followed, by written notice' of alle-
gatiOn and procedure to Obtain representation; hearing to fol-
joW within forty-eight hours of written notice).

c. Representation by the facility ombudsman,,a member of
the facility staff other than the ombudsman, another juvenile,
or a volunteer from' an established volunteer program.

.Accord, IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administrytion, supra at
Standard 8.9; Report of the Task Force; .supra at, Standard
20.5(3) (fact finders should provide substitute counsel for
children' who do not comprehend proceedings as a result of
complexity or lack of maturity or intellectual ability;
translator to be provided for non-English speaking children);
In re Savoy at 8 (representative of child's choice, chaPlain,
staff member).

d. Present evidence and testify.
. e. Call and cross-examine Ivitnesses. Aecord, IJA/ ABA,
Corrections Administration, supra at Standard 8.9; Report of
the Task Force, supra at Standard 20.5(4); In re Savoy at 8, 9.

f. An impartial hearing officer or board. Accord, IJA/
ABA, Corrections Administratibn, supra at Standard 8.9
(three-person board : one 'member not an employee: at the
facility); Report of the Task Force,rsupra at Standard 20.5(1);
and In re Savoy, at 8 (three staff members; one on the
counseling staff), ct

g. A tape-recorded hearing with the ,tape maintained by the
agency. for a two-yearperiod and with access to thetape or a
transcript thereof. Accord, eport of the Task' Force, supra at
Standard. 20.5(5) (right to eceive written record); and In re
Savoy. at. 9. . 2-

h. Review of the decision the ency director or an
agency official above the level of fact ity director who reports
to the agency director, or by an independent review board.
Accord, IA/ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at
Standard 8.9 (review by program director and by independent
review board); Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard
20.6 (review on one of three grounds': procedural violations;
new, relevant evidence; disposition disproportionate in
relation to findings);1in re Savoy at 9,10 (by superintendent
who may suspend decision, remand case, approve or decrease
sanction).

This standard recommends that the decision should be
rendered orally at the hearing. A written decision including
facts and reasons underlying the determination, should be
submitted within two days to the agenc:.. The child and the
placing family-court should . each rc.xive a copy. .Accord,:
Report of the Task Force, supra at Standard 20.5(S); In re

Savoy at 9 (both establishing the right to a written copy of
board's disposition). The purpose of providing a written' coPy
of the decision is to assure that the agency and the child are
'aware of the exact nature of the event and the, reasons why
sanctions were imposed. This will preventlater misinterpreta-
tions by others 'working with the juvenile. Similarly, if the
court is to meaningfully review the case, it should be clearly
informed regarding all aspects of the juvenile's progress.

If additional sanctions are warranted, the hearing officer
may extend the suspension for a period not to exceed a total of
fourteen days; See IA/ABA, Corrections Administration,
supra at Standard 8.9 (ten-day. limit on room confinement;
thirty-day limit on suspension of privileges); In re Sayoy,.'
(seven-day limit on room confinement).. See also Standard
4.53 and , Commentary.

Foster homes are not exempt from this provision. The
National, Advisory Committee believed that extended sanc-
tions should always be imposed by a neutral fact finder.
Despite the fact that the potential for abuse of suspensions is
less n foster homes than in other facilities, resort to the more
formal procedure is still warranted.

The National Advisory Committee recommends the
adoption of this standard as an action .each state can take
immediately, Without a major reallocation of funds, to
improve the administration of juvenile justice.

Related 'Standards
3.2' 'Noncourt Adjudicatory Proceedings
4.21 Training Schools
4.219 High Security Juvenile Units
4.22 Camps and Ranches
4.23 Group Homes
4,24 Community Correctional Facilities.
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.27 Shelter Care Facilities
4.47 Notice of Rules
4.410 Right to Treatment
4.411- Denial 'of Enumerated Rights
4.51 Corporal Punishment
4.52 Confinement
4.53 Loss of Privileges
4.61 Mechanical Restraints
4.62 Medical Restraints
4.81 Grievance Procedures
4.82 Ombudsman. Program
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4.6 Use of Restraints
4.61 Mechanical
Restraints

.7

Mechanical restraints should be used only when a juvenile is
uncontrollable and constitutes a serious and evident dangir to
Min/herself or to, ethers, or during transportation when
neCessary for public safety; Use of 'mechanical restraints,
except during transportation should not be iMpoiid for more
than a half hour. When in restraints, a juvenile should not be
attached to any furniture or fixture.

Sources:

New. York Official Compilation of Codes, Ruled and
-Regulations § 68.3(a) (1974).

Commentary
This standard recommends the elimination of the use of

mechanical restraints in all but a few regulated circhinstances.
The term mechanical n.:;traiiits is meant to include handcuffs,
ropes, chains, straitjackets, and other such types of security
equipm..nt. Mechanical restraints may only be used when a
juvenile is not otherwise controllable and presents a danger to
him/ herself or. others. If used, mechanical restraints may not
be inpOsed for more than a half hour, nor should they be used
to attach a juve/hile to furniture or fixtures. Another
recognized exception is for the transportation of juveniles. If ,

restraints are needed to protect the public, they may be used
for the duration of the transportation.

The restriction on the use of mechanical restraints is based
. on the concept of least restricts e alternative. See Standard

4.410 and Commentary. In Shelton v. Tucker,264 U.S. 291
(1960),_ the Supreme Court held that "eyen when government

.

puri:y,seS are legitimate and substantial, they should not be
pursned by means that "broadly stifle fundamental personal
liberties when the ,:rd can be more narrowly achieved," at 488.
Cf. Morales v. Turmarv.383 Supp. 53 (E.D. Tex. .1974)
reii'd on other grounds, 585 F.2d 864 (5th Cir. 1976), rev'd and
remanded, 430 U.S. 322, remanded on rehearing, 562 F.2d 993
(5th Cir. 1977). Quoting from Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S;
238,. 279 (1971), the 7th Circuit in Nelson v. Heyne, 491 F.2d
352, 354 (7th Cir.), cert. den., 417 U.S. 987 (1974) followed a
similar test in determining that-Eighth Amendment violatiiniS
occurred in a juvenile reform school.

. .The.infliction-of a severe punishment by the state cannot
comport with human dignity when it is nothing more than
the-pointless infliction of suffering. If there is a significantly-

less severe punishment adequate to achieve the purposes for
which thee. punishinentl is inflicted, the punishment is
unnecessary and, therefore excessive.

This philosophy_ has also been implemented by many state
statutes.. See . National Law Center, Law and Tactics, in
Juvenile Cases; 547 (1977); Standard 4.410 and Commentary.

Standard 4.61 is 'meant to regulate those few:circumstances
that require the use of mechanical restraints. The guidelines to .;
be followed are those established 'II Pena v. New York. State;
Division for 'Yoyth,'419 F. Supp. 203 (S.D.N.Y. 1976)..In that
case, the court found that ". . the use of such physical
restraints is highly anti-therapeutid' and should be tolerated
only in cases where a child is a serious and evident danger, to
himSeit'or others and incapable of being controlled by, any less
restrictwe means such as restraint by a staff member." rd. 211.
The court forbade mechanical restraints for longer than thirty
minutes (except in transportation situations)- and absolutely
prohibited the binding of hands and feet and the restraining of
a juvenile to a-piece of furniture.

.,. This absolute prohibition against their...use, for over thirty
minutes' (except when in . transit) and against '.attaching
juveniles to fixtures reflects the belief that neither is necessarynecessa
in most situations and ihat when legitimate 'needsarise,ithey
are of short duration. Room confinement provided for by
Standard. 4.52 is adequate to, confine. and control most
juveniles who are harmful to him/herself or others. Addition-
ally, casework and 'psychiatric services should be sufficient
once the outbUrst has subsided.

Thirty minutes is iegarded as the maximum time necessary
to control a juvenile and to:get him/her to a less restrictive
setting,Thennly-recognized-exception occurs when a juvenile.--1.
is being transported.' Dile to the security limitations of a
vehicle, it may be necessary to use mechanical restraints to
ensure public safetY. .The implication of the standard's
exception is that this should only be considered if public safety

. is a real concern and then, only for as long as the juvenile is in
actual transit.

To attach anyone to a piece of furniture unnecessarily is to
degrade them and to damage ,their human dignity. The
standard grants no exceptions to this prohibition. The
standards as a whole reflect an attempt to make the juvenile
justice system' more humane: Strictly limiting the unnecessary
tre..t.! of mechanical restraints is one .step in this dieCtion.
Accord, American CorreeOnal Association, Commission on
Accreditation for CarrectiOns, Manual of Standards for
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Juvenile Detention 'Facilities and Service's, Standard 8308'
'(1970) [hereinafter cited as Manual of Standards]:

The Inititute of Judicial Adminiitration/ American Bar
Association Joint Commision on Juvenile Justice Standards,

,Standards'Relating to Corrections AdMinistration, Standard
7.8 (1977) [hereinafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Correcttions,Ad-
ministration] is much stricter than :this standard. The
IJA/ASA, Corrections AdministratiOn, supra
allow :mechanical restraints .during transportation. The
DA /ABA Joint CoMmission found two reasons for t 'his

position: First, the small size of the prograeshould never
necessitate such restraints. within the facility, and second, the
consistent 'history of abuse of these methods in juvenile
corrections settings demand theirprohibition.

The IJA/ABA, Corrections Administration, supia at.
Standard 7.8 Commentary, cites Pena and Morales as
justification. In Pena,. agency regulations and state statutes
had been developed regarding mechanical restraints before the
ease was .brotight. Despite theseregulations, the abuses by
staff members were found to be rampant in.both instances.

The IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration reflects the
position that cases like Morales and Pena prove that, despite
regulations, infractions will *pr. This standard, although.
recognizing that past abuse has occurred; nevertheless allows a
very` limited use of restraints to accommodate facility ,
concerns. In a case where in abuse does occur, referral to the
grievance .mechanikn, see Standard 4.81', or to the ombuds-,.

man, see Standard 4.82, is sufficient to insure that future abuie.
does .not occur.

The National Advisory C.Ommittee recommends the
adoption of this "standard as an action each (state can take
immediately .without a major reallocation of funds, to
improve the,administration Of juvenile justice.

Related Standards

4.21 Training Schocit§
4.219 High. Security juvenile Units
4.22 Camps and Ranches
4.23.: Group Homes'
4.24 Community Correctional Facilities
4.25 Foster Homes
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.27 . Shelter Care Facilities_
4.3 Nonresidential,Programs
4.46 ResponsibilitY for Control and Apprehension of

Juveniles , .

4.47. Notice/ of Rules
4.410 Right' io Treatment
4.411 Denial of Enumerated Rights
4:54, Disciplinary Procedures
4.62 Medical Restraints
4.81 Grievance ProCedures
4.82 Ombudsman Programs .



4:62 -':Mfedicdt'ROtrai11$;:
For the purposes of these -Standards, Medical restraints- are
Medication administered either by injection or orally for the
purposes of quieting an uncontrollable juvenile. '

Medical *restraints should be administered only in situations in
which a juvenile. is so uncontrollable that no 'other means of
restraint can prevent the juvenile from harming Iiiin/lierself.
Medical restraints should be authorized only by a physician
and should be administered only by a physician or a registered

Orders authorizing registered nurses .to administer prescribed
psychiatric medication at their own discretion for purposes of
crisis interiention, should only be issuaby a psychiatrist whO
has examined the juvenile and determined that such an order,
is reqUired by the juvenile's ongoing treatment needs. A
report shoiki accompany each.suCh, oider explaining the facts
and reasons underlying it and providing specific instructions:
The order should-be re-examined weekly to determine whether
the order iastill necestary. If the order is continued, a written
*report explaining the facts and reasons underlying the
continuation should be prepared Monthly. A copy of reports
explaining the issuance or continuance of)such orders should
be provided to the director of the facility and 'placed in the
juvenile's file.

Sources:
See generally New York Official CoMpilation of Codes,

Rules and Regulations §168.3(b) (1974).:

Commentary
This standard recommends guidelines for the use of

medication administered orally or by injectiOn for the
purposes of quieting an uncontrollable juvenile where no
other means ,..-,_of restraint can prevent 'the juvenile from
harming him/ herself. The standard requires authorization by
a physician and allows only physicians and registered nurses
to administer any medical restraints.

. Authorization for registertd nurses .to administer psychia-
tric medication for crisis intervention at their own discretion
is only allowed if (1) it is issued by a psychiatrist who has
examined -the juvenile and determined that the order is
consistent with ongoing treatment needs; (2) a report
explaining facts and reasons behind order and providing
detailed instructions and' guidelines for administering the
drugs accompanies the order;,-, and (3) the juvenile is re-
exainined weekly, to determine_if the need still exists. If the
order reportcontinued, a repo must:1)e filed, monthly setting forth
the facts and reasons for its continuation. A copy of all reports
should/be given to the director of the facility and also placed in
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the juvenile's Me. See Standard 1.5 for proAsions concerning
confidentiality.

Nelson v. Heyni, 49t F.2d 352 (7th cert.den., 417
U.S. 987 (1974) Med that the use of medical restraints under
conditions "existing at an Indiana trainingschool Yiolated the
prohibition against cruel' and unusual ,punishnient. The court
ruled that theitate's interest in punishMent and the control of
excited behavior did not justify exposing the juvenile-to:the
pOtential hazardSinvoiyed. Id. at ,357. In Perla v. 141.-Y;Stati:
Division for Youth, 419 F. Supp..203 (S.D.N.Y. 1976) the
court found that requirements siMilar to those recommended
by this standard were the'"minimal constitutional Standards
which must be adhered to in the administration of a Juvenile
training school."-/d.'at 208-209.- the Pena: court: found that in :
light of the fact that those regulations were in effect en the'
abuses took place, special additional requirements must: be
maintained in using Medical .restraintS: Thorazine, a Majcir
tranquilizing!'drug, was :niit alldWed except :as a part 'of an
ongoing treatment plan and the option of taking medication
orally or intraniuscidarly was given to the juvenile. The
present-standard dpes not specifically address either;ot these -'

issues. However, when read in conjunction with Standards- 7,

4.410 and,4:214, this standard would forbid the use of major
tranquilizing 1/4:rugs which were contrary to the treatmentplan.
Further, the use of oral medication should be preferred. See
Standards 4.410. and 4.214 and Commentaries: :

This standard like the American Correctional. Adniinistra
tion, ComMissian on Accreditation for Corrections, Manual
of Standards.for-Juvenile Detention Facilities and Services,

Standards 8247 thrOugh 8250(1978), is meant to prohibit the
Use of stimulants, tranquilizers, or psychotroPic drugs- tor
purposes of Program management and control or for purpoSes.
of eiperimentation and research. Medical restraints are only
allowed- to protect the juvenile. As long as a juYenile is not;

'endangering him/herself, medical-Iestraints may not be used.
Where a juvenile's hehayior becomes uncontrollable and
disruptive to other juveniles other fornis of control are
apprcipriate. See Standards 4.51-54; 4.61 andCommentaries.
The standards recognize no circumstance where the safety of
others cannot be ensured through the use of some sort of
physical restraint, see Standard 4.61, room confinement, see
Standard' 4,52, or simple separat'-on of the .juveniles. In
employing medical restraints, as with any other restraints, the
least restrictive and dangerous drug should be used See.
Standard .4.410 and ComMentary. -

The standard differentiates betWeen medical restraints and
psychiapic medication: restraints, as explained
above, /are limited to 'absolute emergency situations. Even
then', they must be authorized by a psychiatrist and adminis7
tered only), by the physician or a registered nurse.
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The third 'paragraph of the standard _refers to psychiatric
mediCation which, is determined'to be part of a juvenile's ort.,.
going treatment needs in crisis. situations: Eyidence presented'.,
in Nelson showed that the use of "tranquilizing drugs admin-:
istered to the juveniles can cause. the collapse of the
cardiovascular System, the closing of a patient's throat with
consequent, asphyxiation, a depressant effect on the produc-
tion of bone marrow, jaundice from an affected liver,'
drowsiness, hemotological disorders, sore. throat and ocular
changes." Id at 357. Other psychopharmacological drugs used
in the treatment of emotional disturbances cause a number of
varied.reactions, among them suicidal tendencies, death due to
ventricular abruirmality of the heart, alteration of sleep habits,
and muscle twitching. Handbook of Psychiatry, 3rd E 453 -
461 (SoloMon, Philip, and Patch, ed. 1974).

The procedural requirements of the third paragraph of the
standard will serve to prevent dangerous abuses in the use of
drugs. The child's health will., be protected by constant
Monitoring and, periodic reviews of the treatment program.
No drugs should be allowed which do not have a theraPeutic
and habilitatiye purpose, cf. Naughton v. Berilacqua,458 F.
Supp. 610 (D.R.I. 1978). (prolixin could not be used absent a
habilitative purpose). See also Standard 4:2142 and 4.410 and
Commentaries. The specified report is required to doCument
all treatment gin to a juvenile as well as Ito set forth the
reasons behind. ail' procedures' Used.'

It has been suggested that since all potent tranquilizers.
interfere with a persOn's mental functioning, ability to think
clearly, and general ideas, their.use could violate an element of
free speech protected by the First Amendment. National
Juvenile Law Center,. Law and Tactics in Juvenile Cases,
§ 23.8 (1977). An analogy to drug use in mental hospitals may
also be made. In Rennie v. Klieni 462 F. Supp 1131 (D.N.J.
1978) the district court judge found that an involuntarily-
committed mental: _patient may havea right to refuse
medication in the absence of an emergency and due process
must be followed before administratibn of the drugs is forced .

upon the 'person. The *:decision was based on the right to
,protect one's mental processes from government interference
which emerges from the, right to privacy. Id. at 1144.

Since the right to privacy is not absolute, the court indicated,
three factors it .perceived as Capable of overriding that right.
First, the state's police power permits it to confine a person
.who is a danger: to him / herself or others; second, under the
doctrine of pa-rens .patriae, the state may care for those who
cannot _care for themselves; and 'finally, the state may. argue-
that. medication is the least restrictive alternative under the

O

circumstances. These stateinterests /may only override the
right to.'privacy if due process is afforded beforehand. .0. at
1'145-1147. In additionlo periodic reviews and reports which
are required by this stapdard, the/'Rennie court ordered a

''hearing before any forced administration of mediCation. Id. at
1147.

-/\ The Institute of Judicial AdMinistration/ Ainerican Bar
Association Joint Commission on'/Juvenile Justice Sta ndards,
Standards Relating to CorrectionS Administrations, Standard
4,10F (draft, 1976) allows the use of stimulants, tranquilizers,
and psychotropic drugs only with the,consent of the juvenile
and the.consent,of the parent of guardian of a juvenile Under
16 years old: There can be no' forced medication Unless an
emergency stituatit_rn arises: This standard, in. Conjunction'
With standard 4.410, accomplishes the same purpose. See
Standard 4.410 and ComMentary. Additionally, enough
safeguards are built into these standardi to ensure that abuses
do not occur.: See Standards/iin the 1,4 series aniVCorrtinentar-
ies; see also 'Standar& 2.245 2.344, 4.214, 4.217, and 4:410;
4..6' series; 4.8 series; and lespectiYe Conimentaries. ,

The National Advisory Committee recommends thii.adop-
tion of this standard , s an action each state can 'take
iminediately, without a/ Major' reallocatiOn of funds;' to
improve the administration of juvenile justice.

Related. Standards

:"

4.21 Training' SchOrols
4.219 High Security Juvenile Units

R4.22Camps and'i anches
//423 Group Homes

4.24 Communitj, Correctional Facilities
4.25. Foster HiOmes
4.26. Detentiop Facilitiei
4.27 Shelter Care. Facilities
4.3 Nonresjdential Programs .

4.46 Responsibility for Control and Apprehension o
Juveniles

4.47 Notice of Rules .

4.410 Right to Treatment
4.411 Denial of Enumerated Rights
4.52 COnfinement
4:54 Disciplinary Procedures
4.61 /Mechanical Restraints
4.81 /, Grievance Procedures

.4.82 Ombudsman Programs



4.7. Troh00(.,PrOOdurps
-:4.71 -.17:tan$fei*-_frOp
$6001-6, to M0e0 r$ecu(0..,
Facilities
Each state shoUld classify the public' and private facilities Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations: Guidelinesforproviding residential care for juveniles subject to the Transfer, §175.1 (1974). - .

jurisdiction of family court over delinqiency or noncriminal .

misbehavior according to the level of security maintained. A
lisrof the facilities in each category should be.published each
year -

.
Before a juvenile ,placed - in a residential- facility. may .be
transferred to a cottage, wing, or structure Within that facility
which. meets the definition of a high security unit set 'forth in i

Standards 4.219-4.2194, or which has security :features I

equivalent td.those found -in any More secure category of
facility, or tO another facility in a more Secure- category, a
hearing should be held. At that hearing thejuvenire Should be
:entitled to all' rights specified for disciplinary hearings in
Standard 4.54(a)-(g).

.A juvenile should only be transferred to'aincire secure facility
I

or unit if:

a. The juvenile poses a danger to him/herielf or others:
b. Tie juvenile's actions demonstrate that he/shecannot be

controlled in the facility or unit or placement dile to its
lick of security; or: . -
'f-he service benefits to the particular juvenile of the more
secure facility or Unit substantially outweigh any detri-
mental effect:of the greater constraints on liberty. IiA copy- of a decision approving transfer to a more secure

facility or unit should be prOvided to the placing family court
for review, to the juvenile, the juvenile's representative, andin
the juvenile's parent or guaidian.

Transfers from nonresidential programs to residential pro-
grams and from foster care to other residential programs
should .only be authorized after a judicial hearing pursuant to
Stantiards 3.1810 or 3.1811.

\
Sources:

See generally Fenner v. Luger, 73 CIV 552 (S.D.N.Y. 19175);
Morales\ Turman, 383 F. Supp. 53, 84 (E.D" Tex. 1974),
re'v'd on other igrounds, 535 F.211864 (5th Cir:.1976),.rey'd, and
remanded, -430 U.S. 322, remanded on, rehearing, 562 F.2d 993
(5th cir. '1977) M. Goddard; From Minimum to Maximum

,Security in Juy\enile Corrections: Transfer Boards or On-Site,
Hearings (unpublished Manuscript, 1977); New York Official
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Commentary
This standard provides that each state should annually

publish . i list that classifies public and private juvenile" :

residential facilities aCcording to the -level of security
maintained. Accord, Institute of JUdicial Administration/ A-

:merican Bar Association Joint CarnmiSsiOn on Jtivenile
JustiCe Standards, Standaids Relating toCdirectionsAdmin-','
sitration, Standards 7.1. .(draft, 1976) [hereinafter cited' a's-
IJA/ ABA, . CorrectionS Adminiitration]. These standards
contemplate the creation of an array of residential faCilitieS
ranging frOm nonsecure foster homes, see Standard...4.25, to
high security see Standard 4.219; 'within 'residential -1

training schools, ..see' Standard 4:21. Each existing ,facility
should be examined and classified according to degree of
security inaintained. As states andlOcal communities 'develop
new facilities; each should be classified by the state agency: By
annually pUblishinia listlof facilities accOrding,tniti:level of
security, and re!!eyalitating,the..clasiiificatiOns periodically, see
Standard 1.125, judges, attorneys, 'sOcial workers and
correctional personnel. will: have the ability to match the
proper facility to the needs of the individual child.

From time to time, facility supervisors will determine that a
transfer ofthe juvenile to a more'seCure facilityts appropriate...
The- SUPreme Court has determined that a tranifer of an adult
inmate:to a higher level of security within the prisOn SyStem:is
not an infringement of the inmate's Fourteenth :Amendnient
liberty interest. MeachUrn v. Fano, 427 U.S.,215 (1976). The;
Court's holding was based on the 'absence of either a
Constitutional right or state-induced expectationio remain at
a single 'level of security once the ininateS's liberkhad been
deprived for violations of the criminal law. The rehatiiiitative
process in general and these standards in particular presup-
pose the use 9f the least restrictive alternative necessary to
rehabilitate latyiolatorS- and -status offenders. See Standard
4.410 and Commentary. As'such, juyeniles in the system.have
the, expectation of 'minimal and` appropriate security. Once the
statetinduced expectation exists, procedural due prOcess is
required. Cf: Meachum; Montanye v. Haytnes, 427 U.S.-236:
(1976).



..The standard permits transfers to a more secure facility as
long as a recorded administrative hearing is held for which the
child has had nottice and time to prepare, representation
though not necessarily by counseland -the opportunity to
present favorable evidence and rebut unfavorable evidence.
before an impartial hearing officer. See Standards 4.54 (a-g);
3.2of._ 1JA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at
Standard, 4.5; and National Advisory Corrimittee on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the TaSle Force on
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, Standard 20.5
(1976). In Morales v. Turman, 383 F. Stipp. 53, (E.D: Tex
1974), rev'd on other grounds, 535 F 2d 864 (5th Cir. '1976),
rev'd and remanded, 430 U.S. 322,- remanded on'tehearing,
562 F.2d. 993 (5th Cir. 1977).the court held that a decision to
transfer' a juvenile to a secure setting must be made in
accordance with procedural due. process. Other courts have
also held that transfers of juveniles to more secure settings
require hearings which comport with due prOcess safeguards.
See Shone Iv. Maine, 406 F.2d 844 (1969); People ex rel.
.Goldfinger Johnston, 280 N.Y. 2d 304 .(1967);.Fenner v.
Luger, (73 CIV 552, S.D.N.Y. 1975) (unpublished consent
order): The standard limits transfers from less secure to more
secure facilities to circumstances that show the juvenile is
dangerous,:to\ him/ herself or. others-;:is unControllable' in the
preSent setting, or if the benefit derived from a more secure
setting outweighs the detrimental effect on the yotith's liberty.

The N. Y. Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and
Regulations': liansfers §§175.1-.4' (1974) mandates that a
child be transferred to .a more secure facility when.the child is
a "serious and evident danger to him/ herself and to others" to
such a degree that a more secure setting "is the only
alternative," or when the treatment and rehabilitative_.
resources are inadequate to handle. the behavior of the child

-and a more secure setting "is the only alternative." The code
.. does not, however, require as extensive a hearing as that
recommended by this standard. While the procedures .
recommended by this standard will entail more than the New
York. procedure, the curtailment of liberty warrants the
'additional procedural orotectiOns.

This standard requires that a copy of the decision to transfer
to a more secure facifity be provided to the jut, enile, his /her
parents, his/he representative, and to the placing family court
judge_fcir_review._This'_will_ensure that the child or the court
can prevent

,-1
any, which are not warranted.

Transfers, from nonresidential programs- to residential
programs and from foster homes to moresecure residential
programs may ibeanthorized only after a judicial hearing has
taken place :pursuant to Standard 3.18.10' or 3.1811. This
measure indicates' a preference for family court approval of
any drastic change in the child's placement. There is no doubt

that the transfer from one residential facility to another is a
less significant incursion into an adjudicated juvenile's liberty
expectations than is a transfer from a foster home to a more
secure .facility or from a nonresidential program .to a
residential program. Because more is at -stake, decisions
shOuld only be made after a hearing before the judge Who
issued the original .dispositonal \ order. This standard, in
conjunction,with Standards 3.1810\and 3:1811, views this kind
of transfer as similar .to' a revdcation- of 'probation .which
should comport with due proceSs guarantees. See Gagnon v.
Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 790 (1973); Standards 3.1810, 3.1811 and
"Commentary. While such transfers are permitted, less drastic
action should ali,ays be considered preferable. But to the
"extent necessary, transfers into residential facilities from non-
reSidential programs and from a foster home to more secure
facilities will be permitted if performed in accordance with due
process principles.

The National Advisory Committee recommends the I

adoption of this standard as an action each state can take
inimediately, .without "a 4najor rerdlocation of funds, to
improve the administration of juvenile justice..

Related Standards
1 125 i-.;:raluation of Local and State Effc.wts
3 1810 Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersDelinquency
3 1811 'Enforcement of Dispositional OrdersNoncriminal

Misbehavior
3 182 Criteria for Dispositional DecisionsDelinquency
3 181 Duration of Diipositional and Type of Sanction

.. belinquenc9
3.17J. Rights of the Parties
3.189 Review and Modification of Dispositional Deci-

sions
Noncourt Adjudicatory Proceedings

a-4.11 . Role the State
4/21 Training Schools: ,
1.219 High Security Units
..22 Canips and. Ranches
4.23 Group Homes
4.24 Community Corredtional Facilities
4.25 Foster Homes
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.127 Shelter Care Facilities
\3. Nonresidential Programs,

4!410 Right to Treatment
41:4

7

2 Transfers from Less Secure to More Secure
Facilities

4.82 Ombudsman PrograMs



500-0r010:(40$8..$4cueo:

Transfer from more secure to less secure facilities may be
made without a hearing. Written notice of the transfer and of
the reasons therefore should b'e provided:to the juvenile, the
juvenile's parent or guardian, and tpthe placing family court.

Sources:
See generally Institute of. JudiCial Adrninistra7

tion/ American Bar AssoCiation Joint Coinniiision on
Juvenile Justice Standards, PrOposed. Standards Relating to
Correctional Administrailon, Standards 2.2(h), 2.3(b) (draft,
1976) (hereafter cited as IJA/ ABA, Corrections: Administra-
tion)! 1.

Commentary

or guardian and the placing court. However, UO,hearing is
required before the, transfer oecuyi., Even th'ongh great'.
deferenie should bepaid,t6 decisiOns made by/adminikrators
in this area, it is.conceiyable that the juvenile, his/her parents.'
or the julienne Court judge may disagree with the transfer: The
provisions for notice in conjunction with review hearing
recOminended by. Standard 3.189 will provide an CiPportimity
to review the decision to transfer in these rare situations

The -National Advisory Committee, fecommends: the,
adoption, of this standard as an actiori each state can take
immediately,' without a major rfa' llocatiOn of fu0s,
iinprove the adMinistration of juvenile justice. \

Related Standardi
This standard permits administrators to transfer juveniles to 3;189

less secure facilities without a prior hearing. Such transfers are 4.21
indicative of relabilitative progress on the part of the juvenile . 4:219
and 7of an assessment by the staff that more_ freedom is 4.22
consonant with the needs of the individual child. 544 Standard 4.23
4A19 and Commentary. . . 4.24

Because the transfer results in more freedom to the javenile, . .

rather' than less, the procedural requirements reComm ended 4.26
by SWidard 4.71 are not necessary. Cf. IJA/ABA, Coirec- 4.27
dons AcIMinistration, supra at Standard 4.5. Written notice of 4.3
the transfer must be given to the juvenile, the julienne's parent 4.71

Review and Modification of Diipositionnl DecisIns
Training Schools
High SecuritY Units
Camps and 'Ranches
Group Homes
ComMunity ,Correctional Facilities
Foster Homes.
Detention FaCilities
Shelter Crire Facilities
Noniesidential Programs
Transfers from Less Secure to More Secure Facilitiei



4.73 Transfers Among
Agencies
Transfers from a juvenile facility m which a juvenile has been
iplaced by the family court to a facility'under the jurisdiction of

eparate agency for the care, of the mentally ill or for the care
of narcotic addicts or drug abusers, sltould only be permitted
following a hearing before a fanaly court judge.

Transfers of juveniles from youth agencies to adult correction-_

al agencies should be prohibiied.

Source:
S.M. Davis, Rights of Juveniles,,Sec. ( 974); Institute

of Judicial Administration/ American Bar, AssoCiation JOint
CoMniissicin on Juvenile Justice . Standards, ,Proposed
Standards Relating to Correctional Administration, .Standfr
acds 2.2(b) and 2.3(b) (draft, 1976r [hereinafter cited as
ITA/ABA, CarrOctioits Administration].

Commentary
This standard recommends that a hearing before a family

court judge be held before any transfer is made from a juvenile
facility' to a facility operated by an agency for the care of the
mentally ill or mentally retarded or of drug addictS or abusers.
It also , recommends that committed 'juveniles -never be

1

transferred_ to adult jails.
The, IJA/ ABA, Correction.: Administration, supra at

Standards 2.2 and:2.3; and National Advisory CoMMittee on
Criminal- Justice Standards and Goals, The Report of the
Task FOrce favenile'iusiice and. DelinquencyPrevention,
Standard 19.6(1) (1976) alio prohibit the transfer of juveniles

.

to: adult jails and require that a due process hearing be held
before a family court judge before a juvenile is transferred to a
mental Jnstitution. Both. are Silent regarding transfers to
institutions housing drug' abusers .and. narcotic addicts. The

- American ,Correctional commissiOn on Accredi-
tation Jot- Corrections, ,.Mahete# .of Standards, for Juvenile,,
Detention Facilities and Servicei, Standards 8005, 8006', and
8400 = 8403:(1978) is in accord with all provisions in this
standard.

The prohibition against transferring juVeniles to adult
facilities is based on the differing philosophies undeilying the
juvenile and adult systems. Ai the court in' White v. Reid, 125
F Supp. .641 (b.p:c: 1954) pointed out, ". . the basic.
tunCtiOn andpUrpOse of a: enal institution is punishMent as a
deterrent' to crime and that unless the institution, to which a'
;juvenile is committed is intended for and adapted to guidance,
care, education and training rather than ptiniShment, and

.

unlesi its supervisionis that of a:guardian and not that of a
prison paid or jailer, commitment to such institution is by
reaSon.of conviction. of crime and cannot withstand an:assault
for violation of fundamental Constitution safeguards :7. Id at
650.:,fiaker.v. Hamilton,' 345'F. Supp 345 (W. D. Ky. 1972),-

Ina class action btoUght.ori behalf of all juveniles placed in
anldult jail in Louisville, Kentdcky, the court fo .nd that such
placement violated the':Fourteenth Amendment as well,as
state statutes'in that it treated juveniles as adulti for punitiye
purposes, yet 'did. not "aCcordthem the,same procedural dtie
process accorded adults. Baker. :Additionally tie' court found
that confinement to the adidi jail viblated'theiiighth Amenct,
nent's prohibition against :cruel and .,imusual'ppnishment:,
that; no attempt at rehabilitation waS..being made and that
terrible living' conditions prevailed at the jail. 470 353.

United States ex r4. Murray v.,-0wens 341 F. Supp. 722,
tev'd on other grounds, 465 F.2d 289 (2d Cit. 1972), cert: den.
409 U.S. 1117 (1973) dOes not absolutely Prohibit the
confinement of juveniles in adult prisons, but holds that a New
York statute which permits a 15-year.4)1d to be committed -to
an adidt facility while denYing ..him jury trial ;Was
unconstitutional. The court stated .thats, ". . hi'it is ndamen-'
tally unfair to. try the offender as a child,but then to imp-ikon
him as an adult." Id. at .724. .

This standard would' forbid any teansferiof juveniles to
adult facilities. As the IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administra-
tion,: supra pOints out, ". . the underlying rationale for a
sepatate juvenile 'justice proceis applies equally to the adinin-
istratiOn. of juvenile corrections. The juvenile, jitstice process ;'
serves to protect juveniles from full exposure to ,the
justice system." IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration, sapta.
at Standard 2:2 and. Commentary: The attempt\tO,eliminate
bad influences. emanating, ,`hardened" adukcriininals_
clear: the absolute prohibitiOn'of the transfer, of jUvenilei,tO
adult facilities to prevent such exPostite..;,:.See; OA /ABA;
Correctiohs Admfnisiratioit, supra at Standard 2.2 and
Commentary. Further, considefable adminiitratiye
and 'leadership" will.be needed to ensure the impleMentatiOn
of programs designed ,to habilitate. Juyeniles. If_ this tesp_onsk
bility is :shared by the same ageney,,;whiChl conttols adult
faCilities; policy could become obsCured by the dial function.
IJA/ ABA, Corrections. Administration, supra at Standard 2.2'"
and Cnmnientary. ":L

This'standard also prohibits the administrative tranSfer of a :71
committed juvenile to a facility which cares for mentally -ill or
retarded 'persons or to 'one which cares for drUg addicts or
abusers. 'It, has been held' that a transfer of an adult 1from a ;



prisOn to al mental health. institution involVes more than a
simple administrative decision. U.S. ex rel Schcister, v. Herald,
410 F.2d 1071 (2d Cir.), cert. den.; 39441:S. 847 (1969) found
that such transfers involve rights of an important nattire. Not
only does the transfer "effectively eliminate the possibility; of
[plaintiffs]parole, but it significantly increases the restraints
On him, expoies him to extraordinary hardships, and causes
him to suffer indignities, frustrations and dangers, both

. i tot IT:triVe
n a t:pwal prison setting :it 1078 In addition, there is the

-tcrrit ing possihilit:- that tran,terred prisoner may not he
meniall 111 ur ret,,,ded .111 or that he may remain in the
mental taolik I.,1 .1 pe11-1 !.m..ei than his original sentence.
iL/

111t1 'fly! disparit between the
pros.ediLtai AlL,Ided io those who were facing
in:oluntar: (1: 'I L.,,niiiiitment to .1 mental institution from the
outside Lind the mei.; Lidministrali:c decision to have a
prisoner transit:I rid 1,, flleflt,11111.,11111(1011. the court held that
th prisoner was dept,:d ,st equal. protection of the law.

the ..outt teiled 11(2.1:,,., on Bak tr,,u1 v Heroic:(. 383 LS.
11' 1 19661 hc:d that "Vs, here the state has provided for
a iudieial pros.cesi:tu.: to determine the dangerous propensities
id all others (.o.ilk lOnonitted tel la mental facilit:1 it may not
dei this right t., pc,,on tiv has been criminally convicted]
shirt: on the gtound (hat he was nearing the expiration of a
prison item, at 114 I he court in .S.chuster cited other
authorit:. includiri:. a New lurk State Court decision which
extended Bo wont to a ssiith transferred from a correctional
school to an institution for dto:ti:e delinquents. Schuster,
410 F.2d at 1082. citing. Pe(1)/e et rel. GolcIfinger Johnton,
43 "x1isc. 2d 949. 2N0 N.\ .S 2d 304 (Sup. Ct. 1967). The court
held that a lull hearing with all the safeguards afforded to
ci:ilitins was required to: inearLerated persons.

In Mutthett e /lurch. 137 1..S. App. [).C. 39 (1969) the
court found that Li transfer to a mental hospital from a prison
must he accomplished h\ procedure as a civil
cornmitement tor loth !easons ( 1) there is a stigma attached
to the whIL.11 di icrent I tom that attached to the
criminal class in (21 there ate more restrictions on
one, iieetiorn and .;q1tIrie., I; mental hospital than in a
prison. the length oi time spent in the mental hospital
could he toffee! than the original ,entente: and (4) a person
mistaken!: placed in Li mental hospital might suffer irreparable
-se:ere emotional and ps:chic harm- N. at 42. 43.

Iwo state supreme courts ha:e recentiv held that a juvenile
faced with commitment to Li mental institution is entitled to
the protection of due process saleguaids. In In re Michael E.,
12.; Cal. 103. 53 l' 2d 231 (19751. the California Supreme
Court held. on both constitutional and statutory grounds, that
the commitment ut a ward of the Juvenile court to a mental
institution can onl: o::cur in accordance with the civil
commitment statute of California. 1 he North Carolina Court
of Appeals has similarl: held that juveniles arc entitled to the
same due process ptoteet;ons as adult, in any proceeding
where a loss of libert: is Li possible result. in re ,Vfvers. 25
N.C.App 35, 214 SI 2d 26s (19-s,

1 he standard reostimiends that the ,totes require a hearing
before a 1,111111\ L0111 uldgc pllt,1 It) transferring a juvenile to a
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mental healtli or retardation facility. In Parham -v. J.R.,
442 U.S. 584 (1979).the Supreme Court tiled thatsome
of inquiry should be made by a neutralfact finderto determine..
whether the statutory requirements for admission ofa ward of,
an agency to the hospital are satisfied . . [and] that the child's
continuing 'need for commitment be reviewed periodically by a
similarly independent procedure. Id.*.at. 597. The". Cqurt felt,
that in balancing the interests of children, 'parents, and the 41,;%3,

siaie, an evaluation by a staff "phyrician to deterniiii& the
child's need for hospitaliiation provided sufficient due process
safeguards when an agency soughtto Commitone Of its wards
to a mental facility. However, the Court stated that states were
free to require a formal procedure if it saw fit to do so.

Relying on the lower court decisions cited Infra, the
National Advisory Committee believes that the .risk of
erroneous commitments of state wards is too great to alloW a
commitment without a prior adversial hearing before' the
family court judge. .Parham, 442 U.S. .at 608, (Justice
Brennan concurring and dissenting). As the Supreme Court
acknowledged, there is a' risk that children 'without natural
parents will be lot in the shuffle or that commitments may be
extended because of state agency difficulties in locating
alternative placements. Id. at 600. These standards contem-.
plate the use of the least restrictive alternative necessary to
provide appropriate treatment. See Standard 4.410 and.
Commentary. Without an independent evaluation of the
restrictiveness in relation to the necessary treatment, agencies.
will often use facilities which provide more control .than is
necessary since they are usually more readily available.
Further, adverse social affects can Jesuit from mental health'
commitments. The use of hearings before the family court
judge combined with ,reviews of the process, See Standard
3.189, will avoid these problems:

The standard also requires a hearing before a transfer-of a
juvenile from a juvenile facility to one which cares for drug
abusers and narcotic addicts. As in mental institutionaliza-
tion. more restraints, more danger, more rigid programMing,
indignities, and so forth, may occur in a drug treatment center
as opposed to a juvenile facility. See Schuster, 410 F.2d at
1078. The psyche of a youth could be severely damaged if
incorrectly placed in a drug center with persons of all ages who
are addicted, undergoing withdrawal, or knoVedgeable about
hard drugs.

The procedures at the hearing should comply with Standard
3.171. Adequate notice must be given itvadvance to afford the
juvenile opportunity to prepare a- defense. See also Sunday v.
Cannon. 323 F. suppl 165 (D. Md. 1971), Modified, 453 F.
Supp. 856 (D. Md. 1978) (adult prisoner denied due process).
The presence of the person is required, unless the right, has
been knowingly and intelligently waived. See also .Lynch
Baxley. 386 F. SUpp. 378 (M.D. N.D. 1974). Counsel is
required to enable the person to effectively, utilize any of the
due process protections. Id. at 389. A juvenile shoUldsalso be
able to confront and :cross-examine witnesses and offer
evidence on his/ her' own behalf. Rennie v. Klein, 462 F.
Supp. 1131,1147, (D. N.J. 1978). "Because the stigmatization
and loss of liberty attendant upon forced confinement are of
the most profound cons'equence to the individual affected

. . ," due process requires that a judge be persuaded by



clear, unequiVocal, and Convincing evidence ::" that the
ranifer is necessary Lynch, 386(F.:Supp.':'at 393; Addington

U.S.Texas, 441 418(1979). _These protections go far be
yOrid'the'.ininiMUm due process procedures set fOrth by the
Supreme.Court in 'Parham, Supra. The Court required no
More:tlian an inquiry to be conducted bY a psychiatrist which
Probes . the child's backgrOtind:and Includes interviews with
relcvanCperioni: in 'the' life. Parham,., 442 U.S. at 597.
11eilffgEreirfhe Court indicated that the states were free to
adopt- the more stringent procedure& It is the committee's
belief that additional safeguards are warranted to protect the
Child.

The National Advisory Committee recommends the
adoption of this standard as an action each state can take
immediately, without a major reallocation of funds, to
improve the administration of juvenile justice.

Relate anaaras:

'3.171 of the` Parties
3.189 it eVieW-andModi4cation of IDispositional Decisions
4:21 -:Trainiig Schools:

,

4.219 High 'SeCUrity Units
4 22 Camps 'and ,Ranches
4.23 .Group HOmes
4:24 -.Comnitihity'.COrrectional Facilities
4.25 Foiter' Homes
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.27 Shelter. Care' Facilities
4.71 Transfers from Less' Secure to More
4.72 Transfers from More Secure to Les
4.81 Grievance Procedures
4.82 Ombudsman Program
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Secure Facilities
Secure Facilities



rievance
rocedures and

Ombudsman Programs
4.81 Grievance
Procedures
Written grievance procedues should be established for 2.0
residential and nonresideW:al programs. Each juvenile should
be provided with an explanation arid a copy of the.se
procedures at the time the juvenile is admitted to the facility.

Alth'ough the form of grievance procedures may vary, all such
procedures should provide for

a. Review of, grievance's by an agency official above the
level of the facility director, and by an independent
review board, or an impartial individual not employed
by the agency;
Time limits for resolution of the grievance; and
Involvement of staff and juveniles

b.
c.

Sources:
D. MoiGuillis, J. Mullen, and L. Studon; Controlled

Confrontation: The Waid Grievance IliProcedure of the
CaWorni ;Youth' Authority, (1976); Institute ,o11Judicial,Ad
ministrat on/ American Bar Association Joint commission, on
Juvenile Justite Standardi, ' Proposed Standards' Relating to
'Correcti nal -Administration; Standard 9.2 (draft, 1976)
[hereina ter cited as IJAIABA, Corrections Administration];
Nationa Advisory'Committee on Criminal Justice Standards
and Goals, Report of the Task Force on Juvenile JUstice and
Delinquency Prevention, Standard 20.2 (1976).

Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report of the,Taslc
Force: on Juvenile .JUstice and Delinquency Prevention,
Standard 20.2 1976) [hereinafter, cited as. Report of the Task-:
Foree]. *vide for the establishment and implementation of
grievance procedures. The Peportof the Task` Force, supra at
IntroduCtion to Chapter 20.2 states that such grievance :,
procedures:

prOvide a mechanism which enables juveniles to influence
their lives and environment in an appropriate way, . . .

(They) provide the juveniles 'with new skills for cooperation
and negotiation with others while. recognizing and enhanC-
ing the jiivenileS dignity and self-esteem [and] . . . facilitate,
the kind of perional developMeni-that for many juveniles is,
a necessary prelude to the successful handling of problem
in a nondelinquent manner.

Further, the Report of the Taik Force, supra, states:that
fornialized procedures proyide a way to reduce the conflict:
and tensiontiherent in any correctional setting or program:
Report ofthe,Task Force, IntrodUction to Chap. 20.

This standard --;:ontemPlates the same purposes for a
grieVance procedure as do the Report of the Task Force,-
supra, and IJA/ ABA, Corrections Administration,' supra. By .

requiring that all juveniles be provided with explanations of
such grievance procedures upon entering juvenile facilities,-the
standard attempts to insure that the procedure is used and not
simply a "paper prOgram." See generally Ward Grievance. ,

Procedure, CYA, 5 (1976). See also Standard 4.47 and
Commentary.

Neither this . tandard nor, the .IJA /ABA or Task Force
Standards provides for a specific ,,form of grievance proce-
dure. The IJA/ ABA, Corrections AdminiStration, supra. at
Standard 9.2 states that "while the establishment of some grie-
vance Mechanism seems highly desirable, no single model or
prodedure exists which could be implemented in all residential- --
programs for juveniles' in the country." Thus, although a
specific type of program is not 'mandated; this _standard:
recommends that a procedure' be established that Ind:Odes.
revieW, of grievances, time limits, and the involvement of staff;
and juveniles. If th grievance procedUre is to operate properly
to protect :juVeniles and . to enhance the administration of
jiivenile. justice, all three components are neCessary.'Grievan-

Commentary
This standard recommends the establishment of written

grievance procedures for juVenile residential facilities and
nonresidential piograms. A grievance mechanism has been
defined by the IJA / ABA, Corrections Administration, supra
at Standard 9.2 as an : . ,

administrative procedure -,at which ,complaints of individ-
uals about residential programs or department policies, per-
sonnel, conditions or prOcedures can be expressed and re=

.

solved.- IJA/ ABA, Corrections Alinistration, supra at
Standard 9 2:

BOth.; the IJA/ ABA,, Corrections Administration, supra e
Standard' 9.2,, and the National . Advisory Committee on

_ _



ces will be actually' -settled, staff and juveniles will work
tOgether to seek solutions,.and,when disagreement occurs, an:'
udbiased decision maker can resolve it.

Section (b) of this standard states that time limits should be
set for the resolution- of grievances. The Report of the Task)
-Force, supra, and -1,1A/ABA, Corrections Administration,
supra do not set specific time limits. The IJA/ ABA;
Corrections Administration, supra states thattime limits are a
critical factor, and the Report of the Task Force, supra states

..that a prompt, full hearing should be conducted .,and that
grievances should be resolved at the earliest possible time. See.
IJ AI ABA, Corrections Administration, supra at Standard.9.2
and Commentary; Report'of the Task Force,,supra, Intro. to
Chap. 20, and Standard 20.2 and Commentary; see also Ward
Grievance Procedures of the California Youth Authority
(1976). Since each state's system will be different, no specific
limit- is provided by the standard. However; the California
procedure\which requires 'resolution of grievances within
thirty days is a reasonable-one.

It should be noted that Standards 4.71 (Transfer and
Standard 4.52 (Room Confinement) provide for specific
hearint procedures and that corporal punishment/and the
denial of specified rights are specifically prohibited by these
standards. See Standards 4.51 and 4.411. Thus, although the
Task Force.provides.that the grievance procedure be a method
whereby a juvenile can ask.for a review of imposed discipline,
these standards provide for specific procedures to be utilized
befOre the imposition of discipline. See Standards 4.54 and /.
4.7.1. Finally, it should be noted that Standard 4.43

0

.Fonterciplat§s an automatic referral to the.grieva*eimechai-
nlim. whenever _a facility seeks to remove -a juvenile's .haii.,-
Ivithout lus/hcr consent. In those cases; an expedited -,
procedure may be necessary.

.

I mediately, withbut a major rea funds, to

National Advisory CoMmittee recommends .'the
doption of this standard as an actio each state can take

ocation of
,

mbrove .the administration of jilve Ile justice. I
_

,

Related
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14.219
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4.2193
4.22
4.23
4.24
4.25
4.26
4.27
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Detention facilities
Transfer Procedures
Nonresidential ,Programs

Rights of Juveniles
Discipline
Use of Restraints
Grievance. Procedures
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In addition 46 the grievance procedures described in Standard
4.81, juvenile i placed in residential or nonresidential programs
should have access to an ombudsman...

The ombudsman should investigate matters adversely affect-
.. int juveniles Under agency supervision which are not raised in,

grievance ...procedures, and whenever Possible: should serve on
the assessment team for juveniles placed in ,training schoOls.
Ombudsmen should report torihe director of oinbudsmen or,
if such a position has not been created, to an agency official
above the level. z.lf facility director who should not be adminis-
tratively responsible for the program in which the (.;mbudiman
is assigned to serve.

Ombudsmen should have substantial experience in the area of
juvenile law, youth services, and investigtitiOn.

In order to encourage residents, staff,' and administratorslo
communicatelreely with the ombudsman, statements made to

,

the ombudsman should be statutorily protected as privileged
communication. The privilege may be waived by the!person
providing the information.

-,, Ombudsman 'reports should not form the basis for age
disciplinary action. However, based :upon informat o
brought to light by the ombudsman, the agency should initit
its own independent investigations which may give rise o
agency actio6. , ;

, r .- .; I.

,' ` .47

.
!Ci)

(1974). Under the New York Program, four ombudsmen
were attorneys specializing in farriilY court matters traveled to
the State schoolS, and received complaints from theresidents ;;A.

on matters involving their legal rights. This standard, unlike
the New York program, does not mandate that thel.
Ombudsmen be attorneys.' However, it requires that ,th'e:,q,
Ombudsman have substantial experience in the area of juvenile.:
law, Youth services, and inveStigatiOn while attbrneYScOtild'i,
fill this role, Other prOfessibrialSs'faMiliar within the'SYSteniare
also eligible. This will increase the pool of persons eligible to
serve as ombudsmen.

Under the New York _Prograiii, 'when the ombudiman
believei a complaint is within' his/herjuriidiction, he/she has
the power to interview staff members and, resident S and to:-
examine records. 1-1e ombudsman will Prepare: a factual,:y.
report on legit/.:aate complaints which is forwarded to the
superintendent of the school, the director of the Division of
Youth, the direCtor of the OmbudsMan, Project, and an

.

independent review board. The review board assists
resolving problems and serves:as 'an external check onthe",''

,
project's effeCtiVeness. See generally Goddard, supra, See also:,-;,!,,
Hoffinan,1Prisoner's Rights -Sotircebook (1973), :

This 'standard provides that- the ombudsman investigate -`',

matters that are not raised in grievance procedures. Oinbuds-
en can initiate investigations:where a juvenile has not Made',

o does not want to make, a formal Complaint, or where the
matter to be investigated is not apprOpciate for a grievance.Sources: procedure. The latter may involve matters of-misfeasance Or ,,

,,Institute of Judicial Administration/American Bar Asso-
'ciation Joint Commission on Juvenile Justice Standards; Pro-
posed Standard Relating to Correctional Administration,
Standard 9.2.(draft, 1976); M. Goddard, The Ombudsman
the New York State Division for Youth Facilities (1974); H.
Hoffman, "The Limits of Litigating Alternatives to ' a
Lawsuit, {Prisoner Rights SourcebOok (1973);,M.D. Kanner-

.

iehri; A' Repoli' on the New York Division for Youth:
Ombudsman Project, The Council. Of State Governments
(1974); M.Goddard, The Ombudsman Handbook (1972).

Commentary.
This standard recommends that juveniles in residential and

nonresidential programs have access to an ombudsman. This
standard is 'based uPon the experience of the New .York State
Division for Youth Facilities which created an Office of
Ombudsmen within its legal division'in 1972. Goddard, The
Ombudsman in the N Y. State Division for Youth Facilities

. . .
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malfeasance'by the facility administrators, matters Pertaining -,'

to the quality 'of treatment,' or compliance with state laws -"
requiring specific for educational programs.' The '.,

role" of 'the ombudsman is more encompassing than the
'grievance procedure and provides a method fiir the immediate-
identification

4
"of developing problems and the transmission of

`information pertaining to them to the director of ombudsmen
ni to 'an appropriate agency official:

The combination, of the . grievance' and disciplinary proce-
dures and the ombudsman program 'Will ensure maximum
Protection of a juvenile's rights while in residential settings.
The existence of an ombudsman can also facilitate the flow or
information to' outside groups, provide a'perspectiVe different
from that the staff regarding the program and individual needs
of children, stimulate change and improvement in the
treatment of , children,' and provide an ongoing evaluative
mechanism to monitor the types of treatment children are
receiving in 'facilities. See generally M. Kannersehn, "Om-,
budsinan Project: the Council' of State Governments'," A
'Repoli on the 'N.Y. Division for Youth" (1974). The ombuds7

'. ..

,

,



an'Also.has.the authority:to monitor:: the grievances of and'.
deiiveii:ofseivieesito juveniles under Corillitunify.supervision.

This standard also urges statutory PrOtectiOn for statements
;;;,, made'Ain the OmbucISMan. Cf. 8tandlis

proteCtionii necessary in order to achieve theproper levels of
communication; between the oinbildsman andlhe residents or
staff: The protection is in, the:form of a N'ailiable privilege held
by all persons._ proyiding,information._
-Standard 1.126 provides for the creation of a State Office Of

Youth Advocacy which is not part of the agency responsible
for supervision. Thai: program is set up as an external
monitor, whereas the, ornbudsman recommended by this
standard constitutes an internal ,monitoring system within the
state youth agency[The ombudsman provided by this
standard ads as an early warning mechanism to alert the
agency to situations that negatively affect juveniles in its
custody. By placing the ombudsman. inside the prograin,
institutional' animosity can . be avoided. Further, the state
youth agency should be given the opportunity to correct its
shortcomings through its own efforts before an' outside agency
farces those changes upon them.

The purpose of the Office of Youth. Advocacy, on the other
hand, is to expose :hose abuses. that are not expeditiously
corrected by the yotith agency itself. The: Office of Youth
Advocacy is also concerned with monitoring the entire state

0."'.7-4=;=-

program.:, mvolvrng c4i1clien.and,notrjust the :superyision
program See.'generally Standard 1 126 and Commentary:' ``

The National \Advisory- Committee recorn;mends 51he';
('adoption thii:.*Oridarct.Os:040iOii. 4c)I;;.stoteeanl`take
immediately, ,;.without';!a-:;major,:rfollocation of funds,'. to
improve the adminUtration of juvenile justice.:

Related Standards
4.21 Training Schools
4.219 High Security Juvenile Units
4.22 Camps and Ranches
4.23 Group Homes
4.24: Community Correctional Facilities
4.25 Foster Homes
4.26 Detention Facilities
4.27 Transfer.,Procedures
4.3 , Nonresidential Programs
4.41-4.411 -Rights of Juveniles
4:514:53 Discipline ._

4.614.62 Use of Restrainis
4.71-4.73 Transfers-From Less Secure to More Secure Fa-

cilities. /
4.81 ,

\

Grievance Procedures





As indicated in the introduction to this report, one of.the
purposes of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency preyention
Act of 1974 is to "encourage the implementation of national
standards on juvenile justice . . . [thrOugh] recommendations
for adininstrative, budgetary, and legislative action at the
.Federal, state, and local level to facilitate . . . [their]
adoption',; ." 42 U.S:C. § 5602(5) (Supp. 1979).

Among the provisiOns in the JJDP Act designed to carry
out this purpose are: section 224(a)(5) which authorizes the
awarding of Special Emphasis .grants- and contracts to
'facilitate the adoption of the stan
National Advisory Committee;
includes among the'criteria to be c
cial Emphasis grants and contrac
proposed program facilitates impl
Advisory Commitiee's recomni
which directs the National Insti

ards.recommended by the
Section 225(c)(6) which
nsidered in awarding Spe

s, "the extent'to which the
Mentation" of the National

endations; section 247(d)
Ute. for Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention to dev lop and support model state
egislation consistent with the ct and the National Advisory
Committee standards; and, se tion 247(b) which-requires the
National Advisory Committee to submit together with its
standards, recoMmendations which set forth Federal; state
and local actions which will facilitate their adoption
throughout the United States.

In addition, the recently enacted Justice System Improve,
inenL'Act, 42 U.S:C. 3701 (Supp. 1980) inclUdes within
authorized uses of formula grant.funds."improving conditions
of.: detention and confinement in juvenile correctional
institutions ag measured,,by the number of such institutions
administering programs meeting accepted Standards." 42
U.S.C. §3741(a)(17) and §3289e(b)(15) (SuPP. 1980).-

:PUrsuant to this mandate, the National Advisory Commit-
tee haS included_specific implementation recommendationS in
a number of standards inch/ding those relating to
, :'-the criteria for refg.rrind persons to the intake unit

.... [Standardi 2.221-2.223 (law,enforcement_agenCies) and
' 2.321-2.322(ncilaw enforcement agencies)];
the criteria for taking` juveniles into ,custody [Standards

'2.2:31-2.233 (law-enforcement agencies) and 2.33 (nonlaw
enforcement agencies)]; .:,

jurisdiction over noncriminal misbehavior (Standard
3.112).; 6

intake and custody decisions,by" the intake unit [Stand-
ards. 3:143-3.145 (intake decisions) and 3.151, 3.153 and
3:154. (detention and eMergency custody decisions)];
prediSp ition reports (Standard 3.187), the rights

: afford juveniles subject to a dispOsitional order

Z.,,;:,ti',k:;44;. 1';

, (Standards 4.42, 4.48, 4.410, and 4.411.);,.
-the procedures for and limits on disciplining, restraining

and -transferring: jnyeniles placed in: residential .facilities
(Standards 4.51-4.54, 4.61-4.62, and 4.71-4.73); and

the grievance procedures and ombudsmen programs
Which should be 'available to juveniles. fOI:owiiig dispOsi-

.tion.(Standards 4.814.82).
ManY' of these can be accomplished without major

allocation of: resources.
Set out below are recommendations regarding more

comprehensive Lmplementation strategies and the factors
Whichthe NatiOnal Advisory Commitiee considered in devel-
oping them:=

Framework for Decision Making

In assessing the possible mechanisms . for imPlementing
standards for juvenile _justice and delinquency peevention,
three considerations appear to be of prime importan,A:

1. Does the 'proposed strategy fall within the legal and
practical authority of the Federal. Government;
Are the resources available sufficient to support the
proposed strategy; and

3.- Dins the proposed strategy contain adequate procedures ,

for gaining.state and local suPport.for and participation
in the implementation proCess? .

1. Does the prbposedstrate0 fall within the legal and
practical authority of the:Federal Goverizment? The prinCipal
role of the Federal Government in the effort to strengthen and
improve state and local' juyenile justice and, delinquency
prevention systems is to provide strong leadership', and
necessary assistance. See Standards 1.131-1.134 (federal Told'
and responsibilities); 3.114 (jurisdiction of the federal courts
over delinquency); and 4.',12 (federal role in supervision _

programs). Past implementation efforts that have attempted
to mandate a sweeping set of federal standards have Proven
less_effective than anticipated in areas such as juvenile jtitiee,f. '-
which, are primarily the respOnsibility. of and local

_government, which .are subject to major conflicts over ob:..-
Jectives and goals, - and for which there are few reliable
. means of measuring the impact of change.' Althonghfederally
developed \standards' can prbvide direction on issues and
policy of national concern, they cannot realistically be
expected to anticipate the needs, structure, and particular
priorities of each state and locality. Hence, any strategy has to
demonstrate sensitivity to the nature of the social and political

e .

realities at the stateand local leYelS:
2. Are the resources ay' kilable sufficient' to .support -the
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propOsed strategy?' No matter. hoW essential, .the .portioiiof
federal, state, and loca budgets that' can be devoted to any
purpose ;is limited. Thu- an iMPlementation strategy that

' EeqUires massive allocatioi S, of 'resources is, imprattical. For.
L-- exaniPte,the personnel and unds required to monitor state

and local compliance with ma dated standards in all the areas
covered by this. report of the ational AdVisOry Committee
would be prohibitive. Thus,

ni
implementation strategies must.

.....winwpOWc._soe seler4944r: prioritizaition ppocess-gad.:pro-
vide for the pooling of resources and energies..:...

3. Does the proposed strategy contain adequate procedurek
for gaking state and local support for andparticipation in the
implementation process? As noted earlier, juvenile justice and
delinquency prevention are primarily a state -and local
responsibility: ACcordingly, an implementation strategy. must
include incentives that will encourage states and communities
to reassess the manner in which services are delivered to
children and in-which they dealwith youth Crime in light of the
proposed'. standards, to identify the most serious, problems,

and to make the necessary procedural and substantive
changes.\-.: Recommended General Strategies

I.:Under section 223 of the JuVenile Justice and Itlelinquen,
dy\preventiOn (JJDP) Act, 42 U.S.C. §5633 (Supp. 1979) and
sectTns 402(b) and 130 I 'of the Justice System Improvement
Act of 1979, 42 U.S.C. §§3742(b) and 3799(i) (Supp.'1080),
state criminalriminal justice Councils, in-order to receive formula
grant ftinds, must prepare., a State juvenile :juStice and
delinquency prevention comprehensive plan. Such plans must
proyide, among other things, for an advisdry groupappointed
by 'the governor' and including representatives of local and
.state government, law enforcement, -juvenile justice, youth
services, public welfare, health, mental health, education
agencies, private organizations concerned with the problems
and activities of youth; and youth involved in the juvenile

Justice system. One- third` of. the members must be under age
twenty-six. This structure appears to. be a logical channel for
the following standards implementation activities.

States, through their Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups7-:

should be asked l'o'assess the recommended standards againit,
their own needs, problems and\ experience, and. identify
priority areas. See:Standard ..I .123. Financial support and.
technical assistance as well as training ursuant to 42 U.S.C.
§.5651(e)(6)((Supp. 1979) should be proVided by the.Office of\Juvenile justice, arid Delinquency Prevention to the state
Juvenile Justice AdvisOry Groups to assist them in carrying
out these functions. These priorities identified\by the state
advisory group would then become the basis of a Cbordinat-
ed State Juvenile JuStice and Delinquency Prevention Plan
designed to meet t4 planning requiienients for JJDP Act

;fund? : .d other federal youth programs such as those under
the Comprehensive Einproyment and Training Adt of 1973, 20
U.S.C. § §801 et. seq. (Supp. 1975), Title XX of the Social
Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §§1391 et. seq. (Supp. 1979, and the
Justice Systems ImproVement ACt, 42 U.S.C. §3793a (Supp.

1980). See Standard (1 .122. One agency in most Casei;t
State criminal justice e.Ouncil-7-WOUldServ'e leadageric
in performing the planning and staff coordination functions "_.

At the same time; the'Federal'InterdepartMental,COOidinat
ing Council, 'see. 42 U.S.C: 5616 (Supp."1979);-and,indiVidUara.
agencies would be Working to integrate federal funding and

technical assistance programs, to promote coordination
federal agenCieS and 'personnel at the regional,` state, and local!.!
levels, anit.;tQ,elicainate artificial as leers;
ments, and other impediments to the adoption of', the
standards. -

This strategy' meets the three ;'cpiteria noted above. By
linking implementation to the provision of federal funds and
by having states sc.*. their own priorities, it conforms to
federal legal and practical implementation authoiity. By'
utilizing and coordinating existing programs and agencies, it
avoids the creation of new administrative entities and .massive
new' funding programs, although some additional or redirect-.
"ed funds may be necessary to assist in fostering the. coordi-
nated planning process. Finally, the link between federal
funds:and standards iinplementation together with the public
interest in youth crime and delinquency prevention should
Provide thee necessary incentives for state and local suppOrt.

2. The juvenile justice and-delinquency prevention system
includes many groups of professionals seeking to improve the
system's effectiveness and fairness, and the subject of youth, '--,-'
crime and its prevention- is a matter of greaCpublic.concern.1:-,\
The continuation of these systems improvement activities by V
professional groups and the focusing of this public concern \
can greatly assist the efforts to 'gain adoptioni bof the_

recommended standards. ,Hence, as a corollary to the above-
described goVernniental planning strategy,. national profes-
sional organizationS should be encOuragediti-CO-iiiider d'
the greatest extent possible, incorporate the recotnmended
standard's in their own accreditation programs and more

.., richly detailed professional standards. a
Although outside the purview of, 'these implementation

recommendations, another \method through, which implemen-
tation may be accomplished is litigation: Courts haye:and
continue to play a role, often 'a leading one, in standards
implementation and systems change. It is likely that in some
instances in which other implementation efforts have failed,
the standards may be adopted through judicial decree.
Conclusion

There should be no illusions/about the effort that will be
required to accomplish the Planning, design, and coordinat-
ing aCtiVitidrecommended above. The energies and eoopera-.1
tion of individuals and agencies at all levels Of government and ,-rg;
in the private sector, will be -needed. HOwever, the National Yj
Advigory Committee: believes that these implementatiOn rec-, .
ommendations, strategies, andstandards represent woricaole'
and "effeCtive.program . :to improve the quality orjuvenile-
justice in the United States." (42 U.S.C. 3701) (SuPp. 1980).
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